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NOTES ON DATES

Muslim dates are given according to the Hijra era or the event
marking Prophet Muhammad’s emigration from Mecca to Medina.
Although he arrived in \ledina on 24 September 622, seventeen years
later the Second Caliph ’Umar (634-44) instituted Muslim dating on the
basis of the lunar months, beginning with Muharram. Thus the first

Muharram was calculated to have fallen on 16 July 622. The adoption
of the lunar calendar leads to the loss of one year every thirty-three years
of the Roman calendar. Hence 1407 Hijra (H) or Anno Hegirae (AH)
begins in September 1986 AD and not in 2029. Of the two dates sepa-
rated by an oblique in this book, the first is the Hijra (H) or Anno
Hegirae (AH) and the second is AD. Where neither H nor AD is

mentioned alongwith dates, AD is invariably implied.

All equivalent dates have been taken from Wustenfeld-Mahler’ sche

Vergleichungs- Tabellen.

NOTES ON TRANSLITERATION

The limitations of the press forbid our using the full range of diacritical

marks, which alone would have ensured perfect accuracy and consistency.

Persian transliteration system in the Persian-English Dictionary by F. Stein-

gass has been largely followed but only long vowels carry a macron, thus

a, i, u. The Hindi diphthong in such words as Ra‘o or Bada'uni is marked
by the sign ‘ an apostrophe. Undotted ayn is marked by the sign ’ and
‘ represents the hamzah. Place names of India in particular have not been
marked and generally modern spellings have been preferred.
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Preface

The first volume of the Socio-Intellectual History of the Isnd ’Ashari Shi is

in India outlined the early history of the Shi’is and the Shi
5

1 intellectual

and social life in India from the seventh to the end of the sixteenth cen-

tury. It discussed the life and intellectual contributions of Qazi Nuru‘llah

Shustari at some length. The present volume deals with the Shi’i struggle

for existence in the Northern India from the seventeenth to the end of

the nineteenth century. Beginning with an account of the Shi’i
’

ulama

during the reign of Shahjahan and Awrangzib, the work goes on to dis-

cusss the contributions of the Shi’i
’

ulama of the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries in Delhi, the Panjab, Kashmir, Bihar and Bengal. The con-

tributions of Shaykh ’Ali Hazin, Ghufran Ma‘ab, his descendants and dis-

ciples have been thoroughly discussed. The legacy of Ghufran Ma‘ab

has also been analysed. The chapter on the
’

ulama concludes with a de-

tailed note on the Kinturi family. The chapter on Shi’i contributions

to philosophy and science discusses Shah Fathu‘llah Shlrazi and his im-

pact on the philosophy and science in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies in India. Aspects of the impact of Shaykh Baha‘ud-Din Muham-
mad ’Amili and the Iranian Shi’i philosophers on Sunni scholars and

Sunni seminaries have also been analysed. The most unique was the in-

terest of Danishmand Khan of the court of Shahjahan and Awrangzib

in the Western philosophy and sciences. In the eighteenth century

’Allama Tafazzul Husayn and Abu Talib Landani rednvigorated Danish-

mand Khan’s traditions. The creativity of the Shi’i poets of the Mughal

court went a long way to making the history of literature in the sixteenth

to the eighteenth centuries most profound.

The novelties introduced by the Indian Shi ’is to the commemoration

of the tragedy of Karbala called for a detailed discussion on the mour-

ning ceremonies of Imam Husayn’s martyrdom. The legacy of ’Allama

Tafazzul Husayn was handed down to Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan, by his

maternal uncle Khwaja Faridu‘d-Din who sat at the feet of the ’Allama.

Mawalna Siraj Husayn the son of the great mujtahid Mufti Muhammad
Quli forestalled the works of the eminent modernist of India in the realm

of mathematics. In Calcutta Mawlana Karam Husayn Bilgarami and

Mawlana Karamat ’All ofJaunpur were the precursors of Justice Amir
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Ali and Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan. The Shi’i contributions to popularis-

ing the English education in the Mohammedan Anglo Oriental College,

Aligarh have been placed in a new perspective.

The present work tends to show that although the Shi’is could not re-

volutionize the existing political system, they left an indelible mark on the

intellectual and social history of India. It is based on contemporary Per-

sian and Arabic sources. Works in Indian and European languages have

also been thoroughly examined. They are mentioned in the bibliography

published at the end of the first volume of the present work.



Chapter One

ShVi Struggle for Existence in the

Northern India
(Seventeenth to the Nineteenth Centuries)

On 18 Jumada II 1019/7 September 1610 Q,azi Nuru‘llah Shustari was

martyred. It is possible that his dead body lay unattended for a day or two

far from the fort where he Was flogged. It is also possible that he was flog-

ged near the fort, that his corpse was thrown far away from the town and

that fanatical Sunnis dishonoured it. After a few days, permission to inter

his corpse was obtained and his sons buried him. Some Iranian merchants

who were independent of the Emperor and some courageous Shi’is from

Agra might, have joined the Qazi’s sons in burying the remains of the great

sage and scholar. The Qazi’s sons, however, were not persecuted by the

Mughal Emperors. In fact, two of them, as we will soon see, rose to con-

siderable eminence during Shahjahan’s reign.1

Qazi Nurullah’s Sons

The Qazi had five sons. His eldest son
5Allama Sayyid Sharifbecame an

eminent scholar. He was born on 19 Rabi’ 1992/31 March 1584. Sayyid

Sharif received his early education from his father. He then studied higher

text-books under Muhaqqiq Mir Taqiu‘d-Din Muhammad Nassaba

Shirazi and other learned academics. Some portions of the Shark Isharat

were taught him by Mirza Ibrahim Hamadani. He specialised in hadis

under Mulla ’AbduMlah Shustari. Shaykh BahaVd-Din ’Amili instructed

him in fiqh and also authorised him to teach his works on Jiqh and hadis

to students of higher learning.

Sayyid Sharif left for Iran at a very early age. Qazi Nuru'llah regularly

urged him in his letters to attain perfection in knowledge. Before the

Qazi left Lahore he was informed that Sayyid Sharif had attracted the

attention of Shah ’Abbas Safawi and had been presented to his court.

1 History of the Isnd ’Ashari Shi’is in India,
Canberra 1986, 1, pp. 376-84.
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The Qazi was delighted and thanked God for his son’s intellectual and
worldly progress. By 1012/1603, Sayyid Sharif had attained the status

of mujtahid. Qazi Nuru'llah urged him not to enter employment at court
but to devote two more years to higher studies and intellectual debates.
This separation from Sayyid Sharif, however, was deeply distressing to

the Qazi and his letters and poems on the subject are very painful. 2

Possibly Sayyid Sharif, following his father’s advice, remained two years
longer in Iran. His father’s mounting difficulties, however, prompted him
to return to Agra sometime before the Qazi’s martyrdom. He was greatly

disturbed at his father’s murder and he died at the early age of twenty-
eight on 5 Rabi’ II 1020/17 June 1611. He wrote the following books:

Hashiya Tafsir Bayzawi [A commentary on the Tafsir Bayzawi]

Hashiya on Hashiya-i Qadima on the chapter relating to Jawahir (Essence)

Hashiya Shark Mukhtasar ’Azudi

Hashiya on Hashiya-i Mut’aW.

Sayyid Sharif also composed a treatise on nine different religions and
other topics. None of these works survive but, as their titles indicate, they
were intended as textbooks for higher study. He also wrote poetry.8

Qazi Nurullah’s second son Sayyid Muhammad Yusuf was a poet but
no details of his life are available. Possibly he moved to Iran and died
there.4 The Qazi’s remaining three sons made a deep impact on seven-

teenth century India. The date of the birth ofthe third son, ’AlaVl-Mulk,
the author of Firdaws, is not known, but he received his early education
from his father. After Sayyid Sharif’s death he seems to have left for Iran
and possibly the whole family moved from India. ’Ala

c
u6l-Mulk obtained

higher education in Shiraz and then returned to India. He took up a
teaching career in Agra. Later on he was appointed as tutor to Prince

Shah Shuja’, the second son of Shahjahan. The Subh-i Sadiq
, our earliest

source on him, does not tell us who assigned the position to him.
Shuja’ was born on 14 Jumada I 1025/30 May 1616 and was adopted

by Nur Jahan as her son. In his account of 1027-28 in his Tuzuk, Jahangir
says that Shuja’ was <c

brought up in the chaste lap of Nur Jahan Begum”
and Jahangir considered him dearer to him than his own life.5 Shuja’
lived under Nur Jahan’s care until Jahangir’s death. Early in Rajab 1037/
March 1628, the Prince was brought to his father’s Court by Asaf Khan
along with his two brothers. Princes Dara Shukoh and Awrangzib. They
had been taken as hostages for their father’s good conduct. Shuja’ was

2 Nawwab ’Inayat Khan Rasikh, Bayaz, ff. 92a-93a.

3 ’Ala'ul-Mulk Husayni Shustari, Firdaws
, Qum n.d., pp. 37-39.

4 Ibid., p. 40.

5 Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, Aligarh 1864, p. 248.
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then twelve years old and it is probable that Nur Jahan appointed Sayyid

’Ala
eu cl-Mulk as the Prince’s tutor. It is remarkable that Shahjahan did

not change her choice and ’Ala
cu el-Mulk remained the Prince’s teacher

even when he was Governor of Bengal. Mirza Muhammad Sadiq Sadiqi,

the author of Subh-i Sadiq, met ’Ala
cu cl-Mulk and his younger brother

(d. 1046/1636) in Jahangirnagar (Dacca) and enjoyed his patronage there.

According to Mirza Muhammad Sadiq,
9

Ala
ffu cl-Mulk was endowed with

the attributes of prophets and saints. He was head and shoulders above

the ’ulamtf of his time. ’AlaVl-Mulk’s influence seems to have impreg-

nated Shah Shuja’ with Shi’i ideals and popularised the importance of

love for Ahl-i Bayt among the Bengali Sunnis. He was the author of the

following books: J

Anwaruc
l-Huda, on Divine Reality

al-Siratu
c
l Wasilfi asbatu

c
l wajib, on Divine Reality

Muhazzabi'l-mantiq
,
on logic

Firdaws, the history of Shiraz. 6

Of these, only the Firdaws survives. It has recently been published in

Iran. The titles of his other works indicate his profound interest in the

gnostic intuition of Reality.

Sayyid Abue

l-Ma’ali, the fourth son of Qazi Nurufllah Shustari, was

born on 3 Zuflqa’da 1004/29 June 1596. He also seems to have been

educated by his father and returned to India with his brother. For some

time he lived in the Qjutb-Shahi kingdom of the Deccan where he trans-

lated the Masae
ibu

e
n-Nawasib at the instigation of Sultan Muhammad

Qutb Shah (1020-1035/1612-1626) into Persian. After the Sultan’s death

he also moved to Bengal where Mirza Muhammad Sadiq met him. In

Rabi9 II 1046/September 1636 he died. He was the author of the following

works

:

Sharh alfiyya

Risala ftl-adl [Divine Justice]

Risala nafi ru
cat Wajib Ta}

ala [Rejection of Sunni theory of the Divine

vision]

Tafsir
3
ala

e
suratu*l-akhlas [Exegesis of the Unity chapter]

A treatise on miscellaneous topics. 7

These works also do not survive but the titles indicate that Sayyid Abuc
l-

Ma’ali contributed to the Shi’i-Sunni controversies. He asserted the Shi’i

beliefs of
’
adl (justice) and boldly rejected the Sunni concepts of a visible

6 Subh-i Sadiq
,,
Aligarh Muslim University Ms., ff. 529a.

7 Firdaws, pp. 40-43; Subh-i Sadiq, f. 529a.
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God. He also seems to have helped his brother ’Ala
£u £l-Mulk impress

Shi’i ideals on Shah Shuja’.

Qazi Nuru £

llah’s fifth son Mir ’Ala
£u £d-Dawla was born in Rabi’ I

1012/August 1603. ’Ala
£u £l-Mulk quotes some verses composed by

’Ala
£u £d-Dawla in his Firdaws. He was still alive when the Firdaws was

written and known to the author of Subh-i Sadiq .
8 The dates of the death

of both ’Ala
£u £l-Mulk and ’Ala

£u
£d-Dawla are, however, not known.

The Lata'ifutl-khayal by Muhammad bin Muhammad al Darabi, comp-
leted in 1076/1665-66, says that despite his worldly duties, ’Ala

£u £d-Dawla
did not neglect the traditional accomplishments of his ancestors. He
also wrote poetry.

’Aia
£u £d-Dawla’s son Mirza Muhammad Ja’far was a scholar too. He

wrote the foreword to the second volume of the Lata
(

ifu
e
l-khayal Sayyid

’All was also one of ’Ala
£u £d-Dawla’s sons. He seems to have made con-

siderable efforts to preserve copies of his grandfather’s works. Generally

they were concerned with Shi’i ’irfan (gnosis) and propagated the Shi’i

theory of Divine Justice. 9

The descendants of ’Ala
£u £l-Mulk and ’Ala

£u £d-Dawla were assigned

positions under the Bengal government. They lived in Murshidabad and
’Azimabad. The most senior among them were Mir Jamalu cd-Din Husayn
bin Nuru£

llah and his son Muhammad Riza alias Mir Mahdi. They
seem to have promoted Shi’ism in Murshidabad and Patna.

The earliest reference to Qazi Nuru£

llah Shustari’s works can be seen

in the Shahid-i Sadiq and Subh-i Sadiq by Mirza Muhammad Sadiq “Sadiqi”
bin Muhammad Salih Zubayri Isfahan! Azadani. He was born at Surat

in 1018/1609, where his father was in ’Abdu'r-^Rahim Khan-i Khanan’s
service. Shahjahan appointed him the official news-writer {waqVa-nawis)
and, soon after his accession in 1037/1627, gave him a jagir in Bengal.

In Jahangirnagar his talents were developed in the company of Sayyid
’AIa

£u £l-Mulk and Sayyid Abul-Ma’ali. 10 A large number of the bio-

graphies in the Subh-i Sadiq have been borrowed directly from the Majalisu

-

c
l-mu

e
minin and most scholars would hardly realise that they were reading

a different book. This is also the case with the anecdotes, proverbs and
extracts on different scholarly subjects reproduced in the Shahid-i SadiqM

The Leading Shi’is at the Mughal Court
The freedom enjoyed by the Shi’is during Akbar’s reign did not last

into that of his successors. According to Mulla ’Abdu c
l-Qadir Bada £

uni,

in Akbar’s reign all Iranians classified themselves as Shi’is and all Indian

8 Firdaws, pp. 44-46.

9 Lata e
if

u

e
l-khayal, Shiran! Collections, Panjab University, Lahore.

10 Subh-i Sadiq, ff. 534a-b.

11 Khuda Bakhsh Library, Bankipur, Patna, IX, no. 913.
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Muslims as Sunnis.12 This categorisation was not necessarily correct.

Indian Shi’is preferred not to disclose their identity and among the Ira-

nians, there were probably a considerable number of Sunnis. During the

reign of Jahangir and his successors most of them practised taqiyya .

Jahangir’s order to Bandigi Miyan Sayyid Jalal Gujarati, the son of Mir

Sayyid Muhammad Bukhari Rizawi to renounce the Imamiyya faith is

a case in point.

Sayyid Jalal was a descendant of the Suhrawardiyya pir Shah-i ’Alam

of Gujarat (d. Jumada II 880/October 1475) who in turn was descended

from Makhdum-i Jahaniyan Sayyid Jalal Bukhari (d. 785/1384) of Uch.13

Early in 1619, Jahangir visited Ahmadabad and Sayyid Muhammad
called on him. He was treated with respect and was invited to the Em-
peror’s private assemblies of Ghusl Khana. When Jahangir left Ahmada-

bad, Shah Jalal accompanied him to Agra. In September 1619, the Shah

was given leave to return to Gujarat.14 Shah Jalal, his father and grand-

father were Shi’is. Sayyid Muhammad had composed the chronogram

of his own birth, man wa dast o daman Al-i Rasul (My hands hold fast

skirt of the Prophet Muhammad’s Al—progeny. The chronogram of Mir

Sayyid Jalal’s birth was waris-i rasul (heir of the Prophet).15 His teacher

was Mulla Muhammad Sufi of Mazandaran who had settled at Ahma-
dabad. Once Jahangir told Sayyid Jalal that ifhe was really an Imamiyya,

he should renounce (
tawba

)

his faith. 16 Mir Sayyid Jalal, however, was

observing taqiyya, as had his father, grandfather and great grandfather

done in order to remain custodians of Shah ’Alam’s tomb.

When Shahjahan ascended the throne Sayyid Jalal’s father sent him to

Agra to congratulate the new Emperor. He was given an honourable

reception and returned to Ahmadabad loaded with gifts. In Sha’ban

1052/October-November 1642, Shahjahan forced Sayyid Jalal to accept

the position of sadru's-sudur in place of Musawi Khan. The Khan’s services

were terminated because of allegations of maladministration against

him.17 Sayyid Jalal reported that Musawi Khan had carelessly granted

maintenance land to non-deserving people and that many others had

seized land by forged documents. An imperial order was issued to the

provinces that maintenance lands were, in general, confiscated until an

inquiry into these grants had been finalised. Shahnawaz Khan, himself

a distinguished administrator, says, that although such enquiries were

essential for a loyal servant and were commendable, they made Sayyid

12 ’AbduM-Qadir Badafuni, Muntakhabu't-tawarikh, Calcutta 1864-69, II, pp. 327.

13 S. S. A. Rizvi, History of Sufism in India
,
New Delhi 1978, I, pp. 293-84, 312.

14 Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, p. 243.

15 Shahnawaz Khan, Mae
dsiruel-umara

c

, Calcutta 1881-91, III, pp. 447-49.

16 Farid Bhakkarl, Zakhiratu'l-khawdnin, Karachi 1970 III, p. 31.

17 ’Abdu‘1 Hamid Lahori, Bddshah-ndma, Calcutta, II, p. 365.
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Jalal unpopular with the public. Sayyid Jalal, however, held his position

until his death at Lahore on 1 Jumada I 1057/4 June 1647. He had
started his career as a mansabdar of 4000 zat/700 sawar. In April 1644, he
was promoted to the rank of 6000 zat[6000 sawar.19

His predecessor Musawi Khan, who worked as sadru‘s-sudur for about
twenty to twenty-five years during both Jahangir’s and Shahjahan’s
reigns, attained a mansab of only 4,000 zat[750 sawar. He was also probably
a Shi’a.19 His predecessor, Miran Sadr-i Jahan, who started as sadru‘s-

sudur after Shah Fathu'llah Shirazi’s death in 1589 and died deeply loved

and respected by Jahangir sometime after 1611, finally reached the rank
of 5000 zStll500 sawar. Shahnawaz rightly says that if death had spared

Sayyid Jalal he would have gained still greater promotions.

The marriage of Mihru‘n-Nisa‘ (Nur Jahan), the widow of Sher Afgan
Khan, whom the Emperor saw on New Year’s day (21 March 1611) and
married at the end ofMay 1611, makes the history of Shi’is at the Mughal
court very complex. Contemporary and even later sources do not tell

us about her religion. Some records, however, in passing, give us the

impression that the family was Shi’i. For example when describing

Ahmad Beg Khan’s atrocities as Governor of Sihwan, Yusuf Mirak bin

Mir Abu'l-Qasim Namkin, the author of the Mazhar-i Shahjahani says

that, according to the Shi’i religion, the molestation of Sunnis was equi-

valent to Divine worship. 20 Ahmad Beg Khan was the son ofNur Jahan’s
brother, Muhammad Sharif. 21 In Awrangzlb’s reign, his wazir Asad Khan
(Asafu'd-Dawla), his son Muhammad Isma’il Zu'lfaqar Khan and the

son of a son-in-law of Mirza Abu'l-Hasan Asaf Khan were known as

Shi’is. On the other hand, according to the Rawzattdl-Qayyumiyya, Nur
Jahan supported the Mujaddid Alf-i Sani Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi while

her brother, Mirza Abu'l-Hasan Asaf Khan, was a Shi’i and an enemy
of the Mujaddid.22 Modern scholars consider her a Shi’i, however, and
according to Bazmee Ansari, she was an orthodox Shi’i.

In fact Nur Jahan belonged to a distinguished Irani family. Her
grandfather Khwaja Muhammad Sharif Hijri was the prime minister

of Muhammad Khan Sharafu‘d-Dln Ughlu Taklu, the Beglar Begi of
Khurasan. Later on Shah Tahmasp Safawi made Khwaja Muhammad
Sharif a governor of Yazd. Amin Ahmad Razi, who in 1002/1593-94
wrote the famous geographical work the Haft Iqlim, was one of Khwaja
Muhammad Sharif’s brothers. Khwaja Muhammad Sharif Hijri died in

18 Ma'dsim'l-umara'

,

III, pp. 449-51.

19 Ibid., Ill, pp. 441-42.

20 Yusuf Mirak, Mazhar-i Shahjahani, Hyderabad Sind, 1962, p. 156.

21 Ma(
dsiru

c
l-umard

c

, I, pp. 194-95.

22 Isna’Asharf Shi’is in India
,

I, pp. 381-82.
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984/1576-77. After his death, his son Ghiyasu c
d-Din, known as Mirza

Ghiyas Beg, like other Irani adventurers moved to India in search of

better prospects. By that time he had four sons Muhammad Sharif, Abu‘l-

Hasan, Ibrahim Khan, Shahpur Mirza and a daughter. He left Iran

with his pregnant wife who also belonged to a distinguished family.

Muhammad Sharif, Abucl-Hasan and a daughter accompanied them.

On their way they were robbed and left with two mules. When they

reached Qandahar, Ghiyas Beg’s wife gave birth to Mihru 6n-Nisa c who

later became Nur Jahan. Subsequently Malik Mas’ud, the head of the

caravan introduced Ghiyas Beg to Akbar. He did not obtain rapid

promotions. By 1595 he held a mansab of 300 and was the diwan of

Kabul. He was later promoted to the position of the diwan-i buyutat and

given a mansab of 700.23

Mihru c
n-Nisa

c grew to be an attractive and talented girl. On the

authority of late seventeenth century historians it is wrongly believed

that when Jahangir was only a prince he saw her in a fancy bazaar gather-

ing or in the palace accompanied by her mother and that Akbar, to avoid

scandal, married her to ’Ali Quli. The fact is that Mihrufn-Nisa
c was

married to ’All Quli according to normal Mughal court practices. ’Ali

Quli was a sufarachi or a table attendant to Shah Isma’il II. After the

Shah’s death, he had also left Iran via Qandahar. At Multan he joined

the army of ’Abducr-Rahim Khan-i Khanan,who was preparing to march

against Thatta. He greatly impressed the Khan-i Khanan with his

intrepidity and valour. After his victory over Thatta, the Khan-i Khanan

brought him to Lahore where he introduced him to high mansabdars and

to Akbar. In c. 1595 he was married to Mihru‘n-Nisa 6

. The legend

of Prince Salim’s love for Mihruc
n-Nisa

6 while she was a young girl are

baseless. For, Akbar certainly would not have placed ’Ali Quli on Prince

Salim’s staff had that been the case. Prince Salim was impressed by the

courage displayed by ’Ali Quli during a tiger hunt and gave him the title

Sher Afgan (slayer of a tiger). When, however, the Prince rebelled against

his father, Sher Afgan surreptitiously retired from the Prince’s service.

Nevertheless, after his accession, Jahangir magnanimously gave him a

jagir in Bardwan in Bengal. There he was suspected of conspiring with

the local Afghan rebels against the Emperor. The local governor, Qutbu-
Cd-Din Khan, Prince Salim’s foster-brother, subsequently visited Bard-

wan. Sher Afgan went to receive him but his suspicions of the reason for

the visit were strengthened and he attacked the governor with his sword.

A Kashmiri retainer struck Sher Afgan on the head with his sword but

Sher Afgan killed him. The governor’s staff rushed to their master’s

rescue and cut Sher Afgan to pieces. The governor also died after about

23 Zakhiratucl-khawanin, II, pp. 13-14.
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twelve hours. His death deeply distressed Jahangir.24 No contemporary

Persian or European sources blame Jahangir or suggest he organised Sher

Afgan’s assassination. Nevertheless the later seventeenth century his-

torians, influenced by the legend of an earlier meeting between Nur Jahan
and Jahangir, referred to a romance between them from her very

childhood to their marriage.

After her husband’s death, Mihru c

n-Nisac and her daughter were

sent to court where her father, I’timadu sd-Dawla (formerly Mirza Ghiyas

Beg) now held a very senior post. After his accession to the throne,

Jahangir had appointed him a joint wazir (finance minister) mainly

because of his literary, mathematical and organisational abilities. The
involvement of his son Muhammad Sharif in the conspiracy to release

Jahangir’s son Khusraw from prison did not merely cost Sharif his life

injumada I 1016/August-September 1607, but led to I’timad^d-Dawla’s

removal from office. 25 He was, however, soon restored to favour as joint

wazir. It was on the New Year’s Day of the sixth year of his reign (1611-

1612) that Jahangir saw Mihru fi

n-Nisa
c

in the vernal fancy bazaar and fell

in love with her. He arranged for her to be appointed as a lady-in-

waiting to one of Akbar’s favourite wives, Sultan Salima Begum. At the

end of May 1611 he married her. 26 I’timadu fid-Dawla, who was already

joint wazir, would have been promoted to the position of wazir in any

case, but his daughter’s marriage increased his influence and accelerated

the promotions of his son Asaf Khan.

Both I’timadu cd-Dawla and Asaf Khan had specialised in mathematics

and accountancy (siyaq

)

but they also possessed great literary talents.

Asaf Khan was expert in the rational sciences too while Shaykh Farid

Bhakkari specifically mentions that I’timadu cd-Dawla was devoted to

Sulh-i kul (peace with all). He received his grounding in this belief during

Akbar’s reign and perhaps was outwardly a Sunni. Farid Bhakkari found

I’timadu cd-Dawla the embodiment of the humanity of Prophet Muham-
mad and munificence of Murtaza ’Ali. His wife was an equally talented

lady. Nur Jahan’s education and training took place in India. Possibly

she was outwardly brought up as a Sunni but was taught to venerate

’Ali and the Prophet’s Ahl-i Bayt. As she grew up, her poetical gifts made
her interested in sufi poetry and sulh-i kul also. Nur Jahan’s first husband
’Ali Quli, as a protege of Shah Isma’il II, was most probably a Sunni.

In short, from her early education to her marriage to Jahangir, Nur Jahan
like her father, was devoted to sulh-i kul but was secretly a Shi’i.

24 Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, pp. 54-55; Zakhiratu'l-khawanin, II, pp. 246-50, 47; Ma'asiru'l

umara e
, II, pp. 622-25.

25 Tuzuk-i Jahangiri pp. 58-59

26 Zakhiratue
l-khawanin

,

II, pp. 14-18.
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Nur Jahan’s siblings, particularly Mirza Abu‘l-Hasan Yaminu‘d-Dawla

Asaf Khan, and their descendants were important architects of the glory

of the Mughal empire. They filled most of the positions of wakil, wazir,

bakhshi and provincial governors. After her marriage to Jahangir, Nur

Jahan’s political control increased rapidly. From 1622 when Prince

Khurram (later Shahjahan) rebelled against his father, NurJahan domina-

ted both the civil and military administration. 27 Unfortunately for her she

had no child by Jahangir, and Shahryar, the husband of her daughter

Ladili Begum by Sher Afgan, was a worthless creature. Her attempts to

make Shahryar the Emperor were a failure. After Shahjahan’s accession

to the throne in Jumada II 1036/February 1627, she retired on a pension

from him. She had once made him the most powerful man in the empire

but, when their interests diverged, had been unable to destroy him. On
29 Shawwal 1055/18 December 1645, she died. She was buried in the

tomb she had erected for herself near the one she had built for Jahangir

in Lahore. Neither can be compared with the tomb she built for her

father in Agra at the height of her power.

Her brother, Asaf Khan, whose daughter Arjumand Banu Begum was

married to Shahjahan, managed to retain his important position at Jahan-

gir’s court during his son-in-law’s rebellion and was even made the wakil.

Shahjahan promoted him to a mansab of9000 zat and sawar,
du-aspa-sih aspa .

His daughter Arjumand Banu Begum, to whom Shahjahan gave the title

Mumtaz Mahal, died on 17 Zu clqa’da 1040/17 June 1631. The Taj Mahal

in Agra is the everlasting memorial of their love. Asaf Khan remained

wakil until his death on 17 Sha’ban 1051/21 November 1641. 28

Nur Jahan’s elder sister was married to Sadiq Khan, the son of Aqa

Tahir Wasli and a grandson of Muhammad Sharif Hijri. In 1614-15 he

was appointed bakhshi by Jahangir and later was made governor of the

Panjab and mir bakhshi

.

Although he had been hostile to Shahjahan, Asaf

Khan’s influence saved him from harm. In 1043/1633 he died. 29 His

gifted son Ja’far Khan was given rapid promotions. In the twentieth year

of his reign Shahjahan made him mir bakhshi. He was given the title

’UmdatuTMulk. Ja’far Khan was also favoured by Awrangzib who

appointed him wazir in 1074/1663-64. Seven years later he died. 30 Ja’far

Khan’s elder sister was married to an Irani adventurer, Zu'lfaqar Khan

Qaramanlu. He held senior positions under Jahangir and Shahjahan.31

His son Muhammad Ibrahim, entitled Amiru^-Umara 6 Asad Khan, was

a favourite of both Shahjahan and Awrangzib who regularly promoted

27 Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, pp. 341-42.

28 Zakhiratu*l-khawdmn9 II, pp. 32-46.

29 Mae
dsiru

el-Umara e

, II, pp. 719-31.

30 Ibid., I, pp. 531-35.

31 Ibid., II, pp. 85-89.
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him. In 1097/1686, he was made wazir. His son Zu'lfaqar Khan was
equally competent and also a favourite of Awrangzib. Qaramanlu, Asad
Khan and Zu'lfaqar Khan were known Shi’is.

When Mahabat Khan held Jahangir prisoner, Zafar Khan Khwaja
Ahsanufilah, the son ofKhwaja Abu c

l Hasan ofTurbat, ardently supported
Nur Jahan. He was married to Buzurg Khanam the daughter of Malika
Banu, the elder sister of Mumtaz Mahal and wife of Mirza Sayf Khan
Jahangiri (d. 1049/1639-40). In 1624-25 Zafar Khan’s father Khwaja
Abu‘l-Hasan was appointed to succeed Mahabat Khan as Governor of

Kabul. Ahsanu‘llah was made his deputy and given the title Zafar Khan.
By the end of Jahangir’s reign he had attained the rank of 2,500/1200.

After his father’s death, he was appointed Governor of Kashmir in the

sixth year of Shahjahan’s reign. Four years later he conquered Tibet. In
the eleventh year of his reign Shahjahan commissioned him to suppress

the Hazara’s rebellion but three years later he was again transferred to

Kashmir. He laid out the Zafarabad garden which was greatly admired
by the Emperor. In the twenty-sixth year of Shahjahan’s reign he was
appointed Governor of Thatta. Twice he was placed on the list of retired

mansabdars but each time he was reinstated. At the beginning of Awrang-
zib’s reign he was pensioned off. He died at Lahore in 1073/1662-63.

Zafar Khan’s father was known as a Sunni but both he and Zafar Khan
were Shi’is. He gave donations to the Iranians and was very generous
to poets. 32 Although during his tenure of governorship at Kashmir Sunni-

Shi’i riots frequently broke out on petty personal disputes, Zafar Khan’s
tact and munificence made Kashmir prosperous.33

The girls in Nur Jahan’s family were invariably married to talented

Irani immigrants. Some of them, like Zafar Khan, were Shi’is. For
example Hamida Banu Begum, the daughter of Malika Banu (d. 1050/

1640-41) and the granddaughter of Yaminu cd-Dawla Asaf Khan, was
married to KhaliluUlah Khan Yazdi bin Mir Miran Yazdi. Hamida Banu
and Khalilufilah’s son was Ruhufilah Khan. In the second year ofAwrang-
zib’s reign he was married to the daughter of Amiru el-Umara c Abu Talib

Shayasta Khan, the brother of Mumtaz Mahal. In the sixth year of his

reign Awrangzib appointed Ruhu'llah Khan mir bakhshi of the ahadis.

Except for a short period in the sixteenth year of the Emperor’s reign,

when he was deprived of his mansab, Ruhu'llah Khan continued to gain

promotions. Ruhu c

llah Khan’s mother died in the twenty-sixth year of

Awrangzib’s reign and the Emperor sent his favourite daughter Zibu 6

n-

Nisa/ and Prince Muhammad Kam Bakhsh to offer condolences. When
the Emperor visited Hyderabad, he raised Ruhu c

llah to the rank of 5000/

32 Ibid., II, pp. 756-60.

33 Tarikhri A’zami, pp. 137-40.
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4000 and commissioned him to establish imperial control over the disaffec-

ted areas of the conquered regions of Bijapur. Later, he was ordered to

besiege Golkonda. He captured it by bribing the guards and made Sultan

Abu c

l-Hasan his prisoner. For some years he served as Governor of Gol-

konda and was subsequently ordered to seize Raichur. At the beginning

of the thirty-sixth year of Awrangzib’s reign,, his daughter ’Afisha Begum
was married to Prince Muhammad ’Azim, the second son of Prince Shah
’Alam Bahadur. Ruhu c

llah died in 1 103/ 1692.34 Before his death, he made
a will in the presence of Qazi ’Abdu‘llah. The Ahkam-i *Alamgiri says,

“One clause of his will was this:
€
I am a Sunni, and have withdrawn

from the practice of my Shi
5

a ancestors. Please wed my two daughters

to Sunnis”. The qazi reported the matter to the Emperor, who wrote
“Taqiyya (prudent concealment of one’s religious beliefs) is practised in

one’s lifetime
; but it is a novelty to play the hypocrite on the death bed

!

Probably (he has acted thus) out of regard for his sons and surviving

relatives. This hypocritical step will benefit him only if his sons also assent

to it. At all events you ought to act according to his last will. Give his

elder daughter to Prince Muhammad ’Azim and the younger to Siadat

Khan.” Next day Siadat Khan submitted “This hereditary servant is

unwilling (to marry Ruhufilah Khan’s daughter). How do we know that

she too holds the creed of the Sunnis? In case she perseveres in her own
faith, what can I do?”35

. The Prince raised no objections.

The same Ahkam-i ’Alamgirl goes on to say, “When the Emperor went
to visit Ruhufilah Khan in his (last) illness, he was not in his senses. On
regaining consciousness he made a salam and recited the following couplet

:

“With what pride will this supplicant leave the world.

As you have come to his head at the time of his death.”

The Emperor burst into tears and said^ “In no condition whatever should

one despair of God’s grace. Recovery and hope are not remote from His

mercy (i.e. beyond His power). But as death is inevitable to every man,
tell me your heart’s wish, and I shall certainly grant it.” Ruhu'llah Khan
stretched out his hand, rubbed it on His Majesty’s feet, and said, “Through
the blessing of these feet all my wishes in my lifetime were gratified. I now
pray for this only that your Majesty may not mind the incompetence of

my sons, but keep them under the shadow of your training, appoint those

that are fit for any office to that post, and, in the case of those that are

incompetent, remember the services of their forefathers.”

The Emperor replied, “I agree with all my heart and life.” Then the

34 Mac
asiru

(
l-Umard(

, II, pp. 309-15.

35 J. N. Sarkar, Anecdotes of Aurangzib, Calcutta, 1963, 4th edition, p. 122.
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Khan submitted, “Concerning the marriage of my two daughters, I have

already sent a petition to your Majesty through the nazir, stating that I

have been spiritually guided to the Sunni creed, and given up the practices

of my (Shi
5

a) ancestors, and requesting that both of them may be married

to well-born members of the Sunni sect. I now orally pray that your Maj-

esty may order Qazi Muhammad Akram to come and carry out the washing

and shrouding ofmy corpse.” The Emperor bowed his head down, smiled,

and said, "Verily, love for his children has rendered this man helpless.

There is no falling off in your wisdom and power of contrivance. Most

probably you have made this plan in the hope that out of respect for the

pure soul of a Sunni I shall look graciously at and show kindness to your

children. But this plan will succeed only if every one of them too says the

same thing (i.e., accepts the Sunni creed). There is no probability at all

that they would lay this shame (i.e., apostasy) on themselves. However,

I ought to carry out your last will publicly according to the Canon Law.”

Saying this he repeated the prayer from the Qur can
(fatiha

)

and came

away.

After the Khan’s death, the Qazi came according to the will of the dec-

eased. One Aqa Beg, a confidential servant of Ruhu'llah Khan, showed

the Qazi a letter written by the Khan and sealed with his own seal, which

stated, “If at the time of washing and shrouding my body, the Qazi comes

according to the will of the humble person and the order of the Emperor,

Aqa Beg should be appointed the Qazi’s deputy for doing this work. This

poor man does not venture to give trouble to His Holiness the Qazi (for

this work). The mere fact of the Qazi coming to my house will be the cause

of the salvation of this sinner.” ^
This Aqa Beg had outwardly assumed the titles of Aqa and Beg but he

was (really) one of the expert Shi’a theologians. The Qazi had discovered

his scholarship from his having often in assemblies entered into discussions

fearlessly and promptly when face to face with learned men. The Qazi,

on reading the letter, became aware of the real fact of the matter, in*., the

invitation of the Qazi and the delegation of the work (of washing) to Aqa

Beg was a mere form ofpleasantry (
shakl-i-khush-taba

c
i) . So, being displeased

he told Muhammad Ghaws, the news-writer of the Qazi’s court, to put it

at once in a letter and send the letter to the Emperor quickly by means of

a slave, so that an answer might be brought.

When the sheet of the news-letter was presented to the Emperor, he

wrote,
5At the time of his death he has cast disgrace on the whole of his

past life, and spread a covering over the face of his work. It is not necessary

for the Qazi to stay there. The late Khan during his lifetime had made

deception his characteristic. And at his death too, he pursued this

detestable habit to the end! What concern have I with anybody’s

faith? Let Jesus follow his own religion and Moses his own. The proposal
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for the marriage of his daughters to Sunnis was also a kind of strategem

(employed in the hope) that the poor simplewitted young nobles who
should be involved in this misfortune (i.e. would marry these ShPa girls)

would necessarily* out of love for their wives* withdraw from the long-

standing faith of their ancestors and become new converts to Shi’aism.

Godprotect usfrom the wickedness ofourpassions and the sinfulness of our actions.” 36

Shi’i influence under the Mughals was not confined to those Iranis

linked with Nur Jahan’s family but was far reaching. In Jahangir’s reign

Zamana Beg Mahabat Khan Khan-i Khanan had* by a coup de main,

seized Jahangir while he was crossing the river Jhelum. He kept him and

NurJahan under his control for about six months. He was a most formi-

dable general. Until his death in 1044/1634* in Shahjahan’s reign* he

fought with remarkable bravery. His ancestors had descended from

Imam RizaL His father Ghayyur Beg had moved from Shiraz to Kabul
and was known as Kabuli (of Kabul) . In his youth Mahabat Khan did not

adhere to any religion but towards the end of his life he embraced the Isna

’Ashari faith. He had twelve costly jewels engraved with the names of the

twelve Imams and wore them round his neck. He also placed on his head

a costly woollen scarf embroidered with their names. If some defaulter

swore by their names* no action was taken to recover the debt* even though

it amounted to 100*000 rupees. According to Farid Bhakkari* he was not

strict about fasting or saying his prayers. Possibly he did not attend

the Sunni congregational prayers. He had made a will that no tomb
should be built over his grave. He believed that as he himselfhad demolis-

hed the tombs of earlier rulers of Delhi and converted them into houses*

his own tomb might similarly be treated. He was buried in Delhi below

the foot print ofImam ’Ali and a simple platform was built over his grave.87

His son Mahabat Khan Mirza Lahrasp was also an enterprising general

and served with merit under both Shahjahan and Awrangzib. Like his

father he had also acquired inimitable experience in fighting both in the

Deccan and Afghan regions. Possibly also* like his father* he was a

Shi’i. He did not approve of Awrangzib ’s orthodox Sunni policy and let

no opportunity slip to humiliate the Emperor’s favourite Qaziu cl-Quzat

’Abdufl-Wahhab who was notorious for the huge fortune he had amassed.

Other noblemen were also disillusioned with Qazi ’Abdufl-Wahhab but

all were helpless because of the Emperor’s high regard for him. Mahabat
Khan Lahrasp* however* did not care. At one time* when he was

commissioned to proceed to the Deccan campaign* he halted for some

days in the vicinity of the capital to obtain a salary advance
(
musa'ada

)

for the troops. He discovered that three or four lacs of rupees worth of

36 Ibid., pp. 123-25.

37 Zahhirattfl-khawanin, pp. 171-73.
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Kashmir and Agra goods, which had been surreptitiously purchased by the

Qazi, were being sent along with the goods ofmerchants to Ahmadabad.
He therefore seized these goods and distributed them among his soldiers

for their maintenance. When the Emperor called for an explanation,

he replied that only out of necessity had he borrowed the merchants 5

goods and that he would return them with interest. The Qazi realised that

he could do nothing as he could not claim that some of the goods belonged

to him. He, therefore, decided to forget about the money. 38

When Shivaji’s aggression exceeded acceptable bounds, the Emperor
decided to send Mahabat Khan Lahrasp to chastise him. He described

some of Shivaji’s tyrannical acts and turning to Mahabat Khan said, “It

is necessary for the protection of Islam that this bandit be extirpated.
55

Mahabat Khan at once replied ironically, “It is not necessary to appoint

an army, afatwa from the Qazi will be sufficient.
55 The Emperor was very

annoyed and ordered Ja’far Khan to tell Mahabat Khan that it was not

proper to jest in the Imperial Presence. 39 Mahabat Khan Lahrasp died

in Shawwal 1085/January 1675.

In Jahangir’s reign, the Shi’is gained moral support from the sympathy

of Pir Khan, son ofDawlat Khan Lodi Shahukhayl, entitled Khan-i Jahan
Lodi. In 1607 Jahangir gave him the rare distinction of calling him a son.

In the account of the second year of his reign (1607-8), Jahangir writes:

“After my succession I summoned Pir Khan to court. As I discovered

in him a good disposition and natural abilities, I raised the pedestal of

regard for him to the point that has been described. Today there is not

in my government any person of greater influence than he, so much so

that on his representation I pass over faults which are not pardoned at

the intercession of any of the other servants of the court. In short, he is

a young man ofgood disposition, brave, and worthy of favour, and what
I have done for him has been done rightly, and he will be exalted by
further favours.

5 ’ 40

In the nineteenth year of his reignJahangir appointed him the governor

of Gujarat; two years later the governorship of the entire Mughal territory

of the Deccan was assigned to him. After Shahjahan’s accession to the

throne, however, the intrigues of the other nobles against him mounted.

On 26 Safar 1039/15 October 1629, he fled from Agra in order “to save

his honour with no ideas of rebellion in his heart
55

as he himself said. The
imperial army pursued him but he managed to reach Ahmadnagar. There

38 Ma‘asinfl-Umard', I, pp. 237-39.

39 Muntakhabu'l-lubab, II, pp. 216-17.

40 Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, Rogers and Beveridge, I, p. 89.
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he was warmly welcomed by Nizamu'l-Mulk. After Shahjahan’s arrival

in Burhanpur, however Nizamu‘l-Mulk, concerned about his own future,

changed his attitude. Khan-i Jahan left Ahmadnagar and entered Bundela
territory. Relentlessly pursued by the Mughal army he fell fighting in
Rajab 1040/February 1631.

Khan-i Jahan’s ancestors, like other Afghans, were Sunnis but his father
Dawlat Khan was known to have embraced the Isna ’Ashari Shi’i faith.

He often remarked that courage could not be gained without slavery to

]Ali. Khan-i Jahan himself was a Sunni but his friends were mostly the
Iranis.41 He wrote a letter to Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi Mujaddid Alf-i

Sani (971/1564-1034/1624) regarding religious questions. The Mujaddid
took the opportunity to explain to him the fundamentals of the Sunni
faith and to condemn the philosophers, Mu’tazila and the Shi’is.

The Mujaddid’s letter reiterates that Abu Bakr and ’Umar were superior
to the rest of the members of the umma. It also mentions that ’Ali himself
accused those who considered him superior to Abu Bakr of being liars.

He goes on to say that Shaykh ’Abdu‘l-Qadir Jilani (d. 561/1166) in his

al-Ghmyafi- Talibi Earitj al-Hagq wrote that the Prophet was told by angels
that after his death Abu Bakr was destined to succeed him. The same work
claimed that ’A‘isha the Prophet’s wife and Abu Bakr’s daughter, was
superior to the Prophet’s daughter Fatima. The Mujaddid, however,
himself believed that in knowledge and ijtihad,

1

A'isl ui was superior to
Fatima but tha.t Fatima surpassed ’A’islia in asceticism and piety. The
Muslims should not take sides in the wars between Prophet Muhammad’s
companions. Consequently the battle ofJamal (between ’A'isha and ’All)

and that of Siffin (between hlu’awiya and ’Ali) should be ascribed to

pious motives and no bigotry should be shown in interpreting it.
42

The Mujaddid’s reply mirrors the doubts in Khan-i Jahan’s mind which
he probably expressed in his letter but it has not survived. It also answers
the burning questions of the day. For example even in Shahjahan’s court
the question of ’Ahsha’s superiority over Fatima was being debated. Once
someone asserted this in Mir Muhammad Amin Mir Jumla Shahrastani’s
hearing. He had moved from Shah ’Abbas’ court and entered Jahangir’s
service in 1027/1618. The Mir lost his temper and sternly urged the speaker
to refrain from making such statements. Shahjahan remarked that the
people of Isfahan were generally rude, hence Mir Muhammad’s behaviour
was not objectionable.43

During Shahjahan s reign, although all the Shi’is were not as outspoken
as Mir Jumla, some of them did not fail to assert their Shi’i beliefs. For

41 Zakhiratu
c
l-khawanin3 II, pp. 114-15.

42 Maktubat-i Imam-i Rabbani, II, Letter no. 67.

43 ZakhimtuH-khawdmr1
, II, pp. 219-20.
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example, when the ambassador from the Sharif of Mecca arrived at

court, Shahjahan appointed Mulla Haydar ’Ali Shustari to act as host.

One day the envoy’s party remarked that they had not seen any verses

indicating ’Adsha’s superiority over Fatima. Mulla Haydar ’Ali said he

had seen one and quoted the following verse

:

“Unto each Allah hath promised good, but He hath bestowed on those

who strive for a great reward above the sedentary.”44

Commenting on the verse he remarked that ’A‘isha fought a jihad

(war) but Fatima never left her house. The ambassador did not, however,

press the question further. He understood that the Mulla intended to

criticise ’A'isha.45

In Shahjahan’s reign, the most important addition to the Shl’i group

in India was Amiru‘l-Umara‘ ’Ali Mardan Khan. His father, Ganj ’Ali

Khan Zig of a Kurdish tribe, was Shah ’Abbas’ favourite. He worked as

Governor ofKirman for nearly thirty years. After the conquest ofQandahar

in 1622, Shah ’Abbas transferred him there as governor. Three years

later he died and Shah ’Abbas appointed his son, ’Ali Mardan Khan, his

successor in Qandahar. After Shah ’Abbas’ death, however, ’Ali Mardan

Khan’s future seemed bleak as the conspiracies against him escalated in

the court of Shah ’Abbas’ successor, Shah Safi (1038-1052/1629-1642).

When ’Ali Mardan Khan strengthened the walls and bastions of the Qan-

dahar fort and built another one on a nearby hill in forty days, his enemies

accused him of rebellious designs. The Shah despatched a formidable

army against him. In 1047/1637-38, ’Ali Mardan, however, surrendered

Qandahar to Shahjahan’s generals, and joined the Emperor’s court at

Lahore. He was given a mansab of 6000/6000 and I timadu d-Dawla s

mansion for his residence. Ten of his leading servants received suitable

positions. ’Ali Mardan was made governor ofKashmir. In 1049/1639-40,

he was given the Panjab as well, so that he might lead a comfortable life

both in summer and winter.46 He also led the Balkh and Badakhshan

campaigns. In 1061 /1650-51 he was again appointed the governor ofKash-

mir where he remained for about six years.

’Ali Mardan constructed many canals, gardens and palaces. Immedia-

tely after taking over as governor of the Panjab in 1049/1639-40, he had

a canal dug from the debouchement of the Ravi to Lahore. It was known

as the Shahi canal. In 1050/1640-41, a garden was laid out on high ground

44 Qur'an, IV, 95.

45 Baydz-i Ibrahimi, Nasiriyya Library Lucknow Ms., Volume dealing with maid in

(indictments) of ’A'isha. The volumes are not numbered.

46 Badshah-ndma, II, pp. 31, 43, 45.
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after a similar garden in Srinagar laid in Jahangir’s reign. It was known
as Shalamar garden and took two years to complete. The Shahi canal was
also further improved.

During his second term as governor of Kashmir he erected several

mansions,, a palatial building for his own residence and had innumerable
water channels and fountains made. Since he spent his winters in the Panjab
he improved the road from Srinagar to Lahore. In the village Til of Phag
pargana he constructed a big garden with four stone walls. A large channel
brought water from the back of the mountains to irrigate the garden. He
gave the income from the fruit of the gardens for expenditure on Imam
Riza"’s tomb in Mashhad. In the middle of the Pir Panjal, he constructed

a caravanserai in the name of the twelve Imams. At the exit of the

Baramula pass he founded two villages named Aliabad. ’All Mardan
Khan died in 1067/1656-57. 47

His military and administrative legacy was consolidated by his daughter
known as Sahibji. She was the wife of Ruhu c

llah Khan’s elder brother,

Mir Miran Amir Khan Yazdi. Amir Khan started his military cum adm-
inistrative career in the 29th year of Shahjahan’s reign. He served as

governor ofJammu, fought valiantly against the Yusufzais and was made
governor ofAllahabad. Subsequently for about two years he was deprived
of his mansab but, in 1088/1677, he was made governor of Kabul. By a
combination of military strength, tact and conciliation he ruled the region

and kept the unruly Afghan tribes completely subdued, until his death
on 27 Shawwal 1109J8 May 1698. His wife Sahibji took an active part

in the political and military administration. In fact, it was generally beli-

eved that she ruled the country. Shahnawaz Khan says that one night
news came to Awrangzib of the death ofAmir Khan. Immediately he sent

for Irshad Khan, who for a while was diwan of Kabul, and at this time was
diwan of the khalsa, and said to him that a heavy misfortune had occurred,
viz., the death of Amir Khan. A country which was prepared for any
amount of tumult and disaffection was left unguarded, and it was to be
feared that there would be a rebellion before another governor could arrive.

Irshad Khan insisted upon it that Amir Khan was alive; who said he was
dead? The King put the official report into his hands, and he replied,

“I admit it, but the administration of that country is bound up with Sahibji.

As long as she is alive, there is no probability of a disturbance.” Awrangzib
immediately wrote to that able administratrix, and told her to conduct
affairs until the arrival of prince Shah ’Alam, the successor designate of
Amir Khan.

As the movements ofgovernors in that turbulent country were not devoid

47 Zakhiratu'l-khawdnin
,
III, pp. 27-29; Ma'asiruH-Umara II, pp. 795-807; Tarikh-i

A’zami, pp. 140-42.
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ofdanger, it seemed impossible that the camp of a deceased governor could

depart in safety. Sahibji so concealed the death of Amir Khan that there

was absolutely no rumour of it. She got a person who resembled Amir

Khan to sit in an ayinadar palanquin and so made the journey, stage by

stage. Every day the soldiers saluted him and took leave. When the cortege

emerged from the hill-country, she performed the mourning rites.

Shah *Alam took a long time to arrive at Kabul. Until then Sahibji

made arrangements for the administration of the country. As most of the

chiefs had come to mourn for Amir Khan she kept them honourably near

her, and sent messages to the Afghans to the effect that they should act

according to their customs and abstain from tumult and highway robbery,

and not exceed their position. “Otherwise the ball and the field were ready

(metaphor from polo). If I win, my name will remain till the judgement-

day. They felt the justice of this, and renewed their oaths and promises,

and did not in any way prove disobedient.” Shahnawaz goes on to say,

“Amir Khan had no children by Sahibji, and as she fully ruled over him,

he in great secrecy kept mistresses and had many children by them. At

last this came to Sahibji ’s knowledge, and she behaved kindly to them and

brought them up. Two years after Amir Khan’s death and after she had

administered the affairs of Kabul she came to Burhanpur. As permission

had been given to her to go to Mecca she sent offAmir Khan’s sons to court

and hastened to the port ofSurat. Afterwards, when Amir Khan’s property

had been examined, an order was sent that Sahibji herself should come to

court, but her ship had sailed before the order reached her. As she spent

large sums of money at Mecca, the Sherif and others treated her with

honour.” 48

Sahibji’s brother Ibrahim Khan the eldest son of ’Ali Mardan Khan
was no match to her in administrative competence. Like his father he was

not interested in engineering. He preferred religious polemics. After

’Ali Mardan’s death he was granted the rank of 4000/3000. In the battle

of Samugarh he was in the right wing of Dara-Shukoh’s army. After the

Prince’s defeat he joined Murad Bakhsh. He warned Murad against

trusting Awrangzib but the Prince fell into his brother’s net and was

imprisoned. Ibrahim had no alternative but to submit to Awrangzib.

For about a year he lived on a pension but, in the second year of his reign,

Awrangzib raised him to the rank of 5000/5000 and appointed him gover-

nor of Kashmir. After the death of Khalilu'llah Khan, Amir Khan’s

father, in Rajab 1072/February 1662, he was made governor of the Panjab.

According to A’zami, during his tenure as governor of Kashmir, the

Sunnis and Shi’is fought each other desperately for the possession of a

48 Mac
dsiru

e
l-umard‘

, I, pp. 284-87, English translation by H. Beveridge and Baini

Prasad, Patna, 1979, reprinted, I, pp. 250-53.
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mosque. The Sunnis were victorious. Six years later Ibrahim Khan was

transferred as governor of Bihar. In 1667 he resigned and went into

retirement but two years later was again appointed governor of Kashmir.

He had not served there for more than a year when he was made governor

of Bengal. In 1699 he was appointed governor of Allahabad and then of

Lahore. In 1701 he was again made governor of Kashmir. Before Awra-

ngzib’s death he was transferred yet again, this time as governor of Gujarat.

When Bahadur Shah became emperor* Ibrahim Khan thought his career

was finished as he had ousted the new ruler’s son as governor. The warn
Mun’im Khan came to his rescue and he was appointed governor ofKabul

out of respect for his father and the title ’Ali Mardan Khan was conferred

on him. He was unable to control the turbulent region and retired to

Sodhra on the west bank of the Chanab near Lahore* which he had named

Ibrahimabad Sodhra. He died in 1122/1710. 49

It was between 1701 and 1706* when he was governor ofKashmir* that

he appointed a board of Shi’i 'ulamcf to compile the Bayaz-i Ibrahimi, com-

prising Shi’i-Sunni polemical literature. A most active member of the

board was Mulla ’Abdu cl-Hamid Samuni. Ibrahim Khan himself super-

vised the compilation and rare manuscripts on the subject were collected

from different sources. The acquisition of some important works* the

names of their suppliers and the dates of purchase are noted in the Bayaz-i

Ibrahimi at different places. These notes indicate that the books were

carefully preserved in Ibrahim’s library. The Baydz devotes separate

volumes to the mata'in (indictment) of Abu Bakr* ’Umar* ‘Usman* ’A
c

isha

and Mu’awiya. Other volumes deal with inconsistencies in Sunni fiqh

and ahadis.

The compilers quote extracts mainly from Sunni works in both Arabic

and Persian in order to accuse the Prophet’s first three successors* ’A
c
isha

and Mu’awiya. Special efforts were made to collect excerpts from the

works of Sunni
’

ulama ‘ and sufis. The writings of Shaykh ’Abdu‘l-Haqq

Muhaddis Dihlawi were very heavily drawn upon. Qazi Nuru £

llah Shus-

tari’s works were also of great help to the authors.

The Bayaz-i Ibrahimi seeks to show that Timur was deeply devoted to

the Prophet’s family and considered ’Ali superior to the first three caliphs.

It contended that he held the Sayyids in great respect and was favourably

inclined towards Shi’ism. A letter from Timur is quoted which lists the

mujaddids (those who renew) at the end of each century of Islam. It says

that the Umayyad Caliph ’Umar bin ’Abd al-’Aziz (99-101/717-720)

was the mujaddid (renewer of faith) in political matters but the mujaddid

of the faith was the fifth Imam Muhammad Baqir (57-114/676-732). It

continues that the mujaddid of the second century in politics was al-Ma'mun

49 Mac
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family after Imam Husayn’s martyrdom till their presentation to the

court of (the Caliph) Yazid.

The manuscript copy in the Panjab University Library was

transcribed by Sadru6d-Din for his library in early Jumada I 1125/

May 1713.

7. Ihyau'l-qulub is a detailed biography of the Prophet Muhammad
based on authentic sources. The concluding chapter deals with the

Imama. The manuscript copy in the Lucknow University Library

belonged to the author’s library.

8. Risala-i mmazirat contains an account of seven different assemblies

of Shi’i-Sunni polemical discussions held at the mansion of Amiruc
l-

Umara c Samsamucd-Dawla Khan-i Dawran. These conferences were

attended by Sadru‘d-Din also and he played an active role in the discus-

sions. The manuscript copy in the Riza Library, Rampur originally

belonged to Sadru€d-Dln’s own library.

9. AnisvCl-wuzara
c
is an abridgment of the Akhlaq-i Nasiri by Nasiru

cd-Din

Tusl. A manuscript copy of the work is available in the Mawlana

Azad Library, Aligarh Muslim University. 58

10.

Irshadu'Lwuzarcf comprises short notes on some celebrated viziers.

It is divided into twelve sections. The first deals with Pythagoras,

Jamasp, Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. The second section contains

an account of the viziers of the Umayyad caliphs. The third section

discusses the viziers of the ’Abbasid caliphs. The fourth to the tenth

sections deal with the viziers of the Iranian ruling dynasties. The

eleventh section concentrates on the viziers of Timur and the twelfth

gives an account of the viziers of the Timurids in India. Sadru 6d-Din’s

evaluation of their competence and achievements is well-informed

but he considered a noble ancestry as indispensable for a vizier.

He found that a large number of viziers of the Indian Timurids lacked

that quality. Sadru‘d-Din believed that, as Akbar’s vizier, Shaykh

Abuc
l-Fazl acted competently despite not belonging to a noble family.

He comments that although I’timadu cd-Dawla did not occupy any

senior posts in Iran, his talented son Asaf Khan became vizier under

Jahangir and wakil under Shahjahan. Sadru'd-Din was full of praise

for Sa’duc

llah Khan whose only defect was his Panjabi origin. He tells

us that early in Awrangzib’s reign Mir Jumla achieved marvellous

successes while in Iran he had been a very mediocre person. Asaf

Khan’s son-in-law, Ja’far Khan, who was a most efficient vizier

during the early years ofAwrangzib’s reign, also had not held any high

positions in Iran. Asad Khan, the successor to Ja’far Khan, was,

according to Sadrue
d-Din, endowed with ability and a noble ancestry

58 Ibid., pp. 81-89.
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in Iran. Shah ’Alain’s vizier, the Khan-i Khanan Mun’im Khan,
was both good-natured and competent but did not belong to a noble
family. Sadru £d-Din admits that although Zu £

lfaqar Khan was
descended from a noble family and was a competent general, he
had not performed well as vizier. Sadru £

d-Din continues that of the

two Sayyid brothers, Husayn ’All Khan was more competent than
his brother ’Abdu £

llah Khan, who was given the title Qutbu
cl-Mulk

and made vizier because he was the elder. According to Sadru £

d-Din,

Qo.tbu£

l-Mulk’s incompetence, dissipation, corruption and meanness
were responsible for their fall. He credits Muhammad Amin Khan
with courage and bravery but considers him devoid of the qualities

necessary for a vizier. ’Inayatu
£

llah Khan Kashmiri, Sadru cd-Din
states, was competent in office work and known for his integrity but

his partiality to his own kinsmen and his intrinsic meanness prevented

him from obtaining a firm hold over the work. The book ends with a

description of Nizamu £

l-Mulk, who had been vizier for the last four

months. According to Sadru £

d-Din, Nizamu £l-Mulk was talented,

dignified and prudent but the mutual jealousy between the dignitaries

and noblemen would prove the greatest obstacle to his success. It was
impossible for Sadru £d-Din to foresee the outcome when he completed

this work. 59

11. Tahrirvfs-Sudur. A short treatise on elementary mathematics based

on Shaykh Baha £u £

d-Din ’Amili’s works. The manuscript belonging

to the author is available in the Panjab University Library.

12. Najmue

s-Sadr deals with astronomical tables. The copy in the Panjab

University Library belonged to the author.

13. Hidayatuc
s-Sadr. A short treatise on qiyafa (geomancy).

14. Risala-i malikhuliya. This contains an account of melancholy, its

causes, symptoms and treatment. The manuscript copy in the Panjab

University Library belonged to Sadru£

d-Din’s library.

15. ^inatvSl-basatin deals with agriculture and horticulture. It draws

upon about a dozen works. The manuscript copy in the Panjab Uni-

versity belonged to Sadru £

d-Din’s son.

16. Tuhfatu
c
s-Sadr. A work dealing extensively with horses, their diseases

and treatment. The last three chapters discuss asses, mules, camels

and elephants. The work provides many casual glimpses of the author

and his father. In 1911 it was published by the Baptist Mission Press,

Calcutta with notes in English by D. C. Phillot.

17. Ruqa3
atu

e
s-Sadr. A collection of 114 selected letters by SadruTl-Din

with an introduction. Only eight letters give the names of the addres-

sees ; one is addressed to Mir Kalan, another to Mahabat Khan, a

59 IrshaduH-Wuzara (

3 Aligarh Muslim University Library Ms. ff. 61b-66a.
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third to Lattu Miyan and a fourth to Hakimufl-Mulk
;
the remaining

four are addressed to Hakim Mu'min ’All Khan. A copy of the work

is available in the Jami’a Millia, New Delhi.60

18. Khutba-i Kulliyyat. A detailed preface by Sadru 4d-Din Fa 4

iz to a collec-

tion of his verses and prose works. The preface comments on the

verses by Iranian poets and the characteristics of his own poetry and

its inspiration. The Kulliyyat contains Fa 4

iz’s Persian and Urdu Diwans.

The Urdu Diwan has been edited by Sayyid Mas’ud Hasan Rizawi

Adib. A second edition was published in 1965 by the Anjuman
Taraqqi-i Urdu, Aligarh. Sadru'd-Din’s Persian Diwan contains 344

couplets of marsiyas (elegies). There are eighteen qasidas, one praises

God, three are panegyrics on the Prophet Muhammad and fourteen

extoll the virtues of Imam ’Ali. SadruM-Din said that qasidas should

only be written to praise spiritual leaders. He states:

44
I have not written verses in praise of worldly people. Only beggars

indulge in this habit. The classical poets were helpless for they

wrote poetry at the instigation of kings and their objective was to

praise them. None of these motives is in my mind. I write poems

only to make them a memorial to my name. Only the Real King

(God) deserves to be praised or else the verses should be written

in praise of Imams in order to earn spiritual merits and a lofty

position in paradise. There is no sense in praising people who like

me depend on others for worldly needs.” 61

Sadrucd-Din 5

s Urdu Diwan is a pioneering work in North Indian Urdu
literature. He had completed the Kulliyyat containing the Urdu Diwan

by 1127/1715 while Shah Hatim (d. 1197/1782-83), credited with

writing the earliest North Indian Urdu poetry, did not commence com-

posing Urdu poetry until 1 132/1 719-20.62 According to Adib, Fa'iz’s

Urdu Diwan comprises predominantly Hindi names and adjectives.

Similes from Hindu folklore have also been borrowed. The first masnawi

is an invocation to God, the second praises
5

All on the basis of the standard

Sunni and Shi’i ahadis. The other masnawis eulogize a river bank, the

Hindu festival of Holi, Nigambod on the river Jamuna, Bhatta fair, the

beauty of a yogini
,
a girl selling vegetables, a girl selling betel leaf, a girl

addicted to Indian hemp near the dargah of Qutbu cd-Din Bakhtiyar Kaki
and a Gujar girl. The description of the rural beauties does not reflect

licentiousness in Sadru 4
d-Din. When a young man, he seems to have

60 Fd'iz Dihlawi, pp. 91-97.

61 Ibid., pp. 104-5.

62 Ibid., pp. 76-81.
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led a gay life but later on he wasj devoted to piety and spiritual pur-

suits.63

No detailed information about Sadru e

d-Din’s sons is available. One

of them* Mirza Hasan ’Ali Khan,, entitled Sharafu cd-Dawla, was, like

his father, in touch with Hazin. Sharafu'd-Dawla’s enemies gave him no

rest but Hazin consoled him and urged him to obtain higher education

and seek perfection. Hazin also wrote letters to the dignitaries of Delhi

recommending them to help Sharafu
£d^Dawla. In one of them Hazin urged

Sharafu £d-Dawla to obtain the Emperor’s permission through some

friends and move from Delhi to Lahore. It would seem that Sharafu e

d-

Dawla and his descendants were unable to make their mark at court.64

The contributions by ’Ali Mardan Khan and his family to the deve-

lopment of Shl’ism in Delhi, Kashmir and the Panjab are, however,

immortal.

Not only ’Ali Mardan Khan’s sons and grandsons but some of his

officers also made distinctive contributions to the consolidation of the

Mughal empire. Such a one was Murshid Quli Khan Khurasani.

At first he was an officer under ’Ali Mardan Khan, the governor of

Qandahar. When ’Ali Mardan surrendered Qandahar to Shahjahan,

some of his best servants including Murshid Quli Khan found service

under the Mughals. In the nineteenth year of his reign Shahjahan appoin-

ted him asfawjdar of the hilly region of Kangra.65 When Prince Awrangzib

was appointed governor of Balkh and Badakhshan he was made bakhshi

ofthe forces sent under the Prince.66 When Shahjahan transferred Awrang-

zib to the Deccan in the twenty-sixth year of his reign Murshid Quli was

raised to the rank of 1,500/500 and was appointed the diwan of Balaghat67

and later promoted as the diwan of the Deccan. Although he was a very

brave soldier and a farsighted commandar he gained immortality in the

sphere of revenue administration. Shahnawaz Khan says that he settled

the land with skill and care, and arranged to take one fourth of the produce

as its revenue. He also prepared a code of regulations. It is stated that

out of caution, and lest fear or favour should influence him he often took the

measuring chain
(Jarib

)

in his own hand and measured out the land. His

name on account of this code would long be remembered. He goes on to

say, "It should be borne in mind that in the spacious, fertile and opulent

countries of the Deccan, revenue was not assessed on the bigha basis, by

measurements or on the different classes of land and their produce, or even

63 Ibid., pp. 226-46.

64 Ibid., pp. 64-68.

65 Badshah-nama, II, p. 471.

66 Ibid., p. 688.

67 *Amal-i Salih, III, p. 151.
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upon mutual arrangements. Cultivation was assessed on the basis of a

plough and a yoke of bullocks. A small portion of whatever crop was pro-

duced, and this varied in different centres and parganas, was handed over

to the ruler (the Hakim) as the revenue. No enquiries were made in regard

to increases or decreases. Later, when the country for some time was

trodden by the armies of the Emperors of India, the peasantry on hearing

the name of the Mughals and the new arrangements feared and trembled,

and left their homes. Further, a great decrease in rainfall was followed by

famine for several years. So great was the desolation that in spite of Em-
peror Shahjahan in the fourth year of his reign, reducing the revenues of

Khandesh by 30 to 40 krors of dams}the country did not recover its normal

condition till Murshid Quli Khan was appointed. He on his own initiative

carefully and energetically introduced the revenue system of Raja Todar

Mai, which, since the time of Emperor Akbar, had prevailed in Upper

India. In the first place he did everything possible to bring back the run-

away peasantry, and appointed intelligent officials
(
amins)

and honest

collectors to measure the lands, known as the raqba. They were instructed

to differentiate between land fit for cultivation, and hilly areas and riparian

tracts which could not be ploughed. Wherever there was no headman in

a village, and his heirs had disappeared as a result of the conditions that

had prevailed, a new headman well qualified to look after the cultivators

and protect the peasantry, was appointed. For the purchase of cattle and

other requisites of cultivation advances known as taqawl were made, and

collectors were instructed to recover these advances at harvest time.

Three regulations were instituted in regard to cultivation. Firstly, as was

customary in former times, agreements were to be executed. Secondly,

the crop was to be divided—this was known as bata
c
i3 and this was to be

carried out in three ways
:

(i) crops raised by rainfall were to be divided

half and half (viz., half to the cultivator and half to the State)
;

(ii) of

crops irrigated by well-water
; if it was same kind of corn two-thirds to the

cultivator and one-third to the State, if the crop consisted of grapes, sugar-

cane, cummin or ispaghul the shares were to be assessed according to the

expenses incurred in irrigation and the time required for ripening—the

State share varied from one-ninth to one-fourth, and the balance was to be

retained by the cultivators
; and (iii) in areas cultivated by underground

channels
(
kariz), or by canals from rivers—which are known as pat, the

division varied more or less against the rates of the well-irrigated lands.

The third regulation was in respect of measurements of raqba . Every

kind of crop was inspected in view of the previously executed agreements

and enquiries were made as to the rates and cultivation from sowing to

harvest and it was possible to decide after measurements as to what
share should be taken. These regulations were introduced in the three or

four provinces of the Deccan—which was the extent of the territory under
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the imperial rule at the time—and they were known as the dhara ofMurshid

Quli Khan.68

In 1688 Murshid Quli’s son Fazl J
Ali Beg was appointed as the waqa’-i

nigar (reporter) of the chief diwan by Awrangzib. The Emperor ordered,

“Ask him if he wants to have 4Khan5 added to his name or his father’s

title ?” Fazl ’Ali chose to retain his father’s title but the Emperor said,

“I and my mother and father were the gifts
(
qurban )

of ’Ali. Tell the

ignorant fellow that he should not become Quli in place of ’All. Fazl

’All Khan is better.” The suggestion exhibits Awrangzib’s deep devotion

to Imam ’All. 69

Mir Jumla Sa’id Khan
The history of Shi’i contributions to the glorification of the Mughal

empire would remain incomplete without special reference to Muhammad
Sa’id Mir Jumla, later known as Mu’azzam Khan Khan-i Khanan.

The circumstances that led him to desert the Qutb Shahi court and join

the Mughals have already been given. 70 His disloyalty to the Qutb-

Shahis is incredible but, in the interest of self-preservation, he had no

alternative when faced with the court intrigues and subsequent alienation

of ’Abduc

llah Qutb Shah from him.

Right from his arrival at Shahjahan’s court, Mir Jumla became the

spokesman for Awrangzib’s cause. He discouraged the Emperor from

wasting his energies on recovering Qajidahar and instead aroused his

interest in the annexation of the Deccan. Dara Shukoh was, however,

hostile to Mir Jumla for the Mir’s plans were designed, to strengthen

Awrangzib and consequently undermined his chances of succession to the

throne. The death of Ibrahim ’Adil Shah offered Mir Jumla an opportunity

to invade Bijapur under Awrangzib. Other outstanding generals such as

Mahabat Khan and Najabat Khan Mirza Shuja’ were commissioned to

collaborate with him. Awrangzib and MirJumla seized Bidar and marched

against Kalyani arriving there in the middle of May 1657. TheBijapuris

stoutly defended the fort but Mir Jumla’s attacks smashed their defences

and, on 11 August 1657, the fort was seized. The Emperor was delighted.

Dara Shukoh intervened, however, and saved Bijapur from destruction.

Subsequently the Emperor concluded peace with ’AJi ’Adil Shah.71

Shahjahan’s sudden illness on 7 Zu c

lhijja 1067/16 September 1657

sparked off a war of succession for the throne. Dara Shukoh recalled the

generals commissioned to conquer Bijapur. Mir Jumla had already besieg-

68 Ma'asirun-umara
f

. III, pp. 496-98, English translation by H. Beveridge and Baini

Prasad, pp. 306-308.

69 Mae
asiru‘l-umard‘s III, pp. 499-500, English translation, pp. 308-9.

70 Isna *Ashari ShVis in India, I, pp. 330-336.

71 ’Amal-i Salih, Lahore, III, pp. 246-260; MuntakhabuH-lubab
;
Adab-i ’Alamgiri.
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ed Parenda but Awrangzib urged him to settle affairs in the region

according to his discretion and then join him. Dara, however, arranged

for Shahjahan to issue peremptory orders commanding the Mir to return

to court. The order was sent through Awrangzib and compliance with it

was unavoidable. Mir Jumla could not risk the life of his familywho were

at Shahjahan’s court but he yielded to Awrangzib’s repeated requests to

visit him first. Early in January 1658 Mir Jumla reached Awrangzib’s

camp at Awrangabad but the Prince had him arrested and sent as a

prisoner to Dawlatabad. Manucci says: 9

“Upon Mir Jumlah’s arrival. Prince Awrangzib made a false display

of affection, using to him phrases of the greatest possible endearment,

styling him “baba” {baba) and “babagi”
(
babaji)—that is to say, 'father

5

and 'lord father’—and embracing him repeatedly. He prayed him most

earnestly to come with him to take part in his enterprise and to adopt his

cause. Mir Jumlah appeared to be much incensed and said that he was

a most loyal subject of King Shahjahan. In public he reprehended him
(Awrangzib)

;
all this being a comedy, to the end that the spies might

write to King Shahjahan and Prince Dara of his apparent loyalty.

“Foreseeing what mi^ht happen, and wishing to show his zeal in the

Princess service, MirJumlah, in order to be able to succour Prince Awrang-

zib if he failed in his first attempts, allowed by consent the fortress of

Doltabad (Daulatabad) to be occupied (by Awrangzib). His reflection

was that in case Prince Awrangzib lost the battle that he had resolved to

fight against Prince Dara and was routed, it was probable that King

Shahjahan would send him (Mir Jumla) in pursuit to wreak vengeance

for the affront done to him, if so, he could once more be of some assistance

to Awrangzib.

“The latter took possession of all his (Mir Jumla’s) treasure, cavalry,

and artillery. Mir Jumlah had given secret orders to the generals and

officers of his army to dissemble and make boastful demonstrations without

injuring anyone. These orders were executed. Both sides had recourse to

their arms; many matchlocks were discharged, but nobody was hurt. To
everyone of the generals of King Shahjahan, who lay at half a league’s

distance from the force of Mir Jumlah, Awrangzib sent an envoy saying

that King Shahjahan being dead, if they would adopt his (Awrangzib’s)

side, he promised them higher rank than they already held. As otherwise

they would now come into the service of Dara, they ought to prefer to

serve him (Awrangzib), who was also a son of King Shalhjahan. It was

not fitting for such high-minded captains to serve an infidel prince, an

enemy of the Mahomedan faith, of which he (Awrangzib) was a true

observer.” 72

72 Niccolao Manucci, Storia Do Mogor, London, 1907, pp. 240-41.
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Manuoci’s statement cannot be doubted for Mir Jumla could very

easily have avoided visiting Awrangzib and the Prince could not have

imprisoned him without his consent. Mahabat Khan, who did not wish

to support Awrangzib left for the court without any difficulty. Manucci

says that Mahabat Khan would have nothing to do with such arguments,

but thereupon beat his drums for a march, and took the road for Agra.

Awrangzib used considerable efforts to make him come back, sending him

several messages with presents. But Mahabat Khan, holding faithfully to

the cause of King Shahjahan, continued his march, and on his arrival

at Agra the king at once made him governor of the kingdom of Kabul.

Awrangzib ignored Shahjahan’s command to release Mir Jumla, whom
the Emperor referred to as the helpless (Sayyid), and Shahjahan’s warning

“to beware of the day of retribution”. 73 After his victory over Dara and

first seizure of the throne on 1 Zu'lqa’da 1068/31 July 1658, Awrangzib

released Mir Jumla and appointed him governor of Khandesh. When
Awrangzib marched against his brother Shah Shuja’, the only serious

threat left to his rule, he summoned Mir Jumla from Khandesh. 74 On 13

January 1659, Mir Jumla joined Awrangzib who had reached Kora near

Allahabad. At Mir Jumla’s suggestion, Awrangzib wrote a letter to Shah

Shuja’s leading general Allahwirdi Khan requesting him to urge Shah

Shuja* to dismount from his elephant in the thick of battle. In return the

Emperor promised him great rewards. When the battle against Shah

Shuja* started at Khajwa, Awrangzib ordered Mir Jumla to bring his

elephant near the royal elephant so that he could consult him easily.

When Awrangzib*s elephant driver was killed, and, he became the target

of enemy arrows, he decided to dismount. Mir Jumla who was quite

near, says Manucci “doing his duty as a good leader (and from him nothing

else could be expected), when he noticed Awrangzib ’s movements, shouted

in a loud voice: ‘Kaem! Kaem! (Qa‘im! Qa £im!)—that is to say,
eStand

fast! stand fast!’ Dara lost the empire by getting off his elephant. He

called out: ‘Kaem! Kaem!’ (Qa‘im! Qa‘im) in reliance on the note sent

to Allahwirdi Khan.’*

“Already Awrangzib was, in the last extremity, abandoned by all,

fearful of capture, and Fortune seemed to have deserted him. He thought

he could never escape from his enemy’s hands. But such was his lucky

star, that he stopped upon his elephant and endured the severe assault.

He remembered the battle he had fought against Dara at Samugarh, and

believed that by sitting patiently on his elephant he would conquer.

“Allahwirdi Khan, when he received the note from Awrangzib, went

to Shah Shuja’ and resorted to the same tactics as Khalilu‘llah Khan

73 Ibid. p. 241,

74 Qabil Khan, Addb-i 9llamgiri,
Lahore, 1971, I, pp. 442-450
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used with Dara, calling out to him: ‘Congratulations to my sovereign on

the victory the Most High has given your Majesty ! All that is left to do is

to take the coward Awrangzib before he can escape. Why do we delay

thus ? Let us advance with more speed
;
and to do this, let your Majesty

descend from your elephant and mount on horseback, and in a single

charge we can seize our prey.
5 Here we can see how eagerly Fortune

favoured Awrangzib. For by this time the Prince Shah Shuja 5 had won

the day, and Awrangzib was without hope and utterly lost. She changed

the hands they held, so that Awrangzib came out the winner, and Shah

Shuja
5

the loser.

“All this came to pass, notwithstanding Shah Shuja 5 knew what had

happened to his brother Dara, who by quitting his elephant became a

lost man. In spite of this, he followed the advice of Allahwirdi Khan,

left his elephant, got upon his horse, and started for an attack on Awrangzib.

But the evil-minded traitor, Allahwirdi Khan, in place of going on with

his prince, turned back, and, displaying great terror, began to ask every-

body anxiously what had become of Shah Shuja 5

;
he could not be seen

on his elephant. All the army looked in that direction, and not perceiving

him, fell into confusion and dismay. They imagined that he must be dead,

and they began to take to flight—above all, the division of Shah Shuja 5

;

this was just as it had happened to Dara. Thus Shah Shuja 5

, finding that

there was no longer any hope, was forced hurriedly to join the fugitives.

Meanwhile Awrangzib sat unmoved on his elephant, with no more than

five hundred horsemen round him. Perceiving that Sultan Shah Shuja
5

was no longer on his elephant, he advanced with vigour to the attack,

beating his drums to make it appear as if the victory was already his. By

this manoeuvre he increased the hesitation of Shah Shuja’s army, which,

losing hope entirely took to flight.
5575

Awrangzib commissioned Mir Jumla, who had turned a lost battle

into victory, to pursue Shah Shuja 5

. He was appointed as tutor to Prince

Muhammad Sultan, the Emperor’s eldest son, who was also ordered to

join Mir Jumla in pursuing his uncle. Mir Jumla chased Shah Shuja
5

relentlessly. He tactfully obtained the support of the leading zamindars

and seized Rajmahal. There he was baulked down, however, as Shah Shuja
5

had ruled Bengal for more than seventeen years and commanded strong

support.

Shuja 5 now succeeded in winning over Prince Muhammad Sultan who

had earlier been betrothed by Awrangzib to his youngest daughter

Gulrukh. Prince Muhammad realised that it was only by deserting his

father that he could hope to marry his uncle’s daughter. The Prince also

resented his father taking credit for the victory at Khajwa as sycophants

75 Storia Do Mogor, pp. 313-14.
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had convinced him that it was due to his efforts. He was bored too by

Mir Jumla’s strict discipline. Consequently in the middle of June 1659

he slipped over to his uncle’s camp near Dogachi, 21 kilometres south of

Rajmahal. Terror and confusion reigned in the Mughal camp but Mir

Jumla did not lose heart. He re-organised his army and encamped near

Makhsusabad (Murshidabad) but the imperialists lost Rajmahal. 76 In

December 1659, Shuja’ gained the day in several skirmishes but the arrival

of Dawud Khan, the governor of Bihar with reinforcements, strengthened

Mir Jumla’s hand. Shuja’ fled towards Tanda but Mir Jumla swooped

down upon his forces from an unexpected direction after taking a hazar-

dous route. Shuja’ was defeated and fled again. Prince Muhammad
Sultan realised his uncle was doomed and sneaked back into the Mughal

camp on 19 February 1660. He spent the rest of his life first in Gwalior

fort and then in Salimgarh (Delhi) prison. Shuja’ fled to Dacca and, in

May 1660, to Arracan with his family and less than forty followers, ten

being the Sayyids of Barha known for their courage and loyalty to their

masters. It is said that he perished at the hands of the Magh tribe in the

jungle.77

Setting out from Dacca in November 1661, Mir Jumla who was appoin-

ted viceroy of Bengal, entered into Kuch Bihar by an obscure route and

captured it. In January 1662 he marched up the Brahmaputra. Seizing

fort after fort, the invaders occupied the Ahom capital, Garhgaon at the

end of March 1662. The Ahoms of Assam, who originally came from

the hilly region lying north and east of Upper Burma, refused, however,

to surrender. They started guerrilla wars in the rainy season which lasted

from May to the end of October. They seized the Mughal outposts and

only Garhgaon and Mathurapur remained in imperial hands. In

November Mir Jumla resumed the offensive and once more the Mughal

cavalry proved superior to the Ahoms. By way of Solaguri the Mughal

army arrived at Tipam. In December, Mir Jumla exhausted by arduous

marches and unhealthy climates fell seriously ill. Nevertheless he forced

the Ahom Raja to conclude a humiliating treaty with the Mughals*

Despite serious illness, he marched back to Bengal showing no signs of

despair or pessimism. The vassal rajas were commanded to call on him

and received instructions for the maintenance of law and order. While

travelling by boat to Dacca, the great general and statesman died on 2

Ramazan 1073/10 April 1663. Paying tribute to his greatness. Sir Jadu

Nath Sarkar says:

“He (Mir Jumla) did nothing which does not reflect the highest credit

on him. No other general of that age conducted war with so much

76 Jadunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzib

,

Bombay, 1973, reprint, II, pp. 364-66.

77 Ibid., pp. 378-79.
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humanity and justice, nor kept his soldiers, privates and captains alike,

under such discipline
;
no other general could have retained to the last

the confidence and even affection of his subordinates amidst such

appalling sufferings and dangers. The ownerof 20maundsof diamonds,
viceroy of the rich province of Bengal, he shared with the meanest
soldier the privations of the march and brought premature death on
himself by scorning delights and living laborious days. On the day
when he crossed the Kuch Bihar frontier, he issued stern orders forbid-

ding plunder, rape and oppression on the people, and saw to it that his

orders were obeyed. The stern punishment which he meted out to the

first few offenders had a salutary effect.” 78

Mir Jumla’s son Muhammad Amin was a drunkard and arrogant but
he was a competent general and administrator. In the second year of

Awrangzib’s reign his rank was 5000/4000 and in the fifth year he had an
increase of 1,000 horses. In the 10th year of Awrangzib’s reign he fought
against Yusufza'is. He succeeded Ibrahim Khan as the governor of

Lahore. In the 13th year he was appointed governor of Kabul. His
arrogance prevented him from rising to the position of the wazir. In
1672 he recklessly fought against Yusufza'is but his troops suffered catas-

trophic defeat. With great difficulty he was prevented from sacrificing his

life. He volunteered to avenge the defeat but Amir Khan represented
that like a wounded boar, Muhammad Amin would fling himself against

the enemy whether it were feasible or not. His mansab was reduced from
6000/5000 to 5000/5000 and he was made the governor of Gujarat. On 8
Jumada II 1093/14 June 1682 he died in Ahmadabad, leaving behind an
enormous property. Before his death he committed the Qur'an to memory
and became a hafiz . According to Shahnawaz Khan he was a very puri-

tanical Shi’i. Whenever the circumstances forced him to receive a Hindu
raja, he after his departure had the house washed, the carpet removed
and changed his own clothes. 79

During Awrangzib’s reign some of the disciples ofBaha‘u‘d-Din ’Amili
(d. 1031/1622) including Aqa Husayn Khwansari (d. 1098/1686), Taqi
Majlisi (d. 1070/1659-60) and Baqir Majlisi (d. 1111/1699-1700) also arriv-

ed in India from Iran. Musawi Khan Mirza Mu’izz was the most promine-
nt among them. He was the son of Mir Muhammad Zaman of Mashhad,
an eminent ’alim ofthe region. In his early youth he had moved to Qum
and studied under Aqa Husayn Khwansari. In 1082/1671-72 he migrated
to India and was married to a sister of Awrangzib’s wife, Dilras Banu
Begum, the daughter of Shahnawaz Khan Safawi. When he was posted

78 Sarkar, History of Aurangzeb, III, p. 118.

79 Mac
dsiru

c
l-umard% III, pp. 613-20.
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to Hasan Abdal he had a discussion about theology with the Sunni 3
alim,

Shaykh ’Abdu'l-’Aziz. The discussion was prolonged. The Shaykh asked

him about his teachers. Musawi Khan replied that he had studied under

Shaykh Baha £u cd-Din ’Amili. The Shaykh remarked that he had found

fault in his teacher at twenty-two different places. Mir’s replies made the

Shaykh very angry and he enquired why Shi’is fixed a ramrod to the

corpse when they washed it before burial. The Mir smiled and replied that

he had been asked this question by the pimps of the Lahore dancing-girls,

and again on that day the Shaykh had asked for an explanation.

Musawi Khan was an expert in financial administration and held the

position of diwan . In the 32nd year of the Emperor’s reign he was appoint-

ed the diwan-i tan . His strict regulations, designed to promote savings,

however, alienated the mansabdars from him. Two years later he was

appointed diwan of the Deccan but he died in 1101/1690. He was an

excellent poet. He used f
Fitrat ’ as his nom de plume*0

A distinguished Shi’i during Awrangzib’s reign was Mustafa Khan
Kashi of Afghan descent. When he was fourteen years old, his father, who
was destitute, died. Mustafa moved to India with an Afghan caravan

and gradually rose to an important position in the service of Awrangzib’s

son Muhammad A’zam. His financial reforms put the Prince’s establish-

ment on a stable footing. As a result of Mustafa’s careful attention to

details ten to twelve thousand horsemen were readily available to the

Prince. Awrangzib blamed Mustafa Khan for the Prince’s excessive

military establishment and, finding fault with him, deprived Jhim of his

position. He was sent to Mecca from where he returned to Awrangabad

in the 39th year of the Emperor’s reign. He waited on the Emperor in

the garb of a dervish. The Emperor recited the following hemistich:

“I recognise you in whatever form you may come!”

He was not allowed to rejoin Muhammad A’zam’s service. Mustafa

then composed an index of the Qur'anic verses entitled Imarat al-kalam.

The Prince brought it to the Emperor’s notice but, after reading it,

Awrangzib remarked that it was not a composition but a compilation.

The Prince replied that no similar work had come to his notice, and so it

was entitled to be regarded as a composition. The Emperor was provoked.

He ordered the royal librarian to bring a book written by a certain author

on the subject and to hand it over to the Prince.

Earlier Awrangzib had been deeply impressed with Mustafa Khan’s

abilities. In a letter he had written to the Prince that if he recommended

an increase in the mansab or jagir and the award of the title of ^Khan” to

80 Ibid., Ill, pp. 633-36.
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Mustafa Quli, the diwan-i khalisa, it would be approved. It was, however.

Prince A’zam’s growing interest in Shi’ism that had prompted Awrangzib

to terminate Mustafa Khan’s services. Mustafa spent the rest of his life

in the mansion he had built in Awrangabad.81

As had been the case with Mustafa Khan, Awrangzib believed that an

Arab Sayyid had aroused the interest of his eldest son, Shah ’Alam, in

Shi’ism. In a letter reprimanding the Prince, Awrangzib wrote:

“An objective report reveals that this year you celebrated the Nawruz
festival like the Iranis who resemble ghul-i biyabanl (demons ofthe waste).

Rectify your beliefs by Divine grace. Who taught you this new bid
3
at

(sinful innovation)? Possibly that Arab who calls himself a Sayyid

might be responsible. Since Nawruz is the Zoroastrian day of festivity

and to the Hindus it is the day of the coronation of the accursed Vikra-

maditya, the ancient Hindu raja, it should never be celebrated/’82

Shi’i-Sunm Tensions

The Transoxianian mansabdars, generally known as Turanis, refused to

allow the Iranis to occupy powerful positions. To them it invariably

meant the beginning of Shi’i domination. As coreligionists of the Emperors

and hailing from the ancestral homeland of the Mughals, they claimed

their own preferment. The Emperors, however, were realistic when

awarding promotions and choosing talented hands or positions of trust

and responsibility. Even Awrangzib, who from the very beginning of his

reign had embarked upon strengthening Sunni orthodoxy, was not in-

fluenced by religious or sectarian considerations when promoting his

mansabdars to higher positions.

The Emperor’s remarks on the application of Muhammad Amin Khan

Chin Bahadur, the son of ’Abid Khan’s brother BahaVd-Din, deserve

special mention. In September 1687, after his father’s execution by the

ruler of Bukhara, Muhammad Amin Khan moved to Awrangzib’s court.

In 1698 he was appointed sadr and was then promoted to sadru
c
s-sudur.

He played an active role in the siege of the Mahratta forts in the Deccan

and was adequately rewarded for his bravery. 83 Encouraged by the

Emperor’s favour, he submitted the following petition:

“Hail ! saint and spiritual guide of the world and its people ! Both

the paymasterships (
bakhshis

)

have been conferred on heretical demon-

natured Persians. If one of the paymasterships be given to this old and

81 Ibid., Ill, pp. 637-41.

82 Ruqa’at-i
3Alamgln ,

Letter to Shah ’Alam.
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devoted servant* it would be a means of strengthening the (Sunni)

faith and of snatching away employment from accursed misbelievers.

0, ye faithful! do not take as friendsyour own and our enemies”

Awrangzib wrote across the sheet of the petition:

“What you have stated about your long service is true. It is being

appreciated as far as possible. As for what you have written about the

false creed of the Persians, [I answer],

—

cWhat connection have worldly

affairs with religion ? and what right have matters of religion to enter

into bigotry? Foryou isyour religion andfor me is mine

’

If this rule [sugges-

ted by you] were established, it would be my duty to extirpate all the

(Hindu) Rajahs and their followers. Wise men disapprove of the

removal from office of able officers. Your request for a paymastership

is appropriate, as you hold a rank suited to the post. The reason that

acts as a hindrance is that the Turani people, your followers, who are

clansmen from the same city as that ofmy ancestors,—according to the

saying 'Don’t throw yourself into destruction with your own hands’—do not

think it a shame to retreat in the very thick of the battle. It would not

be a great harm if this sort of thing took place in a foraging expedition,

but it would cause a terrible difficulty if it occurred in the midst of a

[regular] battle. If Godforbid it! the attendants of the Emperor were to

act thus, then in a moment all would be over [with him].

If you have [ever] declined to perform this actually experienced and

tested business [viz. retreat], write to me in detail [about it]. The

Persians, whether born in Wilayet or in Hindustan—who [the last]

are noted for their gross stupidity,—are a hundred stages removed from

this sort of movement [i.e. flight].
5584

The Emperor, however, did try to discourage Shi’ism whenever he

could. Despite A’zam Khan’s requests he dismissed Mustafa Khan

Kashi from the Prince’s service. To the Emperor, Indian Muslims

with the name of ’Ali, Hasan or Husayn, were invariably Shi’is. For

exemple, a courtier of Indian origin submitted that two domestic slaves

had memorised the Qur'an and hoped to be allowed to recite it to the

Emperor. The Emperor ordered they appear before him at night-time.

They arrived and the courtier introducing them said, “The sons of so-

and-so are present.” Awrangzib replied, “Don’t utter the name of a

heretic (Shl’i).” Surprised the courtier remarked, “I was speaking of so-

and-so.” The Emperor replied, “Well, if you don’t believe me, ask the

names ofboth.” The courtier did so and reported, “They are called Hasan

84 Anecdotes of Aurangzib, pp. 88-89.
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’Ali and Husayn ’Ali.” The Emperor commented., “My parents and I

are the sacrifice of ’Ali. What connection have Hindustanis with this

name ? Through evil desires they are afflicted with friendship for the

heretical Shi’ as, leave the right path and go astray. May God awaken us

from the drowsiness of the negligent! 5585

The Emperor tolerated the Iranians but not the Indian Shi’is. He was

fiercely hostile to the taqiyya and his posture towards the Isna’ Ashari

Bohras was very repressive. Naturally they did not reveal their faith and

posed as Sunnis. The Emperor ordered them to break their Ramazan fasts

hurriedly at sunset and did not allow them to wait a little like the Shi’is.

He appointed Sunni Imams to lead their congregational prayers and to

teach them the rules of Sunni prayers and forms of worship.86

The Fatawa-i
5
Alamgiriyya, compiled under him, reiterates the traditional

anti-Shi’i theories. According to it the Rafizi (Shi‘i) who cursed Abu
Bakr and ’Umar was a heretic. Even if he refrained from cursing them,

he was a bid’ati (innovator). Those Shi’is who abused ’A
e

isha were also

heretics. The Fatawa-i *Alamgiriyya denied that the Rawafiz were Muslims.

They were subject therefore to the rules relating to murtadd (apostates).87

Sunni-Shi’i riots did not occur in the Mughal empire mainly because

the Shi’is, as a small minority, practised taqiyya for their own survival.

According to Tavernier, “to please the Emperor and advance their own
fortunes”, the Iranians, “made no scruple about conforming themsevles

outwardly to the cult and customs of the Sunnis”.88 In Kashmir, however,

the Shi’is maintained their separate identity, although they did not hold

any senior posts in the state service. By 1620, the Shi’is were generally

employed as soldiers. In all personal disputes with the Sunnis, however,

they were invariably accused of cursing the Sahaba and were mercilessly

persecuted but they did not lose courage. The great Naqshbandiyya

leaders, Khwaja Khawand Mahmud and his son, Mu’inu e

d-Din, were

sworn enemies of the Shi’is. The Mujaddid’s disciples, Shaykh Mahdi
’Ali of Supur and Khwaja Sadiq Sud, also worked against them. Another

Sunni, Mulla Habib Kana% who had access to Jahangir’s court, was a

past-master in persecuting the Shi’is. 89

During Zafar Khan’s first governorship a Sunni-Shi’i riot erupted in

Kashmir. A large crowd had assembled near Srinagar to eat mulberries.

According to A’zami, the Shi’is there recklessly cursed the Sahaba. The
angry Sunnis obtained orders from the Qazi for their punishment. The

85 Mae
asir-i *Alamgiri

86 ’All Muhammad Khan, Mir (
at-l Ahmadi

,
Supplement, Baroda 1930, p. 131.

87 Quoted in Fatawa-i Shah ’Abdu'l ’Aziz, I, p. 92

88 Jean-Baptiste Tavernier, Travels in India, II, p. 139.

39 Tarikh-i A’zami, pp. 132, 143, 167-69.
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governor delayed taking action,, however,, so the common people accused

the Qazi of conniving with the Shi’i offence. The Naqshbandiyya leader

Khwaja Khawand Mahmud sent messages to the Qazi and the Governor

demanding immediate action, and sat down under a plane-tree to make

sure that there was no further delay. In response the Governor visited the

Khwaja and, with great difficulty, succeeded in persuading him to leave.

The Shi’is were punished, but subsequently on Zafar Khan’s complaints,

Khwaja Khawand Mahmud was expelled to Lahore. His son Khwaja

Mu’inucd-Din was allowed to stay in Kashmir. 90

Sayf Khan took over the position of governor of Kashmir in 1 665, and

during his rule, a sufi pir, Shaykh ’Abdu cr-Rashid Ghakni, came into con-

flict with a Shi’i, Husayn Malik Chadru ibn Haydar Malik. A’zami’s narra-

tive of the event shows that it was a personal quarrel but the Shaykh com-

plained to the Governor that Malik had cursed the Sahaba. The Governor

hesitated to sentence Husayn Malik on evidence from the parties involved.

Instead, he submitted a report to the Emperor who summoned them to

court. Despite the support of the Shi’i noblemen, Awrangzib, influenced

by thejudgement of the army qazi, sentenced Husayn Malik to death. The
dissatisfied Shi’is composed the following verse to commemorate the event

:

“Because of the atrocities of Yazid’s community,

Husayn son of Haydar has been martyred again.” 91

During the governorship of Ibrahim Khan, son of ’Ali Mardan Khan,
Kashmir was torn by more serious Shi’i-Sunni riots. This time the dispute

erupted in the Shi’i quarter ofHasanabad where a Sunni was said to have

been maltreated by a Shi’i. According to A’zami, the Shi’is violated the

shari
3
a and abused the Sahaba. Ibrahim Khan took no action. The Sunni

mob set fire to the Hasanabad quarters. The Shi’is there decided to retaliate.

The Sunni mansabdars and citizens organised their own forces. A large

number of people were killed and wounded on both sides. The riots went

out ofthe qazi
3
s control. Finding no otherway out ofthe impasse, Ibrahim

Khan surrendered the Shi’i leaders accused of cursing the Sahaba to the

Sunni mob. They were taken to a police station and executed. The Sunni

mob was, however, not satisfied and many Shi’i peacemakers were also

killed. Ultimately Ibrahim Khan’s palace was set on fire. The Governor

ordered the military to suppress the riot and the Sunni leaders were arrested.

Terror reigned in the town and peace was restored only after Ibrahim

Khan’s transfer from Kashmir. 92

The death of Awrangzib on 28 Zu'lqa’da 1118/3 March 1707, marked

90 Ibid. , pp. 138-39.

91 Ibid., pp. 164-65.

92 Ibid., pp. 163-64.
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the end of the glory of the Mughal empire. He had destroyed the Bijapur

and Golkonda sultanates, and conquered the Mahratta forts one by one

by bribing their leaders. His failures are generally attributed to bigotry

and his narrow-minded religious policy. The domination ofthe theologians

in the formulations ofhis administrative policies resulted in many difficulties

arid complications. The real cause of the breakdown, however, was his

unrealistic assessment of the Deccan situation. His obstinate stay there

after the destruction of Bijapur, Golkonda and Shivaji’s successor made

him a helpless victim of unfavourable circumstances.

The Emperor lived a very austere life. Although he presided over the

court ofjustice twice daily the stream of complainants was never-ending.

On one occasion he cried out bitterly to an intensely dissatisfied complai-

nant: “If you don’t find your grievances redressed, pray the Almighty

to grant you some other ruler.”93 His nobles and sons did not appreciate

his piety, punctiliousness and austerity. The sycophants continually praised

his rare ability to combine the externals ofa ruler with the soul ofan ascetic

;

the Emperor himself promoted this belief by issuing amulets. Some of the

eminent silfis with large followings, like Shah Kalimu llah Jahanabadi

(d. 1142/1729), ridiculed his austerity and orthodoxy and condemned him

as a hypocrite. _
Awrangzib’s son and successor, Muhammad Mu’azzam (Shah ’Alam

Bahadur Shah, born 30 Rajab 1053/14 October 1643), was already sixty-

four years old when he ascended the throne. He was unable to formulate

any firm Mahratta or Rajput policy. At the suggestion ofthe wazir Mun’im

Khan, he ordered that Sayyid should be added to his titles in the khutba.

The historian Khafi Khan says that no ruler except Khizr Khan had

assumed the title of Sayyid. Shah ’Alam Bahadur Shah took it on the

following grounds: It is said that Sayyid Shah Mir, a descendant of

’Abdu'l-Qadir Jilani, the founder of the Qadiriyya order, left his ancestral

land of the Timurids and moved to the Kashmir hills. There the local Raja

gave his daughter to the Sayyid. The Sayyid Islamized her and married

her. She gave birth to a daughter and a son. Sometime later the Sayyid

left on a pilgrimage to Mecca and was never heard of again. The Raja

brought up the Sayyid’s children himselfand told no one of their existence.

When Shahjahan pressed him to pay tributes and land revenue, he sent the

girl with gifts to the Emperor. Appointing a tutoress to educate the girl, the

Emperor married her to Awrangzib. She was entitled Nawwab Ba‘i Begum

and gave birth to Prince Mu’azzam Shah ’Alam Bahadur Shah. Khafi

Khan sneers that Shah ’Alam Bahadur Shah’s Sayyidship was thus derived

from his mother’s side. 94 Bahadur Shah’s Sayyid descent is traced by

93 Muntakhabu‘l-lubab, II, p. 550.

94 Ibid., II, pp. 604-5.
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Danishmand Khan to his mother Rahim Banu and her great grand
ancestor, ’Abdu‘l-Qadir Jilani.96

'
&

Bahadur Shah then ordered that the form of the khutba recited until
Awrangzib’s reign be changed. The new khutba, dated 1 120/1709 retained
such traditional Sunni titles as siddiq (a faithful witness of the truth) for
Abu Bakr, and F&ruq (a discerner) for ’Umar. The usual titles given to
’Usman were omitted but lofty titles such as wasi (executor of The Pro-
phet Muhammad’s will or 'chosen heir’), 'son of the uncle of the Prophet’,
'father of the two offspring’ (Hasan and Husayn) and 'leader of the great
Imdms were added after Imam ’All’s name. The new Emperor did not
expect that this khutba would in any way offend orthodox Sunni feelings
for it did not omit the Sahaba. Nevertheless, the orthodox Sunnis con-
sidered that the Emperor had embraced Shi’ism. Although the wazir,
Mun’im Khan, who was also a sufi, appears to have supported the Emperor
on this occasion, the Shi’i, Asad Khan, forbade its recitation in Delhi.
He claimed that India was not Shi’i Iran. The Sunni governor at Ahmada-
bad, Ghaziu'd-Din Firuz-Jang strictly implemented the Emperor’s
orders. The Sunnis, however, rebelled and a Panjabi killed the khatib
(reciter of khutba) of Ahmadabad. In August 1711 the Emperor arrived in
Lahore and held an audience with Hajji Yar Muhammad and three or four
other members ofthe ’

ulama' to discuss the changes he had made. He used
statements from ahadis and Imam Abu Hanifa and other leading Sunni
jurists to prove that the addition of the title wasi to the name of Imam
’Ali was not contrary to Sunni traditions. The Hajji refused to be cowed
by these arguments and the accompanying threats. The citizens of Lahore
and the Afghan troops stationed there (together numbering about 100,000)
came out in support of the Hajji.

Preparations for battle ensued. The mosque was surrounded with canons
ready for battle with the imperial forces. The Emperor ordered his son,
Prince ’Azimu'sh-Shan, to crush the rebellion by force. The Prince,
however, pleaded that war against the

’

ulama' would bring about the
destruction of the mosque and the defamation of the Emperor, the son of
Awrangzib, known by the people as din-panah (refuge of the faith). If war
occurred the Emperor’s name would be changed and the people would
denounce him as the destroyer of the faith. The Emperor capitulated on
2 October 1711 and the traditional Sunni khutba was read aloud in the
LahoreJami’ mosque. The Sunnis were jubilant. According to Khayru'd-
Din-Ilahabadi Shah ’AlamBahadur Shah invited Shi’i ‘ulama

1 from Isfahan
and Shiraz and Sunni ’ulama

1 from Qandahar, Kabul and Ghazni to hold
polemical discussions on Sunni-ism and Shi’ism. Their respective state-

95 Tarikh-i Bahadur Shahi, British Museum Ms., Or 693, ff. 17a-18b.
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ments were checked with authentic sources. The Emperor himself acted
as a judge but his death left the disputes undecided. 96

Shah ’Alam had considered that his innovations were innocent. He
had failed to realize that Lahore, which had been developing into a signi-

ficantly orthodox Sunni town following Muslim migrations from Sirhind

and other towns overrun by the Sikhs, were strongly opposed to any attacks

on orthodox practices. This was evident from an incident which occurred
during Jahangir’s reign. A khatih from Samana deliberately omitted the

names of the first four caliphs when reading the khutba . No action was
taken against him. Mujaddid Alf-i sani admitted that it was not an indis-

pensable part of the khutba but as reference to the names of the orthodox
caliphs was a sensitive issue to the Sunnis and as it was a much practised

Sunni custom he said, the offender should have been taken to task. 97 Shah
’Alam should have learnt a lesson from this incident. Prince ’Azimu'sh-
Shan seems to have understood the situation better. His support of the

Sunni cause, however, did not arise solely from his concern for his father.

He hoped to curry favour with the Lahore Sunnis and gain their assistance

in the impending war of succession.

With Shah ’Alam’s death the era of the dominance of the Mughal emp-
erors came to an end. A new period of rule by king-makers ensued with
the Emperors being relegated to puppet roles only. The period from 1712
to the invasion by Nadir Shah in 1739, was marked by a scramble for a
monopoly of the posts of wazir and bakhshiu*l-mamalik either by one leader

or in association with a close relative. The wazirs appointed their own
kinsmen to govern the important provinces and granted high mansabs only
to their favourites. Racial and religious considerations did play some role

in achieving group solidarity but the struggle was not dictated merely by
the proverbial Trani-Turani, Sunni-Shi’i or Hindu-Muslim conflicts. Selfish

motives and personal considerations played the decisive role in the forma-
tion of these factions. 98

After Shah ’Alam Bahadur Shah’s death, Mu’izzu'd-Din Jahandar Shah
emerged victorious in the struggle for the throne against his brothers.

Zufifaqar Khan, who was responsible for his victory, was made both wazir

and bakhshiu*l-mamalik . Shah ’Alam had spared the lives of his rivals’

supporters but Jahandar Shah launched a campaign of ruthless massacres

of the Mughal princes. Palace intrigues now became the decisive factor

in eighteenth century politics.

Husayn ’Ali Khan a Barha Sayyid, the deputy governor of Bihar and

96 Khayru'd-Din Muhammad IlahabadI, Armughan-i 9Aziz, Riza Library, Rampur
Ms., ff. 74a-b.

97 Maktubat-i Imam-i Rabbani

,

II, Letter no. 15.

98 S. A. A. Rizvi, Shah Wait-Allah and his times, Canberra, 1980, pp. 123-32.
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his elder brother, ’Abdufilah Khan, the deputy governor of Allahabad

threw their lot with }Azimufsh-Shan’s son Farrukhsiyar who proclaimed

himself Emperor at Patna in Safar 1124/March 1712. Farrukhsiyar and

Husayn ’Ali left Patna, obtaining the adherence of the zamindars on

the route to Delhi. They defeated Jahandar Shah and Zufifaqar Khan
at Samugarh near Agra, where the fates of Dara Shukoh and Awrangzib

had been decided before them. On 11 February 1713, Farrukhsiyar

executed both Zuflfaqar Khan and Jahandar Shah, sparing only Asad

Khan, to mourn for the death of his talented son. ’Abdu cllah Khan
was given the titles, Qutbu

c
l-Mulk, Taminifd-Dawla

,
Sayyid

3AbduHlah

Khan,
Bahadur

, %afar Jang, Tar-i wafadar and made wazir. Sayyid Husayn
5

Ali Khan was entitled
5 Umdatuc

l-Mulk, Amirue
l-Umara } ahadur, Firuz

fang and was made Bakhshitfl-mamalik. Muhammad Amin Khan Chin

Bahadur, who since the last years of Awrangzib’s reign had hoped for

this position, was made second bakhshi. The Sayyid brothers controlled

both the positions of wazir and bakhshiu
eUmamdlik and this made them

the virtual rulers of the country. Naturally Farrukhsiyar was unable to

accept their dominance. Farrukhsiyar appointed ’Inayatu
c

llah Kashmiri,

who had been trained in financial administration by Awrangzib, as absolute

governor of Kashmir and the diwan-i tan . In order to strengthen orthodox

Sunni support, Tnayatu c

llah re-imposed jizya on the Hindus although,

after Awrangzib’s death, it had been abolished. Ratan Ghand, the Sayyid

brothers’ greedy and arrogant diwan strongly opposed ’Inayatu
c

llah’s

reforms. The division widened but the Sayyid brothers succeeded in winn-

ing over some important Hindu and Muslim nobles to their side. Attempts

at reconciliation were fruitless. The Sayyid brothers thereupon deposed

Farrukhsiyar and blinded him in Rabi’ II 1131/February 1729. In less

than six months they raised three rulers to the throne one after the other.

All were mere puppets in their hands . Early in the reign ofthe fourth ruler,

Roshan Akhtar, a grandson of the Emperor Bahadur Shah, however, they

were outwitted by Muhammad Amin who, although he apparently sup-

ported them, secretly hatched plots for their overthrow. Nizamu £l-Mulk

(Mir Qamaru'd-Din Chin Oulich Khan) son of Mir Shihabucd-Din

Ghaziu cd-Din Khan and grandson of ’Abid Khan, the dedicated Turani

leader, became the spokesman for the Turani families. According to the

orthodox Sunnis, the Hinduizing policy of the Sayyid brothers had prac-

tically destroyed the Turani leadership. Mir Muhammad Nasir Nishapuri

Husayni Musawi, who had been appointedfawjdar ofHindaun and Bayana

by the Sayyid brothers, also joined the ranks of his patrons’ enemies. On

6 Zudhijja 1132/9 October 1720, Sayyid Husayn ’Ali was assassinated near

Agra. In Delhi Sayyid ’Abdudlah raised another puppet ruler to the throne

but the imperial army defeated his hastily collected forces. On 14 November

he was captured and was killed in prison two years later.
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Some contemporary historians accuse the Sayyid brothers of treachery

and perfidy. Others consider that they deposed Farrukhsiyar in the

interest of their own survival. Some historians believe that they were

Shi’as. Mir ’Abdue

l-Jalil Husayni Wasiti Bilgarami, an eminent Sunni

Sayyid who composed an elegy on Husayn 5

Ali, says

:

“The signs of the Karbala are apparent from the forehead of India,

The blood of the descendants of the Nabi (the Prophet) is gushing out

of the soil of India.

Mourning for Husayn ’Ali is current all over the world.

The Sayyids ai*e oppressed in India.
55

The Mir knew the Sayyid brothers very intimately. Although his elegy

borrows similes and metaphors from Karbala and Imam Husayn, not a

single word can be interpreted to mean that they were Shi’as. Their

contemporaries believed that the brothers were endowed with all the

virtues of the Sayyids as related by Qazi Shihabu‘d-Din Dawlatabadi

in Munaqibifs-Sadat. These qualities included the demeanour
(khulq) of

Prophet Muhammad; the generosity of Hashim (Prophet Muhammad’s
ancestor) and the courage of ’Ali."

During Farrukhsiyar’s reign, the most ardent devotee of the Ahl-i Bayt

was Khan-i Dawran’s (Khwaja Muhammad ’Asim’s) brother, Khwaja
Muhammad Ja’far. Their grandfather Khwaja Abu cl-Muhsin had migra-

ted from Rustaq in Badakhshan to Agra. Khwaja ’Asim’s loyalty to

Farrukhsiyar had won for him a mansah of 6000/6000 and the title of

Khan-i Dawran. Khwaja Ja’far, however, was not interested in politics.

He was a scholar who was enamoured of Oazi Nurullah Shustari’s works

and frequently discussed the subjects in the Majdlisu
c
l-mu

c
minin. He was

a reputable sufipir . In his same? gatherings, verses in praise of the Prophet

Muhammad and the twelve Shi’i Imams were recited. One Shaykh
Muhammad ’Ali Wa’iz was enamoured of these verses and in his sermons

would also acclaim the Imams. Shaykh ’Abdu'llah, a preacher from

Multan, visited Khwaja Muhammad Ja’far. He was shocked when he

saw the Shaykh’s disciples kiss the ground before theirpir, instead ofgreeting

him simply with the customary ‘Peace be upon you’. He was scandalized

to hear qawwals singing the praises of the twelve Imams. Shaykh ’Abdu c

llah

asserted that prostration should be made before God and that only music,

accompanying songs referring to the Prophet and his eminent companions,

was lawful. The Khwaja, basing his ideas on the Wahdat al-Wujud, argued

that as sufis admitted only the presence ofBeing, they were not prostrating

themselves before non-Being. The musicians, moreover, recited only what

99 Khafi Khan, Muntakhabu'l-lubab, Calcutta, 1874, II, p. 944.
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they had learned traditionally from their teachers. The Khwaja continued

that ifShaykh ’Abduc
llah knew any verses in honour of the great compan-

ions he should teach them to the qawwals so that they could recite them.

This reply convinced Shaykh ’Abdullah of the Khwaja’s sincere Shi’i

tendencies.

Shaykh ’Abdu c

llah in a sermon at Delhi’s Jami’ mosque began to preach

statements by bigoted Sunni scholars. For example he claimed that ’All

was not included in Al-i ’Aba100 and the ’Alwis, or descendants of ’Ali,

were not Sayyids ('descendants ofthe Prophet Muhammad’) . It was against

Sunni beliefs,, the Shaykh asserted, to call Panjtan (Muhammad, ’Ali,

Fatima, Hasan and Husayn) holy for it implied that the Prophet’s compa-

nions were correspondingly unholy. He also condemned the Shi’is. When
the contents of these sermons were reported to Khwaja Muhammad Ja’far,

he sent a message to the Shaykh that the controversial matters he had

raised were contrary to Sunni traditions. They might lead to the misunder-

standing that the preacher was a Khariji. He also asked the Shaykh to

discuss such matters only in the assemblies of the ’ulamcf or at his house.

The following Friday, some vagabond Mughal youths with Karbala

rosaries around their necks and arms, sat in on a sermon given by the

Shaykh. The two to three thousand people present presumed that Khwaja

Muhammad Ja’far had hired the Mughals to assassinate the Shaykh.

Consequently they began to abuse the Shi’is. When the Mughals left the

assembly they were followed by a Hindu wearing military attire. He had

merely been interested in hearing the sermon but the mosque attendants,

being convinced that he was an assassin, began to beat him. Other Muslims

in the mosque cornered him so the Hindu turned and killed the mifazzin

(one who called the azan). The Hindu in turn was slain. His body lay

in the mosque for a few days while attempts were made to discover who

had hired him.

Subsequently, a group of ’alims and supporters of Shaykh ’Abdu'llah

complained to the Emperor Farrukhsiyar and accused the Khwaja of

interfering in Sunni practices. They also reminded the Emperor that when

the word wasi was added to the khutba during Shah ’Alam Bahadur Shah’s

reign, riots had broken out. The delegation demanded the expulsion of

Khwaja Muhammad Ja’far from Delhi.

According to Khafi Khan, this incident changed the religious atmosphere

in Delhi. Previously, in each street and bazaar, verses had been recited

praising the twelve Shi’i Imams, but the Jami’ mosque events had aroused

hostility towards the Shi’is. The Emperor consulted the court Qazi, Shari’at

Khan. He said that according to the sharVa no charge of heresy against

Khwaja Muhammad Ja’far could be proved and that Shaykh ’Abdu c

llah’s

100 Isna ’Ashari ShVis in India, I, pp. 8-9.
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views were not supported by standard Sunni works. The Qazi suggested

that in the interest ofmaintaining harmony, however, Khwaja Muhammad
Ja’far should leave Delhi. Consequently Khan-i Dawran persuaded the

Khwaja to retire temporarily to the mausoleum of Khwaja Nizamu‘d-Din
Awliya‘, until tempers had cooled down. Then Khan-i Dawran summoned
Shaykh ’Abdu'llah and ordered him to leave for Multan. The Shaykh
re-opened the controversy with the regional governor, ’Aqibat Khan,
when he reached Multan. To maintain the peace, the governor had the

Shaykh arrested. On the journey back to Delhi, the Shaykh’s disciples

attacked the police escort and members of both parties were killed and
wounded. The Shaykh was thrown into prison where he stayed until his

release by the wazir Muhammad Amin Khan, early in Muhammad Shah’s
reign. 101

The sickly and fickle Muhammad Shah (1131-1161/1719-1748) who
succeeded Farrukhsiyar opened his reign by awarding promotions to his

supporters. Muhammad Amin Khan was granted a mansab of 8000/8000
du aspa sih aspa and made wazir and absentee governor of Multan. His son
Q,amarucd-Din Khan was made the second bakhshi. Khan-i Dawran was
confirmed in his position of bakhshiuH-mamalik. Mir Muhammad Amin
was given the title of Sa’adat Khan Bahadur and a mansab of 5000/3000.
He was soon promoted to a mansab of 6000/5000 and made governor of
Agra and fawjdar of the dependant parganas. Sa’adat Khan’s success in
suppressing the Jat rebellion was duly acknowledged and on 29 Zu'lqa’da
1134/10 September 1722, he was appointed governor of Awadh. This
led to the hereditary governorship of Awadh and Shi’i rule which lasted

for more than one hundred and thirty years.

Muhammad Shah was not strong enough to stop the establishment of
these hereditary governorships, although it meant the dissolution of the
empire and the establishment of new principalities only nominally under
the Delhi Emperor. In October 1724, Nizamu‘l-Mulk established an
hereditary governorship in the Deccan. The Emperor and his favourites

welcomed his decision to confine his activities to the Deccan. As a further
mark of appreciation the position of absentee wakil and the title of Asaf-

Jah were conferred on him. This marked the foundation ofthe independent
Asaf-jahi dynasty of the Deccan.

The regular remittance ofrevenue from Bengal injected sufficient blood
to finance the empire. The Bengal administration was streamlined by
Murshid Quli Khan (Mu’tamanu‘l-Mulk Ja’far Khan), the son of a poor
Brahmin boy. Hajji Shaft’ Isfahani, an Iranian merchant had bought him,
named him Muhammad Hadi, and brought him up like his own son.

Hajji Shaft’ took Muhammad Hadi to Iran but, after his death, the boy

101 Muntakhabu'l-lubdb, II, pp. 757-60.
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returned to India. He was employed as a junior servant by another Irani,

Hajji ’Abdullah ofKhurasan, who was the diwan ofBerar. Later he entered

Awrangzib’s service. The Emperor, impressed with his acumen in the

administration of finance, awarded him the title of Kartalab Khan. For

some time he worked as diwan of Hyderabad and in 1701 he was appointed

diwan of Bengal. A year later he received the title “Murshid Quli Khan”.

He was also made fawjdar of Makhsusabad, Midnapore, Bardawan and

later of Hoogly, where he demonstrated his competence in both civil and

revenue administration. He also fostered the development of cultivation

and collected crores of rupees in revenue. Awrangzib ignored complaints

against him and bestowed on him his patronage and trust. In 1 703 he was

appointed deputy governor of Orissa and, in 1 704, diwan of Bihar.

Awrangzib’s grandson, ’Azimu‘sh-Shan, son ofShah ’Alam Bahadur Shah,

was governor of Bengal from 1697 to 1712, but he had left the administra-

tion in his agents’ hands. The Prince had amassed wealth through private

trade (sawda'i khass). He had also appropriated land revenue for his

personal use although this was strictly forbidden by the Emperor. He tried

to have Murshid Quli Khan killed to prevent any interference but the

attempt failed. Consequently Murshid Quli left Daccan for Makhsusa-

bad changing its name, with Awrangzib’s consent, to Murshidabad.

’Azimu'sh-Shan was ordered to move to Bihar. He settled in Patna and

named it ’Azimabad. After Awrangzib’s death, ’Azimu‘sh-Shan was again

appointed governor of Bengal and Bihar. Farrukhsiyar made his infant

son governor ofBengal with Murshid Quli Khan as his deputy. In August

1717, he was made an independent governor and he held this position

until his death in 172 7.
102

His son-in-law, Shuja’u‘d-Din Khan, succeeded him as governor.

Bengal also became an hereditary nizamat (governorship). In March 1739

Shuja’u‘d-Din died and his incompetent son Sarfaraz Khan assumed

office. It was not until the reign of ’Aliwardi Khan MahabatJang that the

administrative and military traditions ofMurshid Quli Khan were revived.

’Aliwardi Khan rose by dint ofmerit from a very humble position to become

governor of Bengal in April 1740 after he defeated and killed Sarfaraz

Khan. He conquered Orissa, was a bulwark against the repeated Mahratta

(or Bargis as they were called) invasions and suppressed the Afghan

uprisings, even though they formed the majority in his army. It was only

after his death in 1 756 that the English were triumphant. Siraju'd-Dawla’s

Bengal army was defeated by Clive at the battle of Plassey on 23 June

1757.

Hajji Shafi’ Isfahan! who converted Murshid Quli Khan to Islam was a

Shi’i and was educated in Iran. In Bengal where he was far away from

102 Mae
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Awrangzib’s interference;, he openly followed the Shi’i faith. Possibly his

successors were also Shi’is, particularly as ’Aliwardi’s mother was related to

Murshid Quli Khan’s son-in-law Shuja’u‘d-DinMuhammad Khan. Ghulam
Husayn TabatabaTs account of ’Aliwardi’s death reinforces the suggestion

that he was a Shi’i. Furthermore, during ’Aliwardi’s reign, Bengal became
the rendezvous for the Irani

’

ulama‘ and the Indian Shi’i -Varna were also

warmly welcomed.103 Many Irani adventurers rose to eminent positions

under the Bengal governors. Ghulam Husayn TabatabaTs father, Hidayat
’Ali Khan and Ghulam Husayn Tabatabad himself served ’Aliwardi Khan
and his relations.

A more permanent contribution to the consolidation of the Shi’is in

Bengal was made, however, by the Irani merchants. They usually settled

in Hoogly. Aqa Muhammad Mutahhar son ofAqa Muhammad Muzaffar
and a grandson of Hajji Muhammad Muhsin of Mahabad near Isfahan
was one of them. It was towards the end of Awrangzib’s reign that Aqa
Muhammad Mutahhar moved from Iran to settle in Hoogly. He invested in

the salt trade and was considered most respectable by the local dignitaries.

After Muhammad Mutahhar’s move from Iran to Hoogly, his sister’s son
Fazlu'llah, son of Aqa Fazludlah, and Aqa Muhammad Qadir, Hajji
Allah-Wardi and Hajji Muhammad Karim migrated there. They became
the agents for Aqa Muhammad Mutahhar. Aqa Muhammad Mutahhar
accumulated vast wealth. In 1121 Bengal era/1715-16 he bought zamindari
rights in several Bengal parganas in the name of his adopted son Muham-
mad Riza son of Muhammad Husayn. Subsequently he purchased more
villages. He observed the mourning ceremonies related to the tragedy of
Karbala with great devotion and endowed some villages for the expenses
of those ceremonies. He built an Imambarha in Hoogly. Aqa Muhammad
Mutahhar died in Hoogly and was buried in the Shi’i cemetery there. 104

After Aqa Mutahhar’s death, his widow Zaynab Khanam was married
to his sister’s son, Hajji Fayzu'llah. Zaynab Khanam had a daughter
by Aqa Mutahhar called Maryam Khanam or Munnu Jan, who was
twelve years old at the time of her mother’s re-marriage. In 1 143/1730-31
Muhammad Muhsin was born to Fayzu'llah and Zaynab Khanam.
Muhsin was thirteen or fourteen years younger than Munnu-Jan Khanam.
Muhsin was given a good education. After his father’s death in 1157/1 744,
he left Bengal and travelled through Arabia, Iraq and Iran. He returned
to Delhi visiting Lucknow, Banaras and ’Azimabad and arrived in Bengal
at a mature age. He lived by turn in Murshidabad and Dacca. During
his long travels he became proficient in history, mathematics, hadis, tafsir

and philosophy. He was also a mechanic, made guns and knew how to

103 Infra, pp. 117-128.

104 Mawlawi Ashrafu‘d-Dm Ahmad, Tabaqal-i Muhsiniyya, Calcutta, 1889, pp. 3-4.
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tailor. Above all he was an excellent calligraphist and is known to have

transcribed seventy-two copies of the Qur £

an. He sent some of these

copies to Mashhad and other holy places as gifts
;
he gave other copies to

poor men of distinguished families with instructions that they should sell

them to the wealthy. None of the Qur'ans transcribed by him fetched

less than one thousand rupees. His piety, munificence and ascetic life

made him famous as a sufi. Dervishes and pious people were warmly

welcomed by him but he ignored the rich. He was not even interested

in the members of the Nawwab’s family.

After the death of Mirza Salahu £d-Dln Muhammad Khan, the husband

of his step-sister, Munnu Jan Khanam, in 1167/1753-54, Muhsin visited

Hoogly. Salahu
£d-Din came from Isfahan and had moved to Bengal

during ’Aliwardi Khan’s reign. He had been a shrewd diplomat and an

enterprising military commander. ’Aliwardi had obtained a mansab of

15,000 for him from Muhammad Shah. He had spent most of his income,

plus that from his wife’s zamindari, on the Muharram celebrations. He
also extended the Hoogly Imambarha built by Aqa Muhammad Mutahhar.

In the last years of Salahu
£

d-Din’s life, however, his agents had misman-

aged the zamindari. Unfortunately the Mirza and Munnu Jan had no son.

Consequently Munnu Jan transferred the zamindari rights to Hajji Muhsin

and retired to a life of prayer and meditation. Hajji Muhsin who had

already taken to an ascetic life, now plunged himself into organizing the

zamindari and restored its prosperity. Munnu Jan, who had complete

confidence in her step-brother, died in 1218/1801-2. Some of the Hajji’s

Sunni servants embraced Shi’ism. Hajji also had no sons, so he bequeathed

all his possessions to religious purposes and the celebration of Muharram.

On 13 Zufiqa’da 2127/18 November 1812, Hajji Muhsin died leaving an

enormous estate for the promotion of Shi’i practices.105

Turning now to events in Delhi, the most important development

there was the sudden death of the wazir,
Muhammad Amin, on 27 June

1721. He is said to have died from the curse ofa Muslim mendicant whom
he had ill-treated. Nizamu4l-Mulk was invited from the Deccan to come

to Delhi to prevent Muhammad Amin’s son, Qamaru ed-Din Khan from

succeeding his father. Nizamu £l-Mulk did not stay in Delhi for more

than two years. As soon as he returned to the Deccan, however, Qamar-

ucd-Din was made wazir . He was an indolent man and indifferent to

the responsibilities of such a great office but he retained the position

from 1724 to 1748. Although the mir bakhshi, Samsamucd-Dawla Khan-i

Dawran, was constantly intriguing, he had little military experience. He

and his brother, Muzaffar Khan were life-long companions ofMuhammad
Shah. Like the fickle Emperor they were attracted to a life of levity.

105 Ibid.} pp. 6-17.
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The Safawid empire of Iran had fallen into a rapid and ignominious

decline even earlier. The deterioration started with the accession of the

voluptuary and coward, Shah Sulayman (1077-1105/1666-1694), the

successor of Shah ’Abbas II (1052-1077/1642-1666). In 1707 Mir Ways,

the leader of the Ghalzay Afghans located between Qandahar and Ghazni,

defeated the Iranian governor and declared himself independent. When
he died his son seized Kirman in 1 720 and Isfahan two years later. A large

number of Isfahan citizens were massacred. This decline of Safawid rule

a.nd rise of the Afghans to power prompted many enterprising Shi’is to

leave Iran for Multan, Gujarat and Bengal. From there some of them

moved to Delhi or Awadh. Like their adventurous ancestors many rose

to power from insignificant positions and made their mark on Indian

history. Those who had previously held senior posts under the Safawids

obtained high mansabs in India from the outset on the basis of their re-

putation and noble ancestry.

The Afghan domination of Iran was, however, ephemeral. Shah

Tahmasp II (1135-1145/1722-1732), who had escaped the Afghan holo-

caust, established his rule in Mazandaran. There, Nadir Quli, the

chieftain of the Turkoman Afshar tribe which lived in northern Khurasan,

joined him. Nadir Quli was a village boy but he rose to prominence under

Mir Ways’ son, Mahmud. Subsequently he distinguished himself in a

battle against the Uzbeks but Mahmud refused to give him the deputy

governorship ofKhurasan and dismissed him. Nadir collected his mounted

troops and infantry. They began to levy their own taxes in Khurasan.

Then Nadir captured Qalat, Nlshapur, Mashhad and Hirat. Tahmasp

bestowed the title Tahmasp Quli Khan upon him. In 1 141/1729, Nadir

re-occupied Isfahan and the Ghalzay Afghans were completely annihilated.

Their place was taken by the ’Abdali Afghans who, in Shah ’Abbas’

reign, had been driven away from Qandahar to Hirat. A number of

adventurous Ghalzay refugees and their supporters found asylum in India.

There they obtained employment under the Sunni mansabdars
,
particularly

in regions such as Rohilkhand and Farrukhabad where the Sunnis were

dominant.

The now powerful Nadir then wrote to Muhammad Shah in the name

ofTahmasp II, requesting him to expel the Afghan refugees who had taken

shelter in India. In 1145/1732 Nadir deposed Tahmasp Hand began to

rule in the name of ’Abbas III, the infant son of Tahmasp II. In 1148/

1736, he proclaimed himself Shah and embarked on an ambitious pro-

gramme to conquer the Islamic world.

He had already recovered the Iranian territories from the Ottoman

Turks who had seized them over the past ten years. He had also con-

quered Baku and Darband. In 1738 he captured Qandahar and in

June occupied Ghazni. Nadir Shah’s previous demand that all Ghalzay
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Afghans be expelled from India was impracticable and Muhammad Shah

had ignored it. The court also disregarded the warnings from Nasir Khan,

the Mughal governor of Kabul, of the imminent danger of an invasion by

Nadir Shah, and failed to strengthen the North West Frontier defences.

Some contemporary authorities accuse Nizamu cl-Mulk of extending

an invitation to Nadir Shah to invade Delhi while others lay the blame

squarely on the shoulders of the Shi’i Sa’adat Khan of Awadh charging

him with perfidy. Both views are historically untrue. Nadir’s costly

campaigns in Iran had made the acquisition of a quick and easy source

of revenue imperative; and there was no more suitable place than India.

His earlier embassies to Delhi had been exploratory and a greater display

of diplomacy by the effete Mughal court would hardly have averted the

Indian tragedy.

Accusing Muhammad Shah of offering protection to the Afghans,

Nadir Shah seized Kabul in the middle of June 1738. On 12 January

1739, Nadir’s armies were close to Karnal. Sa’adat Khan, who rushed

to give battle to Nadir’s newly-arrived army, was captured and Khan-i

Dawran mortally wounded. Entering Delhi at the head of his victorious

army. Nadir Shah occupied Shahjahan’s chambers. He promised to

restore the throne to Muhammad Shah but demanded an enormous

sum of money to clear his debts. Meanwhile on 10 March 1739, the

hooligan elements of Delhi killed some 300 Iranis after a false rumour was

circulated that Nadir had been assassinated. In retaliation. Nadir Shah

ordered a general massacre of Delhi citizens. About 20,000 people were

mercilessly slaughtered and an enormous amount of booty was collected.

The total value of the spoils seized by Nadir Shah, including the famous

peacock throne of Shahjahan, was estimated at between 77,500,000 and

80,000,000. The Mughal provinces west of the Indus, extending from

Kashmir to Sind and Kabul, were ceded to the conqueror in lieu of

tribute. Before his return to Iran, Nadir Shah restored the throne to

Muhammad Shah as he had promised.

Nadir Shah did not allow his army much rest. He invaded Sind and

conquered Bukhara and Khiva. After his return to Qalat in 1740, he

ordered the erection of a palace and a treasury to house the spoils

from Delhi. The complex was known as Qalat-i Nadiri. Nadir Shah

celebrated his victories at Mashhad. His destruction of the Transoxianian

towns left the Turanis with no alternative but to flee for refuge to India.

Next Nadir Shah invaded the Daghistan interior but he was repulsed

by the tribesmen. In 1 743-44 rebellions against him broke out in Shirwan,

Fars and Astarabad. The uprisings were ruthlessly suppressed. Nadir

invaded Turkey between 1743 and 1745. He defeated the Turks near

Erwan in 1745 but failed to capture Musal. He crushed subsequent in-

ternal rebellions mercilessly but failed to improve the administrative
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framework. In his bid to be accepted as leader of both the Sunni and

Shi’i communities he endeavoured to have Isna ’Ashari Shi’ism or Ja-

’fari law incorporated as a fifth legal school within the Sunni framework

of the four schools of law. He discarded the Safawid design on the crown

in favour of a new design with four plumes symbolising his rule over

Afghanistan/ India, Turkistan and Iran. It was expected that the new
design would satisfy the Sunni devotees of the first four successors of the

Prophet Muhammad. In retaliation against the Shi’i
3

ulama
3

s attempts

to restore the Safawid dynasty. Nadir Shah confiscated much of the

property endowed to the shrines, abolished the post of sadr and deprived

the Shi’i courts ofmuch of their power. The Ottoman Turks were delight-

ed to learn of these persecutions but coldly resisted Nadir’s ambition to

inaugurate the Ja’fari fiqh as the fifth school of Sunni jurisprudence.

Nadir Shah, as a fierce fighter and ruthless restorer of law and order,

can be compared with Jinghiz and Timur. He forfeits a place among the

outstanding rulers of Iran, however, through his failure to win the con-

fidence of his new subjects, and the fact that his dynasty did not even

last for a decade. On June 20, 1747, after a reign of eleven years and

three months, he was assassinated at Kochan in Khurasan by some of his

own men.106

The influx of Afghans, Iranians and Turanis resulting from the political

upheavals in the neighbouring countries had serious repercussions on

Muslim society and political groupings in India. On the whole the exist-

ing sectarian conflicts and tensions were further sharpened.

The most ardent supporter of the Sunnis and implacable enemy to

the Shi’is in the early years of Muhammad Shah’s reign was his wazir,

Amin Khan Chin. According to Ghulam Husayn Khan Tabataba/i he

ordered the tongues cut out of anyone who recited the Shi’i kalima.

Nevertheless, when a senior Turani mansabdar, Mir Jumla, was appointed

as governor of ’Azimabad, the Shi’i, Ni’matufllah son of Awrangzib’s

Bakhshiud-Mamalik Ruhudlah Khan did not visit him immediately to

congratulate him and bid him farewell because of his preoccupation with

the mourning ceremonies of the first ten days of Muharram. Finally

Ni’matudlah called on Mir Jumla and, explaining the reasons for his delay,

asked his pardon. Muhammad Amin, who was also present, sarcastically

asked if someone had died in Ni’matudlah’s house. Ni’matudlah replied

in the negative, saying that he had been busy mourning the death of Sayyid

ufsh-Shuhada (leader ofthe martyrs, i.e. Imam Husayn) . Muhammad Amin
Khan retorted that as Husayn and Yazid, the second Umayyad caliph

(60-64/680-683) were two rival princes, it was inappropriate to mourn

one and ignore the other. Ni5matu c

llah replied that he was mourning the

106 Shah Wall-Allah and his times, pp. 141-46.
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martyrdom of his Prince (Husayn) and Muhammad Amin should cele-

brate the victory of his (Yazid). Mir Jumla was forced to intervene when
the dispute assumed threatening proportions. Eventually he succeeded

in pacifying the two contestants. 107 Ni’matuc

llah’s father, Ruhu c

llah

Khan practised taqiyya but Ni’matudlah did not.

The indolence of the wazir, Qamaru cd-Din and the inanity of the

Emperor enabled the Shi’is to live more freely and to abandon taqiyya .

According to Walih Daghistani, who was a great friend of Nawwab Sa’-

adat Khan Burhanucl-Mulk, the governor of Awadh, the Nawwab not

only killed about 200,000 Hindus in his wars against the zamindars but

about the same number had been converted to Islam. Walih Daghistani

also claimed that the one thousand troops under Sa’adat Khan’s command
had struck terror into the heart of about 50,000 Awadh rebel troops.108

Although the conversion under the governorship of Sa’adat Khan is

grossly exaggerated, the demographic pattern of Awadh, which had been

predominantly Hindu, did change. During the reign of the Delhi Sultans

and the Mughals, the descendants of Shaykhs, called Shaykhzadas and

Sayyids had, gradually settled in Awadh. They had founded small towns'

there and some of them had converted their madad-i ma’ash grants into

zamindaris. Like their Hindu counterparts they were also involved in

internecine warfare. The establishment of a firm government called for

constant vigilance and troop movements. Apparently, when the leaders

of rebel groups were killed, some of their dependants got converted to

Islam and settled in different areas under the Shaykh and Sayyid zamin-

dars. Some Sayyids whose ancestors had practised taqiyya, abandoned it;

other Sayyids embraced Shi’ism. They converted the Sunnis and newly

converted Muslims to Shi’ism. This process led to the development of

Shi’i zamindars and a Shi’i population in Awadh.

Nawwab Sa’adat Khan made Fayzabad the capital of Awadh. The

city developed from a wooden pavilion
(
bangla

)
which the Nawwab

built in 1 1 32/ 1 7 1 9-20, about four miles from the ancient town of Ayodhya.

This was extended enormously by his successors Abu‘l-Mansur Safdar

Jang and Shuja’u
£

d-Dawla. Gradually it became the centre of the Shi’i

3ulama and scholars who migrated from different parts of India and even

from Iran. A considerable number of Iranis from Nadir Shah’s army also

settled in India. According to Mir Ghulam ’Ali Azad Bilgarami, every ten

or twenty miles throughout Awadh or Allahabad Sunni families of noble

birth were to be found. They had obtained madad-i ma’ash grants and

stipends from earlier rulers and governors which enabled them to con-

struct mosques and khanqahs . Until 1130/1717, the region was famous as

107 Siyamc
l-mutdakhkhirin, II, pp. 450-51.

108 Riyazvtsh-shvtara'
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a centre of learning and teachers were able to promote education and
attract scholars. Accordingly Shahjahan called the eastern region the

Shiraz of India. When Burhan al-Mulk Sa’adat Khan Nishapuri, who
ruled Allahabad,, Jaunpur, Banaras, Ghazipur, Kara-Manikpur and
Kora Jahanabad, assumed power, he confiscated all suyurghal grants and
stipends which had been assigned to the old and noble Sunni families.

They were reduced to extreme poverty which forced them to abandon
intellectual occupations and to take up a military career.109

Azad’s remarks concerning the total confiscation of the madad-i ma'ash

grants and stipends of the Sunnis and the consequent decline in education

in Awadh and Allahabad, however, are not borne out by the available

documents on madad-i ma’ash. Furthermore, they also conflict with the

evidence pointing to the promotion of Sunni education in Awadh. They
do suggest nevertheless, that the entry of Muslims into the Awadh army
drastically altered the complexion of their society. The entire region from

Kakori (near Lucknow) to Allahabad was controlled by the Hindu
zamlndars of different castes and clans and by the Muslim Shaykhs,

Shaykhzadas and Sayyids who had, by the end of Awrangzib’s reign, also

assumed the character of zamlndars. By this time many of thenr, like the

Hindu zamlndars, recruited their own armies, built their own fortifications

and had become independent, defying imperial authority with impunity.

Sa’adat Khan crushed them with his own forces and recruited fresh

Muslim troops from among the Shaykhzadas’ retainers. Those Shaykh-

zadas and Sayyids who were not interested in a scholarly or spiritual life

welcomed the opportunity to become army officers. This Muslim army,

together with that of the GosaHns (Hindu mendicants) assisted Sa’adat

Khan and his successors to maintain their rule over Awadh and Allahabad,

even defeating the Afghan Bangash conqueror in 1750. Many Shaykh-

zadas and Sayyids of the region worked as fawjdars and revenue collectors

under the Awadh Nawwabs. Although they kept strictly to their own
religions, they strengthened the values of communal harmony which had

been developed by their ancestors. 110

As Sa’adat Khan had died during Nadir Shah’s stay in Delhi, his sister’s

son, Abu cl-Mansur Khan, was made governor of Awadh on payment of

two krores of rupees as peshkash (presents) to the conqueror. After Nadir

Shah’s departure Muhammad Shah conferred on him the title ‘Safdar-

Jang and confirmed him as governor of Awadh. He was later known by

this title. Trained as he had been by Sa’adat Khan, he very easily sup-

pressed the unruly zamlndars111 when Muhammad Shah ordered him to

109 Ghulam ’All Azad Bilgarami, Mas
asirtfl-kirdm, Lahore, 1971, p. 214.

110 Shah Walt-Allah and his times, pp. 146-49.
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assist ’Aliwardi Khan, the governor of Bengal,, Bihar and Orissa, to repel

the Mahratta raiders, Safdar-Jang took the opportunity to secure from

the Emperor the formidable forts of Rohtas and Ghunar. Then Safdar-

Jang set off for Bengal. He had only marched as far as Patna when
he was summoned to court.

After Nadir Shah’s departure, the Irani faction rose to prominence in

the Mughal court but the wizarat and key positions were still in Sunni

hands. The Irani leader was Amir Khan II, ’Umdatud-Mulk, a son of

Amir Khan I, the celebrated governor of Kabul during Awrangzib’s

reign. He was the nephew of Ruhudlah Khan, Awrangzib’s bakhshi-

ucUmamdlik but he was neither a military leader nor a civil administrator.

It was his literary gifts and eloquence that had made him the Emperor’s

favourite. Naturally he invited Safdar-Jang to assist him and had him

appointed mir atish (chief of artillery). In February 1745, a campaign

against ’All Muhammad Khan Ruhella, the chief of Aonla and Bangarh,

was led by the Emperor. Safdar-Jang went on the expedition. The diary

written by their contemporary, Anand Ram Mukhlis depicts the increasing

sloth which pervaded the imperial forces and Safdar-Jang was unable to

assert his authority. Amir Khan was not powerful enough to overthrow

the wazir who treated the Emperor’s favourites with contempt.

The Emperor’s second favourite, Muhammad Ishaq Khan I was also

a poet who was gifted with eloquence and a facile pen. He became

famous with Amir Khan’s assistance and even Nadir Shah was so impres-

sed with him that at Karnal he went to the extent ofsaying to Muhammad
Shah, “When you had Muhammad Ishaq, what need was there for you

to appoint Qamaru cd-Din wazir?” After Nadir Shah’s departure Muham-
mad Shah awarded Muhammad Ishaq Khan I rapid promotions but in

April 1740 he died. His death greatly upset Muhammad Shah but the

Khan’s eldest son, Mirza Muhammad, who succeeded to his father’s

position with the title Ishaq Khan II, compensated for his father’s absence

from the world. Ishaq Khan’s other sons also obtained high positions.

Muhammad Shah declared Ishaq Khan’s daughter as his own and married

her to Safdar-Jang’s son Jalalu‘d-Din Haydar, later entitled Shuja’u c

d-

Dawla. The wedding took place towards the end of 1745. The Emperor

spent Rs. 4,600,000 on the festivities. The only other weddings comparable

with it in ostentation and brilliance were those of Dara Shukoh and

Farrukhsiyar’s marriage to Ajit Singh’s daughter. Large sums were

distributed in charities and for several weeks the illuminations and

fireworks turned Delhi’s nights into day.

Another leading favourite of Muhammad Shah was Sadat Khan
Zudfaqar-Jang. He was descended from the Mar’ashi Sayyids who had

ruled Mazandaran for many centuries preceding Safawid dominance.

Sadat Khan’s daughter, Fakhru‘n Nisa‘ Begum was married to Muham-
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mad Farrukhsiyar. Consequently Sadat Khan was promoted to a high

mansah and then appointed Superintendent of Artillery. Sadat Khan

was killed in the battle following Farrukhsiyar’s capture. On 19 Safar

1134/9 December 1 72 1^ Emperor Muhammad Shah was married to

Farrukhsiyar’s daughter Badshah Begum also known as Malika-i Zamani.

Sadat Khan Zu‘lfaqar-Jang’s daughter was also married to Muhammad

Shah and was given the title of Sahiba Mahal. Zu‘lfaqar-Jang’s mansah

was raised to 4,000 and he was made the hakhshi of ahadis, later he was

created the fourth hakhshi. Malika-i Zamani and Sahiba Mahal were

fast friends and were both Shi’is. Both had considerable influence over

Muhammad Shah. According to Shah ’Abdufl-’Aziz, Sahiba Mahal

was a bigoted Shi’i.112 As Malika-i Zamani and Sahiba Mahal had no

sons they supervised the upbringing of Ahmad Shah,, Muhammad Shah’s

son by Udham Ba c

i. Their influence strengthened Shi’ism in Delhi.

Before Muhammad Shah’s death the Panjab was threatened by the

Afghan leader Ahmad Shah Durrani who was as fierce as Nadir Shah.

Ahmad Shah belonged to the Abdali tribe of Afghans who,, although they

had been subdued by Nadir Shah, were treated kindly by him. Many

Abdalis had subsequently enrolled themselves in the Iranian army. In

recognition of their services. Nadir Shah had restored Qandahar, which

had been captured by the Ghalzays, to the Abdalis. Nadir Shah made

Ahmad Shah the commander of his Abdali contingents and took him on

his Indian expedition. After Nadir Shah’s assassination in Jumada II,

1160/June 1747, Ahmad Shah left for Qandahar with his Abdali troops.

On the way there, he was formally elected the Abdali leader and adopted

Durra-i Durran (Pearl of Pearls) as his title. The name of the tribe was

changed from Abdali to Durrani. In Qandahar he was crowned king

and issued coins in his name. He considered himself heir to Nadir Shah’s

eastern dominions and mounted seven invasions over the Panjab,

Kashmir and Sind and two over Delhi and the neighbouring regions.

After establishing his control over Ghazni, Kabul and Peshawar, he left

Peshawar for the Panjab in December 1747. On 12 January 1748, he

captured Lahore. The Mughal army left Delhi under the command of

the aged wazir while Safdar-Jang was appointed deputy wazir. Prince

Ahmad Shah was sent as Muhammad Shah’s deputy under the guardian-

ship of Zu c

lfaqar-Jang. The Emperor was suffering from dropsy at the

time. On 22 Rabi’ I 1160/3 April 1747, the Mughal and Durrani

forces met in battle at Manupur near Sirhind. The Iranis under Safdar-

112 Shah ’Abdu‘1- ’Aziz’s petition against Sahiba Mahal. Extract from the Proceedings

of the Hon’ble the Governor-General in Council in the Political Department under

date the 16thJuly 1807, Panjab Archives, Lahore; S. A. A. Rizvi, Shah
9Abduc

l-
9
Aziz,

Canberra, 1982, pp. 83-84.
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Jang, with their long muskets (tJazafir), heroically resisted the Afghan

swivel guns, finally winning the day. The aged wazir was killed while

handing over command to his son, Mu’inu cd-Dln Khan alias Mir
Mannu. Ahmad Shah duped the imperialists, however, by initiating

peace talks and then, while they were in progress, systematically with-

drawing his main force and all valuable military equipment from the

field. News of the deterioration in the Emperor’s physical condition

prevented the Prince from pursuing the retreating Durrani army. Safdar-

Jang also could not chase the Durrani army without jeopardising his

chances of succeeding to the position of wazir .

On 27 Rabi’ II 1161/26 April, 1748 Muhammad Shah died. He
was succeeded by Prince Ahmad Shah. Although Safdar-Jang was
promised the position of wazir, his investiture took place only on 19 June
1748 after definite news had been received of Nizamu‘l-Mulk Asaf Jah’s
death at Burhanpur. Zu c

lfaqar-Jang was made the bakhshi'ifl-mamalik.

The two key positions were now in Shl’I hands. The Turani and Afghan
leaders therefore combined to overthrow Shl’l dominance. Jawld Khan
(Nawwab Bahadur), the head of the harem became the tool of the Sunni
clique. The second invasion by Ahmad Shah Durrani over Lahore at the

end of November 1748 delayed Safdar-Jang’s fall. The new wazir seized

the Bangash territory around Farrukhabad, except for the original twelve

villages which formed the Bangash principality. Their victory was short-

lived, however, and the Afghans drove the troops of Safdar-Jang’s deputy

from their territory. They even made a dash on Lucknow but the Sunni

Shaykhzadas of the region came to the rescue of their Shi’i master and
forced the Afghans to evacuate Awadh. Safdar-Jang’s Turani enemies

made capital of his defeat and in order to retrieve his position, Safdar-

Jang made a subsidiary alliance with the Mahrattas against the Durrani
invaders. This reconciliation with the Mahrattas had been proposed by
various supporters of the Mughal empire from Awrangzib’s time. Al-

though the Mahrattas made excessive claims, particularly in the financial

sphere and were ruthless plunderers, Safdar-Jang considered them a lesser

evil than Ahmad Shah Durrani and his followers. History substantiated

his belief and the destruction brought about by Durrani’s invasion greatly

exceeded that of Nadir Shah’s time.

In September 1751, Ahmad Shah Durrani reached Peshawar on his

third invasion of the Panjab. Towards the middle of January 1752,

he crossed the Ravi. Mir Mannu received no reinforcements from Delhi.

Nevertheless on 6 March 1752, he made a last bid to repulse Durrani in

the Shalimar suburbs of Lahore but was defeated. Mir Mannu therefore

visited Ahmad Shah and impressed the invader with his courage and
presence of mind. A treaty was concluded between them. Lahore and
Multan were ceded to Ahmad Shah, who, in turn, recognised Mir
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Mannu as governor on his behalf. 118 From Lahore Ahmad Shah sent an
expedition against Kashmir. The Afghan army met no resistance and
seized Kashmir easily. The Afghan rule over Kashmir made the local

Sunnis more militant. Around 1132/1720, in the wake of a Hindu-
Muslim riot there, the Sunnis invaded the Shi’i quarters of Jadibal and
slaughtered men, women and children. The khanqah of Mir Shamsu cd-Din

Iraqi was also destroyed.

In Delhi Jawid Khan became a dictator and Safdar-Jang was depri-

ved of Turani support. Finding that Jawid Khan headed the con-

spiracies against him, Safdar-Jang had him murdered but this did not

extinguish the fire of rebellion against him. By the end of March 1753,

the Emperor with his Turani and Afghan supporters was openly at war
with the wazir. Subsequently the Emperor dismissed Safdar-Jang and
appointed, Qamaru £

d-Din’s son Intizamu £d-Dawla as wazir. Tmadu‘1-
Mulk, the son of Ghaziu £d-Din Firuz Jang, was made bakhshiu'Imamalik.

Safdar-Jang succeeded in deposing Emperor Ahmad Shah and replaced

him with a boy of unknown birth. Although the Jat chief, Surajmal,

supported Safdar-Jang, an obscure Ruhella adventurer, Najib Khan,
came to the rescue of the imperialists. He was joined by the Badakhshis

and Baluchs, the Mahrattas and Gujars and they turned the tables on

Safdar-Jang’s allies. In Safdar-Jang’s camp were thejats, the Irani Turko-

mans and the troops of Rajendra Giri Gosa/in (a Hindu ascetic), but the

cry of Sunni jihad against the heretical Shi’i dominance was a significant

feature in the battle for supremacy. Rajendra Giri died on 14 June 1753

and Safdar-Jang grew disheartened. Sporadic fighting continued for

several months but finally Raja Madho Singh of Jaipur intervened.

Safdar-Jang then retired to Awadh on 17 September 1753, abandoning
the boy he had raised to the throne. 114

Delhi was now controlled exclusively by Sunnis. Zu £

lfaqar-Jang also

left Delhi with Safdar-Jang and died in Awadh. The question of paying

the Ruhellas, Mahrattas, Baluchs and Badakhshis sparked off open war
between Intizamu £d-Dawla and Tmadu £

l-Mulk. In mid-April 1745, the

Badakhshis fought pitched battles against the imperial troops in the

Delhi streets. In less than four months Ahmad Shah grew disillusioned

with his Sunni supporters and he turned to Safdar-Jang to save his life.

Once more Safdar-Jang marched from Awadh to rescue Ahmad Shah
from the tyranny of the Turani leaders and their Mahratta allies.

Meanwhile civil war had erupted in Delhi. On 2 June 1754, Ahmad
Shah was deposed and Muhammad ’Azizu

£

d-Din son of Mu’izzu£d-Din

Jahandar Shah, was raised to the throne under the title Badshah ’Alamgir

113 Ganda Singh, Ahmad Shah Durrani, Bombay, 1959, pp. 87, 90, 92, 102.

114 Shah Walt-Allah and his times, pp. 154-59.
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II. Safdar-Jang returned to Awadh but, before he could re-organise his

province, he died on 17 Zufihijja 1167/5 October 1756. His clever wife

kept the news secret to forestall any uprisings while she accompanied his

dead body to Fayzabad. Initially it was buried at Gulab Barhi but later

it was transferred to Delhi near the site of the Shah-i Mardan. An impos-

ing mausoleum was built over it by his son and successor Shuja’u
£d-Dawla.

Srivastava comments as follows :

“The Mughal province of Awadh extended from the river Gandak in

the north-east to the Ganga in the south-west, and from the Tara £

i

of Nepal in the north to the river Sal in the south. East of it across the

Gandak lay the province of Bihar, south of it Allahabad and west of

it the subas of Muradabad (created in the time of Farrukhsiyar) and

Agra. Sa^adat Khan Burhan-u £l-Mulk added to it the sarkar of Kora

Jahanabad (in Allahabad), roughly equivalent to the modern district

of Fatehpur, the estate of Sachendi in Agra and the modern districts

of Banaras, Jaunpur, Ghazipur, Azamgarh, Ballia and the eastern

portion of Mirzapur, all these then forming a part of the Allahabad

suba. In addition to Awadh, Safdar-Jang acquired in 1748 the pro-

vince of Allahabad which lay on the southern frontier of Awadh and

was bounded by the modern Bihar in the east, the present Madhya
Pradesh in the south and the Mughal suba of Agra in the west. But

the southern half of Allahabad, which comprised the whole of Bundel-

khand except the sarkar of Kalpi, could not be recovered from the

hands of the descendants of Ghhatrasal Bundela. Awadh was then

divided into five sarkars, namely Fayzabad, Gorakhpur, Lucknow,

Khairabad and Bahraich, while Allahabad was composed of seventeen

sarkar

s

(according to Murtaza Husain) sixteen of which the most

important were Allahabad, Arail, Ghazipur, Ghunar, Mirzapur,

Banaras, Jaunpur, Kara Manikpur, Shahzadpur, Zamania, Kora

Jahanabad and Kalinjar.”115

Both Sa’adat Khan and Safdar-Jang were involved in asserting their

influence over the Mughal capital. Nevertheless the administration of

the province remained firm and none of their formidable enemies was

able to undermine their control.

In Delhi, ’Alamgir II inaugurated his reign by banning the Shi’i

processions of Muharram; 116 Mahratta dominance had made the intro-

duction of anti-Hindu legislation out of the question. Although he was

more than fifty-seven years old, in 1756 the Emperor tried to forcibly

115 A. L. Srivastava, The First two JVawabs of Awadh ,
Agra, 1954, p. 248.

116 Tdnkh-i ’Alamgir

,

II, British Museum Ms., ff. 25b-26a.
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marry Muhammad Shah’s young daughter, Hazrat Begum by Sahiba

Mahal who was a famous beauty but only sixteen years old. Her guardian

Malika-i Zamani was helpless but Hazrat Begum threatened to commit
suicide if she were made to marry.

’Imadu c

l-Mulk, who had been appointed wazir by ’Alamgir II, became
a dictator and made the Emperor’s life a misery. On 15 November 1756,

Durrani left Peshawar on his fourth Indian and first Delhi expedition.

Najibu‘d-Dawla welcomed the advance of Afghan army. TmaduTMulk
surrendered immediately only to be rebuked for his cowardice by Ahmad
Shah. In January 1757 in Delhi some of the nobles hastened to have the

khutba recited in Ahmad Shah Durrani’s name, although the Emperor,

’Alamgir II was still alive. He had been neither deposed nor expelled and

contemporary historians marvel that no theologians objected to the pro-

posed change. The Emperor quietly resigned himself to his fate but Ahmad
Shah Durrani was not interested in occupying the Delhi throne. His

main concern was booty. Upon entering the town, he and his wives

occupied the palaces in the Delhi Fort; an amnesty was granted and the

citizens were persuaded to return. Some Afghans who had violated the

Shah’s orders about looting received exemplary punishments. This was

done, however, merely to ensure that the looting was systematically

carried out. The city was divided into wards and even the floors of the

wealthy houses were dug up to ensure that all gold had been collected.

To distinguish them from Muslims, the Hindus were ordered to paint

marks on their foreheads and were forced to hand over any money they

had to Durrani. Their women were raped at random by the Afghan

troops.

At the end of February 1757, Ahmad Shah marched against the Jats.

He captured Ballabhgarh and cruelly sacked and slaughtered the in-

habitants of Mathura, Brindaban and Gokul, the great centres of Hindu
pilgrimage. Although the commander of the Agra fort thwarted the

attempts by the Afghan commander-in-chief, Jahan Khan, to storm the

fort, the Hindu merchants and bankers there paid a large ransom for their

lives.

The approach of summer and the spread of cholera in Mathura made
Durrani’s army restless. They clamoured to return home so Ahmad
Shah refrained from launching an attack on the Jat chief Surajmal. The
expedition to help Ahmad Khan Bangash fight the Awadh nawwabs also

petered out. Durrani’s army returned to Delhi where the Shah forcibly

married Hazrat Begum. Although Malika-i Zamani and Sahiba Mahal,

both widows of Muhammad Shah, had successfully protected her from

’Alamgir II they were unable to save her from Ahmad Shah. Malika-i

Zamani and Sahiba Mahal who could not bear the separation from

Hazrat Begum accompanied her to Qandahar.
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The throne was restored to ’Alamgir II and Tmadu'l-Mulk was

appointed wazir by Durrani, whose principal agent in India, however,

was Najibu'd-Dawla. The Shi’is had already been expelled from their

former high positions and a considerable number of them moved to

Awadh.
The Mahrattas overran the region held by Najibu'd-Dawla in the

Gangetic Doab and expelled him from Delhi. Najibu'd-Dawla was left

with no alternative but to appeal to Ahmad Shah Durrani in the name of

Tslam to come to his rescue. The Rajas of Jaipur and Marwar also sent

envoys to Durrani asking for help to oust the Deccanis from northern India.

The great Sunni ’
Slim and sufi, Shah Wali'ullah of Delhi wrote a letter of

appeal to him as well. On 3 Rabi’ I 1173/25 October 1759, Ahmad Shah

Durrani crossed the Indus on his fifth Indian expedition. He easily

annihilated the Mahrattas’ defences in the north-west frontier. In Rabi’

II 1173/November 1759, in Delhi, Tmadu'l-Mulk killed ’Alamgir II.

Although a puppet ruler, Shahjahan III, son of Kam Bakhsh, was placed

on the throne; to all intents and purposes Delhi was without an Emperor.

The Mahrattas urged Shuja’u'd-Dawla to co-operate with them but, on

Najibu'd-Dawla’s assurances, he joined, the Muslim block against them.

On 14 January 1761, a vast army of Mahrattas met Durrani’s army and

his Indian allies on the battle-field of Panipat. The Mahrattas suffered

a crushing defeat. Once more Durrani’s soldiers sacked and plundered

the houses of Delhi, and what they could not take away was despoiled.

They even clashed with Shuja’u'd-Dawla’s forces there. According to

Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz, a year before Durrani’s invasion, his father Shah

Waliu'llah had prophesied that next year no RSfizis (Shi’is) would be found

in Delhi. His prediction came true. 117 Ahmad Shah slaughtered them all.

Probably only the known Shi’is were killed, however, those who were still

practising taqiyya survived.

Ahmad Shah Durrani recognized Prince ’Ali Gawhar, the son of

’Alamgir II, as Emperor. He had been expelled by Tmadu'l-Mulk from

Delhi and, after his father’s murder, had proclaimed himself Emperor

of Delhi in exile on 20 December 1759. Shuja’u'd-Dawla the Nawwab
of Awadh, was his main protector. Durrani appointed Tmadu'l-Mulk as

wazir and Najibu'd-Dawla as bakhshiuH-mamalik as his representative.

After Durrani’s departure for Qandahar in March 1761, the Mughal

government came under Najibu'd-Dawla who assumed the role of a

dictator. He maintained Afghan solidarity, keeping the expanded Bangash

kingdom as a buffer state between Delhi and Awadh.

In Bengal English power steadily increased. Mir Qasim, the ousted

Nawwab of Bengal, Shuja’u'd-Dawla and Shah ’Alam all fought against

117 Malfuzdt-i Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz, Meerut, 1314/1896-97, p. 54.
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the English at Baksar on 22 October 1764 but they were defeated. Shah

’Alam threw himself at the mercy of the English. Mir Qasim fled into

obscurity. ShujaVd-Dawla rushed to seek the assistance of the Afghan

chiefs but neither Hafiz Rahmat Khan the most senior Ruhella chief, nor

Najibu‘d-Dawla, nor Ahmad Khan Bangash had any sympathy for a fallen

Shi’i ruler. They simply offered polite excuses against forming an anti-

British coalition. The English wished to assign Awadh to Shah ’Alam but

meanwhile Clive returned from London and took a realistic view of the

situation.

On 16 August 1765 a treaty was signed at Allahabad. Shuja’u
cd-Dawla’s

territories, with the exception of Allahabad and its environs, were restored

to him on payment of fifty lacs of rupees. Allahabad and its surrounding

region were assigned to Shah ’Alam. He was promised an annual pension

of Rs. 28 lacs. In return the Emperor granted the English complete

financial control over the revenue from Bengal or diwani rights.

Ahmad Shah Durrani was unable to control the Sikh uprisings in the

Panjab. Subsequently, the Sikhs even invaded the Ruhella territories of

Najibu‘d Dawla beyond the Jamuna and sacked Delhi. On 20 Rajab

1186/17 October 1772 Ahmad Shah Durrani died, leaving his Afghan

dominions disorganised, let a]one consolidating the administration of the

Panjab. Naturally the political vacuum from the river Indus to the west

of Delhi was filled by the Sikh leaders.

The English did not make any serious attempt to restore the throne of

Delhi to Shah ’Alam. On 31 October 1770 Najibufd-Dawla died. His

son, Zabita Khan, was devoid of his father’s dynamism and military and

administrative gifts. On 10 February 1771, the Mahrattas drove him out

ofDelhi. On 1 Shawwal 1 185/6 January 1772, escorted by the Mahrattas,

Shah ’Alam entered Delhi for the first time since being exiled from his

capital on 20 May 1758. Warren Hastings, who had been appointed the

Governor of Bengal at the end of 1771, soon took the districts ofKora and

Allahabad away from the Emperor. He transferred them to Shuja/u
4

d-

Dawla in return for fifty lacs ofrupees and a monthly subsidy ofRs. 210,000

for the maintenance of a garrison of the Company’s troops to protect

Awadh. The treaty of Banaras ratifying the arrangement was signed on

7 September 1773. It was a very unwise step but, in the face of Mahratta

and Afghan threats, Shuja’u'd-Dawla had no alternative. Awadh now

became a buffer state between Bengal and the Mahrattas. 118

Shah ’Alam’s return to Delhi encouraged the Shi ’is to settle there once

more. His wazxr and regent was Mirza Najaf Khan (Zu £

lfaqaru‘d Dawla

Amirul Umara 4 Bahadur Ghalib Jang) . His ancestors had acted as custo-

dians of Imam Rizaf’s tomb at Mashhad; the Mirza himself was born at

118 Shah ’Abdu'l-Aziz, pp. 12-21.
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Isfahan in 1737. He migrated to India at an early age. His sister was

married to Safdar-Jang’s eldest brother, Mirza Muhsin. The imperial

keeper of Allahabad fort Muhammad Quli Khan, was also one of his

kinsmen. Mirza Najaf started working under him but, when the fort was

captured by Shuja’u‘d-Dawla in April 1759, he fled. Subsequently he ente-

red Nawwab Qasim ’Ali Khan’s service. He accompanied the Nawwab on

his expedition to collect tribute from the Bundelkhand chiefs and decided

to work for them. After the English victory at Baksar he left Bundelkhand

and joined the English in January 1765. Mirza’s local knowledge enabled

the English to capture Allahabad fort in a few weeks. Clive granted him

a pension of 2 lacs of rupees out of the 28 lacs promised to the Emperor.

Next year Shah ’Alam appointed himfawjdar ofKora on the recommenda-

tion of the English. He was dismissed by Shah ’Alam on a false charge of

failing to collect standard revenues in February 1770. However, Shah

’Alam re-employed him when he started on his march to Delhi and

paid Rs. 50,000 to equip his contingent.

During his service under the English, Mirza Najaf was trained in the

European system of warfare. He recruited 10,000 sepoys trained by them

and acquired a large amount of artillery. Comte de Modave, the French

observer, was highly impressed by Mirza Najaf’s composure and tranquil-

lity. The court intrigues against himwere regarded as petty tricks ofweak-

minded people by Mirza Najaf and his attitude to his enemies was liberal

and high-minded. J. N. Sarkar compares him with Najibu‘d-Dawla,

saying:

“At the zenith of his career, Najibu'd-Dawla was for ten years the regent

of the Mughal Empire, his position and power undisputed by any court

rival or Muslim potentate in India. His strength lay in the fact of his

being the head of a Ruhilla clan and the recognised leader of the Afghan

race in general throughout Hindustan, while at the same time he was up

to 1769 backed, sometimes by the presence but more often by the prestige

and name of his unconquerable patron, the Durrani Shah. In India

itself he was the Sunni champion besides being the head of the Afghan

race. Even without Durrani’s backing, he was manifestly the greatest

Indian general ofhis age after the death of Asafjah Nizam-u‘l-Mulk. At

the same time his possession of fertile and comparatively undisturbed

jagirs in theDoab and upper Rohilkhand, whichwere carefully managed

by his able and faithful land stewards, ensured for him a large and steady

income, so that at the time of his death he was the richest Muslim ruler

of North India.

“Najaf Khan, on the other hand, possessed some social advantages

which birth had denied to Najib-u‘d-Dawla. The Ruhilla had started

life in India as a poor friendless man, entering service in the capacity
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of a foot soldier. From this small beginning he had risen by sheer merit

and unfailing opportunism to the virtual headship of the Empire. But
Najaf Khan was a Mirza, boasting of the royal blood of Persia, and
closely connected with the house of the Oudh Nawabs by marriage.

All this, however, counted for nothing in practical effect as steps to his

rise to greatness. He had no racial backing in India; even the Persian

Shuja’, his kinsman and brother in the faith, was his personal enemy
while Najaf Khan’s creed made him utterly friendless at the Court of

Delhi, where the Shi’a faction created by Amir Khan and Muhammad
Ishaq Khan had been crushed after the failure of Safdar-Jang’s rising

against his master in 1753.”119

Mirza Najaf Khan’s diplomatic and military manoeuvers thwarted

Mahratta ambitions. Early in 1775, the Mirza commissioned his leading

lieutenants, Afrasiyab Khan and Najaf Quli Khan to march against the

Jat strongholds of Doab and Mewat. Afrasiyab captured Jewar and
Ramgarh. The name of Ramgarh was changed to 'Aligarh’ after Imam
’All, unlike other ephemeral name-changes, this one became permanent.
With the aid of his Ruhilla ally Mulla Rahimdad, Najaf Quli forced the

Jaipur possession Kama to surrender. In 1775, Mirza Najaf, ignoring the

Delhi court-intrigues to replace him with Zabita Khan recalled Afrasiyab

from the Doab and besieged the Jat fort of Dig, thought to be impregn-
able to cannon-fire. Ranjit Singh, the Jat commandant, ultimately evacua-

ted Dig and fled. The unruly Mughal soldiers plundered the fort. The
arms, ammunition and buried treasures unearthed there were not sufficient

to pay their wages.

Afrasiyab now reduced the refractory Jat and Gujar zamindars to sub-

mission. Previously they had submitted only to Surajmal. The Raja of

Mursan, in Aligarh, put up a spirited resistance. He was forced to

surrender when the guns of Afrasiyab and Mirza Najaf, who had also

attacked him, broke the walls of his fort. Zabita mobilized the Sikh

forces against Delhi but they were repulsed. Zabita surrendered and
married his daughter to Mirza Najaf. Sarkar says: 120

"This settlement finely illustrates the farsighted statesmanship of

Mirza Najaf. He set up Zabita Khan as a buffer against the Sikhs in

the upper Doab and also as his own protege and partisan for coun-

teracting the intrigues of ’Abdu'l-Ahad [Kashmiri] at court, so that

while he himself was fighting the Jats and Rajputs west of the Jamuna,
his trans-Jamuna possessions in the middle Doab would be safe and he

119 J. N. Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal empire, Calcutta, 1964, III edition, pp. 28-32.

120 Ibid., pp. 110-111.
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would be free from any anxiety about that quarter. The peace was

completed by Zabita Khan’s visit to the court, where the Emperor

pardoned him and gave him a robe of honour and a letter patent for

the district of Saharanpur (30 January 1779).”

Proceeding from Barnawa in 1780, Mirza Najaf’s nephew, Mirza

Muhammad Shafi’ crushed the rebellious villages which had supported

the Sikh invasions. Zabita was ordered to co-operate with Shafi’. The

cis-Satlaj Sikh leaders, by now disunited and involved in tribal feuds,

approached the imperial court for assistance. Mirza Najaf ordered Shafi’

to negotiate with them using his own discretion, but Shafi’ was not dip-

lomatic in his handling of the Sikh leaders and Zabita Khan. The dis-

satisfied Sikhs captured Saharanpur so Shafi’ attacked them immediately.

He drove them across the Jamuna and chased them as far as Ambala.

The court failed to send money or reinforcements and Shafi’ was forced

to halt. Zabita, who had returned to Delhi refused to collaborate with

Shafi’, but agreed to negotiate independently with the Sikh leaders. The

Sikhs offered not to plunder the khalisa villages in return for the right to

control and impose rakhi121 on the land in their possession. Mirza Shafi’

returned and remained at the imperial base in Kunjpura near Delhi,

until Mirza Najaf’s death. His surplus troops and Zabita Khan’s auxiliary

forces and retainers were ordered to collect the revenue from the upper

Doab. This was Mirza Najaf’s last grand plan. He died on 6 April 1782

and the rays of hope for the recovery of the Mughal glory that had begun

to shine were dissipated in the clouds of growing anarchy.

The Sunni Afghans, Kashmiris, Baluchs and other lawless elements

who had benefited from the anarchy preceding Mirza Najaf’s rise to

power did not appreciate his efforts to restore peace and order. Although

Mirza MazharJan-iJanan and Shah ’Abdu‘l-’Aziz had suffered incredible

hardships as a result of the Sikh incursions into Delhi and its surrounds,

they also refused to credit Najaf Khan for his contributions to the restora-

tion of law and order. According to Mirza Mazhar Jan-i Janan, during

Najaf Khan’s regency the condition of the Delhi populace, which had

already deteriorated from being rich to poor, now became miserable.122

He probably meant that the Sunnis were now reduced to a miserable

condition. Shaykh Ghulam Hamadani Mushafi says that during Zu'lfa-

qaru'd-Dawla’s regency in Shah ’Alam’s reign, the Shi’Is became the

dominant group in Delhi. There is no doubt that Najaf Khan brought

some Shi’i contingents over from Allahabad and must have recruited more

Shi’i soldiers in Delhi, but their number could not have been very large.

121 A tax like the chauth of Mahrattas, the tax was levied in order to meet war expenses.

122 Khallq Anjum (ed.), Mirza Jan-i Janan he. khutut, Delhi, 1962.
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Shah ’Abdu c

l-’Aziz was proud of the fact that his father’s prophecy, that

Shi’ism would be eradicated from Delhi, had come true. Under Najibuc-

d-Dawla’s control the Shi’is in Delhi must have led an ignominious life.

In these circumstances it would have been impossible for such a large

number of them to emerge during Najaf Khan’s regency as to make them
the dominant faction.

During Najaf Khan’s regency, however, the Shi’is were relieved from
the reign of terror which Afghan dominance on the one hand, and Sikh

depredations on the other, had unleashed. The Shi’is now resumed
their mourning ceremonies to the chagrin of the Sunni leaders. Among
those who could not tolerate the sight of these Shi’i processions was the

celebrated Mujaddidiyya Naqshbandiyya Mirza Mazhar Jan-i Janan
who made derogatory remarks concerning Shi’i enthusiasm for these

occasions. Other Sunnis were indifferent. ’Ali Lutf reports that on the

seventh of Muharram the Mirza was seated on the first floor of his road-

side house when a Ruhella leader came to call on him. Suddenly some
3
alams passed near the Mirza’s house. The Ruhella stood up, beat his

breast and showed his respect to the
9alam . The Mirza did not move but

smiled and said, “What a bid
3
at (sinful innovation) it is to revive the

memory of an event which took place twelve hundred years ago, while

showing respect to pieces of wood indicates a gross want of wisdom.”
The conversation was heard by the people in the procession and the

Mirza’s remarks were discussed in the Shi’i assemblies. On the night of

the seventh of Muharram, the Mirza went out to answer a knock at his

door. A man fired a shot at him and then ran away. 123

The Mirza died on 10 Muharram 1195/7 January 1781. The Sunnis

believe that Mirza Najaf was directly involved in Mirza Mazhar’s assas-

sination. This theory is hardly tenable, however, for about three years

prior to his death, Mirza Najaf had lost control of the administration.

He had by then sunk into the life of dissipation which brought his early

death in April 1782. The culprit need not have been a Shi’i as there

was no dearth of Sunni devotees of ta
3
ziyas and 3

alams. At about the

same time, the intolerant Sunni Afghans are known to have made several

attempts to kill the eminent Chishtiyya leader, Mawlana FaJkhru
c

d-Din, for

his participation in sama .

Fantastic stories are told about Mirza Najaf’s persecution of the Sunnis,124

even Shah ’AbduT’Aziz is reputed to have been victimized by him. The
myths referred to below have been uncritically reproduced by historians

such as Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi and K. A. Nizami and also by traditional

scholars such as Mawlana Manazir Ahsan Gilani and Mawlana Muham-

123 Mirza Lutf ’All, Gulshan-i Hind, Delhi, 1906, p. 217.

124 Shah *Abdtfl- Aziz, pp. 81-84.
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mad Miyan. The most popular is the legend described by Amir Shah

Khan in the Amirvt r-Rivuayat. He says:

“In those days the Rawafizs (Shi’is) were predominant. Delhi was

ruled by Najaf ’Ali Khan who had Shah Waliufllah’s wrist broken to

stop him writing. He martyred Mirza Mazhar Jan-iJanan and expelled

Shah ’Abdu‘l ’Aziz and Shah RafiVd-Din from his dominions. Both

walked from Delhi to Shahdara with the female members of the family.

Later Mawlana FakhiVd-Din succeeded in obtaining carriages for the

females who went to Phulet. However, Shah RafiVd-Din and Shah

’Abdu‘l-’Aziz could obtain neither carriages nor horses. Shah RafiVd-

Din went to Lucknow on foot and Shah ’Abdu‘l ’Aziz walked to

Jawnpur. Both were ordered to travel separately and to use no con-

veyance. The Rawafizs tried twice to poison Shah ’Abdu'l-’Azi/..

Once a paste of lizards was rubbed on him infecting him with leprosy.

During his Jawnpur journey the Shah was struck by sunstroke which

made him fiery-tempered. He had lost his eyesight in his youth.”

Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi adds a footnote: “the evidence, however is

inconclusive”, to his reproduction of this story of how Shah Waliu'llah

“had been the victim of Shi’ah persecution”. The legend is in fact absurd.

Shah Waliu'llah died in 1 1 76/1762, while Mirza Najaf Khan entered Delhi

with the Emperor Shah ’Alam in 1772. As for the stories concerning Shah

’Abdu‘l-’Aziz, the Shah himself had never attributed his serious illness

and blindness to any persecution although he had referred to them in

many contexts. He says in a letter to Farigh Shah:

“The old chronic stomach trouble is serious. The eyesight has almost

disappeared. Toothache prevents me from eating, drinking and talking

too much.”

’Abdu‘l-Qadir, a near contemporary of the Shah, wrote that blindness

prevented the Shah from writing himself and “He dictated his thoughts

fluently to others”. A disciple of Shah Ishaq, Qazi ’AbduVRahman

Panipati, claimed that Shah ’AbduVAziz went blind while in his youth.

According to Sayyid ’Abdu‘l-Hayy, Shah ’Abdu‘l-’Aziz had become the

victim of chronic diseases such as maraqq (leprosy) and blindness by his

twenty-fifth year.

These statements prove conclusively that the Shah was partially, if

not completely, blind before Mirza Najaf’s arrival in Delhi. Like Qureshi,

K. A. Nizami also says anachronistically that Mawlana Fakhru‘d-Din

was very influential in Delhi at that time. He reports that Fakhru‘d-Din

intervened when Alexander Seton, the Resident of Delhi, and Shah
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’Abdu £

l-’Aziz were estranged, and resolved their misunderstanding.

In his biographical account of Shah Fakhru £

d-Din, Nizami gives the date

of the Mawlana’s death as 27 Jumada II, 1199/7 May 1785. He must

have forgotten that Delhi was not annexed by the East India Company
until 1803 and furthermore that Archibald Seaton was Resident of Delhi

from 1806-1811. Nizami also claims that Shah ’Abdu £

l-’Aziz’s troubles

grew as Shi’i influence increased in Delhi but that Shah Fakhr Sahib

rescued him and gave him hospitality. He then quotes from the Mariaqib-i

Fakhriyya :

“When the government officials expelled the sons of Shah Waliufllah

from their house and confiscated it, he (Mawlana Fakhru £

d-Din)

kept them in his own house and took care of them. Ultimately the

Mawlana had the house restored to them and took them there with

honour and respect.”

The story that Mirza Najaf Khan persecuted Shah ’Abdu £

l-’Aziz is

legendary but apparently the Shah was alarmed by Mirza Najaf’s domi-

nance. Hakim Mirza Muhammad Kamil, the author of the Nuzha-i

Isna
3
Ashariyyas a rejoinder to Shah ’Abdu£

l-’Aziz’s Tuhfa-i Isna
3
Ashariyya

s

who, before the Shah published the above work had been his friend, says,

“When Zu£

lfaqaru
£d-Dawla Bahadur (Mirza Najaf Khan) dominated the

administration of Delhi and was virtually a king, his heart was alienated

from his lordship (makhdumi i.e. Shah JAbdu£

l-
5
Aziz) because of his (the

Shah’s) devotion to extremist Nasibi and Khariji ideologies. The learned

Nasib (a title for the Shah used by the Hakim and other Shi’i scholars)

grew alarmed and wrote the Izharu
c
l-Haqq to prove that he and his father

were Shi’is and were devoted to Ahl-i Bayt. He (the Shah) dissociated

himselffrom his (Sunni) faith and sent the treatise to the Amiru £l-Umara £

Bahadur (Mirza Najaf Khan) through some Sayyids and obtained the

intercession of some leading personalities. This relieved him (the Shah)

from the fear of death.

This book is not mentioned in the list of Shah ’Abdu £

l-’Aziz’s works nor

is a copy of it available. An untitled treatise by the Shah, however, claims

that not only the Shi’is but also the Sunni sufis (fiirzadas)
who, as the Shah

feared, were jealous of his popularity, spread a story that Shah Waliu £

llah

believed that Imam Husayn was not a martyr. The Shah denied these

allegations in his treatise and showed that his family were deeply devoted

to Ahl-i Bayt. Although the Hakim alleged that Shah ’Abdu £

l-’Aziz

dissociated himself from Sunni-ism, the untitled treatise and the Izharu'l-

Haqq might be identical. It is obvious though that the Shah was not

persecuted by Mirza Najaf Khan or else the Hakim would have grossly

exaggerated the event.
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There is no evidence to suggest that the Shi’i noblemen played a signi-

ficant role in the propagation of their religion. Najaf Khan and his

supporters were mansabdars of the Sunni Emperor and implemented the

traditional Mughal policy of peace and accord with all religious commu-
nities. This concord was the basis of Shi’i survival. Shah ’Abdu c

l-’Aziz

wrote his Tuhfa-i Isna ’Ashariyya in 1204/1789-90. Najaf Khan had died

some years earlier and the reasons why the Shah did not disclose his

authorship have never been satisfactorily explained. At that time the

Emperor was still controlled by the Mahrattas. Nevertheless the success

of the Shi’i proselytisation upset the Sunni leaders. Shah ’Abdu c

l-’Aziz,

for example,, writes

:

“In the region
(
bilad

)
where we live the Isna ’Ashariyya faith has

become so popular that there can be no house where one or two men
have not adopted this vicious faith or are not inclined to the Shi’i

beliefs. The majority of these are wanting in a knowledge of history

and ahadis and are unaware and ignorant of the principles of their

ancestral (Sunni) faith. Whenever the Shi’is discuss their faith in Sunni

assemblies, they distort the facts and talk nonsense. I have written this

book only to please God and to prevent the Sunnis from straying from

their faith in polemics with the Shi’is and to make them steadfast to

their basic principles.”125

In Panipat too, the Shi’is made many converts. Qazi Muhammad
Sana cu c

llah ’Usmani Naqshbandi Mujaddidi Panipati, who wrote the

Sayftfl-maslul to refute Shi’i beliefs, describes the Shi’i success in prosely-

tisation thus:

“At this time the Isna ’Ashariyya faith is predominant. Because of

stupidity and ignorance, a large number of people (Sunnis) specially

some people of Panipat whose ancestors were Sunnis and good believers,

have strayed from the right path. It came to my mind to write a book

refuting the Rawafiz (Shi’is) in simple Persian in order to benefit the

common people. It is possible that someone may be able to see the right

path and the author may obtain some reward from God. As they (the

Shi’is) do not trust the Sunni works, their doctrines will be refuted on

the basis of the Shi’i works themselves.”126

The greatest tragedy in Shah ’Abdu c

l-’Aziz’s family was the conversion

to Shi’ism of Sayyid Qamaru‘d-Din Husayn of Sonipat. He was Shah
’Abdul-’Aziz’s nephew and had studied under his brothers, Shah ’Abdu‘1-

125 Shah ’Abdu'l-’AzIz, Tuhfa-i Isna
3
Ashariyya, Lucknow, 1295/1878, p. 2.

126 Sayf-i maslul,
Delhi, 1268/1852, pp. 2-3.
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Qadir and Shah Rafi’u‘d-Din. The Sayyid had learned hadis from Shah
’Abdu'l-’Aziz who wrote a treatise on hadis for Qamaru‘d-Din’s guidance,
known as ’Ujala-i nafi’a. In a conversation, Shah ’AbduVAziz once
remarked that although he had converted hundreds of Hindus to Islam,
only three or four people had embraced Sunni-ism from among the bigoted
Sbi’i sect.127 As Qamaru'd-Din embraced Shl’ism before his death in

1280/1863 no political or economic pressures could be imputed to his

conversion. Shah ’AbduVAziz estimated that of the total Indian
Muslim population, two-thirds were Sunnis and one-third Shi’i.

The remarkable expansion of Shi’ism in India cannot be ascribed to

Sunni indifference to their faith. During Muhammad Shah’s reign twenty-
two leading sufis from different silsilas flourished in Delhi. According to
Shah ’AbduVAziz, that was a rare coincidence. 128 The most prominent
among these sufi leaders was Shah Waliu'llah Dihlawi. Born in 1 1 14/1703
in Delhi, he inherited his father’s seminary, the Madrasa-i Rahimiyya, in

131/1719. In 1143/1731 he went on a pilgrimage to Mecca and returned
to Delhi on 14 Rajab 1145/31 December 1732. From that timo till his

death on 29 Muharram 1176/30 August 1762, he dedicated himself totally

to writing scholarly works to strengthen the Sunni faith. The principal
target of his attacks were the Tafziliyya Sunnis, who believed that ’Ali

was superior to the first three successors to the Prophet. He wrote the
Qurratu

e
l’aynayn fi tafzilu'sh-Shaykhayn to demonstrate that the first two

successors to the Prophet Muhammad were superior to the third and
fourth and that the light of their souls had intermingled with the light
emanating from the Prophet Muhammad’s soul. He also questioned the
belief that Hasan Basri had been initiated into a spiritual discipline by
Ali. He wrote the Izalat al~Khafa an Khilafat al-Khtilafaf to establish the
superiority of the first two caliphs over the other caliphs. He says:

In this age the bid at (sinful innovations) of Shi’ism has come into
existence and the common people (Sunnis) have been confused by the
doubts raised by the Shi is. This has led to the rise of misgivings about
the khilafat (caliphate) of the Khulafaf-i Rashidin. Invevitably the light

of Divine assistance confirmed the theory in the heart of this humble
one (Shah Waliu'llah) that the affirmation of the caliphate of the
Khulafa

c
-i Rashidin is true and is a part of the principles of faith. Unless

this is firmly believed, the shari’a cannot be strengthened.”129

The Shah claimed that according to the Shi’i theory of Imamat, the
Imam appointed by Allah, was ma’sum (impeccable) and it was imperative

127 Nuzhatu’l-khawatir, VII, p. 390; Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz, pp. 93, 138.
128 Malfuzat-i Shah 'Abdu‘1- Aziz, p. 106.

129 Shall Wallu'llah, Izalat al-khafa
e

9 Karachi, n.d., I, p. 8.
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to obey them. The Shi’is believed that the Imams intuitively received

wahi which meant that they did not believe that the Prophethood ended

with Muhammad although they did not publicly declare this. He invited

Sunnis to believe that the Prophet himself had conveyed to him (Shah

WaliuTah) in a vision that the Shi’i faith was false.

Shah Waliu c

llah claimed in the FuyiiZ al-Haramayn that although he

instinctively had considered ’Ali superior to Abu Bakr and ’Umar, the

Prophet Muhammad had commanded him in a revelation to give130 pre-

dominance to the first two caliphs. He authored Izalat al-Khafa
c 9an

Khilafat al-Khulafa
6 and Qurratul- aynayn ft tafzilu

csh-Shaykhayn to fulfil this

command. The Hujjat-Allah al-Baligha had the same aim. These books

were not written to persuade the Shi’is “to smooth over these (Sunni-Shi’i)

differences
c

nor’ to remove the misconceptions of the Shi’ahs”, concern-

ing “the personalities of the first three caliphs” as modern Muslims

claim. Shah Waliu e

llah, like all other orthodox Sunnis considered Shi’is

to be odious and damned and therefore cut off from Divine grace.

The following anecdote related by Shah ’Abdu e

l-’Aziz is recounted

ad nauseam by Sunni authors to prove Shah Waliu c

llah’s liberality. Appa-

rently someone asked Shah Waliu‘llah whether the Shi’is were heretics.

The Shah replied by giving the different views of the Hanafi jurisconsults.

The man asked the Shah to give his own ruling. On receiving the same

reply he grew angry and claimed that Shah Waliu c

llah was a Shi’i.131

This story does not indicate Shah Waliu c

llah was a liberal; it only shows

that, like the Transoxianian 9ulama
c and the Afghans, Shah Waliu'llah did

not categorically declare the Shi’is were infidels. His own writings^

however, left his readers with no doubt that they were.

Throughout his life Shah Waliudlah’s son, Shah ’Abdu c

l-’Azlz main-

tained war against the Shi’is. According to his analysis the correctness of

Sunni-ism depended on the following facts:

L In Ka’ba only the Sunni faith was followed.

2. In Medina too the Sunni faith was dominant.

3. Only the Sunnis could memorize the Qur c

an. The Shi’is could only

learn a few parts and their labours were always wasted for they

could not retain what they had memorized.

4. Only the Sunnis believed that wilayat (sainthood) followed the

prophethood.

5. Only the Sunnis performed Friday and 9
id congregational prayers.

6. Only the Sunnis introduced jihad into India. Sultan Mahmud

130 Shah Walt Allah and his times, pp. 216-18, 249-56.

131 Malfuzat-iShah
3Abdue

l- Aziz, p. 32. Manazir Ahsan Gilani, Tazkira-i Hazrat Shah

Waltue
lldh, Karachi, 1959, pp. 198-99; K. A. Nizami, India and Contemporary Islam9

p. 434.
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(388-421/998-1030) and Shihab ufd^Din Ghuri (d. 602/1206) were

Sunnis.182

Shah Waliu c

llah and Shah ’Abdu c

l-’Aziz invited the Sunnis to believe

that only the true faith was politically dominant. Sunni-ism was the true

religion., for conquerors such as Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni and Mu’izzu c

d-

Din Muhammad bin Sam belonged to it. Shah Waliudlah went to the

extent of claiming that historians failed to recognize that Mahmud of

Ghazni’s horoscope was identical to the Prophet’s and that this had enabled

him to obtain significant victories in wars fought for the propagation of

Islam.133

In a letter to the ruler of Bukhara,, Shah ’Abdu‘l-’Aziz wrote that

as the Shi’is according to fiqh were heretics, the Sunnis should apply the

social norms for other apostates to them. Unless they thought it might

be to their disadvantage, they should not greet the Shi’is first.

Should the Shi’is initiate the salutation, their response should be very

formal. Should the Shi’is show more respect than was allowed by the

shari’a, the Sunnis should observe the sharV

a

limitations. These principles

applied to all relations with the Shi’is, such as visiting them when

sick, extending condolences and congratulations and accepting social

invitations.134

The Shah advised the Sunnis not to marry a Shi’i girl, irrespective of

the fact that the Shi’is were apostates or heretics. According to him,

mixed marriages destroyed the purity of faith in the family and children

and there could be no lasting family unity. He also urged Sunnis to avoid

taking food in Shi’i houses and eating the animals they slaughtered.134 The

Shah said that once a Muslim, who owned a brothel, insisted, despite the

Shah’s protestations, on sending him some food. The Shah was worried

about its disposal as he could not eat it himself and he did not wish to

give it to another Sunni. Some of his close relations who were fanatical

Shi’is arrived so the Shah offered them the food and they ate it happily.135

Apparently the Shah did not disclose the source of the gift.

Qazi SanaVllah Panipati also organized similar campaigns to arouse

hatred against the Shi’is. He invoked the authority of the following

Qur'anic verse:

132 Malfuzat-i Shah 3Abdue
l-Aziz, pp. 206-7; Shah 3Abdu(U3

Aziz, pp. 204-7.

133 Quarratu'Waynayan fi tafzihfsh-Shaykhayn, Delhi, 1892, p. 324; Tafhimat-i Ilahiyya,

Hyderabad Sind, 1970, I, p. 323.

134 Fatdwd'-i Shah 3Abdu‘l-
3
Aziz, Delhi, 1311/1893-94, I, pp. 191-92.

135 Malfuzat-i Shah 3Abduel-Aziz

,

pp. 8-37, 38; Fatawa-i Shah 3Abdu(
l-Aziz, I, p. 12,

II, p. 96.
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“O ye who believe ! Take not for intimates other than your own folk,

who would spare no pains to ruin you; they love to hamper you.
5 ’186

According to the Qazi, this verse meant that the Sunnis should not
associate with the Shi’is or the infidels. Shah Ghulam 5

Ali (d. 1240/1824)

whose disciples came from Transoxiana and Kurdistan to India, also

preached that the Shi’is were damned to perdition.

Despite the storm of opposition raised by the eighteenth and nineteenth

century Sunni leaders, Shi’ism gained popularity in the Delhi and Panipat

regions. By the end of the eighteenth century, many Sunni families in

Meerut, Hapur, Gulaoti, Bulandshahr, Saharanpur, Deoband and Nanawta
(Saharanpur) had also embraced Shi’ism. These areas were invariably

under Ruhella domination and the converts were generally Faruqi,

Siddiqi and ’Usmani Shaykhzadas. 137

In the Panjab and Sind also many Sunnis were attracted to Shi’ism.

In Gujarat some of Makhdum Jahaniyan Shaykh Jalalu‘d-Din Bukhari’s

descendants had already embraced it. By the eighteenth century the

controllers of the Uch khanqah had become Shi’is. In the Panjab, the

Sayyid and Tafziliyya families began to renounce Sunni-ism. Some enter-

prising military leaders in whom ’Ali’s name conjured up chivalry and
courage, chose to become followers of Ahl-i bayt. The dervishes and
their disciples, whose souls were influenced by the tragedy of Karbala
increased Shi’i popularity. The interpretation of Islamic history by
Shi’i *ulama

c and their sermons on the sacrifices and martyrdom of the

Imams helped proselytisation. The role of economic prospects and Shi’i-

Sunni intermarriages cannot be ruled out of the conversion processes.138

Shi’i pilgrimage centres also began to attract widespread attention.

Imam ’Ali’s qadamgah (foot-print on stone) in Delhi was an important

Shi’i centre. Mahabat Khan chose it for his burial-place. Nawwab Dargah
Quli Khan Salar-Jang Mu’tamanu‘d-Dawla (b. 1122/1710), who visited

Delhi in 1150/1737, found the Qadamgah of Imam ’Ali, some three kurohs

(about nine kilometres) from the fort, a popular centre for pilgrim-

age.

“On Saturdays crowds of pilgrims thronged there for eternal blessings

and adorned the turban of their devotion with the flowers of obsequious-

ness and servility. The dust of its threshold is a source of cure for dis-

tressed people. The water of the spring of its bounty is a source ofhonour

136 Qur'an, III, 118.

137 Tafsir al-Mazhari, Delhi, 1971, II, pp. 119-20.

138 Shah iAbdus
l-Aziz> pp. 552-54.
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to the needy. A large number of people make a vow in return for the

fulfilment of their needs and are successful. 55139

This centre was also known as Shah-i Mardan (the King of Chivalry,

a title of Imam ’All ibn Abi Talib). According to the Imadvls-Sa?adat,

Nawwab Bahadur, the Khwaja Sard (eunuch, Jawid Khan), built a structure

to shelter it. On the tenth of Muharram, ta’ziyas were buried there. On
the 20th Ramazan (the anniversary of Imam 5

Ali
5

s martyrdom), religious

meetings were held and the marsiya reciters, rawza reciters and other

Zakirs (orators) specializing in the history of Imam Husayn’s martyrdom
assembled there. 140 The people spent the whole night weeping and crying.

Safdar-Jang’s tomb was also built near this centre.

The Panja Sharif near the Kashmiri Gate also became an important

religious centre. Shah 5Abdu c

l-’Aziz’s account of this shrine is the earliest

independent one available. It is prejudiced but nevertheless establishes its

antiquity. The Shah says that during ’Alamgir’s (Awrangzib’s) reign,

some Shi’i noblemen considering it undesirable that Shi’i corpses should

be buried in Sunni graveyards founded one of their own. Subsequently

they carved out the marks of ’All’s palm in a stone and declared it a reli-

gious relic, in imitation of the stone bearing the Prophet’s footprint, whose
authenticity is also doubtful. A structure was then erected over it. When
Awrangzib was informed of these events while in the Deccan, he ordered

its demolition. After Awrangzib’s death, however, the original stone as

also a different one, were placed there again. Gradually the area became
a Shi’i graveyard. The imperial ladies erected a building over it.

By the time of Mirza Najaf Khan’s rise to power it was very ostentatious.

Common people, particularly the Shi’is, made it a pilgrimage centre and
large crowds assembled there. Offerings were made and keepers were
appointed.141

From the very reign of the Emperor Jahangir, Qazi Nuru'llah

Shustari’s grave had become a Shi’i pilgrimage centre. Some Shi’is chose
a site for the burial of their dead in this vicinity. By the reign of Muham-
mad Shah the tomb was visited by a large number of Shi’is. The earliest

known graves are dated 1148/1735-36 and 1191/1777. In 1188/1774-75,

Mir Mansur Musawi, the governor of Agra, had the Qazi’s grave reno-

vated and an inscription on a red sand stone affixed. A Mughal princess

built a small mosque near the Qazi’s tomb. Subsequently the complex
was enclosed with four walls and a garden was planted. 142

139 Nuru‘l-Hasan Ansar! (ed.), Muraqqa’-i Dihli, by Dargah Quli Khan, Delhi, 1982,
p. 23.

140 Ghulam ’All Khan Naqawl, ’Imddifs-Sa’ddat, Lucknow, 1864, p. 68.
141 MalfuzaUi Shah 3

Abdu'l- Aziz, p. 108.

142 Sayyid Sibtu
c

l-Hasan, Tazkira-i majid Lucknow, 1979, pp. 117-20.
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Turning to political events, we find that between April 1782 and 1784,

Mirza Najaf’s lieutenants Afrasiyab and Mirza Shaft
5 were involved in a

scramble for supremacy. On 23 September 1783 Shaft
5 was killed and on

2 November 1784 Afrasiyab was assassinated. Shah 5Alam therefore made

the Mahratta leader Mahadji Sindia his regent. Sindia was successful in

administrative affairs but his military campaigns were a failure. On 5

September 1787 Zabita’s son, Ghulam Qadir, gained control of Delhi.

He deposed Shah ’Alam and blinded him on 10 August 1788.

The Mughal princesses were raped, then flogged and starved to death

while the princes and their children were brutally beaten. The Ruhellas

dug up every corner in the fort and palaces in their search for gold. The

obssessive need to avenge the wrong done to his father and family by the

Mughal Emperor made Ghulam Qadir143 an insane savage.

Although Mahadji Sindia had been unable to send immediate relief,

the Mahratta forces reached Delhi fort on 2 October and eight days later

Ghulam Qadir fled the capital. The blind Shah ’Alam was restored to

the throne. On 19 December Ghulam Qadir was captured after being

hotly pursued. He was sent to Mahadji Sindia’s camp at Mathura.

At the request of Shah ’Alam, his (Ghulam Qadir’s) eyeballs were extracted

and his nose and ears were cut off on 3 March 1789 and sent to the

Emperor. His hands and feet were then amputated and his corpse was

hung on a tree.

Mahadji Sindia was welcomed at Delhi fort as the deliverer from

Ghulam Qadir’s atrocities. When he (Mahadji) died in Poona in February

1794 Shah ’Alam was again reduced to a miserable existence. Sindia’s

deputy, known as Shahji or Hazratji, a Qadiriyya sufi saint in Delhi, was

very miserly and the imperial family was driven to abject starvation. In

a letter dated 27 July 1803, the Governor-General, Lord Wellesley assured

Shah ’Alam of English protection and on 16 September 1804, General

Lake called on the Emperor in his palace. His personal allowances were

fixed at Rs. 6,000 per mensem and he reverted to a similar position to the

one he had held in Allahabad before actually mounting his ancestral

throne.144

Shuja’u‘d-Dawla’s friendship with the English paid him heavy divi-

dends. After Ahmad Khan Bangash’s death in 1771, Farrukhabad became

an Awadh dependency. Najibu‘d-Dawla’s successor, Zabita Khan was

protected by the Mahrattas who invaded Ramghat near Sambhal which

formed Hafiz Rahmat Khan’s frontier. Hafiz Rahmat Khan urged

Shuja’u
£d-Dawla to help him against the Mahrattas and promised to pay

143 Khayrucd-DIn Muhammad IlahabadI, 'Ibrat-ndma, British Museum Ms., ff. 30a-b,

39a-88b.

144 Shah *Abdvtl- AziZy pp. 29-32, 39-40.
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him Rs. 40 lacs for his help. In compliance with the treaty of Banaras,

the English troops marched in collaboration with the Awadh forces against

the Mahrattas. The allies defeated the Mahrattas at the end of March

1773., foiling their hopes of capturing Rohelkhand. Hafiz Rahmat Khan,

however, refused to produce the promised reward. The Awadh and

English troops therefore marched into Rohelkhand and defeated and

killed him in the battle of Miranpur Katra in the Shahjahanpur district

on 17 April 1774. Rohelkhand was annexed to Awadh and thousands of

villages which refused to surrender were burnt. The Ruhella monuments

were destroyed and about 20,000 fleeing villagers were pursued beyond

the Ganges. Only the Rampur state of Fayzu'llah Khan, which had

remained neutral, was spared.

The Sunni historians accuse Shuja’u
£d-Dawla of sectarian bigotry in

destroying Ruhella power. 146 The truth is that Hafiz Rahmat Khan was

confident of victory and under-estimated the strength of the joint English

and Awadh forces. He was not interested in peace but had already drawn-

up the division of Fyzabad into sections for his Ruhellas to plunder and

rape. Possibly he intended to complete the ShTi annihilation which

Ahmad Shah Durrani had earlier unsuccessfully attempted. Its repercu-

ssions were not unnatural.

On 24 Zu£

lqa’da 1188/26 January 1775, ShujaVd-Dawla died. The

Calcutta Council of the East India Company argued that his death

terminated his treaties. His son, Asafu
£d-Dawla (1775-97) succeeded him.

A new treaty was signed in 1775 in Fyzabad. The subsidy for the use of

the Company’s troops was raised from Rs. 210,000 to Rs. 260,000 per

mensem and the new Nawwab was forced to cede Raja Chait Singh’s

zamindari of Banaras, Jawnpur and Ghazipur to the Company in full

sovereignty. Shuja’u
£

d-Dawla’s widow, Bahu Begum, encouraged by the

party hostile to Warren Hastings, took possession ofher deceased husband’s

enormous jagirs. These yielded a rent ofRs. 36 lacs. Bahu Begum produced

her husband’s will which substantiated her actions, but her claims were

illegal both under general Islamic and Mughal traditions. On the British

Resident’s representations, the Begum gave Asafu £d-Dawla Rs. 30 lacs,

half of which was to be paid to the Company. She also promised him a

further twenty-six lacs, for which she had security in land. The Nawwab
agreed in return to renounce further claims upon her. 146

Asafu
£d-Dawla transferred his capital to Lucknow while Bahu Begum

and her family stayed in Fyzabad. The English however demanded more

money to pay for the heavy expenses of their war in the Deccan and the

145 Muhammad Najmu'l-GhanI, Tarikh-i Awadh

,

Muradabad, 1910, pp. 145-47. To
Bazmee Ansari, Shuja’u'd-Dawla was “an extreme ShiT\ E. I.

2
,
Ill, p. 61.

146 C. Irwin, The garden of India, London, 1880, pp. 88-89.
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Nawwab had insufficient funds. Hastings also imposed a heavy quota for

money and troops on Ghait Singh and,, in December 1 782., he made Bahu

Begum and Asafu
cd-Dawla’s grandmother surrender their treasure valued

at Rs. 7,600,000. He also resumed Bahu Begum’s jagirs .
u

7

These were

later relinquished and Bahu Begum retained them until her death in 1815.

To stabilize the declining revenue collection, the ijara (revenue farming)

system was introduced, but it made the peasants’ life miserable. Haydar

Beg, Asafu'd-Dawla’s minister, who was assassinated in 1795, was Has-

ting’s creature. The Governor-General even controlled the appointment

of the Nawwab’s chief minister. The Nawwab, unable to prevent ad-

ministrative collapse, concentrated mainly on fostering the development

of art and architecture.

Nawwab Asafu
c

d-Dawla’s insatiable passion for constructing imposing

monuments is reflected in the Rum! Darwaza, the Asafi Imambarha and

the mosque near Awrangzlb’s mosque in Lucknow. The Rumi Darwaza,

which forms the entrance for visitors to Asafi Imambarha was built by

Asafu
cd-Dawla in 1784. Its architect Kifayatu c

llah belonged to Delhi.

From a distance it looks like half a vast dome cut perpendicularly; its

lavish plaster ornamentation is too rich and, at the same time, is wanting

in delicacy. The parapet is crowned with a row of thin fluted stone pillars,

at right angles to the surface. The Asafi Imambarha is entered by the south

gateway, the one opposite to it was introduced for symmetry. At the

end of its spacious forecourt there is a triple doorway leading into the main

courtyard. The interior of the Asafi Imambarha is a vaulted hall 49.41

meters long and 16.16 meters wide. 148

Asafu‘d-Dawla’s dignitaries also made singular contributions to the

re-orientation oflife in Lucknow which made it the Shi’i centre in northern

India. Most significant was Sarfarazu
ed-Dawla Hasan Riza £ Khan, who

was appointed as a na'ib (deputy or chief minister) by Asafu‘d-Dawla in

1776. In the reign of Emperor Shahjahan and that of his successors,

Hasan Riza c

’s ancestors had held senior positions. Hasan Riza c

himself

was a very pious man. He succeeded in persuading Asafu
cd-Dawla to

finance the digging of a canal from Kufa to Najaf and a Calcutta business-

man, Hajji Muhammad Tehran!, was sent to the ruler of Baghdad with

500,000 rupees and gifts to persuade him to have the canal constructed.

Hasan Riza‘ appointed Ghufran Ma cab to lead the Friday congregational

prayers for the Shi’is and assigned the administration of Shi’i law to him

as well.149 Hasan Riza/ built a mosque and an Imambarha near the Akbari

147 Ibid., p. 92.

148 VAbduTLatif bin Ab! Talib al-Shustarl, Tuhfatu'l ’alam, Hyderabad n.d., pp. 532-33.

149 Sayyid Ghulam ’All Khan, ’Imddu
c
s-Sa

>

ddat3 Lucknow, 1864, pp. 135-37; Sayyid

Kamalu'd-Dfn Haydar Hasan! Husayni Mashhad!, Sawanihat-i Salatin-i Awadh,

Lucknow, 1896, p. 112.
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gate of Chawk and another Imambarha near the Asafi Imambarha. He
supported the diwan, Tikait Ra‘i unquestioningly and was finally dismissed

for his defence of Tikait Ra‘i. Hasan Riza‘ died in 1216/1801.

Tahsin ’Ali Khan, originally a Khattri and an eunuch, was also one
of Asafu'd-Dawla’s favourites. He embraced Islam and became a Shi’i.

He held the position of superintendent in several departments and was
also a philanthropist. Tahsin ’Ali Khan built a caravanserai in the Luck-
now Chawk but only the imposing mosque built by him in the same Chawk
still survives. Its decorations were inspired by those on the mosque near
the Asafi Imambarha and its inscriptions were cut after the calligraphy of
Hafiz Nuru'llah and his son Hafiz Ibrahim. They are dated 1205/1790-91.

The rent from the shops on both sides of the mosque was endowed for its

maintenance.

During Asafu'd-Dawla’s reign, Almas ’Ali, who was also an eunuch,
built an Imambarha on an extensive plot in the Sara'i Ma’ali Khan quarters

(founded in the reign of Sa’adat Khan Burhanu‘l-Mulk) . He used large

bricks in place of the small ones normally used in Awadh, in order to

expedite the construction. Its windows and gates were built on the pattern
of the Asafi Imambarha.

Asafu'd-Dawla’s two leading diwans, Jha'u Lai and Tikait Ra‘i, also

played an important role in the promotion of Muslim religious life in

general and Shi’i life in particular. Tikait Ra‘i built two imposing mosques
and an Imambarha in the Haydarganj quarters of Lucknow. The Imam-
barha has not survived but the mosques cry for preservation. Tikait Ra‘i
also built a small mosque in Rastogi Tola (Lucknow). Jha‘u Lai built

an Imambarha in the Thakurganj quarters. His Muharram processions

and ta’zijas occupied a distinctive position in Lucknow life and aroused
considerable Hindu interest in Muharram ceremonies.

The British Resident’s interference with the internal administration of
Awadh made Asafu‘d-Dawla’s life miserable. In 1796 he was forced to

expel his loyal diwan Jha‘u Lai whom the British believed was hatching
plots to overthrow them. The Nawwab, saddened by his loss and upset
at this insult, died on 28 Rabi’ 1121/20 September, 1 79 7 . He was buried in
his Imambarha. In Asafu'd-Dawla’s reign, Shah ’Alam’s eldest son
Mjrza Jawan Bakht moved from Delhi to Lucknow because of the court
intrigues. He arrived at Lucknow in 1784. Asafu'd-Dawla and the
Governor-General Warren Hastings, who was also at that time in
Lucknow, warmly welcomed the Prince. The Nawwab sat behind the
Prince in a howdah, carrying a fly-whisk in pursuance of his obligations as
the Emperor’s Prime Minister. His licentious life disgusted the Nawwab.
After some months the Prince moved to Banaras and at the Governor-
General’s suggestion the Nawwab fixed a pension for the Prince. In
Asafu'd-Dawla’s reign Prince Mirza Sulayman Shukoh also arrived at
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Lucknow. The Nawwab was not much interested in him but at the

Governor-General’s recommendations granted a pension for him.180

After Asafu‘d-Dawla’s death his son, Nawwab Wazir ’Ali was recognised

as his successor. The pro-British element in the Awadh administration

was hostile to him because of his anti-British leanings. The Governor,

SirJohn Shore ( 1 793-98) came to Lucknow and dismissed Wazir ’Ali on the

pretext that he was not Asafu‘d-Dawla’s son. The Nawwab’s widow had

testified that he was sexually impotent. Wazir ’Ali was sent to Banaras

where, in desperation, he killed the political agent Cherry. Then he broke

out into open rebellion seeking assistance from the Mahrattas and the

Afghan ruler, Zaman Shah. After assembling a hurriedly recruited army,

Wazir ’Ali recognised a grandson of Shah ’Alam, Mirza Muzaffar Bakht,

as Emperor and was made wazir by him. He was defeated a few days

later by the combined English and Awadh troops and fled. Many years

later Wazir ’Ali was captured and imprisoned in Calcutta where, in 1817,

he died.161

Asafu‘d-Dawla’s younger brother Sa’adat ’All was made Nawwab

after Wazir ’All’s dismissal. During the early part of his reign, the news

of Zaman Shah’s invasion prompted the Governor-General, Lord Welle-

sley (1798-1805), to make the Nawwab replace most of his Awadh troops

with an English force. The total amount of the subsidy to the Company

was raised to Rs. 13,000,000 per annum. A new treaty dated 10 November

1801 deprived Sa’adat ’Ali of Rohelkhand, Farrukhabad, Mainpuri,

Etawah, Kanpur, Fatehgarh, Allahabad, Azamgarh, Basti and Gorakh-

pur. According to this treaty, charges were no longer to be made for the

protection ofAwadh; thus all the territories acquired by Nawwab Shuja’-

ucd-Dawla were taken away within twenty years of his death.

Sa’adat ’Ali, although he had lost about half of his dominions, devoted

the remaining years of his life to streamlining the administration and

strengthening the Awadh government. The English, however, accused

the Nawwab of “collecting taxes at the point of the bayonet” and sided

with the recalcitrant zamindars against him. Consequently Sa’adat ’Ali

abandoned the system of allotting the revenue circles to the highest bidder

for a fixed return (ijara) and ordered his chakladars (tax collectors) to

render accounts of their collections instead of exacting a fixed amount

from them (
amani). The villages grew prosperous again. Sa’adat ’Ali

died in 1814. According to Col. McAndrew, “At his death Sa’adat

’Ali left behind him the name of the friend of the ryot and a full treasury.”

150 Azfari, Muhammad Zahlru‘d-Din Mirza, Waqi’at-i Azfari Madras, 1937, pp. 31-33,

38-45; Sawanihat-i salatin-i Awadh, I, pp. 109-12.

151 Muhammad Husayn bin Muhammad ’All Bihbahani, Wazir ’Mi,
Public Library,

Panjab, Lahore, No. 297, 9925, ff. 3-12.
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Various estimates credit his treasury with containing between “three to

fourteen million sterling”. 152

Nawwab Sa’adat ’All Khan concentrated mainly on the development
of Sa’adatganj in Lucknow, but other marketing centres also became
more prominent during his reign. Rastogi Tola, founded at this time,

reflects the growing importance of the Rastogis (Hindu money-lenders)

in the Awadh economy. Sa’adat ’Ali Khan was deeply devoted to the

shrine at Dargah Hazrat ’Abbas in Rustamnagar, which was founded by
Faqir Beg in AsaftTd-Dawla’s reign. Faqir Beg believed that an ’alam

which he had discovered was the one given by Imam Husayn to his half-

brother, ’Abbas on 10th Muharram in Karbala. As a consequence,

devotees began to pay homage to it and AsaftFd-Dawla built a dome to

house it. Sa’adat ’Ali Khan had taken a vow to extend this structure if he

gained the throne. After his accession, therefore, he erected an imposing

building near the relic. Subsequent rulers made more additions and the

dargah became the principal pilgrimage centre.

Before Sa’adat ’Ali Khan’s reign, ta’ziyas were buried on the tenth

day ofMuharram and the mourning ceremonies terminated on the twelfth.

The ceremony of burying ta’ziyas on Chihlum (the fortieth day after the

tenth of Muharram) was practised by only a few people. Sa’adat Khan’s
rule saw this ceremony growing increasingly popular. At Sa’adat’s

suggestion, a Karbala was built on land belonging to the Nawwab’s
favourite, Almas ’Ali Khan, in Tal Katora. The central structure con-

tained relics from the Shi’i holy places in Iraq and Iran. The grounds
were enclosed by four walls and a gateway was built. It was known as

Almas ’Ali Khan’s Karbala. Hajji Masita, the Superintendent of Works
built another Karbala in the southern end of Tal Katora Karbala. A
beautiful Imambarha, which is now in ruins, was also built. Ghufran
Ma'ab’s Imambarha, completed during Sa’adat Ali Khan’s reign, became
an important centre for Shi’i religious ceremonies and is still in use.153

_ These developments in Lucknow did not undermine life in Fyzabad.
Asafu‘d-Dawla’s grandmother (Sadr Jahan Begum) and mother (Bahu
Begum) lived there and patronized the ’ulama

e and other pious people.

Sadr Jahan Begum, the elder daughter of Burhanu‘l-Mulk, was a far-

sighted lady whom even the unruly Hindu zamindars respected. She built

an imposing mosque and an Imambarha at the back of Moti Bagh in

Fyzabad. For three months she fasted and spent most of her time pray-

ing and in night vigils. She died on 8 Zulaq’da 1210/15 May 1796, and
was buried in Gulab Bari near Shuja’u‘d-Dawla’s grave.

152 The garden of India.

153 Tmddifs-Sa’adat, pp. 172-73.
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Asafu'd-Dawla’s mother, Bahu Begum was also a great patron of

religious people. Out of the income from her property she bequeathed

Rs. 300,000 for the construction of her tomb, Rs. 100,000 for gifts to

Najaf and Karbala and the rest for pensions for her staff. The East India

Company was made the trustee and the deed was finalised in Calcutta

by the Governor-General on 29th October 1813. She died two years later.184

The arrival of Mirza Jahangir, the dearly loved son of Akbar II

(1221-53/1806-37) from Delhi filled Lucknow with great festivity. He

was expelled from Delhi for his enmity against the British Resident at the

Mughal court. Nevertheless the British Resident at Awadh court, the

Nawwab, the fugitive Mughal princes, Sulayman Shukoh and Mirza

Sikander Shukoh accorded Mirza Jahangir a warm welcome. Like

Mirza Jawan Bakht, Mirza Jahangir was also licentious and the Nawwab

was forced to have him sent to Allahabad.185
,

On 23 Rajab 1229/11 July 1814, Sa’adat ’Ali Khan was poisoned and

died. A lofty tomb was built on his grave, north of Qaysar Bagh in

Lucknow. Sometime after 1858 a number of structures around it were

demolished. The tomb of his wife and the mother of Ghaziu‘d-Din

Haydar, Khurshid-Zadi, was built to the east of Sa’adat ’Ali Khan’s tomb.

This was also partly demolished.

Nawwab Sa’adat ’Ali was succeeded by his second son, Ghaziu‘d-Din

Haydar. He dismissed his father’s able minister, Hakim Mahdi, who was

at loggerheads with the Resident, Colonel Baillie and replaced him by his

favourite, Agha Mir. He re-introduced the ijara system and Sa’adat

’All’s administrative framework collapsed under his rapacity and callo-

usness. Ghaziu‘d-Din, on Lord Hasting’s suggestion, declared his inde-

pendence of Delhi in 1819 and assumed the vainglorious title Abu‘l-

Muzaffar Mu’izzu‘d-Din Shah-i Zaman Ghaziu‘d-Din Haydar.

In 1825 the Governor-General, Lord Amherst (1823-28) obtained

one crore of rupees as a loan from Ghaziu‘d-Din in order to meet the

expenses of the Bharatpur and Burmese wars. It was agreed that “this

loan is made in perpetuity; the sovereigns of the Kingdom of Oude shall

never have the power to take it back, nor shall they exercise any inter-

ference with its interest”. In 1826 two more loans of Rs. 5,000,000 were

advanced to the East India Company by Ghaziu‘d-Din.

In 1232/1816-17 Ghaziu‘d-Din Haydar built an Imambarha on the

design ofImam ’Ali’s tomb at Najaf. It was named Shah Najaf. Entering

through an attractive gateway, decorated on top with two lions facing

each other, the visitor has to cross through another gate before reaching

the main Imambarha. Beautiful gardens were planted on both sides of

154 Sawanihat-i salatin-i Awadh, pp. 187-202, 233-35.

155 Ibid., pp. 176-80.
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the road following the pattern of the Mughal gardens. The main hall is

enclosed by corridors and the dome, topped by a golden pinnacle, is well-

proportioned. The river Gomti flows nearby. The King and his three

wives were buried there. Ghaziu £d-Din Haydar made provision for the

maintenance of the Shah Najaf, including staff salaries, partly from the

interest of the loan advanced to the East India Company. The King also

built an imposing structure to honour the Prophet’s foot-print near Shah

Najaf. It is known as the Qadam Rasul and stands on an artificial mound.

Its domes., central hall and side rooms were well-proportioned. Ghaziu £

d-

Din Haydar’s wife, Mumtaz Mahal, built a mosque and a palace in

Golaganj; the mosque still stands.

The prime minister at this time, Mu’tamadu £d-Dawla Agha Mir was

a dedicated and indefatigable builder. His garden* library, palaces

and treasuries covered an area of more than one and a half kilometers.

His Imambarha is now the Government Jubilee College. The palaces he

built extended as far as the present city station. In December 1827 he

was dismissed and expelled from Lucknow. He took his great riches with

him to GwaltoJi, Kanpur, where he lived the life of an aristocrat. Gwaltoli

soon became a Shi’i intellectual and religious centre.

In 1232/1816-17, Mir Khudabakhsh, an important Awadh dignitary,

started building the Karbala near the Karbala-Tal-Katora. Its central

structure, or Imambarha, was built on the pattern ofImam Husayn’s tomb

at Karbala. Three gateways separated by extensive plots lead to the

central building. The main entrance to the Imambarha is in the south.

The grounds are extensive and have become a Shi’i burial ground. It

developed into the principal Karbala for Shi’i la?ziyas.lm

In Ghaziu £d-Din Haydar’s reign, Mir Baqir, a prosperous jeweller and

glassware merchant, whose ancestors hailed from Nishapur, built an

Imambarha in Jawhari mohalla near Chawk. His use of pieces of glass

to decorate the stately structure, made it unique. Centrally situated, it

became very famous and was known as the Sawdagar Kd Imambarha (The

Merchant’s Imambarha) . Mir Baqir left a considerable amount of money

and property for its maintenance and for various charities.

On 27 Rabi’ I 1243/18 October 1827, Ghaziu e

d-Din died. He was

succeeded by his son Nasiru
c

d-Din Haydar. His mother was a maid-

servant to Ghaziu £

d-Din’s wife Badshah Begum but the Begum reared

the baby with a true mother’s love and care. Badshah Begum was a super-

stitious lady and she initiated many festive days based on an association

of Indian myths with the lives of the Imams. These were enthusiastically

celebrated even by Nasiru
£d-Din Haydar.157 Most of them were confined

156 Sawdnihdt-i salatin-i Awadh

,

pp. 238-40.

157 M. TaqI Ahmad (tr.), Tarikh Badshah Begum, Delhi, 1938, pp. 6-15.
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to the royal palace however and were abandoned by later rulers.

In 1829., the King was pressed by the English to advance them Rs.

62,400,000. The interest on it was bequeathed for the use of his family.

In December 1833., he granted another loan yielding Rs. 1,000 per month
as interest, for distribution to the lame, the maimed, the blind, the helpless

aged, the lepers and the destitute. Nasiru
cd-Din Haydar founded an

educational centre called Lucknow College where the English education

system was followed. Rs. 3,000 were assigned as stipends to the students.

He established a hospital with separate branches of traditional and

allopathic medicine. In the grounds of the Moti Mahal palace, built by

his father, Nasiru
cd-Din Haydar founded a royal observatory and made

Captain Herbert its director. A royal lithograph press was also started.158

Nasiru
cd-Din founded a Karbala in Daliganj, now incorporated into

the premises of the Shi’a Degree College. He was unable to endow funds

for its maintenance. His wife Malika-i Zamani built an Imambarha in

Takiya Pir Jalil, Golaganj. The gateway to the Imambarha and the

reservoirs in its courtyard enhanced the beauty of the lofty structure.

In 1843 Malika-i Zamani died and was buried in her Imambarha.

Muntazimu'd-Dawla Hakim Mahdi, who was appointed prime?

minister in November 1830, was a highly educated and competent ad-

ministrator but, in Jumada II 1248/November 1832, he was dismissed and

replaced by his rival, Rawshanu‘d-Dawla. Although an incompetent

administrator, Rawshanusd-Dawla immortalised himself when he erected

a lofty palace. Two beautiful mosques were incorporated in the building.

After 1858 the district court was transferred to the palace and it was then

known as Rawshanu'd-Dawla’s court.

Awadh, under Nasiru‘d-Din, was more lightly taxed and prosperous

than the Company’s provinces but, by 1835, the British had decided to

annex it. There was no longer any need to maintain Awadh as a buffer

state. East India Company’s rule now extended as far as Kanpur while

Mahratta, Ruhella and Mughal power had been liquidated.

On 3 Rabi’ II 1253/7 July 1837, Nasiru
£d-Din Haydar died. It was

believed that he had been poisoned at the instigation of the Resident who
wished to install a new king on the throne in order to obtain greater

concessions. Muhammad ’All Shah, a son ofNawwab Sa’adat ’Ali Khan,

who succeeded Nasiru‘d-Din Haydar at the age of sixty-three, signed a

treaty two months after his accession in Jumada II 1253/September 1837

modifying the existing treaty of 1801. The new agreement obliged the

King to maintain “an augmented military establishment” “not exceeding

Rs. 1,600,000 per annum” in order to protect Awadh from foreign and

domestic enemies. The King was also to collaborate with the British

158 Sawanihat-i salatin-i Awadh
, pp. 311.
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Resident in taking “the best means of remedying the existing defects in

the police and in thejudicial and revenue administration of the dominions 55
.

The treaty was not approved by the Court of the Directors but the

assumption by the East India Company of the country’s administration was
now only a question of time.

Despite his old age Muhammad ’All introduced reforms in agriculture

revenue collection, and improved his people’s living conditions.159 In 1253

1836 he dismissed Rawshanu cd-Dawla. His successor Sharafu cd-Dawla
Muzaffaru 4l-Mulk Muhammad Ibrahim Khan,, collected the revenue

arrears and the country’s financial situation improved. The King built

an Imambarha at Jamunia Bagh known as the Imambarha ofHusaynabad.
With an imposing gateway and set in a walled garden the Imambarha
though Indian in general appearance, seems, when the details have

been studied, derived from some English imitation of Mughal architec-

ture. It resembles George IV’s Pavilion at Brighton or Sezincote. The
impression that the Indian craftsmen were turning to Europe for inspira-

tion is heightened by the statues in the garden of figures resembling wood-
nymphs, although the torches they hold are now fitted for electric light.

A pool, a well, hammam, nawbat-khana (a musicians’ gallery) were also

built around the Imambarha. The King deposited Rs. 12,000,000 “in per-

petuity in the Honourable Company’s Treasury at the Residency of

Lucknow”. The interest, amounting to Rs. 48,000 per annum, was

bequeathed for the maintenance of the Imambarha and the buildings

connected with it, for gifts to specified people, for the distribution of food

and the celebration of Muharram. Some money was set apart for stipends

to students at Shi’i holy places in Iraq. 160

Malika Afaq Mahal, the wife of Muhammad ’Ali Shah, who was an

austere and pious woman, built a Karbala on the Sitapur Road. The
Imambarha is built on the design of the tombs of Imam ’Ali Naqi and

Imam Hasan ’Askari in Samarra (Iraq) . It is surrounded by an extensive

garden and is entered through two gateways; the second one is in a very

dilapidated condition. The materials used to decorate the Imambarha
and the locally manufactured tiles are exquisite. The mosque contains

an underground tunnel representing the cave from where the twelfth

Imam went into occultation at Samarra.

Muhammad ’Ali Shah’s daughter, Ummatu £

s-Sughra Fakhru c

n-Nisaf

Begum built a beautiful Imambarha and a mosque near Dargah Hazrat

’Abbas. It is popularlyknown as the Imambarha Mughal Sahib.’ Azimu'd-

Dawla ’AzimuTah Khan, who was Muhammad ’Aii Shah’s barber, and

also a surgeon, built a Karbala known as Karbala-i ’Azimu‘llah Khan

159 The garden of India
, p. 129.

160 Sawdnihdt-i saldtin-i Awadh, pp. 354-55, 366-69.
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near the Tal Katora Karbala. The central structure was built on the

pattern of the tomb of Imam Riza/ at Mashhad. The mosque was a

copy of the Gawhar Shad near Imam Riza
fi

’s tomb. Near ’Aysh Bagh,

founded by Asafu
c

d-Dawla, one of Muhammad ’Ali Shah’s superinten-

dents, ’Ashiq ’Ali, built a Karbala with the funds provided by Muhammad
’All Shah’s wife Malika-i Jahan. The central structure was an imitation

of Hazrat ’Abbas’ tomb at Karbala* It was completed in 1256/1840-41.

Towards the end of his reign Muhammad ’All Shah commenced the

construction of an extensive Jami’ mosque at Tahsin Ganj. Malika-i

Jahan completed it and adorned it with artistic designs. An Imambarha
was also planned near the mosque but it did not eventuate.

On 5 Rabi’ II 1258/16 May 1842, Muhammad ’Ali Shah died and

was succeeded by his son Amjad ’Ali Shah. He was forty-three years old.

He helped the British in their Panjab and Afghan wars and reformed the

administration. His prime minister Imdad Husayn Khan, was given the

title Aminu cd-Dawla. He was a very pious man who regularly sent his

zakat money, as well as donations, to Sayyidu
cl-’Ulama £

Sayyid Husayn

for distribution to the poor. His efforts to improve the administration

were adequate. The King also personally examined important papers

and issued the appropriate orders. He made drastic reductions in the

imperial household expenditure . He allotted a plot of land to the Euro-

peans living in Lucknow to build a church. At the instigation of the

Resident he raised an “Oude Frontier Police” force, consisting of four

companies of infantry and two troops of some fifty cavalry each. It was

controlled in the main by the Europeans.

The implementation of Shi’i law, which had commenced with the reign

of Ghaziu fi

d-Din, was strengthened by Amjad ’Ali Shah. The muhakma-i

’adalat-i
3
aliyyah (The High Court of Adjudication) decided the disputes

related to buying and selling, the mortgage of houses, debts, title deeds

and inheritance. The Hanafiyya and Isna ’Ashariyya muftis heard

cases on a religious basis. When one of the parties was Hanafi and the

other Hindu, the Hanafi mufti heard the complaint; if one of the dispu-

tants was a Shi’a, the case was heard by the Shi’i muftis . In Amjad ’Ali

Shah’s reign, the muhakma-i murafa*a-i sharfa was controlled by Sultanu e

l-

’Ulama 4 Mawlana Sayyid Muhammad, the son of Ghufran Ma c

ab,

popularly known as the mujtahidu'l-asr. It heard disputes relating to Shi’i

weddings, divisions of patrimony and other family setllements. Not

everyone filed their suit in the
y
adalat-i

5
dliyyah

,
some preferred to obtain

a decision from the mujtahidu
c
l-asr*s court. Neither the Shi’i nor Sunni

muftis passed decrees enforcing the payment of interest due to the Hindu
bankers although, to the annoyance of the Hindu bankers, both received

interest on the loans advanced to the Residency.

The court of the sadru
e
s-sudur, heard criminal cases. It was controlled
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by Sayyid Murtaza, son of the Mujtahiducl-asr. Sayyid Murtaza made
enquiries and submitted recommendations to the King’s court. The
court officials then issued orders for action to the relevant authorities.

The influential ta’lluqadars and zamindars, however, tended to ignore the

sadru
c
s-sudiir’s orders.161

The Iron Bridge on the Gomti river, which was a copy of a London
bridge, was planned by Nawwab Sa’adat ’All Khan. Its parts, however,

did not arrive until Ghaziu c

d-Din Haydar’s reign and it was not com-
pleted until Amjad ’Ali Shah’s time. The King founded the famous
bazaar of Hazratganj and built an Imambarha near Motl Mahal. His

prime minister, Aminu cd-Dawla, acquired the estate of Shah ’Alam’s

son Sikandar Shukoh, in Masarratnagar and changed its name to Amlna-

bad. The area was enclosed by four walls with the main gateway in the

west. A mosque was erected near each of the four gateways. Within the

enclosure, shops, houses and mosques were built. The area now known
as Aminu4d-Dawla park contained the prime minister’s garden. To the

west of the garden he built an Imambarha, a mansion for himself and a

guest house.

On 26 Safar 1163/13 February 1847, Amjad ’Ali Shah died. He was
succeeded by his son, Wajid ’Ali Shah. Aminu £d-Dawla was retired at

his own request. Court intrigues prevented the appointment of the

energetic Sharafu
cd-Dawla to this position and the lazy ’Ali Naqi took

up the post. Some reforms to police, revenue and the judicial adminis-

tration were suggested but the British Government would not allow the

King to strengthen his army nor make further recruitments. Lord Hard-
inge, the Governor-General, visited Lucknow and issued a warning on
23 November 1847, giving the King two years more to improve the

administration. He stated:

“Now, Your Majesty keeps up an army of 5,000 gunners and 400 guns,

4,000 horse, 44,000 foot. To keep such an army is to coerce the Rayots

in collection; and if this army is diminished, the Rayots will become
rebels and set up their own government. But the new system of arrange-

ment will be pleasing to the Rayots; the reduction of the army then will

be easy, and the income will increase. The judicial administration

and appointment of a Court of Justice is very necessary; and my
earnest prayer to Your Majesty is, that the remonstrance of the Resident

as to the employment of the singers, musicians, and totally worthless

people in high stations being highly improper, should be attended

to.”162

161 Lai J|, Mir’atifl-awza’
, Aligarh University Ms., ff. 38b-39.

162 Foreign Deptt., Pol. Consultation, December 11, 1847, no. 180.
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The reduction in military strength, however, made it impossible to

control the unruly zamindars and ta’lluqadars who maintained their own
armies and had constructed formidable forts in inaccessible regions. Lord

Dalhousie, who succeeded Lord Hardinge as Governor-General in 1848,

was opposed to the system of independent Indian states. In January 1849

he appointed Colonel Sleeman as Resident in Lucknow to report on the

alleged maladministration of Awadh, believing that within two years no

tangible change could take place. In September Sleeman submitted his

report and, on 1 December 1849, set out on a tour of Awadh in order

to substantiate his findings. He travelled through the kingdom for three

months keeping a daily diary of his observations. In 1850 he returned

to Lucknow. There he completed his report and, in 1852, submitted his

recommendations. 163 In 1854 James Outram took over from Sleeman and

finalized the measures to annex Awadh to the British Empire. On 4

February 1856, he urged the King to sign a treaty surrendering the

government of his territories to the East India Company. The King

refused but was deposed. Wajid ’Ali remained calm and non-violent. He
strictly forbade his supporters to resort to military action. Escorted by

the British army he left for Calcutta hoping that “Her Most Gracious

Majesty the Queen” would reverse the East India Company’s decision

which violated the previous treaties. The Lucknow citizens were dismayed

and bewildered. Although they wept to see him go all remained calm.

In Calcutta, Wajid ’Ali Shah fell ill and abandoned his idea of visiting

London personally. The brave Queen Mother (Malika-i Kishwar), the

King’s brother, the heir-apparent and their spokesman, Mawlana
Masihu‘d-Din, went to London nevertheless. 164 They aroused some

indignation at the King’s dethronement among the members ofParliament

but the outbreak of the Freedom Struggle in India in May 1857 closed

the question ofthe revival ofthe Awadh monarchy forever. On 1 September

1887 Wajid ’Ali Shah died at Matiaburj in Calcutta and was buried in

his Imambarha there.

The British, and those scholars who wrote under their rule, depict

Wajid ’Ali Shah as a monster of sensuality, who was an imbecile and

incapable of competent rule. Contemporary records, however, reflect

him a man of considerable intellectual capacity, whose efforts to effectively

streamline the administration and crush the power of the rebellious

zamindars, who resisted all reforms, were frustrated by the British Resident.

Wajid ’Ali Shah urged the Resident to help him change the administration

in Awadh in line with the system pertaining in the districts governed

163 P. D. Reeves, Sleeman in Oudh ,
Cambridge, 1971, pp. 6-41.

164 Foreign Deptt., Pol. Consultation, 6 June 1856, nos. 201-203.
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Mustafa, who was the Mulla’s enemy led the mob who intended to teach
him a lesson. Soon Mulla ’Abdu‘l-’Ali was informed of these events, and,
collecting his supporters, he prepared for battle. Fearing that he would"
not win the encounter, Qazi Ghulam [Mustafa, sent messages offering to
make peace. The Mulla, desiring peace to prevail between Muslims,
accepted his offer. His supporters warned him, however, that the peace
was only a device to lull him into a false sense of security while the Shi’is
hatched assassination plots. The Mulla’s relations advised him to leave
Lucknow until the situation returned to normal. Although the Mulla’s
supporters Wanted him to stay and confront his opponents, the Mulla left

Lucknow without informing them. He went to Shahjahanpur where he
lived until Hafiz Rahmat Khan’s death in 1188/1774. Then he moved
temporarily to Rampur, on Nawwab Fayzu‘llah’s invitation but the
Nawwab was unable to support the growing numbers of the Mulla’s
students. Then Munshi Sadru‘d-Din, the Governor-General’s chief
munshi, persuaded the Mulla to move to Buhar in Bardwan district

(Bengal). Munshi Sadru‘d-Din extended considerable patronage to the
students who swarmed to the Bardwan seminary. Subsequently, at the
request ofNawwab Muhammad ’Ali of Arkat, who came originally from
Gopamau in Hardoi near Lucknow, the Mulla migrated to Madras, arriv-
ing on 25 Zu'lhijja 1205/24 August 1791. His son, Mawlawi ’Abdu‘r-Rabb,
and a large number of students accompanied him. A seminary was built
and students thronged there from all over India. The Mulla received a
salary of Rs. 1,000 per mensem. He lived there until his death on 13
Rajab 1225/14 August 18104®® Indeed the Miulla never returned to
Lucknow. He chose instead to live in Shahjahanpur, Rampur, Bardwan
and Madras where his patrons offered him better opportunities to manifest
the anti-Shi’I sentiments which he later developed.

The Shi’i rulers even tolerated Sayyid Ahmad Shahid and his followers
whose fiery speeches against the ta’ziyas and the steps taken by him to bum
them are said to have sparked off riots in Meerut. The local authorities
subsequently banned him from preaching there. In Sha’ban 1234/June
1819, Sayyid Ahmad Shahid accompanied by Shah ’Abdu‘l-Hayy, Shah
Isma’il Shahid and other militant Sunni puritanists of Delhi returned to
his home town in Rae Bareli. The ruler at that time was Ghaziu‘d-Din
Haydar. The books on Sayyid Ahmad Shahid show that no restrictions
were imposed on the party nor on their preaching in the Awadh district.

Sayyid Ahmad Shahid also travelled to Lucknow with a party of 1 70
men where he stayed in a house near the Tila mosque of Shah Pir Muham-
mad built by Awrangzib. A large congregation assembled there for
Friday prayers. Mawlana ’Abdu‘l-Hayy’s fiery sermons against Muharram

166 Muhammad Riza* Ansari, Bani-i dars-i Nizami, Lucknow, 1973, pp. 150-56.
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and attracted the dignitaries in the capital. Many Shi’is, the sources

on Sayyid Ahmad claim, converted to Sunni-ism because of his eloquence.

This alarmed the Prime Minister Nawwab Mu’tamadu £d-Dawla. He

asked the Sayyid’s disciple Faqir Muhammad Khan risaladar (the com-

mander of a body of horses) to persuade the Sayyid to stop proselytising

sermons but the Sayyid refused. Finally, Mu’tamadu £d-Dawla decided

to leave the party alone and invited the Sayyid and his friends to dinner.

Meanwhile, Mawlana ’Abdu £l-Hayy delivered a very impressive sermon.

In Nasirabad, Mawlana Dildar ’Ali Ghufran Ma £

ab’s home town,

the Shi’is, during Muharram decided to recite tabarra (cursing of the

first three caliphs) publicly. They suggested to the Sunnis that if they

found it too unpleasant they should move elsewhere for a couple of days.

Shah Isma’il Shahid’s success was said to have been more spectacular.

According to his biographers King Ghaziu
£d-Din Haydar extended him a

warm welcome and was deeply impressed by his sermons. He believed that

Shah Isma’il’s stay in Lucknow for a year or so would convert the entire

Shi’i population to Sunni-ism but in view of more important duties Sayyid

Ahmad could not spare him. Ghufran Ma £

ab and the Shi’i
5

ulama were

frightened and unable as they were to encounter Shah Isma’il in public

debates, Mawlawi Muhammad Ashraf the leader of the Firangi Mahal
5

ulama was urged by them to defeat the Shah in polemics. The Mawlawi

deputed his talented disciple Wilayat ’Ali ’Azimabadi to inter into pole-

mical discussions with the Shah but the latter’s convincing replies to Wila-

yat ’All’s awkward questions made him speechless. Wilayat ’Ali was con-

verted to the purtanical Sunni-ism of Sayyid Ahmad’s brand. Mawlawi

Muhammad Ashraf also surrendered and became Shah Isma’il’s disciple.

The fall of the stronghold of traditional Sunni-ism led by the Firangi Mahal

’ulama made the Shi’i leaders defenceless. The inability of Ghufran Ma £ab

to encounter Shah Isma’il in an open debate emboldened the latter to en-

ter the Ghufran Ma £

ab’s seminary disguised as a soldier. Flouting the

Awadh ceremonial etiquettes he greeted the audience by the formal Islamic

greetings,
££Peace be upon you”. When Ghufran Ma£

ab’s lecture came to

an end Shah Isma’il requested him to explain the difference between ta-

qiyya (prudent concealment) and nifaq (hypocrisy) but to the utter dismay

of Ghufran Ma‘ab his arguments were brushed aside by Shah Isma’il.

Ghufran Ma £ab offered to send a written reply. The Shi’i ’ulama wrote a

paper on the topic quoting thousands of sources. When the paper was recei-

ved by Mawlana ’AbduTHayy he regretted his inability to procure the

sources confuting the Shi’i arguments. Shah Isma £

il, however, sat down

calmly and within two hours wrote down a rejoinder quoting sources in his

defence from his memory. When the Shi’i ’ulama read the Shah s paper

they were convinced of his supernatural power and had no other alterna-

tive but to embark upon a vilification campaign against the Shah. The
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party left Lucknow with flying colours.167

There is no independent source to check the story of puritanical Sunnis

but Shah Isma’il’s success in converting the Shi’is can be compared with

Shah ’Abdu‘1 ’Aziz’s miserable failure to convert Shi’is in Delhi ruled by a

Sunni emperor. Some of Shah ’Abdufl ’Aziz’s own relations were Shi’is

and his own nephew Sayyid Oamaru£

d-Din of Sonipat for whose study the

Shah authored a hand-book of hadis entitled the ’ Ujala-i nafia was also con-

verted to Shi’ism.168 The corpus of Shi’i rejoinders to Shah ’Abdu‘1 ’Aziz’s

Tuhfa-i Isna ’Ashariyya is also enormous. No contemporary historical litera-

ture on Sayyid Ahmad Shahid and Shah Isma’il except letters and books

written by them exists. The works glorifying their activities were written

on the basis of family legends. The contemporary Shi’is, however, did

confute Mawlana ’Abdufl-Hayy and his party. Sayyid ’Ali bin Hasan al-

’Askari (Musharraf ’Ali) wrote letters refuting Mawlana ’Abdufl Hayy’s

and Sayyid Ahmad’s teachings. These letters were compiled by him in his

Izahat al-ghayy fi radd-i ’Abduc
l-Hayy ,

169 No Sunni confutation of the above

work is available. Although the Izahat al-ghayy is available in the Khuda
Bakhsh Library Bankipur Patna, the corpus of modern Sunni literature on

Sayyid Ahmad and Shah Isma’il does not notice Izahat al-ghayy at all.

The literature on Sayyid Ahmad Shahid^ however, does confirm the fact

that the Awadh government did not impose any restrictions on the preach-

ings of Sunni puritans.

The number of Sunni nazims (governors) and other officials under the

Awadh rulers was roughly equivalent to that of the Shi’is. Sunni qazis,

muftis and sadrs enjoyed their power and prestige consequently Sunni ins-

titutions also flourished. Sufi works indicate that the
9

urs (death anniver-

saries) of the sufi saints were uninhibitedly celebrated. The ’urs for Shaykh

’Abdufl-Qadir Jilani, organised by Shuja’ufd-Dawla’s favourite, Mawlana
Madan, was celebrated by an enormous crowd. Visitors from a large num-
ber of Indian towns attended it.

168 The peace and prosperity maintained

by the Awadh rulers fostered the development of Sunni institutions. As
mentioned, the tabana was not encouraged by the Shi’i government. Al-

though some Shi’is recited it resulting in occasional Shl’i-Sunni riots, they

were soon brought under control.

Under British rule the nature of Shi’i problems changed. As a Muslim
minority they were targets for both British and Hindu attacks. Sunni

hostility towards them remained unaltered. They countered the challenges

and threats, however, by thoughtfully adapting themselves to the exigencies

of the situation.

167 Mirza Hayrat Dihlawi, Hayat-i tayyiba
,
Lahore, 1976, pp. 220-232.

168 Malfuzat-i Shah
3Abdu(

l- Aziz, pp. 22; NuzhatuH-khawatir, VII, p. 390.

169 Supra, p. 155; Infra, pp. 306-7.



Chapter Two

The ShVi ’Ulania in Northern India
(Seventeenth to Nineteenth Century)

Shi’i ’Ulama‘ during the reigns of Shahjahan and Awrangzib
The influence of Qazi Nurufllah’s sons has been discussed in previous

pages. Mir ’Abdufllah Wasfi Tirmizi entitled Muskhin Qalam, the famous

calligraphist (d. 1035/1625-26) of Akbar’s time, seems to have been a

Shi’i. His son* Mir Muhammad Salih Kashfi, composed verses in praise

of the twelve Imams. His Manaqib-i Murtazawi1 glorifies the eminence and

achievements of Imam 9

All. On 12 Sha’ban 1060/31 July 1650 he died

and was buried near his father’s grave in Agra. His brother, Mir Muham-
mad Mu'min (d. 1091/1686) and son, Muhammad ’Aqil, (d. 1088/1677-

78) were also calligraphists and scholars.

Mulla Muhammad Ma’sum, Mulla Muhammad Mu’min Tuni and

Mulla Ibrahim were also Shi’is and, in 1055/1645, the author of the

Dabistan-i Mazahib met them in Lahore2
. Both usuli and akhbari Shi’is

flourished there.

During Awrangzib’s reign, arrivals in India from Iran included the

disciples of Mawlana Baha‘u £d-Din ’Amili, Aqa Husayn Khwansari, Taqi

Majlisi and Baqir Majlisi. Among those of Aqa Husayn Khwansari’s

disciples who left an indelible mark on India was Mawlana ’Ali Riza c

Taj alii of Shiraz. He arrived in India in the eleventh year of Shahjahan’s

reign. Initially he stayed with the great Persian poet Naziri Nishapuri

(d. 1021/1612-13). Shahjahan welcomed him warmly while ’Ali Mardan

Khan appointed him tutor to his son, Ibrahim Khan. The Mawlana

became an active member of the board of
’

ulamal formed by Ibrahim

Khan to compile the Bayaz-i Ibrahimi. ’Ali Riza c was deeply interested

in teaching. Highly educated scholars and 5

ulama
e

attended his lectures.

1

*

He was also fond of travelling and, besides Delhi, Agra and Gujarat,

1 For the manuscripts see Storey, I, pp. 214-15.

2 QazwinI, Badshah-nama; Risala Khat wa Sawad in Muhammad Shafi’, Maqalat,

Lahore, I, p. 211.

3 Dabistan-i mazahib, p. 270.
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he visited Lahore, Sohadra and Kashmir. Subsequently, however, he

returned to Iran where Shah ’Abbas II accorded him a warm welcome.

In 1072/1661-62, he was awarded ajagir near Ardikan. Court life, however,

did not suit him and he set off on a pilgrimage. Around 1085/1674 he

died at Shiraz.

’All Riza c

Tajalli was a leading Persian poet. The important biogra-

phical dictionaries of Persian poets give a note on him and quote some of

his verses. He was the author of an exegesis on the Qur can which was
popular until the time of Ahmad ’Ali Hashimi of Sandila, who compiled

the Tazkira-i Makhzamtl-gharcfib in 1218/1803-4. Tajalli also produced

a treatise entitled Risala Safmdtu'n-najat on Imama. His Risala ji‘l man 5

min salati
1

UjurrHa hal al-ghayba deals with the conditions relating to Friday

congregational prayers during the occultation of the twelfth Shi’i Imam.
In fact the Shi’is could not reveal their faith for fear of persecution.

Some Shi’is joined the Sunni congregations but others prayed privately or

preferred to show their indifference to regulations. Taqiyya (dissimulation)

was indispensable for their survival.

Mulla Muhammad Sa’id Ashraf Mazandarani, another Shi’i
3
alim,

was also a favourite of Awrangzib. He was the son of the distinguished

Iranian scholar, Mawlana Muhammad Salih (d. 1081/1670-71), who had
married the daughter ofMulla Muhammad Taqi Majlisi. Mulla Muham-
mad Sa’id moved to the Mughal court early in Awrangzib’s reign. The
Emperor appointed him tutor to his favourite daughter, Zibu‘n-Nisaf

,

who was born in 1048/1638. After a stay ofsome eleven years, he presented

a qasida to the Princess requesting her to permit him to visit his homeland.
In it he wrote

:

“For a single moment I cannot forget my native land,

Although in the foreign country I am highly distinguished.

To you distance and nearness are meaningless,

I am not used to presenting myself constantly before you.

Since our relationship is spiritual, no distinction can be made between

Delhi and Isfahan,

My heart is before you, no matter my body is in Kabul or Qandahar.”

In 1083/1672-73, Muhammad Sa’id was allowed to depart for Isfahan.

Subsequently he returned to India with his family and joined the service

of Prince ’Azimu‘sh-Shan, the governor of ’Azimabad, Patna. The Prince

showed great respect to Muhammad Sa’id and, out of consideration for

his old age, allowed him to sit while at court. Towards the end of his life

4 MakhzamH-gharfrib, Aligarh University Ms., ff. 62a-b; Muhammad Baqir Khwan-
sari, RawzatuH-jannat, Tehran, 1391/1971-72, II, p. 219; Sayyid ’Ali Hasan Khan,
Subh-i gulshan, Bhopal, 1295/1878, pp. 80-81.
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Muhammad Sa’id left on a pilgrimage to Mecca but he died at Munger
in 1116/1704-5. It would seem that he inculcated an interest in Shi’i

ideologies in both Zibu £

n-Nisa
c and Prince ’Azimu £

sh-Shan. Among his

disciples, the Kashmiri scholar, Mulla ’Abdu'bHakim Sati’, son of Mulla

Ghalib, was most prominent. Two volumes of his diwan are found in

different libraries. He also compiled an illustrated account of his pilgri-

mage to Mecca and wrote the Persian translation of Tabari’s exegesis

on the Qur'an.

Muhammad Sa’id ’s son, Mirza Muhammad ’Ali Dana, was, like his

father, an important poet. He lived and died in Murshidabad. Dana’s

brother, Muhammad Amin, was a distinguished Islamic scholar. He
wrote a commentary on the portions dealing with kalam in Sa’du'd-Din

Taftazani’s Tahzib-al mantiq wael-kalam .

5

’Azizu'llah Majlisi, who was Muhammad Taqi Majlisi’s eldest son

and Muhammad Baqir Majlisi’s elder brother, was trained in religious

sciences by his father. He seems to have moved to Delhi in the reign of

Shahjahan. He composed a chronogram on Awrangzib’s accession based

on a verse in the Qur'an. ’Azizu'llah Majlisi wrote glosses on the Madarik

and Man La Tahzarhu faqih. He was also the author of a literary work

entitled Akhbaru'r-Rum. He died at Delhi in 1074/1663-64. ’Azizu'llah’s

son, Muhammad Kazim, was also a distinguished scholar. 6

Mulla Muhammad Taqi Majlisi’s second son and ’Azizu'llah Majlisi’s

younger brother, Mulla ’Abdu'llah Majlisi, also moved to India. He
wrote a gloss on the Hadiqatu

e
l-muttaqin by his father. All of his three sons,

Mulla Muhammad Nasir, Mulla Zaynu'l-’Abidin and Mulla Muham-
mad Taqi, were highly educated. Mulla Muhammad Nasir translated a

volume entitled the Kitab al-Fitan from the Biharu(l-anwar by his uncle

Baqir Majlisi. He also wrote a supplement to Baqir Majlisi’s exposition

of the Shi’i creed entitled the Hayattfl-qulub. Nasir’s son, Mulla Razi,

translated the ninth volume of Baqir Majlisi’s Biharifl-anwar into Persian.

’Abdu'llah Majlisi died around 1120/1708. During his life-time he

remained in touch with his brother Mulla Muhammad Baqir who wrote

a tract entitled the Masac
il Hindiyya answering some theological questions

raised by ’Abdu'llah Majlisi. During Awrangzib’s reign the works of

Baqir Majlisi were received in India by his brothers and were studied by

the Shi’i scholars there as well as in Iran. 7

Bahacu'd-Din Muhammad bin Taju'd-Din Hasan of Isfahan arrived in

India during Awrangzib’s reign. He was born in 1062/1651-52. He was

5 Shaykh ’Ali Hazln, Tazkiratu
e
l-ma

(
asirin in Kulliyyat-i Hazin, Kanpur, 1893, pp. 985-

88; Nujumu's-sama
e

, p. 185; Nuzhatu'l-khawatir3 VI, p. 313.

6 Nujumue
s-samd

e

, p. 129; Nuzha, V, p. 274.

7 Nujumu (s-sama
(

, pp. 130-31; RawzatuH-jannat, II, p. 81.
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most precocious. Before he was eleven years old,, he began to lecture on
the advanced works of Sa’du‘d-Din Taftazani and, when he reached

eleven, he started writing his own books. By the age of thirteen he was
a specialist in all branches of the rational sciences. While he was pre-

adolescent, Baqir Majlisi commissioned him to teach religious problems
to the Safawid ladies in the imperial palace. As soon as he became an
adult he veiled his eyes when he visited the palace in order to prevent

him seeing the women. Not long after this he moved to India with his

father, where he lived for several years. In Iran he was known as Fazil-i

Hindi (the learned man of India). Towards the end of his life he returned

to Isfahan and immersed himself in teaching and training scholars.

According to Shaykh 5

AJi Hazin, about whom we will learn more soon,

Mawlana BahaVd-Din Muhammad Isfahan! was also a teacher of long-

standing and was regarded as an authority on the shari
3
a . He wrote the

Manahij aUNabawiyya ft shark Rawzat al-bahiya on the prophethood of

Muhammad in several volumes. His Kashf al-lisam fi shark qawa’id al-

ahkam and Man?atu
c
l-haris

3
alcffahm shark al-takhlis are major Shi’i theological

works. He compiled annotations on the Sunni theological work. Shark
3
aqa

3
id-Nasafi. Tamhid 3

ilm balaghat and Kitab al-Nahw wae
l-jariya by him

discuss rhetoric and grammar.8

The Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Delhi ’Ulama 4

The eighteenth century saw the crystallization and extension of Shi’i

religious ceremonies and intellectual traditions throughout India. In the

Deccan their popularity spread to Arcot and Madras. In northern India,

Delhi, Srinagar (Kashmir) and Lahore became strong Shi’i centres.

During Shah ’Alam Bahadur Shah’s reign, the addition of the title wasi

to the official khutba sparked off a spate of Shi’i-Sunni polemics. The
Emperor invited

3
ulamd

e from both sects to debate the superiority of their

faith and minutes of these discussions were kept by competent scholars. 9

The Shi’i
3
ulama

c who participated in these polemics gave up taqiyya

and actively disseminated their faith. The influence of the Shi’i man-

sabdars at the Mughal court and the patronage of Shi’i governors prompted
other Shi’i

3
ulama

e and scholars to settle permanently in India.

Akhund Muhammad Shukoh moved from Hamadan to Delhi at this

time and was warmly welcomed by Emperor Shah ’Alam Bahadur Shah.
He seems to have been a mujtahid. Muhammad Shukoh’s son, Muhammad
Ashraf, and his son, Muhammad Akbar, were both eminent eighteenth

century Shi’i
3
alims in Delhi. 10

8 Nujumtls-samd *
, pp. 211-12.

9 Khayrifd-Dln Muhammad Ilahabadi, Vtizar-i
3
Aziz, Rampur Ms., ff. 49-149.

10

JVujiimu's-samd^ pp. 300-2, 320-21.
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The eighteenth century Indian Shi’is benefited greatly from the visit

of Mawlana Mirza Muhammad Mahdi bin AbiTQasim al-Musawi

al-Shahrastani al-Ha
c

iri. Mawlana Mahdi had studied under eminent
9ulama

e such as Shaykh Yusuf Bahrayni. He visited Delhi and stayed for

some years in Allahabad. Begum Sahiba Mahal, the widow of Emperor

Muhammad Shah showed him considerable respect but he subsequently

moved to Karbala. There he lived in the Caravanserai Hindi, founded

and financed by Indian dignitaries. The Mawlana was of great assistance

to Indian visitors. Mawlana Dildar ’Ali Ghufran Ma‘ab was one of his

pupils. One of his sons, Mirza Muhammad Husayn visited Fyzabad,

Lucknow and Hyderabad, but settled permanently in Karbala. Ghufran

Ma cab and other Indian 9ulama
e were in frequent correspondence with him.

Like his father, Mirza Muhammad did his best to help Indian visitors to

Karbala.

Another ’Iraqi scholar Sayyid Muhammad Shafi bin Sayyid Talib

bin Sayyid Nuru cd-Din bin Sayyid Ni’matu‘llah Jazafiri, also visited

some towns in northern India. He was an expert in religion, philosophy

and mathematics. He died in Jumada I 1204/January-February 1790.10

In the early eighteenth century Mawlana Raham ’Ali of Sonipat

became famous as a teacher and author. He wrote a hadis work entitled

the Badnfd-Duja
e

. Achche Miyan, a brother of Emperor Muhammad
Shah, was his disciple. 11 Sayyid Raham ’All’s most prominent disciple

was Hakim Mirza Muhammad Kamil bin ’Inayat Ahmad Khan Kashmiri.

Hakim Mirza Muhammad also studied medicine under Hakim Sharif

Khan and became a well-known doctor. The Maharaja of Kashmir

appointed him his personal physician. His medical expertise also made

him a friend of Shah ’Abdu‘l-’Aziz, who suffered from several chronic

diseases. They frequently discussed religious and sectarian problems.

Their friendship lasted until the Hakim started writing the Nuzha-i

Isnd
9
Ashariyya,

in order to confute the Tuhfa-i Isnd
9
Ashariyya completed

by Shah ’Abdufi ’Aziz in 1204/1789-90. In a letter to Ghufran Macab the

Hakim wrote that when he had embarked upon this project, he did not

possess the standard works of Shi’i kalam . He had commenced the work

only in the hope ofDivine assistance
;
gradually the relevant source material

came to hand. When Shah ’AbduT’Aziz learned of the completion of

the Nuzha-i Isnd
9
Ashariyya, he obtained a copy through Hakim Sharif

Khan but did not produce a reply. According to Mirza Muhammad
9Ah Kashmiri, the Shah was unable to refute the JVuzha. Instead, Shah

’Abdul-’Aziz’s disciple, Rashidu‘d-Din, wrote a condemnation of the

Shi’i practice of making two prayers
(
zuhr and 9

asr, maghrib and 9
isha)

together. Hakim wrote a strong reply. Then Rashiducd-Din compiled a

11 Mirza Muhammad Mahdi, Takmila-i Nujumu(s-samd% Qum, 1398/1978, II, p. 422.
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short tract entitled Ghurratilr-Rashidin but the Hakim ignored it. Hakim
Baqir 5

Ali Khan* who had moved from Lucknow to Delhi, replied to it.

Subsequently Mirza Muhammad composed a refutation of all twelve

chapters of the Tuhfa but only five volumes comprising the arguments

against chapters I, III, IV, V and IX were published.

The Hakim was the author of several other works; the most important

were those dealing with the rijal (biographies) in the leading Sunni

works. The Kitab tanbih ahl al-kamal wall insaf
3
ala

c
ikhtilal rijal ahl al-khilaf

asserts that many of the authorities in the Sihah Sitta were liars, frauds,

ignoramuses, Kharijis, Nasibis, Qadariyya and .Murjiyya. Hakim’s

Izahifl-maqalfi tawjih aqwdlu
c
r-rijal interprets the Shi’i ahadis. A book on

jiqh by the author deals with the self-contradictions, confusion and in-

consistencies in Sunni jiqh . He also wrote a commentary on the Wajiza

by ’Allama Baha'i and gave it the title Nihayattfl-daraya. From the

Kanzifl-ummdl by Shaykh ’Ali Muttaqi, the Hakim selected the ahadis

related to the imama of ’Ali bin Abi Talib and his successors and made the

work a critical compendium of imama. Controversial religious problems

were frequently referred to the Hakim by important Shi’is and his replies

commanded considerable respect. This made him very renowned.

The fame of his works, however, aroused enmity among the Sunnis.

When a leading nobleman from Akbar II’s court asked him to visit him

at his house outside Delhi to offer medical advice, the Hakim was

naturally reluctant to go. Akbar ordered him to go there but while he was

on his way there he was poisoned and died. His corpse was taken to

the Panja Sharif in Delhi and buried there. According to the headstone

of his grave, he died in 1235/1819-20. The Indian Shi’is gave him the

title Shahid-i Rdbi
3

(the fourth martyr), the third being Qazi Nuru'llah

Shustari. 12

In the first half of the nineteenth century Shi’i-Sunni polemics reached

their peak in Delhi through the activities of Shah ’Abdufi-’Aziz’s disciples,

Mawlana Muhammad Rashidu'd-Din Khan Dihlawi and Mawlawi

Hafiz Haydar ’Ali Fyzabadi. A unique spirit of tolerance and Sunni-

Shi’i amity was engendered, however, by Mawlana Agha Muhammad
Baqir Dihlawi. Although Mawlana Baqir debated religion with both

sects, he succeeded in maintaining friendly relation with them. The

Mawlana was the son of Mawlana Muhammad Akbar, a grandson of

Muhammad Shukoh. The Mawlana received his early education from

his father and attended the lectures of Miyan ’Abdu'r-Razzaq, who had

established his seminary in the Kabuli Gate of Delhi. There the famous

Urdu poet, Shaykh Muhammad Ibrahim Zawq, was his class-fellow. In

about 1825 Mawlana Baqir joined the Delhi College which offered a

12 Nujumuc
s-samd s

, pp. 352-62; Shah 9Abdu (l-Aziz, pp. 357^63, 378-88,412-13.
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combined western and oriental education. There Sayyid Rajab ’Ali

Shah of Tilawndi (Ludhiana), who was given the title of Aristujdh

(Eminent as Aristotle), because of his services to the British in 1857, was
his class-fellow. Aristujah, as we shall see, became a leading Shi’i scholar

in nineteenth century Panjab. In 1828 Mawlana Baqir was appointed as

a teacher in the college to fill the vacancy created by the illness of Maw-
lana Rashidu c

d-Din. He served there for six years. The Mawlana then

accepted a minor position in the local district court but was dissatisfied

with the promotions he received. In 1834 he bought a second-hand Urdu
press from Delhi College. He gave his business a variety of names such as

the Matba'-i Jafariyya (Ja’fariyya Press), the Malta' -i Isna
5

Ashariyya

(Isna ’Ashariyya Press) and lastly the Matba'-i Urdu Akhbar (Urdu News-

paper Press) . The Mawlana appointed competent managers, irrespective

of religious and sectarian considerations, and became a successful printer.

In 1835 he started the weekly Dihli Urdu Akhbar (Delhi Urdu Weekly)

which continued to appear until 13 September 1857. Although Urdu
newspapers from Calcutta had been on sale since 1823, the Dihli Urdu

Akhbar was the first Urdu newspaper to maintain a high standard of

efficiency. The Mawlana continued to work until 1841. He even kept his

position in the district court and his income from a variety of sources

made him extremely wealthy.

In 1843 the Mawlana built an impressive Imambarha near the Kashmiri

Gate. Eminent Urdu poets, such as Mir Muhammad Muhnin and

Shaykh Ibrahim Zawq, wrote chronograms for it. The Mawlana himself

delivered sermons lasting four to five hours at a stretch which were attend-

ed by many Sunnis and even some Hindus. The Mawlana forbade the

recitation of tabarra in his Imambarha. Subsequently he built a mosque,

the Panja Sharif, nearby.

In 1843, Mawlana Muhammad Baqir started an Urdu newspaper

entitled the Mazhar-i Haqq . His principal objective was to publish news

of the Sunni atrocities against the Shi’is in the Baghdad riot of 1843.

The Sunnis tried to minimise or suppress the gruesome details of their

co-religionists’ fanaticism. The Mazhar-i Haqq published the information

from the Mawlana’s correspondents in Baghdad and offered people an

opportunity to freely express their opinion. After some months interest

in the controversy waned and the Mazhar-i Haqq ceased publication.

The Mawlana very prudently did not involve the Urdu Akhbary which

had achieved a national character, in sectarian controversies.

From 1848 to 1854, Mawlana Muhammad Baqir was involved in a

conflict with Mawlana Ja’far ’All bin Sayyid Afeal ’Ali ofJarja (Buland-

shahr). Mawlana Ja’far had received his preliminary education in Jarja.

He then went to Delhi where he obtained considerable help in his

studies from Mawlana Muhammad Baqir. Mawlana Ja’far studied the
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art of reciting the Qur £an strenuously and, because of his melodious voice,

was very successful. The dignitaries of Delhi, including the Ghishtiyya

pir
,
Kale Sahib, attended his recitations. Mawlana Ja’far wished to

displace the Imam attached to Nawwab Hamid ’All Khan’s mosque.

Mawlana Baqir’s efforts to settle the dispute peacefully annoyed Mawlana
Ja’far so he arranged for a party of his supporters to harass Mawlana
Baqir who was respected by all sections of the community. Mawlana
Ja’far’s followers disrupted Mawlana Baqir’s lectures. Their excuse was

that Mawlana Baqir’s prohibition on tabarra violated the principles of the

Shi’I sect. Subsequently, Mawlana Ja’far wrote to the mujtahids in Lucknow

requesting them to give their legal opinion on the following case.

“One Zayd built an Imambara for the mourning ceremonies of Imam
Husayn but made a proclamation that none was allowed to recite tabarra

against the first three successors of the Prophet. Anyone who recited

tabarra would be expelled from the Imambara. The founder of the

Imambara claimed to be an Isna ’Ashari and his prohibition is not based

on taqiyya. He asserts that his principal objective is to attract Sunnis to

Shi’i assemblies in order that through hearing the glorious deeds of the

true guidance given by Imams they might embrace Shi’ism. Is Zayd on

the right path ?”

The MujtahiduH
3Asr (Sultanu

£l-’Ulama f

)
of Lucknow replied that Zayd

was free to lay down conditions for entry into the house owned by him.

Those who attended the assemblies there had to follow his rules. Usually

it was not proper to prohibit tabarra
,
which was customary among the

Shi’is, except in cases of taqiyya . However, the prohibition was not objec-

tionable when the aim was to attract enemies and guide them to the true

faith. Acknowledging the receipt of a theological tract written by Maw-
lana Muhammad Baqir, Sayyidu £l-’Ulama £

of Lucknow conveyed his

appreciation and that of his elder brother. He added that there was

therefore no harm in avoiding the recitation of tabarra when the objective

was the reconciliation of opponents. In fact their conversion was exceed-

ingly important.

Mawlana Muhammad Baqir’s popularity frustrated Mawlana Ja’far’s

efforts to harm him. Mawlana Ja’far instituted several legal cases against

Mawlana Baqir in the local court but was unsuccessful . Mawlana Baqir’s

growing influence at the court ofBahadur Shah increased Mawlana Ja’far’s

helplessness. On 11 May 1857, the Meerut sepoys declared Bahadur Shah

the Emperor of India and the old Emperor’s court was extended. Maw-
lana Baqir also became a courtier and, in honour of Bahadur Shah Zafar,

changed the title of the Delhi Urdu Akhbar to Akhbaruc
z-£afar. He collected

revenue from the zamindars who had remained in touch with him from the
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days of his service with the East India Company. He also issued a fatwa

ofjihad against the British. The Delhi College; where the Mawlana had

taught previously, was in the Dara Shukoh’s library near the Kashmiri

Gate. The Mawlana lived nearby. The College principal, Taylor, was a

zealous missionary and had converted several Hindus and Muslims to Chris-

tianity. The furious Delhi mob destroyed the College in search of Taylor

but he took shelter in the Mawlana’s house. The Mawlana protected him

for a few days but then, after consultation; Taylor left the house early in

the morning disguised as an Indian. Before leaving he gave the Mawlana

a packet of College papers and some promissory notes. He was detected

near the Kashmiri Gate and killed.

Mawlana Baqir published the last issue of his paper on 13 September

1857. On 14 September some British soldiers seized the Kashmiri Gate.

The prominent residents of the locality were arrested, including the

Mawlana. He handed Taylor’s packet over to the commanding officer

who when he discovered that the Mawlana had not kept Taylor hidden,

ordered his execution. On 16 September the Mawlana was shot dead.

His Imambarha was destroyed but the mosque left unharmed. His house

and property were seized. His son Mawlana Muhammad Husayn Azad

and twenty-one members of his family were forced to seek shelter where

they could find it.

The books written by Mawlana Baqir are not available but their titles

and subjects are mentioned by his pupil Mawlawi Sayyid ’Ali in his

Fawa'id-i Diniya. They are as follows:

1. Hadin't-tawarikh. A chronology of the important events of Islamic

history.

2. Sayf-i Sarim or Shamshir-i Tiz contains Shi’I-Sunni polemics.

3. Hadin'l-makharij deals with the recitation of the Qur'an.

4. A tract on Nikah deals with Islamic weddings.

5. Hadin'l-lman discusses Shi’i beliefs.

6. Mufidifl-’awamm concentrates on Shi’i theology.

7. Risala-i Qifat deals with the recitation of the Qur‘an.

8. Kitabu't-taghlib concerns Shi’i theology.

9. Safina-i najat deals with Shi’i theology.

10. Kitab hadus-i mazahib contains a history of the origin of religions.

11. Risala ’Id Ghadir deals with Td-i Ghadir.

12. Ftiqadat-i hasna deals with Shi’i beliefs.

13. Tracts on Qur'anic verses.13

Towards the end of the nineteenth century the Shi’i religious life was

13 Agha Muhammad Baqir, Mawlawi Muhammad Baqir, Adabi Duniya Lahore, V,

no. 8, pp. 145-92; Mawlawi Sayyid ’Ali, Fawa (
id-i Diniya, place and date of pub-

lication not known.
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re-invigorated by Sayyid Aftab Husayn bin Sayyid Ghaziu'd-Dln Hasan
who was a zamindar of Paytan Herhi in Bijnor district of western Uttar
Pradesh. Aftab Husayn was born around 1280/1863-64 and received

his early education in Mansabiya, Meerut. He passed a higher oriental

examination in Panjab and became a teacher of Arabic and Persian at

the Delhi Arabic school. Later Nawwab Hamid ’Ali Khan of Rampur
helped him establish a school of Shl’i theology at Delhi. He also organized

a society named ShVatu's-Safa

?

in Delhi for the promotion of Shi’ism.

Sayyid Aftab Husayn took higher religious studies privately and his

perspicacity and intelligence made him an outstanding scholar. He was
an eloquent speaker and founded a very impressive style of religious

oratory. Many Sunnis and non-Muslims were attracted to his lectures

and his missionary activities were a great success. He died in 1321/1903-4

and was buried near the grave of Mirza Muhammad Kamil. Just before

his death he converted the son of a Sunni Sufi family in Delhi to Shi’ism.14

This was the talented Mawlana Hajji Maqbul Ahmad son of Ghazanfar

’Ali, son of Murad ’Ali.

Maqbul Ahmad was born in 1287/1870-71. Before he was seven years

old he had lost both his mother and father. His elder brother, Pir Ji

Hafizu'llah, who lived at Panipat, took charge of him. Maqbul Ahmad
received his early education in Panipat and then obtained admission to

the Anglo-Arabic High School, Delhi. There he passed the middle-level

examination and studied religious works. He was deeply impressed by
Mawlana Aftab Husayn’s lectures and gradually came under his influence.

In 1885 he passed his junior matriculation examination. The next year

he declared himself a Shi’i and challenged any Sunni to meet him in

religious debate. In 1887 he matriculated and, two years later, passed

the Intermediate examination. Although his funds were limited, he

devoted himself wholeheartedly to his studies and sustained himself by
doing sundry odd jobs. After 1902 he practised strenuous ascetic exercises,

fasted regularly for three months at a stretch and, when he broke his fast,

consumed only a meagre diet. His lectures in the mourning assemblies

for the martyrs of Karbala were imbued with Mawlana Aftab Husayn’s

style but he added witty remarks and used his own arguments.16 The Naw-
wab of Rampur appointed him an audit officer in his government and
he worked there for about twelve years. Subsequently the Nawwab
organised a department to translate and compose books and he persuaded

the Mawlana to collaborate with Mawlana I’jaz Hasan of Badaun in

writing an exegesis on the Qur'an. Mawlana Maqbul Husayn made

14 Sayyid Muhammad Husayn Nawganwi, Tazkira-i bi baha
{

fi tdnkhu‘l-ulamd‘ t Delhi,

1934, pp. 34-36.

15 Ibid., pp 394-98.
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singular contributions to this area. In 1920-21 he converted more than

100 Agha Khani Isma’ilis to Isna ’Ashari Shi’ism. He died on 24 Sep-

tember 1921.

Mawlana Maqbul Ahmad’s lectures were based on Qur e

anic exegesis.

Although his family hated the Shi’i *ulama
e

3 they were unable to challenge

his well-documented lectures. His Qur c

anic exegesis and translation are

impregnated with the Urdu idioms of Delhi and make very informative

reading. His books authoritatively refute the anti-Shi’i statements in

contemporary Sunni Qur'anic exegesis. He also produced various grades

of elementary books for children. He translated the HilayatuH-muttaqin

by Taqi Majlisi into Urdu and gave it the title TahzibuH-Islam. The

preface to his translation of the Qur'an,, called the MiftahuH-Qufan has

been published separately. But it is Mawlana Maqbul Ahmad’s actual

translation which all the Indian Shi’is study and which has won the

admiration of even the Sunni scholars for its fluency and eloquence.16

Mawlana Sayyid Muhammad Dihlawi, the son of Mawlana Aftab

Husayn was born in his ancestral village,, Paytan Herhi (Bijnor), around

1317/1899-1900. Four years later his father Mawlana Aftab Husayn,

died. His mother assigned her son’s education to Shamsufl-’Ulama 4

Mawlana Qari ’Abbas Husayn (d. 1345/1926-27), the son of Qari Maw-
lana Sayyid Ja’far ’All. When Sayyid Muhammad was barely six years

old his mother died also. He received his early education from eminent

scholars at the Arabic school. Around 1912 he went to Rampur at the

invitation of Mawlana Maqbul Ahmad and studied under Shaykh

Muhammad Tayyib Arab. He passed the Mawlawi Fazil examination at

Panjab University with distinction. He was then appointed a teacher at

the Arabic School, Delhi. His dedication to study sharpened his inherited

ability for oratory and, before long, he was recognized as the true successor

to his father, Mawlana Aftab Husayn. He was remarkably successful as

a teacher and his students loved him dearly. 16

It was his oratory, however, which made him famous throughout the

Indian sub-continent, Africa, Iran and Iraq. He presented complex

philosophical concepts in simple and fluent language. His satirical and

witty remarks thrilled his audience. The Munadi newspaper, belonging

to Khwaja Hasan Nizami, gave him the title Khatib-i A’zam (the Great

Orator). He was fond of collecting rare objects and built up his library

of Sunni and Shi’i works in a very thoughtful and organised manner.

Through his efforts the Shi’a Hall at Delhi and the Delhi Shi’i Awqaf
(endowments) were founded before the partition of India. Another

beautiful hall was built in Kaysar Bagh, Bombay at his instigation. The
Mawlana was a member of the board formed by Nawwab Sir Raza ’Ali

16 Akhbar Isna Ashari Dilli, 23 November 1921.
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Khan of Rampur to compile an authentic exegesis of the Qur'an. After

the partition of India he moved to Karachi but had to abandon his library.

He rebuilt it there, however, and acquired many rare books. He died on

20 August 1971 in Karachi. His Nurifl-Asr in particular is a very impor-

tant addition to the literature on the twelfth Imam. 17

Shi’i ’Ulama6 in the Panjab

The foundation of Shi’i intellectual traditions in Lahore was laid by

Qazi Nurullah Shustari who stayed there from 1586 to 1599. The details

of the 9ulama
c he trained are unknown but the fact that the author of

Dabistan-i Mazahib chose Lahore to enquire about Shi’ism suggests that

many eminent Shi’i
3ulama

e
lived there. The Shi’i intellectual traditions

in Lahore were subsequently revived by Ibrahim Khan, the son of ’Ali

Mardan Khan. Many ’ulama
e from Iran seem to have visited Lahore

frequently and some settled there permanently. At the end of the eighte-

enth century Mulla Mahdi Khatami was resident in Lahore. He was a

disciple of Mulla Muhammad Muqim, who, in turn, was a disciple of

Shaykh Hurr-al-’Amili (d. 1104/1692-93), the celebrated Iranian *
alim

and author. 18

Mulla Mahdi’s disciple, Sayyid Rajab ’Ali ibn Sayyid ’Ali Bakhsh

Naqawi, re-orientated Shi’i scholarship and religious life in nineteenth

century Panjab. Sayyid Rajab ’Ali belonged to a family who lived in

Panchgira'In Sadat. Rajab ’Ali was born in 1221/1806-7 in Tilawndi.

A year later Diwan Muhkam Ghand, a leading minister in the Sikh

government of the Panjab, confiscated their property and they moved to

Jagraon in Ludhiana. When Rajab ’Ali was twelve years old he moved

to Lahore to complete his education. He studied under Mulla Mahdi.

In 1825 he obtained admission to the Delhi College where he became

friends with Mulla Muhammad Baqir and Mirza Ghalib. Before long

he was appointed to teach mathematics at the College. He left five

years later. The Sayyid then visited various places in search ofknowledge.

He stayed temporarily at Meerut, Agra, Gwalior, Hushangabad and

Bhopal. In Meerut he made friends with the Sadru
e
s-sudur} Mufti Muham-

mad Quli. In Bhopal he accepted a position ofwriting fatwas and stayed

for three years. This shows his strong grounding in Sunni Jiqh. There

he was also involved in sectarian polemics with Begum Bhopal’s religious

guide, Mulla ’Abdu'llah Baghdadi. These debates aroused considerable

excitement in the state. They ended with the conversion of Mulla ’Abdu-

llah Baghdadi and some Bhopal Pathans to Shi’ism. Consequently many

fanatical Sunnis became Mawlana Rajab ’All’s inveterate enemies and

17 Preface to JVuru
e
l-Asr, Karachi, 1971.

18 Sayyid Murtaza Husayn, Matla’-i anwar, Karachi, 1981, p. 651.
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he left Bhopal. Then the Raja of Kapurthala made him the engineer

in charge of canals. Early in February 1834 he was appointed a munshi

(secretary) in Jamuna Satlaj doab by the British. He rose rapidly to the

position of mitnshi-i mamalik (chief secretary) . In 1853 he retired and the

Jagraon estate was restored to him. In the Rajputana wars of 1855,, at

the invitation of the British commander, Sir Henry Lawrence, he helped

the British against the Rajputs. After his return from Rajputana he

stayed in Delhi and entered into polemical discussions with Mawlawi
Haydar ’All Fyzabadi. Mufti Sadru‘d-Din was appointed as arbitrator.

This contest between two leading experts in polemical discussions could

not remain unnoticed and the story was published in newspapers. Ulti-

mately, both Haydar ’All and Rajab ’Ali agreed to jump from the top

of the Qutb Minar in the hope of deciding the battle. According to

Shi’i sources, Mawlawi Haydar ’All then backed out and refused to go

up the Qutb Minar. Rajab ’Ali was therefore declared victorious.

In the Freedom Struggle of 1857. Rajab 5

Ali again served the British.

After the suppression of the uprising, he was awarded a land grant and

the titles Aristujdh (holding the rank of Aristotle) and Khan Bahadur.

In 1861 he went on a pilgrimage to Mecca, accompanied by some eminent

*ulama
c

. He called on the ’ulamcf in the various places he visited and
bought some rare books. He returned after two years.

Mawlana Rajab ’Ali, better known as Aristujah was an ardent Shi’i

missionary. His efforts strengthened Shi’i morale. At Ludhiana he

established an Urdu litho press called the Majma’u'l-Bahrayn. A large

number of Shi’i books were published including the remarkable Tahyid-

u
c
l-mata

c
in by Mufti Muhammad Quli. This work was divided into two

volumes the first volume consisted of 1910 pages and the second com-

prised 442 large pages. The work was completed in 1283/1866-67.

Mawlana Rajab ’Ali died on 20 Jumada II 1286/27 September 1869.

He published exegeses of chapters of the Qur can and panegyrics on the

Imams. 19

Both of his sons, Mawlana Sharif Hasan (d. 1320/1902) and Mawlana
Sharif Husayn (d. 1329/1911) received their higher education from

Mawlana Sayyid Hamid Husayn Kinturi and the ’Iraqi
’

ulama
£

. Sharif

Husayn was a poet and sat at the feet of the famous Urdu poet Mir
Babar ’Ali Anis. Around 1908 the Turkish overlords of Arabia decided

to lay the railway line from Mecca to Medina. Mawlana Sharif Husayn
spear-headed the movement urging them to build a railway station at

Ghadir Khumm in order to facilitate visits by Shi’i pilgrims. 20

19 Bi-bahd‘, pp. 158-61.

20 Ibid., pp. 188-89.
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Mawlana Rajab ’All’s most useful assistant was his daughter’s son

Muqarrab ’All Khan. His father Sayyid Shir ’All Khan of Bhagla

(Ludhiana) died at an early age. Rajab ’Ali himself tutored Muqarrab

’All and appointed competent scholars such as Mawlana Muhammad
Husayn Azad to educate him. He accompanied Mawlana Rajab ’All

Aristujah on his pilgrimage tour of Mecca. In 1284/1867-68 Mawlana
Hamid Husayn visited Ludhiana and stayed with Aristujah. This gave

Muqarrab ’All Khan an opportunity to study under the great scholar

and to improve his knowledge of Arabic.

Mawlana Muqarrab edited a newspaper and some of the manuscripts

published by the Majma’ifl-Bahrayn Press Ludhiana. He also served

Raja Ballabh Singh of Bhagalpur, the Raja of Patiala at the Delhi Arabic

School and in the Schools at Gujarat and Riwari in the Panjab.

The Maharaja of Kashmir offered him a teaching position in the Jammu
College. He was a prolific author and wrote both Arabic and Urdu
prose and poetry. His Nurull- ayn fi ahwalu

c
l-Haramayn in Urdu gives an

interesting account of Mecca and Medina. He died in 1345/ 1926. 21

Kashmiri ’Ulama*

Not only did the Shi’i
y
ulama

c of Kashmir make their own region an

important Shi’i centre,, but they made substantial contributions to Shi’ism

in Delhi, Agra, Awadh, Hyderabad and the Panjab. Some of them were

trained by the leading scholars in Iran. One of them Mulla Murad
Kashmiri became very famous both as a teacher and scholar. Mulla

Murad received his early education from his father and grandfather and

then became a favourite student of Hurr al-’Amili (d. 1104/1692-93).

At Hurr al-’Amili’s instigation he translated his teacher’s BidayatuH

-

hidaya into Persian. The concise version of the work completed in Rajab

1098/May-June 1687 was called Dalil-i satf . The complete translation

was entitled Dalil-i qati\ In 1 101/1 689-90 the Mawlana finished writing

the Mukhtasar Kitdbu'r-rijal
,
giving biographical notes on eminent Shi’is.

He also wrote a commentary on Man la Tahzarhu
e
l-faqih. He died in

about 1120/1707. 22

In the seventeenth century an eminent ’alim, Sayyid Muhammad bin

’Ali al-Husayni al-’Amili moved from his native land Jabl al-’Amif to

Kashmir. He was a contemporary of Hurr al-’Amili and was renowned for

his scholarship. He died in Kashmir around 1104/1692. 23

The traffic was not all one way, however. Akhund Abu cl-Qasim

21 Ibid., pp. 391-94.

22 Nujumu*s-samd
e

, pp. 632-33; Nuzha, VI, p. 349.

23 Hurr-i ’Amill, AmaXu'l-Amil

,

Baghdad, 1385/1965-66, I, p. 169; Nujumu‘s-sama e

,

p. 95.
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Kashmiri moved from Kashmir to Delhi and became the disciple of

Shaykh Muhammd Hasan, a descendant ofShahid-i Sani Shaykh Zaynu c

d-

Din. After his teacher’s death Akhund Abu cl-Qasim built a house near

his teacher’s tomb. On 18 Ramazan 1193/29 September 1789 he died. 24

One of the Shi’i
’ Ulama c

in Kashmir, Mulla Muhammad Ja’far (d.

1190/1776) was the disciple of Mawlana Mirza Muhammad bin al-Hasan

al-Shirwani, popularly known as Mulla Mirza. One of Mulla Ja’far’s

disciples, Mirza Ibrahim, was the qazi of Isfahan and related ahadis on
the authority of Mulla Ja’far, Amir ’Abdu‘l-Baqi bin Amir Muhammad
Husayn bin Muhammad Salih Husayni Khabinabadi was also Mulla

Ja’far’s disciple. 25

Mulla Muhammad ’Ali Kashmiri, entitled Mulla Padshah, was edu-

cated by Mulla ’Abdu c

l Hakim ofKashmir who was famous for his learning

and scholarship. During the reign ofShuja’u e

d-Dawla, Mulla Muhammad
left Kashmir for Fyzabad. Bahu Begum respected his knowledge and,

under her patronage, he introduced the practice ofreciting congregational

and Friday prayers at Fyzabad. Mulla Muhammad himself acted as

Imam. He wrote a tract stressing the importance of these prayers. In

it he urged Sarfarazu
6d-Dawla Hasan Riza c Khan to invite Mawlana

Dildar ’Ali to lead the Friday and congregational prayers (in Lucknow).

He died at Niyuba (Niyawan), a Fyzabad suburb, and was buried in

his own (garden).

Of his six sons, two died at an early age and one at eighteen. Three

of them, Mulla Ahmad ’Ali, Mulla Qasim ’Aii and Mulla Jawad received

a very intensive religious education. Like their father, they were also

very famous in Fyzabad. 26

Another Shi’i scholar, who moved from Kashmir to Lucknow, was

Mulla Muhammad Muqim Kashmiri. Around 1222/1807-8 he was

very famous in Kashmir. He was believed to be an Akhbari but, never-

theless, many scholars considered him an expert in fiqh. He died around

1 274/1 857-*58. 27

Many Kashmiri ’

ulama
i

studied under Mawlana Dildar ’Ali, his sons

and his disciples. Some of them settled in Lucknow, others returned to

Kashmir or moved to other places. Among those who moved to Lahore

was Mawlana Abu £l-Qasim Ha/iri. His father, Sayyid Husayn, had moved
from Qum in Iran to Kashmir. He traded in woollen products and
visited Kashmir frequently. Mawlana AbuTQasim was born at Farrukha-

bad in 1249/1833 and received higher religious education from Mawlana

24 Ghulam Husayn Tabataba‘1, Siyaru
c
l-muta

cakhkhinn} Lucknow, 1897, p. 615.

25 Nujiimu!s-samd
:

3 p. 229.

26 Nujumu's-sama c

} p. 351.

27 Takmila-i Nujum
, p. 465; Bi-baha c

, p. 324.
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Dildar ’All’s sons, Sultanu £

l-’Ulama‘ Sayyid Muhammad and Sayyidu‘1-

’Ulama c Sayyid Husayn. At Nawwab ’All Riza £ Khan Qizilbash’s insti-

gation he moved to Lahore. The Nawwab founded a mosque and a school

in the Much! Gate at Lahore and financed them. There the Mawlana
delivered lectures while collecting a valuable library and writing scholarly

works. Mawlana Ha c

iri was a specialist in Qur £

anic exegesis but his works

on fiqh and hadis are also very important contributions to Shi’i literature.

The Mawlana’s presence made Lahore an important Shi’i centre and his

influence extended throughout Panjab and other parts of India. Mawlana
Ha c

irl founded many mosques, Imambarhas and schools. He had frequent

polemical discussions with scholars from various religious and sectarian

groups. He was a prolific author both in Persian and Arabic. His Qur c

anic

exegesis, entitled the Lawarrid tft-tanzil
,

is a very scholarly work. The
arguments in it are remarkably coherent and the references based on

extensive research. He wrote an exegesis on the Qur c

anic verse Muwaddat 1

aUqurba in two volumes. Another Qur'anic verse, istikhlaf, was discussed

by him in the Burhan al-bayan.

His commentaries on Shark Miqdad, Shark Tajrid, Tahzib al-usul, Sharh

Mabadi al-usul, Sharh Mir ’Abd aUWahhab are also very scholarly. The
Mawlana’s works on fiqh and Shi’i beliefs are widely researched. The
Anwar-i khamsa is a very important work in Persian; the Urdu version is

called Arkan-i khamsa. The Khulasatu
(
l-usul} in Arabic, deals with fiqh.

2*

Shaykh ’All Hazin
The early eighteenth century is marked by the establishment of impor-

tant Shi’i centres in the north-eastern region of India extending from

Banaras to Bihar and Bengal. The pioneer in this area, according to the

Siyarifl-muta
c
akhkhirin, was the poet and *alim, Shaykh Jamalucd-Din

Abu fi

l-Ma’ali Muhammad ’All Hazin. 29 The Shaykh’s ancestors belonged

to the family of the celebrated sufi pir, Shaykh Safiu
£d-Din Ardbili and

among Hazin’s forbears were outstanding ’alims and authors of scholarly

works. His great grandfather had moved to Lahijan in Gilan from their

ancestral home in Asta. One of his ancestors, Shaykh A’la bin ’Ata
eu c

llah,

had been a favourite of Khan Ahmad Khan, the ruler of Gilan. Shaykh
A’la was also friendly with the famous Shaykh Baha £u c

d-Din ’Amili.

Shaykh A’la’s exegesis on Avicenna’s Qanun and his commentary on
Farabi’s Fusus were famous. His son and grandsons were also very

talented. One of them was ’All Hazin’s father Shaykh Abu Talib, who
moved from Gilan to Isfahan when he was twenty years old. There he
studied religious sciences under Aqa Husayn Khwansari and mathema-

28 Hurmat ’All, Sawanih Qasimi, Lahore, 1324/1906; Nuzha, VIII, p. 9.

29 SiyaruH-muta'akhhhirin
, p. 615.
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tics under Mawlana Muhammad Rafi’. He was an expert calligraphist

and transcribed a large number of books both to earn a living and to

sharpen his intellect.

It was at Isfahan that ’Ali Hazin was born on 27 Rabi 5

II 1103/18

January 1692. He started his education under an eminent scholar, Mulla

Shah Muhammad Shirazi, and developed a passionate devotion to learn-

ing. He also wrote poetry. Although his father and teachers discouraged

it, he refused to give it up and kept his verses secret. Hazin’s father taught

him advanced works of logic, rhetoric, grammar, philosophy, fiqh and

hadis. The famous sage, Shaykh Khalilu
£

llah Taliqani, inculcated in

Hazin a sense of piety. Hazin also studied the Ihyac al-ulum by al-Ghazali

and works on astronomy and the use of the astrolabe under Shaykh

Baha/u £d-Din Gilani. Naturally these long hours devoted to study* dis-

cussions, prayers and vigils precluded any relaxation. This worried ’Ali

Hazin’s parents, but Hazin was a natural scholar. He was never satisfied

with the conflicting rulings by the jurists and tried to discern the truth

on the basis of the standard works of ahadis. This saved his religious

thought from stagnation and made him an independent thinker.

Besides his own teachers, Hazin benefited from his association with a

large number of outstanding contemporary Iranian 9ulamd
c

. Although

Mawlana Muhammad Baqir Majlisi died aged seventy-two years in

1 1 1
1 /1699-1700, Hazin called on the great sage on three or four occasions.

Mirza ’Ala
£u £d-Din Muhammad, alias Gulistana, was Hazin’s father’s

friend so the youth met him also. Shaykh Ja’far ’Ali Qazi, a distinguished

pupil of Aqa Husayn Khwansari who had been appointed Shaykhu £

l-

Islam by the Shah of Iran and was considered for the position of prime

minister, was another of his father’s friends. Hazin visited him and Aqa

Husayn Khwansari, son of Jamalu £d-Din Muhammad Khwansari,

frequently. Hazin’s father was also on cordial terms with Shaykh Ja’far’s

younger brother, Shaykh ’Ali; Masihu £z-Zaman Akhund Masiha £

i Kash-

ani, a pupil and son-in-law of Aqa Husayn Khwansari; Hajji Abu Turab

a disciple of Mawlana Muhammad Baqir Majlisi; Abu Turab’s son,

Hajji Abu Talib; Aqa Raziu £d-Din Muhammad, son of Aqa Husayn

Khwansari; Mirza Baqir Qazi Zada; Mawlana Shamsu £d-Din Muham-
mad son of Mawlana Muhammad Sa’id Gilani, a distinguished mujtahid

;

Mawlana Muhammad Sa’id and Mawlana Hajji Muhammad Gilani.

Hazin often met his father’s friends and benefited greatly from their

erudition and scholarship. Akhund Mawlana Muhammad Gilani, the

eminent mujtahid of his age, patiently discussed legal problems with

Hazin. Once Hazin’s father took him from Isfahan to Lahijan and they

called on famous scholars in many different towns. At Qum he visited

Mirza Hasan son of Mawlana ’Abdu £r-Razzaq Lahiji and Hajji Muh-
ammad Sharif. In Qazwin he saw Mir Muhammad Ibrahim Qazwini
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and Mirza Qiwamu cd-Din Muhammad Safi Qazwini. He stayed for

about one year at Lahijan where he met his relations and took part in

religious and intellectual discussions.
5

Ali Hazin studied advanced works on Qur e

anic exegesis* hadis, fiqh,

logic and philosophy. Amir Sayyid Hasan Taliqani guided him to a deep

perception of the Fususifl-hikam by ibn al-’Arabi and the Shark Hiyakil

aUnur by Shaykh Shihabu‘d-Din Suhrawardi Maqtul. Hazin’s studies

of the WahdatvCU Wujud and the Hikmatuc
l-ishraq at the completion of his

Sunni and Shi’i theological and philosophical studies made him one of

the greatest intellectuals of his age. He then turned to the study of medi-

cine. He read the Qanun and perfected his knowledge of medical science.

Although he had studied advanced works on mathematics previously*

the interest shown in him by the great mathematician and astronomer,

Mirza Muhammad Tahir son of Mirza Abu'l-Hasan Qa‘ini, induced him
to resume reading these subjects in greater depth under the Mirza.

Towards the end of his studies he grew interested in learning about

different religions. He visited innumerable Christian priests including

Khalifa Avanus* an expert in Arabic, Persian, logic, astronomy and
mathematics, who impressed him greatly. Although Avanus himself

was interested in comparative religious studies and had read some works

on Islam, he was scared to discuss theology with Muslims for fear of

offending them. Hazin’s interest in Christianity made him and Avanus

friends. He studied the Bible and some commentaries on it. They also

discussed religious controversies. Hazin claims that Avanus was always

beaten in these debates, although God did not guide him to embrace

Islam.

Hazin did not receive similar encouragement from the Jewish rabbis.

They believed that their ancestors had moved to Isfahan at the time of

Moses. They were reluctant to teach him the Judaic works but Hazin

made friends with Shu’aib* one of their ministers. He read the book of

Moses and had a translation of it made for his own use.

Hazin came in contact with scholars of other religions also. 30 Although

his parents were alive, with their permission* he went to Shiraz for further

studies. There he was lucky enough to attend the lectures on Usulmin al-

Kafi delivered by Shah Muhammad Shirazi* who died at the advanced

age of 130 years. Akhund Masiha‘i Faswi’s seminary offered him a chance

to discuss religious and literary problems and improve his knowledge.

Mawlana Lutfu
c

llah Shirazi* who had studied under Mawlana Muham-
mad Muhsin Kashani* authorized Hazin to teach his own teacher’s

Kitab Waft. He also benefited from the lectures and association of gnostics

and other pious teachers. From Shiraz he moved to a neighbouring town,

30 Ibid., pp. 25-33.
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Bayza, where he attended the lectures given by Sayyid ’Ali Khan, a

descendant of Amir Ghiyasu £d-Din Mansur Shirazi, and Hajji Nizamu £

d-

Din 5

Ali Ansari. There a distinguished Zoroastrian dastiir (priest) taught

him the books of that religion.

After leaving Bayza, Hazin visited many important towns. At Bandar

’Abbas he decided to make a pilgrimage to Mecca but the weather was

unfavourable. His boat was wrecked on the coast of Oman and the

robbers and Khawarij in the region stole his goods. From there he went

to Masqat and then to Shiraz via Bahrain. A letter from his father promp-

ted him to return to Isfahan via Yazd. There another Zoroastrian, called

Rustam, taught Hazin the ancient Iranian astronomy. At Isfahan his

parents urged him to settle down to married life but he plunged himself

into the study of philosophy under Mawlana Muhammad Sadiq Ardistani

who, according to Hazin, was the greatest philosopher of his age. Hazin

studied under him until the Mawlana’s death in 1134/1721-22, although

he felt that he was not intellectually inferior to his teacher.

The death of Hazin’s father in 1127/1714-15 and, two years later, that

of his mother, upset his mental equillibrium. He went to Shiraz for a

change of atmosphere. By that time, however, some of his intimate

friends had died so he found no comfort there. He returned again to

Isfahan but the Russian dominance of Gilan meant the loss of his income

from the ancestral estate in Lahijan. Hazin now lived in poverty.

The rebellion by Mir Ways, the Afghan leader of Qandahar, an eastern

province of the Safawid domain, destroyed the empire which had been

tottering since the reign of Shah ’Abbas II. Shah Sultan Husayn Safawi

(1105-1135/1694-1722) was unable to stem the tide of Afghan uprisings.

After Mir Ways’ death in 1715, his son Mahmud burst with his Afghan

forces into Kirman like an avalanche and seized it in 1722. Leaving

Yazd unsubdued Mir Mahmud marched on to Isfahan. In March 1722

the Safawid army, which was demoralised by luxury and dissipation,

was defeated at Gulnabad, an Isfahan suburb. The capital, crammed

with refugees from neighbouring suburbs, was besieged. The citizens

launched desperate sorties against the invaders but the sloth and indolence

in the administration frustrated their efforts. Famine and scarcity took

a heavy toll of the people of Isfahan. On 21 October 1722, before Shah

Husayn’s shameless surrender of the Safawid throne, Hazin, who had

also undergone untold sufferings, escaped from the capital disguised as

a villager. He did not witness the destruction and desolation of Isfahan

but was forced to wander for ten years in different places such as Luristan,

Hamadan, Shustar, Dizful, Kirmanshah, Baghdad, Mashhad, Kurdis-

tan, Azarbayjan, Gilan and Tehran. He came in contact with Shah

Tahmasp more than once and gave him advice on the preservation of

the dynasty. From Shustar he travelled to the Yemen via Basra but
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illness prevented him from making the pilgrimage to Mecca. His visit

to Baghdad, and from there to Karbala and Najaf, where he stayed for

about three years, was extremely rewarding, both spiritually and intellec-

tually. He made constant use of the rich libraries at the holy shrines and
profited from the company of the holy men and scholars there. His
heart bled at the sight of the devastation wreaked in the Iranian provinces
by the Turks and Russians.

Fortunately for him, the rule of the Afghans was short-lived. Nadir
Quli, a chieftain of the Afsharids of the Turkoman tribe settled in northern
Khurasan, joined the Safawid, Tahmasp Mirza, the fugitive son of Shah
Husayn who had crowned himself king with the title Tahmasp II. In
Tahmasp’s name Nadir seized Nishapur from the Afghans. Their two
desperate efforts to recapture it failed. In 1730 Shah Tahmasp occupied
Isfahan to find his father murdered and the family ruined. Hazin learned
of these developments at Bandar ’Abbas through letters from his friends.

As his previous attempts to go to Mecca had failed, he took an European
boat to Jedda via Surat. He was very pleased to have finally made this

pilgrimage. 31

Hazin’s ancestors had been on cordial terms with the Safawid rulers.

Gonsquently Hazin was friendly with Shah Tahmasp but the real ruler

was Nadir. Nadir re-captured the areas seized by the Ottomans and,
in 1732, dethroned Tahmasp for concluding a treaty unfavourable to

Iran with the Ottomans and Russians. Shah Tahmasp’s infant son was
proclaimed his father’s successor, under the title of Shah ’Abbas III.

These continued political upheavals put a stop to the revenue from
Hazin’s ancestral estates, and he was without funds. The whole region
was reduced to extreme poverty and people were forced to pay taxes at

gunpoint. Hazin was also harassed by the tax collectors. He travelled

to Lar intending to go on to Isfahan but again returned to Bandar ’Abbas.
Nadir’s invasion of Baghdad had forced the inhabitants of Iraq to escape
through Basra to safer islands and countries. Hazin disguised himself
and moved to Kirman but Muhammad Khan Baluch’s quarrel with his

master Nadir had made war imminent. Nadir’s defeat at Baghdad
induced Hazin to move to Iraq again but then, in 1733, Nadir defeated
the ’Iraqis and the forces supporting the deposed Shah were liquidated.

Hazin’s future in Iraq was bleak. He had no hope of help from Nadir.
Hazin finally made up his mind to move from Iran to India. Fortu-
nately for him a boat was ready to sail to Thatta from Bandar ’Abbas.
From Kirman to Bandar ’Abbas his companion was Nawwab ’Ali Quli
Khan Walih Daghistani, the author of Riyazvtsh-shu’ara‘

. At Bandar
’Abbas Walih caught an earlier boat and reached Thatta ten days before

31 Ibid., pp. 33-85.
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Hazln. An English captain tried unsuccessfully to persuade Hazin to

move to England. Early in Ramazan 1146/February 1734., Hazin sailed

for Thatta and arrived there the next month.32

He had wished to remain unknown in India, but the Iranian merchants

and noblemen learned of his presence and reputation. Before long he

became home-sick and began to regret his decision not to move to England.

The climate in Thatta and the neighbouring towns alfected his failing

health adversely. He stayed reluctantly in the region as he was unable to

return to Iran. After two months he moved to Multan but suffered from

a series of epidemics there. He went to Delhi and stayed there for more

than a year. He was dissatisfied with life in Delhi, however, and returned

to Lahore determined to move to Khurasan via Kabul and Oandahar.

Meanwhile in March 1736, Nadir crowned himself king and assumed

the tide Nadir Shah. At the end of 1737 Nadir Shah marched at the

head of 100,000 men against Qandahar, Kabul and India. He seized

Qandahar and Kabul. Hazin did not stay at Lahore for fear of Nadir

Shah’s army. He therefore returned to Delhi. Nadir Shah entered Delhi

on 20 March 1739 after his victory at Karnal. During Nadir’s occupation

of Delhi, Hazin remained concealed in the house of his friend, ’Ali Quli

Walih Daghistani.33 After Nadir’s departure, Hazin returned to Lahore

but there he quarrelled with its governor, Zakariya Khan. Walih inter-

vened to save him from destruction and he returned safely to Delhi. The

Emperor and noblemen patronized him liberally. Nawwab Sadru‘d-Din

Muhammad Khan Fa'iz and his son, Mirza Hasan ’Ali Khan, entitled

Ashrafu‘d-Dawla, became friendly with him. Muhammad Shah offered

him the position of vizier several times but Hazin refused it. ’Umdatu‘1-

Mulk Amir Khan Anjam obtained a madad-i ma ash grant for him from

the Emperor. Hazin’s financial position improved but he tactlessly ridi-

culed the Emperor’s nobles in his poems. Walih warned him but to no

avail and was finally forced by self-interest to sever his relations with

Hazin. The poet also came into conflict with the celebrated Persian poets

at court. Siraju‘d-Din ’Ali Khan Arzu, Mir Muhammad Afzal Sabit,

Mir Shamsu‘d-Din Faqir and others were the targets of his attack. Hazin’s

criticisms were based on racial prejudices and Indians in general were

ridiculed. The Shi’i Mir Shamsu'd-Din Faqir, was lampooned as much

as the Sunn Arzu. Arzu wrote a book entitled fanbihu‘l-ghdjili’i, selecting

verses from Hazin’s Diwan which he considered meaningless. Ghulam

’Ali Azad Bilgarami, however, defended Hazin.34 Then Arzu wrote

another treatise entitled Ihqaqidl-Haqq criticizing Hazin s verse. Hazin

32 Ibid., pp. 86-117.

33 Ibid., pp. 1 18-42, Tuhfatu‘l ’Ham, pp. 217-19, 518-26.

34 Makdub Shaykh ’Ali Hazin to Shamsu'd-Din Faqir, Aligarh University, Munir Alam

Ms; Mir Ghulam ’All Azad Bilgarami, Khizana-i ’amira, Kanpur, 1900, pp. 195-97.
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condemned Mir Muhammad Afzal Sabit for plagiarism. Sabit’s son,

Muhammad Sabat, thereupon picked out 500 verses from Hazin’s Diwdn
alleging they were all copies of other poets’ works. This controversy
exercised the minds of the poets until the mid-nineteenth century. In
1267/1850-51 Mawlana Imam Bakhsh Sahba'i wrote a treatise entitled

Qawl-i Faysal. It was designed to arbitrate between Hazin and Arzu but,
in fact, it was a defence of Hazin. Sahba‘i also wrote I’lfifl-Haqq as a
rejoinder to Arzu’s IhqaqvCUHaqq. Subsequently, one of Arzu’s nephews,
Mir Muhsin ’Ali defended his uncle. Tek Chand, Mirza Qatil and
Warasta took Hazin’s side. 35

His opponents made Hazin’s life in Delhi unpleasant. The Emperor
and the court were also alienated from him and Hazin found ruin
staring him in the face, so, around 1145/1742, he left for Agra. From
there he moved to Banaras. Raja Rama Narayan, the Governor of Patna
became his disciple and, on his request, Hazin visited Patna. He refused
the invitation of Mahabat Jang, Siraju

c

d-Dawla and other eminent nobles
from Murshidabad to settle down there. He still hoped to return to

Iran but was continually frustrated. Ultimately, he reconciled himself
to life in Banaras. The local Shi’i community welcomed his presence in
their town. Hazin also made a point of paying tribute to Banaras. He
lived there until his death on 10 Jumada I 1180/14 October 1766. 36 One
verse reads

:

“Az Banaras na rawam ma’bad-i ’amm ast inja,

har barahman bachcha-i Lachman wa Ram ast inja.”

(I am determined not to leave Banaras, the general centre of worship.
Every Brahman here is a child of Lakshmana and Rama.)

He had his grave prepared before his death. The verses inscribed on
his tablet reflect his deep poetical sensitivity:

I have been expert in the language of love, nothing else I know.
Only this much I know that ears heard the message of the Friend
here, O Hazin ! through my road-traversing-feet I have done a lot of
wandering. The agitated head reached here on the pillow of rest.”

Another verse on the tablet says:

“Union with Thee has brightened my dark nights

The lamp of my tomb is the morning of the day ofjudgement.”

35 Imam Bakhsh Saliba‘1, Qawl-ifaysal written in 1260/1850-51, Kanpur, 1862.
36 Abdu 1-Muqtadir, Catalogue of the Arabic and Persian manuscripts in the Oriental Public

Library at Bankipur, Calcutta, 1912, III, pp. 226-27.
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The Shaykh’s grave in the Banaras suburb, known as Fatmayn, became

a pilgrimage centre. Each Monday and Thursday night a great crowd

assembled there. The area is still an important Muslim centre. Its visi-

tors are not Shi’is only. Hazin is famous as a poetical genius. There is no

doubt that from his childhood he showed great promise as a poet and

that, despite his father’s orders to stop composing poetry, he could not

abandon it. According to his 7 'azk irahi l-ahwdl, he wrote two diwans while

still a youth; the third diwan was collected in, or soon after, 1127/1715

and the fourth at Mashhad between 1139/1726 and 1142/1729. In

1155/1742, he compiled a recension of the fourth diwan in India; the first

three are lost. The diwan in the Lucknow and Kanpur Kulliyyat is largely

derived from the fourth one and consists mainly of ghazals and masnawis.

Some masnawis, written after 1743, have also been included in the Kulliyyat.

For example, the Safari dil was composed in 1 173/1759. The larger portion

of the diwan is comprised of ghazals. The qasidas glorify the Prophet

Muhammad, ’Ali and the Imams.

Hazin wrote an enormous amount of prose. The Nujumifs-sania quotes

a tract by Hazin which gives a list of 189 books ofwhich he is the author.37

Unfortunately most of them were lost during his travels. The titles of

these treatises show that they were abridgements, glosses, commentaries

and translations of standard works on Qur'anic studies, hadis, fiqh, kalam,

sufism, religious polemics, comparative religion, philosophy, mathematics,

prosody and poetics. TazkiratvU-ahwal, comprising his autobiography,

was written at the end of 1154/1742 in Delhi. The Tazkiratu‘ l-mu’asirin,

consisting of an account of about one hundred contemporary Iranian

scholars and poets, was completed towards the end of 1 165/1 752 and forms

part of his published Kulliyyat. The Tazkiratvil-ahwal has also been publi-

shed separately and translated into English. Thirteen of his treatises are

mentioned in the manuscript catalogues in various parts of the world.

Al-Lam’ah min mir‘at Allahfi sharh ayat Shahidu'llah is an Arabic commentary

on Chapter III, 16 of the Qur'an. It was composed at Ardabil in 1139/

1726-27. Shajrat al-Tur fi sharh dyat al-Nur is an Arabic commentary on

Chapter XXIV, 35 of the Qur'an in Arabic and was composed at Mash-

had in 1140/1727. Mawac
idu

c
l-ashar deals with Shi’i theology. Muzakarat

ji‘l muhdzarat is also on that subject. Tahqiq-i ma’ad discusses the resurrec-

tion. Masc
ala-i kudus u qidam comprises a philosophical discussion on the

Divine essence and created matter. Risdla fi tahqiq ma’ni‘l-wdhid contains

a note on Divine unity. Itwas written in 1 134/1721-22. An untitled Arabic

treatise on the same subject Was written by Hazin in 1133/1722. Fi

Tahqiq rafa’ shubhati
1
l-mushabbih, is another short tract on the unity of God.

Fi tahqiq ismi‘l a’zam is a philosophical discussion on the Divine names in

37 Nujumu‘s-samd‘

,

pp. 287-293.
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Arabic. In Ramazan 1 139/April-May 1727* Hazin compiled Risdla dar

tahqiq-i nafs wa tajarrud which discusses the physical nature of man and

his relation to the material world. Risdla dar tahqiq-i awzan-i shari
3
i wa 3

urfi

is a treatise on the weight of the dirham and dinar in Khurasan. Sharh-i

Qasida-i Lamiyya is a Persian commentary by Hazin on his own qasida in

praise of Imam ’All. It was completed in 1178-1764. The Risdla dar

khawass-i haywan, or the Risala-i saydiyya, discusses the rule of Jiqh concern-

ing hunting and slaying animals. It gives an account of animals living

on the land or in the sea in alphabetical order, and deals with the origin

of animal life and its nature. In his youth Hazin had composed a treatise

on farrier’s work but it was lost in Iran. In India he compiled a simpli-

fied version of this work. Both editions were given the title Faras-nama.

The book discusses horses generally, their diet* diseases and treatment.

The Masabih al-zalam fi ara
1

al-kalam was compiled by Hazin in Ramazan
1157/September 1744. It concentrates on the origin and significance of

kalam (scholastic theology). In Rabi’ II 1153/July 1740* Hazin wrote a

treatise entitled the Dasturu
c
l-’uqald

c on administrative ethics and measures

to improve government efficiency. The Hidayat-nama-i Padshahan is a

detailed version of this work. It defines the king as the guardian and

protector of the state. According to Hazin this implies that kings should

be wise and pious. They should uproot from their heart all animal passions*

licentiousness* jealousy* malevolence and avarice. Kingship, according

to Hazin* could not survive without wisdom* farsightedness* justice and

mercy. The king should be able to control his wrath and must be kind

and just to his subjects. To Hazin*futuwwa or chivalry was indispensable

to a monarch and depended on the following royal qualities. The king

should never break a promise. He should be generous whether his deed

would be popular or not. Thirdly* he should not wait to be asked for

charity. Hazin frequently quotes ’Ali bin Abi Talib to make his argu-

ments more forceful. The work seems to have prompted Muhammad
Shah to offer Hazin the position of wazir but he refused it.

38

In 1180/1766 Hazin wrote a short piece on Nadir Shah’s invasion of

India. Haifa dozen collections of his letters are available in the Mawlana

Azad Library* Aligarh Muslim University. Of these* the Makatib Shaykh

’Ali Hazin*
containing Hazin’s letters to Shamsu‘d-Din Faqir* discuss

the Indian’s inability to understand Khaqani’s verses. It goes to the extent

of accusing Indians of being unable to comprehend even the rules govern-

ing obligatory prayers. 39 The Ruqa’dt-i Hazin is a modern copy containing

73 folios. Some letters in it* dealing with Nadir’s onward march from

Qandahar to India* contain much original information. These letters also

38 Hidayat-nama-i Padshahan ,
Aligarh University Ms., ff. 9a, 24b.

39 Aligarh University Ms., Farsiya 3, 46.
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show Hazin’s bitter dissatisfaction with his life in India and his yearning

for Iran. The letter to Sadru‘d-Din Fa‘iz and his son in this volume

provide important information.40

Shaykh Hazin’s fame made the Shi’i intellectual traditions very presti-

gious in India. The richness of Hindu saintly traditions in Banaras posed

no threat to Hazin being recognized as a saint. His works do assert the

importance of Shi’ism but are not designed to encourage antagonism

between Sunnis and Shl’Is or between Hindus and Muslims.

The most outstanding Shi’i scholar to be inspired by Shaykh’ ’All

Hazin., was Mawlana Sayyid Muhammad ’Askari bin Sayyid Ziya‘u‘d-Din

Jawnpuri. He belonged to the family of Muiti Sayyid AbuM-Baqa' ibn

Mulla Muhammad Darwish Jawnpuri (d. 1040/1630). Although he had

not widely studied the prescribed texts of higher learning, his intelligence

and wit made him competent in the religious and rational sciences.

Students from many parts of India sat at his feet. He was a man of humble

disposition and did not criticize anyone, either directly or indirectly.

Although Sayyid Abu‘l-Baqa‘ and his descendants were known as Hanafis,

Sayyid Muhammad ’Askari was a Shi’i. On one occasion, Shaykh Sadr-i

Jahan, alias Miya.il Angnu, an expert in Shi’I-Sunni polemics and the

rational sciences, challenged Sayyid ’Askari to a religious debate in order

to finally settle which faith was the superior. Initially Sayyid ’Askari

claimed that he was too humble to argue with such a paragon of learning

as the Miyan, but, when the latter insisted, he finally agreed. The Sayyid

submitted that it was impossible to arrive at a decision on the basis of

the Qur'anic verses and ahadis for the verses were very concise and the

ahadis were not only controversial, but were possibly misinterpreted and

fabricated. Consequently the Sayyid suggested that the polemics should

be confined to the question of ’All’s superiority to Abu Bakr or vice versa.

Sayyid ’Askari made his adversary admit that knowledge was the highest

virtue in mankind. Miyan Angnu added that the highest form of know-

ledge was gnosis of God. Thereupon Sayyid ’Askari said that ’All’s

sermons, speeches and treatises on Divine unity. Attributes and gnosis

were well-known and had been studied by Miyan Angnu himself. The

onus was therefore now on the Miyan to quote similar sermons by other

companions of the Prophet. The Miyan pondered over Sayyid ’Askari’s

proposition and admitted that he had, until then, been leading a misguided

life. Sayyid ’Askari died in 1190/1777 aged more than seventy years

old.41

A prominent disciple of Mulla Muhammad ’Askari, who was also a

close associate of Shaykh ’All Hazin, was Muhammad ’Iwaz ofJawnpur.

40 Aligarh University Library; Munir ’Alam Ms., no. 24.

41 Siyar, III, p. 951; Bi-baha‘, pp. 210-11; Nuzha, VI, p. 332.
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He had a remarkable memory and delivered lectures without consulting

either books or notes. Towards the end of his life he became lunatic but

he did not give up his lectures and teaching. Scholars in large numbers

were attracted to him and enjoyed discussions with him. Although urchins

pplted him with stones, he ignored them and composed extempore verses.

He died around 1200/1 785-86. 42

?Ulama‘ of ’Azimabad and Bengal

Mahabat Jang
5

s patronage of the Shi’i *ulama
c made both ’Azimabad

and Murshidabad centres of Shi’i intellectual and religious life. Ghulam
Husayn Tabataba^i gives some details about the leading Shi’i personalities

there. Some of them were Indian-born and others had moved from

Iran.

A particularly well-known Shi’i was Mawlawi Nasir whose remote

ancestor, Shamsu cd-Dln Faryadras had been buried in Awadh. Some of

Shamsu c

d-Din’s descendants subsequently moved from Awadh to Shay-

khpur in Bihar. When Shayista Khan was governor of Bengal (1663-78)

Akhund Mulla Shah Muhammad Shiraz! also moved to Bengal. He
came from Iran. Mawlawi Nasir, who was still quite young and passiona-

tely desired a higher education, became his disciple. After some time,

however, the Akhund returned to Iran. Mawlawi Nasir accompanied him

and completed his education there. In Iran, although he mastered fiqh

and hadis, he excelled in mathematics and astronomy. After a long stay

in Iran, Mawlawi Nasir returned to India towards the end ofAwrangzib’s

reign. The Emperor assigned him a jagir (here madad-i ma’ash land) in

Bihar. The Mawlawi settled in ^Azimabad.

The Mawlawi’s eldest son, Dawud ’Ali Khan, known as Za c

ir Husayn

Khan, was a very holy man. He was educated by his father. Subsequently

he performed a pilgrimage to the tombs of the Prophet and the Imams.

After his return to ’Azimabad, he adopted £ac
ir-i Husayn (a pilgrim to

Imam Husayn’s tomb) as his title. He treated all his dependents equally

and made no distinctions among them as regards food, dress or stipends.

He died between 1160/1747 and 1170/1756.43

The ancestors of Ghulam Husayn Tabataba f
I were also eminent Shi’Is.

His great grandfather, Sayyid Fazlu'llah Tabataba% and his grandfather,

Sayyid ’Alimu'llah Tabataba'i, traced their descent from Imam Hasan.

Sayyid ’Alimuc

llah arrived in ’Azimabad in September-October 1155/

1742-43 and died in Sha’ban 1156/September/October 1743. Ghulam
Husayn composed masnawi on Sayyid ’Alimu'llah’s piety, ascetic exercises

and miracles. He named the work Bashdratu
c
l-Imamat. Ghulam Husayn’s

42 Takmila-i Nujum, II, p. 32.

43 SiyaruH-muttfakhkhirin, II, pp. 618-20.
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uncle’s uncle, Shah Haydari, was a descendant of the fourth Imam,

’Ali bin al-Husayn. He was very outspoken concerning Shi’i ideologies.

He treated those who were proud of their position with indifference and

those who were humble with courtesy. Shah Haydari settled in Bhagalpur.

There he converted a staunch Sunni nobleman, Muhammad Ghaws

Khan who had also settled in Bhagalpur, and his maternal uncle, Shukru-
c

llah Khan, to Shi’ism. The opportunity arose when Muhammad Ghaws

learned he had a fatal illness. The Shah knew Muhammad Ghaws and,

although he was very deeply impressed with his heroic achievements,

he hated his Sunni bigotry. Nevertheless he visited him when he was on

the verge of death. Shah Haydari promised Ghaws to pray for his survival

if he would embrace Shi’ism when he recovered. Muhammad Ghaws

agreed. Shah Haydari’s prayers proved effective and Ghaws got conver-

ted to Shi’ism and became Shah Haydari’s disciple.

In 1153/1740 Muhammad Ghaws fell at Murshidabad, fighting valiantly

for Mahabat Jang’s rival, Sarfaraz Khan. Shah Haydari went to Murshida-

bad and obtained Mahabat Jang’s permission to transfer the corpses of

Ghaws Khan, his sons and friends, to Bhagalpur where he buried them.

A few years later Shah Haydari died also.

Shah Haydari’s son, Shah Ja’far, exceeded his contemporaries in

forbearance, patience and resignation to God. Mahabat Jang and his

descendants held the Shah in great esteem, but he, for his part, was very

humble and lived like a dervish. Although the Shah did not pay his

respects to the dignitaries, they did not interfere with him. On one

occasion, Yasin Khan, thefawjdar of Bhagalpur, stopped the daily stipends

to the Bhagalpur dervishes but he left Shah Ja’far’s allowance unchanged.

The Shah, however, refused to accept it. He made no complaint to

Mahabat Jang, who learning of the incident from his own sources, took the

fawjdar to task. The payments to the dervishes were resumed. In 1158/

1745, when Mahabat Jang’s ablest general, Mustafa Khan, was quarrelling

with his master, the Sunni Afghans in Bhagalpur induced the Khan to

persecute the Shah. Shah Ja’far prepared himself for martyrdom and

refused to seek shelter. Ultimately, however, Mustafa Khan decided to

leave him alone.

Shah Ja’far’s fearless leadership and courage were highly praised by

the historian Ghulam Husayn. The author tells us that on the occasion of

Siraju
e

d-Dawla’s wedding, Abhay Ram, the deputyfawjdar of Bhagalpur,

amputated a Sayyid’s hand for killing a cow. The victim’s complaints,

however, fell on deaf ears. The Shah decided to uphold the Sayyid and

the Muslims of Bhagalpur, under his leadership, agreed to rebel against

the government. The mob besieged the house of the fawjdar, ’Ata
£uc

llah

Khan. The authorities approached the Shah. At his suggestion they

made due compensation to the Sayyid in order to restore peace.
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The Shah was a liberal philanthropist. Both friends and strangers

were fed liberally at his house and he selflessly answered any Shi’i needs.

He died at Munger during the governorship of Mir Muhammad Qasim

(1760-1764). His corpse was sent to Bhagalpur and buried at a spot he

had chosen during his lifetime.44

One of Muhammad Ja’far’s most prominent disciples was Hajji Badi’u-
C

d-Din. He was a resident of Saran. The Hajji went on a pilgrimage with

Hajji Ahmad ’All, the son-in-law of Mawlawi Nasir. After returning from

Mecca and the holy shrines of the Imams, he settled down in the village

of Mustafabad owned by his wife. He was expert in Jiqh, hadis and tafsir

and was interested in the rational sciences. The learned men of his times

considered him a doyen among scholars. Some even believed that he was

superior to all the scholars of ’Azlmabad. He was exceedingly pious and

spent most of his time in prayers and meditation. In 1781 he was eighty

years old. He regretted his longevity, however, as no Imam had lived for

such a long time.45

Ghulam Husayn Khan Tabataba‘1 was the author of the Siyaru'U

muta
e
akhkhirin, a history of India from Awrangzib’s death in 1118/1707 to

1195/1781, and other historical works. He was famous only as an historian

and administrator but, like his ancestors, he was deeply interested in

writing scholarly Shi’i works. An incomplete book in Khuda Bakhsh

library is a commentary on the seventh fatiha (here meaning chapter) of

the Fawatih of Husayn bin Mu’lnu ed-Din al-Maybuzi (d. 910/1504). This

work discusses the virtues and prerogatives of Imam ’All and his descen-

dants. He also wrote an exegesis on the Qur'an. His masnawi,
entitled

the Basharat al-imama deals with the lives of his ancestors, specially the

miracles of his great-grandfather Sayyid Fayzu'llah Tabataba'i and his

grandfather Sayyid ’Alimu'llah TabatabaT 46

One of the descendants of the Shahid-i Sant (the second martyr, Shaykh

Zaynu c

d-Din) named Shaykh Muhammad Hasan, also moved to ’Azima-

bad. His knowledge of Jiqh, hadis and Qur'anic exegeses was unequalled

but he was not interested in the rational sciences. Nevertheless he had

some understanding of them and used to say that his followers belonged

to both the rational and traditional schools. During the Afghan domina-

tion of Iran, he moved to Karbala and Najaf. When he became poverty-

stricken in Iraq, he moved to Delhi. There Safdar-Jang made him tutor

to his son Shuja’u'd-Dawla and Muhammad Hasan was able to save

some money to send his family in Iraq. Unfortunately, after Safdar-Jang’s

death, Shuja’u'd-Dawla took little interest in him. Consequently he

44 Ibid., II, pp. 619-20.

45 Ibid., II, p. 620.

46 Bankipur Supplement, 1, no. 1991.
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moved to ’Azimabad. There an Iranian gave him some money to invest

in a partnership. The Shaykh, who had no experience in commerce,,

however, gave the money to someone else to invest for him while he
spent his time at Burhanu‘l-Mulk’s tomb.

Rama Narain, the deputy Nazim, also treated him unjustly and he
suffered great hardship. When Mir Qasim became governor of all three

Bengal provinces, however, Rama Narain’s rule was terminated. Mir
Qasim’s patronage improved the Shaykh’s pecuniary condition and he

paid off his debts. About two years later the Shaykh died and was buried

near Burhanufl-Mulk’s father’s tomb. His disciple and servant, Akhund
Abu‘l-Qasim who was originally from Kashmir, was made caretaker.

Akhund AbuTQasim was famous for his courteous behaviour and was a

popular man. He died in 1197/1782 and was buried beside his teacher’s

grave. 47

An outstanding scholar and sage, who made a deep impression on
Bengal, was Sayyid Muhammad ’Ali. His ancestors . came from Yazd.

His father, Mir ’Abdu'llah, moved to Awrangabad where Sayyid Muham-
mad ’Ali was born in Ramazan 1117/December 1705. When he was
seventeen or eighteen years old, he moved to Iran and Iraq as a pilgrim

and to further his education. He attained perfection in hadis and fiqh

under Mir Muhammad Taqi Mashhadi Rizawi, Mir Muhammad Husayn
and Mir Zaynufl-’Abidin, the grandsons of Mulla Muhammad Baqir

Majlisi. He was indebted to Hajji Nasir of Shiraz and Mir Muhammad
Taqi Mashhadi of Isfahan for his insight into the Qur'anic mysteries.

For higher studies in hikma and kalam, he sat at the feet of Mulla Muham-
mad Sadiq Ardistani. The Iranian scholars were deeply impressed with

the depth of his learning, intelligence and fluency. His wife died two
years after their marriage. He did not re-marry and led a celibate life.

After staying some twenty years in Iran and Iraq, the Sayyid set off

on a pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina but was shipwrecked. He managed
to reach Sind and from there, travelling through Ahmadabad, Surat and
Awrangabad, he arrived in Hyderabad. His next destination was Bengal

where, at Hoogly, he stayed with an Iranian salt merchant named Khwaja
Muhammad. He then set off towards Delhi stopping at Purnea, ’Azima-

bad and Lucknow. In 1 165/1751 he again went on a pilgrimage to Mecca
and the holy shrines of the Imams. Four years later he returned to Murshi-

dabad. Mahabat Jang accorded him a cordial welcome but, after his

death, his successor Siraju‘d-Dawla expelled him from the house he had

been offered. Hasan Riza s Khan came to his rescue and suggested the

Sayyid move into his mansion near the river.

The Sayyid wrote many tracts on religion and grammar. He also

47 Siyaru(
l-muta

cakhkhirin, II, pp. 615-16.
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compiled text books to facilitate the teaching of theology. Students from
various disciplines attended his lectures and many scholars also benefited

from them. During his stay at Murshidabad, the historian Ghulam Husayn
took advantage of the Sayyid’s learning and scholarship. He seems to

have died sometime after 1781. 48

The ’alim who brought new life to the scholarly traditions of the MajlisI

family in ’Azimabad and Murshidabad, was Ahmad bin Muhammad
’All bin Baqir al-Isfahanl, known as al-Bihbahani. He was born at

Kirmanshahan in 1191/1777 into a family of highly renowned ’ulama‘

from Iran. Ahmad obtained his higher education in fiqh from his father,

Muhammad ’Ali, and started writing tracts at the age of fifteen. After

Sha’ban 1216/February 1796, he left his father’s seminary to visit the holy
shrines of the Imams in Iraq and to make further studies. He spent three

years at Najaf and then, after visiting Kirmanshah for a month, returned
to Najaf and from there moved to Qum for higher studies. While he was
engaged in higher studies he kept himself busy writing books. From Qum
he left for Mashhad and then set off for Bandar ’Abbas in 1219/1804, in

order to visit India. In Muharram 1220/April 1805 he reached Masqat
and participated in the Muharram ceremonies in that predominantly
Khawarij land. From Masqat he went to Bombay and then to Hyderabad.
From Hyderabad he wrote to Ghufran Ma‘ab Sayyid Dildar ’All at

Lucknow saying that the Wahhabi invasion of Karbala had prompted him
to move to India in order to collect funds for the erection of a fort in

Karbala. BihbahanI believed that the Sayyid’s help would bring success

to his mission.

Leaving Hyderabad he arrived in Calcutta in Rabi’ II 1221 /June 1806.

Abu'l-Hasan BihbahanI, the ambassador to the Nawwab of Murshidabad,
and other Iranian dignitaries gave him a warm welcome.49

After a short stay, he left for Murshidabad. Nawwab Mir Abu‘l-Qasim
of Murshidabad invited him to his palace and they conversed seated

behind a curtain. There BihbahanI married into an eminent Iranian
family. 80 Fie also wrote a book on the rules of prayer and fasting at the

request of his distinguished hosts. Subsequently BihbahanI took an in-

terest in the management of the Husayniyya of Siraju'd-Dawla. From
Murshidabad he wrote a letter to Nawwab Ghufran Ma‘ab stating that,

due to the interest of the local Shi’is in his teaching, he had prolonged his

stay in Murshidabad but he hoped to visit him soon. 81

Some seven months later he moved to ’Azimabad. The imposing mosque

48 Ibid., pp, 613-14.

49 BihbahanI, Ahmad bin Muhammad, Mirc
dt-i ahwdl-i Jahdn numa e

, Aligarh Univer-
sity Ms., f. 72b.

50 Ibid., f. 74b.

51 Maf
dsiru

e
l-umara

e

, II, pp. 416-21.
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and seminary built by Nawwab SayfKhan (d. 1049/1639-40) stood on the

river bank. The descendants of Nawwab Siraju‘d-Dawla, however, had

usurped its rich endowments and had erected their own buildings. Never-

theless the descendants of Sayf Khan and other Iranis led an affluent

life. Bihbahani’s journey from ’Azimabad to Banaras prompted him to

pay tribute to the caravanserais built by Sher Shah for travellers. They

still offered a home to travellers but the food and drink previously pro-

vided by the government were no longer available.52 The lofty structures

of Banaras highly impressed Bihbahani but he was appalled at its narrow

streets. In that predominantly Hindu city there were about 100,000

Shi’is and Sunnis. Many of the local Shi’is visited Bihbahani to seek his

fatwas on religious problems. The tomb of Shaykh ’Ali Hazin there was

visited by all classes of people on each Monday and Thursday night.

Bihbahani considered that those people, particularly those of Lucknow,

who alleged that Hazin had believed in the Unity of Being, were ignora-

muses. He added that ’ulama' such as Mulla Muhsin Kashani and Shaykh

Baha‘u‘d-Dln ’Amili had also been condemned as sufis and followers of

the Unity of Being doctrine but these allegations were baseless. The

allegories for which Hazin, Kashani and Shaykh Baha‘i were condemned

were also used in the Haqq al-yaqin by Baqir Majlisi. 53

After leaving Banaras, Bihbahani visited Jawnpur and Ghazipur.

In Muharram 1222/March 1807, he reached Fyzabad. It was no longer

a capital city and was dependant on Lucknow. Shuja’u'd-Dawla s mother

lived there. She was known for her courage and all the dignitaries and

zamindars were submissive to her. The mother of Asafu‘d-Dawla, known

as Bahu Begum, lived there also and she too was popular with her subjects.

Bihbahani was warmly welcomed by the Begum’s dignitaries and the

’ulama'

.

Mulla Muhammad Jawad Kashmiri, who had laid the founda-

tion of the Friday congregational prayers in that city, was also loved by

the people. His glosses on Shara’i al-lslam and Hashiya Sharh-i Lam’

a

were

very widely-read. A pious ’alim there, Mir Najaf ’Ali was a man of

ascetic temperament but he was known as a sufi. Bihbahani comments

sarcastically that all those who were able to gain popularity were con-

demned as sufis or akhbaris.bi

On 15 Rajab 1222/18 September 1807 Bihbahani moved from Fyzabad

to Lucknow. According to the Indian Shi’I custom, gold and silver coins

in the name of the eighth Imam were tied on his arms to ensure a safe

journey. Just before he reached Lucknow, he was welcomed by Ghufran

Ma‘ab. Bihbahani had kept Mawlana Dildar ’Ali regularly informed

52 Mir‘at-i ahwal-ijahan-mma‘

,

f. 81b.

53 Ibid., f. 83b.

54 Ibid., ff. 85a-88b.
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of his movements and Mawlana Dildar ’All’s son, Sayyid Muhammad,
and other eminent ’ulama? and dignitaries also accompanied Ghufran
Ma e

ab. Bihbahani’s presence in Lucknow stimulated religious studies

but Asafu
£d-Dawla was annoyed with him for staying so long in Fyzabad,

claiming that Bihbahani should have reported to the capital first. Bih-

bahani spent most of his time writing religious tracts. Ultimately Asafu c

d-

Dawla also began to refer important religious problems to him and was
deeply impressed with Bihbahani’sfatwas. Unfortunately Asafu'd-Dawla’s

admiration for BihbahanI provided the Lucknow mischief-makers with

an opportunity to alienate Ghufran Ma‘ab from him. Some of Ghufran
Mac

ab’s disciples went to the extent of arousing public resentment against

BihbahanI by misrepresenting his views. Bihbahani wrote a treatise

entitled the Tanbihu'l-ghaflin explaining the true significance of the ijaza

(certificates) obtained by scholars for ijtihad. This also misfired, for,

Ghufran Ma cab believed it was designed to criticise him. 55

The mounting hostility prompted Bihbahani to move to Fyzabad in

Shawwal 1202/July 1788. Bahu Begum’s dignitaries again extended

him a warm welcome and a comfortable mansion with an adjoining bath

was assigned as his residence. At his suggestion attempts were made to

stop the beating of drums during the Muharram procession but they were
unsuccessful.56 His stay in Fyzabad was, however, very pleasant. On 15

Sha’ban 1203/11 May 1789 he was allowed to leave Fyzabad. He spent

Ramazan at ’Azimabad. Early in Muharram 1224/February 1809

Bihbahani arrived in Jahangirnagar (Dacca). There he found the ta
s
ziya-

khana, known as Husayni Dalan, built 150 years earlier by the proud Mir
Murad Bashi, well managed. 57 Three months later Bihbahani left for

Murshidabad and from there went to ’Azimabad. Many scholars took the

opportunity to study advanced texts ofJiqh under him; some studied works

by Bihbahani himself. 58 On 25 Sha’ban 1224/4 October 1809, he led the

Friday congregational prayers in the mosque of Nawwab Sayf Khan in

accordance with the Shi’i practices at the request of the ’Azimabad digni-

taries. 59 On the ’id day the noblemen and leading citizens, who were
unused to walking, walked bare-foot from Bihbahani’s house to the

mosque shouting “takbir” (Allah is great).60 During Muharram he

again urged the Shi’is not to beat drums in the Muharram procession. As
was the case in Fyzabad, he met a great deal of opposition. People quoted

Mir Baqir Majlisi who is said to have seen the Prophet in a vision asking

55 Ibid., ff. 89a-91b.

56 Ibid, f. 103a.

57 Ibid., f. 109b.

58 Gf. Imam Riza £

for
9
id, Isna

s
Ashari Shi3

is in India, I, p. 62.

59 Mirc
at-i ahwal-i jahdn-nwna (

, ff. llOa-b.

60 Najaf ’All, J(
ina-i Haqq-numa e

, Aligarh University Ms., f. 317a.
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him to let drums be beaten. Majlisi in his enthusiasm to comply with this

request, went to the extent ofbeating a drum himself. Bihbahani, however,

rejected this argument and urged that the practice be stopped. Gradually,

the opposition to his reforms subsided.

In 1225/1810, while still in ’Azimabad, he wrote the Mir‘at-i ahwal-i

jahan-numa‘ comprising an account of his own life, and travels as well as

biographies of the 3
ulamd‘ and other eminent people he had met. He

dedicated it to Muhammad ’All Khan Qajar (d. 1237/1821), son of Fath

’All Shah Qajar. In this work he gave a list of books written by himself:

1. Hashiya-i Samadiyya, known as Mahmudiyya, written by him at

Kirmanshahan

;

2. Mr al-anwar, an exegesis on Bismi'llah, written about the same time;

3. Kitab ad-duraru
cl-ghurawiyya fi usuli‘l-ahkami‘l-llahiyya, written at

Najaf. It was still not finally transcribed;

4. Shark- i mukhtasar-i Nafi’ written at Qum.

5. Qjit-i la Tamut, commenced at Murshidabad and completed at

Lucknow on 12 Ramazan 1222/13 November 1807 (Bankipur

1271). It deals with rules for purification, ablution and other

preliminary observances of prayer.

6. Risala jawdb masd‘il Murshidabad.

7. RabV al-azhar written on the boat from Murshidabad to ’Azimabad.

It deals with problems of fiqh.

8. Makhzanu‘l-qut, Part I, an exegesis of the Qut Id Tamut, written at

Fyzabad in four months.

9. Tuh.falu
el-mu

e
minin, discusses the importance of the Imams and

Imam ’All’s right to become the first caliph. It was written at

Fyzabad. The Bankipur copy (XIV. 1321) is called Tuhfatu
c
l-

muhibbin.

10. Jawdb masatil-i Fyzabad is a reply to the religious questions raised

at Fyzabad.

1 1 . Tarikh-i nik wa bad-i ayyam written at the request of Asafu'd-Dawla’s

mother contains an account of auspicious and inauspicious dates

in the year.

12. Tarikh-i wiladat wa wafat Sadat-i athar alayhi‘s-saldm, written at

Fyzabad, contains the dates of the birth and death of the Imams

and holy Sayyids. The title in the Asiatic Society Bengal, Calcutta

copy [Ivanow 2nd supplement, 63(2)] is Risala-i wiladat wa wafdt-i

Chahardah ma’sumin.

13 Tarikh-i Baqli also called Tuhfat-u
c
l ikhwdn, contains an account

of prominent prophets and imams.

14. ’Iqdu'l-imdma jawahir al-hisam, answers the questions posed at

Hyderabad.

15. TanbihuH-ghaflin, written at Lucknow, discusses the mujtahids,
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Baha cu cd-Dln ’Amili and Mulla Muhsin Kashani. (Bankipur

XIV, 1322).

16. Risala Kashfu'l ra’yb wac
l-mayn,

written at ’Azimabad, relates to

congregational prayers on Fridays and ’ids.

17. Mirc
at-i ahwal.

18. Kashfufsh-Shibh ’an hukm al-mut’a
,
is concerned with mut’a or marriage

for a fixed period only. The work is designed to refute Shah ’Abdu‘l-

’Aziz’s objections.

19. Jidwal ahkdm-i shakkiyyat deals with doubts during prayers. A later

book, the Sabab al-najat, completed at ’Azimabad in 1225/1810 or

1226/1811, is preserved in the Asiatic Society Bengal library

(Ivanow 1128, Ivanow Gurzon 392).

Bihbahani settled down in ’Azimabad and seems to have died there

in 1235/1819. His works were popular in the Bihar and Bengal region

but Ghufran Ma^ab Sayyid Dildar ’All’s disciples were strongly critical of

them. Najaf ’All, who gave a detailed account of Ghufran Ma‘ab in his

Ae
ina-i Haqq numaf

,

completed in Zu‘lqa’da 1231 /September 1816, took

the occasion to condemn Bihbahani’s works as frivolous. The Tanbihu7-

ghaflin,
according to Najaf ’All, deserved only destruction, for the fatwas

in it were designed merely to condemn the Indian Shi’i ’ulama
e without

any justification. Najaf
J

Ali also accused Bihbahani of plagiarism and

pointed out that the rules of conduct for rulers and governors in the

Mirc
at-i ahwal-i jahdn-numa

e were copies of those in the Abwdb al-Jinan.61

Najaf ’Ali took Bihbahani to task for defending sufism and the Wahdat

al- Wujud of Shaykh 5

Ali Hazin. To Najaf ’Ali, Hazin’s book and his

statement on bodily resurrection on the Day of Judgement violated

Shi’i beliefs. For instance Hazin’s assertions about sama9 imply that he

endorses the legality of music and licentiousness. 62 According to Najaf

’Ali, Ghufran Ma‘ab’s opposition to sufism!
63 was based on a similar attack

by the Iranian ’ulama
c

. Najaf ’Ali accused Bihbahani of misinterpreting

the Irani ’ulama
e
’s attitude towards sufism. The battle waged by the

Lucknow ’ulama' did not, however, succeed in undermining it. Sufi

poetry, in particular, was still admired and the two sufi sympathisers,

Hazin and Bihbahani, continued to enjoy considerable respect among

the Shi’is.

One of Bihbahani’s leading disciples was Ashraf Husayn 9Azimabadi.

He enhanced Shi’i popularity in the region. He died around 1230/1814-

15.64

61 Ibid., ff. 245b-263b.

62 Ibid., ff. 263b-269b.

63 Infra, pp. 133-35.

64 Bi-baha
(

, p. 6.
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An important Iranian visitor to India, who made significant contribu-

tions to Shi’ism in the Bengal region, was SultanuTWa’izin Abu c

l-Fath

Hasani Husayni. He began his journey in 1221/1806 and wrote an

account of his travels in 1231/1815. He visited many important towns in

both northern and southern India. At Murshidabad he initiated the

Friday congregational prayers for the Shi’is in a mosque under Sunni

control. A large crowd consisting of all classes of Shi’is met to participate

in the prayers. Nawwab Zaynu'd-Din ’Ali Khan, a grandson ofNawwab
Ja’far ’Ali Khan, the erstwhile governor of Bengal, was also present.

After
9

id prayers, Husayni recited the khutba in the name of the Iranian

ruler, Fath ’All Shah Qajar (121 2-1250/1 797-1834) . This innovation

astounded the populace. Subsequently many Sunnis became hostile to

Husayni and they submitted a petition condemning this practice to the

Governor-General at Calcutta. The chief Qazi in Calcutta supported the

Sunnis. The Governor-General, therefore, ordered the English magistrate

at Murshidabad to suppress these prayers in order to maintain law and

order. Meanwhile a Sunni mob had invaded the English magistrate’s

court and threatened to resort to violence unless Husayni’s innovations

were dropped immediately. The magistrate called on Husayni and

ordered him to refrain from reciting the khutba in the Iranian ruler’s name
and to follow the Sunni custom of using the Mughal Emperor’s name
instead. Placing his trust in God and the Imams, Husayni refused. The

Shi’is supported him and began preparations to repel a Sunni attack.

They also submitted a counter-petition to the Nawwab who was an agent

of the East India Company. The Nawwab forwarded it to the Governor-

General. Confronted with opposing petitions, the Governor-General

called for an explanation from Husayni. The Shi’i scholar drafted a reply

based on sound arguments. The Governor- General approved of Husayni’s

defence but, nevertheless, the magistrate urged him to change his mind.

Husayni again refused. The Shi’is were determined to resort to violence if

necessary. For a few days the agitation on both sides mounted to threaten-

ing proportions. Then, during the next post
9
id prayers Husayni recited

a well-written khutba in the name of Fath ’Ali Shah. The Sunnis were

defeated. After a short time, the Hanafi Imam was expelled from the

mosque and the Shi’i azan was called instead. During the three years of

Husayni’s sojourn the khutba was recited in Fath ’Ali Shah’s name on

Fridays and two 9
ids. The news spread throughout India. Husayni’s visit

to Murshidabad saw the implementation of Shi’i law there and even the

East India Company authorities respected his fatwas ,
65

Husayni claims that he organized assemblies to debate Shi’i-Sunni

65 Sultanu
cl-Wa’izin Abu‘l-Fath Hasani Husayni, Safar-nama, Tehran University

Library, no. 3144, pp. 140-51.
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controversies and converted both Sunnis and Hindus to Shi’ism. It was

only after an urgent summons from Iran that he left Murshidabad. He
had no time to inform the Nawwab of his departure.

At Madras, a Shi’i who worked for the British governor called on

Husayni and asked for afatwa regarding the legality of serving the British.

Husayni advised him that involvement in such controversies was against

their respective interests. The Shi’i replied that he held a clerical position

in the administration and wished to learn the truth. Husayni replied that,

as service under the British promoted the enemy interest, it was unlawful.

Consequently the Shi’i ’ulamcf did not approve of employment under the

British. The shi’i immediately tendered his resignation to the governor

and, steadfastly refusing to withdraw it, showed him Husayni’s fatwa.

The governor made enquiries about Husayni and sent the city police

superintendent, who happened to be an Iranian, to Husayni with a letter

saying that political fatwas were undesirable. Husayni wrote on the back

of the letter that the governor’s orders were contrary to European law, for

the English in particular had granted complete religious freedom to their

subjects. Therefore, if the governor insisted on compliance with his orders,

an appeal would be lodged with the Supreme Court. After reading the

letter the governor rescinded his orders. He invited Husayni to call on
him but he did not accept the invitation. 66

No details of the Shi’i
9
ulamcf in Jahangirnagar (Dacca) are available

but it would seem that, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, some
of them settled there and established schools for higher learning. It was

in Dacca that ZiyaVllah bin Sayyid Muhammad Fakhir Husayni of

Zangipur (Ghazipur) studied hadis, fiqh and hikma under shi’i ’ulamcf.

After completing his education he returned to his home town and fear-

lessly disseminated Shi’ism. He died on 4 Muharram 1168/21 October

1754. Mawlana ZiyaVllah’s piety and religious zeal made Shi’ism

popular in Ghazipur and the neighbouring districts of eastern India.67

Mawlana ZiyaVUah’s most prominent disciple was Mawlana Sayyid

’Ata‘ Husayn bin Ghulam Murtaza Zangipuri. He was a specialist in

Quranic exegesis and compiled a dictionary of the unfamiliar words in

the Qur‘an. He was also an expert calligraphist. The Emperor Muham-
mad Shah gave him a position at his court. Specimens of his calligraphy

are still available. He died in 1292/1797. 68

The improved facilities for Shi’i education in Lucknow and Fyzabad

strengthened the Zangipur Shi’i
’
ulamcf centre there. Other centres were

based in Nawnahra, Para and Ghazipur. The leading Shi’i
’
ulamcf and

66 Ibid., pp. 192-93.

67 Bt-baha e
,p. 196.

68 Ibid., p. 212.
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authors in nineteenth century Ghazipur were Najaf ’Ali Nawnahrawi

(d. 1261/1845), Karam Husayn Zangipuri (d. 1262/1846), Mansab ’All

Ghazipuri (d. 1266/1850), Safdar ’Ali Zangipuri (d. 1267/1852), Asghar

Husayn Zangipuri (d. after 1270/1853), Husayn bin Ramzan ’Ali (d.

1271/1854) and Ramzan ’Ali Nawnahrawi (d. 1274/1857).

In Deva-Khatta (Ghazipur) lived ’Abdu‘l-’Ali, who was born in

1162/1749. After obtaining an elementary education in Ghazipur, he

moved to Fyzabad and completed his education under Mulla ’Ali

Padshah Kashmiri. Subsequently, Aqa Muhammad Baqir Isfahan!

Ha/iri authorized him to lead congregational prayers. This led to his

appointment as the imam of congregational prayers in Fyzabad. Later

Asafu‘d-Dawla offered him a lucrative land grant. In 1222/1807-8 he

built a beautiful mosque in Deva-Khatta. His death occurred in 1243/

1827.

Among Mawlana ’Abdu c

l ’Ali’s disciples were a number of students

from Ghazipur, Azamgarh and Jawnpur. The most prominent among

them was Mawlana Sayyid Ahmad ’Ali bin ’Inayat Haydar of Muham-
madabad in Azamgarh. His ancestors were scholars also. Mawlana
Ahmad ’Ali was born in 1206/1791-92. He received his primary education

in his home town. From there he moved to Fyzabad where he studied

under Sayyid ’Abdu c

l ’Ali. 69

THE EIGHTEENTH AND NINETEENTH CENTURY
LUCKNOW ’ULAMA*

Mawlana Sayyid Dildar 5Ali Ghufran Ma6ab
Mawlana Sayyid Dildar ’Ali’s ancestors were descended from the

tenth Imam, Imam ’Ali Naqi. Legends claim that one of his forefathers

moved to Lucknow with the army of one of the Mahmud Ghaznawi’s

commander, Salar Mas’ud Ghazi, conquered a fort called Adyanagar

and re-named it Ja
e
i

3Aysh (Land of Luxury) . Gradually this was corru-

pted to Ja
c

is. Likewise Sayyid Zakariyya, who was also one of the Maw-
lana’s ancestors, captured a fort and named it Nasirabad after his ancestor

Nasinfd-Din. The legend of Salar Mas’ud is associated with a number of

the north-Indian Muslim towns which emerged after the thirteenth

century. 70 It would seem that Mawlana Dildar ’Ali’s family, like many
other Sayyid families, left Nishapur, or some other town in Khurasan,

because of the Mongol invasions and settled east of Lucknow, in Ja
c

is.

69 Ibid., pp. 212-13.

70 A‘ina-i Haqq-numa c

, fF. 31b, 33b-36b. Sayyid Mahdi bin Sayyid Najaf ’All, TazkiratuH-
9ulamdf

, Ms. in personal collection, II, f. 175b; ’Allama Hindi, Mawlana Sayyid

Ahmad, Wardsalus
l-anbiya

(

, Lucknow 1336/1918, p. 3.
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Like all Sayyids, they also obtained madad-i ma’ash grants and lived in

affluence;

Mawlana Dildar ’All’s father, Sayyid Muhammad Mu’in bin Sayyid

’Abdu‘l-Hadi was a rich zamindar in Nasirabad. It was there that Maw-
lana Dildar ’All was born on a Friday night in 1166/1752-53. He received

his higher education from Sayyid Ghulam Husayn Dakhini Ilahabadi

and Mawlawl Haydar ’All Sandilawl. 71 Haydar ’Ali, the author of

Takmila Sharh Sullamtfl-’ulum, Hashiya Sharh Suitam, Hashiya Mir %ahid

and Hashiya Mir Zcihid Mulla Jalal, was a Sunni, but Haydar ’All’s father,

Mulla Hamdu c

llah, was a Shi’i. Mulla Hamdu c

llah wrote commentaries

on the Sharh Sullam and Shams Bazigha by Mulla Mahmud Jawnpuri and
the Zubdattfl-usul by Shaykh Baha c

u‘d-Din Amili. Mulla Hamdufllah’s

disciple, Mawlawl Babu'llah of Rae Bareli, also taught Mawlana Dildar

’All. Most of his teachers were Maturidiyya Hanafls. Mawlana Dildar

’Ali travelled extensively and came in contact with both Sunni and Shi’i

’ulama . At Shahjahanpur he met Mulla ’Abdu c
l-’Ali Bahru cl-’Ulum

(d. 1225/1801), the son of Mulla Nizamu cd-Din of Firangi Mahal (d.

1 161/1748) and spiritedly defended a statement by Mawlawi Hamdu c

llah

which Bahrud-’Ulum considered ungrammatical. In Delhi Mulla Hasan
was deeply impressed with Mawlana Dildar ’All’s deep understanding of

the Hidayat al-Hikmat by Mulla Sadra. 71

Like other Shi’i intellectuals, Mawlana Dildar ’Ali became an akhbari

and a rationalist as he greatly admired the Fawa'id-i Madaniyya72 by Mulla
Muhammad Amin Astarabadi which endorsed this stance. In 1193/1779

Mawlana Dildar ’Ali, financed by Mirza Hasan Riza Khan, left for further

studies in Iraq and Iran. He took the Fawtfid-i Madaniyya with him. On
his way from Basra to Najaf his boat was wrecked and his baggage des-

troyed. He was very upset at the loss of his book but somehow it was
recovered. Although heavily water-stained it was still legible. On the

way to Najaf an Arab scholar upheld the usul basis of fiqh but the Maw-
lana vehemently defended the akhbari point of view. The Mawlana was
unable to accept the usuli theory of ijma’ (consensus) . He supported the

akhbari position that it was meaningless to consider religious questions

finally decided on the basis of ijma’ or a unanimous decision by a number of
qualified scholars. The akhbari belief that such questions could never be
finally settled appeared true to him.

At Najaf he called initially on Sayyid Muhsin Baghdadi, the author
of Wafi, Sharh Wafiyya, Kitab Mahsul dar

3
ilm usul and Wasa'ilu'sh-ShVa.

Mawlana Dildar ’Ali submitted to the Sayyid that the Fawtiid-i Madaniyya
had converted the Indian Shi’i

3
ulamdc

to the akhbari point of view and

71 Ae
ina-i Haqq-numa e

, ff. 33b-36b; Tazkiratu'l-ulama'

,

fF. 176a- 178b.

72 India Office Library, London.
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even he himself was confused. Sayyid Muhsin replied that ignorance of

the usul theories was responsible for the popularity of the akhbari tradi-

tions. The Sayyid then gave him the Fawa'id aUMakkiyya by Nuru cd-Din

’All bin Husayn (d. 1068/1657-58) stating that the arguments it presented

against the Fawac
id-i Madaniyya would satisfy him. The Mawlana studied

some chapters but found the refutation unconvincing.

Mawlana Dildar ’Ali then called on Shaykh Ja’far Najafi* the author

of Kashfu
c
l-ghita. They too discussed the problem of ijma

’

but the Maw-
lana’s doubts and anxieties remained unresolved. Next day Sayyid Muhsin

again explained the usuli theory of ijma

’

and the circumstances under

which it was permissible. The Mawlana* in the interest of his further

studies* did not press him* for the ’Iraqi ’ulama
( were touchy on this point.

The akhbaris were in the majority there and had nicknamed the usulis

as “Qazi Abu Hanifa.”

From Najaf the Mawlana moved to Karbala but he did not raise the

controversial question again. There he studied under Baqir Bihbahani,

the author ofthe commentary on the Istibsdr and under Sayyid ’All Tabata-

ba e

i. The libraries in Karbala contained a large number of usulis and

akhbari works and this prompted the Mawlana to study the problem

thoroughly. His intensive reading convinced him that Mulla Muhammad
Mu’in Astarabadi* the author of Fawtiid-i Madaniyya

* had condemned the

mujtahids unjustly. 73 His mental satisfaction made his studies meaningful.

At Karbala he was also one of Sayyid Mahdi Shahrastani’s students.

At Najaf his teacher was BahruVUlum Aqa Sayyid Muhammad bin

Murtaza bin Muhammad al HasanI al-Husayni* known as Mahdi Ta-

bataba‘i Burujardi Later on he visited Mashhad and studied under

Sayyid Mahdi bin Sayyid Hidayatufilah Isfahanl. From Mashhad he

returned home with ijaza (certificates) of ijtihad from Sayyid Mahdi
Tabataba‘i* and Mirza Mahdi Isfahan!* Sayyid ’Ali Tabatabal and

Sayyid Mahdi Tabatabal wrote eulogistic references extolling the Maw-
lana’s competence in ijtihad.

74

In Lucknow the Mawlana plunged himself into attacking the akhbari

position and defending the ’Ilm aUUsuL He wrote a book on the subject

entitled Isas aUUsul. Meanwhile Mulla Muhammad ’Ali Kashmiri* known
as Mulla Padshah, wrote a treatise on the importance of Friday congre-

gational prayers and dedicated it to Nawwab Asafu c

d-Dawla’s prime-

minister* Nawwab Hasan Riza c

. In it he stated that Mawlana Dildar

’All was a most competent and pious ’alim. The outstanding ’ulamal of

Karbala and Mashhad had authorised him to perform ijtihad. He should*

therefore* be invited to lead the congregational prayers. The Mulla also

73 Ae
ina-i Haqq~numdc

s ff. 51b-56a; Tazkiratu
e
l-

}
ulamd‘

,

ff. 186a-188b.

74 A‘ina-i Haqq-numd c
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e
l-

3
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urged Nawwab Hasan Riza c

to make his obligatory five-times-a-day

prayers behind Mawlana Dildar ’Ali. The treatise made a deep impact

on the Nawwab and the first Friday congregational prayer was organised

by him in his own palace on Friday 13 Rajab 1200/12 May 1785. This

was the anniversary of Imam ’Ali’s birthday. On 27 Rajab; the anniver-

sary of Prophet Muhammad’s call to the Prophethood; the Friday congre-

gational prayers were held in public. The Mawlana led the prayers and

gave a sermon on historical; ethical and religious topics. Fifty of the

sermons delivered on the Fridays during 1200 and 1201 were compiled

into a book. It was called Fawcfid-i Asajiyya wa Mawa’iz-i Husayniyya.

The preface says that the rule of tyrants had prevented the Shi’i digni-

taries from implementing the obligatory Friday congregational prayers.

This led the Sunnis to believe that the Shi’i faith forbade these prayers;

although it was the sunna of the Prophets and the Imams. Consequently

they ridiculed them. Unfortunately for them the illiterate and ignorant

Shi’is also believed that until the twelfth Imam re-appeared; congre-

gational prayers were prohibited. Nawwab Asafu'd-Dawla’s interest in

promoting the faith of the impeccable Imams (Shi’ism) had made the

introduction of congregational prayers inevitable. 75

The early sermons in the Fawae
id-i Asajiyya deal with the ahadis

relating to Friday congregational prayers. In his sermon on 27 Rajab;

the Mawlana stated that; according to Imam Baqir; if seven people

happened to assemble somewhere and there was no danger to life in

congregational prayers; it was incumbent upon them to perform it.

According to Imam Ja’far as-Sadkp if five people met in a village and

one of them could recite the khutba, they should hold congregational

prayers. The Mawlana added that; according to Mawlana Muhammad
Baqir Majlisi and Mawlana Muhammad Taqi Majlisi; Friday congre-

gational prayers were wajib-i *ayni (unavoidably obligatory).76

In his third sermon the Mawlana declared that the Shi’is and Sayyids

should not be unduly proud of their faith and lineage. They should not

ignore prayers and must avoid sins. He added that Imam Muhammad
Baqir had declared that those who did not participate in congregational

prayers were not his Shi’as and friends. The true Shi’is were humble

and courteous to their brethren; prayed regularly; observed fastS; were

good to their parents; helped the poor; the beggars and those who were

unable to pay their debts. 77

Mawlana Dildar ’All’s sermons and teachings raised the deteriorating

75 A‘ina-i Haqq-numa c

, ff. 49b-50a; Mawlana Dildar ’All, Fawd(
id-i Asajiyya wa Mawti3-

iz-i Husayniyya, Aligarh University Ms., ff. 3b-4a; Wardsatue
l-anbiya

e
, pp. 5-32.

76 Fawa c
id-i Asajiyya

,

ff. 13b- 14a.

77 Ibid., ff. 18b-25b.
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ethical standards of the Shi’i aristocracy in Awadh. He strengthened the

Shi’i intellectual traditions and stimulated the production of scholarly

religious works. The Mawlana’s writings can be divided into six cate-

gories :

1. Books relating to the refutation of the akhbaris
;

2. Works discussing the basic principles of the Shi’i faith and fiqh

;

3. Books relating to the history of the Imams and the promotion of the

mourning ceremonies of Muharram;
4. Glosses and commentaries on classical text books

;

5. Anti-Sufi literature;

6. A refutation of the Sunni condemnations of the Shi’is aroused by
the Tuhfa-i Isna

9
Ashariyya by Shah 5Abdu£

l-’Aziz.

Not only does the Asastfl-usul (in Arabic) refute Mulla Muhammad
Amin’s Fawac

id-i Madaniyya but it spells out in detail the process of zan

(opinion) and qiyas (analogy) in the Shi’i ijtihdd. It also seeks to remove

any misunderstandings created by the Mulla Amin regarding ijma
9 and

asserts that any opposition to it among the elite of the umma is not per-

missible. The work contends spiritedly that although a mujtahid might

commit an error, he would still be rewarded by God.78

Mawlana Dildar ’Ali’s magnum opus on kalam , the Mirac
u

c
l-uqul fi

9
ilmu

(
l-

Usui, is popularly known as
9Imadue

UIsldm in Arabic. It counters the

anti-Shi’i arguments in NihayaMl-uqul by Fakhru cd-Din Razi (467/

1075-538/1144). It is divided into five large cmaqasid’ (here meaning

volumes). The first volume deals with Tawhid (Divine Unity), the second

discusses
9Adi (Divine justice) , the third deals with prophecy, the fourth

with Imama and the fifth with al-ma
9
ad (eschatology). 79

In the preface the Mawlana states that he is fully conscious of the
9
ulamai9

s duty to defend the faith and disseminate knowledge. He quotes

Imam Ja’far as-Sadiq’s statement to the effect that the Shi’i
9
ulama

c

were the custodians of the frontiers of Shi’ism, which were threatened by

the incursions of the devil and slanderers. Those who prepared themselves

to defend it were bound to receive unlimited Divine rewards. Those who
busied themselves in the acquisition of knowledge were reminded that

the Qur'an urges the Prophet to pray for the enhancement of knowledge.

Further Imam ’Ali says, “My Shi’ as, who are endowed with knowledge

of the shari
9
a3 who help the ignorant Shi’is to enter into the realm of the

light of knowledge and leave the darkness of ignorance, are guaranteed

salvation on Judgement Day”.80

Mawlana Dildar ’All’s MuntahiuH-afkar, in Arabic, contains a detailed

78 Asasu'l-usulj Aligarh University Ms.; Ae
ina-i Haqq numa% ff. 54b-59b.

79 Fjaz Husayn, no. 2133.

80 '
Imadull-Islam

,

Lucknow n.d„ pp. 2-5.
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exposition on the principles offiqh 81 The commentary on the Hadiqatu‘1-

muttaqin, in Persian, is also an important work on fiqh. It is divided into

three volumes dealing with purification, fasting and zakat respectively.82

The Mawlana’s Risata-i Jum’a83 in Persian, is a well-argued treatise on
Friday prayers. The Jawab-i masac

il-i fiqhiyya,8* in Persian, lists important
rules offiqh. The Mawlana wrote the Risala-i Arzayn85 on the problem of
land ownership; particularly the rights of Hindus over land and property
under an Islamic government. The ^ahabiyya88 is a short treatise on the
use of gold and silver utensils.

The Atarat al-ahzan ’ala? qatil al-’atsh&n,81 in Arabic, contains an account
ofthe martyrs ofKarbala. The Musakkin88 al-qdub deals with the tragedies

suffered by the Prophets and Imams.

Hashiya Shark Musallam al-ulum,
89 in Arabic, is a commentary on

Mulla Hamdu'llah’s Musallam al-’ulum on logic. The Hashiya Shark Hik-
matu

s
l-ayn88 is a commentary on Mulla Sadra’s philosophical and mathe-

matical theories in the HidayatuH-hikma. The book refutes Mawlana
’Abdu‘1-’All’s objections against Mulla Sadra. It also takes issue with
the Shi’i rationalists such as Mawlana Tafazzul Husayn.
Mawlana Dildar ’All toed the line of the Safawid ’ulama‘ in fiercely

opposing sufism. Like them he considered it was a threat to Shi’ism. He
wrote a detailed work entitled the Shihab-saqib refuting sufi doctrines

and condemning the leading sufts. The principal target of his attack
is the Wahdat aU Wujud (Unity of Being) of ibn ’Arabi. The Mawlana
points out initially the differences between scholars, philosophers and
sufts in their approach to Wujud (Being) and Wajib (Necessary Being).

It goes on to explain in detail the sufi theory of the Wujud al-Mutlaq (the

Absolute). The sufts believe that Necessary Being is the essence of the
Absolute Being, the Mawlana asserts, and that essence is found in all

objects. The Mawlana summarises the sufi arguments on the Wahdat
al- Wujud and counters each of them. He also demolishes Haydar ’All

’Amili’s proposition concerning it and condemns the views of Sharif
JuzjanI and Sadru‘d-Din Shirazi. To the Mawlana, the self-delimitation91

theory of the Absolute is misleading. He quotes the Qur'anic verses

81 I’jaz Husayn, no. 3156.

82 A(
ina-i Haqq-numa e

, f. 63b.

83 Ibid., fF. 64b-65a.

84 I’jaz Husayn, no. 809.

85 Nasiriya Library, Lucknow.

86 I’jaz Husayn, no. 1164.

87 Nasiriya Library, Lucknow.

88 I’jaz Husayn, no. 2936.

89 Lucknow n.d.

90 AHna-i Haqq-numa e

, f. 65a.

91 Sufism in India, II, pp. 36-53.
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which_, according to the sufis, endorse the Wahdat al-Wujud belief and

marshalls arguments showing that the sufi interpretations have no rele-

vance to the real meaning of the verses. The Mawlana gives verses and

ahadis which contradict the sufi views of the Wahdat al-Wujud. The book

also shows that the best description of God and His Attributes is available

only in the sayings of the Imams of the Prophet’s family. According to

them,, God is omnipresent by His own essence and He demonstrates His

essence by His essence and not through worldly objects. 92

A chapter of the work deals with the definition of kashf (sufi revela-

tions) and asserts that knowledge obtained through this process was

not necessarily correct. Kashf did not discriminate between truth and

falsehood and so could not be made the basis for a final decision. If it

could; the past-masters of kashf would have been infallible.

A section of the chapter points out the faults of eminent sufis starting

with ibn ’Arabi. It quotes the correspondence between ibn ’Arabi’s

supporter; ’Abdu‘r-Razzaq Kashi; and ibn ’Arabi’s opponent; ’Ala
eu c

d-

Dawla Simnani; and refutes the statements made by his followers; in-

cluding those of Haydar ’Amili. 93 The mystic Hasan Basri is accused

of introducing anti-Islamic monastic practices into the faith. According

to the Mawlana; the Imamiyya works did not justify Sayyid Haydar

’Amili’s statement that Hasan Basri was one of Imam ’Ali’s most eminent

disciples.94

Section three of the same chapter accuses Safyan Sawri of hostility to

Ahl-i bayt and blames him for disseminating many baseless ahadis. The

famous utterances of Abu Yazid Bistami (d. 261 or 264/874 or 877) such

as “Glory be to me. How great is my Majesty” are condemned as here-

tical by the Mawlana and Abu Yazid is described as a propagator of

theories supporting hulul (infusion of God into a creature) and ittihad

(unification of the Divine and human nature). He quotes Sayyid Mur-

taza ar-Razi who; comparing 5Abdullah ibn Saba with Abu Yazid;

wrote that it was surprising that the Sunnis condemned ’Abdufilah ibn

Saba because he attributed Divine attributes to Imam ’All ibn Abi

Talib; but raised no objections against Abu Yazid who thought himself

superior to God. 95 Referring to Abu Yazid’s services to Imam Ja’far as-

Sadiq, the Mawlana says that these did not reduce the weight of his sins.

He reiterates that the respect shown by authors such as Qazi Nuru c

llah

Shustari and BahaVd-Din ’Amili to some sufis did not indicate that they

supported the Wahdat al-Wujud doctrines. 96 The section on Abu Yazid also

92 Gf. Du’a Sabah by Imam ’All.

93 Shihab-saqib

,

Aligarh University Ms., f. 35b.

94 Ibid., f. 46b.

95 Ibid., f. 98b.

96 Ibid., f. 50a.
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condemns Mansur al-Hallaj (killed 309/922). There is another section

devoted solely to Mansur in which he is castigated as a zindiq (believer

in a Magi sect), an heretic and an infidel.

In the section' dealing with Ghazali, the author states that he was a
bigoted Sunni whose life-mission was to strengthen enmity towards Ahl-i

bayt. The Mawlana remarks that Ghazali’s defence of Yazid was pre-

posterous and showed that he had no respect for Imam Husayn. His

assertion that the Shi’i faith was false was based merely on personal

kashf and flimsy arguments. 97

Shaykh ’Abdu‘l-Qadir Jilanl (d. 561/1166) hated the Shi’is even more
deeply than his predecessors, claims the Mawlana. The Shaykh fervently

believed that the tenth of Muharram was not a day of mourning but of

rejoicing, for, before the advent of Islam, it had proved an auspicious day
for some of the early prophets. According to Shaykh ’Abdufl-Qadir, ’A'isha

was superior to all other women and the Shi’i beliefs resembled those of

the Jews.98

In the section on Rumi, the Mawlana quotes verses from his Masnawi
to show that Rumi did not discriminate between Islam and infidelity and
that his similes and metaphors were sacrilegious. The Mawlana continues

that the poetry of ’Attar, Sana e

i and other sufi poets was heretical and
irreligious. 99

The last but one chapter condemns the mystical practices of sufis and
accuses them of violating the basic principles of Islamic teachings.

The sufi meditational postures, music, ascetic exercises and love affairs

with young boys are, according to the Mawlana, unlawful. He claims

that their practices of wearing woollen garments and loud and silent

zikr, the system of bay
3
a and the presentation of khirqa {sufi robes) are

acts of perversion and apostasy. 100

The last chapter deals with various sufi orders which, in the Mawlana’s

opinion, are totally profane, blasphemous and inculcate materialism

and licentiousness.

Mawlana Dildar ’All’s tirades against sufism are similar to those by

puritanical Sunni scholars such as ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328) and ibn

al-Jawzi (d. 1126/1200). The most ardent opponent of the Wahdat aU

Wujud doctrine, however, was ’Ala‘u
£d-Dawla Simnani (659/1261-736/

1336). In India his mission was reinforced by Mujaddid Alf-i Sani (971/

1564-1033/1624). Mawlana Dildar ’All’s attacks on sufism were largely

retaliatory, for some leading sufis, both in Lucknow and Delhi, had dec-

97 Ibid., ff. 56b-57a.

98 Ibid., ff. 58b-59a.

99 Ibid., ff. 60a-64a.

100 Ibid., ff. 83b-85a.
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lared war on Shi’i beliefs, Shi’i heroes and Shi’i practices, particularly

the ta
3
ziya rituals. Mawlana Dildar ’Ali’s descendants and disciples

successfully eroded the Shi’i custom of visiting sufi tombs and music but

they were unable to undermine the appreciation of sufi poetry. The

Shi’is now devoted themselves single-mindedly to the commemoration of

their Imams'’ martyrdom but the eloquent similes and metaphors aboun-

ding in sufi poetry could neither be ignored nor forgotten.

The Mawlana ’s rejoinder to a treatise on sufism by Mawlawi Muhammad
Sami’ Sufi summarizes the arguments in the Shihab-saqib against sufism .

101

His polemical works also refer to this book. The Mawlana was provoked

into countering the Tuhfa- i Isna
3
Ashariyya because its author, Shah

’Abdu'l-’Aziz, considered it irrefutable and the last word on the truth

of Sunni-ism. In fact, the Shah himself challenged the Shi’is to write

a refutation. 102 The first Shi’i scholar to reply to the first and second

chapter of the Tuhfa, however, was Mirza Muhammad Akhbari al-

Nishapuri (d. 1232/1816-17). Another Shi’i scholar Hakim Mirza

Muhammad Kamil undertook to compile the rejoinders to the Tuhfa in

Delhi. Mawlana Dildar ’Ali and his disciples were also most prominent

in writing a rebuttal.

Initially the Mawlana produced the £uc
lfaqar refuting the twelfth

chapter on Tawalla and Tabarra. In his introduction he quotes the

Shah’s insulting and disgraceful remarks concerning the most revered

Shi’i
3ulama

e

, such as Mutahhar Hilli and ibn Shahr Ashub Mazandarani.

Nevertheless he requests the readers’ forgiveness for using crude language

against the Shah in retaliation. He adds, “Those who throw unburnt

bricks at others are hit in turn by stones.” The work defines Sunnis and

sufis respectively and then details and condemns the hostility of Shaykh

’Abdu 6l-Qadir Jilani and Ghazali towards Imam Husayn.

The book highlights the Shah’s distortion of Shi’i evidence, such as

the doctrinal statements by Nasiru‘d-Din Tusi and blames him for

glossing over the Sunni enmity towards Ahl-i Bayt. The work demons-

trates that the cornerstone of the Islamic faith is belief in the impecc-

ability of the Imams coupled with devotion to ’Ali and Ahl-i Bayt. Those

who deprived ’Ali of his rightful succession to the caliphate and rejected

Fatima’s right to inherit her father’s gift of Fadak, were not their friends.

If the Prophet’s wife, ’A‘isha, who fought against ’Ali at Basra (Jamal),

and Mu’awiya, who fought against him at Siffin were given the benefit

of erring in ijtihad,
the same benefit must be granted to Khawarij who

fought against ’Ali in the battle of Nahrawan. The Mawlana’s analysis

101 A‘ina-i Haqq-numd‘ fF. 261a-b.

102 Shah ’Abd al-’Aziz, pp. 259-60.
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effectively proves that tawalla (devotion) to the Ahl-i Bayt cannot be

demonstrated without tabarra (dissociation) from their enemies.

The Mawlana sent a copy of the 2$IfWar* with a copy of his magnum

opus, the Tmad al-Islam to Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz in order to bring home
to him the basic principles of the Shi’i faith. He waited for the Shah’s

reply but none was received either by him or his disciples. 108 He then

wrote the Sawdrim-i Ilahiyat refuting Shah ’Abdu £

l-’Aziz’s presentation

of Ilahiyat (Divinity) in the fifth chapter of the Tuhfa. The Mawlana
wrote that he embarked reluctantly upon writing the Sawarim and had

only done so for the sake of his contemporaries and posterity. He thought

that the Shah’s “stupidity and lies did not call for any counter-argu-

ments”. The Mawlana claimed that he had not confined himself to

refuting the Shah but had also included a relevant discussion on kalam in

the Sawarim to serve as an eye-opener to the Shah and others. He again

sought the forgiveness of scholars for using harsh retaliatory language

against the Shah and his ancestors but it was the Shah himself, who,

despite his claims to humility, had initiated it.

The work points out the role of reason, as understood by Shi’is, in

obtaining divine ma’rifa . The Shi’is, according to the Mawlana, correctly

believe that reason should not be given precedence over Divine injuctions

but that it was indispensable for the true perception of Divine commands

;

or else Islam would be reduced to the faith of fools. He says that the

way the Sunni mutakallimin (scholastic theologians) and sufis attack each

other’s ideas on Allah suggests that the corpus of Sunni beliefs concerning

Him is sacrilegious. The Mawlana quotes Sayyid Sharif Juzjani’s obser-

vation concerning the respective perceptions of the mutakallimin and the

sufis as given in the Fawdtih by Maybuzi. In this book a mutakallim said

to a sufi, “I detest that God who manifests Himself in dogs and cats”.

The sufi replied,
4

‘I detest that God who does not manifest Himself in

dogs and cats.” The Mawlana concludes that belief in anthropomor-

phism, hulul (infusion of God into a creature), imtizaj (the combination

of Divine and human nature) and ittihad (unification of Divine and

human nature) are not confined to the sufis but form the cornerstone

of Sunni ideology. The Mawlana goes on to say that the Shi’i belief in

qadar (free will) does not interfere with belief in Divine omnipotence.

The Mawlana blames the Shah for misinterpreting the Imams’ ahadis

stating that human choice lies between jabr (compulsion) and qadar (free-

will) . The Mawlana asserts that the Sunni belief in the vision of God in

any form reduced them to anthropomorphists. He rebukes the Shah
for maliciously spreading the story that the Shi’is did not believe in the

Qur'an which the Sunnis used. The Mawlana asserts that the Shah

103 Ibid., ff. pp. 461-66.
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knew that Shaykh Saduq, the most revered Shi’i authority, had categori-

cally declared that there was no Qur'an but the one that was between

two boards and was in the hands of men.104

Mawlana Dildar ’Ali also wrote a rebuttal of the sixth chapter of the

Tuhfa dealing with Shi’i beliefs concerning the prophethood. The book

is called the Husamu‘l-Islam. It says that the Shi’i beliefin ’All’s superiority

over pre-Muhammad prophets was based on the Qur'anic verses and the

argument that, since the Prophet Muhammad was superior to all preceding

prophets, his true deputy, ’All, was inevitably superior to them also.

The Shi’i belief in the Divine obligation to appoint a Deputy did not

refer to any external orders but was based on His promise as a self-imposed

obligation The Mawlana remarks that the Shah accuses the Shi’is of

considering ’Ali superior to the Prophet Muhammad. The Shi’i beliefs,

the Mawlana goes on to say, are based on the most reliable traditions

of the Imams themselves, whereas the contradictions in the Sunni ahadis

are innumerable and reduce Muslims to the position of heretics. The
3
ismat (impeccability) of the Prophet Muhammad is not undermined

by Shi’i traditions. It is destroyed by Sunni traditions which state that

he was dependent on ’Umar for guidance on questions of fiqh. It was

’Umar who rejected the Prophet’s request for some paper and a pen and

did not allow him to dictate his will. According to the Mawlana the

Shah was not entitled to question the Isna ’Ashariyya doctrine concern-

ing the Imama for it was the cornerstone of their faith.105

The Mawlana wrote the Risala-i Ghaybat106 in order to refute the seventh

chapter of the Tuhfa dealing with Imama. It contains a detailed discussion

on the occultation of the twelfth Imam.

The Mawlana wrote the Ihya al-Sunna107 to counter the Shah’s allega-

tions against the Shi’i beliefs on ma3ad (bodily resurrection) in the eighth

chapter of the Tuhfa. The Mawlana states that the Shah had borrowed

his account on non-Imamiyya sects from the bigoted Nasibi, al-Shahras-

tani, and did not quote any reliable authorities. Conversely the Sunni

authorities such as Rumi and Jami believed in the transmigration of

souls. For example Rumi wrote :

“I have seen 770 bodies.

Like grass I have been born and reborn.”

Leading sufi authorities boldly assert that God moves into the body of a

pig or a dog. The Shi’is believe that Allah inflicts punishments on sinners

104 Ibid., pp. 388-92.

105 Ibid., pp. 392-96.

106 Ibid., pp. 396-99.

107 Ibid., pp. 410-13.
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as part of His justice. Like the Sunnis, the Shi’is believe that the Prophet

intercedes for his people. The sufis, however, sinfully assert that their pirs

enter directly into paradise and take their followers with them wihout any

intercession. 108

Mawlana Dildar ’All was a very pious man who devoted his entire life

to teaching and writing scholarly works. His fatwas were accepted

unquestioningly by the Shi’is. He was also a successful arbitrator in many
complex disputes. Even disagreements of longstanding between Shi’is and

Sunnis were resolved by his verdicts. Although he did not hold any official

positions he was deeply respected by all sections of the populace. He built

two Imambarhas and two mosques; one ofeach at Lucknow and the others

at Nasirabad. Dildar ’Ali’s devotion to Friday and congregational prayers

made them popular among the Shi’is in India. His sermons raised the

standard of Shi’i lectures and the patterns he set were taken up even by the

Shi’is outside Lucknow.

At his suggestion Nawwab Asafu
cd-Dawla built a canal in Karbala and

financed the re-building of the Imams’ tomb there. The Nawwab and his

successors also sent liberal gifts to the seminaries, students and deserving

people at Karbala, Najaf and other holy Shi’i centres in Iraq. 109

Mawlana Dildar ’Ali’s sons and disciples were also pious, dedicated

scholars and teachers. The Shi’is considered them the undisputed leaders

of the community.

On 23 Jumada I 1235/8 March 1820, Mawlana Dildar ’Ali made his

eldest son his successor. The Mawlana died in the night of 19 Rajab

1235/2 May 1820. His body was buried in his Imambarha at Lucknow.

He was given the title Ghufran Mac
ab (he who has taken refuge in Divine

forgiveness) to show respect to his memory.

Ghufran Ma‘ab’s Sons
Ghufran Ma c

ab’s eldest son, Sayyid Muhammad, was born at Lucknow,

on 17 Safar 1199/30 December 1784. He was a precocious child and his

father’s teaching resulted in his being made a mujtahid at the young age

of nineteen. His father in his ijdza wrote that previously his enemies’

jealousy had prevented him from writing the ijdza . Now that Sayyid

Muhammad had developed exceptional talents in hadis, tafsir (exegesis),

kalam (scholasticism), usul (principles ofjurisprudence),^^ (jurisprudence),

rijal (biography) and grammar he was now ripe to undertake the arduous

duties of a mujtahid.

Ghufran Ma‘ab assigned teaching responsibilities to Sayyid Muhammad

108 Ibid., pp. 410-11,

109 Sawanihat-i salatin-i Awadh, pp. 1 12-14; AHna-i Haqq-numde

, ff. 142a- 144a; TazkiratuH-
9ulamdf

, ff. 197a-200b.
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while he was still very young. His lectures onfiqh, usul and other important

branches of learning aroused considerable interest in higher learning

among his contemporaries. Sayyid Muhammad maintained very high

standards and during Sultan Nasiru
cd-Din Haydar’s reign had an uphill

task in preventing the Sultan from implementing childish and frivolous

innovations into the ceremonies commemorating the birth and death

of the Imams. Despite their efforts,, Sultan Nasiru
£d-Din and his successors

were unable to overrule the Mawlana’s directive that whatever had been

made unlawful by Prophet Muhammad during his lifetime was unlawful

until the day of resurrection.

Amjad ’Ali Shah appointed Sayyid Muhammad as the head of his

newly established judicial department called the mirafi
3
a-i Shari

3
a. Sayyid

Muhammad engaged muftis throughout the kingdom in order to introduce

legal uniformity among the Shi’is throughout Awadh. On his initiative,

zakat was deducted from the king’s property and distributed among the

deserving in accordance with Shi’i law. Subsequently he persuaded Amjad

’All Shah to found a college in Nawwab Sa’adat ’Ali Khan’s tomb at

Lucknow. The Shah ordered that a seal be engraved for the Sayyid with

the titles mujtahidufl-asr (the mujtahidof the age) and Sultanud-TJlama/ (the

Prince of the
’

ulama ) . The king also commanded that these titles should be

used in official correspondence and, ultimately, the Mawlana was known

by them. The celebrated poet Mirza Asaduffiah Khan Ghalib addressed

him as mujtahidu‘l-
3
asr but generally he was known as Sultantfl-

3Ulama .

Amjad ’All’s successor, Wajid ’Ali Shah, was also deeply devoted to

Sultanu
cl-’Ulama

c and his authority remained undiminished. On his

recommendation, Wajid ’Ali Shah sent donations to monuments, institu-

tions and individuals in Mecca, Medina, Najaf, Karbala and Mashhad.

The Sultanu
£l-’Ulama

£

also suggested that grants be made in Lucknow

and other places in Awadh. and the Shah complied with. Fatwas were issued

by the Sultanu
£l-’Ulama

£ on all religious, soical and economic issues,

while Shi’is from all over India asked him for rulings on their problems.

His considered opinion was highly respected. The Sunni ’ulama were also

impressed with his learning and frequently called on him. His courtesies

had endeared him to all sections of the society. Even after the fall of the

Awadh rule his popularity did not decline. When Awadh was re-occupied

by the British forces he moved to a remote town with his family members

and dependants. His house was besieged by some British soldiers but the

recommendations of some loyal dignitaries of the British saved him and his

family.
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Besides his vast knowledge of Shi’i and Sunni works, the Sultanu £

l-

’Ularna
£ was endowed with ready wit and humour. He disposed of even

the most tangled issues in a quick and amusing manner which saved
embarrassment. When he was summoned to court and asked to express his

opinion on jihad against infidels by the British magistrate, he replied that it

was not permissible during the occultation of Imam Mahdi. The magistrate

asked what the Shi’i reaction during his presence would be. The Sultanu
£

l

Ulama responded that in that event, Christ would also accompany the

Imam and the Imam’s order would be universally obeyed. No action could
be taken against him. The respect he commanded among the populace
made the British authorities considerate towards him. His salary was stop-

ped but he was granted a pension of one thousand rupees and exempted
from attendance at court. He was allowed to keep arms without a licence

and assigned a seat in the British durbar.

On 22 Rabi’ I 1284/24 July 1867, the Sultanu £

l-’Ulama £

died at

Lucknow. 112 Like his father he was a devoted teacher and a prolific author.
His works were also designed to refute the akhbariSj to explain the funda-
mentals of the Shi’i faith and jiqh and the contributions of Ahl-i Bayt to

Islamic life. They include glosses and commentaries on classical texts of
religious knowledge, and the refutations of the Tuhfa-i Isna ’Ashariyya. The
Sultanu £

l-’Ulama £

also wrote rejoinders to the statements made by Shah
’Abdu £

l-’Aziz’s leading disciple, Mawlana ’Abdu £

r-Rashid.
One of Ghufran Ma £

ab’s disciples, Sayyid Murtaza Akhbari (d. around
1230/1815), wrote a refutation of his teacher’s Isas al-usul. The Sultanu £

l-

’Ulama e

wrote the Asl al-usul to vindicate his father. Another book, the
Ihya c

al-ijtihadhy the Sultanu £

l-’Ulama £

, is an important contribution to the
study ofjiqh. The Fawae

id-i Nasiriyya discusses the rules on zakat and khums.
The Risala dar namaz-ijum3

a deals with the importance of congregational
prayers. The Sultanu £

l-’Ulama £

wrote commentaries on the Shark Sullam
by Mulla Hamdu £

llah, Sharh Saghdr by Sayyid ’All Tabataba £

i and the

Zubdat al-usul. Gawhar-i Shahwar comprises answers to Sultan Nasiru £

d-Din
Haydar s questions on the Qur £an and the Imams. The correct recitation

of the Qur £an is discussed by the Sultanu £l-’Ulama £

in the Saba3
al-masdnl

fi l-qir at wat-tajwid. The Samratu*l-khilafa is designed to prove that the Sunnis
do not believe in the martyrdom ofImam Husayn. The Sultanu £

l-’Ulama £

compiled al-Ujalatu*n-naji
3
a in 1228/1813-14. It is a major work on kalarn

and discusses the basic principles of the Shi’i faith. The seventh chapter
of the Tuhfa, criticising the Shi’i belief in the Imamat and the occultation
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of the twelfth Imam, was rebutted by Sultanu'l-’Ulama' in his Bawdriq-i

mubiqa. He also refuted the tenth chapter dealing with Shi’i matd’in

(indictments) against the enemies of Ahl-i Bayt, in three important works.

His Ta’nu'r-rimah discusses Abu Bakr’s confiscation of Fadak and ’Umar’s

obstruction of the presentation of pen and paper to the Prophet on

his death-bed. The Bdriqa-i Zayghamiyya defends mul’a (marriage for a

limited period) which ’Umar banned. The Barq-i Khatifby him deals with

the nifaq (hypocrisy) of Prophet’s wife, ’Af
isha. Samsam-i Qati discusses the

popular ahadis regarding the liberated sect of Islam and asserts that only

Shi’is belong to it.

In 1237/1822 Shah ’Abdu‘1-’Aziz’s favourite disciple, Mawlana Mu-

hammad Rashidu‘d-Din (d. 1249/1833) wrote the Sawlat-i Ghazanfariyya

wa Shawkat-i ’ Umariyya refuting the Bdriqa-i Zayghamiyya by the Sultanu‘1-

’Ulama‘ on mut’a. Initially, Rashidu‘d-Din stated that he would not reply

to the disparaging phrases, sneering sarcasm and personal attacks which

the Bdriqa’s author had made on Shah ’Abdu‘l-’Aziz for the following

reasons

:

1. The author belongs to a Sayyid family and it is obligatory for

Muslims to show them respect;

2. Obscene language does not behove ’ularnd , it is the language of the

vulgar mob;

3. The use of harsh language does not make a reply effective.

The reply to the Sawlat-i Ghazanfariyya was written by the Sultanu 1-

’Ulama‘, although he attributed it to his disciple, Sayyid Baqir Shah.

The Mawlana retorted that the harsh language against the Tuhfa’s author

in the Bdriqa-i Z^yfdamiyya was used in retaliation for the abusive

statements made by that author against the most revered and pious

Ja’fariyya ’Ulamd‘. The Sultanu‘l-’Ulama
£ wrote that the title chosen by

the Mawlana for his work was most inappropriate. Ghazanfar (Lion) was

’All’s title and he had favoured the legality of mut’a, contending “Had

Khattab’s son (’Umar) not forbidden mut’a, only felons would commit

adultery or fornication.” A more relevant title for the Khan’s book would

be Sawlat-i Bakriyya (Abu Bakr’s Intrepidity) or Farrah-i ’Umariyya or Nasabiyya

(The Ingenuity of’Umar or Na’sal; the latter was the title given to ’Usman

by ’A‘isha).us

The works of both authors, however, exhibit considerable restraint.

Mawlana Rashid referred to the Sultanu‘l-’Ulama‘ as Sayyidu’l-Wahid

(the unique Sayyid) and the Sultanu‘l-’Ulama‘ called him Fazilu'r-Rashid

(learned Rashid or guide).113

The Sultanu‘l-’Ulama‘ also wrote the Risdla-i Taqiyya justifying the

113 Shah ’Abd. at-’Aziz, pp. 466-67; Infra, p. 402.
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Shi’i practice of taqiyya and condemning the Sunni vilification of Shi’i

beliefs.

Mawlana Dildar ’All’s second son, Sayyid ’All, was born at Lucknow
on 18 Shawwal 1200/14 August 1786. He was educated by his father and
became a specialist in the recitation of the Qur'an. He had an attractive

personality and delivered sermons very effectively. In 1 245/1 827-28.,

he travelled to Karbala and,, both en route and in Karbala, engaged
unhesitatingly in religious debates. He returned to Lucknow a year later.

In 1256/1840-41 he travelled to Karbala via Mashhad with a large party

but suffered considerable hardship because of inadequate funds. On 18

Ramazan 1259/12 October 1843 he died in Karbala and was buried there.

His only son was Sayyid Kalb-i Husayn.

Of his works, two volumes of Qur’anic exegesis are very important

contributions to religious literature. He also wrote a treatise on the recita-

tion of the Qur'an. In another treatise he refuted the Akhbari arguments.

The Sayyid wrote a book on the legality of the mourning ceremonies for

Imam Husayn. He wrote several polemical treatises, one discusses Fadak
and two others endorse the legality of mut’a.lu

Mawlana Dildar ’All’s third son, Mawlana Sayyid Hasan, was born on
21 Zu'lqa’da 1205/21 July 1791. He was a man of ascetic temperament
who did not appear very intelligent. Nevertheless, like his brothers, he

also attained a very high standard of scholarship, but he kept his talents

hidden. He secretly helped the poor Shi’is and was interested in the welfare

of the congregation who assembled in the mosque He died on 1 1 Shawwal
1260/24 October 1844 leaving behind two sons: Mawlawi Sayyid Hasan
Musanna and Sayyid Minha.

Sayyid Hasan wrote a book on kaldm and a treatise on the recitation of

the Qur'an. His sermons were also compiled in a book. In a treatise he

discussed the rules concerning the disposal of corpses. He also wrote an

Arabic treatise on the phrase Insha Allah (If God wills). His commentary
on Euclid shows his varied-interests. 115

Mawlana Dildar ’All’s fourth son, Sayyid Mahdi, was born at Lucknow
in 1208/1793-94. Like his brothers he also studied under his father, with

extra tuition from the local ’ulama'. He died while still young in 1231/

1815-16. He wrote commentaries and glosses on classical works. The name
of his only son was Sayyid Hadi. 116

Mawlana Dildar ’All’s youngest son was Sayyid Husayn. He was

born on 14 Rabi’ II 1211/17 October 1796 and was taught by his father
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and the Sultanu‘I-’Ulama‘. Sayyid Husayn and his brothers, Sayyid Mahdi

and Sayyid Hasan, studied together. Despite his youth, Sayyid Husayn

exhibited more perspicacity than his brothers. At the age of seventeen

Mawlana Sayyid Husayn obtained the status of a mujtahid and began to

write like a mature scholar. Sayyid Mahdi encouraged Sayyid Husayn

to develop his talents and never hesitated to admit his younger brother’s

superiority in understanding problems in fiqh. Sayyid Husayn’s angelic

temperament had a strong impact on his contemporaries. He never

complained when unpalatable food was served at his table and, when he

was given appetising meals, mixed them with water to render them distaste-

ful. He was also very generous, especially to the poor and needy. The

Sultanu‘l-’Ulama‘ had delegated his responsibilities for teaching, writing

and the distribution of zakat to the Mawlana while he concentrated on his

official duties in thejudiciary ofthe kingdom. The Mawlana never relaxed.

When afternoon prayers were over, on Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays

he delivered sermons. Throughout the month ofRamazan he gave constant

orations. His sermons were devoted mainly to Qur'anic exegesis, and the

fundamentals of Islamic beliefs. His activities did not prevent him from

calling on the sick and consoling them.

At his instance the Nawwab ofAwadh contributed rupees 1 50,000 for the

construction of the Asafi canal in Najaf, and rupees 15,000 to build tombs

for Muslim bin ’Aqil and Hani at Kufa. The money was sent to Mawlana

Muhammad Hasan and the projects were completed in 1263/1846-47.

Rupees 30,000 were also remitted to Hujjatu‘1 Islam Sayyid Ibrahim

Ha'iri by the Awadh government for the ornamentation of the gateway

and portico of the tomb of Imam Husayn s brother, Abbas. A further

rupees 150,000 were sent to Mawlana Sayyid Ibrahim for the construction

of the Husayni canal at Karbala. Mawlana Sayyid Husayn was instru-

mental in the allocation offunds to other
3
ulama‘ at the holy shrines in Iraq.

Nawwab Amjad ’Ali Shah granted him a seal engraved with honorary

titles including Sayyldufl~
3
Ulamfif (the leader of the ularnd ) . The Sultanu 1-

’Ulama 1 associated him in his official duties.

Incessant work and long hours of prayers and fasting shattered the

Mawlana’s health. He died on 17 Safar 1273/17 October 1856. Not only

was Lucknow plunged into sorrow, but the whole country mourned his loss.

In a letter to Anwaru‘d-Dawla Sa’du‘d-Din Khan Shafaq of Kalpi, the

famous Urdu poet Ghalib wrote:

“Possibly you know that Miran Sahib has died. He was the younger

brother of Mujtahidu‘1-’Asr of Lucknow. His name was Sayyid Husayn

and Sayyidu‘l-’Ulama‘ was his title. On his signet ring Mir Husayn ibn

’Ali Was engraved. I have written a chronogram of the date of his death.

The total number of the letters in it exceed by five i.e. the total is 1278.
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A. new style of adjustment has come to my mind. To me it looks nice.
Let us see if you like it.

Husayn ibn A Ii . honour to knowledge and action.

On his signet ring was engraved Sayyidu‘l-’Ulama‘.
He died, had he lived for five more years.

The year of his death would have been “the mourning of Husayn son of
’All.”117

Other eminent poets also wrote chronograms on Sayyidu‘l-’Ulama"s
death. He had written about twenty books. The Risala tajzifi‘l ijtihad was
composed when he was seventeen and was admired both by the Sultanu'l-
Ulama and Ghufran Ma‘ab. The Manahij al-tahqiq wa ma’arij al-tahqiq is

a comprehensive work on prayers in Arabic which the Sayyidu‘l-’Ulama‘
completed after his father’s death. It was held in great esteem by contem-
porary Arab scholars who could hardly believe that it had been written
by an Indian scholar. The Alukhtasar al-ra‘iq al-gha‘iq} also known as the
Wajizat al-ra‘iq, is a treatise on the acceptance of prayers. The Rawzatu‘1-
ihkamfi masa‘il al-halal wa‘l-hardm contains a concise and sharp discussion
on the problems offiqh in Persian. Ifadat-i Husayniyya deals with Shi’i beliefs
and the occultation of the twelfth Imam. The work also refutes the theo-
ries of Shaykh Ahmad bin Zaynu'd-Din ibn Ibrahim al-Ahsa‘i (d. 1243/
1827-28), the founder of the Shaykhiyya movement in Iran. At the request
of Amjad Ali Shah, Sayyidu‘l-’Ulama‘ wrote the Hadiqa-i Sultaniyya
containing a discussion on the fundamental principles of Islam. The
discussion on Imama is very comprehensive. His notes on the Kitab al-Sawm
(book on fasting) in the RiyaziCl-masa‘il are an analytical study. The Sayyid’s
comments on the Shark al-Hidaya by Mulla Sadra exhibit his mature
philosophical thinking. The Risala Tabhar al-’uqul fi tahqiq al-nisbat bayn
al-haqiqa wac

l-majaz al-manqul is an Arabic work on the principles oifiqh.
The Amali al-tafsir wa‘l-mawd’iz al-nafi’a comprises his sermons. The Kitabfi
majdlis al- aza, in two volumes, contains lectures related to the mourning
ceremony of Muharram. Risala Mufardah fi‘l-miras deals with patrimony.
The Risala fi taswigh al-la’n ’ala‘l-munafiqin justifies the condemnation of
hypocrites. The Sayyid also produced treatises on the recitation of the
Qur‘an and the doubts in the first two raka’t (genuflection) of prayers. The
Risala Wasilatu n najat comprises a philosophical discussion on Divinity,
prophethood and Imama. Mawlana Sayyid Husayn also wrote treatises
on exegeses of the following chapters and verses in the Qur'an.

1. The first chapter.

2. The chapter on Unity.

3. The opening verses of the chapter “Cow”.

117 Urdu-i Mu’alia, Lahore, 1920, p. 232.
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4. Chapter 79, verse 1.

The Mawlana’sfatwas were not collected and compiled. They would have

formed several volumes of fiqh literature.118

Ghufran Ma'ab’s Grandsons and their Descendants

Sultanu‘l-’Ulama
f
’s eldest son, Muhammad Baqir, was born in 1214/

1799-1800. He was educated by his father, Sayyidu‘l-’Ulama‘ and other

contemporary scholars. Amjad ’Ali Shah appointed him to the presidency

of the civil court and conferred the title Munsifu
1d-Dawla (judge of the

kingdom) and Sharifu‘l-mulk (the illustrious one of the country) on him.

The Mawlana, however, led a simple, ascetic life. His house in the Sara‘i

Ma‘ali Khan wasmade from village tiles but he built an imposing imambara

and a mosque in Mahdiganj. He donated flowers made of gold and silver

for the ta’ziyas. Muhammad Baqir collected an extensive library of books

relating to hadis,fiqh and history. He died on 10Jumada II 1276/4 January

1859. His Tash’id Mabaniu’l Iman refutes the Basaratu‘l ’ayn by Mawlana

Haydar ’Ali. The Sayf-i Sarirn is also an important polemical work.

Mawlana Muhammad Baqir wrote a treatise on Hajj and another on the

problems involved in the marriage of an adulteress’s daughter.

Sultanufl-’Ulama/’s second son, Sayyid Muhammad Sadiq, was an

eloquent preacher. He argued competently in polemics with the Christians.

He died on 4 Rajah 1258/11 August 1842. He wtote a treatise entitled

Ta'idufl-Musliminfiasbat Khatamiin-Nabiyin wa‘rrad ’ala‘l-Masihin contradict-

ing the Christian beliefs about the advent of a ^Messiah. The Qati al-azndb

and Qami’an-nisab are important polemical works by the Mawlana.119

Sultanu‘l-’Ulama”s third son, Sayyid Murtaza, acquired an extensive

religious education and a good military training. The Nawwabs ofAwadh

assigned him an important position in the police department. He was

given the title Khulasatu‘l-’Ulamd‘ (The essence of
’ Ulama1

). During the

1857-58 struggle for independence he very ably defended his father from

the British sepoys. He was also a good teacher and a competent majtahid.

He died on 18 Ramazan 1276/9 April 1860. Apparently he was too busy

to write a book. 120

Sultanu'l-’Ulama^s fourth son, Sayyid ’Abdu'llah, was expert in fiqh,

Arabic literature and history. His Bustanu'l-wa’izin is an important work

on religious sermons. Radd-i Ghulat-i Shi’a, is designed to counter the Shi i

ghulat (extremist). His Khulasatu‘1 a’mal and Sabilifn-najat are works on

prayer. He died on 19 Ramazan 1266/29 July 1850. 121
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Sultanuff-’Ulama°s fifth son, Aqa Banda Husayn, was also tutored by

his father and subsequently granted the status of a mujtahid. Since his four

elder brothers had died during their father’s lifetime, Aqa Banda Husayn
became his father’s successor. He achieved fame as a logician, a philosopher

and a faqih. He also received excellent military training. The Awadh
government awarded him the title Malikuf

l-
JUlama c

(the Prince of'ulamot).

He died on 29 Jumada 1269/20 June 1879. He wrote an exegesis of the

Qur‘an entitled the Tafsir-i Shirin. His Mawa’iz-i Husayniyya is a collection

of sermons. The Qawa’id al-mawaris, in Urdu, contains tables relating to

patrimony. His RisalatvAUKhaliliyya, Tuhfatifs-salikin, al-Sirat al-Sawi and

Nahj aUSadad
,
deal with different aspects of Shi’i beliefs. Several volumes

of his fatwas were compiled He also wrote a treatise dealing with legal

objections in dining with Jews and Christians.122

Aqa BandaHusayn’s two sons, Sayyid MuhammadHusayn and Mawlana
AbuTHasan, made a singular contribution to the Ghufran Ma‘ab tradi-

tion of teaching and research. Sayyid Muhammad Husayn was born on

1 Rajab 1267/2 May 1851 and was known by his pet name ’Allan Sahib.

He was educated by his father. Mufti Muhammad 5Abbas and other leading
’

ulamd
£

in Lucknow. He studied medicine under Hakim Kamalu'd-Din

of Mohan and practised in the surgery of Hakim Nabba Sahib. He also

received military training and became an expert horseman. Except for

teaching, he assigned the family religious duties to his younger brother.

Both Sunni and Shi’i scholars attended his lectures on medicine, logic,

kalam3 fiqh and the principles, ofjiqh . In 1299/1881-82 he visited Iraq and

heard the advanced lectures given by the eminent ’

ulamcf there. They also

recognised him as a mujtahid. When he returned from Iraq his lecturing

talents were sharpened and gained more popularity. After his younger bro-

ther’s death, the family religious responsibilities reverted to his own shoul-

ders. He reorganized the library and efficiently managed the family pro-

perty. He introduced a new pattern into the religious sermons comme-

morating Imam Husayn’s martyrdom. These were based on a critical study

of kalam, jiqh and hadis. Gradually these became popular with other
’

ulama .

Wajid ’Ali Shah gave him the title Bahru'l- Ulum (Ocean of knowledge).

He died on 28 Rajab 1325/6 September 1907.

He wrote books in Arabic, Persian and Urdu and translated the £ubdatu
c
l-

Usul into Urdu. He produced a treatise on the illegality of music. His

Urdu book on sermons entitled the Binau
c
l-Islam was also very famous.123

His disciples achieved considerable fame in the twentieth century.

Of these Mawlawi Aqa Hasan and Abuff-Hasan (Munnan Sahib) deserve

special mention. Mawlana Aqa Hasan’s grandfather, Muhammad Husayn

122 Afuzha, VII, pp. 102-3; Bi-baha
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of Nasirabad, was a mujtahid whose son,, Sayyid Kalb-i Husayn, was
also a scholar. Aqa Hasan, son of Kalb-i Husayn, was born on 26 Rabl’

1282/19 August 1865. His mother was a descendant ofGhufran Mafab Aqa
Hasan studied under Mawlana ’Allan Sahib. Afterwards he finished his

education in Iraq. Besides being an 'dlim, he was an active reformer.

In 1319/1901-2 he founded the Anjuman Sadru
6

s-Sudur which four years later

came to fruition as the All India Shi’a Conference. In 1328/1910-11 he

founded an association of the
5

ulama
6

, Anjuman Tadgar-i
5

ulama
6

. It also

published many books. In 1337/1918-19 he established a Shi
3
a Baytu'l-Mdl

(Shi’a public treasury) and drew the attention of Shi’as to the need to

become skilled artisans and useful members of society. In 1323/1906 he

succeeded his father-in-law and maternal uncle ’Imadu'l-’Ulama'

Muhammad Mustafa Mir Agha Mujtahid. On 7 Rabl’ II 1348/12 Septem-

ber 1929., he died. He authored a book in Arabic on jiqh and two treatises

on religious duties. He was known as the Qudwatu‘l-’Ulamaf (the leader

of the 'ulama'). 124 Of his twenty-two sons, Mawlana Sayyid Kalb-i

Husayn alias Kabban Sahib (d. 6 October 1963) was a good orator.

Bahrufi-’Ulum ’Allan Sahib’s younger brother, Abu'l-Hasan, was born
in 1 168/1851 . His pet name was Bachchan Sahib. Like his brother he was
not a genius, nevertheless, he attained a very high standard in religious

learning. He was given the title Malazu'l- 3Ulama 6 (Asylum of the ’Ulama')

by Wajid ’All Shah. In 1350/1931-32 the British Government gave him
the title Shamsu67-’ Ulama 6

. He introduced the dars-i khdrij (advanced

lectures) on the pattern of Najaf at Lucknow. He wrote the Tanzihu'l-

’uqudfi hall shubhat ’ammatu'l-warud, on jiqh. His commentary on the Sharh

Mulla Jami is a very useful work. He died on 17 Safar 1309/22 September
1891. His most famous disciples were Najmu'l-’Ulama' Sayyid Najmu'l-

Hasan (d. 1357/1938) and Sayyid Zahur Husayn (d. 1357/1938).125

Sultanu'l-’Ulama/’s sixth son, Sayyid ’All Akbar, was born in 1249/1833-

34. He was also a highly respected
’

alim and wrote several books. Of these

Sharh4 Khutba-i Shiqshiqiyya is a very scholarly commentary on Imam ’All’s

most controversial sermon, the Shiqshiqiyya. He also wrote a commentary
on Imam ’All’s famous letter to Malik ibn al-Ashtar, his governor-designate

to Basra, on the rules ofgovernment. His commentary on theJoseph chapter

of the Qur'an is very impressive. Ma3
ariju

c
l-irfan comprises a very detailed

discussion on the basic principles of the Shi’i faith. Basharat-i Ghaybiyya

deals with Divine favours to the pious. 126

Sultanu'l-’Ulama^s seventh son, ’All Muhammad, was born in Shawwal
1262/September-October 1846 and was educated by his father. After his

124 Bi-baha c
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father’s death he went to Iraq and sat at the feet of the eminent 'ulamti

there. His contemporaries called him Taju'WUlamd* (Grown of the
’

ulamtf). He also learnt Hebrew in order to enter into polemics confidently

with the Christians and Jews. His ready wit and quick intellect left his

opponents speechless. The Christian priests were also impressed with his

intelligence and learning. On one occasion the Mawlana fell ill and a
Christian priest called on him. The priest remarked that if the Mawlana
only believed in God’s son, he would be immune to all diseases. The
Mawlana replied that had this been the case no Christian would ever be
sick. Secondly those who were devoted to the father were embarrassed
to exhibit devotion to the son.

Once the Mawlana was travelling in a second class railway compart-
ment with a passenger who had brought his dog with him. The man
began to fondle the animal in order to tease the Mawlana. The Maw-
lana was upset but made no objections. When the passenger grew tired,

the Mawlana told him that to caress a dog was not befitting for a human
being. The man replied that he kept the dog with him for safety and
added that, as angels avoided dogs, the angel ofdeath would not approach
him. The Mawlana replied that the devils who deprived dogs of their soul

would deprive him of his soul too. There was no way of escaping death.

The Mawlana was a prolific author. He composed books in Arabic

and Persian but preferred to write in Urdu which, by the end of the

nineteenth century, had become the lingua-franca of the upper classes.

His works in Urdu include an exegesis on the Qur'an, books on funda-

mental Islamic duties for popular use, a treatise for children and a com-
prehensive book for preachers called Tuhfatu'l-wa’izin . Mawlana ’Ali

Muhammad died on 4 Rabi’ II 1312/5 October 1894. 127

Sultanu'l-’Ulama/’s two remaining sons, Sayyid Ghulam Husayn and
Sayyid Muhammad ’All, did not win the fame of his other sons but they

were popular 3
dlims.

Hadi Naqawi, the son of Sayyid Muhammad Mahdi and a grandson of

Ghufran Ma'ab, was born on 7 Rajab 1228/6 July 1813. When he was

three years old his father died
;
when he was seven years old Ghufran Ma'ab

died. Sayyid Muhammad Hadi’s uncle Sultanu'l-’Ulama* therefore

brought him up and subsequently married his daughter to him. Amjad
’Ali Shah gave Mawlana Hadi the titles Sadru

e

sh-SharVat (head of the

shart
3
at

)
and 3 UmdatucWUlama (finest among the

3
ulama

e

). He was appoin-

ted chief sadr of Lucknow. Besides his official duties, teaching and

research, he studied Judaism and Christianity intensively and wrote

treatises refuting the Christian missionary literature. His Risala dar

Radd-i Nasara in Persian counters the Christian missionaries’ attacks on

127 Mtzha, VIII, pp. 331-32; Bi-baha s

, pp. 239-43.
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Muslim prayers and fasting. The Risalafarq baynu'l muhal-i
9
aqli wae

l muhal-i

9
adi discusses two types of impossibility, rational and customary. The

Mawlana also wrote a commentary on the Hablu'l-matin by Shaykh

BahaVd-Din ’Amili and a book on the principles offiqh. His exegesis on

Qur'anic verses is important. One of his treatises praises the Prophet

Muhammad on the basis of the books of Moses. 128

Both of his sons were mujtahids but the most distinguished was Muham-
mad Mustafa Mir Agha (b. Rabi’ I 1252/June-July 1836). His contem-

poraries referred him as
9

.Imadu
e
l-

3
ulama

e
(pillar of the 9

\ulama ) . He was

a prolific author and wrote in Arabic, Persian and Urdu. In his career

as a mujtahid he is said to have written more than 100,000 fatwas but

they have not been compiled into a book. He died on 11 Ramazan 1323/

10 November 1905.129

SayyiduT’Ulama 5

Sayyid Husayn had two sons, the elder ’Ali Husayn,

was both an 5

alirn and a physician. He studied medicine under the famous

medical practitioners in Lucknow and was counted among the most emi-

nent of them. Wajid ’Ali Shah awarded him the title zjaynul- Ulama (the

Ornament of the
5

ulama )
and ’Azudu'd-Din (an arm of the faith).130

Sayyidu c

l ’Ulama
-

. Sayyid Husayn’s younger son Sayyid-Muhammad Taqi

alias Miran Sahib was a very learned scholar and teacher. He was born on

16 Jumada 1 1234/12 March 1819 and was tutored by his father. Mufti

Muhammad ’Abbas and other eminent scholars. Amjad ’Ali Shah appoin-

ted him the head of the Madrasa-i Sultaniyya. After his father’s death he

became an important adviser to the Lucknow Shi’is. Several Shi’i trusts

were placed under his control. He built an Imambarha and a mosque. He
also founded a very valuable library with a good collection of rare books.

His sermons highly impressed his audience and he wrote several books on

the art of delivering them. He was deeply interested in Quranic exegesis

and produced the important Tanabi ’ al-abrar. His Hadiqatu
e
l waizin and

Lam9
atu‘l-waizin are of great assistance to preachers. He also wrote a trea-

tise on Imamat. His Lali-i Imdmat deals with the rules for the leader of

congregational prayers. He died on 23 Ramazan 1289/24 November 1872.

He was known as Mumtazu<VUlamaf
(most distinguished among ’

ulama*

)

and Fakhru^l-mudarrisin (pride of teachers) .
131

One of MumtazuT’Ulama* Sayyid Muhammad Taqi’s sons, Muham-
mad Ibrahim, was born on 10 Jumada II 1259/8 July 1843. His father

was his main teacher. During British rule, established after 1858, the

Mawlana was regarded as a very distinguished Shi’i leader. Early in June

128 Nuzha

,

pp. 530-31; Bt-baha e

, pp. 441-42; Takmila-i Nujum, II, pp. 175-79.

129 Bt-bahds

, pp. 361-63.

130 Nuzha, VII, pp. 322-23.
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1884, the English army camp, based in Asafu'd-Dawla’s Imambarha since

1857, was disbanded, and the Imambarha was handed back to the Shl’is.

The Jum’a and 3Id prayers were resumed in the mosque. Mawlana

Muhammad Ibrahim subsequently repaired Tahsin ’All Khan’s mosque

in Wazirganj and extended his father’s Imambarha. In 1289/1872 he

went on a pilgrimage to Mecca; two years later he visited the holy shrines

in Iraq and obtained recognition as a mujtahid there. In 1305/1887-88 he

again visited Iraq and also Iran. In Tehran, Nasiru
£d-Din Shah Qajar

( 1 264- 1313/1 848-96) treated him as a royal guest and offered him a dia-

mond ring. From Tehran he visited Mashhad. The 3ulama in Iraq and

Iran welcomed him warmly. The Government of India recognised his

services and gave him the title Shamsu*l- Ulama* . His book, 3Amal ’Amil

clarifies the religious doubts held by a rich dignitary, Nawwab Shifa'u'd-

Dawla. In the Bariqa-i gayghamiyya he proved the legality of mat
3
a.

The Nufu
c
l-absar deals with the biography of Mukhtar, who killed the

leaders of Yazid’s army who martyred Imam Husayn and his followers and

fhmily members. He also wrote a book on Friday prayers. Originally it

was entitled Sham3
a fi ahkam al-Jum

3
a but, during his visit to Iran, he

changed it to Lam3
a-i Nasiriyya to make it compatible with the Iranian

Shah’s name. He produced a detailed work on fiqh and wrote an exegesis

of several verses in the Qur'an. lAisfatwas were compiled in book form.

He died on 20 Jumada I 1307/12 January 1890. 132

One of his disciples, Mirza Muhammad Hadi Ruswa (d. 1931), was an

engineer, scientist, mathematician and creative writer. He was a dedicated

defender of the Shi’i faith. His un-published Tuhfat al-Sunna, comprising

fifteen volumes in Urdu, is a rejoinder to the Tuhfa-i Isna
3
Ashariyya .

Mawlana Muhammad Husayn (d. 1337/1918), another disciple of

Mawlana Muhammad Ibrahim, was a great scholar and a very impres-

sive orator. His speeches to mixed audiences of Shi’as, Sunnis and Hindus

were greatly admired. He was a strong opponent of Sir Sayyid Ahmad’s

exegesis of the Qur'an and wrote a book entitled Tafsir al-Burhan
,
in

Persian and Urdu, refuting Sayyid Ahmad’s interpretation of mi
3
raj.

Mawlana Muhammad Husayn’s other works are also very scholarly. He
was given the title Muhaqqiq-i Hindi (the leading researcher of India). 133

Of Mawlana Muhammad Ibrahim’s sons, Sayyid Ahmad (b. 1295/

1878) published a large number of short tracts on various aspects of

Islam. He also wrote a book called Falsafat al-Islam

,

dealing with Islamic

philosophy, in ten volumes. His Himayat al-Islam, in two volumes, is a

scholarly defence of Islam. In the Warasattfl-anbiydi he gave the biogra-

132 Matla’-i anwar, pp. 477-80.

133 Bi-bahd', p.383.
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phies of Ghufran Ma'ab and his family. He died in Sha’ban 1366/June
1947. His contemporaries called him ’Allama Hindi. 134

Sayyid Muhammad Ibrahim’s son, Abu £

l-Hasan alias Munnan Sahib,

(b. 1298/1881), was famous for his scholarship in fiqh. He was a good
teacher and the author of al-Tajzi fi

c
l-ijtihad and Hashiyya-i Kifayatvtl-

Usui. He had four sons. 135 One of them, Mawlana Sayyid ’Ali Naqi
(Naqqan Sahib)

* worked as a lecturer at Lucknow University and retired

as the chairman of Shi’i theology from Aligarh Muslim University.

Mawlana ’Ali Naqi is a very impressive and lucid orator. He is the

author of an exegesis on the Qur'an in Urdu and wrote short tracts to re-

move misunderstandings concerning Shi’ism and Islam. In 1942 he wrote

a book to commemorate the 1 300th anniversary ofImam Husayn’s martyr-

dom, entitled the Shahid-i Insaniyat (The Martyr for Humanity). Some
thoughtless remarks in the work made Sayyid ’Ali Naqi a very contro-

versial figure in India. His rivals, looking for an opportunity to discredit

him, organized protest meetings and wrote pamphlets stigmatizing him
in violent language. The Sayyid, however, made no counter-attacks and
the storm died down.

Ghufran Ma‘ab’s Legacy
Ghufran Ma £ab and his descendants attracted a large number of

disciples. The most prominent of these was Mawlana Mufti Muhammad
Quli Kinturi who was an institution in his own right. We shall, therefore,

discuss his activities and those of his family under the heading “Kinturi

Family”. Below we give the biographies of other important disciples of

Ghufran Ma £ab as well as those of his sons and grandsons.

Mawlana Mirza Muhammad Khalil was Ghufran Ma £

ab’s most

respected disciple. He had travelled to Iraq and Iran even before Ghufran

Ma £ab decided to embark upon the journey. There he studied under

’Allama Tabataba'i and tried to persuade him to move to India to help

the Indian scholars. The ’Allama resented his pupil’s request and made
the counter-suggestion that Mawlana Khalil should persuade the Indian

students to come to the holy shrines in Iran and Iraq to reap the benefit

of the educational and library facilities there. After his return to Lucknow,

Mawlana Khalil urged Ghufran Ma £ab to study in Iraq and Iran.

Ghufran Ma £ab took the Mawlana’s advice. When he returned to

Nasirabad after completing his education, Mawlana Khalil persuaded

him to write scholarly works on fiqh and hadis. It was at the Mawlana’s

instigation, therefore, that Ghufran Ma £ab produced a commentary on

the chapters relating to fasting and zakat in the Hadiqatu*l-muttaqin . In

134 Matla’-i anwar, pp. 71-73.

135 Ibid., pp. 53-54.
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the preface of his monumental 3Imad al-Islam, Ghufran Ma £ab paid glowing

tributes to the Mawlana’s wisdom. Mawlana Khalil’s death around

1220/1805-6 was an irreparable loss to Ghufran Ma £

ab. 136

Fakhru £d-Din Ahmad Khan, alias Mirza Ja’far, another of Ghufran

Ma £

ab’s disciples, was the son of Muhsinu'z Zaman bin Fakhru £d-Din

bin Zaynu £d-Dln of ’Alamgir’s reign. He studied grammar under Maw-
lawi Sana’udlah, hikma under Mulla Mubin and mathematics under

Tafazzul Husayn. Mawlana Ghufran Ma £ab was his teacher for the

religious sciences. Trained by the best scholars of his age, he wrote on all

important subjects with confidence and precision. He compiled commen-
taries both on Euclid and the Almagest. His Haydariyya, also known as

Asafiyya ,
comprises the ahadis of the Imams and the sayings of the faqihs.

He was also an orator and an astrologer. He died in 1230/1 8 15.137

Mawlana Yad ’All Naqwi, a member of Ghufran Ma f
ab’s family,, was

also his disciple. He was born in Nasirabad and was educated by many
eminent scholars. Ghufran Ma £ab trained him in the principles of Jiqh.

His house near the Rumi Gate in Lucknow was a rendezvous for scholars

in the religious and rational sciences. He was the author of a Qur'anic

exegesis entitled the Manhaj al-Sadad. He died on 25 Jumada II 1253/26

September 1837. 138

Mawlana ’Abdu £

l-’Ali of Dewakhatta in Ghazipur and his two sons,

Sayyid Muhammad and Sayyid Kalb-i ’All Fyzabadi, were all disciples

of Ghufran Ma’ab. Mawlana ’Abdu £

l-’Ali was also a disciple of Muham-
mad ’Ali Badshah. Aqa Muhammad Baqir Isfahani authorised him to

lead congregational prayers and he was appointed Imam for the Friday

congregational prayers in (Fyzabad). In 1222/1807-8 he built a very

impressive mosque in Dewakhatta. The Mawlana was deeply devoted to

the mourning ceremonies for the martyrs of Karbala. His disciples made
Ghazipur an important centre for Shi’i learning and Shi’i religious

ceremonies. In 1243/1827 Mawlana ’Abdu £

!-’Ali died. 139

His disciple, Mawlana Sayyid Ahmad ’Ali bin ’Inayat Haydar of

Muhammadabad (in Azamgarh) was an outstanding 3
dlim. He sat at

the feet of Mawlana ’Abdu £

l ’All in Fyzabad, and then moved to Luck-

now, where he studied under Mawlana Ghufran Ma £

ab. He taught at

the Shahi Madrasa until 1857-58, when he went on a pilgrimage. On
his return he began to teach senior scholars at his own residence in the

Pata Nala quarters of Lucknow. He prepared his lectures very thoroughly

and made personal comments on the books in his courses. He wrote a

136 Bt-baha e
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biography of the Prophet Muhammad entitled the Tuhfatufl-mu’jazat

and a book on the life of the twelfth Imam called the SabhatvL l-jaman .

He refuted some chapters of the Tuhfa-i Isna 'Ashariyya and wrote a book

confuting the Muntahi*l-kalam by Mawlana Haydar ’Ali Fyzabadi. He
was the author of exegeses of several verses of the Qur £

an. He died at the

ripe old age of ninety on 17 Rabi’ I 1295/21 March 1878. 140

Mawlana Ashraf ’All, another eminent disciple of Ghufran Ma £

ab,

consolidated the traditions of Shi’i learning in Bilgaram. He died in

1270/1854. 141

Amroha, east of Delhi, developed into a centre for Shi’i learning during

the lifetime of Ghufran Ma £

ab’s disciple, Mawlana Sayyid Muhammad
’Ibadat bin Muhammad Najabat (d. around 1225/1816). He lived in

the Shafa’atpota quarters of Amroha said to have been founded in

Shahjahan’s reign. His ancestors had settled in Amroha during Shah-

jahan’s reign but it was Mawlana Muhammad ’Ibadat who founded a

Shi’i mosque there and organised Friday and congregational prayers.

The mosque was extended by Hajji Ashraf ’All ’Azimabadi in 1233/1817-18

and was known popularly as the Ashrafu £

l-masajid. Besides his com-
prehensive religious education, the Mawlana was famous for his knowledge

of Euclid. He had studied mathematics under a Sunni teacher Mawlawi
Barkat Sahib whose disciples included many great scholars. 142

Mawlana Muhammad ’Ibadat’s son, Mawlana Sayyid Muhammad
Siyadat, was also an eminent scholar. He was born in 1211/1796 and
received his higher education at Lucknow. Sayyidu £l-’Ulama £ Mawlana
Sayyid Husayn granted him permission to perform ijtihad. He was also

deeply involved in teaching. In 1263/1846-47, he renovated the Ashrafu £

l-

masajid. He died two years later. 143

Mawlana Siyadat’? two sons were also very gifted. The elder, Muham-
mad ’Askari was a genius. He was expert in medicine, and was highly

proficient in philosophy, astronomy, mathematics and logic. He obtained

certificates of higher education in religion from both Sultanu
£L’Ulama £

and Sayyidu £

l-’Ulama £

. He renovated the mosque built by his father and
grandfather and had it decorated in a most attractive fashion. The
inscriptions were cut after the calligraphy of Mawlana Awlad Husayn
Amrohawi (d. 1338/1920), the son of Mawlana ’Askari’s younger brother,

Mawlana Muhammad Hasan Amrohawi (d. 1319/1895). Mawlana
’Askari’s younger brother was both a physician and an *

alim .

144
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Ghufran Ma cab numbered many other famous Shi ’is among his dis-

ciples. Mawlana Hakim Mirza Isma’il, was a preacher in the Deccan.

Mawlana Mirza Muhammad ’Ali had studied under Ghufran Ma £ab
but he was permanently settled in Mecca. Mir Khudabakhsh founded

the Tal Katora Karbala. Mawlana Sayyid Himayat Husayn, alias Mir
’Ali Bakhsh, translated Ghufran Ma £

ab’s Asets al-Usul from Arabic into

Urdu, while Mawlana Sayyid Sajjad
5

Ali did the same for his teacher’s

Tmad al-Islam. Musharraf ’Ali Khan of Lucknow (d. 1 240/1 824-25), who
was known as ’All bin Hasan bin ’Askari, was trained by Sultanu cl-’Ulama c

and compiled the fatwas of both Sultanu £

l-’Ulama £ and Sayyidu £

l-’Ulama
£

into several volumes. Mawlana Musharraf’s IzahatuH-ghayyft radd
3
Abdu‘1

-

Hayy was written as a challenge to Mawlana ’Abdu £

l-Hayy, Shah Isma’il

Shahid and Sayyid Ahmad Shahid to justify their anti-Shi’i propaganda.

The Izahatu
e
l-ghayy comprises the earliest reports on Sayyid Ahmad

Shahid’s mission against the Shi’is. 145 Mawlana Musharraf’s Izahatu'l-

’Mat fi
c
r-radd

3
ald

c 3Abdue
l-Hayy Dihlawi seeks to refute Sayyid Ahmad

Shahid’s discourses in the Siratvt l-mustaqim. Sayyid’s discourses on what
he considered sinful innovations including the mourning ceremonies

commemorating the tragedy of Karbala have been spiritedly refuted.146

Ghufran Ma £

ab’s sons and grandsons also trained a large number of
3
alims and mujtahids. They raised the standard of Indian Shi’i learning

and tried to bring it up to the level of the educational facilities at Najaf,

Karbala, Qum and Mashhad. One of the most promising scholars was
Mawlana Sayyid Abu £l-Hasan Abbu Sahib, the son of Sayyid Muhammad
bin Sayyid ’Ali Shah Kashmiri. Abbu Sahib was born on 17 Rabi’ I

1260/6 April 1844, at Lucknow. When he was nine years old his father

died but, nevertheless, his dedication to learning enabled him to complete

his education at the age of fourteen. He studied the
3Imad al-Islam by

Ghufran Ma £

ab under Sultanu £

l-’Ulama £ and jiqh under Mumtazu £

l-

’Ulama £

Sayyid Muhammad Taqi. Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas greatly

respected his opinion and made many corrections to his famous Arabic

work, Shari
3
a Ghana . Abbu Sahib was a very pious man. Around 1289/

1872-73, he founded the Madrasa Imaniya as a college of higher education

but it was a failure. Initially, he was so disappointed that he wanted to

move permanently to Iraq but then he took courage again. He founded
other schools, one of them is known as the Madrasa Nazimiyya. In
1 899 he started the Sultanu £

l-Madaris with the assistance of Husaynabad
trust to replace the Shahi Madrasa. The latter was founded by Nawwab

145 Shah *Abd aWAziz3 pp. 476-80.

146 Ibid pp. 497-500. Copies of Izahatucl-ghayy and Izdhatu
s
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Amjad Ali Shah, but had been closed in 1857. Abbu Sahib died in

Karbala on 24 Muharram 1313/17 July 1895.147

Of his sons, Mawlana Muhammad Hadi, who died during a visit to

Karbala on 1 Safar 1357/2 April 1938, taught a large number of famous

twentieth century ’dlims. These included Mawlana Sibt-i Hasan, Mawlana

Kalb-i Husayn, Mawlana Ibn-i Hasan Nawnahrawi and Mawlana Sayyid

Muhammad alias Miran Sahib. 148

Although Sayyidu'l-’Ulama
4 Mawlana Sayyid Husayn helped his elder

brother with his students, he had many scholars of his own. The most

prominent of these was Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas son of Sayyid ’Ali

Akbar Jaza
£

iri Shustari. His ancestors included Sayyid Ni’matu £

llah

Jaza/iri, whose descendants had settled in the Deccan and Lucknow.

Muhammad ’Abbas was born at the end of Rabi’ I 1224/15 May 1809.

His father taught him Persian and he studied fiqh, usul. kaldm and hadis

under Sayyidu
£l-’Ulama

£ Sayyid Hasan. His teachers for the rational

sciences were Mawlawi ’Abdu £l-Quddus and ’Abdu £l-Qawi of Firangi

Mahal. He was a precocious and gifted child. At the age of twelve he

composed an Urdu masnawi on Shi’i doctrines. Two years later he wrote

a Persian masnawi. As a young man he astounded his audience by deliver-

ing a scholarly sermon in place of Sayyidu
£l-’Ulama

£

. When Muhammad

’Abbas finished his lecture, his teacher hugged his talented disciple and

warmly praised his scholarship. Sultanu
£l-’Ulama

£ Sayyid Muhammad

also loved him dearly. In fact, both brothers relied on the scholarly

judgement and acumen of Muhammad ’Abbas. He loved books and had

a collection obtained from a variety of sources. He was a prolific author.

More than 150 of his books have already been published but a large

number still remain in manuscript form. During the Freedom Struggle

of 1857 many of his manuscripts were destroyed. He lived temporarily

in Kanpur, Banaras and Patna but his hectic life did not prevent him

from writing. He wrote on all important subjects including astronomy,

philosophy, history, mathematics and logic. He never visited Arabia

but Arab scholars were impressed by his poetry and prose in Arabic. He

died on 25 Rajab 1306/27 March 1889 at Lucknow.

His Arabic exegesis on the Qur £an entitled the Raw&’ih al-Qur
e
an is very

impressive. He also wrote a separate exegesis of each important chapter

of the Qur'an. Two volumes of his aUShari
3
at al-gharra discuss the impor-

tance of the Shi’i faith. His correspondence with Arab scholars has also

been published. Mawlana Muhammad ’Abbas’ deep understanding of

fiqh prompted Sultanu
£l-’Ulama

£

to appoint him the mufti of Lucknow. He

compiled a guide book for the qazis and muftis ofAwadh and the principles

147 Bi-baha *
, pp. 25-31.

148 Bi-baha
(
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laid down by him were followed by the Awadh judiciary. His high position

did not change his ascetic habits. He gave away expensive garments to

beggars and wore simple clothes. Like many ascetics, he mixed water

with his food to render it distasteful. He rarely ordered his servants to

perform any personal services and often engaged in hard labour.

In refutation of the seventh chapter of the Tuhfa, in which the Shah
objected to the doctrine of the occulta tion of the twelfth Imam,, Mufti

Muhammad ’Abbas wrote the Jawahir-i ’abqariyya fi radd-i Tuhfa-i Isna
5
Ashariyya . The work exhibits the Mufti’s command of historical works

and his skill in handling historical evidence effectively. It defends the

Shi’i ahadis logically and accuses Shah ’Abdul ’Aziz of distorting Shi’i

evidences and misinterpreting Shi’i doctrine regarding the Imama .
u

9

In

both the Avordq az-zahb and the Ratb al-Arab. the Mufti pays glowing

tributes to Sayyidul-’Ulama 4 and Ghufran Ma'ab’s family. 150

Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas had six sons. The eldest, Mawlana Sayyid

Muhammad ’Alim was known as Bare (the elder) Mufti (d. 1361/1942) and

Mawlana Sayyid Ahmad ’All, was known as chhote (the younger) Mufti

(d. 1328/1969). Both achieved considerable fame for their scholarship

and the quality of their teaching. Mawlana Sayyid Ahmad ’Ali was an

impressive orator and his Ramazan sermons were intensely moving.151

It was Najmul-’Ulama £

Sayyid Najmu £

l-Hasan, the favourite disciple

and son-in-law of Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas, however, who carved out an

unique path for the propagation of the Shi’i faith. He was the son of

Sayyid Akbar Husayn of Amroha. Najmul-Hasan was born on 6 Zu-

Ihijja 1279/25 May 1863. After completing his higher education under

Abul-Hasan Abbu Sahib and Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas, he started

teaching Qur £

anic exegesis, hadis
, fiqh, usul, literature and astronomy to

students at higher levels. He both edited and published his teacher

Muhammad ’Abbas’ works. Abbu Sahib made Mawlana Najmul-
Hasan the director of the Madrasa-i Nazimiyya. The Mawlana’s scholar-

ship and organizational talents made the college famous and scholars

from all parts of India went there for higher education. 152 The Mawlana
erected a new building for the madrasa on Victoria Street, Lucknow. In

1338/1919-20, the Raja of Mahmudabad and his brother established the

Madrasatul-Wa’izin to train Shi’i preachers for missionary work. Its

missionaries took Shi’ism to Tibet, Burma and Africa as well as to many
other places in Europe. The madrasa publication department produced a

monthly Urdu journal, the Al-wd’iz and an English magazine, the Muslim

149 Shah 3Abd al-’Aziz, pp. 396-404.

150 Bi-bahad

,

pp. 226-31; Tajalliydt, Lucknow.

151 Matla3
-i anwar, pp. 95-96, 582-83.

152 Bi-baha *
, pp. 434-36; Mailed-i anwar, pp. 675-78.
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Review . A press was also attached to the madrasa to accelerate the publica-

tion programme. The major works translated into English and published

by the madrasa were the Qur€

an, the Sahifa-i Kamila and a section of the

Majalisu'l Mue
minin. Mawlana NajmuTHasan also guided the multifarious

programmes of the madrasa. In recognition of his services, the government

awarded him the title Shamsu6
1-

9 Ulama .

The Mawlana never hestiated to devote time to protecting the Shi’i

rights. His own house in Chachrha Lane, Lucknow, was a very simple

structure. He himself sat on a mat under the thatched roof in front of his

house. There the dignitaries of all classes mingled with the poor and the

orphans when they came to pay their respects to the Mawlana. He died

on 17 Safar 1351/18 April 1938. In particular his works, al-Nubuwwa

wae
l Khilafa and aUTawhid are very important contributions to knowledge.

Some of the more eminent scholars among his disciples, who consoli-

dated Shi’i education, were Mawlana Sibt-i Hasan (d. 1354/1935), Maw-
lana ’Adil Akhtar (d. 1370/1952) and Hafiz Kifayat Husayn (d. 1388/

1968). Mawlana Sibt-i Hasan was also an inimitable orhtor.

A fast friend of Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas, and a gifted student of

Sayyidu‘l-’Ulama
£

, was Mawlana Sayyid Ghani Naqi of Zaydpur in

Barabanki. Sultan Ghaziu £d-Din Haydar appointed him to the board of

authors which he had formed to compile scholarly works. The Taju
e
l-

lughat, an important Arabic lexicon was produced under his supervision.

He wrote another Arabic lexicon of synonyms. Imam ’Ali’s famous morn-

ing invocations were also translated by him into l^rdu. His letters in

Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas’ Rath al-Arab, show his command of the Arab

literary style. He died at the young age of thirty-seven in Rajab 1257/

August-September 1841. His corpse was taken from Lucknow to Zaydpur

and buried there. In 1274/1857-58, Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas visited

his grave and wrote a touching elegy, paying tributes to his prose and

poetic works.153

Sayyidu
£l-’Ulama £

’s disciples settled in different parts of the country

where they established important centres of Shi’i higher education. At

Calcutta, Mawlana Mirza Muhammad ’Ali, set up a major Shi’i educa-

tional establishment. His ancestors came from Kashmir but had moved

to Lucknow in the eighteenth century and settled in the Golaganj quarters

of Lucknow. Besides Sayyidu £

l-’Ulama £

, Mirza Muhammad ’Ali studied

under other eminent ’alims in Lucknow. He moved from Lucknow to

Calcutta with Nawwab Wajid ’Ali Shah. There he was regarded as a

Shi’i qazi. He was most impartial when delivering fatwas . Some mut
9
a

wives of Wajid ’Ali Shah, who had adopted children, wished to obtain a

share in the family property for them. Mawlana Muhammad ’Ali rejec-

153 Nuzha, VII, p. 365; Bi-bahd% pp. 268-69.
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ted their claim. The Begums therefore approached the Lucknow 'ulama'

and obtained a favourable verdict. Mawlana Muhammad ’Ali refused to

change his opinion. Then Mawlana Ghulam Hasnayan Kinturi inter-

vened and explained that the 'ulama’’ in Lucknow were not fully conver-

sant with the background to the request. Mawlana Kinturi’s clarification

silenced the Begums and Wajid ’All Shah. They apologised to the Maw-
lana. Wajid ’Ali Shah gave Mirza Muhammad ’All the title Qa'imu'tu'd-

Din (Firm in the faith). Mirza Muhammad ’Ali’s son, Mirza Muham-
mad Naqi received the title Mi’yarn’l- Ulama’ (the touchstone of the

’ulama'). Mawlana Muhammad ’Ali died on 8 Shawwal 1289/9 December
1872. A number of ’ulama’ had moved to Calcutta to study under him.154

Mawlana Sayyid Niyaz Hasan Barasti bin Ghulam Husayn Barasti

belonged to Barast in Karnal (the Panjab) but some of his ancestors had
moved to Hyderabad. Nawwab Mukhtaru‘l-Mulk Sir Salar Jang was
his patron although the Nizam of Hyderabad also offered him gifts. The
Mawlana built a mosque containing rooms for the accommodation of
guests. He wrote an Urdu masnawi the Hadiqatu'l Imam and translated

the ZinatuT-’Ubbad into Urdu. During the months of Ramazan he deli-

vered lengthy sermons. Many eminent ’ulama' were his disciples. He
died in 1309/1891-92.155

Mawlawi Tafazzul Husayn of Fathpur-Biswan (Barabanki near
Lucknow) owned several houses which he let out. His father, Mawlawi
Karamat ’Ali, was a trustee of the Muhsiniya Trust in Hoogli. Tafazzul
Husayn was born in 1243/1827-28 and studied very assiduously to acquire

a higher religious and secular education. He grew up to be an expert
mathematician. He supported many talented scholars financially and
himself lectured to those studying at advanced levels. His students loved
and respected him deeply. He renovated the ancestral Imambarha in his

native town and promoted the mourning ceremonies of Muharram in

Fathpur-Biswan. He died on 4 Zu‘lhijja 1305/12 August 1888. Many
of his disciples became eminent ’alimsN6

Ja’far ’Ali of Jarja (Bulandshahr), the rival to Agha Muhammad
Baqir of Delhi,157 was also a disciple of Sayyidu‘l-’Ulama‘. He excelled

in reciting the Qur'an and even the Arab reciters were impressed by his

art. The eminent Chishtiyya pir. Kale Sahib, frequently called to listen

to his recitations. Ja’far ’Ali taught at Delhi College, Madrasa-Man-
sabiyya Meerut and at Hyderabad Deccan. His students had to succeed
in declaiming the soz marsiyas in a special rhythm before taking lessons in

154 Bi-bahd‘, pp. 352-54.

155 Bi-bahd‘, pp. 423-25.

156 Bi-baha‘, pp. 102-4.

157 Supra, pp. 97, 101, 103, 159, 272.
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Qur‘anic recitation. The great Urdu poet and writer, Mawlana Altaf

Husayn Hall, was his disciple. Mawlana Ja far died in 1314/1896-97.

His son Shamsu‘l-’Ulama
! Qari ’Abbas Hasnayn, was also an expert

in Qur'anic recitation. Qari ’Abbas had a good knowledge of the rational

sciences. He first taught at Delhi College and then in the theology depart-

ment of the Mohammedan Anglo Oriental College, Aligarh. He died

on 28 July 1926. Qari ’Abbas wrote a book on logic, al-Faraid al-bahiya,

in Arabic. He also composed a commentary on the Sadra. His Kashkul-i

’Abbasi and Husdm-i ’Abbasi, comprise essays on religious and social issues.

Another of his books, Izdlat al-awhdm, is a very important work on Divine

Unity. He also supported the right of widows to. re-marry. 159

Hajji Mawlana Sayyid Mahdi Shah Rizawi Qummi Kashmiri moved

from Kashmir to Lucknow during the reign of Nawwab Sa’adat ’Ali

Khan. He was closely associated with Sayyidu‘l-’Ulama‘ and Mufti

Muhammad ’Abbas. He travelled to Iraq and Iran several times and

went on a pilgrimage. He finally settled in Patna where he died on 25

Jumada II 1314/1 December 1896. The Hajji wrote commentaries on

the Qawanin, the Sharh-i Lam’

a

and the Shara’i al-Islam. 160

His son, Murtaza Shah (d. 14 Shawwal 1323/12 December 190o),

studied initially under his father and then Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas.

He migrated to Iraq where the eminent ’ulamd‘ such as Mirza Muhammad

Hasan Shirazi treated him with respect. He wrote treatises on both the

traditional and rational sciences.161

One of Hajji Mahdi Shah’s disciples in Patna was ’Ali Muhammad

Shad ’Azimabadi. He studied literature and philosophy under eminent

scholars while Hajji Mahdi Shah taught him fiqh. Shad was a born poet

who exhibited a remarkable control ofArabic and Persian. He is, however,

more generally known for his scholarly contributions to Urdu prose and

poetry. Shad died on 8 January 1927.162

One of the Sayyidu‘l-’Ulama”s disciples in Bihar was a preacher,

Mawlana Sayyid ’Ali alias Pir ’Ali bin Sayyid Haydar ’Ali. At the early

age of fifteen he left his village, Bhikhpur, for Chapra (Bihar) in quest of

higher education. There he studied in a khdnqah (monastry) for ten years.

His teacher was so deeply impressed with Sayyid Ali s learning that he

wished to nominate him as his successor to the khdnqah but Sayyid ’Ali

refused. Instead, he quietly left the khdnqah reaching Lucknow during

158 Nuzha, VII, p. 118; Bi-baha pp. 115-18.

159 Takmila-i Nujum} I, p. 257.

160 Nuzha

,

VIII, p. 457.

161 Bi-baha e

, pp. 365-67.

162 Sayyid ’All Muhammad Shad son of Sayyid Izhar Husayn (1262/1846-1226) was

the author of some sixty books in poetry and prose. He composed poems on the

Prophet’s birth and wrote elegant marsiyas. He wrote both in Persian and Urdu.
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Ghaziu £d-Dln Haydar’s reign. For several days he starved as he had no
money to buy food but gradually, as he made contacts* his position impro-

ved. He joined Sayyidu £

l-
5Ulama£5

s classes and was employed by a rich

man to teach his children. Nevertheless* he lived like a beggar and kept

his money under the carpet. Sayyidu £

l-
9Ulama £

appointed him a tutor

to his sons* Sayyid Muhammad Taqi (Mumtazu £

l-
9Ulama £

)
and Sayyid

Naqi (Zubdatu £

l-
9Ulama £

) . The Mawlana stayed for about twelve

years at Lucknow and then returned to his own village. Later he returned

to Lucknow with some Bihari students who joined the classes of the

’ulama there. Finally he moved to Ghapra where he built a mosque and a
well. The poor villagers loved him deeply and he helped them liberally.

The Biharis believed that his prayers brought rain to the drought-stricken

countryside. He was also a physician and offered free medical assistance

to the poor. He died in 1285/1868-69 aged about seventy. 163

Another of Sayyidu £

l-
9Ulama £9

s disciples* Mawlana Khwaja 9Abid
Husayn son of Khwaja Bakhshish Husayn Ansar! became very popular
in Saharanpur* Meerut* Delhi and Panjab. He belonged to a zamindar

family in Saharanpur and was born around 1262/1846. After completing
his higher education under Sayyidu £

l-
9Ulama £

* and other eminent des-

cendants of Ghufran Ma £

ab* he settled in his native land and dedicated

himself to teaching* preaching and writing books. He taught in several

other centres such as Court Joli* Madrasa-i Ja’fariyya Miranpur (Barha)*

and Madrasa Mansabiyya (Meerut). The Mawlawis trained by him
obtained positions as prayer-leaders in the villages of the Western districts

of Uttar Pradesh and Panjab. In 1326/1908 he visited Iraq and studied

under the ’ulamtf there. He wrote books on jiqh, biographies of the

Imams* religious polemics and grammar* for Urdu* Persian and Arabic.

He translated some important works such as Shara’i aUIslam into Urdu.
On 6 Zudqa’da 1330/17 October 1912 he died. 164

Mawlana Ghulam Muhammad Ahsan known as Mawlana Zahur
Husayn of Miranpur Barhajd. 23 December 1938) obtained his early

education under Khwaja 9

Abid. Later he specialized under Mawlana
Abu £

l Hasan Bachchan Sahib (MalazuVUlama 4

). He rose to be one of
the greatest Shi

5

!
3
alims and scholars of the twentieth century. He was

author of some very important works such as al-Nubuwwa.Ub

One of Sayyidu £

l-
5Ulama°s disciples* Mawlana Sayyid Husayn ibn

Sayyid ’Ashiq
5

Ali* was an unique personality. His ancestors were Barha
Sayyids. They moved to Lucknow in Asafu £d-Dawla 5

s reign and settled

in the Shah Jamal wa Kamal at Lucknow. Mawlana Sayyid Husayn

163 Bi-baha c

* pp. 217-20.

164 Ibid., pp. 146-47.

165 Matla’-i anwar* pp. 295-97.
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was born in about 1229/1813-14. After completing his religious education

he moved to Iraq, sometime before 1857, with a small party travelling

by bullock-cart. At Bhopal he devoted some months to teaching in the

local schools. He never hesitated to sharpen his intellectual faculties by

discussions with the eminent teachers he met on his arduous journey.

After his return to Bhopal he travelled to Iran three times more. The

eminent ’ulamd‘ there, such as Shaykh Zaynu‘l-’Abidin Mazandarani,

were highly impressed with his learning.

His disciples included Bahru'l-’Ulum ’Allan Sahib, Malazu'l-’Ulama
1

Sayyid Bachchan Sahib, Baqiru‘l-’Ulum Sayyid Baqir Sahib, Zahiru‘1-

’Ulama* Zahur Husayn Miranpurl and Mawlana Muhammad Husayn,

the author of Tazkira-i Bi-bahd‘.1M Ghufran Ma'ab’s grandsons helped

their father train their disciples. Some distinguished members of the

’ulamdf class studied under both father and son. Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas

also helped them. Taju‘l-’Ulama‘ Sayyid ’Ali Muhammad’s disciples

included many outstanding ’alims and authors such as Mawlana Sayyid

’Ali Husayn Zangipuri (b. 1310/1893), Mawlana Sayyid Mukarram

Husayn ofJalali in Aligarh (d. 1305/1887-88), Mawlana Zaynu‘l-’Ulama‘

Zaynu‘l ’Abidin (grandson of Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas) Qudwatu‘1-

’Ulama' Mawlana Sayyid Aqa Hasan (d. 1348/1929-30), Mawlana Sibt-i

Hasan Mujtahid (d. 1372/1952), Mawlana Khwaja ’Abid Husayn

Saharanpuri, hlawJana Nawwab Zawwar Ali Khan from Husaynabad

Mungir (Bihar) and Nawwab Badshah Hasan from Patna.167

Some of Mumtazu‘l-’Ulama‘ Muhammad Taqi’s disciples were also

eminent ’alims. Among these were Mawlana Sayyid Abu‘l-Hasan alias

Abbu Sahib, Mawlana Khwaja ’Abid Husayn Saharanpuri, Mawlana

Sayyid Ghulam Hasnayn Kinturi, Mawlana Sayyid Ghulam Muhammad

of Riwari (d. 1300/1883) an Imam fromJaipur, Mawlana Ibrahim Husayn

of Panipat, Mawlana Sayyid ’Ammar ’Ali, an expert in Quranic exegesis

from Sonipat, Mawlana ’Ali Miyan Kamil, Mawlana Sayyid Muhammad

Husayn of Fyzabad, Mawlana Munib Khan of Rampur and Mawlana

Karamat Husayn.

The most prominent of Maliku‘l-’Ulama‘ Sayyid Banda Hasan’s disciples

was Mawlana Muhammad Hasan, the elder brother of Muhaqqiq-i

Hindi Mawlana Muhammad Husayn (d. 1328/1910). He lived at San-

balhera and was expert in polemical discussion. It is believed that

Sayyid Qasim Nanawtawi avoided a challenge to a debate from him.

Mawlana Banda Hasan’s sons, Mawlana Bahru‘l-’Ulum Sayyid Muham-

mad Husayn, alias ’Allan Sahib, and Malazu‘l-’Ulama‘ Sayyid Abu‘1-

Hasan, alias Bachchan Sahib, also trained many eminent ’alims. Najmu‘1-

166 Ibid., pp. 201-2.

167 Ibid., pp. 483-87.
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’Ulama £

Sayyid Najmu £l-Hasan and Zahiru £

l-’Ulama
£

Sayyid Zuhur

Husayn too studied under the Malazu £l-’Ulama £

. Among Mawlana Bahru-
c

l-’Ulum’s disciples were Mawlana Aqa Hasan, Mawlana Sibt-i Husayn,

Mawlana Ibn-i Hasan (d. 1368/1948-49), Mawlana Muhammad Taqi

bin Muhammad Ibrahim (d. 1341/1922-23), Mawlana Zuhuru cd-Din

of Nawgawan (d. 1332/1913-14), Mawlana Muhammad Husayn, the

author ofthe Tazkira-i Bi-hahac and Abu £l-Hasan bin Sayyid Naqi Kashmiri

(d. 1342/1923-24).

One of Bahru'l-’Ulum’s disciples, Shaykh Muhammad I’jaz Hasan

Bada £

uni deserves special mention. Shaykh Muhammad I’jaz Hasan

was born in Zu'lqa’da 1298/October 1881. His father, Mawlana Muham-
mad Ja’far Hasan, was an ’alim and his grandfather, Mawlana ’Ali Hasan,

was a pupil of Sayyidu £l-’Ulama £

. I’jaz Hasan received his early educa-

tion in the religious schools in Amroha, Nawgawan, Meerut and Jalali.

I’jaz Hasan, however, was not interested in learning. In Rabi 5

II 1318/

August 1900 one of his relatives offered to get Hasan appointed a peon at

the court. His father, who had looked forward to a scholarly career for his

son was shocked and scornfully rejected the offer, adding that he believed

that his son was destined to become an eminent 3
alim. This conversation

affected I’jaz Hasan deeply. He collected his books and left for Lucknow

where he studied at the Madrasa Nazimiyya and attended lectures by

eminent scholars. BahrU £l-’Ulum and Sayyid Muhammad Hadi awarded

him certificates to perform ijtihad. In 1328/1910 Mawlana Najmu’l-Hasan

appointed him a teacher in the Madrasa-i ’Aliya at Rampur. There he

wrote a commentary on the Ftiqadiyya by Shaykh Saduq and collaborated

with Mawlana Maqbul Ahmad’s department of translation and com-

position. He was involved in the compilation of the Jami
3
Hamidiyya ,

a theological encyclopaedia. He also taught at the Madrasatu'l-Wa’izin

and made missionary tours throughout India, Burma and Africa. On
15 Zu £

lqa’da 1350/23 March 1932 he died of a heart attack in Dera

Isma’il Khan.

His works include a translation and lexicography of the Qur'an, a

translation of the JVahj al-balagha and biographical works on the Prophet

Muhammad, the Imams and their companions. His biography of Muham-

mad, son of Abu Bakr in Urdu, is an interesting work. Among his dis-

ciples were some of the modern leading
3
alims and preachers. These

include Mawlana Laqa ’All Haydari, Mawlana Imdad Husayn Khan

Sultanpuri, Mawlana Mirza Muhammad Tahir of Lucknow, Mawlana

Sayyid ’Ali Ja’far Jawnpurl, Mawlana Wahid Asghar Zaidpurl, Mawlana

Muhammad Bashir ofTexala, Dr. Mujtaba Husayn Kamunpuri, Mawlana

Abrar Husayn Parwi, Mawlana Sayyid Muhammad Kazim Najafi

Rangooni, Mawlana Muhammad Jawad Tehrani, Mawlana Sayyid

Husayn Qummi and Mawlana Wazir Husayn of Machligaon (Fyzabad).
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The Kintur! Family
Like many other

3ulama
c and Sayyid families, the ancestors of the

Sayyids of Kintur (Bahraich east of Lucknow) left Nishapur in the wake

of the invasion of Khurasan by Hulagu (654-663/1256-1265). They

found refuge in various places. It was during the reign of Sultan Muham-
mad bin Tughluq (725-752/1325-1351) that Sayyid Sharafu cd-Din Abu
Talib, popularly known as Sayyid Ashraf Abu Talib, a descendant of

Imam Musa Kazim (d. 183/799) moved to Delhi with his brother, Sayyid

Muhammad. The Sultan gave him a madad-i ma3
ash grant at Kintur on

the bank of the river Ghagra, in the present district of Bahraich in east

Lucknow. Geographically, the region was inaccessible and was infested

with many unruly tribes. Before long, however, the immigrants had

succeeded in pacifying them.

Sayyid Sharafu
cd-Din was succeeded by his son, Mir Sayyid Muham-

mad, alias Mir Sayyid Tzzu‘d-Din. His eldest son and successor, Mir

Sayyid ’Ala‘u
£

d-Din, born in Kintur, was renowned for his piety.

The Sayyids in Kintur, both Shi’Is and Sunnis are all descended from

Sayyid ’Ala
£u £d-Din and the Sunnis of Kintur still observe the anniversary

of his death on the sufi pattern. Sayyid ’Abdu £l-Ahad was his youngest

son. Among his descendants was the famous sufi, Hajji Waris ’Ali Shah

whose tomb at Dewa (Barabanki district) is venerated throughout the

Indian sub-continent. The second son, Sayyid Jamalu £

d-Din, was the

ancestor of Sayyid Zaynu‘1-’Abidin and Sayyid Salah Muhammad.
Sayyid Zaynu c

l-’Abidin’s son was Sayyid Hamid Husayn and his grandson

was Sayyid Muhammad Husayn. Sayyid Muhammad Husayn was

educated by ’Abdu cr-Rabb Hazratpuri son of Qazi Wall Muhammad.
’Abdu€r-Rabb is said to have been a Shi’i and to have enjoyed copying

works of hadis. Sayyid Muhammad Husayn is believed to have written

a Qurcanic exegesis.

Sayyid Muhammad’s son Sayyid Muhammad Quli was one of the most

distinguished disciples of Mawlana Ghufran-Macab . He was born on 5

Zu £

lqa’da 1188/7 January 1775 and studied under the contemporary

eminent teachers. He completed his education under Ghufran Ma'ab

Sayyid Dildar ’Ali and excelled his fellow students in perspicacity and

scholarly achievements. His knowledge of kalam (scholasticism) was most

impressive.

Early in the nineteenth century the Sadr Diwdni 3
Adalat (Civil Court)

was established at Meerut by the East India Company. Mawlana Mufti

Muhammad ’Abbas and Mufti Muhammad Quli were appointed as

mufti and sadr amin (judge) respectively. After a short stay. Mufti Muham-
mad ’Abbas left for Lucknow but Mufti Muhammad Quli continued

his duties. He rose to the position of Sadru*s-Sudur (Chief Justice) . His

salary increased from Rs. 300 to Rs. 1,000 per month. In 1253/1837-38,
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the last Mughal ruler, Bahadur Shah Zafar, conferred the title Khan
Bahadur on him through the East India Company. In 1259/1843-44,
he retired and settled at Lucknow. There he purchased a British officer’s

mansion. As a judge he wrote a book comprising a code of conduct for

qazis and muftis . It is entitled Risala-i
3
Alwiyya dar bayan-i ahkam-i qaza wa

ifta
e

. He always took infinite pains to unearth the true facts and anecdotes
surrounding his integrity and impartial judgement are still recounted.
His official duties prompted Mufti Sayyid Muhammad Quli to study and
investigate Sunni Jiqh and hadis in great depth. 168

During the Mufti’s stay at Meerut he obtained first-hand information
on the author of the Tuhfa-i Isnd

3
Ashariyya

, Shah ’Abdu c

l-’Aziz, and his

disciples. This book aroused a lot of anti-Shi’i sentiment among the

Sunnis and, in 1818, Sayyid Ahmad Shahid of Rae Bareilly, Shah Isma’il

Sahid and Mawlana ’Abdu 5l-Hayy toured through Ghaziabad, Meerut,
Sardhana, Budhana, Phulet, Muzaffarnagar, Thana Bhanw, Kandhla,
Deoband, Saharanpur, Amroha and Nanawta destroying ta’ziyas and
calling them sinful innovations {bid

3
a). Mufti Muhammad Quli was in

Meerut and observed for himself this growing threat to Shi’ism. The
inflammatory speeches made by Sayyid Ahmad and his associates were
said to have caused a riot at Meerut. Consequently, in the interest of law
and order, the English magistrate forbade them to speak in public.169

Mufti Muhammad Quli realized that the root cause of the trouble, how-
ever, was the Tuhfa-i Isnd

3
Ashariyya.

After his return to Lucknow he died on 9 Muharram 1260/30 January
1 844. His works had already become famous

:
glowing tributes were paid

to them by Sultanu c

l-’Ulama e

Sayyid Muhammad and Subhan ’Ali Khan.
Mufti Muhammad Quli wrote an exegesis on some verses of the Qurcan
entitled the Taqrib al-afham. Not only do his works seek to refute impor-
tant chapters of the Tuhfa-i Isnd

3
Ashariyya, but, most remarkably, they

offer Shi’i counter ahadis, biographies of Shi’i authorities and an analysis

of historical facts. The works are Shi’i encyclopaedias in their own right.

The Mufti wrote the Sayf-i Nasiri or the Burhan-i Imamat to refute the

first chapter of the Tuhfa which discusses the history and development of

Shi’ism. The book was written as a supplement to Hakim Mirza Muham-
mad Kamil’s voluminous Nuzha-ilsnd 3

Ashariyya which also rebutted the

first chapter of the Tuhfa. Along with ironically worded sentences stress-

ing Shah ’Abdu‘1-’Aziz’s concealment of his father’s name and his own in

the preface of the Tuhfa, Mufti Muhammad Quli reveals some previously

unknown facts. He remarks that the Shah was certainly not practising

168 Nujumucs-samde

, pp. 420-21.

169 Musharraf ’Ali, Izahat al-ghayyfi radd-i
3Abd al-Hayy, Khuda Bakhsh Library, Patna,

ff. 7b-9a; Shah 3Abd al-AziZy pp. 477-78.
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taqiyya for, although eighteenth century Delhi was predominantly Sunni,

even the Shi’is did not conceal their identity. He then suggests that the

Shah was scared either of the remnants of Nadir Shah Qizilbash’s soldiers

who had insulted and manhandled his father (Shah Waliu'llah) for criti-

cising ’Ali ibn Abi Talib, or of being assassinated as happened of Mirza

Jan-i Janan (Mazhar). The Mufti goes on to say that the Shah feared also

that the Tuhfa’s contents and language had provoked the Sunnis. Maw-

lana Rahim Bakhsh, the author of the Haydt-i Wall recounts a similar

story in connection with Shah Waliu'llah. He says that Shah Waliu'llah’s

translation of the Qur'an sparked off the opposition of the bigoted Sunni

mullas who hired some Delhi ruffians to assassinate him. On a pre-

arranged day (in 1143/1730), the Fathpuri mosque, where the Shah

prayed, was besieged by these vagabonds led by the mullas . The Shah

however, faced them courageously and left unhurt. The Mawlana

observes that when Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz heard of this incident he was filled

with sadness. Shah Waliu'llah had no friends at court to help him combat

his enemies. It was known as well that the Shi’i leaders were also involved

in this attack. The Shah had no alternative but to leave for Mecca.

This story is anachronistic, however, for the Shah went to Mecca in

1143/1731 and returned in 1145/1752. Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz was not born

till 1159/1746—sixteen years later. Furthermore, the translation of the

Qur'an referred to was not completed before 1151/1738. The Shah, if

manhandled at all, would have been insulted after his return from Mecca

and not before his departure. Naturally the militant Irani Shi’is from

Nadir’s army, who had settled in Delhi, would not have tolerated Shah

Waliu'llah’s attacks on Imam ’Ali. The Mufti’s story that the Shah was

manhandled by the Iranians is more plausible than the traditional family

tale recounted by Mawlana Rahim Bakhsh.170

The Mufti blames Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz for deliberately misleading the

ignorant Shi’is and trying to convert them to Sunni-ism. A case in point

according to him was the deceptive title of his book itself. The title

Tuhfa-i Isna
3
Ashariyy

a

(A gift to the Isna ’Asharis), the Mufti goes on to

say, was adopted to induce the Shi’is to buy the book in the belief that it

was one of their own religious works. The Mufti then relates the history

of Shi’ism and quotes sources ignored by Mirza Muhammad Kamil. The

work blames the second Caliph ’Umar for causing a split in the body

politic of Islam by opposing the presentation of a pen and some paper to

the Prophet on his death-bed. It strongly rejects the Sunni allegation that

Shi’ism was invented by ’Abdu'llah ibn Saba and seeks to prove that the

170 Shah 3Abd al-Aziz, pp. 365-66. For the story on Shah Waliu'llah’s attack, see

Sayf-i Nasiri entitled Burhan-i Imamat by ’Allama Mufti Muhammad Qull, Nasiriyya

Library, Lucknow, f. 7a.
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real Nasibis were the Sunnis for they appointed their own Imams. The

Mufti draws upon Mujaddidi sources to prove more effectively that the

sufis, whom the Sunnis revered as their guides,, were past^masters at per-

petrating heresy and infidelity in Islam. The Sunni leader Hallaj provides

an example of this for, when the people condemned him for claiming to

be a prophet, he retorted furiously that he should not be insulted for he

was God.171

The Mufti’s Taqlibu
e
l makaid is a voluminous work refuting the second

chapter of the Tuhfa which deals with what the Shah calls the ShVi makac
id

(stratagems). Its introduction seeks to ridicule the Shah for using the term

makaid (plural of kayd or stratagem) to condemn the Shi’is. The Mufti

consoles the Shi’is by reminding them that metaphorically Allah refers

kayd to his own schemes and those of his prophets. For example, the

Qur €an says: “Lo my scheme {kayd) is strong”. The Taqlibu'l makafid

(The rebounding of stratagems) demonstrates that the condemnation

of the Shi’is in the maka'id recoils on the Sunnis’ own heads. The Mufti

asserts that as the word makafid is associated with Allah, the Shah must

have been convinced that the Isna ’Ashariyya beliefs and Jiqh were based

on rational arguments. Divinely sent books and that the Shi’l
9ulama

i3
s

arguments were irrefutable. The Mufti accuses the Shah of distorting

and misinterpreting the standard Shi’i sources and asserts that the Sunnis

were past-masters at forging hadis and confusing their followers. The

Sunnis exhibited only a superficial love for the Prophet’s family. In fact

they were hostile to them and the rejection of ’All was the corner-stone of

their beliefs. The Mufti marshalls arguments to demonstrate that Shah

’Abdu c

l-’Aziz himself believed that the Sunnis practised taqiyya ,
172

The Mufti wrote the Burhan-i Sa’adat to rebut the seventh chapter of

the Tuhfa- i Isna
9
Ashariyya on the Shi’i theory of Imamat . Mufti Mir

Muhammad ’Abbas wrote the Jawahir-i ’abqariyya and the Sultanu‘1-

’Ulama c wrote the Bawariq al-mubiqa on the same subject. Some arguments

in the Burhan-i Sa3
adat were repeated by the Mufti in his monumental

Tashyidu
c
l-mata

3
in written in refutation of the tenth chapter of the Tuhfa.1™

The Tashyiduel-mata
3
in rebuts the arguments of Shah ’Abduc

l-’Aziz in

defence of the first three caliphs, ’A
e

isha and the Prophet’s companions,

on the basis of the most reliable Sunni works. The book demonstrates

the Mufti’s unique gift for marshalling evidence and using it rationally

in his arguments. The Mufti even used the works by Shaykh ’Abdu c

l-

Haqq Muhaddis Dihlawi and Shah *Abdu c

l-’Aziz’s father, Shah Waliullah

to refute the arguments in the Tuhfa.

171 Shah
3Abd cd-Aziz, pp. 365-68.

172 Ibid., pp. 368-78.

173 Ibid., pp. 396-410.
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Mufti Muhammad Quli wrote the Musari3
u
e
l-afhdm

3
ala qala’ifl-awham

to refute the eleventh chapter of the Tuhfa dealing with the alleged fan-

tasies,, exaggeration and bigotry of the Shi’is. The Mufti’s work reiterates

the Shi’i basis for the Imama and seeks to clarify the misunderstandings

created by Shah ’Abdu‘l-’Aziz. It asserts that the Shi'is drew upon both

ahadis and rational arguments to prove that ’All was ma3
sum (impeccable)

and the rightful successor to the Prophet Muhammad. The Mufti asserts

that the differences between the caliphate ofAbu Bakr and that of Imam
’Ali were very marked. Abu Bakr’s mission was imperialistic* conversely

Imam ’All’s objective was to fulfill the duties assigned by God to the

Prophet. During the reign of the first three caliphs Imam ’Ali did not

perform hijra (emigration) in obedience to the Divine command. His

silence did not mean submission. He was imitating the Prophet who* during

his stay in Mecca* sustained hardship* yet refrained from destroying the

polytheists by his miraculous power. The Musdri3
u'l-afhdm goes on to

show that Imam ’All’s assistance to the victims of ’Umar’s ignorance of

fiqh could not be interpreted as an act of co-operation with the second

caliph but was designed to make him ashamed of his incompetence. The
work rationalises the Shl’i practices of taqiyya and mut3

a marriage. Defend-

ing the Shi’i theory ofjihad, the Mufti continues that jihad against those

infidels who refused to embrace Islam depended on the sanction of the

Imam. Eminent Sunni authorities also held that view. Defensive wars*

on the other hand* did not require the Imam’s sanction so the Shi’i religion

was not impractical. The Mufti gives the Shi’i interpretation of the

twenty-five Qur £

anic verses which the Shah quoted to demonstrate the

superiority of Sunni beliefs. He considers the Shah’s remarks* that the

Shi’is were closer to Jews* Christians* Zoroastrians and Hindus* were

purely malicious. The Mufti marshalls historical evidence to show that* in

fact* these charges applied to the Sunnis rather than to the Shi’is.174

Mufti Muhammad Quli wrote a separate work entitled the Risala

Nifaq-i Shaykhayn* showing that Abu Bakr and ’Umar were hypocrites.

He wrote al-Shu
3
la-i Zjafariyya in refutation of the Shawkat-i

3
Umariyya by

Mawlana Rashidu cd-Din Khan. His aUFutuhatvtl Haydariyya defends the

Shi’is against the attacks by Sayyid Ahmad Shahid as compiled by his

literary secretary Mawlana ’Abdu c

l-Hayy. It spiritedly defends the

Shi’i mourning ceremonies and contrasts them with the sinfulness of sufi

innovations such as music* dancing and grave-worship. The TathiruH-

mifminin
3
an najasatul mushrikin defends the Shi’i interpretation of the verse*

“....the polytheists
(
mushrikin

)
are surely unclean”. 175 The Risala ji

c
l-kabair

deals with more serious sins and Divine retribution.

174 Ibid., pp. 413-50.

175 Qur'an, IX, 28.
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Mufti Muhammad Quli had three sons and three daughters. The
eldest, Mawlana Sayyid Siraj Husayn, was born in 1238/1822-1823. He
was an expert in the rational sciences and had acquired an excellent

command ofmathematics. He learned English and was the first to translate

an English book on algebra into Urdu. Gradually his knowledge of

English improved and he acquired English books on mathematics and

science from Calcutta and England. He translated some of these into Urdu
and Persian. He loved reading the Masnawi of Mawlana Rum and enjoyed

the company of dervishes. Both Hindu and Muslim mystics called on him.

He served as a murisif (judge) and diwan (finance officer) in the Bundel-

khand agency. At Orai he worked as a Deputy Collector. Colonel

Sleeman, the Resident ofLucknow, recommended that the Awadh govern-

ment offer the Mawlana a senior position so that he could streamline the

administration. When the Mawlana called on the Awadh viziers, however,

wrapped in a hand-spun cotton blanket, they were appalled. The Resi-

dent was informed that the Mawlawl was too rustic to be of any use to them.

Subsequently the Mawlana took a high administrative position in the

Charkhari state of Bundelkhand. When Raja Ratan Singh of Charkhari

asked him what salary he required, the Mawlana suggested that Rs. 300

would be sufficient. Despite the Raja’s earnest entreaties, the Mawlana
refused to accept a higher remuneration, nor would he draw any extra

allowances. During the Freedom Struggle of 1857-58, he worked at

Charkhari. His father’s mansion near the Residency at Lucknow was

destroyed. This upset his younger brother, Mawlana I’jaz Husayn, who
wrote him a letter, showing his distress. Mawlana Siraj Husayn remained

unperturbed, however, and replied that it was a good thing that the

source of their arrogance had been destroyed. The Mawlana himself

lived in a simple house consisting of a verandah and a small room
covered with tiles. He applied for a teaching position at the Lucknow
school, under government control in order to make a better use of his

talents as a translator of English works on mathematics and science but

was unsuccessful. The proposal to establish the Scientific Society by Sir

Sayyid Ahmad Khan at Ghazipur in 1863, filled the Mawlana with hopes

of realizing his life’s mission. Unfortunately he died of cholera on 27 Rabi’

I 1282/20 August 1865.

His youngest and eldest sons, Mawlawl Sayyid Tnayat Husayn and
Mawlawi Sayyid Riyayat Husayn, served the Charkhari state but his

second son, Mawlana Karamat Husayn, became a pioneer in the dis-

semination of western education to girls. We shall be discussing the

contributions by Mawlana Karamat Husayn in chapter five on the Shi’I

response to the west.

Mawlana Siraj Husayn’s last hours were unique. A Hindu ascetic,

visited him and cried out,
C£

. . MawlawiJil Take the name of your Guru”.
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The Mawlana said “Ya ’All (O ’All!)” and died. He was buried at

Gharkhari and was mourned by both Hindus and Muslims. Mawlana

Siraj Husayn was also a physician and used to distribute medicines to

the poor free. His grave soon became a place of worship and the simple

village folk who prayed there had their prayers answered. During the

drought water was sprinkled over his grave and, following the prayers

for rain by the villagers, a storm blew up. This strengthened their belief

in the miraculous powers of Mawlana Siraj Husayn’s grave.176

’Allama Mufti Muhammad Quli’s second son, I’jaz Husayn was born

on 21 Rajab 1240/10 March 1825. He obtained his early education from

his father. Sayyidu‘l-’Ulama‘ Sayyid Husayn and Sultanu‘l-’Ulama‘

taught him advanced religious works. In his youth he served Hamilton,

the Commissioner for Delhi, but subsequently resigned and dedicated

himself to learning and scholarship. In 1282/1865-66, he accompanied his

younger brother, Mawlana Hamid Husayn to Arabia and Iraq on a

pilgrimage to the holy shrines of the Imams. They took the opportunity

to meet the leading scholars there and discuss the Shi’i faith. Mawlana

I’jaz Husayn bought rare manuscripts and copied those which he could

not acquire. He also prepared summaries of any important books which

he could neither copy nor acquire. He collected useful bibliographical

information as well.

After his return to India, I’jaz Husayn compiled an alphabetically

arranged bibliography of Shi’ i books. It was entitled the Kashf al-hujub

wa‘l-astdr
3an asma‘ al-kutub wae

l-astdr. It was published by the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, Calcutta in 1912. Although it has now been superseded

by al-Zariyya tasanif al-Shi’a by Agha Buzurg Isfahan! Najafi it remained

the principal reference work on Shi’i literature for several decades.

Mawlana I’jaz Husayn wrote an Arabic work entitled Shuzur al-iqyan

fl tarjamat al-a’yan comprising most valuable biographical notes on the

’ulama
£

. He also wrote a biography of Mirza Muhammad Kamil Dihlawi.

His al-Qawl al-sadldfi radd al-Rashid and his Radd-i Risala-i Jan Muhammad

Lahawri are polemical works. He died on 17 Shawwal 1286/20 January

1870.177

Mawlana I’jaz Husayn’s younger brother, Mawlana Hamid Husayn

was, however, the pride of the Kinturl family. He was born on 5 Muhar-

ram 1246/27 June 1830 in Meerut. He received his early education from

his father. He studied advanced Arabic literature with Mawlawi Barkat

’All Hanafi and Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas. Sultanu‘l-’Ulama‘ and

Sayyidu‘l-’Ulama‘ trained him in fiqh and usul. Khulasatu‘l-’Ulama‘

176 NujUmu‘s-sama‘, p. 422; Bi-bahd‘, pp. 173-74; Hamid ’Ali Khan, Hajdt-i Mawlana

Karamat Husayn, Lucknow n.d., pp. 5-9.

177 Mujumu's-samd', p. 422; Muzha, VII, p. 66; Bi-baha‘, pp. 7-8.
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Sayyid Murtaza bin Sukanu^-’Ulama 6 was his tutor in the rational

sciences. It was,, however, his perspicacity and precocity that gave him

such a remarkable mastery of the subjects he studied. The glosses and

commentaries he wrote during his student days exhibit his singular gifts

and promise as an author. He readily sharpened his intelligence by apply-

ing himself assiduously to his studies. He supervised the publication of

his father’s Futuhat-i Haydariyya and the Tashyidu
:
l-matain

.

In 1257/1841-42; Mawlawi Haydar ’Ali bin Muhammad Hasan Fyza-

badi had published the voluminous Muntahiu
e
i-kalam defending the Tuhfa-i

Isna
3
Ashariyy

a

,
the ShawJcat-i

3 Umariyya and other Sunni works. The book

also attempted to refute the Shi’i literature published by their
3ulama

e
.

In response^ the Mawlana wrote the Istiqsau‘1-afham fi naqd Muntahiu'l-

kaldm which was published at Lucknow in 1276/1859-60. It exposes

Mawlawi Haydar ’All’s distortions and misinterpretation and quotes

from both Sunni and Shi’i works at considerable length. The book is a

singular contribution to polemical literature.

In Jumada II 1270/March 1854; Mawlawi Haydar ’Ali Fyzabadi

commenced his IzalatvlUghaynfi basaratu‘1
3
ayn and completed it in Jumada

I; 1272/January 1856. The work rebuts the Shi’s theory of imdma and

seeks to prove the legality of the succession; to the Prophet; of the first

three caliphs. At that time Mawlana Sayyid Hamid Husayn’s Istiqsa'u'l-

afham had not been published but nevertheless he wrote the Afham ahlu'l-

mayn fi radd IzalatuH-ghayn to contravene it.

In 1271/1854-55 Mawlana Hamid Husayn visited Agra and was shocked

to find that Qazi Nuru‘llah Shustari’s grave was grossly neglected and that

a jungle had grown around it. He aroused Shi’i interest in preserving the

tomfi and took measures to renovate the complex.

In 1282/1865-66 Mawlana Hamid Husayn and his elder brother;

Mawlana I’jaz Husayn; went on a pilgrimage to Arabia and Iraq. Like

his brother I’jaz Husayn; Mawlana Sayyid Hamid Husayn was interested

in collecting books for doctrinal and historical research. He also met
a large number of scholars; discussed their works with them and acquired

copies of many valuable manuscripts. After his return to Lucknow he re-

organized his father’s library and plunged himself into writing the ency-

clopaedic ’
Abaqatvt7-anwdr fi ImamatuH a

3
immatu

c
l athar. The work adds

a new dimension to polemical literature. It attacks the seventh chapter of

the Tuhfa-i Isna
3
Ashariyya on the imdma and presents ahadis, historical

sources and rational arguments concerning the need for Divinely

appointed Imams and the imdma of ’Ali ibn Abi Talib. The 3
Abaqat quotes

extracts from both Sunni and Shi’i sources in support of the ahadis which

Shah ’Abdu c

l-’Aziz had considered weak or had rejected altogether.

Mawlana Hamid Husayn composed seven volumes on the following

ahadis: (1) Wildyat

,

(2) Nur, (3) Tayr, (4) Ghadir.
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Mawlana Hamid Husayn wrote the reminiscences of his travels to

Mecca under the title Asfaru'l-anwar *an voaqa’-i afzal al-asfar. He also

produced works on fiqh such as al-Najm al-Saqibfi mas
c
alat al-hajib (Arabic),

al-Zarafifi shark al-sharai (Arabic), and £ayn aUwasoSil ila tahqiq al-masail.

None of these have yet been published. His collection of letters in Arabic

is also still in manuscript form. They exhibit the Mawlana’s knowledge

of the Arabic literary style and contain interesting social and religious

information. His aWAzb al-tabbar fi bahas ayat al-ghar discusses the con-

troversy surrounding Abu Bakr’s despair in the cave during his emigration

to Medina with Prophet Muhammad. 178

Mawlana Nasir Husayn known as Nasiru c

l-Millat, the eldest son of

Mawlana Hamid Husayn, was born on 19 Jumada II 1284/18 October

1867. He received his early education from the famous grammarian

Mawlana Lutf Husayn (d. 1300/1882-83) and his early higher education

from his own father. He also attended Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas’ lectures.

In 1300/1882-83, he was given the status of mujtahid and began to teach

independently. This, combined with strenuous private study, sharpened

his perspicacity. He began to assist his father in wvitmgfatwas and answer-

ing letters. From 1303/1885-86 he delivered sermons in the Kufa mosque

at Kazmayn in old Lucknow following Friday prayers. In Ramazan he

delivered daily sermons. They were attended by a large number of

scholars. After his father’s death in 1306/1888, he shouldered his father’s

duties as leader of the Shi’a community competently. Although he was

mainly interested in research, he set time aside for granting interviews to

people, considering their problems and helping them overcome their

difficulties. The responsibility for the remittance of khums and zakat funds

extended his duties considerably, but he acquitted himself well. His

assemblies where qasidas on the Imams were recited benefited both famous

and new poets. In fact they were a source of inspiration and encourage-

ment to all intellectuals. He also implemented the plans for renovating

Qazi Nurullah Shustari’s tomb chalked out by his father and made it a

most impressive centre for Shi’i pilgrimage. The Mawlana spearheaded

the movements to establish a Shi’a College of modern education and a

Shi’a Orphanage at Lucknow. He also guided the movements to protect

the Shi’i mourning processions and ceremonies against the fanatical

Sunni onslaughts. On 1 January 1916 he was made the Shamsu‘l-’Ulama‘

by the British government. His greatest achievement was the publication

of eight more volumes of the *.Abaqat . He produced them in his father’s

name although they were written by him. The volumes he wrote indicate

his grasp of an extensive range of Arabic and Persian sources.

Mawlana Nasir Husayn wrote a book on ’All bin Abi Talib’s achieve-
!

178 Bi-baha pp. 133-36; Takmila-i Nujum, I, pp. 24-32; Matla’-i anwar
, pp. 156-63.
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ments in conquering Khaybar. His Fihrist Ansab Samlani was highly ex-

tolled by the famous Sunni scholar, Shibli Nu’mani. Mawlana Nasir Husayn
compiled sixteen volumes on the achievements of the Imams. Another book
compiled by him is devoted to the ahadis related by Fatima, the daughter
of Imam Husayn. His fatwas have been collected into nine volumes and his

Friday and Ramazan sermons fill more than forty volumes. Some sermons
for Friday prayers and two 3

ids have been published separately. The
collection of his Persian letters throws considerable light on contemporary
social, intellectual and political problems. On 1 Rajab 1361/15 July
1942 he died and was buried in the complex of Qazi Nuru‘llah Shustari’s

tomb at Agra. 179

Of his two sons, the eldest Mawlana Muhammad Nasir (d. 19 Muharram
1386/11 May 1966) was an important figure in Shi’i politics. He courted

arrest during the Tabarra agitation at Lucknow in 1939 and remained in

jail for three months. The Government of Uttar Pradesh appointed him
a member of the Provincial Legislative Council. It was his younger
brother, Mawlana Muhammad Sa’id (d. 12 Jumada II 1387/17 Septem-

ber 1967) who was a gifted scholar and became a mujtahid. During his

stay in Iraq from 1932 to 1937, he wrote two important works, al-Imam

al-Sani
3
Ashr (The Twelfth Imam) and the Madinatul- 3

Ilm (a summary of

the
3
Abaqatvtl-anwar dealing with the hadis : “I am the city of Knowledge

and ’All is its gateway”). Both works were published in Iraq and elicited

the admiration of scholars there. He compiled the ahadis of the Imams
in several volumes. His sermons have been collected but they remain

unpublished. He also wrote more volumes of the
3Abaqat but they have

not yet been published either. His hand-list of the manuscripts in the

Nasiriyya library is a very painstakting work.

Mawlana Muhammad Sa’id’s son, Mawlana Sayyid ’All Nasir Sa’id

’Abaqati, is an active preacher and social worker.

The husband of ’Allama Mufti Quli’s eldest daughter, Sharifu
f
n-Nisa

c

,

was Mawlana Ghulam Hasnayn Kinturi. He was a descendant of Sayyid

Salah Muhammad. He was born on 17 Rabi’ I 1247/26 August 1831 at

Kintur. At the age of seven he moved to Lucknow where he obtained

admission to the Shahi school. Sayyidu £l-’Ulama
c

, Mumtazu‘l-’Ulama c

Sayyid Taqi and Sayyid Ahmad ’Ali Muhammadabadi all took great

interest in his progress. He then studied music, specializing in the recita-

tion ofsoz. He learned about 1,000 soz. Nevertheless., he soon gave it up and
became a clerk at the Shahi Madrasa. In 1861 he was appointed a regis-

trar at Ghawk Lucknow. Next year he was attacked by paralysis but

recovered. He became one of the editors at the Nawal Kishore Press,

Lucknow. There he edited the monumental TjaZ-i Khusrawi by Amir

179 Bi-bahcf3 pp. 437-42; Matla’-i anwdr, pp. 658-68.
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Khusraw and the famous Persian lexicon the Burhan-i Qati’

.

He hated the

idea of earning a livelihood as a professional imam and worked as a teacher

at various schools. He was an expert physician and specialised in chronic

diseases. The Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir was deeply impressed

with his medical knowledge. In 1289/1872 he published a newspaper, the

AkhbariPl-akhydr

,

in Lucknow. It was divided into three parts; the first

dealt with the news; the second comprised articles on religious and social

reform and the third discussed the fatwas issued by the mujtahids. He also

bought a press at Firangi Mahal in Lucknow and made his younger son,

Mawlana Sayyid Muhammad ’All, its manager. His son was his close

associate in publication duties and after his death in 1312/1894-95,

Mawlana Ghulam Hasnayn, unable to both print and publish the paper,

wound it up.

The Mawlana made earnest efforts to promote Shi’i-Sunni friendship.

In April 1894, he attended the second session of the Sunni .Nadwalu‘1-

’Ulama' at Kanpur. He was appointed a member of the committee to re-

organise and reform the curriculum for Arabic studies.

Mawlana Ghulam Hasnayn was an unremitting researcher in chemistry

and tried to discover new methods for combating diseases. He endea-

voured also to arouse the interest of Muslims in small-scale industries and

trade. He had articles translated from an English Encyclopaedia of Arts

and Crafts into Urdu and discovered new formulae for the manufacture of

candles and soaps. He was opposed to the educational reforms of Sir

Sayyid Ahmad Khan. Like Sayyid Jamalu‘d-Din Afghani, HajjiMawlawi

Sayyid Imdad ’All and Mawlawi Muhammad Qasim Nanawtawi,

Mawlana Ghulam Hasnayn wrote articles assailing Sir Sayyid Ahmad

Khan’s religious views which equated Islam with nature. Mawlana Sayyid

Ghulam Husayn also rejected Sir Sayyid’s scheme of literary education in

the Mohammedan Anglo Oriental College at Aligarh. He claimed that

Sir Sayyid’s teachings on nature destroyed religion and that his scheme

of literary education was useless. The primary need of the times was to

start art and craft schools to train Indians in modem industrial methods.

Millions of rupees collected by the so-called reformer (Sir Sayyid) had been

wasted on literary education. The main objective of his school was to train

Muslims and Hindus for government service which was worse than slavery.

He marvelled that Sir Sayyid had not thought of starting an art school

which would enable the students to earn their livelihood independently.

His articles, including those in the Akhbaru‘l-akhyar, were compiled in

two books, the IntisdnC l-Islam, which is divided into three volumes and the

Mawa’iz-i Husayniyya. Besides articles attacking Sir Sayyid and his suppor-

ters, Mawlana Sayyid Ghulam Hasnayn wrote condemnations of the

missionaries and the Arya Samajists. He died on 13 Rabi’ I 1337/17

December 1918 at Fyzabad.
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The Mawlana wrote literary, medical and religious works of con-

siderable importance. At the age of seventy six he wrote his own “Life
55

.,

dedicating it to his disciple Sayyid-Habib Husayn of Rasulpur Dhilri

(Meerut). It embodies his reminiscences of the experiments he made in

different spheres of life. He also compiled a glossary of I3
jaz-i Khusrawi

and wrote books on Arabic and Persian grammar. Of his medical works

the translation ofAvicenna’s Canon (Sharh Kulliyyat-i Qanun Shaykh ar-Ra’is)

is a remarkable addition to medical literature in Urdu. His other works

on medicine are translations of Kitab al-Malaki by Hakim Abu c

l-Hasan
5

Ali bin ’Abbas in two volumes,, Tarjama Qanuncha by Shamsu cd-Din

Chighmani and Tarjama mujizu
c
l-qanun. The Mujarribat-i

3
Allama Kinturi

comprises notes on his prolonged experiments on the treatment of chronic

diseases. He also translated two works on chemistry into Urdu. His

books on religion contain exegesis of the verses of the Qur‘an and contro-

versial ahadis. The Risala-i Ja
3
fariyya includes 720 illustrations on the

problems of wuzu (ablutions) . The Mawlana wrote another book refuting

the articles by Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan in the TahzibuH-Akhlaq. His Risala-i

Mi3
rajiyya also rebuts Sir Sayyid

5

s views on mi3
raj (the Prophet’s ascension to

the heavens) and discusses its importance in Islamic belief. The gaynabiyya

concentrates on the life of the Prophet’s wives and answers Christian

criticisms. His books dealing with the tragedy at Karbala are based on

most reliable sources. 180

The Mawlana’s younger son, Mawlawi Muhammad ’All, died on 17

Shawwal 1312/13 April 1895 but the elder, Mawlawi Tasadduq Husayn,

made considerable contributions to Shi’i literature. After completing his

education under the most distinguished
3
ulama

e
in Lucknow., he was closely

associated with his maternal uncle, Mawlana Sayyid Hamid Husayn,

and collaborated with him in writing the Istiqsaiil-afhdm and the
3
Abaqatu

e
l-

anwar. He went on a pilgrimage to Mecca with his uncle and also shared

his teaching responsibilities. After Mawlana Hamid Husayn’s death,

Mawlana Tasadduq Husayn moved to Hyderabad Deccan. Nawwab
Tahawwur Jang Ashrafu‘d-Dawla, a minister of Nawwab Mir ’Usman

’Ali Khan, the ruler of the Deccan, who had accompanied Mawlana
Hamid Husayn and Mawlana Tasadduq Husayn on their pilgrimage,

introduced Mawlana Tasadduq Husayn to the Deccan ruler. Subsequently

the governor at Gulbarga, Mawlawi Chiragh ’Ali, known as Nawwab
A’zam-Yar Jang, took Mawlana Tasadduq Husayn into his service.

Mawlana Tasadduq Husayn stayed with Mawlawi Chiragh ’Ali for four

years and helped him write books on Islam. In Rabi’ I 1314/August

180 Bi-baha (

, pp. 372-75; Matlcf-i anwar, pp. 386-89, unpublished Ph.D. thesis on

Ghulam Hasnayn Kinturi in Theology Department, Aligarh Muslim University by

Muhammad Kamalu‘d-Din Husayn Hamadani.
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1896. Nawwab ’Imadu'l-Mulk Sayyid ’All Husayn appointed him director

of the newly established Asafiya Library. Mawlana Tasadduq Husayn

organised the library on modern lines, acquired new manuscripts and

rare works and published a list of its books and manuscripts. His home

was a hostel for research scholars and intellectuals. Not only did he help

them in their intellectual objectives, but he obtained employment for them

and established them in life. He died on 25 Shawwal 1348/26 March

1930. His son, Mawlana Sayyid ’Abbas Husayn, succeeded him.

Mawlana Tasadduq Husayn translated the AbsarvH ’ayn fi Ansan‘l-

Husayn, by Shaykh Muhammad Tahir Samawi Najafi into Urdu, and

called it Xunil-’ayn. He also translated the Shark Bab Hadi ’Ashr and

Jami’ ahkam into Urdu. The list of scholars who studied under him is

very long and includes some eminent modem ’ulama
1

.

1S1

Subhan ’AH Khan
Subhan ’All Khan (b. 1180/1766) deserves special mention because of

his multifarious contributions to the Shi’i intellectual and social life. He

was the son of ’Ali Husayn Khan Kanboh of Bareilly in Rohilkhand.

Subhan ’All Khan specialized in logic, philosophy, literature, Qur‘a,nic

exegesis, hadis and fiqh. He also learnt English and Hebrew. He was closely

associated with Shaykh ’All Hazin. ’Allama Tafazzul Husayn Khan.

Ghufran Ma4ab Mawlana Dildar ’Ali, Mufti Muhammad Quli, Sultanu‘1-

’Ulama 4 Sayyid Muhammad and Mufti Muhammad ’Abbas were deeply

impressed with Subhan ’All’s scholarship. Three letters written by Ghalib

to Subhan ’Ali Khan are also available.

He was appointed as a tutor to Ghaziu‘d-Din Haydar. Nasiru d-Din

Haydar appointed him as his prime minister. The British Resident also

trusted him and he was considered a competent^ and farsighted adviser.

In 1825 Subhan ’Ali and the prime minister Agha Mir organized the

Awadh bequest under the management of East India Company in re-

payment of the loans paid to the Company by the Awadh government.

The bequest distributed scholarships to needy Sayyids in India. A con-

siderable portion of the income was dedicated to the distribution of

scholarships to the Shi’i students in the religious seminaries of Iraq and

to the
’ulama

c
. The huge funds of the bequests helped the British govern-

ment to exercise control over the
’

ulama
4 of Iraq to meet the imperialistic

designs in Iran and Iraq.182

Subhan ’Ali Khan was expert in religious polemics. His Wajiza com-

prises valuable refutations to the Sunni beliefs of khilafa. He wrote separate

treatises on controversial topics. One of his treatises entitled the Risala

181 Bi-bahd‘, 106; Nuzha, VIII, p. 94; Matin’-i anwdr, pp. 125-28.

182 Matin’-i anwdr, pp. 251-257.
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makatib Haydar 3
Alt refutes Hayder ’Ali*s criticisms of Shi’l beliefs. The

collection of his letters was also compiled. It throws light on the intellec-

tual and social life of the first-half of the nineteenth century.

Subhan ’All died in 1264/1847-48. His dead-body was buried in Kar-
bala. His sons were also very talented. Some of them migrated to Iraq. 183

183 Nuzha, VII, p. 191; Bi-baha (

, pp. 170-72; Takmila-i JSfujum
,
II, pp. 59-61.



Chapter Three

Stii’i Contributions to Philosophy
,

Science and Literature in India

Muslims divided knowledge into two principal categories: manquldt

and ma’quldt. The manquldt dealt with the religious, mystical, historical

and literary subjects. The ma’quldt were divided into speculative philo-

sophy and rational philosophy. Speculative philosophy was divided into

metaphysics, mathematics and natural sciences. The principal branches

of mathematics were geometry, science of numbers, astronomy (excluding

astrology), science of composition and the science of music. The deriva-

tives of mathematics were, science of perspective and optics, algebra and

the mechanics. The fundamentals of the natural science were: (1) know-

ledge of space and time, motion and rest, finiteness and infinity; (2)

knowledge of simple and compound bodies in the heavens and the earth;

(3) knowledge of universal and composite elements; science of generation

and corruption; (4) knowledge ofaerial or terrestrial phenomena, lightning,

earthquakes or meteorology; (5) mineralogy; (6) botany; (7) zoology;

and (8) psychology. There were several branches of natural science such

as the science of medicine, science of astrology and science of agriculture.

Practical philosophy was divided into ethics, economics and politics.

The experts in manquldt were known as ’ulama! or mutakallimun or sufiyya.

The mutakallimun or ’ulama! represented the orthodox and exoteric, while

the sufiyya were the custodians of the esoteric knowledge of Islam. The

experts in ma’quldt were known as falasifa or hukama! . Although ibn

Sina (b. 370/980-81, d. 428/1037) was preceded by a galaxy of eminent

philosophers and scientists, his comprehensive world view of philosophy,

science, religion and mysticism made him the greatest philosopher and

scientist in the East. The greatest sufi of ibn Sina’s times, Shaykh Abu

Sa’id bin Abi‘1 Khayr (357/967-440/1049) was deeply impressed by ibn

Sina’s philosophical and scientific achievements. Not only did they

exchange correspondence but for three days and nights, they were involved

in prolonged discussions and none was given access there. When ibn Sina

came out of the retreat, he replied in answer to his disciples’ questions,
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that all that he knew was miraculously perceived by the Shaykh. Similarly

Shaykh Abu Sa’id observed to his students that all that he miraculously

perceived was known to ibn Sina. This demonstrates the unity that existed

between the perception of the reality by two leading sages of Islam. Ibn
Sina’s works go a long way to reconciling the Qur'anic revelations with a
rationalist approach. He was, however, aware that he was condemned
even by his contemporaries as a heretic and infidel. His Isma’ili beliefs

had made the orthodox Sunnis deeply hostile to him. His own reaction

is embodied in the following quatrain:

“Aman like me cannot be vainly and superficially condemned as heretic.

There can be no faith more firm than that of mine,

In the whole world I am unique and even if I am a heretic.

Than in the whole world there is not a single Muslim.” 1

From the twelfth century onward ibn Sina was an anathema to the
3
ulamd

e
because of Ghazali’s condemnation of falasifa, for distorted version

of their belief in the eternity of the world, theories of emanation, God’s
knowledge of particulars, causality and sixteen other similar points. 2

Although Farabi (258/871-338/950) was also criticised by Ghazali, ibn

Sina was obdurately assailed. Fakhru‘d-Din Razi (543/1149-606/1209),

who had compiled a commentary on the Isharat and *Uyun al-akhbar by ibn

Sina and drew upon ibn Sina’s works in his own theological writings, was
also ardently hostile to ibn Sina. The orthodox followers of Ghazali and
Razi in the subsequent centuries condemned ibn Sina slavishly. Ziya cu e

d-

Din Barani (b. 684/1285 d. after 758/1357), the historian of the early Delhi

Sultanate says, “By God who had saved Mahmud (388-421/998-1030)

from all sorts of adversities; had the son of Sina (ibn Sina), who was the

founder of the Greek Sciences and was the leader of the falasifa in the

Islamic countries, fallen into his (Mahmud’s) hands, he would have
ordered that he (ibn Sina) be torn to pieces and his flesh thrown to the

vultures. For twelve years Abu Sina (ibn Sina) remained underground

for fear of Mahmud.”3

There is no doubt that from 392/1002 until his death, ibn Sina could get

no respite from the onslaughts of his enemies. He was burdened with

strenuous political duties and was forced to move from court to court to

save his life. He was imprisoned more than once. As he had left Khwarizm
long before 408/1017, and unlike al-Biruni (b. 362/973 d. after 442/1030)

did not fall into the hands of Mahmud of Ghazni, he was able to produce

1 MajalisuH-mu'minin3 pp. 331-33.

2 Ghazali, Tahafut al-falasifa (Incoherence of the philosophers), Beirut, 1962, pp. 3-7

3 Fatdwa-ijahandari, I, p. 16.
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a large corpus of philosophical and scientific works. In the first volume

we have already discussed the indebtedness of eminent Shi’i scholars to

ibn Sina’s works, even Sunni falasifa and hukamae
could also not ignore his

Kitab al-Shifa 3 the Qanun fi
c
t-tibb3 aUIsharat wac

l-tanbihat and Danishnama-i
3
Ala

c
i. From the very establishment of the Delhi Sultanate, the falasifa

were mercilessly condemned by the
3
ulama and sufis. For example Sultan

Shamsu'd-Din Iltutmish’s Shaykhu
6
l-Islam Sayyid Nuru c

d-*Din Mubarak
Ghaznawi (d. 632/1234-35) urged the Sultan to banish philosophers and

ostracize their works.4

The sufi and
3
ulama

e indictments offal&sifa and hukamae

, did not, however,

annihilate philosophy and sciences. Thanks to ibn Sina’s monumental

contributions to medicine, the entire corpus of his philosophy and scien-

tific theories became indispensable to the Muslim intellectuals. In Sultan

’AlaVd-Din Khalji’s (695-715/1296-1316) reign a learned physician

Sadru cd-Din Dimashqi, delivered authoritative lectures on ibn Sina’s

Qanun. 5 It would seem that the expert Hindu physicians were in close

touch with their Muslim contemporaries and this allowed an exchange of

views and techniques which stimulated a new interest in the Qanun. By

that time surgery and ophthalmology came to be independently practised.

Philosophical discussion was a consuming passion with Sultan Muham-
mad bin Tughluq (725-752/1325-1351). According to Barani a group of

intellectuals consisting of the logician Sa’du c

d-Dln, the poet ’Ubayd, and

the philosophers, Najm Intishar and Mawlana ’Alimu
fid-Din met frequently

with Sultan Muhammad bin Tughluq to discuss and popularise ma3
qulat.

Consequently, the Sultan, according to Barani lost interest in Divine

revelations and was devoted exclusively to the ma3
qulat. Naturally, Barani

ascribes, Sultan’s tyrannies to his devotion to philosophy,6

Sultan Muhammad bin Tughluq spent large sums of money in order to

acquire ibn Sina’s works. Probably by that time Khwaja Nasiru‘d-Din

Tusi’s rejoinders to Fakhru ed-Din RazI, Tusi’s commentaries of ibn

Sina and his philosophical and astronomical works in conjunction with

the philosophical encyclopaedia, the Durratu*t-taj and Muhakama by Tusi’s

talented disciple Qutbu‘d-Din Shiraz! were available to the philoso-

phers and scientists of Muhammad bin Tughluq’s court. Tusi’s works

might have stimulated interest in Shl’i doctrines of Imama.

After the invasion of Timur, the works of two kaldm scholars of his court,

Sa’du
ed-Din TaftazanI (d. 791/1389) and Sayyid Sharif JuzjanI (d. 816/

1413) were introduced to the provincial kingdoms of Jawnpur, Malwa,

Gujarat, Sind and the Deccan. Sultan Sikandar Lodi’s (894-923/1489-

4 Barani, Tarihh-i Firuz-Shahx 3 p. 43.

5 Ibid.3 pp. 362-63.

6 Ibid., p.465.
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1517) devotion to ma’quldt added a new dimension to the study of rational
sciences. To the Sultan’s world-view the study of ma’quldt did not under-
mine the importance of manqulat. He believed that both could co-exist.

The Sultan’s Prime minister Miyan Bhuwa was a genius. Although
biographical notes on Miyan Bhuwa in the Wdqi’dt-i Mushtaqi and the
later Lodi historical works, are anecdotal, it seems that the Miyan was a
patron of philosophers, scientists and ’ulama‘ . Miyan Bhuwa’s perception
in all branches of science and philosophy was of far reaching importance.
At his invitation scholars from Iraq, Khurasan and Transoxiana moved
to India but the real monument to Miyan’s fame was the Tibb-i Sikandari

compiled by a board of scholars under the Miyan’s supervision.7

In the fifteenth century Sind, Jam Nizamu‘d-Din established several

seminaries in all his principal towns. His patronage to manqulat and
ma’quldt prompted the celebrated Mulla Jalalu‘d-Dln DawwanI (b. 830/
1427 d. 908/1502-3), the author of the Lawdmi’u‘l-ishrdqft makarimu‘1 ikhlaq

or the Ikhldq-i Jaldli to move to Sind. He sent two talented disciples, Mir
Shams and Mir Mu’in, to Thatta to explore the opportunities of his

migration to Sind. Unfortunately for Sindis, DawwanI died before the

arrangements for his travel were finalized. Mir Mu’in and Mir Shamsu‘d-
Dln, however, settled down in Thatta.

8

Shaykh ’Abdu'llah Tulanbl and
Shaykh ’Azizu'llah Tulanbl of the Multan Centre of rational sciences

moved to Sultan Sikandar Lodi’s court. ’Azizu'llah lived at Sambhal
while Shaykh ’Abdu'llah established his seminary in Delhi.®

Sometime before 1535, when Shaykh Abu'l-Fazl’s father Shaykh
Mubarak Nagori (b. 911/1505 d. 1000/1593) moved from Nagor to

Gujarat, its capital had already become the centre of the study of ma’quldt.
Khatib Abu'l-Fazl Ghazirunl, a disciple of Jalalu‘d-Dln DawwanI and an
expert on the works of the Ishraqi theosophy of Shaykh Shihabu‘d-Din
Yahya Suhrawardi Maqtul (d. 587/1191), had at the invitation of one of
the Sultans of Gujarat already settled in Ahmadabad. Shaykh Mubarak
studied ibn Sina’s Kitdb-al shifd‘ and al-Ishdrdt wa‘t-tanbihat under Khatib
Abu‘l-Fazl. In 950/1543 Shaykh Mubarak moved to Agra and settled

there. His seminary became a new centre for the study of manqulat and
ma’quldt under one roof. One of his most talented disciples, who in his

youth had been an outspoken rationalist, was Mulla ’Abdu'l-Qadir

Bada'uni, the author of the Muntakhabu‘t- Tawarlkh. The jealousy and
frustration caused by the rapid promotions of Shaykh Mubarak’s sons

Shaykh Fayzi and Abufi-Fazl changed him into an uneasy defender

7 Shaykh Rizqu'Uah Mushtaqi, Waqi’at-i Mushtaqi, British Museum Ms., Rieu, II

802b, pp. 63-64.
' ’

8 *Abducs-Salam Nadwl, Hukama‘-i Islam, Azamgarh, 1956, II, p. 317.

9 MimtakhabuH-tawarikh, I. pp. 323-25.
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of orthodoxy. However, Fayzi completed his study of the Kitab aUShifa

at the age of eleven and Abu £

l-Fazl completed his education at the age of

fifteen, thanks to their own precocity and Shaykh Mubarak’s novel teaching

methods.

In the early years of Akbar’s reign, Shaykh Mubarak and his sons had

been stringently persecuted by the orthodox Sunni 5

ulama\ After his entry

to the Akbar’s courtAbu £

l-Fazl, helped by his father and brother, however,

succeeded in destroying the orthodox Sunni domination at the court.

Before long a galaxy of hakims also moved from Iran to India and made

India as the leading centre of the ma’qulat. Bada/uni says, “Some of the

physicians in this reign were so learned in the theory and skilled in the

practice of medicine that they performed miracles like those of Musa

(Moses) and brought to mind the wonder-working breath of the Lord

Tsa (Christ), while others, for the reason that the healing art is a noble

subject of study, but a mean pursuit in its practical application, although

they busied themselves in the study of medicine, sought political employ-

ment, according to their several degrees.”10 Some of them were not Shi’is

but were ardent admirers of ibn Sina. For example Shamsu £d-Din

as Hakimu £

l Mulk Gilani “was endowed with the healing breath of

Messiah (Christ)” and “firm and steadfast in the faith”.11 In other words

he was an excellent physician and an orthodox Sunni. In religious dis-

cussion Hakimu £l-Mulk supported Makhdumu £l-Mulk, sadrs and qazis.

Hakimufi-Mulk, did not spare Abu £

l-Fazl, whom he nicknamed fazlah

(redundancy, orts or excrement). In 988/1580 he was ordered by Akbar

to leave for Mecca. This meant his banishment from India. Five lacs of

rupees were given to him for distribution among the Sherifs and poors.

Bada £

uni says that in the life time of Shaykh Salim Chishti (d. 979/1572),

one day Hakimu £

l-Mulk, was “discoursing on theology and theologians

and praising physicians and magnifying and extolling the importance and

glory of the science ofmedicine, and the greatness of Shaykh Abu ’Ali Sina.

This occurred at the time when the
3
ulamci and the physicians were at

feud, and were daily wrangling, disputing, and quarrelling regarding the

dignity of their respective specializations.” The above statement shows

that long before the erection of the Tbadat-khana in 982/1575 the heated

polemics between the
3
ulama and hakims were the order of the day. Bada-

£

unl quoted the following verses of Shaykh Shihabu £d-Din Suhrawardi

(d. 632/1234-35), the founder of the Suhrawardiyya silsila to censure ibn

Sina.

“ fHow long did I say to this people,’ ye are superfluous?

One cure, the grave, is to be found in books of medicine.

10 Ibid. , III, p. 161; Haig, p. 224.

11 Ibid., Ill, pp. 161-62; Haig, pp. 224-26.
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But when they sought satisfaction in threatening us.

We rested in God for the sufficiency of our recompense.

And they died in the faith of Aristotle,

While we live in the faith of God’s chosen prophet.”

Shaykh Salim Chishti observed, “The fire of strife was already blazing

between these people. Now you have come and have blown it to a still

fiercer blaze.”12

Hakimu‘l-Mulk, however, did not return from Mecca and died there.

His sister’s son Hakim ’Ali was the pupil of his uncle and sat at the feet of

Shah Fathu c

llah Shirazi. According to Bada'uni he was originally a

Zaydiyya but later on he became an Isna ’Ashari Shi’a. Bada‘uni adds

that in his enthusiasm for Shi’ism he resembled the other hakims of the

age and that Hakim ’Ali was endowed with an excellent knowledge of

medicine and was passionately devoted to the healing art. As he was but

young, self-opinionated and of limited experience, “it sometimes happened
that a patient, after taking one of his draughts speedily had a taste of the

draught of extinction”. Bada/uni goes on to say that although he was
the pupil of Shah Fathu'llah Shirazi, he ordered him, when he was in

ardent fever, a diet of thick pottage, thereby “handing him over to death,

the executioner”. The same Bada c

uni, in the second volume of the

MuntakhabuU-tawdrikh blames Shah Fathu'llah for treating himself by
a diet of pottage and blatantly contradicts himself when he says that

Shah Fathuffiah did not listen to Hakim ’Ali’s advice. 13 In fact Hakim
’Ali’s treatment did not suit Shah Fathuffiah Shirazi and Akbar had
replaced him with Hakim Hasan.14

Hakim ’Ali arrived in India from his homeland in great poverty and
distress. According to the Emperor Jahangir, the Hakim was an excellent

scholar of Arabic. Besides a commentary on the Qanun by ibn Sina, which
he wrote in Akbar’s reign, he was the author of some other books.15

Before long he succeeded in attracting Akbar’s attention and was rapidly

promoted to important positions. In 987/1589 he was sent by Akbar’s

ambassador to the court of ’Ali ’Adil Shah of Bijapur, the husband of

Chand Bibi.16 Before ’Ali ’Adil Shah could give him a befitting send off

with suitable gifts he was killed by one of his eunuchs in Safar 988/

January 1590. Hakim ’Ali was not successful in his mission.17 In 1581

12 Ibid., Ill, pp. 166-67; Haig, pp. 232-33.

13 Ibid., II, p. 369.

14 Akbar-nama, III, p. 558.

15 Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, p. 74.

16 Akbar-nama, III, p. 266.

17 Ibid., p. 298.
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Hakim ’Ali was appointed the sadr of Bihar. 18 In 993/1585 he was appoin-

ted as an ambassador to the court of Sultan Yusuf of Kashmir. This

mission was also not a success for neither did Yusuf show an inclination

to personally attend Akbar’s court nor did his son Ya’qub.19 Hakim
’All’s command on Persian prose and on historical studies prompted

Akbar to appoint him on the board of editors formed to write the Tarikh-i

Alfi. He was endowed with abilities to plan towns and was an expert

architect. In April 1594 his subaqueous chamber filled Akbar’s courtiers

with amazement. He constructed a wonderful reservoir whose bottom

was connected with a staircase,, from where a passage led to an adjacent

square chamber. By some contrivance which Hakim ’Ali never revealed,

water of the reservoir was prevented from flowing into the chamber. Men
who went down into it to find the access to the entrance were very amazed.

Many returned from half-way. Akbar got under the water at a corner of

the tank and after descending two or three steps he arrived at the room.

It was exquisitely decorated and well-lighted. Ten or twelve people could

sit into it. There were sleeping coverlets {farsh khwab), and clothing.

There were some books also in recesses. The air did not allow a drop of

water to enter. Breakfast was served there. For a short while Akbar

stayed there. The courtiers outside the tank were terrified. Abu c

l-Fazl

calls Akbar’s courage as misplaced. The Emperor’s safe arrival outside

the tank set at rest the anxiety of the courtiers. 20

Akbar took Hakim ’All to the death bed of Fayzi in Safar 1004/October

1595 and was deeply pained to find the poet in mortal agony. Several

times Akbar cried out and said, “O Shaykh Ji, I have brought Hakim ’All

with me, why do you not say anything ?” When unconscious Fayzi did

respond, Akbar cast his turban on the ground and consoling Abu £

l-Fazl

left the house. 21

At the end of July 1 596, one of the testicles of Akbar was lacerated by

the horns of a fighting dear which ran towards him. The injury became

serious but Hakim ’All’s treatment cured him. In the same year Hakim
’Ali attained the mansab of 700. To the utter disappointment of the Empe-

ror, Hakim ’Ali could not save him from death when in September 1605

he was prostrated by acute diarrhoea. It seems to have become incurable

because of mental tension arising out of the conflict between Prince Salim

and the latter’s son Khusraw. 22 According to the Takmila of the Akbar-nama,

Hakim ’Ali used no remedy. Possibly he waited for Akbar’s psychological

condition to stabilise. When Emperor’s pain was unbearable, he said to

18 Ibid., p. 372.

19 Ibid., p. 474.

20 Ibid., p. 651.

2 1 Muntakhabu't-tawarikh, II, p. 406.

22 Akbar-nama

,

III, pp. 712-13.
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Hakim ’All, “you were nothing but a foreign adventurer. Here you put off

the sandals of exile. We raised you to this rank in order that some day you
might be of use”. In his uncontrollable fury Akbar flung two pajama

strings at him. The Hakim taking something out of a bag, mixed it into a

jug of water which immediately congealed. He said, “I have got this

kind of medicine, but of what use is it seeing that it does not apply to the

present case?” The Emperor compelled Hakim ’Ali to give that medicine.

It produced astringency and constipation. The stomachache became
unbearable. The physicians were obliged to use laxatives, but the excessive

motions killed the Emperor. 23

Jahangir was alienated with Hakim ’Ali but before long the misunder-

standings were removed. Towards the end of 1014/1606 Jahangir left

Agra for the Panjab to seize Khusraw without consulting his astronomers.

On his way to the Panjab he consulted Hakim ’Ali whom he considered

an expert in riyazi (mathematics and astronomy). He replied that the

Emperor had selected the most propitious hour for his departure. Khus-
raw was easily seized. 24 Hakim ’Ali naturally rose high in the Emperor’s

estimation although he always considered the Hakim “a bad-hearted and
evil-spirited” person. 25

Comparing him with Hakim Jalalu'd-Din Muzaffar, the physician

of Shah Tahmasp and Shah ’Abbas, Jahangir in the account of the second

year of his reign (1016/1607) writes, “Hakim ’Ali, who was his contem-

porary, exceeded him in skill. In short, in medical skill and auspiciousness

and rectitude and purity ofmethod and disposition he was perfect. Other
physicians (atibba) of the age could not compare with him. In addition

to his medical skill he had many excellencies. He had perfect loyalty

towards me. He built at Lahore a house of great pleasantness and purity

(subaqueous tank) and repeatedly asked me to honour it (with my
presence). As I was very fond of pleasing him I consented. In short, the

aforesaid Hakim, from his connection with me and being my physician,

had great skill in the management of affairs and business of the world, so

that for some time at Allahabad I made him diwan of my establishment.

On account ofhis great honesty he was very exacting in important business,

and people were vexed at his method of proceeding. For about twenty

years he had ulcerated lungs, but by his wisdom preserved in some measure
his health. When he was talking he mostly coughed so much that his cheek

and eyes became red, and by degrees his colour became blue. I [Jahangir]

often said to him, ‘Thou art a learned physician, why dost thou not cure

thy own wounds ?” He represented that wounds in lungs were not of

23 Ibid.,
( Takmila), p. 840.

24 Tuzuk-i Jahangiri p. 32.

25 Ibid., p. 74.
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such a nature that could be cured. During his illness one of his con-

fidential servants put poison into the medicine he daily took. When Hakim

’Ali detected the poison he took remedies for it. He objected very much

to be bled, although this was necessary. 26

Early in 1609 Jahangir visited Hakim ’Ali’s newly built subaqueous

tank. He says, “One Sunday, the 23rd, I went with a band of courtiers

who had not seen it to look at the reservoir in the house of Hakim ’Ali

like one that had been made at Lahore in the time of my father. The

reservoir is 6 gaz (yard) by 6 gaz (yard). At its side has been erected a

well-lighted room, the entrance to which is through the water, but the

water does not get into it. Ten or twelve people could meet in it. He

made an offering of some of the cash and articles he could produce at the

time. After looking at the room, and the entering ofa number of courtiers

therein, I raised him to the rank of 2,000 and returned to the palace.”27

On 5 Muharram 1018/10 April 1609, Hakim ’Ali died. Jahangir says,

“It happened that he was going to the privy when his cough overcame

him and opened the wounds in his lungs. So much blood poured out of

his mouth and brain that he became insensible and fell, and made a fearful

cry. An qftabchi (ewer-bearer) becoming aware of this, came into the

assembly-room, and seeing him smeared with blood cried out, ‘They

have killed the Hakim.’ After examining him it was seen that there was

no sign of wounds on his body, and that it was the same wound in the

lungs that had begun to flow. They informed Qilij Khan, who was the

governor of Lahore, and he, having ascertained the true state of affairs,

buried him. He left no capable son.” 28

The Gilani Brothers

In the first volume we have already discussed aspects of the contributions

of Hakim Abu‘l-Fath Gilani towards stabilising Shi’ism in India. In

the following pages we shall be discussing more about the career of the

Hakim and his two brothers, Hakim Humam and Hakim Nuru‘d-Din.

They were the sons of Mawlana ’Abdu'r Razzaq Gilani, who was even-

tually skilled in making speculations and in drawing horoscopes. For

years the Mawlana was the sadr of that region. In 974/1566-67 Gilani

was seized by Shah Tahmasp Safawi, and Khan Ahmad, the ruler of

that region, fell into prison. According to Abu‘l-Fazl Mawlana ’Abdu‘r-

Razzaq was also taken captive because of his right thinking and true

religion. 29 Possibly Abu'LFazl refers to the Mawlana’s liberal views in

26 Ibid., p. 54; Rogers and Beveridge, I, p. 124.

27 Ibid., p. 74; Rogers and Beveridge, I, p. 152.

28 Ibid., p. 75; Rogers and Beveridge, I, pp. 124-25.

29 Akbar-nama, III, p. 144.
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religion for in Abu £

l-Fazl’s terminology Sunni orthodoxy could not be

identified with right thinking and true religion. Towards the end of 1575

the three brothers were admitted to Akbar’s Court and became the spear-

head of maintaining a balance between the Shl’i and Sunni orthodoxy.

In the words of Mulla Bada £

unl, AbuTFath joined Bir Bal and Shaykh

AbuTFazl in turning away Akbar from Islam and led him to totally

reject Divine revelations
(
wahi), prophethood (nubuwwa), the miracles,,

supernatural feats and the sharVa .

30 In fact Abu £

l-Fath, Abu c

l-Fazl and

Bir Bal imbued Akbar with the belief in universal peace and concord to the

utter disgust of orthodox Sunnis.

When Abu £

l-Fath arrived at the court he used to wear a beard. Once

he found that Mulla Bada'uni’s beard was shorter than the prescribed

length. Abu £

l-Fath took exception to Mulla ’s short beard. Mulla Bada'uni

blamed the barber for short trimmings. The Hakim warned him to be

careful in future. Later on, says Mulla Bada c

uni, not only did the Hakim
beat the Haydaris and Jwaliqls31 in shaving their beards clean but left

behind even the Hindus in the race of clean-shaving.32

Hakim Abu'l-Fath performed both civil and military duties. In March
1579 he was appointed sadr and amin under Khwaja Muzaffar Turbati,

the newly appointed governor of Bengal. In 1580 unlike other mansabdars

he remained loyal to Akbar during enemy’s dominance over Muzaffar

at Tanda in Bengal. The Hakim was imprisoned but he managed to

escape. He arrived at the court and submitted a first hand report on

Bengal rebellion.33

Early in 1582 his recommendation for the establishment of hospitals

in the empire was approved.34 A few months later Akbar appointed Chief

controllers of sales and purchases in order to prevent the rocketting of

prices. Abu £

l-Fath was made the controller of intoxicants. 35 Akbar who
was never tired of making new administrative experiences placed several

departments under each of his own three sons. Competent mansabdars

were appointed as departmental heads under Princes. The control over

the departments relating to religion and charities was assigned to Prince

Danial. Among one of the directors of charities was Abu £

l-Fath. Early

in 993/1585 he was made a mansabdar of 800. 36

In 1586 Akbar ordered Zayn Khan Koka to undertake mopping up

30 Muntakhabu't-tawarikh,
III, p. 211.

31 Wandering dervishes who shaved their head, beard and eye-brows. History of

sufism in India

,

I, pp. 306-11.

32 MuntakhabvCt- tawankh, II, p. 304.

33 Akbar-nama, II, pp. 303-309.

34 Ibid., Ill, p. 380.

35 Ibid., Ill, p. 396.

36 Ibid., Ill, pp. 404, 457.
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operations against Yusufza £

i tribes numbering about 100,000. The hill

country of Swat and Bajaur (north of Peshawar) was their homeland.

On two sides the Indus and on the remaining two the Kabul river pro-

tected their land. The liquidation of rebels was imperative to Akbar
from strategic point of view. Zayn Khan seized considerable land held

by Yusufza
£

is and wrote to Akbar for further reinforcements. Hakim
Abu £

l-Fath and Raja Bir Bal were made the commander of the forces

sent to reinforce Zayn Khan Koka. Both Abu £

l-Fath and Bir Bal were

envious of Zayn Khan Koka and hence no concerted plan of mopping
up operations could be devised. Zayn Khan was an experienced general

but Hakim Abu £

l-Fath and Raja Bir Bal were simply intellectuals. Their

principal objective was to annihilate a few tribal leaders and return to

the court. In view of their influence with Akbar, Zayn Khan exhibited

considerable forbearance. In February 1586 the Afghans crushed the

Imperialist’s advance. Raja Bir Bal was killed in a fierce Afghan assault.

Akbar was terribly shocked. The Hakim and Zayn Khan narrowly escap-

ed death. When the crest-fallen chiefs arrived at the Court, Akbar
censured them for their defeat. Before long they were restored to favour,

Hakim Abu £

l-Fath was assigned important civil assignments. 37 In August

1589, shortly after the death of Shah Fathufllah ShlrazI, Hakim Abufl-

Fath suffered from diarrhoea. He was in Akbar’s army which was re-

turning from Kashmir and heading towards Kabul. The Emperor called

on the Hakim several times. On the night of 18 August 1589, the Hakim
died. His earthly remains were taken to Hasan Abdal and buried there,

Akbar was deeply upset. Abu c

l-Fazl wrote a condolence letter on behalf

of Akbar to Hakim Humam. Fayzi wrote a touching elegy. According

to Abu £

l-Fazl, the Hakim was f£an adorner of the garden of acuteness,

farsighted, awakened-hearted, and wise-brained one”. 38 Mulla Bada'uni

says, “He obtained favour in the Emperor’s service to such a degree

that he was admitted to his intimate companionship and acquired such

influence over him as to render himself an object of envy to all who con-

cerned themselves in the affairs of state. He was highly distinguished

for his acumen and quickness of apprehension and for his proficiency in

all worldly accomplishments, prose and poetry”. Bada'uni, however adds,

“He (the Hakim) was no less a byword for his infidelity and all other

reprehensible qualities.”39

Hakim Abu £

l-Fath
5

s letters were compiled to serve as a model of episto-

lography. Several collections are found in the manuscript repositories of

the Indian sub-continent, Iran and Europe. A collection has recently

37 Ibid., Ill, pp. 476, 482.

38 Ibid., Ill, pp. 559-60.

39 Muntakhabu*t-tawarikh} III, p. 167; Haig, p. 233.
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been published by the Panjab University Lahore. It contains seventy-

two letters addressed to a wide cross-section of the elite; among the ’alims

and sufis are Shaykh ZiyaVllah, son of Shaykh Muhammad Ghaws,
Hajji Sufi, Shah Huzn and Qazi Nuru‘llah Shustari, among the hakims

are Hakim Humam, Hakim LmluTiah and Hakim Nuru‘d-Din. 40

Like other masters of Persian epistolography, Hakim Abu‘l-Fath also

wrote an ostentatious and elaborately ornate prose with profuse quotations

from the Qur'an, hadis and verses of eminent Persian poets. According to

Qazi Nuru'llah Shustari, Hakim Abu'l-Fath also wrote a commentary on
the Bab Hadi ’Ashr41 but no copy of the manuscript is traceable in the

known catalogues of manuscript repositories.

Hakim Abu'l-Fath’s brother Hakim Humam was also very talented.

His real name was Humayun, but when he came to Akbar’s court with
his brother, he discreetly called himself Humayun Quli (slave of Huma-
yun) and lastly to Hakim Humam. He was unequalled for his knowledge
of calligraphy and understanding of poetry. He was also expert in

medicine and physical sciences. He was a mansabdar of 600. Akbar was
deeply impressed with his performance as a bakawal begi (steward of
the imperial kitchen). He used his influence with the Emperor in help-

ing people in their difficulties. In 1000/1591-92 Mulla Bada'uni over-

stayed his leave and Akbar was deeply offended. Hakim, however, took
courage to urge Akbar to forgive Bada'uni. Mulla Bada'uni seems to

have paid the debt of his gratitude by a non-committed remark on his

obituary. He wrote that Hakim Humam’s disposition was better than that

of his brother. Although it was not naturally good, it could not be said to

have been naturally evil.42

Hakim Humam was a member of the board of authors appointed to

write the Tarikh-iAlfi. In August 1586 Akbar appointed Hakim Humam
as his ambassador to ’Abdu'llah Khan Uzbek of Turan in order to con-
vince the Khan of the sterling traits of Akbar’s personality. Miran Sadr-i

Jahan was associated with him to express condolence for the death of
’Abdu'llah Khan’s father Sikandar Khan (d. 991/1583). The letter was
drafted by Abu‘l-Fazl who wrote on Akbar’s behalf:

“We had no intention ofsending away to a distance from us that asylum
of instruction and talent, cream of devoted loyalties, best of our con-
fidants, the skilful Hakim Humam, who is a right-speaking and right-

acting man, and who, from the commencement of his service, has been
in close attendance on us. But we have sent him as an envoy, because

40 Ruq3
at-i AbuH-Fath, Lahore, 1968.

41 Isnd
9
Ashari Shi9

is in India, I, p. 359*

42 MwtakhabuH-tawankh, III, p. 168, pp. 563-64.
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he holds such a position with ourselves that he submits matters to us

without the intervention of anyone else. If in your honourable inter-

views you treat him in a similar manner, they will be direct communica-

tions between you and me. 5543

During Hakim Humam’s absence, Akbar often remarked, “Since Hakim
Humam has gone, my food has not the same taste

55
. He would say to

Hakim Abu c

l Fath, “I do not think that you can be more grieved at his

departure than I am. Where can one find the like of Hakim Humam? 55

The quality of bread and recipes for dishes and the cooks did not change

but the absence of Hakim Humam upset Akbar’s appetite.

When Hakim Abu‘l-Fath died, Hakim Humam was on his way to the

Panjab from Bukhara. He met Akbar on the Emperor’s way from Kashmir

to Kabul. Although a letter of condolence drafted by Abu‘l-Fazl had

already been sent to Hakim Humam, Akbar remarked, “You had one

brother and he has gone to another world. We have lost ten.
5 ’44

Hakim Humam did not survive after Abu‘l-Fath
5

s death. In November

1559 Hakim Humam died of tuberculosis. According to Abu c

l-Fazl, he

was endowed with a good countenance, was a jewel of purity, and a sweet-

spoken man.45 Mulla Bada'uni does not make adverse personal comments

on the Hakim but indirectly assails him for leading the life of a courtier.

He says, “Hakim Hasan, Shaykh Fayzi, Kamal the sadr3 and Hakim
Humam all died one after the other within the space of a month, and all

the wealth which they had amassed disappeared in a moment, vanishing

as completely as though it had been sunk in the Red and the Arabian Seas,

and to them nothing remained but the wind of vain regrets.
5540 In fact

Bada c

uni
5

s comments are designed to assail the Mughal system of escheating

the property of dead noblemen in order to settle the claims of the State.

The family of Hakim Humam or that of other courtiers mentioned by

Bada £

uni was not reduced to such a miserable plight as described by Mulla

Bada'uni. Hakim Humam’s sons, Hakim Haziq and Hakim Khushhal by

name rose to considerable eminence.

Hakim Haziq was born at Fathpur Sikri. When his father died he was

young in age but completed his education under distinguished friends and

disciples of his father and uncle. In the Jahangir’s reign he was reputed

for his judgment and reliability. In 1038/1629 Shahjahan promoted him

to the mansab of 1,500 zat and 600 horse and sent him as an embassy to

Turan.47 It was a very significant assignment. Earlier Imam Ouli Khan

43 Akbar-nama, III, 500; Beveridge, III, p. 760.

44 Ma'asiruH-umara*, I, pp. 564-65.

45 Akbar-nama, III, p. 696.

46 Mmtakhabu't-tawdrikh, III, p. 168; Haig, p. 234.

47 Badshahnama I, Pt. I, pp. 233.
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of Transoxiana had sent ’Abdu ‘r-Rahim Khwaja Jufibari Naqshbandi

as his envoy to Jahangir who was deeply upset at Shah ’Abbas 5 annexation

of Qandahar to his empire in 1622. Imam Quli had suggested that

Prince Khurram (later on Shahjahan) should be commissioned to recap-

ture Qandahar and in collaboration with the army of Transoxiana, Balkh

and Badakhshan seize Khurasan. After the conquest of Khurasan Jahan-

gir might partition it assigning the territories he deemed fit to him (Imam
Quli)

.
Jahangir’s death in 1037/1627 disrupted the progress of the negotia-

tions. ’Abdu cr-Rahim Khwaja called on Shahjahan at Agra but died

a natural death. Shahjahan sent gifts to the value of one lac and

fifty thousand rupees and rare gifts of India with Hakim Haziq to

Imam Quli.

On his return in 1632-33 he was appointed as an *arz-i mukarrar (reviser

of petition). His tact and scholarship made him a great success. He
was granted successive increases in his mansab. After attaining a rank of

3.000 he lost his office for some unknown reasons and lived in retirement

in Agra. Rs. 20,000 per annum were fixed as his salary which was doubled

in 1646-47. In 1068/1657-58 he died.

His contemporaries considered him conceited and vain-glorious. Even

Mir Ilahi of Hamadan, an Iranian did not consider him worthy of friend-

ship. It is said that he had not mastered the science of medicine, never-

theless several officers consulted him because of his name and high rank.

He embarked upon writing a history of Shahjahan’s reign but could not

complete it. He was, however, a good poet and combined the style of his

predecessors with that of the more recent ones. He got up his Diwan in a

very elegant manner and placing it on a decorated stand, he took it

with him into every assemblage. Whoever did not choose to honour the

Diwan was, irrespective of his rank, treated with discourtesy. It was put

on a stand made of gold and read out. Shahnawaz quotes the following

verse composed by him which became very famous:

“My heart, O Haziq, cannot be comforted by any consolation,

I’ve seen spring and flowers and autumn.” 48

Hakim Haziq’s brother Hakim Khushhal also obtained the mansab of

1.000 in Shahjahan’s reign. He was appointed as a bakhshi to the Deccan.

Mahabat Khan was very kind to him.49

Hakim Abu‘l-Fath and Hakim Humam’s youngest brother Hakim
Nuru‘d-Din Qarari was a poet. In 1580 he was killed by Bihar and

Bengal rebels.

48 Maf
dsiru
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, I, p. 565.
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One of Hakim Abu‘l-Fath’s cousins who also had adopted Qarari as

his nom de plume was a man of ascetic temperament. In Shahjahan’s reign

he became very famous as a poet. 50

Hakim ’Aynu‘l-Mulk of Shiraz traced his origin, on his mother’s side

from Jalalu'd-Din Dawwani. Notes on him by Bada c

uni indicate that he

was a Sunni.51

Sharif Amuli
The personality of Sharif of Amul (in Tabaristan about 300 kilometers

north of Tehran) is surrounded by hot controversy. According to Mulla

Bada‘uni, he was a reprobate apostate. Five letters written to him by

Abu €

l-Fazl between 1000/1591-92 and 1 002 / 1593-94 tend to indicate that he

was a man of ascetic temperament, and considered the imperial service a

threat to his spiritual pursuits and scholarly interests.52 Mirza Nizamu c

d-

Din Ahmad describes him as one of the muwahhids (a believer in Unity of

Being) and endowed with a sound knowledge of sufism Jahangir, whose

reviews of the dignitaries of his father’s reign are generally objective, says:

“I promoted SharifAmuli, raising his original rank to 2,500. He is an

exceedingly pure-hearted and lively-spirited man. As he is not well-

versed in formal learning, he often expresses lofty thoughts and excel-

lent statements on spiritual matters. In the dress of a recluse and an

ascetic he had travelled a lot and had lived in the company of a large

number of saints. He talks on subjects related to sufism, and this is

a qal (theoritical) and not hal (ecstatic) with him. In the time of my
father he relinquished the garments of poverty and asceticism, and

attained to amirship and chiefship. His utterance is infinitely powerful,

and his conversation is remarkably eloquent and pure, although his

knowledge of Arabic is poor, his compositions are not devoid of ele-

gance (
namak).”54

Writings of Sharif Amuli are not traceable; only a few letters written

by him are available in the library of Asiatic Society of Bengal.55 They

show him to be a devout sufi and a good scholar. Details of his official

career are available in the Akbar-nama but Bada e

uni’s invectives on Sharif

Amuli indicate that he was a Shi’i and a hakim . In the interest of his life

and career he chose to live like a sufi . According to Mulla Bada‘uni,

50 Mir'atifl-dlam, II, p. 647.

51 MuntakhabuU-tawdrikh, III, pp. 164-65.

52 Abu‘l-Fazl, Mukatabat-i ’Allami, Delhi 1846, II, p. 204.

53 Nizamu‘d-DIn Ahmad, Tabaqat-i Akbari, Calcutta 1927, II, p. 451.

54 Tuzuk-i Jahdngin , p. 22; Rogers and Beveridge, I, pp. 47-48.

55 Majmu’a, in Ivanow, Asiatic Society Bengal; Concise descriptive catalogue of Persian

manuscripts

,

Calcutta 1924, p. 417.
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Sharif Amuli was first introduced to Akbar at his Dipalpur camp in

Malwa at the end of 984/1577. He goes on to say, “This reprobate apos-

tate had run from country to country, like a dog that has burnt its foot,

and turning from one sect to another, he went on wrangling until he

became a perfect heretic. For some time he studied after the fashion of

misguided sufis ,
which is void of all sophy, in the school of Mawlana

Muhammad Zahid of Balkh, a grandson of Shaykh Husayn of Khwarizm,

and lived with dervishes. But as he had little of the dervish temperament

in him he set on abundance of vain talk and senseless effrontery, and blur-

ted it out, so that they expelled him. The Mawlana (Muhammad Zahid)

wrote a poem against him in which the following verse occurs:

“There was a heretic, and Sharif was his name.

Perfect he thought himself, not perfect all the same !”

Travelling through Transoxiana, Iran and Arabia, Sharif Amuli
arrived in the Deccan. There too, according to Bada‘uni, Sharif’s want
of self-restraint and filthy disposition disillusioned his patrons. The
Deccan rulers wished to kill him but he was paraded on a donkey in

disgrace. Bada‘uni goes on to say, “But since Hindustan is a vast country,

where there is open field for all licentiousness {ibahat ) and no one interferes

with another’s business, so that every one can do just as he pleases, at this

time he made his way to Malwa, and settled at a place five kos distant

from the imperial camp. Every foolish and frivolous word that proceeded

out of his mouth instead of being wholesome food was the poison of asps,

and became the absorbing topic of general conversation.” Many persons

like brute beasts, especially the heretics
(
mulhidgan

)
of Iraq gathered

round him. In Mulla Badahini’s terminology heretics of Iraq could be

none else but Shi’is who according to him had “separated themselves from

the truth of the faith, like a hair from the dough”. According to an
important source they were “destined to be the foremost worshippers of

Dajjal (Antichrist)”. Sharif claimed that he was the mujaddid (renewer) for

the tenth century. The sensation was immense. When the Emperor heard

of him, he invited him in the night to a private audience in a long prayer-

room, which was made of cloth, and in which the Emperor with his suite

used to say the five daily prayers at stated hours. Only Hakimu c

l-Mulk

was invited to attend. Mulla Bada/uni was not invited but from a distance

he could catch the word y
ilm (knowledge) uttered by Mir Sharif. The letter

considered his discourses as “truth of truths” {haqiqatu*l-haqa iq) and the

foundation of fundamentals (asl al-usiil).

According to Mulla Bada‘uni, Sharif Amuli’s discourses were based

on the works of Mahmud of Basakhwan (a village near Gilan) who
flourished in the Timur’s reign. Of the thirteen works authored by
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Mahmud, the most important was the Bahr u kuza . To Bada c

uni, it was

“dirty filth, full of such droppings of heresy as no religion or sect would

suffer, and containing nothing but deceitful flattery”. Bada‘uni gives no

details of the themes of Mahmud’s works but Mahmud himself called

them the knowledge of words and ecstasy (’ilm-i lafz wa hal).

According to Mulla Bada‘uni, Sharif Amuli was the author of a book

entitled the Tarashshuh-i zahur (Drizzles of appearance). It was based on

the Jama3 (compendium) by Mir ’Abdufl-Awwal. “The book”, says

Mulla Bada‘uni, “is written in loose, deceptive aphorisms, each beginning

with the word mifarmudand (The master said) : it is a regular poser, and a

mass of ridiculous silly nonsense.”

In 987/1580 some members of ’ulama
6
collected evidence to the effect

that the Emperor was the Sahib-i Zaman (Lord of the Times) who would

destroy the Hindu and Muslim differences on the one hand and the

bickerings which divided the Muslims themselves into seventy-two sects.

Bada'uni describes the leaders of the movement as low and mean fellow,

who pretended to be learned, but were in reality illiterate ones (*alim

numac
i jdhil). Among them he includes Sharif Amuli who brought

evidences from the writings of Mahmud of Basakhwan, that he had said

that in the year 990/1582-83, a certain person would abolish lies. All the

prophecies of Mahmud were applied on the lord of true religion who
according to Jamal calculations {hisab-i jamal) was destined to appear in

990. Sharif Amuli’s interpretations were, according to Mulla Bada'uni

supported by Khwaja Mawlana Shirazi, the heretic and expert in Jafar.5Q

Khwaja Mawlana buttressed his prophecies on the basis of treatises

written by certain Sherlfs of Mecca in which a tradition was quoted to

the effect that earth would exist for 7,000 years, and as that time had then

ended, the appearance of the promised one was imminent. He himself

authored a treatise on the subject and submitted to the Emperor. The

above prophecies were based on the Sunni traditions. The Shi’is taking

the advantage of the Sunni traditions, according to Mulla Bada'uni,

brought forward similar nonsense connected with ’All, and quoted the

following rubcli (quatrain) which is said to have been composed by Nasir-i

Khusraw,57 or according to some by some other poet:

56 Knowledge of the world’s vision at a supernatural and cosmic scale invented by

Imam as-Sadiq.

57 Abu Mu’in Nasir bin Khusraw was born at Balkh in 394/1003. He received a good

education and became an official in Merv government. In 1045 A.D. he abandoned

his court life and resigned his position. He visited Mecca in four different years

and travelled to a number of Muslim countries. All of them except the Fatimid

Egypt were declining. He was confirmed in the belief that only his Isma’ill beliefs

could save the true believers from inevitable destruction. He was consecrated as a

hujja, a fairly high position in the Isma’Ili missionary hierarchy. He was a poet and
(Contd. on next Page)
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‘In 989^ according to the decree of fate.

The stars from all sides shall meet together.

In the year of Leo, the month of Leo, the day of Leo,

The Lion of God will stand forth from behind the veil.
5558

The principal objective of Mir Sharif and other Sunni and Shi’l intellec-

tuals was to save the empire from falling into the hands of adventurers

claiming themselves Mahdi. They convinced Akbar that he was the

prophet of universal peace and the Perfect Man as believed by the devotees

of ibn ’Arabi. As an Emperor his principal responsibility was to protect

his subjects irrespective of their faith and beliefs. None of the above

theories violated the Islamic shari’a and the belief in the finality of the

Prophet Muhammad’s mission. Nevertheless Mulla Bada‘uni and the dis-

gruntled Sunni leaders, however, believed that Akbar was inclined to

become a Prophet, nay something else, meaning thereby that he wished

to become God. 59

For six years SharifAmuli was the member of the elite group in Akbar’s

court who propagated universal peace. Early in 1586, according to the

Akbar-ndma, he was appointed the sadr ofKabul. In 1 587 he was appointed

a member of the commission of the revenue assessment for Kashmir and

was ordered to disburse charities to the recluses and ascetics of Srinagar. 60

In 1591, he was made amin, sadr and qdzi of Bengal, three different offices

being combined in his person. 61 It was the extraordinary promotion of

Sharif Amuli, that made Bada‘uni to angrily remark:

“He is now a nobleman holding the rank of 1,000. He is one of the

da
3
is (missionaries) of Mazhab-i Haqq (true religion) in Bengal province

and is endowed with the four degrees of devotion
(
Sahib-i maratib-i

Chahdrgdna). Acting as the Deputy of His Majesty he initiates loyal

disciples to these degrees.”62

Bada/uni identifies the four degrees of devotion to Akbar with the Mazhab-i

Haqq . In his description ofa confession made by Mirza Jani Beg, governor

(F. JV. 57 Contd.)

an author of several prose works. His Zadue
l-musdfirin is an encyclopaedia dealing

with the metaphysical and cosmographical problems. The Wajh-i din is an intro-

duction to Isma’ilism. The Safar-ndma by him gives an account of his travels to

Mecca and describes other places visited by him. In 452 or 453/1060 or 1061 he

died.

58 Muntakhabtft-tawarikh, II, p. 287; Lowe, p. 295.

59 Muntakhabu
e
t-tawdrikh} II, pp. 245-48; Lowe, pp. 251-55.

60 Akbar-ndma, III, p. 557.

61 Ibid,, III, p. 601.

62 MuntakhabuH-tawdrikh, II, p. 248; Lowe’s translation is obscure.
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of Thatta, Bada £

uni identifies the four degrees of devotion with the

Din Ilahi of Akbar Shah. 63 Bada'uni and Abu‘l-Fazl do not differ in

their respective definitions to the four degrees of devotion to the Emperor.

According to them they consisted in readiness to sacrifice property, life,

honour, and religion in the service of the Emperor. To Abu c

l-Fazl and

his associates the four degrees had no religious significance and their

objective was political. To Bada'uni and his associates the four degrees of

devotion meant the replacement of Islam with Akbar’s new faith sometimes

called the Mazhab-i Haqq and sometimes the Din Ilahi. The discipleship

(
muridi)

to the Emperor remained the principal basis of the Mughal im-

perialistic traditions and did not end until the last days of the Mughal

rule.

SharifAmuli dedicated himself to the four degrees ofdevotion as defined

by Abu £

l-Fazl. His loyal services to the Emperor won for him regular

promotions. In 1006/1598 he was granted Ajmer and Mohan (near

Lucknow) as his jagir. The A’in-i Akbari mentions his name in the list of

the mansabdars of 900. Jahangir raised his rank to 2,500. Before his death

he is said to have attained a mansab of 3,000. According to the £akhiratu‘l-

khawanin he did not maintain an office or a register. The list of troopers

and foot-soldiers was given to him. Every six months he put the salary of

each soldier in a bag and sent it to his home. He died at his jagir in

Mohan and was buried there. 64

Sharif Amuli made no efforts to promote Shi’ism. The Tarikh-i
3Alam

Arai-i
3
Abbasi calls him a member of the Nuqtawiyya65 sect invented by

Mahmud of Baskhwan.66 He might not have been an Isna ’Asharl but his

influence, however, channelled the orthodox Sunni machinery of persecu-

tion to the self-defence and saved the Shi’is from destruction.

Shah Fathu‘llah ShirazI

Shah Fathu'llah Shirazi’s achievements have already been discussed

in the first volume. In the following pages we shall be discussing Shah

Fathu‘llah
5

s contributions to the realm ofhikma traditions. Mulla Bada‘uni

says, “He (the Shah) was thoroughly versed in all those sciences which

demand the exercise of the reasoning faculty, such as philosophy, astro-

nomy, geometry, astrology, geomancy, arithmetic, the preparation of

talismans, incantations, and mechanics, and in this department of learning

he was such an adept that he was able to draw up an astronomical table

63 Mmtakhabift-tawarikh, II, p. 304.

64 ZakhiratuH-khawdnin, I, p. 192.

65 According to 'Atom Ard-i
’Abbasi ,

it was a heretical sect, whose followers believed

in metempsychosis. Nuqtawis, however, were extremists in their devotion to ’All

and gave mystical and allegorical interpretations to the dot under ba (B) of bi
e
smi

f
lldh .

66 Iskandar MunshI, *Alam Ard-i
3Abbasi,
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as soon as the Emperor demanded one from him. He was equally trained

in Arabic/ traditions (hadis), interpretation of the Qur'an and rhetoric,

and was the author of some excellent works, which were not, however,

equal to those of Mawlana Mirza Jan of Shiraz, who was a teacher in

Transoxiana, an abstemious recluse, and was unique among the learned

men of the age.”67 Abu'l-Fazl says, "So much learning had he [Fathufllah]

that if the old books of wisdom
(
hikma

)
had disappeared, he could have

laid a new foundation (ofknowledge), and would not have wished for what

had gone.”68 In a different context Abu'l-Fazl says that Amir Fathu'llah of

Shiraz was acquainted with the minutest details of astronomy.69 According

to Nizamu cd-Dln Ahmad Bakhshi, Fathu'llah Shiraz! was superior to the
5

ulamot of Khurasan, Iraq and India in his knowledge of traditional

(naqli
)
and rational (’aqli) sciences. Among his contemporaries none was

his equal in the whole world. He was expert in rare sciences such as

mechanics
(
nayranjat

)

and talismans (tilismat) .” 70

The Khushruz or days of Fancy Bazaar offered Shah Fathu'llah Shiraz!

an opportunity to demonstrate his proficiency in science and mechanics.

According to the Ae
in-i Akbari,

the fancy bazaars were held on third feast

day of every month. The local and overseas merchants exhibited their

wares and rare objects fetched heavy price. Fancy bazaars for women were

followed by similar bazaars for men.71 Bazaars on new year’s day were

naturally most attractive. The new year’s celebrations of the 29th solar

year of Akbar’s reign (Rabi* I 992/March 1584) coincided with the

thirtieth lunar year ofAkbar’s reign. It was celebrated by Akbar’s mother,

Maryam Makani in her own garden, four kos from Fathpur-Sikri.72 The
palaces were profusely decorated. Stalls were allotted to the noblemen

to exhibit their ingenuity and skill in the realm of their special fields.

Kudos was won by the stall of Shah Fathu'llah Shiraz! which exhibited

different types of master pieces. Among these were jarr-i asqal (science of

mechanics) and other rarities. Mulla Bada/uni’s objective was to arouse

hatred against Akbar. He did not care to give details of Shah Fathu'llah

Shirazi’s inventions. He turns to the decrees of the Emperor which he

called as "new-fangled” and devotes his attention to them.73

Nizamu £d-Dln Ahmad Bakhshi, the principal source of Mulla Bada'uni’s

history is, however, more helpful. According to him the following inven-

tions were made by Shah Fathu'llah Shlrazi:

67 Muntakhabvft-tawdrikh, III, p. 154; Haig, p. 216.

68 Akbar-ndma, III, p. 401.

69 Ibid., Ill, p. 439.

70 Tabaqat-i Akbari II, p. 357.

71 A(
in-i Akbari book second, a

e
in 23.

72 Akbar-ndma ,
III, p. 421.

73 Muntakhabue
t-tawarikh, II, p. 321.
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1 . A mill stone which turned itself
(
khud harkat mi hard) and ground

corn. It was fixed on a cart.

2. A mirror exhibiting curious figures whether seen from near or from

a distance.

3. A cannon with twelve barrels
(
duwazdah banduq) fired by a single

wheel.

Abu £

l-Fazl is not helpful in determining Shah Fathufilah Shlrazi’s

inventions. He ascribes all inventions to Akbar’s genius, although he

refers to Ustad Kabir and Ustad Husayn among the expert gun makers

who sharpened their skills under the guidance of Akbar. It is not neces-

sarily a flattery to Akbar, for the inventors presented their master-pieces

to him. When they were approved, the imperial karkhanas adopted them

for large scale production. Sometimes alterations were made at Akbar’s

suggestion and all new inventions were ascribed to the Emperor.

The 20th a
c
in in the second book of the Ae

in-i Akbari gives the list of

the carriages invented by Akbar. An extraordinary carriage was used for

carrying loads and was also employed for grinding corn. Neither does

Nizamu £d-Din nor does Abu £

l-Fazl mention the source of power that

moved the mill. Alvi and Rahman suggest that the power was obtained

from the animal. Had it been so Nizamu cd-Din would not have said

that it turned itself {ki khud harkat mi kard wa arad mi shud). Alvi and

Rahman reject Muhammad Husayn Azad’s suggestions in the Darbar-i

Akbari that it was a wind mill. They say, “But there is nothing in the

source to suggest such a possibility. Besides a phenomenon such as this

would not have escaped the pen of Abu £

l-Fazl.”74 The sources, however

in no way, permit to invent the theory of animal propelling, Nizamu £

d-

Din specifically mentions that it turned itself. Perhaps the wind mill

device was added to the cart.

Abu £

l-Fazl mentions a large cart, which could be drawn either by an

elephant or a bullock. It was large enough to hold cabins for hot [and

cold] water. The device offered the Hammam (bath) luxuries during

travels. The cabins might have been two storeyed in order to save space.

This luxurious travelling bath might have also been invented by Shah
Fath £

ullah Shirazi who seems to have improved the existing baths in Fathpur-

Sikri known as Hakim’s hammdms and added new mechanical devices to

them.

2. The description of the mirror in the Tabaqat-i Akbari is too brief

to make any specific comments.

3. The twelve barrelled cannon which was fired by a wheel device

is not mentioned in the A c
in-i Akbari. The latter source also does not

mention wheel-lock device. It mentions a seventeen barrelled cannon

74 M. A. Alvi and A. Rahman, Fathu
(
llah Shirazi, Delhi, 1968, p. 7, foot-note, 18.
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which was ignited by match-card system. (niz hafdah ra chunan yaktafi

dad ki yak fatila hama ra kushad dihad).75 It would seem that the twelve

barrelled wheel-lock was replaced by the seventeen barrelled cannon

which was ignited by match-card system.

Possibly Fathu'llah Shirazi also invented a cannon mentioned in the

Ae
in-i Akbari whose barrel contained about nine pieces which could be

easily transported and expeditiously put together when required.76

This invention accords with Shah Fathu £

llah Shirazi’s specialization in

wheeled devices and barrels. Akbar had already made considerable

improvements in his match-locks. Shah Fathu'llah seems to have made

further improvements on them. Mulla Bada‘uni says, “Putting a match-

lock on his shoulder and a belt of ammunition round his waist, like a

runner, he [Shah Fathu c

llah] used to accompany the Emperor at his

stirrup in the chase, and the glory of knowledge, which had already

vanished, he utterly trampled in the dust.”77 Possibly Shah Fathu‘llah’s

principal objective was to personally discover defects in Akbar’s match-

locks and to find devices to improve them.

The cleaning of match-locks and the barrels of cannons was exceedingly

toilsome and an arduous task. A strong man had to work for long hours

with iron instruments in order to clean match-locks. On the basis of his

practical knowledge, Akbar invented a wheel turned by a bullock. Its

motion cleaned sixteen barrels in a short time. Abu‘l-Fazl does not

describe it but refers to its sketch. ’Alvi and Rahman describe it thus:

“It is a huge, eight-legged installation probably all made of iron and

steel, may be about eight feet high. An octagonal frame, probably of

angle-iron is mounted on top. Half way between the rim and the

centre is a toothed wheel (with spokes not shown in drawing) with the

hub fixed on a central vertical shaft or axle, which rests in a thick

casing fixed in the ground. Round the hub, and probably extending

some length below it round the shaft, is what appears to be some sort

of fixed bearing. On the surface of the bearing are eight sockets facing

eight others in the angles of the octagon. The detachable part of the

machine consists of eight bars. Each bar is a composite structure con-

sisting of a pinion and two brush-rods of equal length screwed or

welded to either sides of the pinion. When the barrels are required

to be cleaned they are slid over the brush rods, lifted up to the frame

and placed in the sockets provided in the frame and the fixed bearing,

the teeth of the wheel being in mesh with the teeth of the pifiion.” 78

75 A'inri Akbari, a
e
in-i tup.

76 Ibid., a
(
in-i tup.

77 MuntakhabuH-tawarikh, II, p. 316; Lowe, p. 326.

78 FathuHlah Shirazi

,

pp. 5-6.
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Akbar’s machine of cleaning guns known as yarghu exhibits the inventors

mastery over the use of wheels, toothed wheels,, axle, pulley, lever, and
screws which were known in Iran and the Mediterranean countries by
the eleventh century A.D. It would therefore not be wrong to ascribe its

invention to Shah Fathufllah ShlrazI who was fully conversant with the

above devices and was an expert in directing them to a practical use.

Although hammams (baths) in Fathpur-Sikri were built long before

Shah Fathufllah’s arrival at Akbar’s court, they were provided with

water by different manual devices and Persian wheels. The northern

palace water works which drew their supply from the great baoli or well

down the road from Hathi-Pol topped with low domes seems to have
been added under Shah Fathufllah’s directions. The northern and
southern upper chambers in the baoli shew below their domed ceilings

the great beams which took the upward thrust of the revolving wind-

lasses. These were turned by draught cattle, on the principle of the Per-

sian wheel. Buckets, ceaselessly rising and falling, were emptied on the

rise by men standing on the roof, and the slope of the roof conducted

the water into the channel broading along the aqueduct to the first water

tower. There the water was lifted from the storage well, a further ten

metres or so by similar methods to an aqueduct atop a rubble-built wall,

which ran northwards towards the gateway known as the Hathi-Pol.

From aqueduct it was again raised, in the bastion-like building projecting

from the wall, having been already raised some thirty metres from the

level in great baoli
,
in three operations. From the roof of this water

tower it was drawn up to a fourth stage, on the roof of a covered arcade

surrounding a small quadrangle between the eastern wall of the Hathi-

Pol and the road, and was roughly level with the pavement of Haram
Sard

e
quarters miscalled stables. On the northern side of the gateway

spanning the road east of the Pigeon House, it was raised a fifth time and
emptied into several channels; one to the bath in the garden called

Maryam’s, another to the garden itselfand the now ruined garden beyond

it, and another along past the Wind Tower (Panch Mahal) towards the

central Haram Sara palace, where it would have supplied the fountain

in the centre of the court. The Anup Talao (“the peerless pool”), called

Kapur Talao, (“Camphor Pool”), by Father Monserrate and Jahangir

towards the east of the Diwan Khana-i Khass, was also supplied from

these water works, the overflow emptying itself into the Sukh Tal adjacent

to the Hakims’ Baths across the modern road. 79

The Fathpur-Sikri water works were the precursor of the water works

in the famous Taj Mahal where water was raised from the Jamuna river

79 S. A. A. Rizvi and V. J. A. Flynn, Fathpur-Sikri , Bombay, 1975, pp. 111-12.
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and distributed through storage tanks adjacent to the Taj gardens.

Similar system provided the palaces of Red Fort Delhi with water.

Although direct evidence does not exist for some of the inventions

ascribed to Shah Fathu £

llah Shirazi in the above paragraphs but our

presumptions are based on sound literary sources. What Abu £

l-Fazl

could not ascribe to the inventive genius of Akbar was the Ilahi era that

the Shah devised. Abu £

l-Fazl says that “the pillar of this sacred era was
the Learned of the Age, the Plato of cycles, Amir Fathu‘llah Shirazi whose
title was 5Azudu £d-Dawla55

.
80 In the Ae

U-i Akbari he says that Amir
Fathu'llah Shirazi, “the representative of ancient sages

55 and “the paragon
of the house of wisdom 55

fulfilled the Emperor’s long cherished desire

“to introduce a new computation of years and months throughout the

fair regions of Hindustan in order that perplexity might give place to

easiness
55

. Abu £

l-Fazl adds that the foundation ©f a new era did not have
any religious significance. The eras were designed to facilitate the mone-
tary transactions and contracts. New eras had previously been introduced

from time to time to meet the above objectives. Abu £

l-Fazl goes on to say

that the new era did not involve disrespect to the glory of the hijra era,

which commenced from the day when Prophet Muhammad moved
from Mecca to Medina because of the predominance of his enemies.

Consequently according to Abu £

l-Fazl the hijra era began with a day of
joy to foes and of grief to friends. It was for the above reasons that to

Akbar the Hijra era represented failure (az nakami agahi bakhshad).
55 Abu £

l-

Fazl, however adds, “Because of the number of short-sighted, ignorant
men who believe the currency of the era to be inseparable from religion.

His Imperial Majesty in his graciousness, dearly regarding the attach-

ment of the hearts of his subjects did not carry out his design of suppressing

it. Although it is evident to right-minded people of the world, what rele-

vancy exists between the market-coin of commercial dealing and the
night gleaning jewel of faith, and what participation between this chain
of objective connection and the two-fold card of spiritual truth, yet the
world is full of dust of indiscrimination, and the discerning are heedful
of the fable of the fox that took to flight when camels were being im-
pressed

55
.
81

Mulla Bada'uni, however, asserts that Akbar abolished the hijra era
and introduced a new era called the ‘Tarikh-i IlahV . On copper coins and
gold mohurs the era of the Millennium was engraved to proclaim that the
true religion of Muhammad, which was to last one thousand years, was
going to end.82 Although Abu £

l-Fazl made strenuous efforts to convince

80 Akbar-nama
, II, p. 12; Ac

in-i Akbari, a‘in 2.

81 H. S. Jarrett, The Ae
in-i Akbari, Delhi, 1978, reprint, p. 29.

82 MuntakhabuH-tawarikh, II, p. 306.
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the orthodox of the practical importance of a solar era, they were not

satisfied.

Shah Fathu'llah made the new Gurgani zij or the astronomical tables

invented by Mirza Ulugh Beg (850-853/1447-49) as the basis of his

computation. It was combined with the researches of Khwaja Nasiru
c

d-

Din Tusi made in his Maragha observatory for his patron Hulagu (654-

63/1256-65). The mean lunar year consists of 354 days, 8 hours, 48

minutes and [36 seconds]; the solar Ilahi year starting from the vernal

equinox comprised 365 days, 5 hours, 49 minutes and 15 seconds. The

days of the month were reckoned from 29 to 32 and the 31st and 32nd

days were called ruz wa shab; abolishing intercelary days, the year was

brought down to 365 days. The names of the months were made identical

with the names of the months of the Iranian era of Yazdajird (399-421).

Their names and corresponding zodiacal signs are as follows

:

1. Farwardin mah-i Ilahi

(Divine Month)

2. Urdibihisht 33

3. Khurdad 33

4. Tir 33

5. Amurdad 33

6. Shahriwar 33

7. Mihr 33

8. Aban 33

9. Azar 33

10. Bahman 33

11. Dai 33

12. Isfandarmuz 33

The names of the days were the

Persian days.

1. Ormuz
2. Bahman
3. Urdibihisht

4. Shahriyur

5. Isfandarmuz

6. Khurdad

7. Murdad
8. Daibazar (Dai ba Azar)

9. Azar

10. Aban
11. Rash

March-April Aries

April-May Taurus

May-June Gemini

June-July Cancer

July-August Leo

August-September Virgo

September-October Libra

October-November Scorpion

November-December Saggitarius

December-January Capricornus

January-February Aquarius

February-March Pisces

same as those of the current thirty

12. Mah
13. Tir

14. Gush

15. Khur
16. Mihrgan (Mihr)

17. Surush

18. Rashn

19. Farwardin

20. Bahram

21. Ram
22. Bad
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23. Dai (Dai ba Din) 27. Asman
24. Din 28. Zamiyad

25. Arad 29. Marisfand

26. Ashtad 30. Aniran83

Mulla Bada‘uni refers to the Nisabu
6

s-sibyan, a popular vocabulary in

rhyme by Abu Nasr-i Farahi84 to the names of days. 85 They were not
unfamiliar to officials who maintained administrative, fiscal and revenue
records. Fathu'llah Shirazi’s reforms in calendar were not the last word
to the evolution of astronomical researches, nevertheless it eliminated

discrepancies in the existing solar calendars. It paved the way for sub-

sequent researches in the reigns of Shahjahan and Muhammad Shah.
According to Mulla Bada'uni, Shah Fathufilah Shirazi was competent

to build an observatory but Akbar took no interest in it. Perhaps Shah
Fathufilah made his calculations on astrolabes collected by Humayun
and largely depended on researches made by him in his early career.

Although Abufi-Fazl’s sentence in the Ac
in-i Akbari is ambiguous, it

seems that Fathufilah translated a portion of J?ij-i Jadid-i Mirzedi (Modern
astronomical tables of Ulugh Beg).86

Shah Fathufilah Shirazi was essentially a teacher. In his own homeland
he had been for a long time the spiritual guide of the rulers and nobles.

In Fathpur-Sikri he seems to have made researches in the teaching methods
from elementary level to advanced standards. Mulla Bada c

uni sarcasti-

cally says,

“He became devoted to teaching children of the umara‘ (noblemen),

and every day would go to the houses of Akbar’s favourites, and would
act as the elementary teacher, first of all to the slave of Hakim Abu c

l-

Fath, and at another time to the son of Shaykh Abu‘l-Fazl and to

other children ofumara
e
ofseven or eight years of age, and even younger,

and taught them the art of calligraphy such as putting dots, drawing
straight lines and curves, and even taught them the alphabet,

“In the hands of children new to instruction.

Do not place a tablet of astronomical calculations.

A horse, which is of Arab breed.

Do not mark with a Grecian brand.” 87

83 Akbar-ndma} II, p. 9-10.

84 In 617/1220 the author versified Jami3
as-saghir by Shaybani (d. 187/802).

85 MuntakhabuH-tawarikh, II, p. 306.

86 Ae
tn-i Akbari, Lucknow, 1893, p. 76.

87 Muniakhabuc
t-tawdrikh

,
II, p. 316; Lowe, pp. 325-26.
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To Mulla Bada £

uni it was a pity that a man of a profound eminence

as Fathu £

llah Shirazi should spend his time in teaching children. It

goes without saying that Shah Fathu'llah Shirazi was in no need of flatter-

ing Hakim Abu £

l-Fath’s slaves or for that matter even Abu £

l-Fazl and

other noblemen. Like his experiments with guns he made pedagogical

researches on children of lower to higher age groups in the entire cross-

section of the society. As was the case with other countries, specially in

India boys were kept for years at school, where they learnt the consonants

and vowels. A great portion of the life of the students was wasted by

making them read frivolous books. Akbar who in his childhood always

dodged his teachers and did not learn the art of reading could hardly

ignore the need to overcome the drudgery of traditional teaching methods

in elementary education. The following method of teaching children

might have been suggested by Shah Fathufllah to Akbar on the basis of

his pedagogical researches. Shaykh Abu £

l-Fazl who was taught by his

father through summaries and digests might have also helped Shah

Fathu £

llah Shirazi. Abu £

l-Fazl says,

“His Majesty orders that every school boy should first learn to write

the letters of the alphabet, and also learn to trace their several forms.

He ought to learn the shape and name of each letter, which may be done

in two days, when the boy should proceed to write the joined letters.

They may be practised for a week, after which the boy should learn

some prose and poetry by heart, and then commit to memory some

verses to the praise of God, or moral sentences, each written separately.

Care is to be taken that he learns to understand everything himself;

but the teacher may assist him a little. He then ought for some time

to be daily practised in writing a hemistich or a verse, and will

soon acquire a current hand. The teacher ought especially to look

after five things: knowledge of the letters; meanings of words; the

hemistich; the verse; the former lesson. If this method of teaching be

adopted, a boy will learn in a month, or even in a day, what it took

others years to understand, so much so that people will get quite

astonished.”88

It would seem that Shah Fathu £

llah Shirazi presented children taught

by him to Akbar and astonished the Emperor with his success in his

pedagogical methods. The results must have pleased Shah Fathufllah

Shirazi, although to Mulla Bada £

uni whatever glory of knowledge was

left, came to be utterly trampled in dust.

88 Blochmann, pp. 288-89.
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Works of Shah Fathu‘llah Shirazi

Shah Fathu'llah was the author of many important works. To Mulla

Bada'uni they were excellent but inferior to those of Mirza Jan Shirazi.89

Perhaps their Shi’i slant was not palatable to the Mulla. The exegesis

on the Qur'an written by Fathu'llah is not available. Some scholars

wrongly ascribe the Tafsir Manhaju*s-sadiqin or Khulasatu*l-manhaj written

by Mulla Fathu'llah Kashani to Shah Fathu'llah. The Tarjama Qanun

of Abu ’Ali Sina by Fathu'llah bin FakhnTd-Din Shirazi is also ascribed

to him. FathuMlah Shirazi’s Takmila-i Hashiyya-i ’Allama Dawwani, a com-

mentary on the Tahzibu
c
l-mantiq by Sa’du'd-Din Taftazani (d. 791/1389) is

also not available. The Hashiya
3
ala Tahzibu*l-mantiq, a super-commentary

on the same work by Fathu'llah Shirazi has also been lost. A manuscript

entitled the Hashiya
3
ala* Sharh al-Tajrid in the India Office Library is

ascribed to Shah Fathu'llah. The present author can make no comment
on the claims.

Shah Fathufillah5s disciples

Mulla Bada'uni says, “Mir Fathu'llah, although he was polite, cour-

teous., and well conducted in society,, seemed to be unable, as soon as he

began to teach, to address his pupils otherwise than with abuse,, insinua-

tion, and sarcasm (God save us from the like!). For this reason very few

ever became his pupils, and he has not left behind him any worthy

pupil. 5590

Nothing can be farther from the truth than the above statement. A
galaxy of scholars both in Iran and in India sat at Shah Fathu'llah’s

feet. The most prominent among his Iranian disciples who obtained

great fame in the Deccan were Afzal Khan, the prime minister of
5

Ali

’Adil Shah I of Bijapur and the historian Rafiu c

d-Din Shirazi. 91 Khwaja

89 Mawlana Mirza Jan Shirazi (d. 995/1587) was a disciple of Khwaja JamaluM-Din
Mahmud Shirazi. After the death of Shah Isma’il II (984-85/1576-78) he moved
from Shiraz to ’Abdullah Khan Uzbek’s court in Transoxiana because of his

staunch Sunni-ism. The Khan deeply respected him and gave him precedence over

Khwaja Kalan Naqshbandi, the revered Naqshbandiyya sufi. Both became each

other’s rivals. Once ’Abdu‘llah Khan asked Mawlana Mirza Jan of his impressions

about Transoxiana. Mawlana replied that everything was alright there except that

the Transoxianians believed that as the offsprings of horses, cows and donkeys were
horses, cows and donkeys respectively, the descendants of intellectuals and saints

were also intellectuals and saints. For instance people believed that the revered

Khwaja BahaVd-Din Naqshband’s descendant Khwaja Kalan should be accorded
similar respect. Mawlana Mirza Jan was the author of a commentary on Isharat

and the glosses and commentaries on the works ofJuzjani, Taftazani and Dawwani.
Subh-i sadiq, f. 460b, 9Alam ArdH-Abbasi, I, p. 155.

90 MuntakhabuH-tawdrikh, II, p. 155; Haig, p. 216.

91 Isnd
3
Ashari ShVts in India

,

I, pp. 222, 271, 273.
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Muhammad bin Mahmud Dahdar was also Shah Fathu £

llah Shirazi’s

disciple in Iran. He studied rational sciences and possibly Ishraqi mysti-

cism under the Shah; later on he obtained eminence as a sufi. In his

youth he moved to Bijapur and became ’Ali ’Adil Shah’s favourite. He
was also instrumental in inviting Shah Fathu £

llah to Bijapur. After the

Shah’s arrival at Bijapur, Khwaja Muhammad completed the study of the

books of higher learning under the Shah which he could not earlier study.

Khwaja Muhammad left for Ahmadnagar and! became the favourite of

Nizam Shah, the ruler ofAhmadnagar. After the arrival of Shaykh Hasan

Najafi, known as the Shaykh-i Najaf, in the Deccan, Khwaja Muhammad
became Najafi’s disciple and learnt sufisrn under him.92

At Akbar’s court Shah Fathu £

llah Shiraz! came to be regarded as the

greatest teacher of rational sciences in his age. Mir Ghulam ’Ali Azad
Bilgarami says that the Shah introduced to India the works of Muhaqqiq
Dawwani, Mir Sadru £d-Din (Muhammad), Mir Ghiyasu £

d-Din Mansur

and Mirza Jan. He himself began to teach. An incredibly large number

of pupils benefited from Shah Fathu £

llah’s lectures. After his arrival,

the study of ma9
qulat (rational sciences) took great strides towards popu-

larity. 93 Although works of Mulla Dawwani and Mirza Jan were known

in India before Shah Fathu'llah’s arrival to Akbar’s court and their

disciples and relatives, had also moved to India, the integration of the

works of Mulla Dawwani and Mirza Jan Shirazi with those of Amir

Sadru £d-Din Muhammad and of Mir Ghiyasu £

d-Din Shirazi in the

curriculum of the seminaries of higher learning was the singular contri-

bution of Shah Fathu'llah to both Shi’i and Sunni seminaries of India.

Among Akbar’s mansabdars3 Hakim ’Ali sat at Shah Fathu'llah’s feet in

Shiraz. In Fathpur-Sikri, he took the occasion to sharpen his earlier

lessons. 94 Mirza ’Abdu £r-Rahlm Khan-i Khanan studied mathematics

under the Shah. 95 Other noblemen also seem to have drawn upon the

talents of Shah Fathu £

llah Shirazi but their names are not known. In

1592 Fayzi wrote a letter to Akbar dealing with reports on Deccan. In it

introducing Mir Taqiu £d-Din Muhammad known as Taqiya, Fayzi wrote

that the Mir was one of the disciples of Shah Fathu £

llah. When the semi-

naries of Shah Fathu £

llah and Mawlana Mirza Jan were at the zenith

of their fame in Shiraz, Mir Taqiu
£d-Din had also become a renowned

teacher. Fayzi adds that Shah Fathu £

llah was deeply impressed with Mir

Taqiu £

d-Din. He was consequently a custodian of the legacy of Shah

Fathu £

llah and one of his intellectual descendants. Mir Taqiu £

d-Din

reminded Fayzi of the following hemistich:

92 Subh-i sadiq, ff. 496b-97a.

93 Mir Ghulam ’All Azad Bilgarami, Mac
dsiru

e
l-kirdm, Lahore, 1971, pp. 228-29.

94 Mwtakhabu‘t-tawdrikh. III, pp. 166-67,

95 Mae
asir-i Rahimi, II, p. 550.
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“O rose
;
I am pleased with you for you are endowed with the fragrance

of someone (the beloved).
55

Informing Akbar of Mir Taqiu £

d-Din’s desire to move from Shiraz

to the Emperor’s court, Fayzi recommended that the messengers might

be sent to invite him. 96 Fayzi’s recommendations were granted by the

Emperor and Mir Taqiu £d-Din was invited to the court. According to

Bada £

uni, Taqiu cd-Din was a new-comer to the court and was expert in

both traditional
(
naqli

)
and rational sciences. Bada £

uni considered him a

poetic genius. Akbar ordered him to summarise the Shahnama by Firdawsi

into prose. To Bada £

uni, the exercise amounted to converting “fine linen

into sack-cloth
55
or to “unravelling a rope to make a cackum 55

.

97 In 1004/

1595-96 Taqiu cd-Din attained the four degrees of discipleship
(
mardtib-i

ikhlas-i chdrgana).
98

Shah Fathu £

llah bequeathed his legacy in astronomy to Faridu cd-Din

Mas’ud bin Ibrahim Dihlawi (d. 1039/1629). The latter compiled the

Ziyi Shahjahani also known as the KarnamaA Sahib-qiran-i Sani

Shahjahani and completed it in 1039/1629 but brought down the calcula-

tions to 1041/1631. The work was designed to modify Fathu £

llah Shirazi’s

calculation in order to reconcile them with the Tdrikh-i Ildhi-i Shahjahani,

(Shahjahan’s Ilahi Era) adopted by Shahjahan at AsafKhan’s suggestion. 99

Shah Fathu'llah’s legacy to combine the manqul (traditional studies)

with ma3
qul (rational sciences) which was earlier perfected by ibn Sina,

Khwaja Nasiru
£d-Din Tusi, Qutbu £

d-Din Shirazi and Mir Ghiyasu‘d-Din

Mansur Shirazi was immortalised in Sunni seminaries by Mulla Nizamu'd-

Din Sihalawi. It was transmitted by Shah Fathu'llah’s disciple Mulla
5Abdu cs-Salam Lahori to the posterity.

Shah Fathu'llah Shirazi

Mawlana ’Abdu's-Salam of Lahore

Mulla 5Abdu £

s-Salam of Dewa

Shaykh Daniyal Chawrasi

Mulla Qutbu £

d-Din Sihalawi

Mulla Nizamu £d-Din Muhammad of Firangi Mahal, Lucknow

Mulla 5Abdu £

s-Salam of Lahore was born in about 947/1540. His long

teaching career of some sixty years ended with his death at the ripe old

96 InshaH-Fayzti pp. 133-34.

97 Muntakhabu't-tawarikh

,

III, p. 206.

98 MuntakhabuH-tawarikh, II, p. 404.

99 Storey, II, part I, p. 89.
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age of ninety in 1037/1627-28. He seems to have sat at Shah Fathu £

llah’s

feet during the latter’s stay with the imperial camp in the Panjab from

1587 to 1589. Mulla ’Abdu £s-Salam was then about forty-eight years

old_, was very mature in age and in teaching experience. Shah Fathu'llah’s

lectures sharpened his earlier learning. No wonder that scholars from all

over India thronged the seminary of Mulla ’Abdu £

s-Salam. According

to Azad Bilgaramr, the Mulla was the mine of traditional studies
(
naqliyat

)

and rational sciences
(
ma9

qulat
)
and a large number of scholars obtained

perfection under him (the Mulla) . In his old age when the Mulla’s memory
had faded he used to lament that his pre-occupations with teachings left

him with no leisure to write books. The commentary on Bayzawi’s

exegesis of the Qur'an was the only work that he could finalise. 100

Mulla ’Abdu's-Salam Lahori’s disciple Mulla ’Abdu £

s-Salam of Dewa
(east ofLucknow) joined his teacher’s seminary at Lahore after completing

his education under the teachers of Awadh. At Lahore he revised the

books earlier studied by him and became a worthy disciple of Mulla

’Abdu £s-Salam of Lahore. According to Azad Bilgaraml, both teacher and

the pupil were equally perfect in learning and scholarship. Shahjahan

appointed him as a mufti in the imperial army. In his old age Mulla

’Abdu £s-Salam of Dewa resigned and settled down in Lahore. He was also

the author of a commentary on the Qur'anic exegesis by Bayzawi. Mulla

’Abdu £

s Salam of Dewa popularised the study of the principle offiqh (
usul

)

in India. He issued originalfatwas on the basis of his own study and did not

care for the fatwas written in books that were incompatible with the usul .

Shi’i usuli traditions seem to have changed his technique. He died in

1039/1629-30.101

Mulla ’Abdu's-Salam Dewi’s (of Dewa) disciple Shaykh Daniyal

Chawrasi also belonged to a village Chawrasi, east of Lucknow. He was

one of the descendants of the celebrated sufi,
Shaykh Nasiru

£d-Din Ghiragh

of Dihli (757/1356) who also originally belonged to Awadh. 102

Shaykh DaniyaPs disciple Mulla Qutbu £d-Din was an Ansari Shaykhzada

of Sihali (Barabanki district near Lucknow). Mulla Qutbu £

d-Din’s father

Mulla ’Abdu £l-Halim was a student of Mulla ’Abdu £

s-Salam Dewi.

After completing his education he took up a teaching position in his

teacher’s seminary. Mulla Qutbu £d-Din completed his eduation under

the rare academic atmosphere founded by Mulla ’Abdu £

s-Salam of

Lahore. About 1080/1669-70 Mulla Qutbu £d-Din returned from Lahore

to his native village in Sihali and began to teach in his village. A large

number of eminent scholars sat at his feet. According to Ghulam ’Ali

Azad Bilgarami, the majority of Indian
9
ulama traced back their chain of

100 Ma‘dsiru
e
l-kirdm} p. 226.

101 Ibid., pp. 225-26.

102 History of sufism in India,
I, pp. 184-188.
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discipleship to Mulla Qutbu £

d-Din.103 Among Mulla Qutbu £

d-Din’s

disciples most prominentwas Mawlawi Sayyid Qutbu £

d-Din who originally

belonged to Amethi (eastern U.P.) but later settled at Shamsabad near
Qannauj and came to be known as Shamsabadi. He died at the age of

seventy in 1121/1709-10, leaving behind him a galaxy of ’ulama who
founded their independent seminaries. Among them most prominent was
Qazi Muhibbu £

llah Bihari (d. 1119/171748). Awrangzlb appointed him
the qazi of Lucknow but after some years he was dismissed. Later on
he was appointed the qdzi of Hyderabad but again he incurred the

Emperor’s displeasure and was dismissed. Some important dignitaries

intervened and Awrangzib appointed him the teacher of his grandson
RafiVl-Qadr son of Shah ’Alam Bahadur Shah. When Shah ’Alam
Bahadur Shah (1119-24/170742) became the Emperor he appointed
Muhibbu'llah the principal sadr of India and a mansabddr. After a few
months he died and could not enjoy his high mansab. He was the author
of a book on logic entitled the Sallamu

(
l-usul, another on principles ofJiqh

entitled Musallamu's subut and a philosophical treatise entitled the Risalatu-

‘l-jawdhir .
104

Among Mulla Qutbu £

d-Din’s disciples, Hafiz Amanu £

llah bin Nuru £

llah

of Banaras (d. 1130/1720-21) was also a distinguished scholar. The Hafiz
wrote a famous book on the principles ofJiqh entitled the MahkarmiUusul.

He also wrote explanatory notes on the famous Qur £

anic exegesis by
Bayzawi and on the works of Sayyid Sharif Juzjani and Mulla Jalalu

£

d-

Din DaWwanl. He was also the author of treatises on controversies

surrounding the philosophical theories of Mir Baqir Damad (d. 1041/

1631) and Mulla Mahmud Jawnpuri (d. 1062/1552). Awrangzib appoin-

ted him the sadr of Lucknow.105 Other disciples of Mulla Qutbu £

d-Din
were also authors of the Qur £

anic exegesis, commentaries, explanatory

notes and glosses on the higher text books relating to the principles ofJiqh
and metaphysical treatises.

Mulla Qutbu £d-Din himself wrote commentaries and explanatory

notes on works such as the Talwih, Shark *aqa’id JVasaJiyya, Tafri’dt-i Bayzawi
and al-Mutawwal. He is also said to have written a treatise on the daruH-harb

but his works were destroyed by the rival zamindars who killed him in

Rajab 1103/April 1692 and plundered his house. When Awrangzib was
informed of the tragic death of Mulla Qutbu £

d-Din, he allotted a big

mansion of the Dutch factors in Lucknow, lying vacant, for the residence

of the Mulla J

s family. It was known as the Firangi Mahal (the house of

Franks). Mulla Qutbu £

d-Din’s third son, Mulla Nizamu £

d^Din who wajs

103 Ma(
asiru

(
l-kirams p. 199.

104 Ibid., pp. 200-01.

105 Ibid., pp. 202-03.
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then fourteen years old moved to the Firangi Mahal and completed his

education which was interrupted because of his father’s death at several

places such as Ja/is, Banaras and Lucknow. In Banaras he studied under

his father’s distinguished disciple Hafiz Amanu £

llah. By the time Mulla

Nizamu £d-Din was twenty-one or twenty-two years old his six or seven

years of studies under different ’ulamaf trained in Shah Fathu'llah’s tradi-

tions,, made him a very competent teacher. He started his lectures in his

own Firangi Mahal mansion. His ability to produce competent 3
ulama

within five or six years with grounding both in rational and traditional

sciences made him very famous. It would seem that Shah Fathufilah’s

method of teaching endured until Mulla Nizamu £

d-Din’s days and

through the Mulla radiated throughout India. In Jumada I 1161/May

1748., Mulla Nizamu £d-Din died.

Mulla Nizamu £

d-Din’s disciples established seminaries in all the

north Indian towns where Muslims lived in considerable number. The
curriculum devised by Mulla Nizamu £d-Din known after his own name
as the Dars-i Nizami trained scholars in logic, metaphysics, mathematics,

rhetorics, principles offiqh, kaldm (dialectics) and hadis . The Mulla him-

self wrote commentaries on important works in principles of fiqh, kaldm

and metaphysics. His works stimulated his disciples to write similar com-

mentaries to facilitate learning and to promote scholarship.106

Although both traditional and rational sciences were included in the

Dars-i Nizami, some of Mulla Nizamu £

d-Din’s successors established specia-

list schools. The seminary established by Mulla ’Abdu £

l-Wahid Khayra-

badi in his hometown Khayrabad (Sitapur district near Lucknow) came
to be known as the Khayrabad seminary of the rational sciences. Mulla

’Abdu £l-Wahid Khayrabad! was the disciple of Mulla ’Alam Sandilawi

who in turn was the disciple of Mulla Kamalu £

d**Din Sihalawi, a promi-

nent disciple of Mulla Nizamu £

d-Din. Mulla JAbdu£

l Wahid’s disciple

was Mawlana Fazl-i Imam Khayrabad! (d. 1240/1825). Mawlana Fazl-i

Imam Khayrabad! obtained the high position of the sadru
c
s-sudur under

the British.107 One of Mulla Kamalu £

d-Din’s disciples, Mulla Hasan of

Firangi Mahal had already made a deep impact upon the intellectuals

of Delhi. Among them were the disciples of Shah Waliu £

llah Dihlawi

(d. 1176/1762) and those of his son Shah ’Abdu £

L’Aziz Dihlawi (1239/

1824). Many scholars who specialized in traditional sciences at the se-

minary of Shah ’Abdu £

l-’Aziz and his brothers, studied logic and philo-

sophy under Fazl-i Imam. The latter’s son FazLi Haqq Khayrabad!

was also an eminent scholar. Fazl-i Imam wrote a summary of the Shifa
c

while Fazl-i Haqq compiled a gloss on his father’s summary. Fazl-i Haqq

106 Shah Wali-Allah and his times, pp. 386-92.

107 Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Tazkira-i ahl-i Dihlt, Karachi, 1955, pp. 86-90.
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also wrote treatises on ibn Sina’s physics and on ibn Sina’s theories on

Being. He also strongly refuted Shah Isma’il’s writing that he considered

disrespectful.108

More details of the scholars,, the seminaries of Mawlana ’Abdu c

s-

Salam of Lahore and his disciples produced do not exist. Perhaps Ustad

Ahmad-i Mi’mar (d. 1059/1649) of Lahore, the architect of Shahjahan

who designed the famous Taj Mahal and other monuments of Delhi and

Lahore obtained education in the seminaries of Mawlana ’Abdu e

s Salam

of Lahore and Mulla 5Abdu e

s Salam of Dewa.

The biographical details on Ustad Ahmad are very scanty. His son

Lutfu
c

llah muhandis (engineer), who was also a mathematician, astronomer

and engineer, says in an ode which he composed thatAhmad was thorough-

ly conversant with Euclid’s propositions, had full command over the

sciences of the stars and knew the mysteries of al-Majisti (Meqale suntaxis),

a system of astronomy and trigonometry, called al-Majisti by the Arabs.

Ahmad’s three sons, ’Ala
£

ullah “Rushdi”, Lutfu c

llah Muhandis and

Nuru e

llah mi
3mar were also mathematicians, astronomers and engineers.109

The mathematical and astronomical works written by them are available.

It would seem that Ustad Ahmad, his sons and grandsons transmitted the

scholarly traditions of Shah Fathu'llah to the posterity.

Shaykh Baha‘u‘d-Dm Muhammad ’Amili’s impact

The mathematical, literary and mystical treatises of Baha‘u £

d-Dln

’Amili, a friend of Qazi Nurullah Shustarl,110 made a very deep impact

upon the Sunni seminaries of India. His influence on Indian Shi’is and

thinkers was very deep. His disciple and son-in-law, Shaykh Muhammad
ibn Khatun ’Amili111 left an indelible mark on the Shi’is of the Deccan.

Shaykh Baha‘u cd-Din known as Shaykh-i Baha'i (b. 953/February 1548)

was the son of the Shi’i savant, Shaykh Husayn (d. 984/1576). After the

martyrdom of his teacher, Shaykh Zaynu £d-Din the Shahid-i Sani in 966/

1558-59 Shaykh Husayn moved with his son Baha cu cd-Din (b. 953/1516)

from his native-land Jabal-i "Amil to Khurasan. Baha cu cd-Din completed

his educational career in Mashhad. Besides his father who was an eminent
3
alim and author of scholarly works, Baha eu c

d-Din studied under Mulla

’Abdu'llah of Yazd, a disciple of Jalalu
£d-Din Dawwani. Mulla ’Ali

Muhazzab and Mulla Afzal of Qa c

in trained him in mathematics. ’Ala-

u cd-Din Mahmud, an eminent scholar of Shah ’Abbas’ reign trained

108 S. A. A. Rizvi, Shah
sAbd al- Aziz, pp. 96-98, 517-518.

109 M. 5Abdu‘llah Ghaghta'i, A family of great Mughal architects, Islamic Culture, XI/2

(April 1937) pp. 200-9.

110 Isna ’Ashari ShVis in India,
I, pp. 342-38.

111 Ibid., pp. 321-328.
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Baha cu cd-Din in medicine. Shah ’Abbas appointed Baha‘u 4d-Din as the

Shaykhu'l-Islam of Isfahan. He died in Shawwal 1031/1622.112

His Arabic works on ahadis and fiqh are very important additions to the

Shi’i religious literature. Eminent 3
ulama

e wrote commentaries on them

and some of them were translated into Persian. His Kashkul in Arabic is

a large miscellany of stories and verses on the Qur'anic exegesis, ahadis,

religious beliefs and morals. Its latter portion comprising Persian verses

has been deleted from its Arabic Cairo editions but the Tehran editions

are complete. The Cairo scholars considered the Kashkul as a Sunni work.

The JamV ’Abbasi by Shaykh Baha'i in Persian is a very popular work on

the Shi’i fiqh. The work was begun at the request of Shah ’Abbas Safawi

but Shaykh Baha’i could complete only five chapters before his death in

1031/1622. Nizam bin Husayn Sawji completed the remaining fifteen

chapters at the instigation of Shah ’Abbas in 1032/1622.

His works on mathematics and astronomy were prescribed in both the

Shi’i and Sunni seminaries. His Khuldsatu
c

l-hisab is an Arabic compen-

dium of arithmetic. Commentaries on it were written by scholars both

in Arabic and in Persian.

Muhammad Amin Najafi Hijazi Qummi, a disciple of Baha 4u 4d-Din

’Amili wrote a commentary on the Khulasatu
e
l-hisab in his teacher’s life

time. He was a Shi’i. An anonymous commentary was compiled in

1081/1670. In 1092/1681 Lutfu'llah Muhandis compiled a popular

Persian commentary on the Khulasatu
6

l-hisab . A copy of the anony-

mous Tarjama-i Khulasatu
e
l-hisab in the India Office Library, London is

dated 1107/1696. At the request of ’Abdu'l-Wahhab Khan of Arcot,

Nizamu'd-Din Ahmad bin Muhammad ’Abdu'llah a^shrShahid composed

a commentary entitled the Fayzu
c
l- Wahhab fi Shark Khulasatu

s
l-hisab . In

1130/1718 Muhammad Zaman Fayyaz (salis) bin Muhammad Sadiq

Anbalaji Dihlawi Shafi’i completed his Ghayah-ijuhdu
e

l-hisab. Sadru'd-Din

Muhammad bin Zabardast Khan who flourished about 1 1 35/1722-3

was the author of a commentary on the Khulasatu*l-hisab entitled the

Tahriru
£
s-sadr. Khwaja Muhammad Mah the author of Shark- i Khulasatu

6
1-

hisab3 Mirza Muhammad Beg the author of a different Sharh-i Khulasatu
c
l-

hisdb, Muhammad Sadiq ’All Tabriz!, the author of the Tarjama-i Khuld

-

satu
e
l-hisdb3 Rawshan ’Ali, the author of a different Tarjama-i Khulasatu

c
l

-

hisdb ,
Prince Farhad Mirza, the author of Kanzue

l-hisab sharh-i Khulasatu
c
l-

hisab and Muhammad ’Ali called Nazimu'sh-Shari’a al-Kirmani the

author of TashriMl-hisab flourished in the nineteenth century. Most of

the above commentators were Indian Sunnis. The Khulasatu
c
l-ahbab was

112 Qisasu‘l-ulamd
(

3 II, pp. 20-31; Sayyid Jalaluddln Ashtiyanl and Henry Corbin,

Anthologie des philosophes Iranians,
Tehran/Paris, 1972, (French) pp. 15-18.
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included in the Dars-i Nizami. Consequently it gave rise to a spate of

commentaries by Sunni scholars. 113

Shaykh Baha £u £d-Din ’Amili also wrote a short treatise entitled the

Tuhfa and dedicated it to Shah Tahmasp Safawi. It deals with the

dimensions of the tanks for ablution and the quantity of water they should

contain for ceremonial ablutions.

An Arabic manual of astronomy, entitled the Tashrihu
c
l-aflak by

Shaykh Baha £u £d-Din ’Amili was also included in the Dars-i Nizami.

’Ismatu
£

llah bin A’zam bin ’Abdu £

r-Rasul of Saharanpur, the author of

the Anwar Khulasatu'l-hisab was the author of a Persian commentary of

the TashrihuH-ajlak entitled the Sharh-i TashrihuH-afldk. An anonymous

commentary on the Tashrihu
e
l-ajldk in the Khuda Bakhsh Library, Banki-

pur, Patna is dated 1244/ 1829. 114

Shaykh Baha £u £

d-Din’s as-Sahifa is an Arabic treatise on astrolabe.

It is short enough to be written on the plate of an astrolabe. Shaykh

Baha £u £d-Din ’Amili was also the author of a Persian treatise on astrolabe.

It is entitled the Tuhfa-i Hatimi, called also the Haftad bab. It was dedica-

ted to Shah ’Abbas, vizier Mirza Hatim Beg (d. 1019/1610).

Shaykh Baha £u £d-Din was also the author of treatises on architecture

and gardens. He compiled irrigation charts which according to Sayyid

Hossein Nasr were still in use in Iran. Hossein Nasr says,
££He [Shaykh

Baha £u £

d-Din] displayed the versatility usually associated in Occident

with a Renaissance figure and also the profound faith and grounding in

religious tradition characteristic of the medieval West. If we were to

compare him with Occidental intellectual figures, he would have to be

considered as a Leonardo and a St. Anselm or St. Bernard combined into

a single person.115

Mir Muhammad Baqir Damad’s Impact

Shaykh Baha £u £

d-Din’s close friend, Mir Muhammad Baqir Damad of

Astarabad belonged to one of the most distinguished families of
3
ulama

6
.

His father Sayyid Shamsu £d-Din Muhammad was the son-in-law of

Shaykh ’Ali bin Shaykh Nuru‘d-Din ’Abdu £

l ’All (d. 940/1533-34) of

Kurki from Jabal ’Amil. Consequently Sayyid Muhammad was known

as Damad or son-in-law. Damad also became the title of Sayyid Muham-
mad Baqir. Shaykh ’Ali, known as the muhaqqiq-i sani (the second resear-

cher) was highly respected by Shah Tahmasp Safawi. The Shaykh was the

principal adviser of the Shah. Besides works on jiqh the Shaykh was the

113 Storey, II, Part I, pp. 11-12.

114 Ibid., pp. 86-87.

115 Sayyid Hossein Nasr, Sadr al-Din Shirazi and his transecndental theosophy, Tehran, 1978,

p. 33.
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author of a treatise on the kharaj (revenue collection) that came to be the

basis of Shah Tahmasp’s revenue administration.

Mir Muhammad Baqir studied in Mashhad but lived mostly in Isfahan.

Shah ’Abbas Safawi held him and his friend Shaykh Baha'u'd-Din ’Amili

in great esteem. Mir Muhammad Baqir was expert in lexicography,

rhetoric, hadis
, fiqh, Qur'anic exegesis and mathematics. He was, how-

ever, famous as a philosopher and hakim. He made an observation hive

of glass in order to study the habit of bees. In 1041/1631-32 he died

between Najaf and Karbala during his pilgrimage to the holy shrines of

Iraq and was buried in Najaf. 116

The Ufuq aUmubin (also called al-Siratu
c
l-mustaqim) and al-Shaddad

written by Mir Damad were prescribed in the Sunni seminaries of the

Indian sub-continent immediately after they were written. Bazmee
Ansari says, that in spite of their being the writings of a Shi’i mujtahid

/They are still prescribed in the religious institutions of India and Pakistan,

run and managed by the Sunnis, as courses of logical studies.”117 Nume-
rous commentaries were written in the Indian sub-continent on al-Ufuq

al-mubin. Mawlana Fazl-i Haqq Khayrabadi specialised in lecturing on
it and Bahru'l-’Ulum Mawlana ’Abdul' ’All son of Mulla Nizamu'd-Din
wrote glosses

(
ta'liqat

)
on it. In 1031/1624 Mir Damad wrote al-Qabasat

on the Eternity of God and the creation of universe. His Taqdisat deals

with the Divine dispensation. A Qur'anic exegesis written by him is

entitled the Sidrat al-muntaha
e

. The above works were written in a complex
Arabic style. He wrote a book for Shah ’Abbas Safawi dealing with the

hurufmuqatta’at (detached letters) in the Qur'an. In it he explained as to

why Moses’ body survived the Divine tajalli (effulgence) at Sina moun-
tain and was not reduced to ashes. The Arabic and Persian verses written

by him have been compiled in two separate Diwans. Numerous works

written by him still survive and are regarded as very valuable contributions

to hikma and philosophy.

His works synthesize aspects of the peripatetic doctrines of ibn Sina

with the Ishraqi theosophy of Shaykh Shihabu'd-Din Suhrawardi Maqtul
so far as they were compatible with the teachings of Ahl-i Bayt. No
wonder that they took even the Sunni world by storm, let alone influenc-

ing the Shi’i intellectuals. The following themes around which they

centre were of deep interest to both Sunni and Shi’i hakims (sages).

1. Hudus Dahri (Eternal Creation).

According to Mir Damad neither was the posture of the mutakallimun

to the effect that hudus (the actual act of beginning) of universe took place

116 Qisasu‘l-’ulama‘, II, 122-24, 137-38.

117 E. 1.2, II, p . 104.
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at some point of time (
hudus zamani) nor was the claim of the peripatetics*

that the universe had always existed
(
hudus zati)* tenable. Mir Damad’s

term hudus dahri implies a beginning perpetually occurring* an idea which

he found implicit in the works of Avicenna.118

2. The metaphysics of the Essence

Mir Damad does not envisage existence as something extra to the

Essence; it is rather the very reality of every existing thing, either in

concrete or in thought* or else* the being* the thing which exists* would

itself be a quiddity amongst other quiddities to which existence would

have to be added and so on to infinity. Mir Damad* however* maintains

that Essence came before existence* with the idea of existence as onto-

logical.119

3. Divine knowledge

The Platonic schools and the peripatetics differed on the subject of

knowledge which Divine or Being has got of beings and things. Mir

Damad takes sides with the peripatetic theory of imprinted forms in the

Divine thought. He refutes the objections to the effect that one sirtgle

subject could not be both agent and patient simultaneously.120

4. Barzakh (Intermediary world)

According to Shaykh Shihabu 4d-Din Suhrawardi Maqtul the philoso-

phy would suffer an irremediable loss if it failed to recognize the auto-

nomous intermediary world known as barzakh or 9
alam al-misal that existed

between the world of purely intelligible and the physical world of sense.

Mir Damad* however* is undecided. On the one hand he seems to be

aware of the significance of such a world for those who have mystical

experience* while on the other hand he never really manages to suppress

his desire for logical proof of the same. 121

Mir Baqir Damad’s fame spread to India in the great savant’s own life

time. Students from India travelled to Isfahan to sit at Mir’s feet. One

of them was Mulla Baqir Sabbagh of muhalla Kalashpura in Srinagar.

According to A’zami none could match Mulla Sabbagh in the knowledge

of rational sceinces.122 The works of Mulla Baqir* particularly the Ufuq

al-mubin were taught in the Khayrabad school. Mawlana Fazl-i Haqq

seems to have studied the Ufuq al-mubin at a very young age. The indelible

118 Anthologie, pp. 4-40.

119 Ibid., pp. 40-47.

120 Ibid., pp. 47-52.

121 Ibid., pp. 52-61.

122 Tdrikh-i A’zami, p. 148.
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impact was, however, made on the Sunni seminaries and on Sunni ’ulama‘
by Mir Baqir Damad’s disciple Mulla Sadra.

The Impact of Muhammad bin Ibrahim Shiraz! (Mulla Sadra)
Mulla Sadra was the only son of a rich man of Shiraz, Ibrahim ibn-i

Yahya Qawimi Shirazl. When his father became old and was despaired
of begetting a male child he began to distribute his wealth in charity.

Ultimately a male child was born to him in 979-80/1571-72, whom he
named Muhammad. In his father’s life time Muhammad studied in
Shiraz but after his father’s death he moved to Isfahan. There he sat at
the feet of Shaykh Baha‘u‘d-Din ’Amili and Mir Damad. He inherited
the versatility of both. He also seems to have been benefited by the teach-
ings of Mir Abu'l-Qasim Findiriski, whose contributions to philosophy
and sciences, we shall be discussing in the following pages. Muhammad
who shall now be mentioned by his title Mulla Sadra, was however, influ-

enced mainly by Mulla Baqir Damad. Eminent scholars such as Sayyid
Ahmad Alawi, Aqa Husayn Khwansari, Mulla Muhammad Baqir
Sabzwari were Mulla Sadra’s class-mates but none could beat him in the
perception of philosophical problems. Mulla Baqir married his daughter
to Mulla Sadra which union further stepped up the Mulla’s respect for

his teacher.

Mulla Sadra’s works made even Mulla Baqir envious. The lucid style

he chose for his works made his thought intelligible to scholars of average
intelligence. The illama were alarmed. To them AXul la Sadra’s works
were sacrilegious. An anecdote in the Qisasu‘l-’ulama

c
tells us that after

Mulla Baqir’s death, he saw Mir Damad in a dream and said, “My
views do not differ from yours, yet I am denounced as an infidel and you
are not. Why is this ?” “Because”, replied Mir Damad’s spirit, “I have
written on philosophy in such a way that the theologians are unable to

understand my meaning, but only the philosophers, while you write about
philosophical questions in such a manner that every dominie and hedge-
priest who sees your books, understands what you mean and dubs you an
unbeliever.” The anecdote is designed to highlight the difference in the
style of two great intellectuals. It was, however, the influence and pres-
tige of Mir Damad’s ancestors, besides his own political influence, that had
silenced the exoteric ’ulama‘, Mulla Sadra was devoid of them.

After Mir Damad’s death he moved from Isfahan to Khak, a small
village surrounded by hills, near Qum, in order to contemplate upon
Divine mysteries in a quiet retreat and to devote himself to inner puri-
fication and to the production of philosophical works. In his magnum
opus, the Asf&r, he says, “The stifling of the intelligence and congealment
of nature, which follow from the hostility of our period, forced me to retire

to a far away place, hiding myself in obscurity and distress, deprived of
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my hopes and with a broken heart. Putting into practice the instruction

of him who is my master and sustained the first Imam, ancestor of the

holy Imams,, the friends and witnesses of God, I started to practise the

discipline of dissimulation [taqiyya].” In autobiographical notes in his

Sih asl he says, “Some of those who appear to be learned but who are full

of evil and corruption, some of the mutakallimun [theologians] who are

deprived of correct logic and stand outside the circle of rectitude and the

path of salvation, those who follow the religious law yet are deprived of

law of servitude to the Divine and have deviated from the path of belief

in metaphysics and eschatology, having tied the rope of blind imitation

[taqlid] around their neck, have made the denial of dervishes their slogan.
55

Before long, Shah ’Abbas urged Mulla Sadra to resume his teaching

career in the seminary built by a court-dignitary Allahwirdi Khan in

Shiraz and completed by his son. There Mulla Sadra taught for the last

thirty years of the third phase of his life. He made seven pilgrimages to

Mecca on foot and died returning from his seventh journey in 1050/1640

in Basra. The fame of his seminary, the Khan school by name elicited the

admiration of even foreign travellers. Thomas Herbert who visited Shiraz

in Mulla Sadra’s life time says, “And indeed Shyraz has a college wherein

is read Philosophy, Astrology, Physick, Chemistry and the Mathematicks;

so as
5

tis the more famoused through Persia.
55

Mulla Sadra was a prolific author. The titles of forty-six works autho-

red by him have been discovered. All of these except about half a dozen

titles, including the first part of the Asfar were composed during the third

phase of his career. His works combine intellectual discipline with spiritual

experience, called by Shaykh Shihabu'd-Din Suhrawardi Maqtul as the

muta’allih,
consequently Mulla Sadra refers to hikma as al-hikmat al-muta

3
ali-

yyah (exalted or transcendent theosophy) and he himself is known as the

Sadr al-muta
3
allihin (the foremost among the muta

3
allihin) . According to

a later date expert of Mulla Sadra’s works, Mirza Mahdi Ashtiyani,

“Al-hikmat al-muta
3
aliyyah entails the unity of Being Tawhid al-wujud in

contrast to Peripatetic philosophy, in which is to be found only the unity

of necessity (i.e. Necessary being Tawhid Wujub Wajid [al-wujud] not

the unity of being). 123

The full title of Mulla Sadra’s Asfar is al-hikmat al-muta
3
aliyyah fi'l-asfdr

al
3
aqaliyyat al-arba

3
ah (The muta

3
aliyyah theosophy concerning the four in-

tellectual journeys of the soul). The work he wrote a year before his death

is also entitled “al-Masail al-qudsiyyah fi'l-hikmat al-muta'aliyyah (Spiritual

questions concerning the muta
3
aliyyah theosophy).

Among Mulla Sadra’s works are included at-Tafsir, the Qur£

anic

exegesis of selected chapters and verses emphasising their esoteric dimen-

123 Qisasu'l-ulamd', pp. 108-17; Sadr al-Dtn Shirazi, pp. 31-36.
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sions and the Shark Usui al-kafi (Commentary upon the Usui min al-kafi).

The latter work is voluminous but could not be completed. The Mulla’s

commentary masterly analyses the gnostic elements in the ahadis of the

Prophet and the Imams. His definition of the Haqiqat-i Muhammadiyya
(Reality of Prophet Muhammad) is both exoteric and esoteric. In Mulla

Sadra’s world view the light of the Fourteen immaculates (Muhammad*
Fatima and twelve Imams) is the primordial manifestation of God to man.

And that absolute Being in its very unity is multiplied by the multiplica-

tion of things which exist. Mulla Sadra’s philosophy is based mainly

on Divine revelation or religion* reason and rational demonstration

and intellectual intuition or illumination combined into one as an orga-

nism.

In short Mulla Sadra’s works are dominated by the metaphysics of

Being. He gives priority of origin to the act of Being* of existing
(wujud

)

because it is that act of being which actuates and determines the essence

or quiddity which by itself is actuated and determined by that very act

of being. Mulla Sadra’s concept of ishtirak-i ma’nawi (ontological associa-

tion) encompasses the totality of existence from the Prime Being to the

lowest level of non-necessary beings. To him* all participate in Being* in

existing and in turn affirming the unity ofBeing
(
Wahdat al-wujud). Mulla

Sadra disagrees with the idea of the existence of a realm of “immutable

essences” postulated by the metaphysics of essence. One of the essential

propositions of his own metaphysics was that of intrasubstantial movement

(harkat-i jawhari)* which made transubstantiation of a single essence

possible* since no essence is confined within specific limits. According to

him* Being unique in its essence is nevertheless susceptible to infinitely

diverse “essencifications”* due to the infinite scale of acts of Being. It is

because of this infinite diversification that the so-called realm of“immut-

able essences” does not exist for Mulla Sadra.124

Although al-Asfar al-arba
9
ah and some other works were studied in the

Indian sub-continent* it was Mulla Sadra’s commentary* Shark al

-

hidaya on the Kitab al-hidaya by Asiru‘d-Din Abhari (d.663/ 1264) that

made Mulla Sadra immortal with the traditional scholars of Indian Sunni

seminaries. It is known in the Indian sub-continent as Sadra. The Sadra

shows its author’s masterly grounding in the works of ibn Sina and his

commentators. It also exhibits Mulla Sadra’s grasp over the principles

of mathematics.125 The work was included in the Dars-i Nizami and the

commentaries on it were written in the Indian subcontinent both by the

scholars trained in the Dars-i Nizami and those of the school of Shah

124 Anthologie* pp. 100-18; Sadr al-Din Shirazi* pp. 55-68* Fazlu‘r-Rahman. The Philosophy

of Mulla Sadra* Albany (New York), 1976.

125 Anthologie* pp. 62-63.
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Waliufllah and Shah ’Abdu £

l-’Aziz. The latter himself wrote a com-

mentary on the Sadra.

Neither did Mulla Baqir Damad nor did Mulla Sadra visit India.

Their influence penetrated into India through their books and disciples

but the case was different with Mir AbuTQasim Astarabadi Findiriski

who made several visits to India* exhibited interest in Persian translations

of Sanskrit classics made in the reigns of Akbar* Jahangir and Shahjahan

and himself wrote the Muntakhabat Jog or an anthology of Toga Vashistha .

In Isfahan he taught Canon and Shifa
e by ibn Sina. He was deeply devoted

to Peripatetic philosophy and wrote treatises on that philosophy. His ground-

ings in
3
irfan (gnosis) are reflected in his odes. He was extraordinarily

careless ofappearances* dressing like a dervish* avoiding the society of the

rich and the respectable* and associating with disreputable vagabonds.

One day Shah ’Abbas Safawi* intending to rebuke him for keeping such

low company* said to him* “I hear that certain students cultivate the

society of vagabonds and look on at their degrading diversions.” “I move

constantly in those circles*” replied Mir AbuTQasim* “but I have never

seen any of students there.” In 1050/1640-41 he died.

The following treatises written by him have been discovered:

1. Risala-i Sina’iyya (On arts and human activities)

2. Risala-i Harkat (On motion)

3. Reply to a question put by Agha Muzaffar Husayn Kashani.

The themes of the Risala-i Sina
3
iyya pass from the hierarchical classi-

fication of the arts and human activities to the question ofphilosophers and

prophets* and from these to the theme of hermeneutic and esoterism.

The picture of the Islamic city presented by Mir Findiriski through his

schematization of professional activities is archetypal and idealistic. His

principal objective is to emphasise the phenomenon oifutuwwa or spiritual

chivalry. The treatise goes on to make a parallel of the microcosm (
3
alam-i

saghir
)
which is man and of homo-maximus

(
Insan-i kabir

)
or the universe.

Both present an analogous organic structure* the members of each being

respectively interdependent and laws governing the function of those

members* the means of palliating their deficiencies or their disorders* are

in perfect correspondence with each other. It is also inadmissible on both

sides that one member should remain without any activity and paralyse

the whole.

Mir Findiriski goes on to say that the hierarchy of the arts* trades and

human activities is determined largely by their relative utility. To Mir
Findiriski the position of the prophet and the philosopher lies at the top

of the ladder* while that of the blacksmith is regarded as most inferior.

Between these two degrees in the social scale lie multitude of arts* trades

etc. the dignity of which is determined by the service they give in terms

ofAbsolute Good. Despite the eminence of the philosopher* Mir Findiriski
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is still able to see the differences between philosophers and prophets

in the light of the ahadis of Imams. Philosophers are fallible while

prophets are preserved from error. What to the philosophers is the result

of reflection and research,, is a spontaneous blossoming in the pro-

phets through revelation
(
wahi

)
and inspiration

(
ilham). Thus Mir

Findiriski outlines a whole theory of visionary experience, which pre-

supposes the idea of those “spiritual senses” which Mulla Sadra emphasizes

and which are the senses of
3
alam al-misal). To Mir Findiriski the know-

ledge of the prophet begins where that of the philosophers ends. The

prophethood and the imama are not acquired but are born spontaneously

in those chosen by God, while the hikma of the philosophers is something

which is acquired by effort. The prophets address the whole of mankind,

while philosophers can only talk to an elite capable of understanding

them.

Among the pupils of Shaykh Baha‘u c

d-Din, Mir Baqir Damad, Mir

Findiriski and other scholars of Shiraz [possibly Mulla Sadra and others]

most renowned in India, was Hakim Dastur. His ancestors hailed from

Isfahan but he himself was born in Balkh. Before proceeding to Iran he

studied under the students of Mulla Mirza Jan Shirazi. He strictly

followed the rules of peripatetics and recited hymns relating to the

eminence of Wajibu
cl-Wujud [Necessary Being],

3
uqul [celestial intellects],

nufus (soul) and the heavenly bodies. He arrived at Lahore in 1054/

1644-45. He was a merchant by profession. Although he was not an

ascetic, he refrained from immoral and wicked deeds.

Hakim Dastur believed that the laws of the Persians, Indians, Greeks,

Turks and Arabs were eternal, some being practical, and some theoretical.

Hakims with an exceptional reasoning faculty promoted both theoretical

and practical laws. An outstanding hakim was one whose rational faculties

were awakened in a comprehensive manner. The ultimate goal of laws

was to brighten the order of the world and to regulate peoples’ needs.126

A more fascinating personality was Hakim Kamran Shirazi. Mir

Findiriski used to call him “a brother dear to life” and would address

him as an “elder brother”. He was peripatetic but his studies of Islam,

Christianity and Hinduism had made him an eclectic thinker. In Goa

he studied Christian theology and Gospel under the Portuguese priests.

In India he became a friend of some of the rajas. Under the guidance

of learned brahmins he studied Sanskrit Shastras. At Banaras he lived

with the yogi Chatrupa. Ostensibly he adopted the Hindu faith but in

reality he remained devoted to the creeds of the ancient philosophers.

He showed a deep aversion to lying, thieving, debauchery and unnatural

love. He accepted gifts from none, was employed in trade and contented

126 Dabistan-i mazahib, pp. 364-65.
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himself with a small capital. He was a vegetarian but occasionally drank

wine, saying that it was very salutary.

He used to recite recently translated hymns in praise of the Necessary

Being or knowledge, spirits and stars, such as were prevalent among the

Greek philosophers. In 1050/1640-41 he began to lead a retired life at a

place called Sara‘i Farrukh near Agra. Before his death he distributed

his entire property including food, grain in his store and books among

the deserving people. His invocations were:

“I believe in the Divinity of the Most High Creator, the prophethood

of intellect, the imama (leadership) of the Spirit, the heavens as a

Qibla,
the liberation of the philosophers. I detest other faiths and

religions.”

Joined in the chorus by the visitors at his bed side, he finally gave up

the ghost chanting the name of Necessary Being, the intellect, spirits and

stars at the age of one-hundred years.

The Author of the Dabistan-i mazahib gives several anecdotes showing

Hakim Kamran’s hostility to revelation and prophecy. For instance,

he says that the Hakim was of the opinion that had the so-called revealed

Books of different religions been Divinely inspired, they would have

prophesied future events in the same way as they related past ones. No
such account was found in the Qur‘an for example, which is regarded as

the Word of God. It was only through the interpretation of his followers

that many prophesies concerning the Prophet Muhammad came to be

believed. The same might be said of the books of Moses or ofJesus, the

Hakim stated, ^Neither of these clearly foretold anything about the

appearance of the forthcoming prophets. Consequently Christians inter-

preted the symbolic language of the Bible to suit their own persuasions

and beliefs.

The Hakim was equally unsparing in his condemnation of the prophets.

For instance, he called Moses a magician, and a rabbi . He called Jesus

a physician and referred to him as Hakim Jesus, son of Joseph the car-

penter. To him the Prophet Muhammad was the prince of the Arabian

poets. Krishna was also included in the list of prophets and was dubbed

a debauchee, both sensual and licentious. Here is Hakim Kamran’s

definition of the Sunni and Shi’i beliefs.

“Sunnis, after the praise of God the Most High, and the encomiums

to the Prophet, beseech blessing and mercy of God upon all rascals and

rogues, men and women, and the Shi’is after the praise of God and

encomiums to the Prophet, invite the curse of God upon all believers

and Muslims, men and women.”
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Mirza Kamran seems to have been a Shi’i but he had forsaken Islam

and the religious contents of the teachings of Mir Findiriski and

other hakims. He was simply a peripatetic philosopher. Among Mirza

Kamran’s most distinguished disciples were Zamana Beg Arghun Kabuli

entitled Mahabat Khan and Abu‘l-Hasan Tehran! entitled ’Asaf Khan,

the wakil of Shahjahan. The author of the Dabistan-i mazahib says that he

had seen the letters of above dignitaries to Mirza Kamran and their tone

was full of humility and respect as the pupils exhibited towards their

teachers and masters. Perhaps both studied hikma under Mirza Kamran

but did not share with him his materialistic beliefs.127

The Dabistan-i mazahib dealing with the beliefs of different religious

systems is a unique work in its own right. It does not mention the name

of its author, but its authorship is ascribed to the eminent Kashmiri

poet Muhsin Fani. No literary source, however, supports this myth.

The historian Erskine was the first scholar to rightly reject the legend

that ascribed the authorship of the Dabistan-i mazahib, to Muhsin Fani.

In a manuscript copy of the Dabistan in the library of Mulla Firuz of

Bombay, a marginal note towards the close of chapter fourteen reads:

“In the city of Daurse, a king of the Parsis, of the race of the imperial

Anushirvan, the Shet Dawer Huryar, conversed with Amir Zu'lfikar

5

Ali al-Husaini (on whom be the grace of Godl) whose poetical name

was Mobed Shah.”127

Erskine considers this to be a “slight on authority for ascribing the

authorship of the work to Zu £

lfaqar, as the owner of the manuscript had

also done”. Erskine possibly did not know that Shahnawaz Khan, the

author of the Mac
asirvfl-umara

e had positively ascribed the authorship of

the Dabistan-i mazahib to Zu'lfaqar Ardistani.128

The stray autobiographical notes in the Dabistan tend to indicate that

Zu'lfaqar belonged to an Irani family of merchants, most probably Shi’is

who lived in Patna. He seems to have seriously studied hikma
,
mainly in

India, visiting Khurasan possibly only once. The latter journey brought

him directly in touch with the disciples of Shaykh Baha c

u‘d-Din ’Amili,

Mir Baqir Damad and Mir Findiriski. In the earliest autobiographical

notes we find him closely associated with Mobed Hushiar. A note con-

cerning 1028/1618-19 says that as an infant he was taken to a yogi, Balak

Nath Tapeshwari by name, who blessed him. Again, he informs us that

in 1033/1623-4, his friends and relations took him from Patna to Akbara-

127 David Shea and Anthony Troyer (tr.), The Dabistan or the School of manners
,

I, Paris,

1843, p. IX.

128 Ma(
dsiru

c
l-umard

e

, II, p. 392.
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bad (Agra). Mobed Hushiar took him in his arms to ascetic Chatrupa.

The ascetic, welcoming their visit, blessed the author and taught him the

mantra of surya (sun). One of his disciples, Ganesha, who had had a pro-

found control over breath, in obedience to his teacher’s orders, lived

with the author until his manhood. In 1048/1638-9, Zu£

lfaqar again met

Balak Nath in Lahore.

Zu c

lfaqar made rapid progress in his education and was also able to

collect notes for the Dabistan-i mazahib between 1055/1645-46 and 1058/

1648-49, completing his work before the accession of Awrangzib. He
seems to have lived a retired life in the latter’s reign, not even disclosing

his own name in the book. Shea and Troyer who translated the Dabistan-i

mazahib in English say,

“We collect in his work fifty-three dates relative to himself between

the year 1618 and 1653. From 1627 to 1643, we see him mostly in

Kashmir and Lahore, travelling between these two places; in 1643,

he was at the holy sepulchre, probably at Mashhad, which appears to

be the furthermost town to the West which he reached; from 1634

to 1649, he dwelt in several towns of the Panjab and Guzerat; the

next year he proceeded to Sikakul, the remotest town in the East which

he says he has visited; there he fell sick, and sojourned during 1653,

at which epoch, if the year of his birth be correctly inferred, he had

attained his thirty-eighth year. We have no other date of his death than

that before stated ;
if he died in 1670, it was in the eleventh year of the

reign of Aurangzeb, or ’Alemgir.”129

Zu'lfaqar Ardistani seems to have all religious classics in Sanskrit,

Pahlawi, Arabic, Persian and Turkish to his hands. He seems to have

studied Arabic and Persian translations of Christian classics. No inhibi-

tions prevented him from questioning and listening to the beliefs of the

leaders of different religious systems and their sectarian votaries, and no

trouble or hardship deterred him from undertaking long and arduous

journey to seek a satisfactory answer to his problems. In the Dabistan-i

mazahib, the religions of the Jews and Christians are briefly discussed,

the discussion on Buddhism is disappointing; although the section on

Tibetan Buddhism is based on information supplied by a learned Buddhist

who was unable to give the author any satisfactory answers. The religions

discussed in detail are Zoroastrianism, Hinduism and Islam. The Dabistan-i

mazahib explains the subtle philosophical notions of the different religious

systems in the philosophical and mystical terminology of Islam, and in

the terminology which had evolved in Persian translations during the

129 The Dabistan ,
I, pp. XIV-XV.
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reign of Akbar and his successors. The Dabistan carefully analyses the

principal beliefs of the various Hindu and Muslim sects and groups who

had emerged independently in different orthodox systems. These groups

included the Nath yogis, the Kabir Panthis and the Nanak Panthis among

the Hindus and the Rawshana‘is, philosophers and hakims among the

Muslims. The author’s respect for Avicenna and Shaykh Shihabu‘d-Din

Suhrawardi Maqtul knew no bounds. His description of usuli and akhbari

controversies is very valuable.

The Seventeenth Century Interest in Western Philosophy and

Sciences

The unquenching thirst for knowledge among some philosophers

imbued with the hikma tradition prompted them to delve deep into

Western philosophy and sciences. Among them was a leading noble of

Shahjahan’s court, Danishmand Khan, the patron of the French Scientist

Francois Bernier and to whom the latter referred as “my Navaab or

Aqah”.130 A native of Yazd in Iran, his name was Mulla Shafi’a‘i.

He was a Shi’I. After he had acquired the current sciences both rational

and traditional in Iran, he moved to Ahmadnagar with capital from Iranian

merchants and passed some time there as a merchant. He stayed in the

imperial camp, and accompanied it from Agra to Lahore and thence to

Kabul. On the return of the royal retinue from Kabul, he went to the

port of Surat with the intention of returning to his native country. Mean-

while Shahjahan’s interest in his scholarship was aroused. The Emperor

summoned him to the court. On 9 Zulhijja of the 24th year/23 November

1650 he was presented before the Emperor. A debate on scientific subjects

between him and Mulla ’Abdul-Hakim Siyalkoti (d. 1067/1656), who

had written a number of glosses and commentaries on the works of Sharif

Juzjani, Taftazani and Dawwani, is recorded. ’Allami Sa’dufilah Khan

(d. 1066/1656), the learned vizier of the Emperor was appointed as a judge.

Both got engaged in a long discussion on the conjunction warn in the

Qur'anic verse, “Thee (alone) we worship; Thee (alone) we ask for help”. 131

The discussion must have centred round subtle points of philology and

the Qur'anic exegesis. After a long discussion Sa’du‘llah adjudged both

of them as equal. Shahjahan might have been deeply impressed with the

rationalistic approach of Mulla Shafi’a/i. He was raised to the rank of

1000 with 100 sawdr. Five years later he was made the second bakhshi

and was given the title Danishmand Khan. His rank was raised to 2500/

130 Francois Bernier, Travels in the Mogul empire
,
1656-68 tr. by A. Constable, 2nd edition

revised by V. A. Smith, London, 1916, p. 352.

131 Qur'an, I, 4.
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600; in the 31st year/1657 he was promoted to the rank of 3000/800. He
was appointed the governor of Delhi. His differences with the heir

apparent, Dara-Shukoh, prompted him to resign but after his accession

to the throne, Awrangzib re-employed him, awarding him a high mansab

of 4000/2000. Despite his differences with Dara-Shukoh, Danishmand
Khan joined a minority group of nobles who recommended that Dara’s

life be spared, and that he be imprisoned in Gwalior. Awrangzib con-

tinued to promote him to higher mansabs, appointing him the mir bakhshi

in the tenth year of his reign. Two years later when Awrangzib moved
to Agra, he added to Danishmand Khan’s duties the governorship of

Delhi. On 10 Rabi’ I 1081/18 July 1670, he died. According to Saqi

Musta’id Khan, the historian of Awrangzib’s reign, Danishmand Khan
was one of the greatest scholars of the age and his life was devoted to

charity and piety.132

In consideration of his studious habits, Awrangzib, according to

Bernier, had exempted Danishmand Khan “from the ancient ceremony

of repairing twice a day to the assembly, for the purpose of saluting the

king
55

.
133 In 1663 Danishmand Khan visited Kashmir with Awrangzib’s

retinue and took Bernier with him who was his translator of European
works. Bernier says:

“He can no more dispense with philosophical studies in the afternoon

than devoting the morning to his weighty duties as Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs and Grand Master of the Horse. Astronomy, geo-

graphy, and anatomy are his favourite pursuits, and he reads with

avidity the works of Gassendi (1592-1655) andDescarte (1596- 1650)”.134

Describing Danishmand Khan’s interest in Hindu philosophy, Bernier

says:

“Do not be surprised if, notwithstanding my ignorance of Sanskrit

(the language of the learned, and possibly that of the ancient Brahmans,

as we may learn further on), I yet say something of books written in

that tongue. My aqah, Daneschmendkan, partly from my solicitation

and partly to gratify his own curiosity, took into his service one of

the most celebrated Pendets in all the Indies, who had formerly belonged

to the household of Darn, the eldest son of the king, Chah-Jehan
\
and not

only was this man my constant companion during a period of three

years, but he also introduced me to the society of other learned Pendets
,

132 Mae
asir-i

3
Alamgiri p. 105; Ma(

asiru
e
l-umara

e
> II, pp. 30-32;

3
Amal-i Salih

,
III,

pp. 321-82,

133 Travels in the Mogul empire, p. 186.

134 Ibid., pp. 324, 325 and 353.
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whom he attracted to the house. When weary of explaining to my
Aqah the recent discoveries of Harveus and Pecque in anatomy, and

of discoursing on the philosophy of Gassendi and Descartes, which I

translated to him in Persian (for this was my principal employment

for five or six years) we had generally recourse to our Pendet, who,

in his turn; was called upon to reason in his own manner, and to

communicate his fables; these he related with all imaginable gravity

without ever smiling; and at length we became disgusted both with his

tales and childish arguments. 55135

It would seem that Danishmand Khan discussed with the Sanskritists

the Hindu concepts of Being in order to make a comparative study

of theories of Being in the works of the French philosopher Descartes

and those in the studies of the Hakims. The works of Perre Gassendi

(1592-1655) the French philosopher, scientist and mathematician who
was famous for his revival of Epicureanism seem to have added new
dimensions to Danishmand Khan’s perception of ’Umar Khayyam and

of other Iranian hakims. Danishmand Khan’s passionate devotion to

anatomy made him deeply interested in the works of William Harvey

(1578-1657) who started his professional career as a lecturer at the Royal

College of Physicians in London in 1616 and was famous for his contri-

bution of the theory of blood to Western medical sciences. Likewise

Jean Pecquet (1622-74) who was a class-fellow of Bernier in medicine at

Montpellier in France was famous for his discovery of the conversion

of the chyle into blood. Danishmand Khan could get no better scholar

than Francois Bernier to authoritatively explain the Western philosophy

and sciences. Unfortunately for the Indian scholarly worlds none of

Bernier’s translations survive. Danishmand Khan also does not seem to

have written any books and no further researches were made on the line

initiated by Danishmand Khan. The orthodox Muslims were hostile

to his researches. Shahnawaz Khan says, “As to what they say that in the

end of his life he became inclined to the learning of the Franks, and

repeated many of the paradoxes of that set, it is impossible, when we
consider his learning and excellence.”136

Danishmand Khan seems to have brought home to Awrangzib the

defects in the current educational system which was stereotyped and

called for an objective understanding of the Western history, geography,

sciences and philosophy. The Asian teachers filled the mind of their

students with obscure terms of philosophy and ambiguous jargans.

Toeing the line of Danishmand Khan, Awrangzib wished the teachers to

135 Ibid., pp. 324-25.

136 Ma easim(Uumard\ II, p. 32.
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teach “that philosophy which adapts the mind to reason, and will not

suffer it to rest satisfied with anything short of the most solid arguments55

and to impart lessons, “which elevate the soul and fortify it against the

assaults of fortune, tending to produce that enviable equanimity which is

neither isolently elated by prosperity, nor basely depressed by adversity.
5 ’137

The Legacy of Danishmand Khan
Awrangzib did not make any efforts to achieve the objectives stated

above . The growing dominance of Hanafi Jiqh over his mind made him a

stereotyped legalistic. The political and social crisis in the empire, and

the growing inanity of the eighteenth century emperors, however, did not

destroy the creativity of the intellectuals. The opportunity offered by

the British conquest of Bengal, stimulated some scholars to learn Western

languages and sciences. It sharpened their mind and they made singular

contributions to promote philosophical studies. The most prominent

among them was ’Allama Tafazzul Husayn Khan Kashmiri, popularly

known as the Khan-i ’Allama. He was born at Srinagar in Kashmir.

Tafazzul Husayn Khan’s grandfather Karamufflah was an eminent

scholar and a competent administrator. For a long time Karamufflah

served as wakil (minister) to Mu’inu
el-Mulk alias Mir Mannu the son of the

Emperor Muhammad Shah’s prime minister I’timadu
cd-Dawla Qamru c

d-

Din Khan. Mu’inu‘l-Mulk was the governor of Lahore. Karamufflah’s

son Asadufflah did not rise to similar prominence. AsaduTah’s son

Tafazzul Husayn was born in Siyalkot around 1140/1727. At an age of

thirteen or fourteen, he moved to Delhi. There Tafazzul Husayn studied

rational sciences under Mawlawi Wajih—a disciple of the eminent Mulla

Nizamu c

d-Din. He sat at the feet of Mirza Muhammad ’Ali son of

Mirza KhaynFllah, the eminent mathematician. When Tafazzul Husayn

was eighteen years old, Karamu‘llah moved to Lucknow with his family.

Tafazzul Husayn was admitted to the seminary of Mulla Hasan of

Firangi Mahal, the author ofa commentary on the Sullamu
(
l-ulum. Tafaz-

zul Husayn’s lessons began with the Sharh Mawaqif by Mir Zahid Harawi.

Tafazzul Husayn’s precocity and perspicacity aroused serious differences

between the pupil and the teacher. Tafazzul Husayn left the school and

independently studied works of hikma and philosophy. Among the works

mastered by him was ibn Sina’s Shifa .

Muhammad Yaqut Khan, the khwaja sard of Burhanu‘l-Mulk intro-

duced Tafazzul Husayn to Nawwab Shuja’u
s

d-Dawla. The latter

appointed him the tutor to his son Sa’adat ’Ali Khan (b. 1167/1753-54).

Tafazzul Husayn moved to Allahabad with Sa’adat ’Ali Khan. There

he entered into serious discussions on logic with Mir Ghulam Husayn

137 Travels in the Mogul empire, pp. 155-56.
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of Deccan, a disciple of Mawlawi Muhammad Barkatu'llah Uahabadi
and Mawlawi Muhammad ’Alim Sandilawi. Mawlawi Dildar ’Ali
(the later Ghufran Ma'ab) who studied astronomy under Tafazzul
Husayn Khan took his teacher’s letters to Mir Ghulam Husayn and
brought the latter’s letters to Tafazzul Husayn. Salamu'llah Khan, the
son of Pir Muhammad Khan, a student of Ghulam Husayn also acted
as their messenger. Tafazzul Husayn Khan accompanied Sa’adat ’Ali

Khan on his expedition to Dig. When Sa’adat ’Ali Khan settled at
Banaras, Tafazzul Husayn accompanied him there. Tafazzul Husayn
took the opportunity to discuss hikma with Shaykh ’Ali Hazin’s disciples

and sharpened his knowledge of traditional philosophy.138

Nawwab Asafu‘d-Dawla appointed him as an ambassador to the court
of the Governor-General of the East India Company at Calcutta. There
Tafazzul Husayn learnt Greek, Latin and English and obtained consi-

derable proficiency in these languages. He translated many philosophical
works from Western languages into Arabic and wrote some original ones
on philosophy, hikma and mathematics. He was the author of the follow-
ing works:

1. Commentary on the makhrutat (Conica) ofAbulluniyus (Appollonus)
of Tyana (ca 81-96).

2. Two treatises on Algebra.

3. Commentary on the makhrutat by Devanpal [Diophant and Simson/
Robert Simson].

4. Persian translation of Newton’s (d. 1827) Philosophiac naturalis princi-

piamathematica .

5. A book on Physics.

6. A book on Western astronomy.

Some of these books were taught in Shi’i seminaries in the nineteenth
century but are now scarce. He also wrote commentaries and glosses
on the works offiqh. His devotion to teaching and studies knew no bounds.
Early in the morning he taught mathematics to scholars. He then per-
formed his official duties. In the afternoon he lectured on Imamiyya
(Isna ’Ashariyya) fiqh. Before sunset he taught Hanafi fiqh. After night
prayers immersed himself in study and research. After his morning
prayers he slept for a very short time. Before he went to bed his musicians
played for him. No physician could persuade him to take more rest. He
was enamoured of the company of scholars. Shustari frequently called
on Tafazzul Husayn. The latter also paid return visits and both discussed
problems of rational and traditional sciences. Shustari was proud of

138 Tuhfatu‘1 ’Slam, pp. 342-49; ’Imadu
c
s-sa’adat, pp. 156-57; Mujumu‘s-sama‘

,

pp. 323-27;
Sawamhat-i Salatin-i Awadh> I, pp. 117-22.
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considering himself as one of Tafazzul Husayn’s disciple, although he had
not studied regularly under him.

Tafazzul Husayn’s ancestors were Sunnis but Tafazzul Husayn’s
personal researches made him a staunch Shi’i. His other relations also

embraced Shi’ism and made significant contributions to the dissemination

of science and philosophy.

Ignoring the advice of the Governor-General Sir John Shore, Asafu
c

d-

Dawla appointed Tafazzul Husayn as his na
c
ib (chief minister). The

Nawwab believed that Tafazzul Husayn’s friendship with the British

would save his kingdom. Tafazzul Husayn made some wise appointments

and introduced reforms. He was accessible to the common people and
led the simple life of a Mulla. He did not abandon his studies and resear-

ches. After the death of Asafu £d-Dawla, his young son Wazir ’Ali Khan
ascended the throne. Nawwab Tafazzul Husayn was removed from his

position as a na
e
ib. Wazir ’Ali was not allowed by the British to rule for

more than a few months. Asafu £

d-Dawla’s brother Sa’adat ’Ali Khan was
made the Nawwab. Sa’adat ’Ali Khan appointed Tafazzul Husayn as his

ambassador to the court of the British at Calcutta. Early in 1214/1799,

he suffered a stroke which left him permanently disabled. While returing

to Lucknow for a change, he died between Banaras and Lucknow on 18

Shawwal 1215/3 March 1801. 138

According to Shah ’Abdue

l-Aziz, Tafazzul Husayn was mulhid-i kamil

(perfect heretic).139 Mirza Abu Talib who will be discussed below wrote

a touching elegy on his death and presented it to Lady Bedford on 2 May
1802 in London. Here are a few verses:

“Alas! he’s fled; who the Heavens expanse.

With truer ken than the Pelusian Sage

Survey’d or than that other, Grecian born,

Tho’ Egypts boast, unopen’d, unexplain’d.

Again obscure, the Almagestum lies,

Alas! the zest of Learning’s cup is gone;

Whose taste ne’er cloy’d, tho’ deep the draughts.

Whose flavour yet upon the palate hangs

Nectareous, nor Reason’s thirst assuag’d.

But yes!—rent is the garment of the morn;

And all dishevell’d floats the hair of night;

All bath’d in tears of dew the stars look down
With mournful eyes, in lamentation deep;

For he, their sage believ’d is dead; who first

To Islam’s followers explaine’d their laws.

139 Malfiizdt-i Shah
9
Abdu'l

9Azizs p. 117.
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Their distances, their orbits, and their times

As great Copernicus once half divin’d,

And greater Newton proved; but, useless now.

Their works we turn with idle hand, and scan

with vacant eye, our own first master gone.140

Tafazzul Husayn’s younger brother Salamu'llah Khan was also an

eminent scholar and had considerable mastery over English. He had
studied under his talented brother and was Shustari’s fast friend. Tafazzul

Husayn’s wife did not survive for long. A son, Tajammul Husayn was
born to them and obtained a good position under the Nawwabs of Awadh.
One of the contemporaries of Tafazzul Husayn was Mir Muhammad

Husayn. His ancestors belonged to Isfahan but he was born in India. He
excelled in the knowledge of rational sciences. He was an indefatigable

traveller and had travelled to Hijaz, Egypt and Europe. He was also a

poet and composed a Diwan comprising some five-thousand verses. Accord-

ing to Shustari, he was a free thinker and sometimes claimed that he was

a Shi’i, sometimes he posed as a mutakallim (scholastic theologian) and
sometimes arrogated to himself the title of hakim . Consequently none of

the above groups was loyal to Muhammad Husayn. For a long time he

lived in Calcutta, from thence he moved to Lucknow. Ultimately he died

at Banaras.141

Mawlana Najmu £d-Din ’All Khan, the Qaziu'l-Quzat of the East India

Company was also a hakim. The European scholars were enamoured of

his company. He wrote a commentary on the Lamiyya qasida of Shaykh
’All Hazin for the use of Sir William Jones and sent a copy to Shustari

requesting him to make necessary corrections. He had collected a very

valuable library containing rare manuscripts in it.
142

Mirza Abu Talib Isfahani, alsoknown asAbu Talib Landani (of London),

the author of elegy on ’Allama Tafazzul Husayn was born in 1 166/1752-3

at Lucknow. He lived at Murshidabad from his thirteenth to twentieth

year, and moved back to Lucknow after Asafu £

d-Dawla’s accession. He
served Asafu £d-Dawla’s prime minister for about one year but was then

pensioned off. He was also employed by Col. A. Hannay at Gorakhpur
and by N. Middleton, the British Resident. In 1 787-8 he moved to Calcutta.

In 1213/1798, he left for Europe with Captain D. Richardson, returning

to India in 1218/1803. He wrote a detailed account of his travels and his

own impressions of Europe in a book entitled the Masir-i Talihi fi bilad-i

140 G. Steward, Travels of Mirza AbU Talib Khdns London, 1814, III, second edition,

p. 250.

141 TuhfatuH-alam, pp. 448-49.

142 Ibid., pp. 451-52.
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Afranji. It was completed in 1219; in 1220/1805-6 Abu Talib died at

Lucknow.

In London, Mirza Abu Talib was known as the "Persian Prince
9

. He

called on the King of England and Queen Charlotte, visited members of

the British nobility and met the British orientalists. The debates he witnessed

in the House of Commons did not impress him; the most noisy members

were Pitt and Fox. English Law appeared ambiguous to him. In his

travelogue, Abu Talib discussed both the virtues and defects of the

Englishmen. The common people had no interest in religion and the

nation at large was blindly confident of its good fortune. The British were

greedy, licentious and extravagant and governed by self-interest. Their

orientalists were vain about their command of foreign languages.

Englishmen had no respect for the customs of other nations, and Abu

Talib defended Muslim customs without inhibition. He says:

“In London, I was frequently attacked on the apparent unreasonableness

and childishness of some of the Mohammedan customs; but as, from my
knowledge of the English character, I was convinced it would be folly to

argue the point philosophically with them, I contented myself with parry-

ing the subject. Thus, when they attempted to turn into ridicule the cere-

monies used by the pilgrims on their arrival at Mecca, I asked them, why

they supposed the ceremony of baptism, by a clergyman, requisite for

the salvation of a child, who could not possibly be sensible what he was

about? When they reproached us for eating with our hands, I replied.

‘There is by this mode no danger of cutting yourself or your neighbours,

and it is an old and a true, proverb “the nearer the bone, the sweeter the

meat99
but, exclusive of these advantages, a man’s own hands are surely

cleaner than thefeet ofa baker
3
s boy

;
for it is well known, that half the bread

in London is kneaded by the feet.’ By this mode ofargument, I completely

silenced all my adversaries, and frequently turned the laugh against them,

when they expected to have refuted me and made me appear ridiculous.”143

Abu Talib was, however, deeply impressed by the English printing

industry and newspapers. He observed with great interest the various

uses to which the science of mechanics was applied in England and visited

mills, foundries and water works. The education and perseverance of

the English and the courtesy of their shopkeepers, left an indelible mark

of appreciation on his mind. He was able to note that English law givers

had placed women under many salutary restraints, which prevented them

from making an improper use of their liberty.

The English educational system and its public schools were judged by

Abu Talib as an asset to character-building, making their products “honour-

able, courageous and capable ofenduring hardship”. In France, Napoleon

143 Travels of Mirza Abu Talib Khan

,

II, pp. 155-56.
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Bonaparte was at the apogee of his power but Abu Talib hardly mentions
his achievements. Visiting Italy and Turkey, he reached Baghdad and
made a pilgrimage to the holy shrine of Imam Husayn at Karbala and
that of Imam ’All at Najaf. In April 1802, while he was in Karbala, it

was plundered by a force of 25,000 Wahhabis and its inhabitants were
massacred. The day was carefully chosen, as a large number of town’s
people had gone to visit Najaf. 144 When the Wahhabis retired, other Arabs
in the neighbourhood of Karbala stole the heavy articles which the

Wahhabis had been unable to remove, and Arab robbers, dressed as

Wahhabis, continued to raid the town. Abu Talib reported on this event
and also collected information about the Wahhabi doctrine and history.

From Basra he went to Bombay and then to Calcutta, ending his journey
on 4 August 1803. In the preface of his travelogue he writes:

“I have named this work Master Taleby fi Bulad Affrenjy—The Travels of
Taleb in the Regions ofEurope

;

but, when I reflect on the want ofenergy and
indolent disposition of my countrymen, and the many erroneous customs
which exist in all Mahommedan countries and among all ranks of Mussul-
mans, I am fearful that my exertions will be thrown away. The great and
the rich, intoxicated with pride and luxury, and puffed up with vanity of
their possessions, consider universal science as comprehended in the circle

of their own scanty acquirements and limited knowledge; while the poor
and common people, from the want of leisure, and over-powered by the

difficulty of procuring a livelihood, have not time to attend to their per-

sonal concerns, much less to form desires for the acquirement of information
on new discoveries and inventions; although such a passion has been
implanted by nature in every human breast, as an honour and an orna-
ment to the species. I therefore despair of their reaping any fruit from my
labours; being convinced that they will consider this book of no greater
value than the volumes of Tales and Romances which they peruse merely
to pass away their time, or are attracted thereto by the easiness of the style.

It may consequently be concluded, that as they will find no pleasure in

reading a work which contains a number of foreign names, treats on uncom-
mon subjects, and alludes to other matters which cannot be understood at
the first glance, but require a little time for consideration, they will, under
pretence of zeal for their religion, entirely abstain and refrain from
perusing it.”145

Abu Talib’s despair for the future was realistic. The inanity and thought-
lessness of Muslim courts and aristocracy, both Sunni and Shl’is were
main obstacles to the reinvigoration of intellectual heritage through Univer-
sities and academies of science and art on the Western pattern. The

144 For Indian Shi’I concern, Supra, p. 121.

145 Travels of Mirzd Abu Talib Khan
s I, pp. 5-6.
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intellectuals like Tafazzul Husayn and Abu Talib did emerge but their

individual efforts could not change the destiny of the nation. Among

farsighted intellectuals was Abu'l-Qasim popularly known as Ghulam

Husayn bin Fath Muhammad Karbala'S Jawnpuri. Ghulam Husayn was

born in 1205/1790. He studied religious sciences under Sayyidu'l-’Ulama'

Mawlana Sayyid Husayn but his expertise in mathematics and astronomy

made even the British scholars envious of his attainments. His works

are based mainly on the researches of Nasiru'd-Din Tusi and Baha'u'd-Din

’Amili but he did not ignore the British researches in mathematics which

he could learn from his British friends. His patron Raja Khan Bahadur of

Gunya (Tikari) held him in great esteem. He compiled his mathematical

works mainly in Raja Khan Bahadur’s service and immortalised his patron

of petty resources by naming his magnum opus on mathematics after him.

The work is entitled the Jami’-i Bahadur-Khani. From Tikari Ghulam

Husayn moved to the court of the Hindu Raja of Banaras. In 1279/1862

he died.

In 1234/1818-19 Ghulam Husayn wrote a commentary on Baha'u'd-Din

’Amili’s Arabic treatise on the astrolabe. It was entitled by Ghulam Husayn

as the Anisu‘l-ahbdbfi baydn masa‘ilu‘l-usturlab . In 1241/1825-6 he wrote his

astronomical work £'ij-i Bahadur Khani. Another astronomical treatise by

him divided into a preface, fourteen short chapters and a conclusion is

entitled the Istilahatu‘t-Taqwim. The Jami’-i Bahadur-Khani was completed

in 1249/1833. It is divided into a preface, six khazinas ('treasuries’ here

meaning ‘chapters’) and a conclusion. The six chapters deal with (1)

geometry, (2) optics, (3) arithmetic, (4) mensuration, (5) astronomy, (6)

astronomical tables and almanacs. The work consisting of 720 pages of

folio size was published in Calcutta in 1 835. Two years laterJ . Tytler, who

had translated Robert Hooper’s Anatomist’s vade mecum
(
Anisu‘l-musharrihin ;

Calcutta 1830) into Arabic, contributed a paper on the Jami’-i Bahadur-

Khani to the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Great Britain. He says

that the author “had devoted himself to the study of mathematics and

astronomy, not only as far as they are contained in the Arabian and

Brahmanical writings, but also as far as he could gain from the interpreta-

tion ofEuropean books, as given him by European friends, he himselfbeing

ignorant of English; that he had, under the patronage of Khan Bahadur,

compiled a system of these sciences from all these sources.”146

In the nineteenth century Siraju'd-Din ’Ali Khan of Mohan (near

Lucknow) specialized in medicine, philosophy and literature. The East

India Company appointed him the Qaziu‘l-quzat. His scholarship and

catholicity made both Shi’i and Sunni scholars enamoured of his

146 J. Tytler, Analysis and Specimens of a Persian Work on Mathematics and Astro-

nomy, JRAS, 1837, p. 254.
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company. The Urdu poet Ghalib was Siraju'd-Din’s friend. In 1244/
1828-29 he died in Calcutta and was buried there. He was the author of
of some treatises on fiqh.

The son of Mawlana Siraju'd-Din’s147 daughter, Kamalu‘d-Din by
name was the son of Sayyid Nizamu'd-Din. His father was a rich zamindar
ofMohan but Kamalu‘d-Din was passionately fond of studies. He studied
rational sciences under the eminent Shi’i rationalists of Lucknow and also

sat at the feet of Suhanu‘l-’Ulama‘ Mawlana Sayyid Muhammad and
Sayyidu'l-’Ulama 1 Mawlana Sayyid Husayn. In 1240/1824-25 he moved
to Calcutta. When Wajid ’Ali Shah was expelled to Matiya Burj in

Calcutta, he invited Kamalu d-Din to his court. He wrote commentaries
on the works of hikma. He had obtained complete mastery over the Qanun
by ibn Sina which he had committed to memory. In his lectures on the
Qanun he never consulted the work. He was proud of his knowledge of
philosophy and logic. He also learnt English. From Calcutta he moved
to Lucknow where his debates with ’ulama‘ brightened the intellectual

atmosphere of the city. Kamalu‘d-Din held lively discussion with Mufti
Muhammad ’Abbas. With his command over logic and philosophy he
strove to gain prominence. Sometimes friendly

’

ulama‘ intervened and the
debates ended peacefully. In 1299/1881-82 he died. Among his disciples

Mawlana Ghulam Jabbar, a judge of the High Court of Hyderabad and
Hakim Sayyid Muhammad Jawad of Mohan were very prominent.
Mawlana Kamalu‘d-Din was the author of commentaries on al-Majisti

(Megale Suntaxix), Ishdrdt by ibn Sina, Sadra and Shams Bazigha of Mulla
Mahmud Jawnpuri Faruqi (993/ 1585- 1062/ 1652). 148

LITERATURE

Persian Poetry

Under the Delhi Sultans a large number of poets moved from Iran to

India but it is not possible to ascertain their sectarian beliefs. The descrip-

tion of the Mughal poets and their verses give us some idea of their beliefs.

Haydar Tunia‘i, an eminent poet of Humayun’s court wrote excellent

poetry and was a competent musician. He seems to have been a Shi’i.

Mulla Bada‘uni quotes a verse composed by Haydar which was recited

during the
’

Ashura (10th Muharram) in the assemblies for the commemora-
tion of the martyrdom of Imam Husayn.149 Bayram Khan wrote both the

Turki and Persian poetry and the collection of his poems in both languages
was compiled. Nothing can match his qasida on ’Ali ibn Abi Talib in his

Persian Diwan. It starts with the verse

:

147 Nuzha, VII, p. 156.

148 Nuzha, VII, p. 401, Bi-baha‘, pp. 297-300.

149 Mmtakhabtft-tawarikh3 I, p. 481.
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“Though a king be so great that his crown towers over the nine heavens.

If he be not the slave of ’Ali let dust be cast upon his head.”

The Muntakhabu*t-tawarikh gives the biographical notices on 168 poets of

Akbar’s reign. He collected his biographical notes and verses largely from

the Nafaisu
e
l-ma

e
dsir by Mir ’Ala

£u‘d-Dawla Qazwini. The biographical

notes on 59 poets described in the Ae
in-i Akbari are very brief. Only Fayzi

had been described at some length. The Tabaqat-i Akbari briefly describes

eighty-one poets of Akbar’s reign. Among the poets described in the

Muntakhabu't-tawdrikh, 82 were of Iranian origin. Abu c

l-Fazl also gives

a list of Iranian poets who sent their encomiums from distant places but

were not presented to the court. Among them were: Oasim of Gunabad,

Zamir of Isfahan, Wahshi of Bafa, Muhtashim of Kashan, Malik of Qum,
Zuhuri of Shiraz, Wall Dasht Bayazi, Neki, Sabri, Figari, Huzuri, Qazi

Nuri of Isfahan, Safi of Bam, Tawfi of Tabriz *md Rashki of Hamadan.

Out of 103 poets associated with the court of Khan-i Khanan ’Abdu £

r-

Rahim, 71 were Iranians. Muhtashim Kashi, Zuhuri and Qummi wrote

qasidas eulogizing the Khan-i Khanan but did not visit his court.

It was not only the patronage of Akbar and his successors but it was the

peaceful condition in India that prompted the talented Iranian and Central

Asian poets to move to India. There they found the opportunity to sharpen

their poetical sensitivity in all the branches of poetry in a competitive

atmosphere. Generally the poets from Iran first moved to one of the

provincial kingdoms of Deccan and from thence found their way to the

court ofone of the important Mughal dignitaries before they were presented

to the imperial court itself. According to the definition of Mulla Bada c

uni

and Shaykh Abu £

l-Fazl, the Iranian immigrants were Shi’is but there

might have been some Sunnis too among the Iranian new-comers.

According to Bada £

uni, among the poets ofAkbar’s reign most distingui-

shed were Ghazali of Mashhad, Qasim-i Kahi of Kabul, Khwaja Husayn of

Merv and Qasim-i Arsalan of Mashhad. Bada £

uni says, “I should state

here that the three or four poets whose biographies I have already given

have been mentioned first on account of the fame which they acquired as

poets only, and of the ill-luck which they brought with them to the world,

as they occurred in my mind, and in no particular order.” 150 Bada £

uni

concludes the biographical notice on Qasim-i Kahi with the remark,

“ and all the poets of the present age together, both small and great,

are, with the exception of three or four aged men, adherents of the Jaurati

and Haydari sects, yet these two [Ghazali Mashhadi and Qasim-i Kahi]

whom I havejust mentioned were the guides and leaders of all the rest, and

150 Muntakhabue
t-tawdrikhf III, p. 180; Haig, p. 253.
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left the heritage of their baseness to their followers and dependents.”151

Qasim-i Kahi was a Sunni from Kabul and had served at the court of

Emperor Humayun. He had chosen the life of a maldmati sufi
162 in order to

escape the frowning and fury of the orthodox Sunni leaders of the first half

of Akbar’s reign. Kahi advised the new-comer Ghazali Mashhadi to declare

himself mulhid (heretic) in order to save himself from the orthodox Sunni

persecution.153 A Shi’i could not survive in the first half of Akbar’s reign

but a mulhid (heretic) and a crazy went unharmed. Naturally that was

the easiest course open for survival.

Ghazali was born in a humble family in 933/1526-27 in Mashhad. He
was proud of his birth of that holy city. He says,

“No matter if I am good or bad in the workshop of heavens.

To me this good turn of fortune is more than enough that

I hail from the dust of Mashhad.”

Between 930/1524 and 934/1527 the annual raids of ’Ubaydu 6

llah Khan
Uzbek destroyed the important towns of Khurasan. The Shi'is were

slaughtered mercilessly. In 935/1529 Shah Tahmasp Safawi of Iran who
had ascended the throne five years earlier at a young age of ten made a

counter-invasion with full force and annihilated the Uzbek army. The

Sunnis were wantonly put to sword. As soon as Shah Tahmasp left

Khurasan, ’Ubaydu‘llah Khan re-conquered the lost province. The qaZis

appointed by him capriciously slaughtered the Rafizis (Shi’is) and their

property was plundered. In 937/1531 and 938/1532 the Uzbek army ruled

over Khurasan. Shah Tahmasp returned again and the Uzbek army with-

drew leaving the Sunnis of Khurasan to the mercy of the Q,izilbash army.

In 941/1534-35 Shah Tahmasp’s brother Sam Mirza, whom the Shah had

appointed the governor ofKhurasan, rebelled and indiscriminately seques-

tered the wealth of both the Sunnis and Shi’is. Shah Tahmasp replaced

Sam Mirza with Sufiyan Khalifa of the Rumlu tribe but he was even more

capricious. ’Ubaydu c

llah Khan again seized Khurasan but Shah Tahmasp

immediately expelled the Uzbeks and re-conquered Khurasan.154 The

bloodshed in Khurasan left an indelible mark on the sensitive mind of

Ghazali who from his childhood was precocious and meditative.

In his youth Ghazali obtained a minor position in the langar-khana (centre

of free distribution of food) of Imam Riza f
’s tomb at Mashhad. A few

years later he joined the court of Shah Tahmasp but found no opportunity

151 Ibid., III. p. 170; Haig, p. 247.

152 Eminent stiffs who deliberately indulged into impious deeds in order to avoid

crowds of visitors.

153 Majalisu'l-mifmimn

,

p. 283.

154 Ahsanift-tawdrikh, pp. 272-74.
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to develop his talents. He moved from place to place with the imperial

camp, met ’Urfi’s teacher Husayn Dust in Shiraz, and lived for some months

in Kirman. He called on eminent poets but was not satisfied with them

and wrote touching satires on their mediocrity. Ghazali’s liberal views

aroused universal dissatisfaction against him. Around 960/1553 he left

Iran for the Deccan and stayed in Ahmadnagar. Mulla Mu’in Mirak

extended his patronage to Ghazali. His poetry was already known in the

Deccan but his unorthodox religious views were not liked. Clarifying his

position he wrote in a qasida,

“1 am the slave ofthe Prophet’s Al (nearest relation) everyone knows me,

The Qizilbash rulers and the Uzbek kings,

Islam is nothing but the friendship to the Prophet’s Al

One who doubts this subtle point is an infidel.

From Ahmadnagar Ghazali moved to the Qutb Shah’s court at Golkonda.

Khan-i Zaman ‘All Quli Khan Shaybani155 who was appointed along with

his brother and father asa commander of the Iranian auxiliaries placed

by Shah Tahmasp at Humayun’s disposal had been made governor of

Jawnpur by Akbar. Perhaps Khan-i Zaman had seen Ghazali at the Shah’s

court and was deeply impressed with his poetry. When he came to know

of Ghazali’s presence in the Deccan he sent him one thousand rupees for

his expenses and wrote the following epigram:

“O Ghazali, I adjure thee by the claims of the lord of Najaf (’Ali),

That thou come to the slaves of the peerless one (’Ali)

!

Since thou art without honour in that country (Deccan),

Take thy head, and come out of it.”

Ghazali left forJawnpur and was warmly welcomed by Khan-i Zaman.

There he met poets of Khan-i Zaman’s court such as Qasim-i Kahi,

Ulfati Yazdi, Saburi of Hamadan and Sultan of Saplak. Ghazali wrote a

long masnawi eulogizing Khan-i Zaman. Both Qasim-i Kahi and Ghazali

became envious of each other and wrote satires against their respective

rivals. When Khan-i Zaman rebelled against Akbar and declared his

half-brother Mirza Hakim as the Emperor, Ghazali wrote

:

fTn the name of Allah who is compassionate and merciful.

The heir to the empire is Muhammad Hakim.”

155 Both, Khan-i Zaman and his brother Bahadur Khan were poets but Khan-i Zaman

excelled Bahadur in writing elegant poetry. He founded the Zamaniya town in

the modern Ghazipur district which in eighteenth century became an important

Shfl centre, Isna *Ashart Shi’is in India, I, pp. 234-39.
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Towards the end of 974/1567 Akbar defeated and killed Khan-i Zaman
in a hotly contested battle. Ghazali was deeply disappointed. Akbar,

however, ignored Ghazali’s panegyrics on Mirza Hakim. Khan-i Zaman’s
successor, Mun’im Khan, Khan-i Khanan helped Ghazali to overcome his

financial difficulties. Mirza ’Aziz Koka was also impressed with Ghazali

who repaid his kindness by eulogising him in his verses. Muzaffar Khan
Turbati also helped Ghazali. Akbar invited him to his court and made
him his poet laureate. This distinction was conferred for the first time by
Akbar on the most outstanding poet of his court. Ghazali accompanied
Akbar on his military campaigns, wrote poems to commemorate his con-

quests and immortalized minor events of the Emperor’s reign by his pane-

gyrics. On 27 Rajab 980/3 December he suddenly died at Ahmadabad and
was buried at Sarkhij . Before his death the rumour of Qasim-i Kahi’s death

had prompted Ghazali to write the following chronogram

:

“The wretched Kahi left the world.

Should you wish to know the date of his death.

Know that since he could not help but go he was constrained.”

And Qasim-i Kahi went from the world.

Qasim-i Kahi who outlived Ghazali retaliated by writing the following

chronogram on Ghazali’s real death.

“Last night Ghazali, that accursed dog.

Went drunk and defiled to hell.

Kahi wrote the date of his death,

A base infidel departed from this world.”

Ghazali’s verses were imbued with sufism and he evaluated life mystically.

He says,

“We fear not death, but this is our misfortune.

That we must remain disappointed of regarding the lovely ones of this

world.”

The following verse is also ascribed to Ghazali

:

“We heard a noise and opened our eyes from the sleep of nothingness.

We saw that the night of strife had not passed away, and fell asleep

again. 156

156 Muntakhabu*t-tawarikh, III, pp. 170-72, 175-76; Haig, pp. 239-42, 247.
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The poet laureateship was not an official position. It was only an

honorific title and was conferred again by Akbar on 1 1 February 1589 upon

Abui-FazPs elder brother Fayzi. He wrote a qasida on the occasion. The
event is described thus

:

cfOn that day when he was bounteous to all.

He made me the king of poetry [poets]

He altogether snatched me away

That he might complete the work of speech.

For the sake of exalting my genius

He made me the ornament of the seven heavens.
5 ’ 157

Shaykh Abu‘l-Fayz, the eldest son of Shaykh Mubarak, who adopted

Fayzi and, just before he died, Fayyazi as his nom de plume was born in

954/1547-8. By the time he was eleven, Fayzi had learnt ibn Sina’s Kitab

al-Shifa and acquired the knowledge of medicine. Although he gave free

medical advice to the needy, his genius was best suited to poetry. He
specialized in the art of poetry, in the composition of enigmas; in prosody,

and the composition of elegant prose; in historiography, philosophy, and
medical writings. 158 The study of the Ishraqi theosophy of Shaykh
Shihabu'd-Din Suhrawardi Maqtul added a creative dimension to his sufic

and philosophical thoughts. He was not interested in the study ofJiqh and
considered the same as a branch of knowledge, that suited the crafty and
the fraudulent. He dismissed controversies over obligatory Islamic duties

as “a subject fit for corpse-washers
55

. Likewise he looked upon theological

debates with contempt. In his masnawi Nal-Daman which he presented to

Akbar in December 1 594, he wrote

:

Today I am not a poet, I am a hakim
;

I know the secrets of the temporal and the eternal (hadis wa qadtm).”

Khwaja Husayn of Merv and Khwaja Husayn Sana‘i of Mashhad
trained Fayzi in the art of versification but the originality in Fayzi’s poems
emerged from Fayzi’s sensitive heart and philosophical mind. Fayzi’s

associations with Ghazali Mashhadi and Qasim-i Kahi left an indelible

mark of catholicity on his mind. By the time Fayzi reached twenty, he had
already made his mark as a poet. In Rabi’ I 975/September 1567 Akbar
invited Fayzi to his court. The governor of Agra presumed that Akbar
wished to imprison Fayzi who had gone out for a stroll; the squadron
of Turks wished to commit some sort of outrage when just then Fayzi

157 Akbar-nama, III, p. 535; Beveridge III, p. 814.

158 Muntakhabult-tawarikh, III, p. 299.
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appeared and left for the court. He composed a qasida which is a master-

piece ofhis poetic genius and adequately reflects his highly-strung tempera-

ment and the frankness that he had inherited from his father, for instance:

c<rSometimes I was disturbed by anxiety, thinking by what argument

I could raise doubts and misgivings about the intellectual disciplines

whose truth was taken for granted.

Wherefore diversity of practices in Islam?

Wherefore allegories in the words of the Qur'an,

The lips opened before the tribunal of conceit and hypocrisy, and

The lies told to support high claims of faith.

If such be the truth of Islam in this world,

Kufr (infidelity) can have a thousand smiles at Islam.” 159

The respect Fayzi enjoyed at Akbar’s court did not silence the orthodox

Sunni 5

ulumcf . In 1569-70 the intrigues of the
3

ulama forced Fayzi, his

brother Abu'l-Fazl and father Mubarak to leave their home and seek

asylum from place to place. They were accused of spreading heresy and

innovations in faith. Nevertheless Shaykh Mubarak and his sons enjoyed

support ofsome important members ofAkbar’s nobility. Their recommen-

dations prompted Akbar to offer Shaykh Mubarak and his sons protection.

They returned to their home and avoided provoking the
5ulamas wrath.

In June 1574 Abufl-Fazl was presented to the court. His careful leadership

in the debates of the
5

Ibadat-Khana which started from March 1575 cut the

ground from under the feet ofthe
3

ulama . In Rajab 987/August-September

1579 Shaykh Mubarak obtained the signature ofthe ’ulama on the document

known as mahzar. Akbar’s policy of universal peace and concord took

some time to take root, but the mahzar was the first effective declaration of

the principles which the Emperor had decided to implement fairly. In the

realm of politics the prominent role was played by Abu c
l-Fazl but Fayzi’s

poems buttressed Akbar’s ambitions to allow all religious communities to

promote their spiritual aspirations in an atmosphere of peace and amity.

Orthodox Sunnis were hostile to Fayzi and Abuc

l-Fazl and even to Shaykh

Mubarak but they remained steadfast to their principles. Shaykh Muba-

rak’s pupil, Mulla Bada‘uni says :

“In short, the saying of the common people, that the son brings curses

on his father, is exemplified in his [Shaykh Mubarak’s] case, just as it

happened in the case of Yazid, in respect of whom some imprudently

and presumptuously say,
cCurse be on Yazid and on his father

[Mu’awiya].” 160

159 Akbar-ndma ,
II, p. 305.

160 Mmtakhabtft-tawdrikk, III, p. 75; Haig, p. 120.
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Fayzi came to the rescue of Mulla Bada/uni whenever ruin started into

the Mulla’s face. The orthodoxy of Bada'uni made him forg<et his obliga-

tions to Fayzi, but neither did Fayzi nor Abu c

l-Fazl change their kindly

attitude towards him and other orthodox Muslims. Bada c

uni writes, “He
(Fayzi) was a master of malevolent activity, idle jests, conceit, pride, and

malice, and one epitome ofhypocrisy, baseness, dissimulation, love ofpomp,

arrogance,, and ostentation. All Jews, Christians, Hindus, and fire-worship-

pers, not to speak of Nizaris (Isma/ilis) and Saba^is (followers of Ibn Saba)

held him in the very highest honour for his heresy, his enmity to the followers

reviling the very fundamental doctrines of our faith, his contemptuous

abuse of the noble companions (of the Prophet) and those who came after

them, of holy Shaykhs, both dead and living, and of his unmannerly and

contemptuous behaviour towards all learned, pious, and excellent men,

both in secret and openly, and both by day and by night.”161

Only Mulla Bada c

uni is an authority to the allegation that Fayzi wrote

his unique exegesis of the Qur‘an containing only undotted Arabic letters

entitled the Sawat?u(
l-Ilham in the height of his drunkenness, and while he

was ceremonially impure, and that his dogs used to trample on it in all direc-

tions. Bada £

uni seeks to belittle Fayzi’s eulogies on the Prophets
5

mi’raj

(nightjourney to Divine proximity) in the Nal-Daman by telling his readers

that Fayzi only wrote those verses to please some of his friends and that he

did not believe in the Prophethood of Muhammad or in Islam. Poems in

Fayzi’s Diwan, however, exhibit that Bada‘uni’s charges against Fayzi

were farthest from truth. Fayzi’s approach to God and Reality is similar

to Abu c

l-Fazl’s but what distinguishes Fayzi from his brother is his verses

in praise of the Prophet Muhammad, the Khulafa‘-i Rashidun and

the twelve Imams. He regards Adam as the prologue and the Prophet

Muhammad as the epilogue of the book of “Prophethood’, . .
162 In a

qasida on the distinctive features of mankind, he addresses the Prophet

Muhammad as Ahmed- i Mursal (Muhammad the ambassador of God)

and describes him as the epitome of the highest qualities of humanity. He
goes on to say that the angels learn the lesson of piety from the Prophet

Muhammad. The Prophet Muhammad’s piety transcends the heavens and

stars and they at the feet of that pious element i.e. Prophet Muhammad sit

to learn the lessons of purification.163 In another qasida , he writes ten verses

eulogizing Prophet Muhammad and affirms his devotion to the Prophet

in a very challenging style. He says “Stars and heavens would mock our

wisdom, were we not to recognise the great personality of whom God said,

‘But for thee the world would not have been called out of non-existence”.

161 MmtakhabuH-tawarikh ,
III, pp. 299-300; Haig, p. 413.

162 Kulliyyat-i Fayzi, Lahore, 1967, p. 11.

163 Ibid., p. 23.
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And again

“Let both worlds be dark before our eyes.

If we do not recognise the countenance of that moon
(Prophet Muhammad) in darkness.

5 ’164

After eulogizing Prophet Muhammad, Fayzi returns thanks for his

devotion to the Prophet’s companions. He refers to Abu Bakr as the leader

of truth and purity. His hope to receive justice on the great day ofJudge-

ment because of his recognition of the services of ’Umar to the cause of

justice and to the annihilation of tyranny. He waxes eloquent in eulo-

gizing ’Ali in several qasidas. In one of the qasidas, from which the above

verses were quoted, he asserts,

“Let the chain of eternal punishment be round our neck.

If we do not recognise the descendants of the Lion of God [’Ali].”

He uses the traditional Shi’i epithets for the remaining eleven Imams.

About the twelfth Imam he says,

“O Fayzi ! Let me meet my end on the wrong path.

If we don’t recognize the last of the rightly guided Imams.”

Describing ’All’s reaction to the question of the succession to the Prophet

Muhammad, Fayzi reiterates a typically Shi’i theory. Addressing ’Ali

as the Prophet’s wasi (executor of Prophet Muhammad’s will), he says,

“An Imam who on the day of the death of the Prophet,

Forsakes the Caliphate and plunges himself to the mourning.”

Referring to the tradition that ’Ali mounted the shoulders of the Pro-

phet Muhammad and broke the idol, Fayzi brings out the importance of

’All’s foot imprint which rose higher than the seal of the prophethood. He
says,

“How good ! The foot imprints which on the shoulders of Prophet

Muhammad,
were placed above the seal of Prophethood.

(Zihi naqsh-i pai ki bar Dush-i Ahmad

Zi muhr-i nubuwwat muqaddam nishinad.)”165

164 Ibid., p. 19.

165 Ibid., p. 40.
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Some scholars doubt the authenticity of the above verses but they are

found in the earliest copies of the Kulliyyat-i Fayzi. A complete copy, in

Aligarh University, was transcribed in 1063/1653. It contains the above

qasida .
166 The ’ulama and sufis discussed the verse in their assemblies.

For example in Jumada I 1086/July-August 1675 Shaykh Badru c

l-

Haqq Muhammad Arshad son of Shaykh Muhammad Arshad ’Usmani

ofJawnpur told in his assembly how at the Prophet’s request ’All mounted

the shoulders of the Prophet in order to smash the idols. One Mulla

Muhammad Amin recited the above verse of Fayzi. Shaykh Badru‘l-Haqq

repeated the verse and said, “A large number of Rafizis are definitely

infidels for their manners exhibit that they love ’Ali more than the Prophet.

The above verse confirms his (Shaykh Fayzi’s) contention.167 Only a

few decades after his death Fayzi had come to be regarded as a Shi’i.

In the same qasida, Fayzi reiterates,

“O King of warriors (’Ali) the world is full of calamity.

May you reappear so that the confusion of the world should subside.”

And lastly he writes with great pride,

fCBecause of the blessing of nearness to you, [O ’Ali]

Fayzi is always honoured when he walks and is respected where he

sits.”163

His encomiums both on Imam ’Ali and the first three successors of the

Prophet Muhammad seem incompatible to orthodox Sunnis and Shi’is

but accord with the beliefs of the Tafziliyya Sunnis and the Ishraqis,

who unlike orthodox Shi’is acknowledge the political and administrative

achievements of Prophet Muhammad’s first three successors but consider

Imam ’Ali as superior to them and for that matter to all other companions

of the Prophet Muhammad. Although not a Shi’i, Fayzi’s devotion to uni-

versal peace and concord went a long way to the promotion of Shi’ism.

On 10 Safar 1004/5 October 1595, Fayzi died. Mulla Bada c

uni says,

“At last, after all his denial of the truth, his obstinacy, his pride, and his

heresy, he hastened to the place to which he belonged, and went in such

sort that I pray that nobody may see or hear of the like. When the Empe-

ror went to visit him when he was at his last gasp, Fayzi barked like a dog

in his face, and the Emperor used to relate this story in open darbar

But, without a doubt, the sufferings which he had already endured were

very little considered with reference to his vice, his abuse of the faith,

166 Kulliyydt-i Fayzi

,

Habibganj Ms., Aligarh University Ms., 48/18.

167 Abu‘l Fayyaz QamaruU-Haqq Ghulam Rashid, Ganj-i Arshadi Aligarh University

Ms. ff. I74a-b.

168 Kulliyydt-i Fayzi, p. 41.
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and his revilings of his holiness the last of the Prophets (may God bless

him and his family, all of them). Many abusive chronograms were dis-

covered for the date of his death. One was as follows :
—

“When Fayzi the atheist died an eloquent man uttered (as the date of
his death, the words”.

A dog has gone from the world in an abominable state.169

Bada‘uni’s tirades against Fayzi are designed to prove the Sunni legend
that the transfiguration into an animal

(maskh

)

generally into a dog or a
pig happened very often to Shi’is, because they reviled the Prophet’s com-
panions. Bada‘uni was pleased to note that Fayzi was not an orthodox
Sunni; he was not concerned with the real beliefs of Fayzi.
According to Bada'uni, Fayzi spent large sums of money from his jagir

in having his works copied and illustrated but nobody asked for them.
The most popular diwans, he says were those of Husayn Sana‘i and of
’Urfi.170

Husayn Sana‘i bin Ghiyasu‘d-Din ’Ali belonged to Mashhad. His
father was a rich cloth merchant. When Sultan Ibrahim Mirza, a son of
Shah Isma’il Safawi was the governor ofMashhad and Sabzwar, Husayn
Sana‘i gained notoriety for his elegant poetry and musical genius. His
qasidas eulogizing Ibrahim Mirza, Shah Tahmasp’s governor of Mashhad
came to be regarded as inimitable. When Shah Isma’il II, who was a
Sunni, ascended the throne, Ibrahim Mirza had already died. Sana‘i
presented a well-written qasida at the Shah’s coronation. Shah Isma’il
suspected that the qasida was written for Sultan Ibrahim and his name
was deliberately omitted from it. Sana‘i fled from Iran to India in order
to save his life. Akbar liberally rewarded him but he was not satisfied.

Resigning from the imperial service he became a protege ofHakim Abu‘l-
Fath. Although Hakim Abu‘l-Fath paid him enormous sums of money,
the munificence of Khan-i Khanan ’Abdu'r-Rahim prompted Sana‘1
to move to the Khan-Khanan’s court. In 990/1582 he died and was buried
in Lahore. Later on one of his cousins transferred Sanaa’s dead-body to
Mashhad and buried it near the tomb of Tmam Rizaf

.

He wrote qasida in praise of his patrons. A verse in the first qasida in
his Diwan eulogizes Imam Riza‘ thus

:

“The moon of shifa’at (intercession), light of the religion and shari’a

After ’Ali is Shah-i Khurasan (the ruler of Khurasan) [Imam] Riza‘.”

169 Muntakhabu*t-tawarikh9 III, p. 300; Haig, pp. 414-15.

170 Muntakhabuc
t-tawdrikh9 III, p. 301.
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Mulla Bada'uni says that before Sana'i came to India,, his verses were

read in all the important assemblies and all persons of distinction discussed

them but after his arrival in India, people became jealous of him and he

became the target of “a hundred shafts of criticism
55

. Bada'uni was

also critical of some of SanaVs poems but on the whole was impressed

with the popularity of his Dlwan .

m Bada'uni makes no comments on his

Shi’ism.

Sanaa’s match in popularity was Khwaja Sayyid Muhammad Jamalu'd-

Din 5

Urfi of Shiraz. He obtained training in poetry in his own homeland.

At the age of twenty he moved to India in search of better opportunities.

At Fathpur he attached himself to Shaykh Fayzi and moved with him to

the Panjab. Before long their relations were strained and 5

Urfi attached

himself to Hakim Abu4

1-Fath.
5

Urfi wrote many qasidas eulogizing the

Hakim but later on he attached himself to the Khan-i Khanan. Hakim

Abu'l-Fath himself magnanimously recommended 5Urfi to the Khan-i

Khanan. 5

Urfi wrote brilliant qasidas eulogizing the Khan-i Khanan. The

competition with the galaxy of talented poets in the Khan-i Khanan’s

court sharpened Fayzi’s poetic talents.

Bada'uni says that one day 5

Urfi visited Fayzi and found him fondling

a puppy. He said, “What is the name of this high born one ?” Fayzi

replied,
eeHis name is

5Urfi
55

.

5Urfi was the poet’s nom de plume but it also

meant 'well-known
5

.

5

Urfi at once replied, “Mubarak bashad (May it be

Mubarak or auspicious).
55 Mubarak bashad is a common expression of polite-

ness but Mubarak was the name of Fayzi’s father. If Fayzi meant to give

’Urfi’s name to the puppy, ’Urfi’s reply recoiled on Fayzi’s head. It gave

Fayzi’s father’s name to the puppy.172

’Urfi composed elegant and touching ghazals but his qasidas reflect his

poetic mastery and thoughtfulness. The qasidas eulogizing Prophet

Muhammad and depicting the mi’faj are the best specimens of devotional

poetry but nothing can match his encomiums on Imam ’Ali wherein he

exuberantly pours his heart into the verses. In a qasida he wrote 35 verses

demonstrating in various ways how knowledge became illustrious through

Imam ’Ali ibn Abi Talib.

In Shawwal 999/November 1582 ’Urfi died of dysentery, or, according

to another account, of poison, at the age of thirty-six. Before his death he

is said to have composed a quatrain lamenting his departure from the

world without accumulating any funds of spiritual value.

Some poets, such as Sa'ib considered Naziri’s poems superior to those

171 Muntakhabu't’tawdrikh ,
III, pp. 208-10; Mac

asir-i Rahimt , III, pp. 354-81; ’Abdu'n-

Nab! Maykhana, Lahore, 1926, pp. 162-65.

172 Mmtakhabu't-tawarikh ,
III, pp. 285-86; Mac

asir-i Rahimt ,
III, pp. 293-353.
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of ’Urfl. Sa £

ib says,,

“Sa c

ib what do you think ? Can you become like Naziri ?”

Even ’Urfl has not written poetry like Naziri’s.

Mawlana Husayn Naziri belonged to Nishapur where he made his

mark as a poet in no time. From thence he moved to Kashan and wrote
poems in competition with the poets of that region. Like other Iranian

adventurers he also left for India to find wider field to exhibit his talents

and to accumulate riches. He entered the court of the Khan-i Khanan
where both competition and patronage came to his hand. By the end of

the sixteenth century glowing tributes had been paid to Naziri’s poetic

achievement by all the distinguished Indian scholars. Nizamu £d-Din
Ahmad says that “Naziri is not devoid of freshness of intellect; he has

written many tasteful verses.” Abu £

l-Fazl says, “He (Naziri) possesses

poetical talent, and the garden of thought has a door open for him.”
Mulla Bada £

uni was also impressed with Naziri’s graceful wit and clear-

ness of intellect.” According to ’Abdu‘l-Baqi Nihawandi, Naziri was a
poetical genius and was endowed with far-reaching perspicacity in

writing poetry. In 1012/1603-4 the Khan-i Khanan granted his earnest

request to perform pilgrimage to Mecca and placed ample funds at his

disposal to travel comfortably. His encomiums on Ka’ba obtained re-

sounding fame. After his return from Mecca he called on his patron at

Ahmadabad and recited qasidas to express his gratitude. 173 Early in 1611

Jahangir invited Naziri to his court. He says,

“I had before this sent for Naziri of Nishapur, who excelled other

men in the art of poetry and passed his time in Gujarat as a merchant.
At this time he came and waited on me, and imitating a poem

(
qasida

)

of Anwarl (d. 585 or 587/1189 or 1191).

‘Again, what youth and beauty this is for the world !’

laid before me a poem
(
qasida

)

that he had composed on me. I presented

him with 1,000 rupees, a horse and a robe of honour as a gift for his poem
[qasida].in

In 1022/1613 he again paid his respects to the Khan-i Khanan at Agra
and presented his Diwan to his patron. He returned to Ahmadabad and
died in 1023/1614. He was buried in the mosque which he had built near
his house. In the encomium written by him on Prophet Muhammad
Naziri invoked the Prophet’s blessings for the appearance of Mahdi,

173 Mmtakhabu't-tawankh, III, pp. 375-76; Tabaqdt-i Akbari, II, pp. 514-15; JPin-i

Akban , I, p. 175; Mcfasir-i Rahimi, III, pp. 115-293.

174 Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, p. 91; Rogers and Beveridge, I, p. 188.
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In an eloquent qasida on Imam ’All, Naziri writes,

“The Prophet who performed the miracle of splitting the moon.

Demonstrated separately two parts of Divine light;

of his own and that of ’Ali

In the night of mi
3
raj [Muhammad] indulged in conversation with God

who assumed the form of ’Ali

In the morning ’Ali offered his congratulations to Muhammad.

x x x

How can ’All’s lover encounter darkness.

For he (the lover) has brightened his heart by ’Ali’s love;

How can he [Naziri] be overawed by the majesty of someone else.

For he has attained the status of the Lord because of his slavery to

Qanbar (’All’s slave).”

In a different qasida3 Naziri writes,

“’Ali’s light appeared in the form of Ahmad,

Or else the combination of body and soul was not possible.

x x x

“After the Prophethood {nubuwwat), the Prophet’s Al became wasi (a

testator)

This position was not easy for the angels to obtain.”

In a verse in the qasida eulogizing Imam Husayn, Naziri says,

“%ibh4 JAzim175 [in the Qur'an] refers to Husayn’s martyrdom,

Husayn obliged the Khalil (Abraham) of the Lord of the world.”

x x x

“To please the wretched Yazid, the dog ibn Ziyad,

Put the Prophet’s family to the sword of tyrannising and malevolence.”

Naziri’s equal in Mulla Bada'uni’s eyes was Shikibi Isfahan!. According

to Nizamu cd-Din Ahmad Shikibi had acquired many accomplishments

and had many praiseworthy qualities. He wrote elegant verses.176

Abu'l-Fazl says that Shikibi possessed fine taste and wrote well. He was

175 The word occurs in the following verse of the Qur can (XXXVII, 107):

“Then we ransomed him with a tremendous victim.”

It follows the story saying how Ishmael was saved when in obedience to Divine co-

mmand his father Abraham proceeded to slaughter him. According to the authors of

Shl’i exegesis the “tremendous victim” referred to in the above verse was Imam

Husayn whose martyrdom saved Ishmael. Imam Husayn was the ransom of Ishmael.

176 Tabaqat-i Akbari, II, p. 502.
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acquainted with chronology and the ordinary sciences; and the purity
of his nature led him to philosophical independence.177

Shikibi was the son of Zahiru‘d-Din 5Abdu £

llah Imam! of Isfahan. He
studied under Amir Taqiu c

d-Din Muhammad of Shiraz, and then moved
to Mashhad and Hirat for further studies. When he was well known as
a poet, he returned for a short time to Shiraz, from thence he went to
India, and became the constant companion of the Khan-i Khanan.178 In
1 592 Shikibi presented a masnawi to the Khan-i Khanan describing his
conquest of Thatta. The Khan-i Khanan paid one thousand gold mohars
to Shikibi as a reward. The defeated Mirza Jani Beg of Thatta also pre-
sented a similar amount as a reward to Shikibi. A verse in the masnawi
described the Khan-i Khanan’s victory as follows:

“A huma 179 which was moving over the heavens,

you seized and freed from delusion. 55

Mirza Jani Beg remarked, “May God bless Shikibi for calling me a
huma . “Had he addressed me a jackal, who could hold his tongue. 55180

In 1019/1610 Shikibi fell out with the Khan-i Khanan and moved to
Agra from the Deccan. Mahabat Khan recommended him to Jahangir
but for a couple of days he was not invited to the court. He applied to

Jahangir to grant him leave to retire to Iran. Jahangir immediately
invited Shikibi to the court and said that perhaps the Mawlawi was
angry, while he (Jahangir) thought that he would in keeping with his
nom de plume (Shikibi meaning a man of patience) would exhibit patience.
The Emperor added that he had written one of the Shikibi’s quatrains in
his private diary. It reads :

“The world is the sort of game of chess whose victory amounts to defeat.
The fortunate is one whose stakes are low.

Everything in the world resembles dice.

Its picking up is meant for throwing. 55

Shikibi immediately read the following quatrain,

“You say that Shikibi is angry with yourself

That is he (Shikibi) is angry with the qibla of invocations.

I don’t dare say that it is a baseless accusation

People may say that a dog (i.e. Shikibi) forsook loyalty.
55

177 Ae
in-i Akbari, I, p. 1 74.

178 Mae
asir-i Rahimi, III, pp. 606-07.

179 A bird of happy omen, prognosticating a crown to every head it overshades.
180 Z^hiratuH-khawdnin, I, p. 39.
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The Emperor was very pleased and appointed Shikibi to the position

of the sadr of Delhi. In 1023/1614 he died.181

Naziri’s nephew Mawlana Qaydi was also a poet ofsome note and visited

India in Shahjahan’s reign and died at sea on his way back to Iran, in

1064/1633. Mulla Qaydi’s son Mulla Muqlm or Muqima also visited

India and attached himself to Mirza Jani Beg who was a governor of

Orissa under Shahjahan’s son Shah Shuja’. He adopted Fawji as his

nom de plume. In the war of succession he fought in Shuja’s army. After

the defeat of Shuja
5 he seems to have left for Mecca and returned to Nisha-

pur where he died in 1075/1664-65.

Fawji’s brother ’Azim or ’Azima was also born in Nishapur. The
statements of ’Azima’s biographers on the poet’s visit to India are con-

flicting. In a verse Fawji introduces himself as Hind parast (a devotee

to India). In 1110/1698 he died.

The Diwan3
s of both Fawji and ’Azima are available. Fawji’s Diwan

in the British Library contains qasidas in praise of the Imams, Shah

Shuja’ and Mirza Jani Beg.182 The Diwan of ’Azima in the Khuda Bakhsh

Library, Bankipur contains a beautiful masnawi, composed by him in 1064/

1653 eulogizing Shah ’Abbas II. Mirza Sa’du‘d-Din wazir of Khurasan

and Safi Quli Khan were also his patrons. The chronograms in ’Azima’s

Diwan describe many contemporary events. His verses in praise of the

Imams are also very expressive.

In the reigns of Akbar and Jahangir Hayati was a poet of considerable

distinction. He hailed from Rasht in Gilan. He belonged to the class of

plebeians and moved to India in search of better prospects of life. Hakim
Abu‘l-Fath Gilani extended him patronage and introduced him to the

imperial court. According to the Mae
asir-i Rahimi he was appointed a

mansabdar and obtained jagir and stipends. For a long time he served both

the Hakim and the imperial court. He wrote qasidas on Prince Salim.

Later on he moved to the Deccan and attached himself to the retinue of

the Khan-i Khanan. Finally he settled at Burhanpur and built there an

attractive mansion and a lofty mosque. He also laid a beautiful garden.

One day the Khan-i Khanan took him to his treasury and allowed him to

carry from there as much gold coins as he liked. 183 Around 1024/1615

he entered the Jahangir’s service and became one of his nadims (boon-

companions) . Hayati, however, always felt himselfindebted to the Khan-i

Khanan. His qasidas and masnawis dedicated to the Khan-i Khanan carve

out a new style in poetry. In 1028/1619 he obtained leave from Jahangir

181 Mire
atu

(l-alam3 pp. 601-2; Maykhana
, pp. 234-44; Qudratu'llah Gopamawl, Taz-

kira-i Nata'ijifl-afkar, Bombay, 1336 Iran era, pp. 371-73.

182 British Library, Rieu, 690a, Or. 302.

183 ZakhiratuH-khawamn} I, 61.
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to serve the Khan-i Khanan again but died shortly afterwards.184 In an
ode quoted by Bada/uni he wrote,

“I am content whether I be killed by the sword of the warrior of Islam or

the arrow of the unbeliever,

I thirst for my own blood and all I require is a cup.

Hayati, sit not before me,, prevent not my ravings,

I am a lover and thou art wise, a demented companion is what I

require
5 ’185

Hayati’s encomiums on the Prophet Muhammad, Imam 9

All and the

Ahl-i Bayt are very impressive. In a qasida on Imam Riza £

, he says,

“If you wish to know about the gateway, I may tell you.

That gateway is the gateway of the king of mankind and genii

Sultan Riza £

, whose importance as it has been obtained by God,

Is farthest from thought and imagination.”

In another poem he says,

ff5Ali Riza £

, because of the favours obtained from your name,

I may give back two hundred paradises to their keepers.”

The galaxy of Iranian poets who became famous in Jahangir’s reign

had already become famous in Akbar’s reign. Some talented poets moved
from Iran and Central Asia to Jahangir’s court for the first time. Some
Indian poets also became famous. It was, however, Talib Amuli on whom
Jahangir conferred the title of Mal.iku

£

sh-Shu’ara
£

in Safar 1029/ January

1620. Jahangir says,
££On this day Talib Amuli received the title of Maliku £

sh-Shu’ara
£

(king of poets), and was clothed in a dress of honour. His origin was

from Amul. For some time he was with I’timadu
£d-Dawla. As the merits

of his style surpassed that of his contemporaries, he was em'olled among

the poets of the throne. The following couplets are by him:

Spring longs to rifle thy parterre.

For the flowers in thy hand are fresher than those on his branch.

I’ve so closed my lips from speech that you’d say.

His mouth is but a scar in his face.

Both first and last. Love is aye music and joy

—

A pleasant wine both when fresh and when mellow.

184 Mcfasir-i Rahimi, HI, pp. 740-42; Mir(
dtu

e
l-alam, p. 569.

185 MuntakhabuH-tawarikh, III, pp. 221-22; Haig, 306; Natdc
iju

e
l-afkdr, pp. 187-88;

Maykhdnas pp. 536-37.
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Were I glass instead of body.

I’d reveal thee to thyself without thy unveiling.

Two lips have I; one for drinking.

And one to apologise for drunkenness.
5 ’186

Earlier around 1010/1601 when Shah ’Abbas’ son Isma’il Mirza was

born, Talib joined the Shah’s court and began to dream the dreams of

obtaining the position of Khaqanl. In about two years he was disillu-

sioned and he attached himself to Mirza-i ’Alamiyan, Muhammad
Shafi

4

,
the governor of Mazandaran. He wrote qasldas eulogizing the

Mirza but before long the Mirza himself lost his position. Finding no

satisfaction at the court of the governor of Merv his next patron, Talib

set off for India. There his cousin Hakim Rukna-i Kashi had already

attained a very high position among the poets of Jahangir’s reign. Talib

arrived at Agra and travelled to Lahore. On his way to Qandahar he

stayed for about four months in Multan. In Qandahar Talib was called

upon to measure his talents with more senior poets. Their influence

disgusted Talib and he moved to Peshawar and travelled to Agra with its

governor Chin Qilich Khan, the son of Qilich Khan. At the end of 1021/

1613 Talib accompanied Chin Qilich to Surat. After the departure of

Chin Qilich to Peshawar, Talib moved to Ahmadabad but its governor

’Abdufllah Khan Firuz-Jang had been struggling to regain the favour of

Jahangir which he had lost because of his military failure in the Deccan.

Talib moved to Ajmir where I’timadu
4d-Dawla took him under his

protection. The position of muhardar (keeper of private seal) which

1’timadu‘d-Dawla offered him was too suffocating for the poet to breathe

freely. After some months he resigned. Diyanat Khan, an important

Mughal dignitary took him to Jahangir who had been heading towards

Kashmir from Lahore. A dose of intoxicating drug Talib had taken in

order to raise his spirits, benumbed his senses. When he left the court he

felt sore on his failure but Jahangir had already chosen him for his patro-

nage. He was made poet laureate. His contemporaries became jealous of

him but Talib’s poems catered to the changing needs in poetic style.

Jahangir loved Talib’s poetry and he gained the Emperor’s confidence.

The jealousies and rivalries of the contemporaries could not undermine

his influence with the Emperor.

Talib’s presence in India made his elder sister Satiu
cn-Nisa

4 Khanam

very keen to move to India. After the death of her husband Nasira, the

brother of Hakim Rukna of Kashan, she left for India. Talib requested

for leave from Jahangir to meet her. He presented his versified applica-

tion whose touching couplets reflect a unique bond of love between a

186 Tuzuk-i Jahangzri pp. 117-18; Rogers and Beveridge, I, p. 286.
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brother and a sister. The poem says that her elder sister was quite old

and a mother to him. They had been separated from each other for more
than fourteen years. Finding herself unable to bear his (Talib’s) separation

any more she had moved from Iran to Agra.

Talib was granted leave from the imperial camp to meet his sister at

Agra. Before long Satiu
£

n-Nisa
£ Khanam’s specialization in medicine and

charming manners made her indispensable to the ladies of the imperial

palace. In 1035/1625-26 however, Talib died and was buried in a village

of Lahore.187 Satiu
£

n-Nisa
£ Khanam and Hakim Rukna-i Kashi built a

monument, over his grave. His everlasting memorial is his Kulliyyat. A
copy in the Aligarh Muslim University Library comprises 10,000 verses

but the Kulliyyat published at Tehran contains some 20,000 verses. Talib’s

ghazals are dominated by a sense of grief and lamentation but do not

sacrifice lyrical excitability. He wrote qasidas, eulogizing Akbar, Jahangir,

Shah ’Abbas, Muhammad Shafi’ (Mirza-i ’Alamiyan), Mir Abu £

l-Qasim,

the wazir of Mazandaran, ’Abdu £

llah Khan Firuz-Jang, I’timadu £

d-

Dawla, Nur-Jahan, Chin Qilich Khan and Shah Abu £

l-Ma’ali. Never-

theless he did not ignore the Prophet Muhammad, ’Ali and the twelve

Imams. In a qasida, he says,

"The candle of faith is ’Ali. For remembering him.

Shed your sleeve (ignore) on the world.”

In another qasida on Imam ’Ali, he says,

“The ill luck has made me the sweeper of all sorts of courts.

It is the jugglery of the fate, May the face of times be blackened.”

In a qasida eulogizing the Twelve Imams, he says,

"Adorn the head of the tablet of my tomb.

With the address to the twelve Imams written by the water of eyes

(tears)/
5

A verse in the qasida eulogizing twelve Imams is as follows:

"The lord of the Muhammad’s religion is Mahdi whose shari
3
a

}

Popularised the rules of the Ja’fari faith.”

A devotee of ’Ali ibn Abi Talib found the following chronogram for

Talib’s death:
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“On the day of resurrection. May he (Talib’s) meet his end with All

ibn Talib.”

Satiu‘n-Nisa‘ Khanam who outlived her younger brother became the

favourite of Shahjahan’s beloved wife Mumtaz Mahal. The Empress

appointed Satiu‘n-Nisa‘ her wakil (representative). Satiu‘n-Nisa‘s eloqu-

ence, expertise in medicine, vast experience of court etiquettes and

versatility enabled Mumtaz Mahal to introduce reforms in the organiza-

tion of court festivities. Satiu‘n-Nisa‘ was appointed the muhardar (keeper

of the imperial seal) and tutoress to the princess Jahan Ara known as

Begum Sahiba. After the death of Mumtaz Mahal on 17 Zu lqa da 1040/

17 June 1631 at Burhanpur, Satiu‘n-Nisa‘ Khanam and Prince Muham-

mad Shuja’ took her dead body to Agra and buried her in the famous

Taj Mahal.188

In recognition to her services Shahjahan appointed her the Sadru‘n-

nisd‘ (head of the ladies of the harem). She adopted two daughters ofher

brother Talib and brought them up. The eldest was married to ’Aqil

Khan Tnayatu‘llah son of Afzal Khan Mulla Shukru‘llah who in the

19th year of Shahjahan’s reign rose to the mansab of 2,500 Zat and 800

sawdr. The younger one was married to Hakim Ziya‘u‘d-Din entitled

Rahmat Khan, son ofHakim Qutba brother ofHakim Rukna ofKashan.189

In the 20th year of Shahjahan’s reign, the wife of Rahmat Khan died.

Satiu‘n-Nisa‘ Khanam who dearly loved her was deeply upset. Shahjahan

personally visited her and offered her consolation. Satiu‘n-Nisa‘ Khanam

herself did not survive long. After her death Shahjahan paid Rs. 10,000

from the imperial treasury for her temporary burial in Lahore. A year

and odd later her dead body was taken to Agra and buried at a cost of

Rs. 30,000 in a tomb west of the sepulchre of Mumtaz Mahal in the

Jilaw Khana. A village yielding Rs. 3,000 was assigned for the upkeep of

her tomb.190

Hakim Ruknu‘d-Din Mas’ud’s norn de plume was Masih. He was known

by the name Hakim Rukna. His father Hakim Nizamu‘d-Din was also

a learned physician. Hakim Rukna was born and educated in Kashan.

Shah ’Abbas Safawi whose court Rukna first served was highly impressed

with his talents. In his youth Rukna was addicted to drinks and recited

lovely verses in the court of the Shah. The rivalries of his contemporaries,

however, undermined Rukna’s importance at the Shah ’Abbas’ court

and he was disgusted with life in Iran. He moved to India where Mirza

Ja’far Beg Asaf Khan Qazwini introduced him to Emperor Akbar. When

188 Badshah-nama, I, p. 402, Mac
dsiru‘l-umard‘, I, p. 160.
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Prince Salim (future Jahangir) assumed royal powers at Allahabad,
Rukna moved to Salim’s court in search of better prospects. Before the

death of Akbar, Prince Salim moved to Agra. Hakim Rukna fled to

Golkonda in order to escape Akbar’s fury for deserting him. For several

years he lived at the court of the Deccan rulers. There too he was not
satisfied and became a dervish. .Wandering about the different parts of

India, in 1023/1614-15 He reached Thatta. When Jahangir was informed
from the news report of Thatta that Rukna was planning to return to

Iran, the Emperor summoned him to his court. At the request of Mahabat
Khan, Jahangir assigned the Hakim to the Khan’s court. For two years

Hakim Rukna served under Mahabat Khan. ’Abdu‘n-Nabi, the author
of the Maykhana, who was also in Mahabat Khan’s service, took the occa-

sion to compile Hakim Rukna’s Diwdn. When Mahabat Khan was posted
to the Deccan, Hakim Rukna was ordered by the Emperor to serve the

imperial court. He remained in the imperial service until 1061/1650-51.

Shahjahan granted his request to go on pilgrimage. From Mecca and
Medina he visited Imam Riza/s tomb at Mashhad and then moved to

Kashan. His failure to obtain patronage at the Safawid court prompted
the Hakim to move to the holy shrines of Iraq. Nevertheless he used to

send poems to Shahjahan until his death in 1064/1653-54 at a very ripe

old age. Even in Iraq he obtained gifts from Shahjahan which made his

old age comfortable. 191

Although the most distinguished poets of Shahjahan’s reign were Abu
Talib Kalim and Qudsi Mashhadi, Sa’ida-i Gilani enjoyed a unique kudos.

He was both a poet and an accomplished jeweller. He arrived in India in

Jahangir’s reign and was appointed the Superintendent of the Imperial

Jewel House (darogha-i zargar-khana) ,
192 In 1031/1621 he was given by

Jahangir the title of Bibadal (matchless) Khan. He wrote qasidas on
important events of Jahangir’s reign such as the Emperor’s encampment
at Pir Panjal in 1029/1620, the conquest of Kangra fort in 1029, the fall

of a meteorite in 1030 from which a dagger, a knife and two swords were
made for Jahangir. On the last event he wrote:

“By Shah Jahangir the world acquired order.

There fell in his reign raw iron from lightning

from that iron were made by his world-taking command,
A dagger, a knife, and two scimitars.”

Sa’ida wrote the following chronogram on the construction of a mosque
inside the Kangra fort in 1031:

191 Maykhana
, pp. 360-69; NataHju'l-afkar, pp. 644-46.

192 Tuzuk-i Jahdngiri, p. 226.
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frNuru-d-Din Shah Jahangir bin Shah Akbar,

Is a king who in the age hath no equal

He took Fort Kangra by the aid of God,

A drop from the cloud of his sword is a tempest.

As by his order this illuminated mosque was built,

May his forehead shine by his prostration.

A hidden messenger said: In seeking for the date

(say) the mosque of Shah Jahangir was illumined.”193

Jahangir quotes the following verses composed by Sa’ida containing the

chronogram of the conquest of the Kangra fort.

The Emperor of the worlds King Jahangir, son of Akbar the King, who,

by the decree of Fate, has become King of the Seven Climes.

World-taker (
Jahangir), world bestower (Jahan-bakhsh), world possessor

(
Jahan-dar) and world monarch through whose faithful luck the old world

has acquired safety.

With his conquering sword, he took the Fort and a mental flash supplied

the date “Jahangir’s good fortune took this fort—1029.”194

In 1027/1618 Sa’ida was weighed at Jahangir’s orders in silver, for

composing a qasida in his own honour and that of Prince Khurram.195

Jahangir quotes following verses:

ffThe nine heavens are an examplar of thy threshold:

aged time hath become young in thy reign.

Like the sun, thy heart bestows largess without a cause:

all lives are meant to be a sacrifice for thy gracious heart.

Heaven is a green orange from the garden of thy power,

suspended by thy gardener in the air.

By God, of what substance art thou made (O King);

since from all eternity the souls of the saints have been deriving

their lustre from thy sparkling life.

O King of the age, may the world function according to thy desire-

with thy Shah Jahan flourishing (Khurram) under thy shadow.

O shadow of God on earth, the world hath been illumined by thee, for

thou art light {Mur) , and may the light ofGod always be thy canopy !”196

Jahangir tells us that the above qasida was written by Sa’ida after a

qasida of Maghribi the poet laureate of Sultan Sanjar (511/1118-552/

11 57).
197

193 Had! Hasan, Mughal poetry, Hyderabad, pp. 36-37.

194 Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, pp. 334-35.

195 Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, p. 240.

196 Had! Hasan, Mughal poetrys p. 55.

197 Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, p, 240.
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Shortly after his accession to the throne in 1037/1628 Shahjahan selec-

ted jewels worth 86 lakhs of rupees and with them a lakh of tolas of pure
gold, worth 14 lakhs of rupees, and commanded Sa’ida-i Gilani to cons-

truct the famous Peacock throne. Seven years later, in 1044/1635 the

throne was ready: it was 3£ yards long, 2| yards broad and 5 yards high,

with two peacocks with upraised tails, carrying a ruby each in their beaks,

on the quadrangular-shaped canopy of the throne. A jewelled tree sepa-

rated the peacocks which faced each other; and 108 rubies and 1 16 emer-
alds, whose weight varied respectively from 100 to 200 carats and from
30 to 60 carats each, were studded on the outside of the throne. Twelve
pillars of emerald surrounded with rows of round and luxurious pearls

weighing 6 to 10 carats each, supported the throne; and three jewelled

steps led up to the Emperor’s seat whereon glittered a historical ruby
worth a lakh of rupees, sent to Jahangir by Shah ’Abbas the Great of

Persia.198 We shall be quoting twenty verses of Qudsi which were inscri-

bed in enamel by order of Shahjahan in the notice on Qudsi.

Two years before the completion of the Peacock Throne, Sa’ida was re-

weighed against silver by orders of Shahjahan for an ode depicting the

cool courage of Prince Awrangzib during an elephant combat. The
amount of rupees Sa’ida received was 5,000. 199

Sa’ida also wrote a unique ode of 134 couplets to celebrate the second

coronation of Shahjahan on the Peacock Throne. Its first 12 couplets

gave 1000/1591, the date of Shahjahan’s birth, the succeeding 32

couplets gave 1037/1637 the date of Shahjahan’s first coronation; then

followed a hemistich which gave 1043/1634, the date of Shahjahan’s return

from Kashmir for his second coronation; finally there were 89J couplets

which gave 1044/1635 the date of Shahjahan’s second coronation on the

Peacock Throne. In the early eighteenth century, the throne was robbed

ofsome of its precious jewels before Nadir Shah took it to Iran along with

his plunders. Only twenty couplets reproduced in the Badshah-nama and
the

’

Amal-i salih survive. Hadi Hasan says, “The Arabs say that God in

His mercy has given three things to three people—the hands to the Chinese,

the brains to the Greeks and the tongues to the Arabs. But to the poet-artist

Sa’lda-i Gilani, he had given all the three—the Chinese hands, the Grecian

intellect and the Arabian tongue.” 200

Again unfortunately for us, the manuscript copy of Sa’ida’s Kulliyyat has

not yet been discovered. No judgement on Sa’ida’s religious views can

authoritatively be made but Gilan of his days was predominantly Shi’i

and Sa’ida could not be an exception.

198 Badshah-nama, I, pp. 80-81,
9
Amal-i Salih

,
III, pp. 409-10.

199 Khizdna-i ’amira, pp. 262-63.

200 Hadi Hasan, Mughal poetry, p. 62.
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Shahjahan’s poet laureate Abu Talib Kalim was born in Hamadan

around 995/1587. The Ottoman threat to the region prompted Kalim’s

parents to move to Kashan and settle there. The artistic environment of

Kashan made a deep impression upon Kalim’s mind. He obtained higher

education at Shiraz and moved to Bijapur sometime after 1014/1605-6.

Shahnawaz Khan Shirazi, the prime minister of Ibrahim ’Adil Shah was

preoccupied with the construction of the Sultan’s artistic townNawraspur.

In it Shah Nawaz’s own palace occupied a distinctive position. 201 In the

’Adil Shahi court eminent poets such as Sanjar Kashi, Malik Qummi and

Zuhuri occupied prominent positions but before they died one after the

other Kalim had already carved out an important place among Shah

Nawaz’s proteges. In 1020/1611-12 Shah Nawaz himself died.

Eight years later Kalim returned to Isfahan and stayed there for two

years. He cultivated friendship with Nazim Tabrizi, the author of Nazm-i

Guzida. In 1030/1620-21 both Nazim and Kalim set off for Northern India.

Mir Jumla Shahrastani, a distinguished noble ofJahangir became Kalim’s

patron. For seven years hopes of success and despairs of failure made life

a burden to Kalim. The accession of Shahjahan to the throne filled him

with new hopes. He wrote a short poem of seven verses congratulating

Shahjahan. Both the Emperor and Asaf Khan were deeply impressed.

Shahjahan made Kalim the Malikue
sh-shu

3
ara'm% in the first year of his

reign. After the Emperor’s coronation, the rulers of the neighbouring

kingdoms sent ambassadors to congratulate the Emperor. The Ottoman

Sultan Murad IV (1032-1049/1623-40) took exception to the assumption

of the title Shahjahan (the Emperor of the world) by an Indian Emperor.

According to him the Indian Emperor was patently presumptuous, for

other kings were also found in the world. Shahjahan wished to send an

appropriate reply. Kalim came to his Emperor’s rescue. He pleaded that

numerical value of the letters in the word Jahan (world) and Hind (India)

were equal. The Emperor of India was therefore justified to call himself

the Emperor of the world. The verse containing the above argument was

incorporated in a qasida and recited by Kalim in the presence of the

Ottoman ambassador.

The Emperor was highly pleased and ordered that Kalim should be

weighed against silver rupees and the money should be given to him. 203

When Shahjahan sat on the Peacock throne for the first time, Kalim

recited a qasida congratulating Shahjahan. The Emperor again weighed

Kalim against silver coins and paid the money to him. The Kulliyyat of

Kalim is a compendium of odes composed by him on all important occa-
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sions of Shahjahan’s reign and is a very important historical document.

The celebrations of Nawrfizs and
3
Ids, festivities of the weighing ceremonies

of the Emperor, conquests of the territories, birth of princes and the

important events in the lives of noblemen gave Kalim opportunity to

present qasidasand win admiration ofthe Emperor, princes and noblemen.204

Kalim’s poems comprising chronograms on the births and weddings of

Princes, important military expeditions and conquests, condoling the deaths

of the personalities, such as Mumtaz Mahal, Nawwab Asaf Khan and
Salabat Khan are very elegant. Kashmir, its gardens and even its winter

elicited Kalim’s admiration. He also loved to compose qasidas in favourite

metres of Amir Khusraw. Kalim’s prodigal living could not, however, be

paid off by the salary, gifts, and rewards he received from the Emperor.

He borrowed money and was unable to repay the loan on time. The
bankers pressed for repayments. In a poem complaining his insolvency he

wrote,

"The bankers insist on cash in repayment of their loan.

Behold their high handedness! They insist on cash
(
naqd

)

and do not

accept my life
(
naqd-ijan).”

A qasida which he wrote in his old age eulogizing Imam ’Ali takes stock

of his past life and is full of grief for his inability to perform pilgrimage to

Karbala. A verse says,

"Ahl-i Bayt of the Sarwar-i
3Alam (sovereign of the universe, the Prophet

Muhammad) is the Noah’s arc.

The Shah-i Awliya‘ (Prince of Wall’s i.e.’Ali)is both the arc and the

sailor.”

A verse in the same qasida says,

"If a traveller has some one else except ’Ali as one’s religious guide.

He is blind and the guide is lifeless like a wooden staff/’

Invoking ’Ali’s help, Kalim says,

"O 5

Ali ! I find myself helpless in the world.

Untie this knot, O king of the solver of difficulties.”

In his old age Kalim settled in Srinagar and began to compose an epic

poem which the Emperor had ordered him to undertake in 1047/1637-38

204 Had! Hasan, Mughal poetry

,

pp. 49-50.
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on the history of his own reign. Kalim intended to give the title Shdh-nama

to the work after the Firdawsi’s Shah-nama. It could not, however, be com-

pleted. The incomplete copies of the work in Indian and British Libraries

are entitled the Padshah-nama. The manuscript in the Khuda Bakhsh

Library, Bankipur, Patna ends with Zafar Khan’s expedition to Tibet in

the tenth year of the Shahjahan’s reign (1109/1697).

In 1061/1651 Kalim died. His friend Hajji Muhammad Jan Qudsi

Mashhadi, who like Abu Talib Kalim was commissioned by the Emperor

in 1047/1637-38 to compose an epic poem on his reign, was also unable to

complete it and died at Lahore in 1056/1646. Abu Talib wrote an elegy.

The concluding verse says:

“When the sweet scents of the piety reached his mind.

The nightingale Qudsi flew from this low-spirited garden.”

Hajji Muhammad Jan Qudsi was born at Mashhad and was educated

in his homeland. In a very young age he became famous as a poet. He

adopted Qudsi from the shrine of Imam Rizaf which has made the town

itself holy (Mashhad-i Muqaddas) as his now. de plume. In his youth he

performed a pilgrimage to Mecca. According to ’Abdu‘n-Nabi, the author

of the Maykhana who personally knew the poet, Qudsi returned to Mashhad.

Before the completion of the Maykhana in 1 028/ 1 6 1 9 at Patna, Qudsi earned

his living as a baqqdl (green-grocer) in Mashhad and was quite rich. He

also associated himself with the local governors and their courtiers. 2®5

In 1041/1631 he arrived in India and was patronized by ’Abdu'llah Khan

Firuz-Jang. Shahjahan considered that none could compete with the

rewards presented by ’Abdu‘llah Khan to Qudsi. In Rabi’ 1 1042/October-

November 1632 ’Abdufllah Khan introduced Qudsi to Shahjahan.

Abu Talib Kalim had already obtained the title of the poet laureate and

was at the height of his fame but Qudsi found no problems in gaining the

Emperor’s favour and patronage. Qudsi also received liberal rewards

from the Emperor on several occasions. On 16 Shawwal 1045/24 March

1636 he presented a qasida congratulating the Emperor for the JfawruZ.

The Emperor had him weighed against silver coins; 5,500 rupees which

were equivalent to his weight were paid to him. In the middle of Rabi

I 1049/June 1639 he received one hundred gold muhurs for a single verse

in praise of the Emperor. In the beginning of 1054/1644 Qudsi composed

a qasida congratulating the Emperor’s daughter Jahan-Ara for her escape

from burning fire. He was handsomely rewarded.

The fact that Qudsi and Kalim, both enjoying almost equal reputation,

lived at the same time in the court ofShahjahan has led several biographers

205 Maykhana, pp. 539-41; Mir’atuH-hhayal, pp. 134-39; ’Arnal-i Salih, III, pp. 389-93.
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to state that Qudsi received the title of Malikiish-shu3
ard

e from Shahjahan.
The contemporary historian, Muhammad Salih Kanboh, categorically

says that although Qudsi was entitled to rise to the dignity of the Maliku'sh-

shtfaw
,
he was forestalled by Abu Talib Kalim who was honoured with

the above title before Qudsi’s arrival, and retained it without any change
until his death. 206

A prose preface to the Kulliyyat of Qudsi was written by the historian,

Mirza Muhammad Jalalu‘d-Dln or Jalala Tabataba'i Zawari. The
Zafar-nama-i Shdhjahdni or the uncompleted masnawi on the life ofShahjahan
by Qudsi deals with important events very minutely. The forceful exp-

ressions of Qudsi’s qasida made him superior to Abu Talib Kalim in qasida

writing. Kalim, however, remained the master of composing lyrics which
are characterised by a subtlety of themes and touching expressions.

According to Had! Hasan, the following verses reflect Qudsi’s originality

of concept:

"Like the thread of an emerald-necklace is the path winding in the

greenclad hills and dales.

On the day of Judgement everyone shall come with his record in his

hand. I shall also be there with my sweet heart’s portrait tucked

under my arms.

x x x

Qudsi, how shall the bargain be struck? He, with the cash of forgiveness

in His hand; I, with my load of sins tucked under my arms.” 207

The following twenty verses of Qudsi inscribed in enamel on the

Peacock Throne, read thus in Hadi Hasan’s translation:

"Hail the auspicious throne of the King completed by the grace of God

!

For its construction. Heaven melted, first of all, the gold of the sun.

By the Emperor’s order, the blue of the sky went to the enamelling of

the throne.

Of what use are jewels and gold save to embellish this throne? For this

purpose were the sea and the mine created.

Its priceless rubies have made pale the ruby lips of sweet-hearts.

To form its base, crown-jewels and the jeweller’s art have been on the

qui vive a whole lifetime.

To make this throne, the world was depleted of its gold, the earth, of

its treasures.

206 3Amal-i Salih, III, p. 394.

207 Mughal poetry, p. 27.
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If the sky could reach the base of the throne, it would offer the sun and

the moon as gifts.

The nobleman who rubs his head against the base of the throne is

raised one step above the sky.

Its decoration is the tribute of the sea and mine; its shadow is (like)

the shelter of the throne of God.

Glittering with multi-coloured gems, each one of which is a lantern to

light the world.

The floral gems of its panel shine like the light (of God) on Mt. Sinai.

Despairing of reaching the throne, Jamshid has lent the gem (of his

ring) to decorate the leg of the throne.

With the lustrous rubies and pearls (of the throne) the dark night can

provide a hundred skies with stars.

Not because of its gems but because it kisses the feet of Shahjahan (when

he takes his seat) has the value of the throne ascended to heaven.

The world bestowing King, full ofyouthful promise, spends all the wealth

of the world on a single throne.

The God who hath elevated the Empyrean, it is His Power which hath

constructed the throne.

Till the world exists, Shahjahan (king of the world) shall retain his seat

on the throne.

A throne like this is his proper seat: the tribute of the Seven Climes lies

at his feet.

When the tongue wanted to express a chronogram, the mind suggested.

Awrang-i Shdhinshdh-i
5

adil (the throne of the just Emperor). 55208

The third great poet in Shahjahan’s court was Mirza Muhammad
’All Sa

£

ib but his patriotism dominated his spirit of adventure and he did

not struggle for a place in Shahjahan’s court. Sa‘ib’s ancestors belonged

to Tabriz but his father who was the kad-khuda (the provost) of the mer-

chants of Isfahan settled there. Sa‘ib was born in c. 1012/1603. In his

early age he evinced a special taste for poetry and associated with the

learned poets such as Hakim Rukna, Shifa’i and others. In his youth

Sa‘ib performed a pilgrimage to Mecca. After his return from Mecca

he visited Mashhad. Towards the end of Jahangir’s reign he set off for

India as a merchant. At Kabul Zafar Khan Ihsan Sabzwari, son of

Khwaja Abu cl-Hasan Turbati offered him his patronage. Sher Khan

Lodi says that since Zafar Khan and Sa
c

ib belonged to the same sect

(i.e. Shi’is) both became fast friends.

In the beginning of Shahjahan’s reign, Sa
c

ib accompanied Zafar Khan

to the imperial court. When Shahjahan marched to his Deccan expedition.

208 Ibid., pp. 58-59.
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Mirza Sa £

ib also moved to the Deccan in Zafar Khan’s retinue. At
Burhanpur, Sa

£

ib wrote qasidas eulogizing Zafar Khan and Asaf Khan.
Sa £

ib returned to Agra with his patron. After some months Zafar Khan
was appointed the governor of Kashmir. Sa £

ib also accompanied him to

Kashmir. The beauty of Kashmir deeply impressed Sa £

ib. Once a
Kashmiri homosexual was also present in Zafar Khan’s assembly. Sa £

ib
was reciting his poetry. The young man observed that ancient poets had
exhausted all possible themes in their poetry, the contemporary poets had
no choice but to repeat them in different words. Sa £

ib offered his compli-
ments to the young man and with smile on his lips recited the following
verse

:

ccWisemen have exhausted all the colourful topics in their verses.

The only topic that has not been described relates to the strings of your
trousers.” 209

Zafar Khan laughed and gave Sa £

ib rewards.

Sa £

ib did not stay in Kashmir for long. He left for Isfahan and became
the court poet of Shah ’Abbas II who gave him the title of poet laureate.

In Iran Sa £

ib did not forget his patron Zafar Khan and sent an ode to him
for which he received five thousand rupees as reward. Shah Sulayman
Safawi also patronized Sa

£

ib. In 1080/1669-70 Sa £

ib died at Isfahan.
Other dates of his death are also given by the authors of biographical
dictionaries. The poet Wa’iz’s chronogram who was Sa £

ib’s contemporary
gives 1088/1677 as the date of Sa £

ib’s death.

Ghulam ’All Azad Bilgarami (d. 1200/1786) says that Sa‘ib was a Sunni
but prudently concealed his religion from Irani Shi’is. Consequently he
was very popular among all sections of the Iranian population. 210 Sher
Khan Lodi who completed the Mire

atu
e
l-khayal in 1120/1690-91, twenty-

two or fourteen years after Sa £

ib’s death, however, categorically says that
the reason of friendship between Mirza Sa £

ib and Zafar Khan Ihsan was
their devotion to same faith. The patronage of Shah ’Abbas II and Shah
Sulayman to Sa £

ib211 also confirms the fact that the poet was a Shi’i. Sa £

ib’s

pilgrimage to Mashhad in his youth was not designed to convince the Shi’is
of Iran of his devotion to Shi’ism but the verses in the above qasidas reflect

his convictions and emotional attachment to Imam Rizaf
.

The tradition of weighing poets against silver ended with Jahangir and
Shahjahan. Awrangzib did not patronise poets and from the eleventh
year of his reign banished music from his court. The migration of talented
poets from Iran stopped. It is said that Awrangzib invited Mulla

209 Mir'atu'l-khayalj pp. 140-41.

210 Khizana-i 3
amiras p. 287.

211 Nata'ijuH-afkdr
} pp . 512-14.
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Muhammad Tahir of Kashmir (d. 1079/1688) to his court but the poet

refused to leave his birth place. When he was forced to move to Delhi,

he began to behave as a lunatic. He started writing poetry from the age

of twenty and adopted ‘Ghani” as his nom de plume. Tnayat Khan, the son

ofZafar Khan, a Shi’i governor of Kashmir was Ghani’s patron but GhanI

himself was a Sunni.

Mirza ’Abdu'l-Qadir Bidil who was born at Patna in 1054/1644 was

the greatest Persian poet of the second half of the seventeenth century

India. Until 1096/1685 he spent his life mostly in wandering from place

to place. For a few years he served Prince Muhammad A’zam but before

long he resigned. From 1096/1685 to his death in 1133/1721 Bidil lived

in Delhi. He composed over ninety thousand verses which are imbued

with sufic themes. His mystic masnawis and mystic treatises in prose made

him popular in Afghanistan and Chinese Turkistan. Bidil was, however,

also a Sunni.218

Among the Shi’i poets of Awrangzib’s reign Mir Mu’izzu‘d-Dln

Muhammad Musawi Khan Fitrat was a fine poet and a high mansabdar.

The greatest Shi’i poet of Awrangzib’s reign was, however, Mirza Nuru‘d- -

Din Muhammad ’Ali Shirazi (d. 1120/1710). He moved from Iran to

India in Shahjahan’s reign. Awrangzib appointed him as the darogha

(superintendent) of the royal kitchen and conferred the title Ni’mat

Khan on him in 1104/1692-3. At the end of his reign Awrangzib appointed

him the superintendent of the Crown-Jewels (
darogha-i Jawahir-khana) with

the title Muqarrab Khan. Awrangzib’s successor, Bahadur Shah, gave

him the title Danishmand Khan.218 He wrote both the historicalworks and

poetry. His fertile imagination and profound intellect enabled him to

produce subtle satire, ridiculing Awrangzib’s Sunni orthodoxy. His qasidas

on Imams are very profound. 214

The eighteenth century saw the rise of a large number of Persian poets

but the dazzling brilliance of Shaykh ’Ali Hazin who died at Banaras in

1 180/1766 obscured other poets. He has been discussed in chapter second.
215

The greatest Persian and Urdu poet of the nineteenth century was Mirza

Asadu'llah Khan Ghalib. He was also a Shi’i.

His grandfather was a Turk of Samarqand. Differences with his own

father prompted Ghalib’s father to move to India. In Lahore Mu’inu‘1-

Mulk offered him patronage. After the fall of Mu‘inu‘l-Mulk, Asadu‘llah s

grandfather moved to Delhi and entered into the service of Zu‘lfaqaru‘d-

Dawla Mirza Najaf Khan Bahadur. There ’Abdu'llah Beg, the father of

Asadu‘llah Khan, was born. When Asadu'llah (b. 8 Rajah 1212/27

212 Ibid., pp. 112-18; Khizana-i ’amira, pp. 152-67.

213 Ma‘dsim‘l-umara‘. Ill, pp. 633-635.

214 Khizana-i ’amira, pp. 333-47.

215 Supra, pp. 107-1 17.
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December 1797) was only five years old his father died, fighting for his
employer. Raja Bakhtawar Singh of Alwar. Asadu'llah Khan and his
younger brother, Yusuf Khan were brought up by their uncle, Nasru'llah
Beg Khan, a commander of400 horse in the army of Lord Lake who con-
quered Delhi in 1803. When Asadu llah Khan was nine years old his uncle
also died. The British assigned a small pension of Rs. 62.50 per mensem
to Asadu'llah. Two parganas of Agra which were also given in jagir to
Samsamu'd-Dawla were confiscated. Asadufilah settled in Delhi. The
British pension remained his basic source of income throughout his
life. From 1830 to 1832 he lived in Calcutta unsuccessfully struggling
to have his pension increased. He supplemented his income from gifts and
stipends offered by different Indian states.

Bahadur Shah Zafar conferred upon Ghalib the bombastic title of
Najmu d-Dawla Dabiru‘l-Mulk Nizam Jang and commissioned him to
write a history of the Timurids at a salary of Rs. 50 a month. Until 1857
he could write only a portion of history entitled the Mihr-i nim-ruz. In
1854 Wajid ’All Shah, the last king of Awadh, granted Ghalib a stipend
of Rs. 500 per annum but two years later he was deposed. Ghalib was
also accused of participating in the freedom struggle of 1857. His pension
was stopped but ultimately Ghalib in his own inimitable style proved
his neutrality. From July 1859 Nawwab Yusuf ’All Khan of Rampur
who used to offer Ghalib gifts for correcting his verses granted him a
salary of Rs. 100 per month. Although Ghalib lived in Delhi, he received
his salary from Rampur until his death on 2 Zu'lqa’da 1285/14 February
1869. Ghalib’s frequent sickness and financial worries delayed the
correction of Nawwab’s verses but his salary was never affected.

Ghalib could not obtain a deep grounding in Arabic but his own
instinctive interest in Persian made him perfect in that la.ngua.ge Later
he invented the story that he had learnt Persian from one ’Abdu's-Samad
of Iran in order to silence his critics. The verses of ’Urfi, Naziri, Zuhuri,
Talib Amuli and Shaykh ’Ali Hazln sharpened Ghalib’s poetical creati-

vity. Among the Indian poets he considered only Amir Khusraw as per-
fect and believed that Fayzi despite his fame could merely write correct
verses. He considered the seventeenth and eighteenth century poets and
scholars such as Khalifa Shah Muhammad of Qanauj, Madho Ram,
Shaykh Muhammad Ghanimat of Gunjah (Panjab) and Muhammad
Hasan Qatil of Delhi as the members of a pack of rabble. Ghalib urged
one of his disciples, Nawwab ’All Bahadur to imitate ’Urfi, Naziri, Sa‘ib
and Hazin in Persian and Mir Taqi Mir and Mirza Muhammad Rafi’

Sawda among the Urdu poets. 216

216 Imtiyaz ’Ali ’Arshi (ed), Makatib-i Ghalib, Bombay, 1837, pp. 17-169; Imtiyaz ’Ali
’ArshI (ed.), Diwan-i Ghalib

,

New Delhi, 1982, 2nd edition, pp. 3-72.
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One of Ghalib’s master-pieces is his translation of the Du’a Sabah

(Morning Invocations) by Imam ’All ibn Abi Talib from Arabic into

Persian verses. This long invocation of the Imam which many Shi’is

recite after their morning prayers is an epitome of subtle philosophical

and mystical concepts on which the later Muslim philosophers and sufis

built the super structure of their theories. One of the lines of the Arabic

invocation says,

“Ya man dalla ’ala zatihi bizatihi

wa tanazzaha ’an mujanasati makhluqatihi
”

Ghalib translates

“Ay ki zatash ra bizatash rahbari

Gasht az hamjinsi-i ’alam bari.”

It may be rendered in English as follows:

“Oh He who demonstrates His essence by His Essence,, transcends

congeniality with His creatures.”

The following Urdu letter truly reflects Ghalib’s interest in intellectual

pursuits and his religious beliefs. It would seem that in 1861 Mirza

Mahdi Majruh, one of Ghalib’s devoted disciples, informed him from

Lucknow of his interest in the study of Jiqh.

Ghalib wrote,

“Convey my greetings to Sultanu
£l-’Ulama c

[Sayyid Muhammad]
and Mawlana Sarfaraz Husayn. Tell them that I send them my greetings,

they may pray for me. Dear! Why are you involved in these worries?

What are you going to gain by the study ofjiqh ? If you wish to become a

man, study medicine, astronomy, logic and philosophy.

“After God is the Prophet and after the Prophet is the Imam (’All).

This is the true religion. Good by

Repeat the name of ’All and live comfortably.” 217

Urdu Poetry and Prose

The eighteenth century saw the gradual replacement of Persian by-

Urdu. Its precursor was the corpus of early Hindi poetry written by the

sufis such as Shaykh Hamidu sd-Din Nagawri (d. 673/1274), Baba Farid

217 Mahesh Prasad (ed.), Khutut-Ghalib, Allahabad, 1941, volume I, p. 171.
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to see the Emperor being blinded in 1 168/1754. Many prominent Muslims

and Hindus offered him employment and pension from time to time.

Between 1184/1770 and 1196/1782 even the meagre sources of Mir’s

income dried up. In 1196 Mir moved to Lucknow at Asafi/d-Dawla’s

invitation afid was relieved of financial worries. Mir was not pleased with

Nawwab Sa’adat
5

Ali Khan’s succession to the throne. To him Lucknow

of Sa’adat ’All Khan was a desolate place and he intended to move out

from there. For four years Mir Taqi did not receive any salaries. He
applied for a position to the Fort William College Calcutta but his appli-

cation was rejected because of his old age. Mir Taqi remarked that he had

applied for a position on the assumption that an academic was required

at Calcutta. He did not know that wrestlers were in demand. In 1216/

1801 Sa’adat ’Ali Khan restored the Mir’s salary but Mir was not re-

conciled with his ruler. On 20 Sha’ban 1225/20 September 1810 Mir

Taqi Mir died at Lucknow. 219

Mir Taqi wrote a biographical dictionary of about one hundred Rekhta

(Urdu) poets entitled the Nikatu*sh-shu
3
ara

e
in Persian. He also wrote his

own memoirs in Persian entitled the £ikr-i Mir. Both works are very

important historical documents but his fame rests on his ghazals. They

form a big section of his Kulliyyat (collection of poems) comprising some

13585 couplets. He also composed nine masnawis concentrating mainly

on love and beauty. Thirteen masnawis composed by him deal with

historical events. Four masnawis eulogize pets such as cats,, dogs and

goat. A masnawi eulogizes one Agha Rashid a calligraphist. Thirteen

masnawis are satirical and ridicule ugly situations in his own environment.

He wrote qasidas
,
praising the Emperor of Delhi and Asafu

cd-Dawla but

his best qasidas eulogize the first Imam ’Ali ibn Abi Talib. Thirty-four

marsiyas composed by him in different metres have been discovered but he

could not beat his contemporary Mirza Sawda in marsiya writing.

The ancestors of Mirza Muhammad Rafi’ Sawda lived in Kabul.

Mirza Muhammad Rafi’s father Mirza Muhammad Shafi’ was a merchant.

In Awrangzib’s reign he settled in Delhi. Sawda was born in about

1125/1713. Other dates such as 1100 and 1106 assigned to his birth don’t

seem as correct. Around 1148/1736 Sawda came to be regarded as an

eminent Urdu poet. By the end of Muhammad Shah’s reign he had

composed some of his most renowned pieces of poetry such as a qasida

ridiculing the miserable condition of the horse of a soldier who lived on

an uncertain salary. Sawda ’s satires were directed generally against

the inanity and decline ofthe Mughal emperor. Sawda ’s patron ’Imadu c

l

Mulk deposed and blinded the Emperor Ahmad Shah. The tragedy

219 Russell, Ralph and Khurshldu‘1 Islam, Three Mughal poets, Cambridge Mass., 1968,

pp. 232-270; Akbar Haydar! (ed.), Diwan-i Mir, Srinagar, 1973, pp. 1-74.
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shocked Mir Taqi Mir but Sawda’s patron was the villain of the drama.

’Imadu cl-Mulk raised ’Alamgir II (1161-67/1748-54) to the throne. The
Emperor made Sawda his court poet and gave him the title of Maliku'sh-

shu
3
ara

c
(poet laureate). Sawda was not, however, satisfied with life in

Delhi. In 1168/1755 he moved to the court of Nawwab Farrukhabad.

In 1183/1769 at the invitation of Nawwab Shuja’u
cd-Dawla he left

Farrukhabad for Fyzabad. He moved to Lucknow with Asafu
cd-Dawla

and died on 4 Rajab 1195/26 June 1871 at Lucknow. His dead body was

buried in Agha Baqir’s Imambarha in Lucknow. 220

Unlike Mir Taqi Mir, Sawda led a care-free and gay life. He never

experienced financial hardships. His ghazals are devoid of Mir Taqi’s

lyrical ecstasy but his qasidas are ornate. He was regarded as unique in

composing satires and always vented his spleen in satirical poems. None
who appeared nasty to Sawda was spared by him. His satires on a pseudo

poet, Mawlawi Nudrat Kashmiri, a bad physician, a Panjabi baqqal

(green-grocer), a miserly rich man, an old bride-groom, a tax-collector,

a kotwal (head of city police) apparently ridicule particular individuals

but in fact they are designed to condemn the rapid decline in intellectual,

social and administrative standards of his times. The satire on Mawlawi
Sajid confirms the growing pro-Yazid sympathies of a section of the eigh-

teenth century Sunnis. The satire on a bigoted person in the Kulliyyat-i

Sawda published by Munshi Nawalkishore Press, Lucknow is designed to

ridicule Shah Waliu c

llah Dihlawi who introduced the theory of thekhilafat-i

khassa (superior caliphate) of Abu Bakr and ’Umar and considered them

superior to ’Ali. Shah Waliu‘llah’s principal concern was to stem the tide

of the tafziliyya (belief in Imam ’All’s superiority over the Prophet’s

companions) groups in the Sunnis. In the manuscript of the Sawda’s

Kulliyyat transcribed in 1232/1816-17, the poem is ascribed to Mawlawi
Sajid but the John Reyland Manchester manuscript of the Sawda’s

Kulliyyat and several other manuscripts ascribe the poem to Shah Wali-

u c

llah. 221 Although the main objective of his poem is to assail Shah
Waliu c

llah’s attempt to minimise the importance of Imam ’Ali, Sawda
in his usual style condemns Shah WaliuTah lock, stock and barrel. He
says,

“He (Shah Waliu‘llah) is so deeply bigoted.

That he would not apply collyrium to his eyes if he happened to know
that it has been imported from Isfahan [A Shi’i city]

If some one might ask the reason for his decision.

He would reply that it was no Islam at all.

220 Three Mughal poets, pp# 37-69; Shaykh Chand, Sawda, Awrangabad, 1939, pp. 35-84,

294-95.

221 Sawda, pp. 254-55.
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Collyrium from a place which is inhabited by Shi’ is should not be

applied.

It was preferable to get blind.

Should some one take the name of ’Ali in his assembly,

he would order him to be killed believing him of the Iranian origin.

Thinking Mu’awiya as the fifth khalifa.

He sacrifices his entire self on Mu’awiya.

He has made the following will to his disciples.

When his soul had left his (the Shah’s) body.

They should shave his beard and make a whisk.

To flap flies off Mu’awiya’s grave.”

Sawda then writes nine verses abusing Shah Waliu'llah, and says,

“He (Shah Waliu'llah) boastfully says that he was a very important

Shaykh,

Let not the Rafizis honour him.

He (the Shah) was the descendant of Imam Husayn’s enemies., Who

in Karbala, had banned the water-supply of the Furat river to

Ahl-i Bayt.”

The verses exhibit the bad taste of the Sawda’s age and Sawda’s enthu-

siasm to compose abusive verses. Perhaps Sawda’s contemporary Shi is

and his admirers enjoyed them but none would appreciate them in

modern times. Sawda also deeply resented the low standard of poetry

found in the marsiyas of his contemporary poets. To him it was designed

to pander to the taste of the devotees whose main concern was to shed tears

on the tragedy of Karbala. Sawda tried to make the marsiyas artistic.

For about forty years in his life he composed marsiyas but he was not

himself satisfied with his own efforts. His audience was also not impressed.

He says,

“Marsiya is a form of poetry which make people

cry when it is recited before them,
* •11 5 5 222

When Sawda recites his marsiya, people keep mum.

Urdu marsiyas had to wait for some more years before they could be

perfected by Mir Hasan’s grandson Mir Anis and his contemporary

Mirza Dabir. Mir Hasan’s father Mir Ghulam Husayn Zahik of Delhi

was the hero of a number of Sawda’s satires in which his wife Hamida

was also not spared by Sawda. It would seem that both Zahik and Sawda

222 Ibid., pp. 290-94.
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quarrelled during their stay at Fyzabad. Zahik was also expert in writing
satires. Zahik retaliated and their contemporaries enjoyed the slanderous
poetry composed both by Sawda and Zahik. After Zahik’s death in about
1 196/1782 Sawda is said to have apologized to the family ofthe deceased. 823

Zahik’s son Mir Ghulam Hasan was born at Delhi in 1141/1728-29
or 1142/1729-30. After Durrani’s second invasion over Delhi in 1174/
1759 Mir Hasan moved to Fyzabad with his father. An important digni-
tary of ShujaVd-Dawla’s court, Salar Jang Bahadur became his patron.
Mir Hasan’s masnawi the Gulzdr- i Iram completed in 1192/1778 shows that
Anguri Bagh, Moti Bagh, Chawk, Tripuliya and roads in the city centre
made Mir Hasan forget Delhi. After the transfer of capital from Fyzabad
to Lucknow, Mir Hasan’s financial circumstances were deeply straitened.

He visited Lucknow but Asafu‘d-Dawla paid no attention to him. He
presented his magnum, opus, the Sahru

1

l-bayan to Asafu'd-Dawla but could
not receive adequate recognition. In 1201/1786-87 he died at Lucknow. 224

Hasan’s miserable life like that of Mir’s made his ghazals deeply sensitive.

Mir Hasan was however a born story-teller and a deep connoisseur

of human psychology. These qualities made him the greatest Urdu
poet of romantic masnawis. In 1181/1767 he composed his first masnawi
entitled the Shadi (wedding). It describes the festivities ofAsafu'd-Dawla’s
wedding. The last one entitled the Sahru‘l-bayan was compiled in 1199/
1785. It is Mir Hasan’s master-piece. He composed thirteen other

masnawis. The Rumuzu‘l- arifin completed by Mir Hasan around 1188/

1784 is a didactic masnawi. Eight sufic anecdotes are designed to inculcate

ascetic morality in the readers. The Gulzar-i Iram completed in 1192/
1778 is an important historical document. It describes the poet’s travels

from Delhi to Fyzabad. Lucknow was then a petty miserable town but
the capital Fyzabad was very attractive. The crowds of the city centre

(Chawk) and the lively scenes of sale and purchase reflect the economic
prosperity of Fyzabad. The prostitutes and dancing girls freely roamed
in Lai Bagh (Red Garden) in their most attractive attire and captivated

the hearts of men. The masnawi reflects the decline in moral standards
that had already penetrated into Fyzabad of ShujaVd-Dawla’s reign.

The small and dilapidated house of Mir Hasan described in a masnawi was
a hell for all the seasons. The overflow of dirty water, from the adjacent

house of a baqqal (green grocer) had made the life impossible. Lucknow
of Asafu'd-Dawla was unable to captivate Mir Hasan’s heart. He,
however, composed his master-piece, the Sahru!l-bayan hanging between
a state of hope and despair. The masnawi did not make Mir Hasan rich

as he wished but it made him immortal as a romantic poet.

223 Fazlu‘l-Haqq, Mir Hasan, Delhi, 1973, pp. 34-84.

224 Ibid., pp. 85-109; Three Mughal poets, pp. 69-75.
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Three marsiyas composed by Mir Hasan have been discovered. Some

nawhasi2i composed by him have also been published. Although the

corpus of Mir Hasan’s elegies dealing with the martyrs of Karbala is not

big, it indicates that the stage was set for his grandson Mir Anis to make

marsiyas artistic and articulate.

Untli the end of eighteenth century A.D., poets such as Mir Taqi Mir,

Sawda, Zahik and Mir Hasan had been moving from Delhi to Lucknow

in order to seek patronage and livelihood. After the British occupation of
.

Delhi in 1803, life again became peaceful and poets, intellectuals and

artists settled down in Delhi. Among them was the great poet Ghalib

whose Persian poetry has been mentioned in the previous pages. Ghalib’s

contributions to enriching Urdu was unique for it extended both to the

realm of poetry and prose.

Ghalib commenced composing verses both in Persian and in Urdu

from a young age. In 1816 he had himself compiled his Diwan. From

1822 to 1852, however, he composed mostly Persian verses. From 1850

his associations with Bahadur Shah’s court prompted Ghalib to pay more

attention to Urdu. The principal incentives were the mushaHras (poetical

gatherings) in the Red Fort where Ghalib also recited his newly com-

posed ghazals. The editors of news-papers of Delhi and Agra were also

Ghalib’s friends. Their requests forced Ghalib to send his newly composed

poems to them for publication.

In his early Urdu poetry Ghalib tried to follow the complex style of the

Persian poet Bidil but before long he was convinced that Bidil could not

be his model. The influence of Zuhuri, ’Urfi and Naziri on his Persian

poetry stepped up creativity and beauty in his Urdu poetry. He tried to

inculcate his reformed taste among his disciples who belonged to various

religious communities and social groups. In his letters to his disciples

correcting their ghazals, Ghalib invariably justified his corrections and

gave them instructions to improve their style. Sometimes he was annoyed

at their mistakes and warned his disciples in a very subtle style. Gradually

Ghalib became a unique correspondent in his own right both in Persian

and in Urdu. His Urdu letters are more frank and lively. He encouraged

his disciples to imitate his style and appreciated the success achieved by

some of them. Like his Diwan, collection of Ghalib’s letters were also

published in his life time. The first collection was compiled by Chawdhari

’Abdu‘l Ghafur Sarur. It was entitled Mihr-i Ghalib and comprised letters

of literary importance written by Ghalib to the Chawdhari. The second

collection of literary letters was compiled by Khwaja Ghulam Ghaws

Khan Bilchabar. It was entitled the ’Ud-i Hindi and published at Meerut

about four months before Ghalib’s death. A collection of all types of

225 Poems designed to wail over the dead.
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Ghalib’s letters was compiled in his life time and corrected by Ghalib
himself. It was published after Ghalib’s death and entitled the Urdu-i

mu*alia! volume I. In 1899 Ghalib’s friend and biographer Khwaja Altaf

Husayn Hali added the letters written by Ghalib to him and published
it as a second part of the Urdu-i mu'alia volume I. Three other collections

of Ghalib’s unpublished letters also saw the light of the day. Of these the

Makatib-i Ghalib comprising letters written by Ghalib to the rulers of

Rampur edited by Imtiaz ’Ali Arshi is very important. 226

Ghalib wrote letters in the form of dialogues. His subtle humour, self-

criticism and witty remarks have made Ghalib the best Urdu prose writer.

After 1857-58 the changing needs of the times prompted Urdu prose

writers to imitate the clarity of Ghalib’s expression. The retelling of the

classical stories in ornate prose which was popular before 1857-58 lost

its kudos. Literary criticism, biographical and historical works and
essays on the pattern of English authors became popular. Sir Sayyid
Ahmad Khan, Khwaja Altaf Husayn Hall, Nazir Ahmad and their

friends made singular contributions to the Urdu prose. A unique style

was, however, invented by Agha Muhammad Baqir’s son Muhammad
Husayn Azad. He was born in June 1830. Between 1848 and 1852 he
was educated at the Delhi College. In the College he studied the Sunni

fiqh in order to avoid the classes of his father’s rival Mawlana Ja’far ’Ali,

the lecturer on Shi’i fiqh . Mawlana Muhammad Husayn became a disciple

of the leading Urdu poet Shaykh Muhammad Ibrahim Zawq and in-

tensely admired him. Naturally he avoided the company of Zawq’s
rival Shi’i Ghalib.

In 1836 Agha Muhammad Baqir founded a weekly newspaper, the

Dihli Urdu Akhbar. Azad began to contribute his poems and prose pieces

to it. In 1857 his father was sentenced to death for participating in the

rebellion against the British. Muhammad Husayn left Delhi and moved
as a refugee from Delhi to Bombay, Lucknow, Siyalkot and Jind. In 1860,

Agha Baqir’s disciple Mawlana Rajab ’Ali Shah made him the editor of

his newspaper the Majma’u'l-bahrayn which he had established in Ludhiana
In 1861 Azad moved to Lahore and took up a minor position in the office

of post-master general. In 1864 he was offered a minor position in the

Education Department, Panjab. A year later he was assigned a diplomatic

mission by the Government of India to compile a report on Central Asia.

From 1865 to 1867 he lived in Tashqand, Samarqand, Bukhara and in

other Central Asian towns. After his return to Lahore he worked as a

lecturer of Arabic and mathematics firstly at Government College, Lahore

and then at Oriental College, Lahore until his retirement, in 1889. He also

worked as a translator in the Government Central Book Depot, Lahore.

226 Makatib-i Ghalib, Bombay, 1937, 165-83.
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In 1837 he was awarded the well-deserved title of Shamsu 1- Ulama .

Before retirement he had become a lunatic and died on 22 January

1910 in Lahore.227
.

Muhammad Husayn Azad was an educationist, a linguist, a social

reformer and a patriot. Besides historical and general text book for all

level of students in Urdu and Persian which_the Indian schools taught

in their classes for about fifty years, Mawlana Azad’s monumental contri-

butions to scholarship are the Ab-i Hayat and, the Darbdr-i Akbari, the

Sukhandamn-i Faras and the Nayrang-i Khaydl. His lively prose style and

subtle satires are inimitable. The Ab-i Hayat first published in 1881 is

the biographical dictionary of Urdu poets. Some anecdotes relating to

the lives of the poets seem imaginary, nevertheless they mirror the social

milieu of the poets and their distinctive contributions to Urdu poetry.

The Darbdr-i Akbari, first published in 1898, describes Akbar’s history

through biographies of the Emperor’s dignitaries. They exhibit the

Mawlana’s deep hatred to the religious bigotry and sectarian narrow-

mindedness. Azad’s study and analysis of the sources of Akbar s history

are remarkable but it is the expressive prose of Azad that has made e

Darbdr-i Akbari as one of the best works on history in Urdu The Nayrang-i

Khaydl by Mawlana Azad, first published m 1898, is a collection of live y

essays wherein the vigour of Azad’s imagination runs not and makes the

essays an important contribution to the creative Urdu prose.

Shi’i Historians . i n j

Shi’ is made singular contributions to all branches of Persian and Ur u

prose Their contributions to scientific, philosophical and religious litera-

ture have already been discussed in previous pages. Contributions

to the historical literature which the Shi’is made in Persian and Urdu

call for an independent discussion. The part played by Mulla Ahmad

in the compilation of the Tdrikh-i Alfi has already been discussed Mi za

Qiwamu’d-Din Ja’far Beg AsafKhan who compiled the second half of the

Tdrikh-i Alfi was an Iranian, a free-thinker and a disciple of Akbar. Since

he was the son of Mirza BadiVz-Zaman Qa^ini, a wazir of notoriously

Shi’i region of Kashan, Ja’far Beg also seems to have been a Shi i.

Towards the end of Akbar’s reign, the historiography of Abul-Fazl

relegated other historians to background. The Tuzuk-i Jahangin by the

Emperor Jahangir is the primary source for the history of his reip

Muhammad Sharif (to be distinguished from Amiru 1 Umara SharifKhan)

entitled Mu’tamad Khan, who undertook the completion of the Tuzuk-i

Jahdngiri from 1031/1622, also belonged to a distinguished Iranian ami y

but no precise information about his sectarian beliefs is available.

227 Aslam Farrukhi, Muhammad Husayn Azadf, Karachi, 1965, I, pp. 49-384.
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Mirza Muhammad Jalalu
£

d-Din or Jalala Tabataba‘1 Zawari Isfahan!,
the author of the Padshahnama (a prolix account from the 5th to the eighth
solar years of Shahjahan’s reign), Mirza Muhammad Amin bin Abi‘l-
Husayn Qazwini, the author of the Padshahnama (a history of the first ten
years of Shahjahan’s reign), Muhammad Quli Salim Tihrani, a protege of
Islam Khan Mashhadi, the author of a masnawi on the victories of Islam
Khan in Kuch Hajo and Assam, Mir Muhammad Yahya of Kashan, the
author of the Padshahnama (a metrical history of Shahjahan’s reign),
Muhammad Tahir “Ashna” entitled ’Inayat Khan, the son of Shi’i Zai&v
Khan Ahsan, the author of the Alulakhkhas (an abridgement) of the
Padshahnama by ’Abdu‘l-Hamid Lahawri) and Boshishti Shirazi, the
author of the Ashub-nama-i Hindustan (a war of succession between
Shahjahan’s sons from the rise of Prince Murad Bakhsh at Ahmadabad
in 1067/1657 to the death of Dara Shukoh in 1069/1659) were Iranis.
Some of them were Shi ’Is. The epics composed by Qudsi and Kalim on
Shahjahan’s reign have already been discussed.

Mirza Muhammad Sadiq “Sadiqi” bin Muhammad Salih Zubayrt
Isfahan! Azadani, the author ofSubh-i Sadiq and a friend ofQazi Nuru‘llah
Shustari’s son, Abu‘l-Ma’ali, was definitely a Shi’i. He was born at Surat
in 1018/1609, where his father was in the service of the Khan-i Khanan
Mirza Abdu r-Rahim. Shahjahan appointed him news-writer and soon
after his accession gave him a petty mansab in Bengal. There his friendship
with A.bu‘l-Ma’ali promoted intellectual activities and interest in Shi’ism.
He died in Bengal in 1001/1651 at the age of forty-three. In 1041/1631-2
he commenced his voluminous work, the Subh-i Sadiq and completed it in
1048/1638-39. He dedicatedit to Shahjahan’s second son Shah Shuja'", the
governor of Bengal. It comprises comprehensive historical, biographical
and geographical notes from the earliest time to 1 048/1638. Its first volume
comprises the history from the creation to the ’Abbasids, the second volume
deals with the Persian dynasties, the third volume comprises notes on the
celebrated men of the first ten centuries and the fourth volume deals with
geography. It is the third volume particularly its concluding folios which are
most valuable. In the latter he profusely draws upon the Majalisu‘l-mu‘minm
by Qazi Nurudlah Shustari.

In 1054/1644 Mirza Muhammad Sadiq commenced his encyclopaedic
work entitled the Shahid-i Sadiq, comprising notes on religious, ethical,
philosophical, historical and cosmographical problems, miscellaneous
notes and obituaries. He devoted three years to the work. In 1056/1646 he
visited Jawnpur where he re-organized the material and completed the
work m 1056/1648. The work eulogises the Khulafd-i Rashidun but gives
precedence to the friendship ofAhl-i Bayt and waxes eloquent in eulogizing
them. The seventy-ninth fast (section) of the third chapter dealing with
history is a valuable compendium of important events. The births, deaths
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and incidents connected with the lives of Prophet Muhammad and his

companions, the Imams, kings, eminent authors, poets, saints and other

distinguished personages are given under each year in chronological order

from the first year of hijra down to 1040/1631. Qazi Nuruffiah Shustari’s

Majalisu
c
l~mutminin was a great help to the author.

Some important historians of Awrangzib’s reign were also Shi’is. In his

apologetic work on Awrangzib, entitled Awrangzib ’Alamgir par ek nazar in

Urdu, Shibli Nu’mani mentions the following works:

1 .

5Alamgir-ndma by Kazim Shirazi (sic) containing the account of the

first ten years of Awrangzib’s reign. Its drafts were perused by the

Emperor himself.

2. Metasir-i \Alamgiri by Musta’id Khan Saqi, an official of Awrangzib.

The account of the first ten years of the Emperor’s reign have been

summarised from the
’

Alamgir-ndma.

3. Muntakhabu
c
l4ubdb by Khafi Khan. The author’s father was employed

under ’Alamgir’s government. In the last years of the Emperor’s

reign Khafi Khan had also obtained a position in ’Alamgir’s court.

This book was written ten years after ’Alamgir’s death. All the above

three works were published in Calcutta.

4. Waqi'at-i ’Alamgiri by ’Aqil Khan. The author was one of ’Alamgir’s

nobles. Although the book had been written in ’Alamgir’s reign, it

was not published in the Emperor’s reign. Khafi Khan has himself

mentioned this fact. Consequently he has written all the events

without inhibition.

5. Bernier’s travels comprise events witnessed by the author.

6. FayydZuH-qawanin comprises letters ofthe rulers ofIndia, Iran, [Prince]

Shuja’, ’Alamgir and Timurid noblemen. It also includes letters of

Mirza Murad which were written during his preparations to march

in collaboration with ’Alamgir against Dara Shukoh. The letters

were collected by Mulla Fayyaz in 1134/1712-22. A copy of the

manuscript from the library ofour friend Nawwab ’Ali Husayn Khan

is in our possession.

Shibli goes on to say, “Although the first two works are detailed and are

very helpful in defending ’Alamgir we cannot quote them as a source, for

in a way ’Alamgir himself is the author of 'Alamgir-ndma. The controversial

portions of Ma'dsir are based on the
’Alamgir-ndma . We shall be quoting

these works only for such matters as are corroborated by other historians.

We strictly hate to differentiate between Shi’is and Sunnis. We believe

that those who arouse hatred between Islamic sects are enemies of the

nation and mean. It is a fact that some people earn their livelihood by

arousing sectarian differences. Our duty as an historian, however, compels

us to assert that ’Alamgir was a Sunni and all his historians suchasNi’mat

Khan, [’Ali], Kazim Shirazi, ’Aqil Khan and Khafi Khan were Shi’is.
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“We, however, do notmean to say that the sectarian beliefs of these his-

torians have made their works unreliable. We wish to point out that the

Asian historians are willy nilly influenced by their religious beliefs. As a
matter of fact European historians are also not indifferent to these

pressures but the Asian historians like the European ones cannot express

their religious bigotry in a subtle manner ?” 228

Despite his claims of fair-mindedness Shibli defends Awrangzib mainly

by debunking the beliefs of the Shi’i historians. For example he says.,

“Ni’mat Khan-i ’All filled his Waqd'i with Awrangzib’s vilifications but the

Emperor’s successor Bahadur Shah gave Ni’mat Khan the title Danish-

mand Khan (The scholar Khan). Waqai written by him [’All] became a

school text book. How can ’Alamgir expect a fair deal from a successor

such as Bahadur Shah, historians such as Ni’mat Khan-i ’Ali, Khafi Khan
and Shah Nawaz Khan?” 229

Defending Awrangzib’s discriminatory laws and imperial decrees to

abolish higher schools ofHindu learnings, destruction ofHindu temples and
imposition ofjizya, Shibli says, “Irani historians who find fault with all

the decrees of the Emperor generalise facts which were applicable to special

situations.” 230 Shibli then goes on to demonstrate that Awrangzib’s

discriminatory laws were meant for specific situations and special circums-

tances. For example Awrangzib had dismissed Hindus from some particular

services in order to prevent corruption but according to Musta’id Khan,
Hindus were totally dismissed from services. Presenting his apologies for

Awrangzib’s destruction of Hindu temples, Shibli sarcastically says, “The
hostile Irani historians were not concerned to describe the causes and the

factors that led to the destruction of temples.” 231

Although Shibli is unable to paint Awrangzib in the colour of his own
choice on the basis of the contemporary historical works of Awrangzib’s

reign, the Emperor’s history would have been reduced to legends without

the Irani historians whom Shibli calls Shi’is. Of these the earliest ’Aqil

Khan whose name was Mir ’All ’Askari was a disciple of the Shattari saint

Burhanu cd-Din Burhanpuri called Raz-i Ilahi. ’Aqil Khan’s title Razi does

not indicate his origin from Ray. He died at Burhanpur in 1083/1672-3 or

1089/1678. In 1053/1643-4 he compiled the discourses of his pir under the

titleSamratu
c
l-hayat. He wassecond bakhshito PrinceMuhammadAwrangzib,

who after his accession conferred upon him the title of ’Aqil Khan. In

1091-92/1680-81 he was appointed the governor of Delhi and held that

office until his death at the age of eighty-two in Rabi’ II 1 108/October-

228 Shibli Nu’mani, Awrangzib 3Alamgir par ek nazart Lahore, 1909, pp. 82-84.

229 Ibid., p. 13.

230 Ibid.,p. 74.

231 Ibid., pp. 68, 75, 78.
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November 1696. He was a fine poet and wrote stylistic prose. A treatise

on sufi meditation by him entitled the Naghmat-i Razi has been published.

He might have been originally a Shi’i but sufism was his principal

interest. His IVaqi’at-i ’Alamgiri or %afar-nSma-i ’Alamgiri deals with the

first two years of Awrangzib’s reign and gives a fairly balanced account

of the war of succession which to some historians was a war between Sunni

orthodoxy represented by Awrangzib and heterodoxy represented by

Dara Shukoh.

Munshi Muhammad Kazim, the official historian of Awrangzib who

compiled the history of the first ten years of the Emperor’s reign to the end

of Rajab 1078/15 January 1658 was the son of Mirza Muhammad Amin

Abi‘l-Husayn Qazwini. Like his father he also might have been a Shi i

but the evidences are not conclusive . As drafts were perused by the Emperor

himself, Shi’i prejudices could not penetrate into it. Nevertheless Awrang-

zib does not emerge as a fair-minded Emperor even in the above work.

Muhammad Saqi Musta’id Khan was brought, up by Awrangzib’s

favourite eunuch Bakhtawar Khan. Awrangzib deeply mourned the death

of Bakhtawar on 15 Rabl’ I 1096/1684-85 and acted as an imam at his

funeral. Musta’id Khan worked as a munshi and a diwan in the establishment

of Bakhtawar Khan. During the last seventeen years of Bakhtawar’s life

Muhammad Saqi assisted his patron in the compilation of his magnum

opus, the Mirc
atu‘l- alam. After Bakhtawar Khan’s death Awrangzib autho-

rised. Musta’id Khan to publish the Miratvll- alam. Awrangzib appointed

Musta’id Khan successively as a mushrif-i khawSsan and munshi-i nizarat.

After Awrangzib’s death his favourite ’Inayatu llah Khan Kashmiri

son of Mirza Shukru'llah (the compiler of two separate collections of

Awrangzib’s letters and official notes entitled the Ahkam-i Alamgiri and

the Kalimat-i Tayyibat) urged Muhammad Saqi Musta’id Khan to com-

pile the history of the last forty years of Awrangzib’s reign, which was not

included in the ’Alamgir-nama because of the abolition of the position

of the official chronicler by the Emperor. Muhammad Saqi was not

chosen by ’Inayatu'llah Khan because of his Shi’ism or of his Iranian

origin but because ofthe training he had obtained under Bakhtawar Khan.

Musta’id Khan’s access to the papers of ’Inayatu'llah Khan and to the

official records and news-letters enabled him to compile an authentic

history of the last forty years/ of Awrangzib’s reign. The account of the

first ten years of the Emperor’s reign was abridged from the ’Alamgir-nama

by Munshi Muhammad Kazim. Muhammad Saqi Musta’id Khan’s

Ma‘asir-i Alamgiri saw the light of the day in 1 1 22/ 1 7 1 0- 1 1 . Although two

other histories of Awrangzib written by two Hindus, Isar Das Nagar

and Bhim Sen have also become available, the importance of the Mafasir-i

’Alamgiri remains unquestionable. Of the works of Hindu historians, the

Futuhdt-i ’Alamgiri by Isar Das Nagar is a history of Awrangzib to the 30th
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year of his reign (1101-2/1690-1). From his youth to the thirtieth year of
his life Isar Das was in constant attendance upon the Qazi Shaykhu‘1-Islam
son of Qazi ’Abdu‘l-Wahhab. Both the qdzis were Awrangzib’s favourites,

’Abdu cl-Wahhab was Awrangzib’s henchman but Shaykhu £

l-Islam was a
man of ascetic temperament and known for his impartial judgement.
Isar Das collected his informations mainly from these two dignitaries. The
work comprises important notes on Awrangzib’s relations with Rajputs
for Isar Das was personally responsible in persuading the Rajput chief

Durga Das Rathor to submit to the Emperor. The Dilkushd by Bhim Sen
is based mainly on the author’s personal recollections of military transac-

tions in the Deccan from 1068/1658 to 1120/1709. The author presents

a valuable analysis of the catastrophic repercusions of Awrangzib’s Deccan
policy. Perhaps Shibli did not have access to these two sources and to thef

daily bulletins of the news-writers which go a long way to show that

Musta’id Khan’s compilation was most sympathetic and presents Awrang-
zib’s complex personality in a balanced manner.

Muhammad Hashim Khan belonged to Khwaf or Khaf near Hirat.

Khwafwas one ofthe most miserable districts of Khurasan. Its inhabitants

were harsh and boorish but were sincerely devoted to their masters. The
loyalty of Shaykh Mir ofKhwaf to Awrangzib led to the promotion of the
people of the region in his reign. Mir ’Ali ’Askari ’Aqil Khan Razi, the

author of the Waqi3
dt-i

5

Alamgiri also belonged to Khwaf. According
to Shibli the Waqi3

at-i
5

Alamgiri was kept secret by the author but this myth
is generally ascribed to the Muntakhabu'l-lubdb by Khafi Khan. The work
does not itself mention any secrecy. According to Elliot the title Khafi
Kh|in was bestowed on Muhammad Hashim for secretly writing Awrang-
zib’s history; Khafi meaning “concealed”. Dowson, disputing Elliot’s

contention, rightly points out that Khwaf was a district in Nishapur
which produced some eminent personalities such as Shaykh Zaynu c

d-

Din “Wafa‘i” Khwafi who was commissioned by Babur to write his victory

despatches. 232 Zaynu £d-Dln also summarized the portions relating to the

Indian period of Babur’s life in ornate prose. Other eminent historical

personalities also belonged to the district. It is really astonishing that a
scholar of Shibli’s eminence, who was aware of Khwaf and its intellectual

contributions, should accept the popular myth as an historical fact.

In fact, Awrangzlb’s history was not written by Khafi Khan at all. It

is the verbatim copy of another history of Awrangzib from 1068/1657-58

onwards, by Abu‘l-Fazl Ma’muri so much so that some scholars consider

Ma’muri’s history as the first draft of Khafi Khan’s Muntakhabuc
l-lubdb.

Ma’muri’s history is scarce. A copy ofthe work is available in Raza Library,

Rampur and another copy in British Library, London. Khafi Khan,

232 Elliot & Dowson, History of India, VII, p. 208.
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however, made Ma’muri’s work immortal by incorporating it in his

Muntakhabu‘l-lubab. Nothing is known about Ma’muri’s religious beliefs.

Perhaps he was not a Shi’i.

Khafi Khan divided the Muntakhabu‘l-lubab into three volumes, the first

volume, dealing with the history of Muslim rulers in India to the reign of

Lodis was never completed, the third volume containing the history of

different provinces is an abridgement of the Gulshan-i Ibrahimi of Firishta

and other histories. The second volume beginning with the reign of Babur

ends with the events of 1137/1724. The section from 1137/1724 to 1144/1731

deals mainly with the history ofIran. In fact, the most valuable part ofthe

Muntakhabu‘l-lubab is the history of Awrangzib’s successors from 1707 to

1724. It shows that Khafi Khan was endowed with a sensitive heart and

was strongly opposed to injustice and tyranny. He was deeply concerned

with the growing inanity of the Mughal empire, and with the breakdown

of the Mughal institutions and the liberal traditions which had sustained

the empire for more than one hundred fifty years.

Khafi Khan was born about 1074/1603-64, and spent his early life in

the Deccan. From 1093/1682 he was given both the military and civil

assignments. Awrangzib’s successor Emperor Bahadur Shah appointed

Khafi Khan as the qala’dar (governor of the fort) of Champanir in Gujarat.

In Farrukhsiyar’s reign Qilich Khan (Nizamu‘l-Mulk Bahadur Fath-Jang),

the newly appointed Viceroy of the Deccan, made Khafi Khan his diwan,

but after the suppression of Nizamu !l-Mulk and his return to Delhi, Khafi

Khan lost his position. After three years of unemployment, he was appoin-

ted the amin and fawjdar of the mahal (a fiscal division) of Mustafabad in

Khandesh. He was more grateful for employment to the Sunni Nizamu-

‘1-Mulk tha
,

n to the Sayyid brothers who are regarded as Shi’is by some

authors. He died sometime after 1 144/1 731-2. 233

The principal historian of the decline and fall of the Mughal empire

in the eighteenth century, Nawwab Ghulam Husayn Tabataba‘1, was a

Shi’i. His parents had settled in Delhi where Ghulam Husayn was born in

1 140/1727-8. Unlike Khafi Khan, Ghulam Husayn had not witnessed the

splendour and glory of the Mughal empire. When he was only five, his

parents and grand parents moved to Murshidabad to live in prosperous

and affluent state ofBengal. ’All Ward! Khan Mahabatjang, then governor

of Bihar, was a close relative of the family. He took Ghulam Husayn’s

father, Hidayat ’Ali, to ’Azimabad (Patna), and after some time made him

a deputy-governor. Around 1746 Hidayat ’AH moved to Delhi and served

as the manager of the jagir of Ghaziu‘d-Din Khan Firuz-Jang, the eldest

son of NizamuU-Mulk, in Bareilly. Because of the predominance of the

Sunni Rohella Afghans Hidayat ’All controlled the region with great

233 Mmtakhabu1
l-lubab, II, pp. 282, 424-7, 562, 593, 748, 798, III, p. 177.
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difficulty for about two years,, after which the reurn of the Rohella chief

’All Muhammad from Sirhind early in 1 748 forced him to return to Delhi.

Ghulam Husayn’s official career was very chequered. After the British

occupation of Bengal in the wake of their victory at the battle-field of

Plassey in 1 757,, Ghulam Husayn led a very unstable life,, sometimesjoining-

the British and sometimes joining the Bengal Nawwabs. He also played

the role of intermediary between the British and Indian Chiefs. Many
British officers befriended Ghulam Husayn and helped him in his difficul-

ties. The GovernorrGeneral Warren Hastings (1774-85) was impressed

with Ghulam Husayn’s ability to write fine diplomatic letters in Persian,

and seems to have employed him for some time as a munshi (secretary).

After 1230/1815 Ghulam Husayn died. 234

He wrote many works such as an Arabic commentary on the Qur c

an, a

Persian commentary on the masnawi of Jalalu
c

d-Din Rumi and theological

works on Shi’i faith, but his fame rests on his monumental Siyaru
c
l-muta

<
-

akhkhirin containing a history of India from Awrangzib’s death to 1195/

1781. The work was begun in Safar 1 194/February 1780 and completed in

Ramazan 1 195/August 1781. The first volume deals with the history of the

Mughal emperors in the eighteenth century from the time ofAwrangzib’s
death to Nadir Shah’s departure from India in 1152/1739, the second
volume contains the history of Bengal from the death of Nawwab Shuja’-

u'd-Dawla of Awadh in Zufihijja 1151/March 1739 to 1195/1781, and
the third volume deals with the history of India from 1153/1740 to

1195/1781. The concluding section of the book contains remarks on
Awrangzib’s character and an account of his conquest of Bijapur
and Golkonda. An introduction

(
muqaddima

)
containing a portion ofSujan

Ray’s Khulasatu*l-tawarikh with a note dedicating the work to Warren
Hastings was added later.

The earlier portion of the work draws heavily upon the Muntakhabu7-
lubab, but the later portion is based on the author’s own researches. It

is a mine ofinformation on Bengal and its administrative system. The work
gives a valuable analysis on the factors leading to the decline and fall of
the Mughal empire. Ghulam Husayn also expresses his dismay at British

ignorance of the Indian administrative systems involving such features

as the annual payment of revenue by zamindar to the treasury. He exhibits

awareness to the fact that such institutions as tributes, revenue from agicul-
ture and land, Subadari (provincial governorship), fawjdari (head of the
district civil and police administration), and jagir (assignment of land reve-
nue in lieu ofmilitary service) were not to be found in Britain. Similarly,
there was a vital difference of attitude between the British and the Indians
regarding different types of crimes. Some crimes which the Indians consi-

234 Siyaru
c
l-muto

cakhkhmn9 II, pp. 573, 649, 674, III, pp. 129, 948.
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dered insignificant were regarded heinous in Britain, and vice versa.

A number of other historians also wrote on different aspects of the fall

of the Mughal empire in the eighteenth century. Two interesting genre

ofhistory of the eighteenth century were Shahr ashub and 5

Ibrat nama. These

works were designed to arouse the interest of Mughal dignitaries to saving

the empire from its precipitous fall. Mawlawi Khayru‘d-Din Muhammad
Ilahabadi (1751-1827), the author of one of the most detailed

5

Ibrat-nama

was a perspicacious historian and a zealous Shi’i. He was born at Allahabad

in Safar 1165/1715 and was educated at Allahabad and Jawnpur. First

he worked as a teacher in Allahabad. After the treaty of Banaras in 1773,

Allahabad was transferred to Nawwab Shuja’u
cd-Dawla. The Nawwab

confiscated the stipends of the teachers ofAllahabad forcing Khayru cd-Din

to seek employment with the officers of the East India Company. He was

attached with the staff of Captain W. Bruce, assisted James Anderson*

British Resident in the Mahratta leader Sindia’s camp. He also served

under the Mughal prince Jahandar Shah and then under Asafu‘d-Dawla,

the Nawwab ofAwadh. In 1209/1794-5, the practice of appointing British

judges and registrars was introduced, Khayru c

d-Din served under two

successive judges at Jawnpur. About 1827 he died. Besides the monu-

mental Ibrat-nama Khayru‘d-Din wrote the histories of Banaras, Jawnpur,

Gwalior, a history of India from Nadir Shah’s invasion to the death of

Najaf Khan. Khayru l-majatis is an abridgement of Qazi Nuru c

llah

Shustari’s Majdlisu
c
l-mu

c
minin . He wrote separate books refuting chapters

from the Tuhfa-i Isna
3
Ashariyya by Shah Abdu £

l-’Aziz. Of these only the

Tawali’-i
3
Aziz, Armaghan-i 3Aziz and Ftizar-i

3Aziz are available.

Some historians of the provincial dynasties were also Shi ’is. ’Ali Sher

Qani’ Thattawi who wrote the history of Sind entitled the Tuhfatu*l-kiram

in 1180/1766-67 seems to have been a Shi’i. He was the author ofFlan-igham

comprising an account of the martyrs of Karbala and the Mukhtar-nama.

The anonymous author of the Baharistan-i Shahi

,

a history of Kashmir,

and Haydar Malik, the author of the Tarikh-i Kashmir were Shi’ is. His-

torians of the Awadh dynasty were mostly Shi’is. Prominent ones among
them were Abu Talib Isfahan! (Landani), the author of the Tafzihu'l-

ghajilin, Agha Muhammad ’All Bihbihani, the author of the Tarikh-i Wazir

’Ali

,

Sayyid Ghulam ’Ali Khan Naqawi, the author of the
3Imaduc

s-sa
3
adat

and Sayyid Kamalu £

d-Din Haydar, the author of the Sawanihat-i salatin-i

Awadh or the Qaysaru*tHawarikh.

Yusuf ’Ali Khan bin Ghulam ’Ali Khan, the author of the Tarikh-i

Mahabat-Jang or Tarikh-i
3
Ali Wardi Khan of Bengal also seems to have been

a Shi’i. Most of the historians of the Deccan were also Shi’is. The most

prominent among them are Sayyid ’Ali bin ’Azizu
c

llah Tabataba'i, the

author of the Burhan-i ma'asir, Rafiu'd-Din Ibrahim bin Nuru‘d-Din

Tawfiq Shirazi, the author of the TazkiratuH-muluk, Hashim Beg Fuzuni
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Astarabadi, the author of the FutuhaUi
5

Adil Shahi
,
Mahmud bin ’Abdu‘llah

Nlshapurl, the author of the Mae
asir-i Qutb-Shdhi-i Mahmudi Nizamu'd-

Din Ahmad bin ’Abdu'llah al-Shlrazi, the author of the Hadiqatu's-

salatin, and ’All bin Tayfur al-Bistami, the author of a different Hadiqatu
c
s-

salatin were Shi’is. Muhammad Qasim Hindu Shah Astarabadi known as

Firishta, the author of the popular general history entitled the Gulshan-i

Ibrahimi dedicated his work to Ibrahim ’Adil Shah. It exists in two slightly

different recensions,, the first is dated 1015/1606-07. The second recension

has been given a new title the Tdrikh-i Nawras-nama. The work is, however,

generally known as the Tarikh-i Firishta. Muhammad Qasim was also a

Shi’i.



Chapter Four

Commemoration of the Tragedy

of Karbala

The Sunnis and Shi’is share many common festivals. They both celebrate

the
’

idu‘l-fitr (the festival at the end of the month’s fast in Ramazan),

the ’idu‘l-azha‘ (the feast of sacrifice on the tenth day of Zu‘lhijja) and the

shab-i bartt, the night of the fifteenth day of the month of Sha’ban, when

Allah regulates man’s actions during the coming year. The laylatu
1
l-qadr,

or the shab-i qadr is the mysterious night in the month of Ramazan. Its

precise date is said to have been known only to the Prophet but it is one

of the last ten nights of the Ramazan month.

There are some differences however. The Sunnis commemorate the

Prophet Muhammad ’s birth and death
(
mawlud or mawalid) on the 12th

day of Rabi’ I. In India this festival is known as the barah-wafat. Assemb-

lies are held in mosques, private houses and some public places and

lectures are given on the Prophet’s life. The houses and streets are brilliantly

illuminated and food is freely distributed. The Wahhabis consider the

birthday celebrations an innovation and do not participate. The Shi’is

hold the anniversary of the Prophet Muhammad’s death on 28 Safar.

According to their calculations, the Prophet’s birthday falls on 17 Rabi’

I, the birthday also of the sixth Imam, Ja’far as-Sadiq. Like the Sunnis,

the Shi’is celebrate the Prophet’s birthday whole-heartedly as well as, at

the same time, that of their sixth Imam.

The first day after the sun has crossed the vernal equinox used to be a

day of great festivity during the reigns of some Delhi sultans. The Mughal

emperors, except Awrangzib, celebrated it with public rejoicings and

festivities. It is called cJVawruz ’. Iranians and Shi’is all over the world

celebrate Nawruz . In Kashmir it is a public holiday.

The Shi’is celebrate the birthday of the Prophet’s daughter, Fatima,

on 20 Jumada II and her death on 3 Jumada II. The birthdays of all the

twelve Imams are days ofShi’i festivities but that ofImam ’Ali, on 1 3 Rajab,

and Imam Husayn, on 3 Sha’ban, are the most important. The birthday

of the twelfth Imam, Muhammad al-Mahdi, on 15 Sha’ban, which
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coincides with the shab-i barat, is also a very significant occasioh of rejoicing

for the Shi’is. Another great festival occurs on 18 Zu'lhijja, for,, on that

day ’All was nominated by the Prophet as his successor at Ghadir-Khumm.

The day is also known as
5

id-GhadirA Zu 6

lhijja 24 is another 5

id day for

the Shi’is; on that day, the Prophet was victorious in mubahila. 2

From 19 Ramazan to 21 Ramazan, Shi’is commemorate the martyrdom

oflmam’Ali. In the early morning of 19 Ramazan,Imam ’Aliwas mortally

wounded by the Khariji assassin, ibn Muljam, in the Kufa mosque and

died later, on 21 Ramazan.3 For three days and nights mourning assemblies

are held followed by mourning processions. On the night of 23 Ramazan,

Shi’is perform one hundred rak
3
a (genuflexions) of prayers and chant

invocations prescribed by the Imams until sunrise.

Periods of prolonged mourning are observed during the first ten days

of the month of Muharram (’ashura
)
to commemorate the anniversary of

the tragedy of Karbala. During this time the Shi’is perform only routine

worldly duties. Neither they observe any festivity nor participate in those

of others. In fact, the tragedy of Karbala is never forgotten by the Shi’is.

When Shaykh Shamsu £

d-Dln, the commentator of the Gulshan-i Raz4
,

called on Shah Isma’il in Fars, his black garments surprised the Shah. The

Shaykh explained that he had adopted them to commemorate the martyr-

dom of Imam Husayn. The Shah reminded him that this commemora-

tion was confined to the first ten days of Muharram but the Shaykh replied

that it was eternal. 5

In India, the whole of the months of Muharram and Safar and the first

eight days of Rabi’ I form the periods of mourning for Shi’is. On 8 Rabi’

I, the eleventh Imam, Hasan ’Askari, was martyred and was succeeded

by the twelfth Imam, Muhammad al-Mahdi. Consequently, the periods

of mourning end on 8 Rabi’ I, and 9 Rabi’ I is celebrated as a day of

rejoicing to mark the elevation of Imam Mahdi to the position of the

twelfth Imam.
According to both Shi’i and Sunni authorities, the Prophet Muhammad

foretold the tragedy of Karbala. Among the transmitters of the prophecy

were the Prophet’s wives, Umm Salama and ’A
c

isha. Umm Salama

1 Isna ’Ashari ShVis in India
,

I, pp. 18-19.

2 Ibid., p. 9.

3 Ibid., p. 41.

4 Gulshan-i Raz was composed by the mystic Sa’du‘d-Din Mahmud Shabistari (d.

720/1320) in 710/1311. It is an outstanding manual of the WahdatuH-Wujud doct-

rine of sufism. Shaykh Shamsu'd Din Muhammad bin Yahya bin ’All Gilani

Lahijf was the most distinguished disciple of Sayyid Muhammad Nur Bakhsh. Kiwan

Sami’a (ed.), MafatihuH ijaz fi sharh-i Gulshan-i Raz,
Tehran n.d., pp. 82-88

(in words).

5 Majalisu
c
l-mu(minin, p. 317.
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recounts that one day in her house, when Imam Husayn was playing on

the Prophet’s chest, she was surprised to see some soil in the Prophet’s hands

and tears rolling down his cheeks. When Imam Husayn had left, Umm
Salama asked the reason for the Prophet’s anguish and the handful of soil.

The Prophet replied that he had been happily watching Husayn play when

Gabriel appeared. The angel gave him some soil and told him that it came

from the place where Husayn would be martyred. This terrible news had

made the Prophet burst into tears.

Justifying Imam Husayn’s refusal to swear allegiance to Yazid, Shah

’Abdu‘l-’Aziz traces the history of Imam Husayn’s departure from Mecca

to the time of his martyrdom. He then quotes the tradition of Gabriel’s

warning to the Prophet. He continues that, distraught, the Prophet had

urged his companions to help Imam Husayn should they be close to him

at the time ofhis destined martyrdom. He also mentions that when Husayn
was killed, Umm Salama, then a widow, dreamed that her dear husband,

his head and beard smeared with dust, told her that he was returning from

the battlefield where Husayn had been martyred. The Shah also quotes

from Sunni traditionists who embellished the story by adding that on that

fateful day, blood fell as rain and., on the following morning, the murderer’s

domestic utensils were found brimming with blood. In Jerusalem people

witnessed blood gushing from stones. 6

Consequently the mourning commemorating the tragedy of Karbala is

a legacy from the Prophet Muhammad which both Sunnis and Shi’is

treasure and respect. It is, however, of greater concern to the Shi’is. After

Imam Husayn’s martyrdom, Umm Salama was the first of the Prophet’s

family in Medina to mourn her grand-son’s death. The anguish and

suffering of Imam Husayn’s family, who had been left at Karbala, were

too deep to be imagined or expressed in words. Before the Imam’s

martyrdom they had shared the hardships of arduous travel in the deserts,

the denial offood and water for three days and nights and, on 1 0 Muharram,

had witnessed the death of their dear ones in heart-rending circumstances.

After Imam Husayn’s martyrdom their camp was pillaged and burnt,

their children beaten and the women humiliated. On 1 1 Muharram, they

were removed from Karbala as captives and were not even allowed to bury

the corpses of their loved ones. Nor were they allowed to sit down peace-

fully and mourn them. The sermons by Imam Husayn’s sister, Zaynab,

and Umm Kulsum, and those by his son, Zaynu c

l- ’Abidin, in Kufa,

Damascus and elsewhere., recounting the atrocities of Yazid and his gene-

rals, transformed the street crowds and court gatherings into mourning

assemblies. Yazid could not even stop his wife Hind, daughter of

6 Shah ’Abdu‘l-’Aziz, Sirnfsh-Shahadatayn, Lucknow, 1286/1869-70, pp. 28-29.
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’Abdufilah bin ’Amir,, mourning the Karbala tragedy. The resentment

against Yazid for these atrocities mounted rapidly.

When Yazid ordered Imam Husayn’s family to return to Medina from

Damascus, he transferred them from the dungeon to a separate apartment

in his palace. The ladies of the Umayyad palace called on Imam
Husayn’s family to offer their condolences. Several meetings were held in

the precincts of Yazid’s palace at which tears were shed by his family. 7

These may be regarded as the first free assemblies commemorating the

Karbala tragedy.

When Husayn’s family returned to Medina,, the entire city was filled with

wailing and lamentations. Imam Zaynu‘1-’Abidin, his successors and friends

never, for a single moment forgot the tragedy. Imam Ja’far as-Sadiq re-

minds us ‘'Every day is ’dshura (10 Muharram) and every land is Karbala’.

The mourning assemblies re-affirm the conviction that truth and justice

prevail and the forces of evil and injustice do not survive. The sacrifice

by Imam Husayn and his companions inspires people of all religions and

nations to fight injustice and tyranny. Not only Muslims., but the whole of

mankind is encouraged to revitalise its ethical standards and social life

in the light ofthe self-sacrifice made by the martyrs of Karbala. No wonder

that the history of the commemoration of the event is prolonged and

chequered.

Yazid’s successor ruthlessly suppressed public expressions of grief and

anguish over the events at Karbala. Nevertheless, the political leaders and

revolutionaries, who strove to overthrow Umayyad rule, rallied popular

support to the cause of avenging Imam Husayn’s martyrdom. The
Umayyad repressions did not prevent those poets devoted to ’Ali’s house

from writing elegies on the martyrdom of Imam Husayn and his family.

Farazdaq excelled other early poets in writing challenging verses on the

Imam’s martyrdom, calling the Arabs to throw away their arms and devote

themselves to spinning and weaving were they unable to avenge the

martyrdom of the best of mankind. The Umayyads never hesitated to

retaliate by vilifying ’Ali and his successors. In ’Abdufi-Malik’s reign

(65-8/685/705), Hajjaj bin Yusuf (d. 95/714), ordered the celebration of

festivities on ’dshura day (10 Muharram) in order to offend the Shi’is. 8

The legends regarding the importance of ’dshura in pre-Islamic times

began to be concocted. Following the Umayyad traditions, Shaykh ’Abdu‘l-

Qadir Jilani (d. 561/1166), the founder of the Q,adiriyya order of the

sufis, uncritically lists the following ten important events that took place

on ’dshura day from the creation of the universe to the birth of Islam

:

7 Tabari I, pp. 384-390.

8 Maqrizi, Ahmad ibn ’Ali, Kitab al-khitat wa(
l dsdr fi

e
l Misr wae

l Qdhira, Bulaq, 1270/

1853, I, p. 390.
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1. God created the universe,, mountains, rivers, pen and tablet. Follow-

ing Adam’s expulsion from paradise, God accepted his repentance

of sin and re-admitted him to paradise. All these important events

occurred on
’

ashura day;

2. Enoch granted a high status

;

3. Noah left the arc;

4. Abraham was born and, on the same day (’ashura), in a different

year, Allah made him His friend and saved him from being burnt

alive in the fire prepared for him by Nimrod;

5. David’s repentance was accepted;

6. Solomon regained his lost kingdom;

7. Job was cured of his chronic illness;

8. Moses crossed the Nile and Pharaoh and his followers perished;

9. Jonah was cast out of the fish’s belly;

10.

Jesus ascended into heaven and Muhammad was born.

The dates of these events are palpably legendary. Equally in dispute

are some other
’

ashura legends Shaykh Jllani recounts. For example, he

claims that those who bathe on ’

ashura day do not fall ill but die naturally;

those who apply collyrium to their eyes on ’

ashura day are safe from eye

diseases in the future, those who visit a sick man are rewarded as if they

had visited all the sick people in the world, and those who offer another a

cup of sherbet, earn the merit of a person who has never neglected prayer,

while the performance of four rak’a (genuflexions) of namaz means the sins

of the past and the future fifty years are forgiven. Shaykh ’Abdu‘l-Qadir

quotes Abu Hurayra saying that the Prophet ordered Muslims to fast on

thatday and foretold that the reward for this compensated for any obligatory

fasts missed during the last forty years. Shaykh ’Abdu‘l-Qadir adds that,

according to the holy men, fasting on ’

ashura day earned the reward of a

whole year of fasting. The Shaykh did not agree with the popular belief

that Imam Husayn’s martyrdom on that day had made fasting then a sin

but claims that it enhanced the importance of his martyrdom and raised

his stature.

Monday, when Prophet Muhammad and Abu Bakr died, called for

greater lamentation than
’

ashura, when Imam Husayn met his martyrdom.

As ’

ashura day was one of blessings and Divine favours, it was not proper to

express grief, concludes Shaykh ’Abdu‘l-Qadir. 9 This condemnation by

such an eminent sufi appalled the Shi’ is and alienated most of them from

both the Shaykh and sufism.

There is no doubt that Sunni traditions tell us that the Prophet, after

his arrival in Medina, followed the Jewish religious custom of fasting on

9 Muhyiu‘d-Din ’Abdifl-Qadir Jllani, Ghunyatu't-tdlibin with Persian interlinear

translation by Mulla ’AbduTHakim Siyalkotl, Delhi, 1883, pp. 673-83.
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5

ashura day but, in the second year of Hijra (624 A. D.), the Ramazan
fasts were made obligatory while the

5

ashura fast was abrogated. In the

first year of Hijra, the Prophet arrived in Medina in Rabi’ 1. In the second

year of Hijra, according to the Sahih al-Bukhari, he ordered the observation

of the
5

ashura fast when the sun had already risen. According to modern cal-

culations the Jewish Day of Atonement in the second year of Hijra did

not synchronize with 5

ashura . It is, therefore, unlikely that the Prophet

ever fasted on ’

ashura day and the merits ascribed to that fast are an
Umayyad legacy.

The subsequent 5Alid revolts made even the ’Abbasids bitterly hostile

to Imam ’Ali’s descendants. Consequently, they discouraged public lamen-
tation for the martyrs of Karbala in order to crush the ’Alid sympathies

which helped them overthrow the Umayyads. The ’Abbasid caliph,

Mutawakkul (232-47/847-61) had Imam Husayn’s grave destroyed in the

hope of eradicating the principal Shi’i centre of pilgrimage. The Shi’is,

however, bravely resisted tyranny and persecution and never hesitated to

pay homage to the Karbala martyrs.

The eventual domination of the Buyid (320-454/932-1062) over the

’Abbasids, as mentioned earlier,10 paved the way for Shi’i resurgence. In

351/962, the Buyid, ’Azudu cd-Dawla Fana Khusraw (338-72/949-83)

ordered that Mu’awiya bin Abi Sufyan should be publicly cursed in

mosques. This was extended to include those who had usurped the rights

of the Prophet’s daughter Fatima, prohibited the burial of Imam Hasan
near the grave of his grandfather (the Prophet) and banished Abu Zarr

from Medina. Indirectly the Prophet’s first three successors and his wife

’A
c

isha were indicted but this was modified through the intercession of the

vizier, Abu Muhammad. He suggested that only Mu’awiya should be

specifically cursed. The others were dealt with in the blanket statement
fMay Allah’s curse be on those who were cruel to the descendants of the

Prophet’.11 In 352/963, ’Azudu cd-Dawla ordered that on ’

ashura day all

shops should remain closed and no commercial transactions should take

place either on the streets or in the city quarters. Mourning for Imam
Husayn’s martyrdom should be publicly observed.12 In the same year,

18 Zu c

lhijja (’id aUGhadir) was declared a day of festivity.13 The Sunnis

strongly resented these orders and in 353/964 Sunni-Shi’i riots broke out

in Baghdad and a considerable amount of property was plundered and
destroyed.14 Until Buyid domination over the ’Abbasid caliphate, however,

Baghdad observed
5

ashura mourning and celebrated the Ghadir festival.

10 Isna ’Ashari Shi’is in India, I, pp. 68, 109-112.

11 Ibn Asir, VIII, p. 542.

12 Ibid., VIII, p. 549.

13 Ibid., VIII, p. 553.

14 Ibid., VIII, p. 557.
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The Isma’ili Fatimids of North Africa,, and then of Egypt and Syria

(297/567-909-1171), who claimed ’Alid descent and derived their name
from the Prophet’s daughter Fatima, introduced mourning rituals into

their caliphate. The monument known as the Rasu‘l-Husayn or al-

Mashhad al-Husayni in Cairo became the centre of the mourning cere-

monies of Muharram.15 The Egyptians believed, and still believe, that

Yazid transferred Imam Husayn’s head to Cairo wliere it was buried.

Later on his sister, Zaynab, was also buried in Cairo, the Egyptians believe.

From 360/970-71, the mourning assemblies on the eve of 10th Muharram
and on 10th Muharram were enthusiastically organised in Cairo and other

parts of the Fatimid caliphate. The markets were closed and the towns

plunged into deep mourning.

After the extinction of the Fatimid caliphate, the Ayyubids, who ruled

over Egypt, Damascus, Aleppo, Diyarbakr and the Yemen from 564/1 169

to the 15th century, reverted to the Umayyad tradition of hostility towards

Imam ’Ali’s house. They made ’

ashura a day of rejoicing and festivity.

On that day the pro-Ayyubids entertained their families lavishly. Delicious

food and sweets were served. Big tables were laid with a variety of food

and drink. New utensils were brought. Collyrium was applied to the eyes

and considerable time was spent in the baths.16 Nevertheless, Egyptian

devotion to Imam Husayn and Sayyida Zaynab as they remembered

Husayn’s sister, did not wane. The mourning ceremonies at the Rasu‘1-

Husayn never completely stopped. The people of Aleppo continued to

mourn ’

ashura eve and ’

ashura day. Mawlana Jalalu
{d-Din Rumi (d.

672/1273) says,

ffOn the Day of ’

Ashura all the people of Aleppo gather at the Antioch

Gate till nightfall.

Men and women, a great multitude, and keep up a constant lamenta-

tion for the (Holy) Family.

During the
’

Ashura the Shi’ites wail and lament with tears and sobs on

account of Karbala.

They recount the oppressions and tribulations which the (Holy) Family

suffered at the hands of Yazid and Shimr.

They utter shrieks mingled with cries of woe and grief: the whole plain

and desert is filled (with their cries).

A stranger, (who was) a poet, arrived from the road on the Day of

’Ashura and heard that lamentation.

He left the city and resolved (to go) in that direction: he set out to

investigate (the cause of) those shrill cries.

15 Maqrizl, Khitat, p. 490.

16 Ibid., p. 390.
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He went along, asking many questions in his search—‘What is this

sorrow? Whose death has occasioned this mourning ?

It must be a great personage who has died: such a concourse is no small
affair.

Inform me of his name and titles, for I am a stranger and ye belong to

the town.

What is his name and profession and character? (Tell me) in order that

I may compose an elegy on his gracious qualities.

I will make an elegy—for I am a poet—that I may carry away from here
some provision and morsels of food.’

‘Eh,’ said one (of them), ‘are you mad ? You are not a Shi’ite, you are
an enemy of the (Holy) Family.

Don’t you know that the Day of ’Ashum is (a day of) mourning for a
single soul that is more excellent than a (whole) generation?

How should this anguish (tragedy) be lightly esteemed by the true

believer? Love for the ear-ring (Imam Husayn) is in proportion to

love for the ear (the Prophet).

In the true believer’s view the mourning .for that pure spirit is more
celebrated than a hundred Floods of Noah.’

Phe poet, however, did not hesitate to assert his own hostile views on
the subject. Rumi says:

“Yes,” said he (the poet)
; “but where (in relation to our time) is the

epoch ofYazid ? When did this grievous tragedy occur? How late has
(the news of) it arrived here!

The eyes of the blind have seen that loss, the ears of the deafhave heard
that story.

Have ye been asleep till now, that (only) now ye have rent your garments
in mourning?

Then, O sleepers, mourn for yourselves, for this heavy slumber is an evil

death.

A royal spirit escaped from a prison: why should we rend our garments
and how should we gnaw our hands?

Since they (Imam Husayn and his family) were monarchs of the (true)

religion, was the hour ofjoy (for them) when they broke their bonds.
They sped towards the pavilion of empire, they cast off their fetters and

chains.

’Tis the day of (their) kingship and pride and sovereignty, if thou hast
(even) an atom of knowledge of them.

And if thou hast not (this) knowledge, go weep for thyself, for thou art

disbelieving in the removal (from this world to the next) and in the
assembly at the Last Judgement.
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1

Mourn for thy corrupt heart and religion, for it (thy heart) sees naught

but this old earth.

Or if it is seeing (the spiritual world), why is it not brave and supporting

(others) and self-sacrificing and fully contented?

In thy countenance where is the happiness (which is the effect) of the

wine of (true) religion? If thou hast beheld the Ocean (of Bounty),

where is the bounteous hand?

He that has beheld the River does not grudge water (to the thirsty),

especially he that has beheld that Sea and (those) Clouds, ^

The sort of objections raised by Rumi on behalf of the poet had always

been levelled against the ritual mourning for the tragedy of Karbala. To

the Shi’is, and to a large number of Sunnis, however, the mourning is an

act of catharsis and self-purification in its own right which elevates the

soul and escalates ethical standards.

Rumi’s contemporary Hajji Bektash Wall the founder ofthe Bektashiyya

order in Anatolia, popularised these ceremonies throughout the Turkish

speaking region on the Syrian border. His teacher. Baba Ishaq was a po-

pular missionary both in the south of eastern Taurus and Amasya. In

638/1240 he led an armed revolt against the Seljuq Sultan Ghiyasufd-Din

Kay-Khusraw II (634-44/1237-46) and was defeated and captured by the

Frankish mercenaries. He wore a red cap, black robes and sandals. He

reinforced the Turkomans’ devotion to the Ahl-i Bayt and the Muharram

rituals.

Baba Ishaq’s disciple, Hajji Baba Bektash, introduced secret rites and doc-

trines into his mystical movement giving predominance to ’Ali, Husayn

and Muharram. The centre of the Bektashiyya devotion was ’Ali. The

pious Bektashiyya fasted for the first nine days of Muharram. From the eve-

ning of 9th Muharram until the 10th, they recalled Imam Husayn’s suffe-

ringby abstaining even from water. Before sunset they took water mixed with

the dust scraped from a sijdagah (secde tasi) a small sunburnt brick made

from the dust of Karbala. On the evening of the tenth day, a ceremony in

which eating a special food called asure measimi, Was held. For several days

prior to this, the inhabitants of the tekke (monastery) gathered wheat, hazel-

nuts, raisins, almonds, dates and the other ingredients, making twelve in

all, needed formaking asure. On the evening itself, the Bektashiyya dervishes

gathered together and, while dirges in memory of Husayn were sung, the

ingredients were cooked in the great kazan (cooking pot). The Baba in

authority stirred the mixture first, using a large spoon, and then, in order

of rank, all present took their turn. Towards morning the kazan was

17 R. A. Nicholson (tr.),
! The Mathnawi of JalaliTd-Din Rumi, London, 1834,

pp. 301-2.
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ceremoniously lowered from the fire. All gathered around it„ while a good

singer sang a hymn commemorating Imam Husayn. The Baba recited a

prayer and then distributed food to all present. They formed groups and

ate it.18 Mourning ended on the twelfth day of Muharram.

In the thirteenth century, the wandering dervishes,, known as qalandars3

jawalaqis and Haydaris, popularised devotion to ’Ali and the Ahl-i Bayt from

Turkey to India. The Qalandariyya khanqahs of Sehwan came to be the

principal centres of the devotees of Ahl-i Bayt. They sang hymns comme-

morating the tragedy of Karbala with great fervour and by their specta-

cular way of life aroused interest in the Muharram mourning rituals.

Muharram in Northern India

In the thirteenth century India, Muharram mourning ceremonies were

held in mosques, public places and military camps and were considered

part of tazkirs (religious sermons). For example, Minhaj Siraj Juzjani,

the author of the Tabaqat-i Nasiri (completed in 658/1260), informs us of

the tazkirs he delivered on various occasions in military camps.

In Sha’ban 629/May-June 12, Minhaj Siraj arrived at Gwalior, which

Sultan Shamsu cd-Din Iltutmish had besieged. The siege was prolonged.

Iltutmish commissioned Minhaj Siraj to deliver tazkirs in the camp. He
served the Sultan for seven months as a preacher. He delivered tazkirs

three times each week, for the whole of Ramazan month, the first ten days

of Zu'lhijja and the first ten days of Muharram.19 It can well be imagined

that in his Zu^lhijja tazkirs he could not ignore Abraham’s sacrifice and

in those for Muharram he must have concentrated on the tragedy at

Karbala in order to arouse in the soldiers the courage to sacrifice their life

for their duty.

Isma’Sll preachers in Sind, Gujarat and Delhi might have introduced

the commemoration of the tragedy of Karbala, based on the rituals of the

Egyptian Fatimids. The thirteenth century Isma’ili orator, Nur Turk20
,

must have popularized the Fatimid pattern commemorating the Karbala

tragedy among the Sunnis in Delhi. Istikhan al-Dihlawi, who in 1326

wrote Basatinu
c
l-uns3 a book of Hindu tales, gives Sultan Muhammad bin

Tughluq the credit for making the sun of the Ja’fari faith resplendent in

India. 21 It would seem that Muharram was publicly celebrated in his

reign.

Sultan Firuz complains of the resurgence of Shi’ism in his reign. Accord-

ing to him, the Shi’is reviled the rightly-guided caliphs and ’A
c

isha

18 J. K. Birge, The Bektashi order of dervishes, London, 1965, pp. 169-70.

19 Tabaqat-i Nasiri’, pp. 174-75, 249.

20 Isna
3
Ashari ShVis in India,

I, pp. 149-152.

21 Basdtinu
e
l-uns, Add. 7717; Rieu, II, 752-53, f. 5b.
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Siddlqa. The Sultan sentenced the extremists among them to death and

publicly burnt their books. He does not mention the Shi i mourning

assemblies.22 Possibly they were part of both Shl’I and Sunni religious life

and did not call for any repressive measures.

The ’ashura processions and the ’alams (Imitation of the standard given by

Imam Husayn to his cousin in Karbala) on the pattern of Sabzwar pro-

cessions were introduced into Indiaby Sayyid Muhammad AshrafJahangir

Simnani (d. about 840/1436-37). The Lata
c
if-i Ashraf

i

describes the event:

The great sufi saint (Sayyid Muhammad Ashraf) said that the eminent

people, Sayyids of true lineage and the pious men of distinction went

around their neighbourhood with a zanbil (a begging bag). As mentioned

earlier in Sabzwar, Sayyid ’Ali Qalandar, who was the leading sufi of his age,

sat under the
’alam (standard) . He sent his companions with zanbtlsaround

the district. Sometimes he went personally. Neither he wore nice clothes

during the first ten days of Muharram nor participated in any ceremonies

of rejoicing. For thirty years, adds the compiler, Sayyid Muhammad Ashraf

never neglected ’ashura mourning whether he was travelling or encamped.

Sometimes he himself sat beneath the ’alam. Occasionally his favourite

companion, Sayyid ’Ali Qalandar, was sent around the district before sit-

ting beneath the ’alam. During 8th-10th Muharram they led an austere

life. Sayyid Muhammad Ashraf’s companions followed their master’s lead.

Once, during the first ten days of Muharram, Sayyid Muhammad

Ashraf happened to stay in the great mosque injawnpur. He observed

the
’
ashura rituals and went into mourning. The ’ulamd

1 and scholars

visited the mosque to pay their respects to the alam. One of the learned

men, Mawlana Mahmud, then asked the Sayyid to tell him why he cursed

Yazid. The Sayyid replied that this was a controversial issue but that

most eminent ’ulama‘ and learned men, particularly the justice-loving

friends of the Prophet Muhammad’s family and that ofImam ’All, cursed

Yazid. The Sayyid asked what objection there could be to cursing a

tyrant who had acted so barbarously to the dearly loved ones of the Prophet

Muhammad and his daughter Fatima. The following verse applied to

them:

“Surely those who annoy Allah and His Messenger, Allah has cursed

them in this world and the hereafter, and He has prepared for them an

abasing chastisement.” 23

Mawlana Mahmud prolonged the discussion and introduced controversial

issues. The Sayyid remarked that he followed the traditions of true sufi

22 Istifi ’Ashari Shi’is in India, I, pp. 157-58.

23 Qur'an, XXXIII, 57.
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saints and holy men. He claimed that
5

ashura helped him to commemorate
the martyrdom of his great grand ancestor. Imam Husayn. 24

Sayyid Muhammad Ashraf seems to have introduced the
5

alams into

northern Indian mourning rituals, which in subsequent centuries became
an integral part of Muharram assemblies and processions. He arrived

in India in c 1380 and might have introduced 5

alam rituals in the begin-

ning of the fifteenth century.

No literary sources indicate the early Chishtiyya sufi reaction to the

Muharram celebrations. Khwaja Mu’inu £

d-Din Chishti (d. 633/1236)
was a Sayyid and during Muharram must have discussed the Karbala
tragedy. The following expressive verses are attributed to him :

“Shah is Husayn and Badshah is Husayn,

Din (faith) is Husayn, din panah (defender of faith) is Husayn,
He sacrificed his head but did not give his hands (allegiance) into the

hands of Yazid,

By God, the foundation ofLa Ilah (There is no God but Allah) is Husayn. 55

It would seem that on 5

ashura day some Chishtiyya sufis recited verses

mourning the martyrdom ofImams Hasan and Husayn in their assemblies.

The following account is from 10 Muharram 803/31 August 1400 in the

jama3
at khana (assembly hall) of Khwaja Banda Nawaz Gisu Daraz (d.

825/1422) before he moved to the Deccan:
4 On Wednesday 10 Muharram 803, at breakfast a large crowd had

assembled at the jama at-khana of Khwaja Banda Nawaz. The musicians
had arrived and had started playing. Some of the Khwaja’s companions
were listening to the music. The Khwaja said., “Today everyone is observing
the

5

ashura rituals. Today sama {sufi music) should be held for the souls

of Imams Hasan and Husayn and people should weep for them. This
listening to sama

5 on 5

ashura day in order to arouse ecstasy is a controversial

topic for it makes the listeners forget Imams Hasan and Husayn. 55 The
Khwaja added that on a previous

5

ashura day when he and Mawlana
5Ala £u £

d-Din25 were listening to sama in the grounds of Sher Khan’s house
in Delhi they had soon realised that it should not be heard on that day.
Khwaja Banda Nawaz remarked that “in times of distress, sufis listened to

sama . Tn sama the traditions of the pirs {sufi guides) had to be followed
strictly. It was a disciple’s duty to follow his pir's traditions.’ 26 This

24 Lata c
if-i Ashrafi, II, p. 268.

25 Mawlana ’Ala'u'd-DJn, who originally belonged to Awadh, was a leading khalifa
of Shaykh Nizamu'd-Dln Awliya' (d. 725/1325). An eloquent speaker and an
impressive reciter of the Qur'an, he was allowed to enrol disciples, but found the
associated responsibilities too onerous. [SiyartfUawliya '

, pp. 275-78).

26 JawamVtfl-kilam
, p. 306.
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exhortation tends to indicate that the Khwaja’s predecessors, from Khwaja

Mu’inu‘d-Din to Khwaja Nasiru'd-Din Chiragh (d. 757/1365) observed

’ashura mourning as Khwaja Banda Nawaz would not have dared to intro-

duce an innovation into sufl traditions.

On another occasion, the Khwaja Banda Nawaz told his audience that

some tombs of the Ahl-i Bayt were the source of great blessings. These

included the tombs of Imams ’Ali, Husayn, Zaynufi-’Abidin and ’All

Musi ar-Riza
f

. The blind, deaf, dumb and lame who visited them were

healed.27 Naturally the eminent Ghishtiyya softs’ devotion to the Ahl-i

Bayt went a long way to popularizing the mourning ceremonies comme-

morating the Karbala tragedy.

In the 18th and 19th centuries, the Mughal princes who embraced

Shi’ism, spread the myth that their ancestor Timur had been a Shi’i and

had introduced ta’ziyas into India. No literary evidence supports this.

After his conquest ofBaghdad in 795/1393, Timur visited Karbala however

and paid his respects to the holy shrine of Imam Husayn. Afarman from

’Alamgir (Awrangzib) shows that Timur brought a piece of the head-scarf

belonging to Imam Husayn’s mother Fatima, which he had obtained

from the grave of Hurr ibn Riyahi, to India. From the Mughals, this

passed into the possession of the Nizams in the Deccan. Awrangzib s

farman and the relic were preserved by the last Nizam, Mir ’Usman ’Ali-

Khan, AsafJah VII (1911-47), in an
’

ashura khana he had built. The relic,

2| in. x 2\ in., is kept in a strongroom in a steel box with peep-holes of

mica. Awrangzib’sfarman is also preserved in the strongroom. The transla-

tion in the hall says : “This great blessing comprises a piece from the head-

covering of Fatima Zahra. Imam Husayn gave it to Hurr ibn Riyahi28

on the battle-field of Karbala. Amir Timur, Lord of the Happy Conjunc-

tion, took it from Hurr’s grave with the Imam’s permission (through some

miraculous inspiration) and the (local) Sayyids consent. He (Timur)

brought this relic to India. The Sayyids and their descendants, who are

responsible for its care, deserve the revenues from Kalawra village for its

maintenance. When the Emperor Jahangir (now seated in paradise),

ascended the throne, he, like his ancestors, was fortunate to be able to pay

his respects to it. He enhanced the madad-i ma’ash grant for its keeper.

We (Awrangzib) obtained fatwas from Qaziu‘l-Mulk Mulla Ahmad

and from the
’

ulama and muftis in other towns regarding the relic. They

wrote that the Tdbut-i Sakina29 was the legacy of the progeny of Moses and

27 Ibid., p. 262.

28 Isna ’Ashari Shi’is in India, I, p. 45-46.

29 The Arc of the Covenant, mentioned in the Qur'an, II, 249. According to the

commentator, al-BayzawI, the arc was the box containing the Books of Moses. It

was made of box-wood and was gilded with gold. It was three cubits long and

two cubits wide.
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Aaron. The Qur'anic verse “Surely the sign ofthe Kingdom” refers to this
story. The piece of head-scarf is the patrimony of Prophet Muhammad’s
children and is spiritually superior to the Tabut-iSakina. Those who possess
this relic should consider it a Divine favour, a source of blessing and
an emblem of victory and success. Almighty God’s unlimited favours
would be associated with the owner of this relic. When we (Awrangzib)
took the reigns of government we, according to our ancestral custom,
went to pay our respects to it and thanked God for this felicity. On that
occasion we increased the rank of its keeper by 500. He and his descen-
dants will preserve it and will benefit by the gifts and the mansab. The
Bakhshiu‘l-Mamalik has been warned against committing the sin ofprevent-
ing the Sayyid from obtaining the benefits of this grant on the pretext of
the farman’s renewal.”

Timur’s respect for Fatima’s relic suggests that he attended mourning
assemblies in Muharram, particularly after his conquest of Iraq in 795/
1393. During his son Shahrukh’s reign (807-856/1405-47), however
Muharram was celebrated in Hirat and Khurasan, although no evidence
of Shahrukh’s participation survives. His ambassador, Kamalu'd-Dln
Abdu r-Razzaq(d. 887/1482) the son ofa Qazi, and theImam in Shahrukh’s
camp, reported on his return to Hirat from a royal mission to the court of
Zamorin of Calicut and to the Hindu Raja of Vijayanagar in 845/1441,
that he had seen the moon of 1st Muharram 848 from his' boat near
Masqat. The boat stayed at sea while the mourning rituals were held.80
The suspension of the journey and the observance of the rites could not
have taken place unless the mourning traditions were firmly rooted in
Khurasan.

Babur does not mention Muharram mourning in his Tuzuk. The daily
occurrence section ofhis diary, openswith his fifth expedition to Hindustan.
In 935 he mentions the events of ’dshura (25 September 1 528) while proceed-
ing to Gwalior but does not refer to mourning ceremonies.81 No account
from 3 Muharram 936/7 September 1529 to the date ofhis death on 6
Jumada I 937/26 December 1530 is available in the existing copies of the
Tuzuk. This does not mean, however, that Babur’s retinue from Khurasan
did not hold mourning assemblies.

During the reign of Babur’s son, Humayun, the ’Oshura assemblies,
known as ‘ma'arik’ (literally battle-fields), were popular. According to
Mull® Bada'uni, the following verse, composed by the eminent poet,
Haydar Tuma‘i, was recited in the ’ashura assemblies held to commemorate
Imam Husayn’s martyrdom:

30 Kamalu d-Din ’Abdu‘r-Razzaq, Malla’-i Sa’dayn wa majma’i bahrayn, Paris, Blochet
469, f. 200a, 203a.

31 Babur-nama, p. 607.
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“The month of Muharram has come and our eyes are constrained to

weep.

We let fall tears of blood at the thought of Husayn’s parched lips.
5532

During Akbar’s reign, ’alams were sent from India to Imam Riza’s tomb

in Mashhad. The Muharram devotees walked on fire, shouting the

names of Imams Hasan and Husayn. A very vivid description has been

given by Antony Monserrate, a member of the first three Jesuit missions.

The mission left Goa on 17 November 1579 and arrived in Fathpur-Sikri

on 28 February 1580. On 15 February, when the party was at Narwar

near Gwalior, Muharram started. Monserrate says:

fcWhile the party was at this place (Narwar), about the 15th day of the

month of 'February the Musalman nine-days’ festival’ began. At the

same time the Hindus held their Idaean \holi] festival. The former is

held in honour of Asson and Hossen, grandsons of Muhammad by his

daughter Fatima. Their father was Halis [’All]. They are said to have

been conquered by the Christians in a war which they had undertaken

in order to establish and spread their grandfather’s religious system.

They were thereupon cruelly tortured by the unbelievers (as the Musal-

mans call us and were compelled) to walk with bare feet over hot coals.

For this reason the Musalmans fast for nine days, only eating pulse;

and on certain of these days some of them publicly recite the story of the

sufferings ofAsson and Hossen from a raised platform, and their words

stir the whole assembly to lamentation and tears. On the last day of the

festival funeral pyres are erected and burnt one after the other. The

people jump over these, and afterwards scatter the glowing ashes with

their feet. Meanwhile they shriek 'Asson Hossen’ with wild and savage

cries.”33

Narwar was, and is, predominantly a Hindu town, with a very insignificant

Muslim minority. The number of Shi’is would have been negligible. It

would seem therefore that the Sunnis of Narwar celebrated Muharram

and had done so for a very long time. It co-existed with Hindu holt

Nomore details ofMuharram celebrations in Akbar’s reign are available.

Francisco Pelsaert ofAntwerp, a factor with the Dutch East India company,

who lived in Agra from 1620 to the end of 1627, gives the following descrip-

tion of the first ten days of Muharram in Agra and its neighbourhood. He
says:

32 Muntakhabu't-tawarikh, I, p. 481; Ranking, p. 623.

33 J. S. Hoyland and S. H. Banerji (tr.), The commentary of Father Monserrate, Oxford,

1922, pp. 21-22.
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“A month later comes the commemoration of Hasan and Husain two

brothers sons of Ali, who was married to Bibi Fatima, the daughter of

Muhammad. From these two, namely Muhammad and Ali, arose after

their death a schism in the new faith; for Persians, Usbegs, and Tartars

hold by Ali rather than Muhammad, while Turks, Arabs, and Hindus-

tanis, or the whole of this kingdom hold only by Muhammad, and not

at all by Ali; and thus there is a great distinction, the sects calling each

other kafirs or infidels, and hating each other as bitterly as the papists

hate our religion. Those who follow Muhammad are called sunnis, and
those who follow Ali rawafiz \i.e. shi’as] . At first, the new-found faith was
introduced in a deceitfully attractive form, and men were given remark-

able latitude, and a broad ladder by which they could climb to heaven

without difficulty, thus offering pleasant allurements for the innocent.

When, however, they became powerful, and found their wings strong

enough for flight, they adopted forcible methods to spread their creed,

and waged war against those who did not accept it; and in a battle

against a heathen king Raja Bickhanhaar, Hasan and Husain were killed.

In commemoration of this slaughter they make a great noise all night

for a period of ten days
;
the men keep apart from their wives, and fast

by day; the women sing lamentations, and make a display of mourning;

in the chief streets of the city the men make two coffins, adorn them as

richly as they can, and carry them round in the evening with many lights

large crowds attending, with great cries of mourning and noise. The
chiefcelebration is on the last night, when it seems from the great mourn-
ing as if God had plagued the whole country as in the time of Pharaoh’s

obstinacy, when all the first-born were slain in one day. The outcry lasts

till the first quarter of the day; the coffins are brought to the river, and
if two parties meet carrying their biers (it is worst on that day), and one

will not give place to the other, then, if they are evenly matched, they

may kill each other as if they were enemies at open war, for they run

with naked swords like madmen. No Hindus can venture into the streets

before midday, for even if they should escape with their life, at the least

their arms and legs would be broken to pieces. This continues till at

last they have thrown them [the coffins] into the river
;
then they bathe,

return home finely dressed, and each goes to the graves of his deceased

parents or friends, which have been newly whitewashed and decorated

for the occasion, bringing food and flowers, and, after due mourning,

giving the food to the poor. They believe that all good deeds or charities

performed on that day on behalf of the dead, will benefit them whether

they are in heaven or in hell, a fable which resembles the papist doc-

trine of purgatory; and the festival may fairly be compared to All Souls

Day, when they read the seven psalms in the churches, or pay a penny
to have them read, in order that the souls in purgatory may be given
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some respite or relief from the prescribed periods or occasionally may

even be released and taken to heaven.”34

This description also confirms the fact that in Agra the Indian Sunnis

observed Muharram festivals and formed processions of biers or coffins

{tabuts—a model of the Imams 5 graves at Karbala), or ta
3
ziya (paper

replica,, of Imam Husayn’s tomb).

The following depiction of the Muharram celebrations in Lahore in

1045/1635-36, by Muhammad bin Amir Wall, a traveller from Bukhara,

also shows the Sunnis celebrating Muharram publicly
;
the Shi

5

is observing

it privately in their homes. He says, “All the princes (,salatin), officials and

aristocrats prepare two sets of placards, one consisting of beautiful paint-

ings representing the Imams. The other contains repulsive-looking figures

representing Ibn Muljam.35 The first ten days of the Muharram month

are divided into two parts. The first five days, representing the enjoyable

life ofcomfort led by the Imams and their wedding parties, are celebrated

in merrymaking. The houses and shops are profusely decorated, and the

qawwals ,
male and female singers and dancers, give exciting and impressive

performances. From the sixth to the tenth ofMuharram the same party of

musicians starts reciting mourning songs and put on black clothes. They

form processions displaying their placards and, along with their mourning

songs, abuse and condemn the Imams 5

enemies. On the tenth ofMuharram

all Shi'is and Hindus lock their shops and houses and shut themselves up

in their houses like bats. The organizers of the placards then rush to the

nakhkhds (cattle market), where the holders of the two different sets of

placards, joined by the crowds there, come to blows with each other. This

leads to considerable killing and destruction ofproperty. The year Mahmud

bin Amir Wali was in Lahore, fifty Shi’is and twenty-five Hindus were

victims of the placard-bearers
5 war, and property of about 120,000 rupees

was destroyed.36

Gradually the competition amongst the communities in the tabut process-

ion provoked rivalries and fighting between the groups of mourners. In

the beginning of the twelfth year of Awrangzib’s reign (1669), the rioting

during the Burhanpur processions gave Awrangzib the opportunity to ban

the tabut processions in all provinces of the Mughal empire. Khafi Khan

says that the people ofAhadipura and Khirhkipura quarters in Burhanpur

were old rivals and enemies. The Ahadipura residents were predominant

in the annual processions. More than two hundred cavalrymen in armour

and a large number of match-lockmen accompanied the Ahadipura

34 W. H. Moreland and P. Geyl (tr.) Jahangir's India
,
New Delhi, 1972, reprinted,

pp. 74-5.

35 Isnd 'Ashari Shi'is in India,
I, p. 41.

36 Bahru*l asrar fi mandqibue
l-akhydr, Ethe, 575, ff. 391a-b.
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processions. One night the tabut procession from Khirhkipura happened
to come face to face with that from Ahadipura. The Khirhkipura group
tried to make a detour and thus avoid any confrontations. But the stupid
and militant Ahadipura processionists, who were proud of their large

numbers, blocked the road. Near the Jami’ mosque fighting broke out.

The large number of spectators assembled there came to the rescue of the
Khirhkipurans. Their numbers became so inordinately large that they
climbed up the doors and on to the roofs ofthe shops. Every single earthen-

ware pot in these shops was used as a brickbat. More than fifty men from
the Ahadipura procession were killed and about one hundred people were
severely wounded. Pearls and other precious objects worth about forty to

fifty thousand rupees, which had adorned the Ahadipura tabut and ’alams

were destroyed.87 Although the community rivalry and militancy were
unfortunate, infinite pains were taken to make the processions impressive.”

Awrangzib’s prohibitory mandates would not have totally stopped the

Muharram processions and rituals. During his long absence in the Deccan
from 1092/1681 until his death in 1118/1707, the provincial governors

would not have militantly interfered with these long established traditions.

In Delhi, the important Shi’i centre was the Shah-i Mardan, chosen
by Mahabat Khan for his burial.38 By the end of seventeenth century
Dargah Panja Hazrat ’Ali became prominent. Shah-i Mardan contained

an impression in stone ofImam ’All’s foot while the Panja Sharifpossessed

an impression in stone of the palm of the Imam’s hand. Belittling the

importance of the Panja Sharif, Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz says that during
Awrangzib’s reign some Shi’i noblemen decided to establish a separate

Shi’i cemetery. So, as was the case with the Prophet’s so-called footprint,

the outline ofa palm was carved on a stone and people were told that this

was the imprint of Imam ’All’s hand. When Awrangzib was informed of
this innovation, he ordered that the house to which the stone was affixed

be destroyed. After Awrangzib’s death, Shi’i corpses were buried there.

Later some ladies from the imperial palace and some noblemen built houses
nearby. The area had become a popular Shi’i pilgrimage centre at the

time Najaf Khan ruled Delhi.39 Both the Shah-i Mardan and the Panja
Sharif had developed into important centres for Muharram mourning
ceremonies when Awrangzib died.

Nawwab Dargah QuU Salar Jang Mu’tamanu'd-Dawla, who accom-
panied Nizamu'l-Mulk AsafJah I to Delhi in 1150/1737 and arrived there

at the end of
1J.

51 /February 1740, stayed until 1 154/1741-42. His Risala-i

Salar-Jang or Abadi-i Dihll, also known as Muraqqa-i Dihli, gives a vivid

37 Muntakhabu s

l-lubdb, II, pp. 213-14.

38 Supra
, p. 13.

39 Malfuzat-i Shah. ’Abdull- Aziz, p. 108.
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account of the religious, social and intellectual life of Delhi. He gives the

following description of the Shah Mardan or Qadamgah-i Hazrat ’All.

He says, “It is situated three kuroh (about six miles) from the imperial

fort. On each Saturday a large number of parties of visitors pay

homage to the place for the eternal benefit of their spirit. They adorn the

turban of their devotion to the Imam with the flowers of salutation.

The earth of the Qadamgah cures the spiritually and physically

sick and the pure water, from the spring of the Imam’s clemency, is a

source ofhonour to the needy. A large number of people take vows for the

fulfilment of their heart’s desire. On 12 Muharram, which is the day for

paying homage to Imam Husayn, the mourners, with grief-stricken hearts

and tear-filled eyes, assemble at that threshold resembling paradise to

observe mourning ceremonies. They perform the ritual homage from

which all benefit. The means of conveyance used by high and low make

the highways and roads narrow like an ant’s eyes. The artisans arrange

their shops most artistically and earn large profits from their sales. In the

chawki-khana3 which is reserved for the devotees’ assembly, the reciters of

eulogies speak in a loud voice and obtain guarantees of their spiritual

deliverance.”

Hemistich

“If you wish eternal blessings, obtain

The good fortune of paying homage there.”40

The author of the Tmadifs-sa
3
adat says that Nawwab Bahadur Khwaja

Sara (Jawid Khan) 41 erected a building there. On the tenth of Muharram
each year, the ta

3
ziyas were buried there. On 20 Ramazan a big mourning

assembly took place. The reciters of marsiya and rawza42 and the Zakirs
'43

attended and spent the whole night crying.44 These facts were mentioned

in connection with the burial near Shah Mardan of Safdar Jang. Perhaps,

during Nawwab Dargah Qjuli Khan’s visit, the ta
3
ziya burial was a very in-

significant event. It became important a few years later and, until 1857,

40 Dargah Quit Khan
, Muraqqd-i Dihli, Delhi, 1982, p. 2.

41 The eunuch Nawwab Bahadur Jawid Khan was the assistant controller of the harem

servants during Emperor Muhammad Shah’s reign. After the accession of

Emperor Ahmad Shah (1161-67/1748-54), Jawid Khan’s intimacy with the

Emperor’s mother, Udham Ba‘i, resulted in his being made the supreme controller

of state affairs. He enjoyed the high mansab of seven hazari and received the title

‘Nawwab Bahadur’. All the important positions were conferred by the Emperor

at Jawid Khan’s recommendation. Safdarjang, the wazir
,
was unable to tolerate

Jawid Khan’s dominance and had him assassinated in early September 1752.

42 Supra, pp„ 56, 57, 73; Infra, 304, 359.

43 Those who deliver lectures in mourning assemblies.

44 Imadu's-sa’adat, p. 68.
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formed a major part in the ritual. The corpses of many Mughal dig-

nitaries and eminent people were buried there.45 After the restoration of

peace in Delhi,, Shah-i Mardan again became an important burial ground

for,Shi’i ta
3
ziyas.

From the early eighteenth century, the Shi’is began to participate in

the mourning ceremonies without any inhibition. We have already men-

tioned that Awrangzib’s first bakhshi, Ruhu'llah Khan,, observed taqiyya46

but that his son Ni’matu‘llah Khan,, did not. In 1133/1720 when Mir

Jumla was appointed governor of ’Azimabad (Patna) , Ni’matu
c

llah Khan
delayed bidding Mir Jumla farewell because of his preoccupation with

the mourning rituals in the first ten days of Muharram. When he finally

called on Mir Jumla, Muhammad Amin, the Shi’I’s arch-enemy, was also

present. Ni’matu‘llah explained the reason for his delay and asked pardon.

Muhammad Amin sarcastically asked him if someone had died in his

house. Ni’matu'llah replied in the negative, saying he had been mourning

the martyrdoxn of Sayyidu £sh-Shuhada‘ (Imam Husayn). Muhammad
Amin then observed that Yazid and Husayn were two rival princes and

that it was improper to mourn the death of Husayn and ignore the other

prince. Ni’matu £

llah replied that he was mourning the martyrdom of

his own prince (Imam Husayn) and that Muhammad Amin should

celebrate the victory of his prince (Yazid). The dispute assumed threaten-

ing proportions but Mir Jumla intervened and pacified them.47

Although some puritanical Sunnis were deeply offended by the mourning

assemblies, the majority observed them enthusiastically. In a letter dated

1238/1822-23, Shah ’Abdu £

l-’Aziz wrote that, on tenth Muharram, or a

day or two earlier, a ceremony marking the martyrdom of Imams Hasan

and Husayn was performed in his khanqah which was attended by four

hundred to one thousand people. They recited duriid. After the Shah’s

own arrival, the greatness of Imam Hasan and Imam Husayn, as

related in the works of hadis, was described. The prophecies concerning

their martyrdom, the circumstances that led to it and the barbarity of

those who martyred them were also recounted. The elegies on their martyr-

dom which Umm Salama and the companions of the Prophet had heard

were described as well. Those dreadful visions, which ibn ’Abbas and the

45 MIrza Sangin Beg, Saym'l-mandzU

,

New Delhi, 1982. An inscription on a grave

near the gateway of Shah-i Mardan is dated 950/1543. The chronogram reads:

Haskr-i Ma3sum ba imam-i sum bad, ‘On the day of resurrection may Ma'sum be

with the third Imam’ (Husayn). (p. 130). An inscription on another grave is

dated 1078/1667-68 (p. 132). The inscription on the naqqar-khdna (drum house)

of Shah-i Mardan is dated 1229/1813-14 (p. 130). It is a later addition to the

complex. For other inscriptions see pp. 130-135.

46 Supra
, pp. 11-13.

47 Siyame
l-muta

e
akhkhirin} II, pp. 450-51.
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Prophet’s other companions saw relating to the Prophet’s anguish at his

grandson’s tragic death were also recited. The session concluded with

the intoning of the Qur'an and fdtiha over whatever food was available.

Those who could recite a salam48 or an elegy melodiously did so. Those

present, including Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz, wept. 49

In a short treatise entitled the Sirrifsh-Shahadatayn (The Mystery of

Two Martyrdoms), the Shah wrote that the Prophet Muhammad was the

summation of all the attributes enjoyed by individual prophets. He was

deprived of the glory and joys of martyrdom as his untimely death would

have destroyed Islam’s power in the crucial early part of its history and it

would have lost its initial thrust. Moreover, had he been secretly martyr-

ed, it would have sown confusion in the new faith. Its benefits would

have been lost, for the effects of death in tragic and distressing circums-

tances were far-reaching. In order to have Muhammad’s prophethood

completed in all respects, God bestowed upon his grandsons the honour

of martyrdom; the elder one (Imam Hasan) was martyred secretly through

conspiracy hatched by one of his wives. His younger brother. Imam
Husayn, was martyred in tragic circumstances in broad daylight. Galling

the Umayyad Caliph, Yazid I (60/680-64-683), a scoundrel, a drunkard

and a tyrant, Shah ’Abdul-’Aziz justified Husayn’s refusal to swear

allegiance to the Caliph and traced the history of his departure from

Mecca to the time of his martyrdom. 50

Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz, however, warned his disciples against going to

assemblies where untruths or distorted elegies were recited. His pro-

hibitions were designed to discourage Sunnis from attending Shi’i assem-

blies but the general Sunni response to his exhortations was very poor.

Mirza Jan-i Janan Mazhar’s khalifa (deputy) Shah Ghulam ’Ali

Naqshband (d. 1240/1824) celebrated the Imams’ anniversaries. In

Ramazan, the anniversary of the birth of Imam Hasan, the second Imam,

was celebrated. A special rice pudding was prepared and fdtiha was

recited over it. Someone questioned the difference between imama and

wilaya and their respective importance. The Shah answered that wilaya

could be obtained by all sufis3 but imama was a spiritual function. All

Imams were walls but all walls could not be imams . God gave wilaya to

all who achieved nearness to Him, but imama was only conferred on the

most perfect one; for example, only the Prophet’s first four caliphs and the

twelve Imams were included in the category of imams 51

During Emperor Muhammad Shah’s reign (1131-61/1719-46), the

48 A poem paying homage to the martyrs of Karbala.

49 Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz, Fatawa-i
3AbduH-Aziz

,

I, pp. 110-11.

50 Shah ’Abduc
l-’AzIz, Sirru*sh-shahadatajyn, pp. 3-5.

51 Ra’uf Ahmad Mujaddidi (ed.), DurruH-ma’arif, n.d., p. 211.
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influence of his wife., Begum Sahiba Mahal., increased the popularity of the

Muharram celebrations. After the Emperor’s deaths Shah, Waliufllah

took the opportunity to urge his successor, Ahmad Shah (1161 -47 / 1 748-54)

,

to order Shl’is to observe their
3
ashura festival with moderation. He meant

that they should not curse the Prophet’s companions.52 No action seems to

have been taken by the new Emperor, however, probably because Jawid

Khan (Nawwab Bahadur), head of the imperial harem, and friend of

both the Emperor and his mother, Udham Ba c

i, was deeply devoted to

the Dargah Shah Mardan.

The ta
3
ziya processions were banned by the feeble-minded ’Alamgir II

(1167-73/1 745-60). 53 The invader Ahmad Shah Durrani slaughtered a

considerable number of Shi’is in Delhi, making Shah Waliufllah’s pro-

phecy of the extinction of Shi’is in Delhi come true.54 Under Najibu'd-

Dawla, who was devoted to Shah Waliufllah, Shi’I processions must have

been restricted but, after Najaf Khan’s arrival, they were resumed.

The puritanical Sunnis, however, always bitterly condemned ta
3
ziyas.

For example, Mirza Mazhar Jan-i Janan, (b. 1 1 10/1699), the most revered

Mujaddidiyya-Naqshbandiyya sufi in Delhi, opposed them fiercely.

Early in Muharram 11 95/December 1780, a ta
3
ziya procession passed by

his house. Criticizing this practice, the Mirza, as some authorities say,

remarked that perpetuating an event which occurred 1,200 years ago was

a sinful innovation
(
bida

3
t

)

and, to show respect to a piece of wood, was

lunacy. Delhi’s Shi’a community was shocked. On the evening of 7

Muharram 1195/3 January 1781, a militant Irani and his two companions

went to the Mirza’s house and shot him with a pistol. The Mirza died

after three days. 55

The Mirza’s disciple, Shah Ghulam ’Ali Naqshband, who celebrated

the birth anniversaries of the Imams was also violently opposed to ta
3
ziyas.

In one of his letters he wrote that distinguished Chishtiyya and Qadiriyya

sages did not listen to instrumental music, or make ta
3
ziyas and pictures,

and he advised their disciples not to do so either. Another time, he

mentioned that the preparation of ta
3
ziyas, listening to elegies, painting

portraits of the sages, worshipping the Prophet’s footprint in a stone,

devotion to music, cock-fighting and other ludicrous amusements and

indulgence in yogic practices, were not permitted by the earlier sages and

the Prophet’s companions.56

Until the end of Shah ’Alam’s reign, the puritanical Sunni ambitions

52 Shah Waliu‘llah’s letter in S. A. A. Rizvi’s Shah Wali-Allah and his times, Canberra,

1980, p. 227.

53 Tarikh-i
9Alamgir Sant ,

British Museum Ms., ff. 25b-26a.

54 Malfuzat-i Shah ’AbduH-Aziz , p. 54.

55 Mirza Lutf
5

Ali, Gulshan-i Hind
,
Delhi, 1906, p. 217.

56 Ra’uf Ahmad (ed.), Makatib-i Sharifa, Madras, 1334/1915, p. 159.
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to crush the Shi’i processions were unsuccessful. After Hazrat Begum’s

death in 1187/1773-74 at Qandahar where she was taken by Ahmad Shah

Durrani,, her mother Sahiba Mahal; the widow of Muhammad Shah;

returned to Delhi. Her arrival revitalised the Muharram rituals both

in the Mughal palace and the capital. On 28 October 1793; Shah ^Alam

told Mirza Akbar Shah that; although in previous years; he; together with

twenty princes and 260 men and women from the imperial family; had

visited Nawwab Sahiba Mahal’s palace as part of the ceremonies connec-

ted with Muharram; it was no longer appropriate and should be stopped.

The Emperor added that until the previous year; the Nawwab Sahiba

Mahal and Mirza Sikandar Shukoh had arranged for five or six ta
3
ziyas

to be constructed for the occasion. It was reported that in 1793 about

100 ta
3
ziyas and 50 mimbars (pulpits) had been prepared. At that speed;

the inmates of the palace would renounce their ancestral faith and embrace

Shi’ism. On 24 June 1798; it was reported to the Emperor that Prince

Mirza Akbar Shah; thirty-three princes; some begums; princesses and other

inmates of the imperial palace; had visited Nawwab Sahiba Mahal’s

palace to pay their respect to the ta
3
ziyas. The Emperor ordered that the

party return from her palace before evening so as not to involve her in

heavy expenses for entertainment. On 14 May 1801; the Emperor paid

Rs. 125 to Mirza Akbar Shah and Rs. 700 to the begums for Muharram
expenses. Mourning dresses were also prepared for Muharram. 57

Shah ’Abdu‘l-’Aziz fiercely opposed ta
3
ziya processions. In a fatwa he

writes that the construction of ta
3
ziya3 zarih and 3

alams is an abominable

innovation {bid
3
at-i saiyi

3
a) and everyone associated with it is a sinner.

Recognition of these models is forbidden; for no object of religious signi-

ficance exists there. The ta
3
ziyas are only a handful of wooden-pieces

which should be destroyed. According to a hadis3 ceremonies performed

against the sharVa should be stopped. If this is not possible these cere-

monies should be orally prohibited. If sermonizing is impossible these

ceremonies should be considered evil at heart. 58

From the end of the 1 8th century; the impact of the Wahhabi movement

re-invigorated puritanism among Shah ’Abdu c

l- ’Aziz’s disciples. The

Wahhabi invasion of the Shi’i holy shrines in Karbala emboldened the

Indian Sunni purists to attack and destroy the ta
3
ziyas.

A battle royal against the Muharram rituals and ta
3
ziyas was launched

by Sayyid Ahmad Shahid of Rae Bareli I (b. 1202/1786) who; in 1219/

1804 had become Shah ’Abdu c

l-’Aziz’s disciple. In 1233/1817-18; Shah

’Abdu‘l-’Aziz’s son-in-laW; Mawlana ’Abdu c

l Hayy, and his nepheW;

Mawlana Muhammad Isma’il; became Sayyid Ahmad Shahid’s disciples.

57 Tek Chand, Ruzndmcha-i Shah ’Ham
.,
Khuda Bakhsh Library, Patna, f. 277b.

58 Fatawa-i Shah
3Abduc

l-
3
Aziz, I, pp. 373.
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Many other members of Shah Waliuffiah’s family accepted him as their

pir . Sayyid Ahmad, accompanied by Mawlana ’Abdud-Hayy and Maw-
lana Isma’il toured through Ghaziabad, Muzaffarnagar, Saharanpur

and Meerut. Mawlana Isma’il and Mawlana 5Abdu £l-Hayy delivered

fiery speeches against the Muslim practice of visiting graves and lighting

lamps upon them. The popular veneration of ta
3
ziyas was dubbed idola-

tory. Sayyid Ahmad’s party urged their disciples to burn their ta
3
ziyas

and the Sayyid himself burnt two belonging to his disciples. The Shi’is

decided to retaliate. Law and order were threatened. Consequently the

East India Company’s District Magistrate and Judge expelled Sayyid

Ahmad and his party from Saharanpur. The District Magistrate at

Meerut also refused to allow them to stay. The party was forced to return

to Delhi and from there, in Jumada II (1234/April 1819), they set off for

Rae Bareli via Ghaziabad, Hapur, Muradabad and Bareilly (known as

Bans Bareilly). In Rampur some Afghans joined Sayyid Ahmad but the

Sunni ruler, Ahmad ’Ali Khan, also expelled the party from Rampur. In

Bareilly, the local qdzis wrote a fatwa condemning Sayyid Ahmad’s

puritanism and made his life difficult. 69 In Sha’ban 1234/June 1819, the

group reached Rae Bareli in the Shi’i state of Awadh. This was Sayyid

Ahmad Shahid’s home town. Ghaziu‘d-Din Haydar (1814-27) did not

interfere with the puritanical reforms and they were free to convert people

to their mission. According to the biographies of Sayyid Ahmad Shahid,

during his visit to Rae Bareli, the Shi’is of Nasirabad decided to recite

tabarra publicly and advised those Sunnis, who could not bear to hear it,

to move elsewhere for a day or two. The Sunnis wrote to the Sayyid for

help. He arrived with his party and informed the Shi’is that they should

adhere to their existing practices in the ta
3
ziya procession and should not

attempt any innovations. The Shi’is threatened to stop their procession

in protest but, after a full investigation, the local administrator ordered

them to refrain from starting any new practices. Muharram passed off

peacefully and the Sayyid returned to Rae Bareli.

On Chihlwn (20 Safar) the Nasirabad Sunnis again asked the Sayyid

to help. The Shi’is in Nasirabad had prevailed upon Badshah Begum,

who held Nasirabad in her jagir, to issue an order to her 3
amil (adminis-

trator) to suppress the Sunni movement. King Ghaziu c

d-Din Haydar,

who was estranged from the Begum, intervened at the request of his

vizier, Mu’tamadu'd-Dawla Agha Mir and ordered him to ensure that no

rioting took place. Mu’tamadu‘d-Dawla deputed the Sayyid’s disciple,

Faqir Muhammad, to organise a force of 500 to maintain the peace in

Nasirabad. Ghufran Ma‘ab, upon whose help the Shi’is had counted,

59 Sayyid ’All bin Hasan al-’Askari (Musharraf ’Ali), Izahat al-ghayy ft radd-i ’Abdul

Hayy
,
Khuda Bakhsh Library, Patna, Ms., ff. 7b-9b.
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also asked them to be peaceful. A mahzar (legal document) was drawn up

by the Shi’fs to the effect that they would not depart from the earlier

Muharram practices.60 Although the Awadh government was Shi
5

!., even

during their decline they were able to maintain peace and amity between

different sects and communities. To the Sayyid’s leading disciples their

victory over the Nasirabad Shi’is was a prelude to their success in their

future jihad.

The public recital of tabarra was not part of the Muharram rituals.

Only the extremist Shi’is insisted on it. In Nasirabad, as the above account

shows., tabarra had not been recited previously. In Awadh also Sayyid

Ahmad Shahid did not militantly attack the ta
3
ziyas and his stay there did

not undermine the peace. At the end of Shawwal 1236/July 1821., the

Sayyid left Rae Bareli with a party of 400 disciples on a pilgrimage to

Mecca. While they were at Mirzapur, Muharram started
;
three disciples

were fined by the Sayyid for participating in ta
3
ziya ceremonies. In

Banaras the party broke several hundred ta
3
ziyas and used the paper and

wood to cook their food. Ta3
ziya platforms and 3

alams were also destro-

yed. On their way to Patna, the Sayyid’s party ruthlessly demolished

ta
3
ziya platforms and laid the foundation for mosques in their stead. The

imambarhas were also laid waste. In Patna, the Shi’is are said to have failed

to convince the British magistrate that these actions posed a threat to

peace. The magistrate accepted the Sunnis’ defence that the platforms

were voluntarily destroyed by their Sunni owners who had been converted

to the Sayyid’s puritanical beliefs. 61

The war against ta
3
ziyas and Muharram rituals strained Shi’i-Sunni

friendship but it did not undermine either the popularity of the ta
3
ziyas

or the Muharram processions. In Delhi itself, the leading Chishtiyya pir}

Mawlana Fakhru
£d-Din (d. Jumada 1199/May 1783) visited the imam-

barhas,
presented a rupee as his offering and supplied water and sherbet to

the procession participants. Referring to Shah ’Abdul-’Aziz’s objection,

the Mawlana replied that his gestures prevented the Shi’is from reciting

tabarra. He also informed the Shah that for the same reason he had accep-

ted some Shi’is as his disciples.62 In Awadh, the great Qadiriyya pir,

Shaykh ’Abdu'r-Razzaq Bansawi (d. 1136/1724), the patron saint of the
3
ulama

e
in Firangi Mahal, outpaced the Shi’is in his devotion to ta

3
ziyas.

The Shi’is believed that they were replicas of Imam Husayn’s tomb but

Shaykh ’Abdu'r-Razzaq believed that the spirits of Imams Hasan and

Husayn actually visited the ta
3
ziyas. The Malfuzat-i Razzaqi says, “Some-

60 Tarikh-i Ahmadi, Tonk Ms., ff. 91b-97b; Mawlawi Sayyid Muhammad ’All, Makh-

zan-i Ahmadi', Agra, 1299/1881-82, pp. 47-52.

61 Makhzan-i Ahmadi, pp. 68-71; Tarikh-i Ahmadi, II, ff. 114a-155a.

62 Malfuzat-i Shah
9Abdu'l-Aziz, pp. 29, 56.
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times His Holiness used to go for the ziyarat (religious visitation) of the

holy zarih or ta
3
ziyas . Sometimes on the ninth Muharram he used to go

to the Kalyani river. Once His Holiness did not go to the ziyarat of the

weavers 5

ta
3
ziyas which was on his way to the Kalyani river. However,

in a vision His Holiness found himself near the same ta
3
ziya. Imams

Hasan and Husayn were also sitting there. Seeing His Holiness,, the

Imams asked him his reason for not visiting their house. His Holiness,

kissing the Imams’ feet, said that he did not dare avoid visiting the Imams’
holy houses. From that day His Holiness used to go for the ziyarat of

ta
3
ziyas on the first ten days of Muharram . He used to say that the ta

3-

ziyas should not be considered merely as the pieces of wood and paper

used for their construction. Often the holy spirits of Imams Hasan and
Husayn visited them. His Holiness had made it his life’s rule to lead the

ta
3
ziya procession and bring it to his house, where he used to stand with

folded hands as long as the ta
3
ziya remained. In his old age when His

Holiness had become very feeble, he used to stand with the support of his

stick and the wall. He used to go as far as the river Kalyani where the

ta
3
ziyas were immersed in water. After the end of the ceremony he returned

home.”63

The devotion of Mawlana Fakhru‘d-Din and Shaykh ’Abdu c

r Razzaq
strengthened Sunni observation of ta

3
ziyas and Muharram rituals. From

the 18th century onward, the ceremonies were observed by both Sunnis

and Shi’is. Puritanical hostility made little change.

Muharram in Awadh
In Awadh, the Shi’i Nawwabs made the Muharram mourning period a

state holiday. Fyzabad, near the ancient town of Ayodhya, which the

early Awadh rulers had made their capital, became the new centre of

Shi’i culture and mourning ceremonies. After the battle of Baksar in

1763* Shuja’u
cd-Dawla (1170-88/1756-75) settled permanently at Fyzabad

and made his capital a prosperous town. Separate buildings for mourning
ceremonies, known as imambarhas were constructed. When Shuja’u

c

d-

Dawla’s army moved to the battle-front the war was suspended for the

first ten days of Muharram. Halls of canvas were improvised to

hold the mourning assemblies. The soldiers took the bamboo frames

of the ta
3
ziyas to the battle-front with them and, as soon as Muharram

commenced, they pasted papers on them and paid homage to the Karbala

martyrs. 64 Before the end of 1184/1775, the fourth ruler, Asafu
ed-Dawla

had moved to Lucknow but the mother and widow of Shuja’u c

d-Dawla,

who lived at Fyzabad, fostered the development of Muharram rituals

63 Muhammad Khan Shahjahanpurl, Malfuzat-i Razzaqi, Lucknow, n.d., p. 104.

64
’

Imddu's-sa'adat
, pp. 121, 128.
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and Shi’i culture there. Under Asafu'd-Dawla and his successors Lucknow

became the city of imdmbdrhas although Fyzabad was not neglected. The

Shi’i noblemen and dignitaries of Awadh built imdmbdrhas and introduced

Muharram mourning rituals and ta’ziya processions into the headquarters

of their jagirs.

Two volumes of selected news-bulletins from Asafu'd-Dawla’s (1775-

1797) court, entitled Intikhdb akhbar-i Nawwab Wazirtfl-mamalik Bahadur wa

intikhab-i darbar-i mu’alia wa atraf, covering Zu lqa da 1208/June 1794 to

Rabi’ II 1210/November 1794, are available in the Royal Asiatic Society,

Great Britian and Ireland, London. They indicate that the As.ifi.yya ,
or

Bara Imambarha, was the centre of the mourning ceremonies organized by

the Nawwab. His visits to the imdmbdrhas belonging to the begums, the

dignitaries at court and the poor citizens, had made the ashura mourning

rituals popular with all sections of the society. Preparations began on the

twelfth, Zufihijja month and the appearance ofthe new moon ofMuharram

was eagerly awaited. The folowing summary of the account of two years

of Muharram ceremonies is worth noting.

28th Zytlhijja 1208/27 July 1794. It was reported that Mr. Cherry, the

Resident of the East India Company, had arrived to visit the imambarha.

The Nawwab ordered Raja Jha‘u Lai to go there immediately and let Mr.

Cherry inspect all the imambarha buildings.

mth Ju'lhijja 1208/29 July 1794. The Nawwab visited the imambarha,

recitedfdtiha*5 and inspected the mirrors and chandeliers that had been in-

stalled. He then retired to the palace . When Mr. Cherry’s second visit to the

imambarha was announced, the Nawwab ordered (the eunuch) Nawwab

Tahsin ’All Khan to see that Sital Singh’s platoon gave the Resident befit-

ting gun salute . TheNawwab, accompanied byTahsin ’All Khan,proceeded

to the imambdrha to inspect the ta’ziya arrangements. Nawwab Sarfarazu‘d-

Dawla Bahadur, Maharaja Tikait Ra'i, Raja Bilas Raf
i and Raja Nirmal

Das also joined them. In the imambarha, the Nawwab conversed with

Mr. Cherry. The Nawwab told the eunuch, Tahsin ’All Khan, that the

Governor-General, Sir John Shore, had left Calcutta to visit Lucknow.

After the ’ashura, he (the Nawwab) would himself march out of the city to

welcome the Governor-General Raja Bhawani Mihra presented

gold embroideries for the ta’ziyas. The Nawwab rewarded him with a

turban, a dushdla (an embroidered wrapper), ear-rings, a waist belt and a

four-piece khil’at (a robe of honour). Fawjdar Khan crossing the Gomti

River arrived and paid his obeisance. The Nawwab ordered Tahsin ’Ali

Khan to pay five thousand rupees to Fawjdar Khan for the preparation of

65 The first chapter of the Qur'an, called also the sural al-hamd (Chapter of Praise),

is recited as an intercession for the souls of the departed and to seek divine bles-

sings.
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ta’ziyas. On 29 Zu'lhijja the astrologers reported that that day correspon-
ded with the Hindu du‘ij.M “The newmoon would be visible. In the evening
strenuous efforts were made to sight the moon. Messengers were sent to
nearby villages and towns to inquire if anyone had seen it but on their
return they reported that it had not been visible anywhere. The Nawwab
remarked that heavy clouds had obscured it. It would be seen tomorrow.
In any case, Zu‘lhijja would end on the 30th day (tomorrow). It was not
proper to bring out the ’alams, golden standards and ta’ziyas. The mdtam™,
listening to marsiyas and the kitab68 should be postponed. The mourning
ceremonies should commence tomorrow.

Yesterday, on the last day of the previous month (Zu'lhijja), before
sunset the Nawwab awoke from his sleep, took a bath, and dressed in black
mourning robes to pay respect to the memory ofImams Hasan and Husayn.
He then took tea. Afterwards the marsiya and ki/a reciters were summon-
ed. Important dignitaries were given audience. Twelve dushalas for the
maraja-reciters and a large sum of money were entrusted to Tahsin ’All

Khan as a reward for the kitab-reciters. Then the Nawwab set off on foot
from the palace towards the imambarha. Near the Golden bastion he
mounted a horse, dismounting again at the imambarha gate. Golden ’alams
and panjas69 were ready. The band played a mourning tune and the
Nawwab entered the imambarha. Hindus were not allowed inside. The
Nawwab recited fatiha on the ta’ziyas and circumambulated round them.
Orders were given to recite the kitab and marsiyas. After the recitations,

Tahsin Ali Khan was ordered to give dushalas to the marsiya-rQcitors and
five hundred rupees to the kitab-reciters. After the second night-watch,
Nawwab Waziru'l-Mamalik Asafu'd-Dawla Bahadur entered his palace.
The dignitaries went to their own houses. In the palace the Nawwab
summoned the kitab-reciters. They sweetly recited pathetic lines. The
Nawwab deeply appreciated their performance and gave them another
five hundred rupees.

In the morning the Nawwab woke up, took a bath, changed his dress
and drank some tea. He sat under the pipal'70 tree in the sih dara palace
(Orders regarding important matters were given to the dignitaries.) Riding
on his horse, the Nawwab visited the imambarha of ’Atiqu‘llah barber. After
recitingfatiha, he respectfully laid five hundred rupees before the ta’ziya.

66 The second day of a lunar month according to the Hindu calculations when the
new moon of a month is sighted.

67 Observance of mourning by beating breast and head, either by hand or by chains
containing knife-blades.

68* Literally ‘book’ but technically a book comprising the account of the Karbala tra-
gedy summarized from the Rawzatu'sh-shuhadd‘.

69 Metal crest of the 'alams, see the dust-cover; Infra, p. 347.
70 The fig tree holy to Hindus.
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The Nawwab then paid obeisance to the ta’ziyas belonging to the beggars

and the poor. He reverently placed some money, according to the needs

of these people, before each ta’ziya. The Nawwab then returned to his

palace. It was reported that Mr. Cherry did not like the noise and beating

of drums by the mourners for Imams Hasan’s and Husayn s martyrdom

and had retired from the Residency to the neighbouring Bibipur quarters.

He had remarked that during Muharram, the noise of drums drove him

mad and added that Indians had no sense. Like Hindus, most Muslims

were’ absorbed in outward ceremonies. This was why they were so stupid.

After Muharram he would return from Bibipur to Lucknow.

2nd Muharram. After three-quarters of the day (towards evening), the

Nawwab arose from his sleep. He bathed in the palace pool. After changing

his clothes, he set off to the Baradari belonging to Karam Sahib. From

there he went to the military cantonment where he placed money before

each ta’ziya. Then he visited the imambarha belonging to Ashraf All Khan

and his brothers, where he heard the kitab and marsiya-recital. He reverently

placed one thousand rupees before the ta’ziya. From there he rode to the

Panch Mahla and entered the Khwurd Mahal palace where he laid large

sums ofmoney in front of the ladies’ ta’ziyas. He then returned to his own

imambarha and listened to the recital ofthe kitaband marsiyas. TheNawwab

presented dushalas and cash to the performers. He returned to his palace

where he again heard the kitab and marsiya-recital. He gave Mu’azzram

Chela, a black dushala ; a companion ofRaja Mihra received a green dushala

and a young well-behaved peon was also given a dushala.

3rd Muharram. (Orders on important papers). The Nawwab rode to

Sutahti and made cash offering to pay respect to the ta’ziyas belonging to

the poor. He then returned to his palace.

4th to 1(M Muharram. (Orders on important papers) . The Nawwab rode

to Nawwab Hasan Rizac
’s mansion where he gave five ashrafis (gold coins)

to honour the ta’ziya. He then visited Nawwab Hasan Riza Khan s

imambarha, reverently placing five hundred rupees in front of the ta’ziya.

Nawwab Hasan Riza' introduced a Hajji who had returned from Karbala

to the Nawwab Vizier. The Hajji presented relics from Karbala. The

Nawwab Vizier gave him five thousand rupees. He (rode) to Miyan

Tahsin ’Ali Khan’s mansion and recited durud71 in the imambarha there,

respectfully placing five hundred rupees before the ta’ziya. The kitab was

recited at the minbar72 in front of the ta’ziya. The Nawwab Vizier offered

a dushala to the kitab-vecitev and performed matam along with his

dignitaries and retinue. Later that evening he returned to the palace.

71 Persian, Arabic as-slat; imploring divine mercy for the Prophet and his At (des-

cendants).

72 Pronounced as mimbar, a stepped pulpit for reciting khutba in mosques or the elegy

for the Karbala martyrs.
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There the Nawwab wept as listened to a marsiya-recital.

In the morning the official business was expedited. The (ministers)
returned to their respective houses. The Nawwab Vizier went to Raja
Jha

£u Lai’s imdmbdrha:, recited fdtiha and durud and offered five hundred
rupees to honour the ta’ziya. He then visited Almas ’All Khan’s mansion.
Almas All Khan offered him fifteen ashrafis and two thousand rupees.
The Nawwab Vizier told him that the objective of his visit was to collect
all outstanding dues. Almas ’Ali replied that they would be paid by the
evening. The Nawwab Vizier returned to his palace. The m«m>-reciters
were summoned who recited in a very impressive and pathetic tone. After
one watch and two hours, the Nawwab went to bed.

5th Muharram. (Orders on important papers). Crossing the river Gomti,
the Nawwab Vizier visited Fawjdar Khan’s mansion where he made an
offering of Rs. 1000 to honour the ta’ziya. The Khan offered the Nawwab
five thousand rupees. The Nawwab then went to Mastan Shah’s ta’ziya
where he offered three hundred rupees to honour it. He made similar
reverential offerings to Mudde Khan’s ta’ziya and that of Qadam Rasul,
where he presented one thousand rupees. Mudde Khan the (chief) elep-
hant driver gave one thousand rupees to the Nawwab Vizier. The Nawwab
returned to his palace where he listened to the kitab and marsiya-recital. He
performed matam. Afterwards he visited the palace of Khwurd Mahal in
Panch Mahla and ordered the payment of (the salaries) to the begums.
Then he paid his respects to Wazlr ’All Khan’s ta’ziya. Recitingfdtiha and
durud, he arrived, with his orderlies, at his own imambarha. He listened to
the kitab and marsiya-reciters, performed matam and retired to his palace.
News from the Ashrafabad quarters was received saying that two people,
who had been reciting tabarra, were wounded. The Nawwab Vizier ordered
that guards should be placed around the ta’ziyas and those who disturbed
the peace should be arrested and brought to him.

6th Muharram. The Nawwab Vizier visited the Dargdh of Hazrat ’Abbas,
where he offered five hundred rupees. He was informed that yesterday
Mlrza Bahlu had been killed for reciting tabarra and three others injured.
The Nawwab sent the Sunni murderers to prison. Then he visited the
ta’ziya ofNa’lm ’All Khan and made cash offerings. After making donations
to honour other ta’ziyas, the Nawwab Vizier arrived at his own imambarha.
He listened to the kitab, performed matam and retired to his palace.
Raja Nirmal Ra r

i and Bilas Rar
i reported that two Hindus were

imprisoned after yesterday’s rioting at the Dargdh Hazrat ’Abbas. They
requested their release. Their recommendations were accepted. The
Nawwab Vizier then went to Asya Mau where he made an offering to
honour the ta’ziyas. He also visited Maharaja Tikait Raffs ta’ziya and
donated 400 rupees. The Maharaja and his dependants gave cash gifts
to the Nawwab Vizier and the Nawwab listened to a marsiya and kitab
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recital. Later he returned to his palace.

A Sunni deputation reported that a Sunni had been assaulted near

Afrin ’Ali Khan’s mansion. Mirza Naqi and Afrin ’Ali Khan’s companions

had been forcing the Sunni to recite tabarra. When he refused they attacked

him. The Nawwab Vizier ordered that Afrin ’Ali Khan’s companions

should be arrested and brought to him. The Nawwab proceeded to his own

palace. Meanwhile, Mr. Cherry and other English gentlemen arrived.

They, and the Nawwab Vizier, listened to the kitdb reciters and performed

mdtam. Mirza Sulayman Shukoh also arrived. The Englishmen departed.

The Nawwab Vizier had a private conversation with Sulayman Shukoh.

Afterwards he returned to his palace. The assailants of the Sunni were

brought in chains and were handed over to the custody of Hindu Singh.

The Nawwab Vizier again left the palace for Wazir Bagh and made

offerings before the ta’ziyas . After resting a little in his palace, the Nawwab

Vizier went to Mirza Jumma’s mansion. He made an offering of three

hundred rupees before the ta
3
ziy

a

and retired to the palace. During the

night, the Nawwab ate nothing and performed mdtam.

The bulletins of 7th to 9th Muharram are not available.

l(h/z Muharram. The ta
3
ziya processions passed across the Gomti over the

new stone bridge . The Nawwab Vizier himselfcrossed the river and stayed

near Fawjdar Khan’s mansion. Orders were given to bury the ta ziyas in

the newly built Karbala. The guards, who had been posted at Mirza

Sulayman Shukoh’s mansion, arrived and reported that during the previous

night Mirza Sulayman Shukoh’s companions had recited tabarra loudly

near the ta
3
ziyas and had cursed the fore-fathers of all who failed to respond

after listening to tabarra by reciting it themselves. Mirza Shukoh’s Sunni

guards then armed themselves and attacked the tabarra-reciters, who fled.

Mirza Sulayman Shukoh was very upset and shut himself in the mansion

belonging to his second wife. The Sunni guards continued firing guns near

Mirza Sulayman Shukoh’s mansion and were determined to kill any

Rdfizi (Shi’a) who appeared. Next day, Mirza Sulayman ordered his

officer, Khanazad Khan, to replace the Sunni guards with Shi’is.

Khanazad Khan accused the Prince of being ignorant of the importance

of Sunni guards, who had no wish to serve him. Were the Prince to insist

on their removal, he (Khanazad Khan) would himself resign. The Prince

relented and Khanazad Khan persuaded the Sunni guards to resume their

duties at the various mansions.

The Nawwab offered both mourning garments and two to three hundred

rupees as gifts to the Sayyids. One important Sayyid, Mir Muhammad

’Ali Ghogha/i was given a mourning suit and one thousand rupees.73

73 Intikhab akhbar-i Nawwab Waziru'l-Mamdlik Bahadur
,
Royal Asiatic Society, Great

Britain, XG, ff. 15a, 25b, 29a-42b.
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The daily accounts of the first ten days of Muharram 1210 are not
detailed but reports covering the 7th to 9th and 1 1th to 12th Muharram,
missing from the previous year’s bulletin, are available. The account of
the observance of

’

ashura is summarized below.

29th Zu‘lhijja. Clouds prevented the sighting of the moon.
Muharram. 1210/18 July 1795. In the evening golden and silver

ta’ziyas were installed in the Imambarha. The Nawwab Vizier performed
matam.

2nd Muharram. The Nawwab Vizier ordered that Madah ’All Khan’s
elephant-driver’s feet should be shackled and 25,000 rupees obtained from
him. The money should be given to Tahsin ’All Khan for distribution

at the rate of five rupees for each ta
3
ziya belonging to the poor. Later,

the Nawwab Vizier visited Fawjdar Khan’s t

a

3

ziya. Then he went to a
beggar’s ta

3
ziya and offered one hundred rupees. After perusing the news

bulletin from the Deccan and Kabul, the Nawwab Vizier went to his own
imambarha and paid his respects to the ta

3
ziyas.

3rd Muharram. The Nawwab Vizier ordered Raja Jha u Lai to prepare

200 golden waist belts and other articles worth 100,000 rupees to make an
offering at the mausoleum of Imajn ’All in Najaf (Iraq). The Nawwab
Vizier then visited Raja Jha‘u Lai’s ta

3
ziya and made an offering of one

hundred rupees. The Raja presented the Nawwab with five hundred
rupees.

4th Muharram . Yesterday the Nawwab Vizier paid a visit to Almas
’Ali Khan’s ta

3
ziya and made an offering of one hundred rupees. Almas

’All presented five thousand rupees to the Nawwab Vizier. The Nawwab
Vizier then visited the ta

3
ziyas belonging to the poor and made an offering

of five rupees before each one.

5th Muharram. Yesterday the Nawwab Vizier offered one hundred
rupees to honour Din Muhammad Ghawdhri’s ta

3
ziya and another one

hundred rupees to Waris ’All’s ta
3
ziya. Chawdhri Din Muhammad presen-

ted one thousand rupees to the Nawwab Vizier. Mr. Cherry and other

English officials called on the Nawwab Vizier. They visited the imambarha
and saw the ta

3
ziyas.

6//z Muharram. It was reported that Chela Bindu and three companions
had recited tabarra near the Akbari Gate when Ghaws’ son and three other

Sunnis were present. Shi’i-SunnJ riots broke out and six people were
injured. The Nawwab Vizier imprisoned the three Shi’is found guilty of

breaking the peace The Nawwab Vizier made an offering of 500

rupees to honour Raja Bhawani Mihra’s ta
3
ziya. The Raja offered 2,000

rupees as a gift to the Nawwab.
1th Muharram. It was reported that some Shi’is had recited tabarra near

the house of Muhabbat Khan, the nephew of Hafiz Rahmat Khan. The
Shi’is were taken into custody and brought before the Nawwab Vizier.
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They were flogged. The Nawwab Vizier added that if they recited tabarra

again, they would be expelled from the Awadh territories beyond the

Ganges river. The Nawwab Vizier then visited the Dargah of Hazrat

’Abbas and made an offering offive hundred rupees. From there he visited

Maharaja Tikait Rafi’s mansion and presented 500 rupees to the

Maharaja’s ta
3
ziya. The Maharaja gave five ashrafis and 5,000 rupees to

the Nawwab. The Nawwab Vizier went to Gau Ghat aild placed five

hundred rupees before Mir Masayta’s ta
3
ziya.

8th Muharram. In the evening the Nawwab Vizier visited his own imam-

barha. The Imam (sic) Qasim’s maynhdi74 arrived from the mansion of

Miyan ’Alam ’All Khan. The Nawwab Vizier performed matam,
listened

to the kitab and returned to the palace. After resting, the Nawwab Vizier

rode to AghaBaqir’s imambarha, made offerings before the ta
3
ziyas and then

returned to his palace.

9th Muharram . Roshan, the elephant-driver, and his son were expelled

from the city for reciting tabarra. Sarfaraz Jang’s companions, numbering

seven hundred, who had recited tabarra near Hafiz Rahmat Khan’s

palace, were taken captive. They were sent to Hasan Riza Khan’s

mansion for (punishment). The Nawwab Vizier went to the Qadam
Rasul, made an offering of one hundred rupees in front of the t

a

3
ziya and

then returned to his palace.

1 \th Muharram. On the night of tenth Muharram when a quarter of

the night remained, the Nawwab Vizier vomitted. The physicians rushed

to his bed and gave him some medicine . In the morning ( 1 0th Muharram)

,

the Nawwab got up. The dignitaries paid obeisance. The Nawwab
visited his own imambarha and performed matam with his ministers. He
then joined the ta

3
ziya procession crossing the Gomti, where he buried

the ta
3
ziya and returned to the palace. He rested until one watch of the

day was left when he rose and dressed himself in black mourning gar-

ments. One thousand rupees were given to Muhammad ’All GhoghaT

Tahsin ’Ali Khan was ordered to distribute (mourning) dresses to the

princes, Sayyids and their ladies in the palaces. Five thousand rupees

were assigned for offerings to the poor in the names of Imams Hasan and

Husayn. After dinner that night the Nawwab slept.

74 The leaves of the maynhdi tree (lawsonia spinoss or eastern privet). In India the

maynhdi is carried from the bridegroom’s to the bride’s house before the actual

wedding. A framework, somewhat in the shape of a boat, with red, green and

yellow paper, ornamented with mica and tinsel, is prepared. In it are placed

plates of maynhdi and candles. This symbolizes the marriage of Qasim and Imam
Husayn’s daughter on the night of 10th Muharram. The ceremony is designed to

accelerate the expressions of grief and lamentation among the Indian mourners

by exhibiting an Indian ritual. The maynhdi is taken from one imambarha to

another or to Karbala.
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12th Muharram. In the morning the Nawwab Vizier got up. The digni-

taries came and made their obeisance. Mr. Cherry called on the Nawwab.
Since it was drizzling, a pattu (shawl) was offered to Mr. Cherry and the

Nawwab had a conversation with him.

13th Muharram. Yesterday Tahsln ’Ali Khan was ordered to prepare a

large amount of food for offerings in the names of the Imams. The accounts

for expenditure on ta
3
ziyas and lighting the imambarha were presented.

The Nawwab inspected them. 75

During the reigns of Asafu‘d-Dawla’s successors the Muharram cere-

monies became more formalised. After 1232/1808, the Tal Katora Kar-
bala was made the burial ground for ta

3
ziyas and the number of ta

3
ziya pro-

cessions increased. The Dargah of Hazrat ’Abbas remained the principal

centre of mourning; the maynhdi processions added both brilliance and
pathos to the ceremonies.

In the reign of Sa’adat ’All Khan (1798-1814), a marsiya-reciteY, Mir
Ihsan ’All, extended the mourning days to 20th Safar, known as Chihlum

or arbain. In the first year of Nasiru‘d-Din Haydar’s (1827-1837) acces-

sion, Badshah Begum issued a proclamation that no festivities should

take place until Chihlum. The Resident intervened, considering the orders

were inconvenient to the general public, and Nasiru cd-Din made the

mourning period optional. 76 The public, however, supported their ruler

and generally no festivities took place at Lucknow until Chihlum. Badshah
Begum also introduced many frivolous ceremonies to celebrate the

Imams’ birthdays but the common people did not keep them and they

were discontinued.

The ’Ashura and Chihlum celebrations in Lucknow, however, became
part of the life of the people. The Observations on the Mussulmauns of India by
Mrs. Meer Hasan ’Ali and The Private Life of an Eastern King by William

Knighton enthusiastically describe the Muharram celebrations in the reigns of

Sultans Ghaziu‘d-Din Haydar and Nasiru‘d-Din Haydar. Mrs. Meer Hasan
’All’s narrative is more detailed and better informed but William Knigh-

ton’s account is also very interesting. From the reign of Ghaziu
c

d-Din

Haydar, Shah Najaf or the royal imambarha became the centre of the

royal celebrations of Muharram. “The collection of lustres and chande-

liers accumulated on these occasions, the glare of the lights, the sparkling

of the rich embroidery and gilding, the glittering of the brilliant fringes,

cords, and tassels, ornamenting the banners with which the Imambarha is

hung” reminded William Knighton of the “Arabian Nights’ entertain-

ments.” He goes on to say, “On the morning of the fifth day of Muharram,

75 Intikhab akkbdr-i Nawwab Waziru'l-Mamalik Bahadur
,
XCI, ff. 229b-238b.

76 Muhammad TaqI Ahmad (ed.), Tarikh Badshah Begam, New Delhi, reprint 1977,

p. 14.
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crowds of all ranks and classes of the people might be seen issuing from

Lucknow to visit the Durgah [Hazrat ’Abbas], each little party bearing its

own banners .... The procession from the royal Emambarra was, of course,

the most magnificent. Six or eight elephants, with silver trappings, first

appeared, the men upon these bearing the banners to be blessed. Then

came a sort of chief mourner, bearing a black pole supporting two swords

hung from a reversed bow. Then came the king himself, and the male

members of his family, with his favourite Moulvies. To these succeeded

a charger, called Dhull-dhull. . .
77 The banners are borne through the Durgah

presented to the sacred crest, and touched, and then taken out again at the

opposite door to make room for others. All day long does the ceremony

continue. ...”

According to William Knighton the imambarha was filled up “with ex-

traordinary splendour, worthy to receive the expensive and gorgeous Mayn-

dieh;78 and when the preparations were complete, the public were admit-

ted to gaze upon the glittering
”

Endeavours were made to give “the funeral of Hossein” on the tenth

of Muharram, “as military a character as possible to the display. Banners

are exhibited, bands play, match-locks and guns and pistol are fired off,

shields are clashed together and no sound is wanting which serves to bring

before the minds, eye the mimicry of artillery pageants. ...”

Behind the procession came “Dhull-dhull” followed by incense bearers

with gold and silver censers suspended by means of chains made of the same

material. The tomb model or ta’ziya was borne next, above which “a can-

opy of green cloth or velvet embroidered with gold or silver was spread,

elevated on poles and carried by several men”. All along the march, as

the various processions wound up by different roads over the country guns,

pistols, rifles and match-locks were discharged; “whilst the mourning

cry ‘Hassan ! Hossein’ was heard at intervals swelling out from the mighty

throng. The ordinary ceremony of burial was gone through, on the pro-

cession reaching the Karbala.

According to Knighton’s estimate the reigning Nawwab spent “upwards

of three hundred thousand pounds” on Muharram celebrations. 79

Mrs. Meer Hassan Ally (Mir Hasan ’All) who in 1832 published her

Observations on the Mussulmauns of India was an English lady married to

one Hasan ’Ali whose father had performed “Hadge (pilgrimage), three

times, at different periods of his eventful Life”. Meer Hasan ’Ali’s detailed

observations of the involvement of women in the Muharram rituals are as

follows

:

77 Infra, pp. 322-32.

78 Infra, pp. 323-325.

79 William Knighton, The private life of an Eastern King, Oxford 1921, pp. 176-191.
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“The ladies celebrate the returning season of Mahurrum with as much
spirit and zeal, as the confinement, in which they exist, can possibly

admit of. There are but few, and those chiefly princesses, who have
Emaum-baarahs [Imambarhas] at command, within the boundary of

the zeenahnah; the largest and best apartment in their establishment

is therefore selected for the purpose of an Emaum-baarah, into which
none but females are admitted, excepting the husband, father, son, or

brother, of the lady; who having, on this occasion, full liberty to invite

her female acquaintance, those who are her nearest male relatives

even, are not admitted until previous notice is given, in order that the

female guests may secrete themselves from the sight of these relatives of
their hostess.

“In commemorating this remarkable event in Mussulmaun history, the

expressions of grief, manifested by the ladies, are far greater, and appear
to me more lasting than with the other sex; indeed, I never could have
given credit to the extent of their bewailings, without witnessing, as I

have done for many years, the season for tears and profound grief return

with the month of Mahurrum. In sorrowing for the martyred Emaums,
[Imams], they seem to forget their private griefs; the bereavement of a
beloved object even is almost overlooked in the dutiful remembrance
of Hasan and Hosein at this period; and I have had opportunities of
observing this triumph of religious feeling in women, who are remarkable
for their affectionate attachment to their children, husbands and parents;

— they tell me, “We must not indulge selfish sorrows of our own, whilst

the Prophet’s family alone have a right to our tears”.

“The religious zeal of these people is evinced, likewise, in a stern, syste-

matic, line of privations, during the period of Mahurrum; no one is

obliged, by any law, or command
;

it is voluntary abstinence, on the

part of each individual—they impose it on themselves, out of pure pity

and respect for their Emaums’ well-remembered sufferings. Every
thing which constitutes comfort, luxury, or even convenience at other

times, on these occasions are rigidly laid aside. The pallungh and the

charpoy (the two descriptions of bedsteads in general use), on which the

females love to lounge for some hours in the day and night, are removed
from their standings, and, in lieu of this comfort, they take their rest

on a common date mat, on the floor. The musnud, and all its cushioned
luxuries, give place, on this occasion, to the simply matted floor. The
indulgence in choice dainties, at other times so necessary to their hap-
piness, is now foregone, and their meal limited, throughout Mahurrum,
to the coarsest food, such as barley bread, rice and peas boiled together
(called ketcherie [khichrhi]), without even the usual additions to make
it palatable ketcherie, as ghee, salt, pepper, and spices; these ingredients
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being considered by the zealous females too indulgent and luxurious for

humble mourners during Mahurrum.

“The pawn leaf, another luxury of no small moment to Asiatic tastes, is

now banished for the ten days
5 mourning. A very poor substitute has

been adopted, in the mixture described at the gentlemen’s assembly—
it is called goattur. The truth is, their health would suffer from any

long disuse of tobacco-leaf, lime, and a bitter gum, which are in general

use with the pawn
;
the latter is of a warm aromatic nature, and imparts

a fine flavour to the other ingredients
;
but, as it is considered a great

indulgence to eat pawn, they abstain from it altogether during Mahur-

rum;—the mixture, they say, is only allowed for health’s sake.

“When visitors call on the Mussulmaun ladies at Mahurrum, the goattur

is presented on trays, accompanied by bags, neatly embroidered in silver

and gold, of many different shapes and patterns, mostly their own work

and invention; they are called buttooah and jhaumdanies.

“The variety of ornaments, which constitute the great delight of all

classes of females in India, are entirely laid aside, from the first hour

of Mahurrum, until the period for mourning concludes. I never heard

of any people so thoroughly attached to ornaments as the females of

India are generally. They are indulged in this foible —pardonable it

may be, by their husbands and parents. The wealthiness of a family

may often be judged by a single glance at the principal lady of the

zeenahnah, who seldom omits doing honour to her husband, by a full

display of the precious metals, with a great variety of gems or jewels

on ordinary occasions

“These are all removed from the person, as soon as the moon is seen,

when the first day of Mahurrum commences
;
the hair is unloosed from

its usual confinement, and allowed to flow in disorder about the person

;

the coloured pyjaamahs and deputtahs are removed, with every other

article of their usual costume, for a suit that, with them, constitutes

mourning—some choose black, others grey, slate, or green, and the

widow wears white from the day her husband dies

“Many of the rigidly zealous, among the females, mortify themselves by

wearing their suit of mourning during the ten days, without changing;

the dress is worn next the skin, and, in very warm weather, must be

comfortless after the first day—but so it is
;
and so many are the varieties

of self-inflicted privations, at this period, that my letter might be filled

with the observations I have made. I cannot, however, omit to

mention my old woman-servant (ayah), whose mode of abstinence, in

remembrance of Hosein, is rigidly severe; my influence does not prevail

in dissuading her, although I fear the consequences to her health will
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be seriously felt if she persist in the fulfilment of her self-imposed trial.

This poor old creature resolves on not allowing one drop of water, or

any liquid, to pass her lips during the ten days’ mourning; as she says,
4

‘her Emaum, Hosein, and his family, suffered from thirst at Kraabaallah,

why should such a creature as she is be indulged with water?” This

shows the temper of the people generally;—my ayah is a very ignorant

old woman, yet she respects her Emaum’s memory.” 80

Further:

“The ladies assemble, in the evening, round the Tazia they have set up,

in their purdahed privacy—female friends, slaves, and servants, surround-

ing the mistress of the house, in solemn gravity.

“The few females, who have been educated, are in great request at this

season; they read the Dhie Mudgelluss81
, and chant the Musseeah

(:marsiya)
with good effect. These women, being hired for the purpose,

are detained during the ten days; when the Mahurrum ceases, they are

dismissed to their own homes, loaded with the best gifts the good lady

their employer can conveniently spare, commensurate with the services

performed. These educated females are chiefly daughters ofpoor Syaads,

who have not been married for the lack ofa dowry;— they live devoutly

in the service of God, according to their faith. They are sometimes

required, in the families of the nobility, to teach the Khoraun [Qurf
an]

to the young ladies, and, in that capacity, they are called Oustaardie,

or more familiarly Artoojee [Atoji].” 82

Mrs. Mir Hasan ’Ali also describes the rituals in Lucknow for the first

ten days of Muharram

:

“The first day of Mahurrum invariably brings to my recollection, the

strongly impressed ideas of ‘The Deserted Village’. The profound

quiet and solemn stillness of an extensively populated native city,

contrasted with the incessant bustle usual at all other times, are too

striking to Europeans to pass by unheeded. This cessation of the ani-

mated scene, however, is not of long duration; the second day presents

to the view vast multitudes of people parading backwards and forwards,

on horseback, in palkies, and on foot, through the broad streets and

roadways, arrayed in their several mourning garbs, speeding their

way to the Emaum-baarahs of the great men, and the houses of friends,

80 Mrs. Meer Hasan ’All, Observations on the Mtisstdmauns of India, London, 1832, pp.

41-48.

81 Dak majlis', a summary of the Rawzatuc
sh-skuhada 1

, in Urdu; Infra% pp. 353-354.

82 Observations on the Mnssulmauns of India
, pp. 51-52.
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to pay the visit of respect (zeearut), wherever a Tazia is set up to the

remembrance of Hasan and Hosein.

“The word Tazia, signifies grief. The term is applied to a representa-

tion of the mausoleum at Kraabaallah, erected by their friends and

followers, over the remains of Hasan and Hosein. It is formed of every

variety of material, according to the wealth, rank, or preference, of

the person exhibiting, from the purest silver down to bamboo and

paper, strict attention being always paid to preserve the model of

Kraabaallah, in the exact pattern with the original building. Some

people have them of ivory, ebony, sandal-wood, cedar, &c., and I

have seen some beautifully wrought in silver filigree. The handsomest

of the kind, to my taste, is in the possession of his Majesty the King

of Oude, composed of green glass, with brass mouldings, manufactured

in England (by whom I could not learn) . All these expensive Tazias

are fixtures, but there are temporary ones required for the out-door

ceremony, which, like those available to the poor and middling classes,

are composed of bamboo frames, over which is fixed coloured uberuck

(lapis specularum, or tulk)
;
these are made in the bazaar, of various

sizes and qualities, to suit the views of purchasers, from two rupees to

two hundred each.

“The more common Tazias are conveyed in the procession on the tenth

day, and finally deposited with funeral rites in the public burial-

grounds, of which there are several outside the town. These cemeteries

are denominated Kraabaallah, and the population of a large city

may be presumed on by thenumber ofthese dispersed in the suburbs. . .

5583

She goes on to say,

“After the Tazia is brought home (as the temporary ones are from

the bazaar on the eve of Mahurrum, attended by a ceremonious dis-

play of persons, music, flags, flambeaux, &c.), there is little to remark

of out-door parade beyond the continual activity of the multitude

making the sacred visits to their several Emaum-baarahs, until the

fifth day, when the banners are conveyed from each of them in solemn

procession, to be consecrated at the Durgah [Hazrat ’Abbas]—(literally

translated, “The threshold,” or “Entrance, to a sanctified place”).”84

Describing the procession she says,

“The order of procession, appointed by each noble proprietor of

banners, to be consecrated at the Durgah, forms a grand spectacle.

83 Ibid., pp. 30-32.

84 Ibid., pp. 57-58.
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There is no material difference in their countless numbers; the most

wealthy and the meanest subject of the province make displays com-

mensurate with their ability, whilst those persons who make the most

costly exhibitions enjoy the greatest share of popular favour, as it is

considered a proof of their desire to do honour to the memory of Hosein

and Hasan, their venerated Emaums.

“A description of one, just passing my house, will give you a general

idea of these processions,—it belongs to a rich man of the city;—

A

guard of soldiers surrounds four elephants, on which several men are

seated, on pads or cushions, supporting the banners; the staffs of

several are of silver,—the spread hand, and other crests, are formed

of the same metal, set with precious stones. Each banner—they all

resemble—is in the shape of a long scarf of rich silk, of bright florid

colours, embroidered very deep at the ends, which are finished with

gold and silver bullion fringes; it is caught together near the middle,

and tied with rich gold and silver cords and tassels to the top of the

staff, just under the hand or crest. The silks, I observe, are of many
different colours, forming an agreeable variety, some blue, purple,

green, yellow, &c. Red is not used; being the Soonies
5

distinguishing

colour at Mahurrum it is carefully avoided by the zealous Sheahs

—

the Soonies are violently opposed to the celebration of this festival.

After the elephants, a band of music follows, composed of every variety

of Native instruments, with drums and fifes; the trumpets strike me as

the greatest novelty in their band; some of them are very long, and

powerful in their effect.

“Next in the order of procession I observe a man in deep mourning,

supporting a black pole, on which two swords are suspended from a

bow reversed—the swords unsheathed glittering in the sun. The

person who owns the banners, or his deputy, follows next on foot,

attended by readers of the Musseeah, and a large party of friends in

mourning. The readers select such passages as are particularly appli-

cable to the part Abbas Ali took in the affair at Kraabaallah, which is

chanted at intervals, procession pausing for that purpose.

“Then comes Dhull Dhull (Dul Dul or Zu c

ljanah)—the name of

Hosein’s horse at Kraabaallah;—that selected for the present purpose

is a handsome white Arab, caparisoned according to the olden style of

Arabia: due care is taken to represent the probable sufferings of both

animal and rider, by the bloody horsecloth—the red-stained legs—

•

and the arrows apparently sticking in several parts of his body; on the

saddle is fixed a turban in the Arabian style, with the bow and arrows

;

—the bridle, &c. are of very rich embroidery; the stirrups and mount-

ings of solid silver. The horse and all its attire are given after Mahu-
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rrum, in charity, to a poor Syaad. Footmen, with the afthaadah

\aftdb-gir,
parasol] and chowrie—peculiar emblems of royalty in

India—attend Dhull Dhull. The friends of the family walk near the

horse; then servants of all classes., to fill up the parade, and many foot

soldiers,, who occasionally fire singly, giving to the whole description a

military effect.

“I have seen many other processions on these fifth days of Mahurrum

;

they all partake of one style,—some more splendid than others; and

the very poor people parade their banners, with, perhaps, no other

accompaniment than a single drum and fife, and the owner supporting

his own banner/’85

The maynhdi is also described:

“The public display on the seventh Mahurrum is by torch-light, and

called the night of Mayndhie (maynhdi), intending to represent the

marriage ceremony for Gossum [Qasim], who, it will be remembered,

in the sketch of the events of Kraabaallah, was married to his cousin

Sakeena [Fatima] Koobraah, the favourite daughter of Hosein, on the

morning of the celebrated battle.

“This night presents to the public all the outward and showy parade

which marks the Mayndhie procession of a real wedding ceremony, of

which I propose speaking further in another place. This display at

Mahurrum is attended with considerable expense; consequently, the

very rich only observe the out-door formalities to be exhibited on this

occasion; yet all classes, according to their means, remember the event,

and celebrate it at home.

“The Mayndhie procession of one great personage, in Native cities,

is directed—by previous arrangement—to the Emaum-baarah of a

superior. I was present, on one occasion, when the Mayndhie of the

Prime Minister of Oude was sent to the King’s Emaum-baarah,

called Shaah Nudghiff [Shah Najaf]—from the mausoleum of Ali,

of which it is an exact representation on a small scale.

“It is situated near the banks of the river Goomtie, some distance from

the palace at Lucknow; the entrance to the outer court, or quadrangle,

is by a handsome gateway of brickwork plastered and polished, resem-

bling marble. On each side of the gateway, and carried up the two

sides, in a line with the building, are distinct apartments, designed

for the abode of the distressed and houseless poor; the back of these

apartments form a substantial wall or enclosure. The Shaah Nudghiff

85 Ibid.
} pp. 65-69.
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faces the gateway, and appears to be a square building, on a broad

base of flights of steps, with a cupola roof; the interior is paved with

black and white marble tesselated, the walls and dome neatly orna-

mented with plaster and gold in relief, the beading, cornices, &c. of

gold, to correspond on a stone-colour ground. The cupola and cornices

on the outside are richly ornamented with plaster designs, relieved

with gold
;
on the summit of the dome is placed a crown of pure silver,

gilt, of an immense size.

“The decorations of the interior, for the season of Mahurrum, were on

a scale of grandeur not easily to be conveyed by description. The walls

were well covered with handsome glasses and mirrors; the splendid

chandeliers,—one containing a hundred wax lights,—in every variety,

and relieved with coloured lamps—amber, blue, and green,—mellowing

the light, and giving a fairy-like effect to the brilliant scene. In the

centre of the building stood the green glass Tazia, surrounded by wax
lights; on the right of which was placed an immense lion, and on the

left, a fish, both formed of the same bright emerald-green glass as

the Tazia. The richness and elegance of the banners,—which were

numerous and well arranged,—could be equalled only by the costliness

of their several mountings.

“In Asiatic buildings niches and recesses prevail in all convenient

situations, and here they are appropriated for the reception of the

relics of antiquity and curiosities; such as models of Mecca, the tent

of Hosein, the gate of Kraabaallah, &c.
;
these three are made of pure

silver, and rest on tables of the same metal. Many curious sabres, of

all ages, shields, chain armour of the ancients, lances, &c., arranged

with much taste, adorn the interior.

“The pulpit (mhembur) is of silver, and of very handsome workmanship

;

the whole of the fitting up and arrangements had been made under

the eye of his Majesty, and to his good taste may be ascribed all the

merit of the well-ordered display for these occasions. He delighted in

visiting this place, which he not only designed as a tribute of his respect

to the Emaums, but as the future repository for his own remains,

when this world should cease to be his place of joy, or anxious care.

His intention has been fulfilled—he died in 1827, aged fifty years, much
and justly beloved and regretted by all who knew him; his funeral

obsequies were impressively grand, according to Mussulmaun custom.

This good and amiable King was succeeded by his only son Nusseer-

ood deen Hyder, who had just completed his twenty-second year when
he began to reign.

“On the evening of Mayndhie, the crowds of admiring people were
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admitted to view their Paidshah’s (King’s) exhibition; until the dis-

tant sounds ofmusketry announced the approach of the spectacle, when

the multitude were desired to quit the Emaum-baarah. Hundreds

still lingering, could not be prevailed on to depart, except by the stripes

dealt out unsparingly from the whips of the hurkaarahs and peons,

appointed to keep order on the occasion. The place cleared, and quiet

restored, I had leisure to view the fairy-like palace of splendour, before

the bustle of the procession reached the building. I could hardly per-

suade myself the picture before me was not a dream, instead of a reality.

“I stood at the entrance to watch the approach of the minister’s train,

through the gateway into the illuminated quadrangle. Spacious as

this court-yard is, it was nearly filled with the many people forming

the Mayndhie parade. I should imagine there could not be less than

three thousand souls engaged in this service, including the match-

lock soldiery. Several trays of Mayndhie are brought, with the other

requisites for the usual forms of marriage gifts, such as sweetmeats,

dried fruits, garlands of sweet jasmine, imitative beds of flowers, com-

posed of uberuck: in some of the flowers, fireworks were concealed,

to be let off in the quadrangle. An imitative tomb on a bier, is also

paraded, together with the palkie and chundole of silver, which are

the covered conveyances for females of the royal family, or such of the

nobility as are privileged by grants from the crown; all other females

use the covered palkie, mahanah, dhollee, and the rutt. Several bands

of music follow, and torches out of number. The elephants, camels,

cavalry, &c., are left in the open space, outside the gateway—the gentle-

men, dismounting, enter with Dhull Dhull and the trays of Mayndhie.

“I trembled for the probable destruction of the brilliant ornaments in

the Emaum-baarah, when I heard the noble animal was to make the

circuit round the Tazia. Dhull Dhull, being led in, went up the steps

with little difficulty; and to my astonishment, the gentle creature paced

the tesselated floor, in very slow time, without once slipping, or seeming

concerned at the novelty of his situation; indeed, this docile animal

seemed to me the only living thing present that felt no interest in the

scene—rendered more attractive and conspicuous by the gentle man-

ners of the pretty Dhull Dhull himself. The circuit being made, he was

conducted back into the court-yard, without the slightest accident or

confusion occurring during his visit to the Emaum-baarah.

“The model of the tomb of Cossum, the chundole and palkie, the trays

of Mayndhie, sweetmeats, &c. were deposited here until the tenth day,

when they accompany the King’s temporary Tazia cavalcade to Kraa-

baallah for interment.
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“The ceremonies performed on this night of Mayndhie resemble,, in

every particular, those of the same rank ofpersons on the actual solemni-
zation of a wedding, even to the distribution of money amongst the
populace who crowd in multitudes on such occasions, though appa-
rently more eager for the prize than the sight. 9586

The tenth day of the Muharram is described thus

:

“The most imposing spectacle in the celebration of Mahurrum, is re-

served for the last day; and, judging from the activity of all classes,

the zealous exertions of the multitude, the deep interest marked on
every face, male and female, a mere spectator might well imagine this

morning to be ofmore importance than any other in the Mussulmaun’s
catalogue of days.

“At the earliest hour of the dawning day, the preparations for the

march being complete,—which had occupied the hours usually devo-
ted to sleep,—the streets and roads present a very animated picture.

From the bustle and outpouring of the multitude, on this one absor-

bing engagement, a stranger might be led back in imagination to the

flight from Egypt, the object, however, is very different from that of
the children of Israel. The order of the day being to commemorate the

death of Hosein, a grand military funeral is pourtrayed in each per-

son’s cavalcade, all pressing forward to their chosen Kraabaallah,

—

the poor man, with his humble Tazia and flags, falling in the rear of
the more affluent person’s display, as well for protection as for speed.

There is so much of similarity in these processions, that the description

of one will be sufficient to convey the idea of the whole, as they pass

on in succession to the chosen place of burial.

eiThe consecrated banners take the precedence, in the order of march,
carried by men on elephants

;
then a band of music. Next comes the

jillewdhar (sword-bearer), supporting, on a black staff, the bow rever-

sed, with brilliant swords suspended; on each side of him are men bea-

ring black poles, on which are fixed immense long streamers of black

unspun silk,—designed to symbolize grief, despair, &c.

ficThen follows the horse, caparisoned as on the day of consecrating the

banners
;
it is attended by servants, in the same order as when a prince

rides out,—viz. a man with the afthaadah (or sun),—the well-dres-

sed grooms, holding the bridle rein on either side,—a man with the

chowrie of peacock’s feathers in a silver handle,—chobdhaahs, with

long silver and gold staffs,—sota badhaahs, with short staffs resembling

86 Ibid., pp. 74-81.
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fish, of the same materials,—hurkaarahs (running-footmen, or mes-

sengers), bearing small triangular banners with silver handles,—

shoebearers, &c.

“The royal chattah (umbrella), of embroidered velvet, is supported

over the head of Dhull Dhull. The article in its plain garb, so gene-

rally used in Europe, is, in Hindoostaun, an original distinguishing

mark of royalty, gracing the King’s throne in lieu of a canopy. In Oude,

the chattah cannot be used by the subject when in view of the sover-

eign; if the King’s dunkah be heard abroad, the people hide their chat-

tahs, and even descend from their carriages, elephants, horses, or pal-

kies, standing with their hands folded, in all humility, to make obei-

sance to the King,—resuming them only when the royal cortege has

moved out of sight. I have known many of the first nobility in the

Court of Oude, and English gentlemen in the King’s suite, exposed to

the rays of the morning sun, during the hottest season of the year; in

these airings, the King alone has the benefit of a chattah, except the

Resident happens to be of the party, who being always received as an

equal, is privileged to the chattah, the chowrie, and the hookha; in-

dulgences of which those only who have lived in India can possibly

estimate the true value.

“But to my subject:—The saddle is adorned with Hosein’s chain ar-

mour, gold turban, a richly set sword, with an embroidered belt: some

of the family and friends attend respectfully near the horse. Then fol-

low the bearers of incense, in gold and silver censers, suspended to

chains, which they wave about, fumigating the air with the refreshing

smell of lahbaun,—a sweet-scented resin from the cedar of Lebanon, I

imagine, though some suppose it to be the frankincense noticed in

Scripture.

“Next in the cavalcade is a chanter or reader of the Musseeah, who

selects passages from that well-arranged work suited to the time when

Hosein’s person was the mark for Yuzeed’s arrows, and which describe

his conduct on the trying occasion ;
one or two couplets being chanted,

the procession advances in slow time, halting every five minutes

on the way from the beginning to the end of the march. The reader is

attended by the proprietor of the Tazia display, and his many relati-

ves and friends, bare-footed, and without any covering on their

heads ;—many of these persons throw chaff on their heads, expressive

of grief, and whilst the Musseeah is chanted, their boisterous expres-

sions of sorrow are painfully severe to the mere observer of the scene.

“The Tazia then follows, surrounded by banners, and covered with a

canopy upheld by silver poles in the hands of the supporters, according
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to the general style of conveying their dead at the funerals of the Mus-
sulmauns. The canopy is of green, bordered and embroidered with
gold. The model of Cossum’s tomb follows in succession, which is co-
vered with gold cloth, and has a canopy also supported over it, in the
same way, by poles carried by several men. The palkie and chundole
of silver and tissue are next seen; the trays of Mayndhie, the flowers of
uberuck, and the other paraphernalia of the marriage ceremony, fol-

low in due order. Then the camels and elephants, conveying the tent
equipage and luggage of Hosein, form a long train, representing the
supposed style of his march from Medina to Kraabaallah.

The last and most judicious feature in the arrangement is the several
elephants with confidential servants, distributing bread and money to
the poor, who are thus attracted to the rear in countless numbers, lea-
ving the cavalcade in quiet possession of the space of roadway uncrow-
ded by the multitude. The bread given on these occasions is in great
esteem amongst the females, who receive a small portion from the fol-

lowers on their return from Kraabaallah with veneration, for the Em-
aum’s sake, in whose name it is given. I have often been led to the re-

membrance of past times by this act of theirs, when the cross-buns of
Good-Friday were esteemed by the aged women as possessing virtues
beyond the mere substance of the cake.

“The whole line of march is guarded in each procession by burkhan-
dhars (match-lock men), who fire singly, at intervals, on the way. Se-
veral bands of music are dispersed in the cavalcade, performing solemn
dirge-like airs, peculiar to the style of composition in Hindoostaun, and
well-suited to the occasion,—muffled drums and shrill trumpets, imi-
tating the reiteration of “Hasan, Hosein, 55 when Mortem is performed.
I remember a fine female elephant, belonging to King Ghauzee ood
deen Hyder, which had been so well instructed, as to keep time with the
soundings from her proboscis with the occasional Mortems. I can-
not say that she clearly pronounced the names of the two sons of Ali,

yet the regularity of keeping time with the music and the human voi-
ces was of itself sufficient to excite admiration,—the Natives declare
that she pronounces the names distinctly. Her name is Hoseinie, the fe-

minine of Hosein. 5587

She goes on to say:

“There are many little observances, not of sufficient importance to
make them general to all who keep Mahurrum, that need not here be
detailed; but one must not be omitted, as it is a feature in the domes-

87 Ibid., pp. 81-88.
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tic observances of Mussulmauns. On the Tazias, when about to be

conveyed to Kraabaallah, I discovered small portions of corn,, rice,

bread, fruits, flowers, cups of water, &c.;—this is in keeping with the

Mussulmaun funerals, who invariably convey food to the tomb with

their dead. For the same reason, at Mahurrum, camphor and rose-

water are always carried with the Tazia to Kraabaallah, although there

is not the same occasion for the articles, as will be observed when the

burial service is explained.

“I have seen females of rank, with their own hands, placed red and

green wax lights in front of the Tazia in their halls, on the night of

Mayndhie. I was told, in answer to my inquiry. What was meant by

the solemn process I had witnessed?—that these ladies had some pe-

tition to make, for which they sought the Emaum’s intercession at the

throne of mercy. The red light was for Hosein, who died in battle; the

green for Hasan, who died by poison,—which these colours symbolize;

and that those females place great dependance on the fulfilment of their

desires, who thus present to their Emaums the wax lights on the night

of Mayndhie.

“I have remarked that the noblemen and gentlemen generally enga-

ged in the service of celebrating Mahurrum, walk on the tenth morning

with their heads bare and their feet uncovered from their homes to the

burial ground called Kraabaallah, whatever may be the distance,—

-

perhaps four or five miles,—exposed to the fiery rays of the sun: some

persons, who on this occasion are very scrupulous in thus humbling

their nature, walk back again in the same manner, after the funeral

ceremony has been duly gone through at Kraabaallah. The Magni-

tude of this undertaking can be only well understood by those who

have experienced the state of an atmosphere in the shady rooms of a

large house, when the thermometer ranges from eighty-four to eighty-

eight, or even ninety degrees; and when, if you venture to the veran-

dah for a few seconds, the flames of heated wind are not only insuppor-

table to Europeans, but frequently produce severe attacks of fever. The

luxurious habits of the Eastern great men may be well recollected when

counting over the proofs of zeal exhibited in this undertaking, where

every selfish consideration for the time is banished. The nobility, (or

indeed any one who lays the slightest claim to gentility), never walk

from one house to another during their lives, but at this particular sea-

son; even in their gardens indulging in whatever luxury they may

boast, by being conveyed round in their palkie, or thonjauns —a chair

with poles, supported by bearers. On the tenth day, the good Mussul-

mauns [Shi’Is] rigidly fast until after the third watch
;
not even a drop

of water, or the hookha, enters their mouths;—as they believe Hosein’s
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sufferings only concluded just before the third watch, they cautiously

abstain from indulgences, until that hour has passed. 9988

The ta’ziya processions on the fortieth day after ’ashura, called chihlum in

Lucknow, were also very impressive. From villages and small towns the

mourners visited Lucknow to pay homage to the memory of the Kar-

bala martyrs. As on 9

ashura day, the aritsans and craftsmen organized se-

parate ta’ziya processions adorning their ta’ziyas with distinctive features

of their work. For example,, the sweet sellers covered their bamboo fra-

mes with sweets and the humble grass-cutters covered theirs with hay or

green grass.

Nawwab Muhammad 9

Ali Shah ( 1 837- 1 842)^ who built the Husayna-

bad Imambarha, founded the zarih procession of the first Muharram. The
wax zarih was installed in the Asafi Imambarha and, from there, was ta-

ken in procession through Chawk to his newly built imambarha . The zarih

was followed by an impressive band dressed in mourning mahi-mardtib

(royal emblems), camels and elephants. Sherbet was freely distributed

and a large crowd followed the procession.

The stately ta’ziya processions founded by the Awadh dignitaries were

also very impressive. For example, the procession on Chihlum day organi-

zed by Shaykh Khudabakhsh, the master of artillery , was particularly ma-

jestic. It has been vividly described by Najat Husayn Khan who travelled

from his native Patna to Lucknow specifically to observe the Lucknow

Chihlum. He saw Shaykh Khudabakhsh’s procession from a vantage point

in the Daruc
sh-shafa mosque8& near Hazratganj. The procession passed

through the mosque in the afternoon. It was headed by seven swift she-

camels, each covered with a black cloth. Their riders were also clothed

in black. Seventeen elephants covered in black, bearing tall flags and
9

alams, followed. The black and red satin pennants and 9
alams were em-

broidered with the names of Allah and Panjatan (Muhammad, 9

All,

Fatima, Hasan and Husayn) in silver and gold thread. Then came the

officials who held gold and silver spears and clubs in their hands. They

were followed by countless foot soldiers armed with swords and shields.

This part of the procession occupied more than one mile of the road. The

band, comprising sets of different instruments, played moving mourning

tunes. The abdar-khana90 was behind the band. It was placed on wooden

benches and transported by carts. Sherbet in jugs and cups, and covered

with ice, was placed on the benches and was served free to the proces-

sionists. The spectators watching from their roofs were offered cups tied

to long poles.

88 Ibid., pp. 90-93.

89 It does not exist now.

90 A repository for drinking water including sherbet.
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Behind the abdar-khana, the gold and silver
5

alams were followed by

two or three £ucljanahs and tabuts. Arrows pierced the tabuts. The cover-"

ings of the zu
c

ljanahs were sprinkled with red colour. Behind them,

hundreds of poor people carried their own ta
3
ziyas. At the end was Khu-

dabakhsh’s ta
3
ziya. The ta

3
ziyas were surrounded by countless mourners,

all bare-headed and bare-footed. Tears rolled down their cheeks and cons-

tant crying had reddened their eyes. Their breasts had also become red

from continued beating. Nawhas and marsiyas were recited in moving

tones around the ta
3
ziyas. Various ethnic and racial groups such as Ethio-

pians, Mughals etc. formed separate parties of their own to perform ma-

tam. The cries and beating of breasts were so moving as to make even

Shimr, who had martyred Imam Husayn, cry. Some actions of the proces-

sionists were anti-shari
3
a but, as their objective was to shed tears for the

martyrs of Karbala, there was nothing wrong in them. Several thousand

spectators watched the procession. The noblemen, viziers and dignitaries

followed the procession in their conveyances.

Najat Husayn also visited the Talkatora Karbala. The groups of mour-

ners with the ta
3
ziya parties, both small and large, assembled there. They

performed matam under their
5

alams and buried their ta
3
ziyas .

91

Fyzabad, under the patronage of the Begums, competed with Lucknow

in celebrating Muharram and added novelties and splendour to the meet-

ings and processions. Towns such as Mohan, Safipur, Bangarmau,

Miyanganj, Mallawan, Kakori, Kursi, Malihabad, Sandila, Sandi, Bil-

garam, Gopamau, Biswan, Pihani, Mahmudabad, Rudauli, Suhali, Ja’is,

Nasirabad, Jahangirabad, Salimpur, Pirpur, Akbarpur, Gonda, Balram-

pur and Bahraich became important centres of Muharram ceremonies;

thanks to the patronage of the dignitaries of the Nawwabs who gover-

ned these towns. Most of these towns were overwhelmingly Sunni, but

they also vied with one another in paying tribute to the memory of their

Prophet’s grandsons. After the British annexed Awadh, the Muslim land-

owning class, called the ta’luqdars, the zamindars,
the Muslim dignitaries

of the Hindu ta
3
luqdars and the beneficiaries from the bequests of the

Awadh Nawwabs and Begums, known as wasiqadars, followed their an-

cestral traditions in celebrating the mourning ceremonies. The Fasdna-i

Azad by Ratan Nath Sarshar (d. 1902) gives an impressive account of

the processions, ta
3
ziyas> marsiya-reciters and crowds that headed towards

Talkatora. The enormous gathering of mourners within the Karbala four

walls in Talkatora had made movement from one corner to the other im-

possible.

By the end of the nineteenth century, however, Sunni efforts in

91 Sayyid Hasan, Chand tahqiqi maqale,
Patna, 1976, pp. 7-9, Najat Husayn’s diary in

Patna University Library.
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Lucknow to assert their economic and numerical superiority sparked off

serious clashes between the two communities. Some irresponsible Shi’i

groups poured oil on the fire of strife by reciting tabarra, which was

offensive to Sunnis. In some towns,, such as Jawnpur, tabarra was recited

publicly in predominantly Sunni quarters. Incessant litigation strained

Shi’l-Sunni relations. Until 1905,, both the Shi’is and Sunnis buried their

ta
3
ziyas in the Talkatora grounds but the Sunnis had turned the celebra-

tions into a carnival; mourning was not their principal concern. Vacant

fields, groves and roads around Talkatora were filled with Sunni shop-

keepers trading briskly. Sunni youths organized fencing, sports and acro-

batics. The Shi’is felt offended. In 1906, Shi’i protests prompted the Bri-

tish administration to assign Phulkatora Karbala, across the Gomti, for

the burial of Sunni ta
3
ziyas and the fore-noon was reserved for their pro-

cessions. The routes of the processions were also separated. The Sunnis

took the opportunity to give a predominantly Sunni colour to their pro-

cession. The names of the first three caliphs were added to the banners

and encomiums praising them were recited by Sunni nawha and marsiya

reciters. The Sunnis began to assert their right to recite these encomiums

on the first three caliphs, known as madh-I sahaba (the encomiums on the

Prophet’s companions) . The Shi’is retaliated by publicly reciting tabarra .

In 1908, the Piggott Committee, appointed by the British Government,

recommended that the recitation of madh-i sahaba on 3

ashura, Chihlum and

21st Ramazan should be banned, while the Shi’is should be ‘restrained’

from reciting tabarra . The committee recommended that the Sunnis could

obtain a licence to recite madh-i sahaba on other days. Both Shi’is and
Sunnis brought their political and economic influence to bear upon the

government to assert their respective rights, giving the administration an
opportunity to widen the gulf of sectarian differences. Leaders from both

parties obtained political gains. Nevertheless, the enthusiasm of genuine

mourners, who formed the majority in both sects, for the Muharram cele-

brations, did not wane.

The Popularity of Muharram in Northern India

The account of the war against the ta
3
ziyas in the biographical works

of Sayyid Ahmad Shahid tends to show that ta
3
ziya processions were or-

ganized by both Sunnis and Shi’is throughout northern India from 'Delhi

to Bengal’. Works by puritanical Sunni 3
ulamac

, such as Shah ’Abdu‘l ’Aziz

and Sana c-u'llah Panipati, indicate that no efforts were spared to crush

the rising popularity of ta
3
ziyas. The increase in the number of Shi’is

from Baluchistan and Sind to Bengal and the devotion of the Ghishtiyya

sufis and the Tafziliyas to the ta
3
ziyas, however, frustrated the puritanical

Sunni efforts to crush it. The nineteenth century political upheavals in

the Panjab and Sind changed the pattern of Muslim aristocracy in these
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regions to the benefit of the Shi’is. On the whole the Sikhs did not inter-

fere with Muslim religious festivals. The devotion to ta
3
ziyas could not be

destroyed by violence. T

a

3
ziya platforms, imambarhas and Karbalas were

built even in remote villages. There was one central Karbala for many

small villages. This meant that the people from neighbouring villages,

with their ta
3
ziyas, congregated initially at an important centre and then,

forming one large procession, marched towards the central Karbala.

In 1840, Nawwab 5

All Riza f Khan bin Hidayat Khan bin ’All Khan

Kabuli Qizilbash, whose estate in Kabul had been confiscated by the

Afghan rulers, moved to Lahore. His loyal services to the British in 1848-

49 and in 1857, made him the leading British protege in the Panjab.

After his death in 1865, his talented sons, Nawazish ’Ali Khan, Nasir

’All Khan and Nisar ’All Khan, remained loyal to the British. Nawazish

’Ali Khan, the head of the family, was very influential in the Panjab and

founded innumerable villages and bazaars. He also built several man-

sions and imambarhas and popularized the
’

dshura ceremonies.92 The may-

nhdi procession on 7th Muharram terminated at his mansion. Nawwab

Nawazish ’Ali and his successors spent huge sums of money on the cele-

bration of Muharram and endowed innumerable villages for expendi-

tures on the mourning ceremonies. The Karbala of Game Shah in Lahore

became the burial ground for the ta
3
ziyas. Some members of the Qizil-

bash family settled in Peshawar where they became leaders of the Muhar-

ram celebrations.

The Faqir brothers (’Azizu
c

d-Din, Nuru‘d-Din and Imamu c

d-Din),

the leading dignitaries of Raja Ranj it Singh, were Sunnis, but some of

their descendants married Shi’i girls. Their influence made the Faqir’s

house in Anar Kali (Lahore) a td ziya centre.

Peshawar also played an important part in Muharram celebrations. In

Multan, the sufi families were devoted to Muharram and organized ta
3
ziya

processions. The imposing imambarha built by the Gardizi family in Mul-

tan attracted enormous crowds. In Uch, Makhdum Jahaniyan’s descen-

dants, who had embraced Shi’ism, celebrated Muharram. The followers

of Lai Shahbaz Qalandar, a descendant ofImam Ja’far as-Sadiq in Sehwan

(Sind) enthusiastically popularized the Muharram ceremonies throughout

Sind, Baluchistan, the Panjab and the North-West Frontier Province. The

Ni’matufllahi sifts, Qalandariyyas and Haydaris, who had moved to new

areas in Sind from Baluchistan and the Panjab, added considerable co-

lour and brilliance to the local Muharram celebrations. Consequently,

Hyderabad Sind and the Shi’i Khayrpur state celebrated Muharram with

great enthusiasm. The Baluchi mdtam groups were superb.

From the nineteenth century, the Muharram ceremonies were largely

92 Kanahya Lai, Tarikh-i Lahore,
Lahore, 1977, pp. 92-94.
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adjusted to the Awadh pattern. Kashmir, however, maintained a sepa-

rate identity. The ceremonies evolved by Mir Shamsu cd-Din ’Iraqi and

his descendants influenced the Kashmiri celebrations of Muharram and

Chihlum. Mir Shamsu‘d-Din ’Iraqi’s khanqah at Jadibal in Srinagar is

still the centre of the Muharram celebrations. Impressive tabut processsions

are organized in Badgam. In Ladakh the mosques were and are the cen-

tres of these rituals.
)

Hindu participation in the Muharram celebrations was not confined

to Muslim principalities. The Hindus of Rajasthan observed Muharram
with great enthusiasm. ’Abdufl-Latif al-Shustari, who wrote the Tuhfa-

tiiVAlam at Hyderabad in 1215-16/1800-2, says, “In Jaipur, where there

are no Muslims and no azan is called, the rich and affluent Hindus have

built lofty and elegant ta
3
ziya-khanas (imambarhas) . After sighting the

Muharram crescent, they put on mourning dress, abstain from tasty food

—

and many people fast. Day in and day out they recite marsiyas in Hindawi,

Hindi and Persian. Everyone gives food to the poor and scented water

is distributed in each street and bazaar. The people construct holy zarihs

of wood or paper and prostrate themselves before them. When 3

ashura

day ends, they throw the zarihs into a river or bury them in a fixed place

known as Karbala.” 93

The 18th and early 19th century Bengali Hindus also celebrated

Muharram fervently. Mirza Muhammad Hasan Qatil (d. 1233/1817)

says that during Muharram not only did Bengali Hindus keep their head

uncovered but cried, like Hindu women, in the arms of their friends.94

Muharram in Hyderabad

The impact of Khwaja Banda-Nawaz Gisu Daraz made the mourning

songs for the martyrs of Karbala popular in the Chishtiyya khanqahs

of Gulbarga and in the Bahmanid Deccan. The Ni’matufflahi khanqahs

at Bidar and in other Bahmanid towns must have introduced the Iranian

model of
3

ashura mourning into the Deccan. Although the Shi’i migrants

from Iran to the Bahmanid Deccan observed taqiyya, they had no inhi-

bitions in re-orientating the
3
ashura mourning rituals. Many Bahmanid

sultans and harem inmates were also deeply devoted to the Prophet’s

family. Consequently, long before the establishment of the Qutb-Shahi

dynasty, the
3

ashura mourning rites were firmly established in the Deccan.

Sultan Quli Qutbufi-Mulk-Qutb Shah (924-950/1518-43), the foum

der of the Qutb-Shahi dynasty, constructed a building called the ’Ashur

Khana for the observation of Muharram mournings in Golkonda. He

93 ’Abdu‘l-Lat!f bin ’All Talib Shustari, Tuhfatu‘l-dlam, Hyderabad, 1290/1873, pp.

259-60.

94 Muhammad Husayn Qatil, Haft tamasha (Urdu translation by Muhammad).
,
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also seems to have introduced other Muharram rituals. The fourth Qutb-

Shahi ruler, Ibrahim Qutb Shah (957-88/1550-80) constructed the lan-

gar Duwazdah Imam (the house of free distribution of food in the name

of the twelve Imams). He also established the
3alam na

3
l sahib. Once in

Ibrahim’s reign, between 16 and 17 Rajab, Khwajasara Yaqut is said to

have had a vision of Imam ’Ali resting on a hill now known as the Kuh-i

Mawla. He rushed to the site and found the impression of Imam ’All’s

palms on the rock where he had seen him sitting. Yaqut ordered the

stone-cutters to cut out the rock and got it fixed to a niche. Sultan

Ibrahim Qutb Shah himself visited the site and built a mosque there. 95

Each year on 17 Rajab a large crowd assembles there to commemorate

the event. It would seem that before the foundation of Hyderabad by

the fifth Qutb-Shahi ruler, Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah (988-1020/

1580-1620), ’ashura was already being celebrated at Kuh-i Mawla.

Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah, the founder of Hyderabad, and his

prime minister, Mir Muhammad Mu’min96 were staunch Shi’is. Two
5

ashur khanas, one in the palace precincts and the other in the city, known

as the Badshahi ’Ashur Khanas, were built in Hyderabad. Mir Muham-
mad Mu’min’s Persian marsiyas tend to show that the celebration of

Muharram was deemed a source of blessings for both the long life of the

sultan and the prosperity of the sultanate. In 1001/1592-93, Sultan Mu-
hammad Quli Qutb Shah constructed the Husayni ’Alam. In Sultan

’Abdudlah Qutb Shah’s reign (1035-83/1626-72), the Langar (weight)

procession came into being and soon formed an integral part of the

Muharram ceremonies. Elaborate Muharram rituals were formalised in

his reign and are eloquently described in the Hadiqatuc
s salatin. Its author

Nizamu cd-Din Ahmad says, “Soon after the appearance of the crescent

of Muharram, Sultan ’Abdudlah Qutb Shah abandons his life of luxury.

He replaces his royal robes with mourning garments. In the royal palace,

in the capital and in other towns in the provinces music is no longer pla-

yed and the instruments are locked in their covers. The superintendents

of the royal kitchens are ordered not to cook meat. The liquor shops are

closed. The butchers are not permitted to sell meat and the sale of betel-

leaf is banned. No one is allowed to eat meat or betel-leaf. The barbers

are forbidden to shave heads in the public baths. Body massage is also

prohibited. Both Muslims and non-Muslims obey these orders and ob-

serve mourning. Thousands of pairs of black and blue garments and

green and black ebony staffs, which mark the observation of mourning, are

distributed to all the court favourites, noblemen, viziers, dignitaries, Zakirs97

95 Khwaja Ghulam Husayn Khan, Gulzar-i Asqfiyya, Bombay, 1308-1891, pp. 550-53.

96 Isna
3Ashari Shi3

is in India, I, pp. 309-3 1 1

.

97 Reciters or speakers at majlis.
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and the reciters of the eulogies of the Imams. Two lofty edifices

(’ashur-khanas) , one in the royal palace and the other in the bazaar had

been constructed. Green and black carpets of broadcloth cover their vast

courtyards. Their ceilings are hidden by swathes of blue velvet. Invocat-

ions and the names of the twelve Imams are inlaid with beautifully pain-

ted and glazed tiles in both edifices
(

5

ashur-khanas). Both are adorned

with fourteen
3

alams in the names of the fourteen impeccable ones.

Their exquisite designs in gold and silver have been executed by expert

artists and craftsmen. A length of brocade fourteen yards long, on which

are woven the verses of the Qurfan, invocations and poetical verses, is

clipped with each
5

alam . The ornamentation and decoration of the
5

alams

are superb. On the vast outer walls of each 3

ashur khana ten rows of

carved recesses face each other. Lamps are placed opposite each other

in these recesses. On the first night of Muharram the lamps of the

lowest row are lit, on the second night the first two bottom rows are

kindled, on the third night the first three rows are lit. In this order an

extra row of lamps is ignited each night until, on the tenth Muharram,

the lamps of all ten rows are kindled. The total number of lamps exceeds

ten thousand.

“Large brass lamp stands, resembling trees with branches, are installed

in front of the halls. On each stand, 120 lamps are lit. On each night at

the top of the halls and around the pools, white wax candles, as high as

a human being, glow softly. The mourners of the martyrs of Karbala

and the Sayyidu^sh-Shuhada/ (Imam Husayn), wearing black, are always

present. The sweet-voiced zakirs and the musicians recite heart-rending

marsiyas and grief stricken verses with sorrowful melodies, filling the

mourners with tears and lamentation. Eulogies on the impeccable Imams
and the Prophet Muhammad’s family are recited in melancholy tones.

The assembled mourners burst into tears and loud shrieks of sorrowful

ecstasy at the zakir’s touching recitations.

“In the afternoon the great sultan (’Abdu'llah Qutb Shah) clad in gar-

ments embroidered with the names of the Prophet’s descendants, slowly

marches on a horse, or in a litter covered with black velvet and satin,

specially prepared for
’

ashura . All the courtiers, noblemen, dignitaries,

viziers and court servants, wearing black, accompany him to the house

of alawa. The marsiyas composed by the Sultan are sung by two melo-

dious singers. Near the door of the alawa, the Sultan dismounts and en-

ters, bare-footed, into the hall of the
’

alams. There the Sultan, with his

own hands, places garlands of flowers on the
3
alams. When the sun sets

he lights each white camphor candle, in front of the hall. Singers deliver

verses praising the impeccable Imams. When all the candles are lit, an

eloquent khatib (preacher) recites fatiha and gives a lucid sermon in a

loud voice to gain blessings from the souls of the Karbala martyrs and to
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invoke their intercession for the Sultan’s prosperity. The proceedings

conclude with a prostration in thanksgiving by the Sultan. The Sultan

then returns to the royal palace but the noblemen and dignitaries stay

on. They listen to sermons on the tragic events at Karbala and the suffe-

rings and hardships of the Sayyidu^sh-Shuhada
4-

(Imam Husayn) . Blood,

instead of tears, rolls down their cheeks. After the mourning rituals,

delicious vegetarian food is served. A tray bearing pieces of bread with

cloves, sugar candies and sweets is provided in place of betel-leaves. On
larger trays, sherbets of sugar candy and refined sugar, mixed with rose

water, are distributed to the audience. Z^rs and the reciters of eulogies

perform again. These assemblies continue until midnight.

The same routine is followed in the alawa98 outside the palace which is

controlled by the city kotwal. A large number of all classes of town dwellers,

businessmen and soldiers assemble there. Black garments are distributed.

Food and pieces of bread are served, as in the palace. Until midnight, the

Rawzatu*sh-shuhadcf

,

the eulogies on the Imams and the mourning poems are

recited. The rituals of ’ashura are observed in the suburbs such as Haya-

tabad, Kulsumpur, Balapur, and Khayratabad, in the langar khana", eleph-

antand horse stables and karkhanas100 . All expenses are defrayed by the state.

“On the eve of 6th Muharram, the
5

alams of the bazaar alawa, are taken

to the vast plain surrounding the Dad Mahal101
. Lamps are lit on the

roads from the bazaar and around the plain itself. In the bazaar, tabuts

decorated with richly embroidered and gilded gunbads (canopies) 102 are

brought out with 'alams. A large number of candles are lit within and

outside the gunbad. Huge wooden trees and colossal figures carved in

wood, are profusely illuminated. Innumerable fanus1QZ and torches pre-

cede the procession. A vast crowd of Arabs, Shi’is and the devotees of the

holy Imams march on both sides of the procession carrying candles. The
Zakirs and the eulogists of the Imams sing hymns. The procession mar-

ches to the extensive plain of Dad Mahal where the lamp and torch

bearers encircle the processionists. The ’

alams remain in the centre. The
noise of the recitations rises to the top of the lofty Dad Mahal. The
Sultan, standing on the roof of the Dad Mahal, watches the crowds bea-

ting their breast and listens to the cries and shrieks of the mourners for

the tragedy at Karbala. Their lamentations move him to tears. Trays of

98 Alawa (a fire-place in the courtyard to burn the incense) in the Badshahl ’Ashur-

Khana.

99 House for free distribution of food.

100 (Literally workshop), departments to manufacture and procure articles of daily

need and luxuries for the king and royal household.

101 House of justice; a prominent mansion in the palace precincts.

102 Ta’ziyas are meant.

103 A lantern which revolves by the smoke from the candle within.
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bread pieces from the palace are distributed to the mourners. The kotwal

recites fatiha for the long life and prosperity of the Sultan and the pro-

cession returns to the alawa in the same order as before.

C£Throughout the remaining 5

ashura nights the
5

alam processions march

from the alawas in the suburbs. Special mention should be made of the

procession on the night of 7th Muharram from Hayatabad, named after

the Sultan’s mother. 104 Thousands of people, including courtiers and

noblemen, march under the direction of the commander of the royal forces

to the Dad Mahal. The shopkeepers light innumerable lamps. Like the

previous night, the Sultan is moved to tears by the excitement and earnest-

ness of the processionists and sends pieces of bread to them. The proces-

sion wends its way home after an hour.

“On the morning of seventh Muharram, the Sultan moves to the lofty

Nadi Mahal palace where he stands on the balcony. The ambassadors

from Iran and India, accredited to the Qutb-Shahi court, the courtiers,

noblemen, viziers, the Sultan’s favourites and his officers all clad in black

garments, stand in strictly prescribed order. The ’

alams from the royal

palace, bazaar, langar khana Hayatabad and the suburbs, are brought

from the Duwazdah Imam (Twelve Imams) gate into the palace. The
common people are also permitted to bring their

J
alams within the palace.

The entire population, including non-Muslims, are crowded on the plains

of Nadi Mahal like the crowds on resurrection day. The ’

alam processions

from the suburbs pass first before the Sultan. The mourners’ cries and

shrieks echo to the sky. The elegies on the martyrs of Karbala and the

stories of the captivity of the ladies of the Imam’s house are recited

near the tdbuts and gunbads
(
ta

3
ziyas). The Sultan weeps, expressing his

deep sense of grief at the despair of the mourners and at the thought of

the tyranny suffered by the Imam and his companions. His anguish and

pain escalate at the helplessness of the martyrs and their ladies. The
superintendents of the royal wardrobes are ordered to cover the

’

alams

from each alawa with lengths of silk. Purses full of coins are awarded to

the attendants of the 'alams. They return to their own quarters from

the palace in the afternoon having received many gifts.

“On the night of 10th Muharram, the Sultan visits the palace alawa .

After placing flower garlands around the
’

alams and lighting the candles

and lamps, he invites the foreign ambassadors to the mourning assem-

bly. The royal dignitaries, eminent officers and court favourites stand

in groups according to their status. All of them put on black gar-

ments. They listen to lectures on the sufferings of the Karbala martyrs

and cry out, offering their condolences to the spirits of the Prophet

Muhammad and Imam ’All.

104 Isna
9Ashari Shi

9
ts in India, I, p. 328.
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“On the ninth night of Muharram the
5

alams in the palace alawa are

taken to the extensive plain surrounding the royal court. After garlan-

ding the
5

alams and decorating them, the Sultan distributes white cam-

phor candles with his own hands to the courtiers., his favourites, the im-

portant ambassadors, military commanders and officers. He gives the

royal sword to the army chief of staff. They in their turn, with members
of their retinues, and holding the white camphor candles, lamps and

fanus in their hands, march to the plain.

“Wooden statues of elephants, lions and cypress trees, some fourteen to

fifteen feet high, are arrayed in front of the court verandahs, facing the

plain. Lamps, on wooden stands, glow in the recesses, niches and trees

carved in the lofty chahar-taq -
105 The Sultan, with his dignitaries and fa-

vourites, accompanies the
5

alams from the wall through which the stan-

dards are carried. He stands on one of the lofty chahar-taqs which are

aglow with lamps from top to bottom and sights the
5

alams . The
crowd comprising all classes, high and low, children and adults, men and

women, cannot be estimated. Never has such a vast spectacle been re-

ported in the history of the world. A large number of
’

alams are planted

in the plain. The zakirs and reciters of the Imam’s eulogies form inde-

pendent groups and, standing around the
5

alams, recite hymns. For two

hours the lamps remain lit. Afterwards, the Sultan returns to the palace

with the
’

alams. His favourites and dignitaries recitefatiha for the Sultan’s

long life and prosperity. Then they go home.

“In the morning of 10th Muharram, the Sultan leaves his palace accom-

panied by his dignitaries, noblemen, favourites, viziers and senior ser-

vants. All wear black and are bare-footed. They cry. The zakirs and

singers recount Imams’ sorrowful tales, moving slowly towards the royal

alawa . They march some 3,000 steps and enter the mosque near the
9

Ashur-khana of the alawa . In the mosque recitations are given in a pa-

thetic voice praising the martyrs of Karbala and describing the imprison-

ment, helplessness and humiliation of their families. The entire assem-

bly again bursts into tears. This is followed by the recitation offatiha to

gain rewards from the soul of Imam Husayn for showing grief and dis-

tress at his martyrdom and that of his family and friends. Fatiha for the

Sultan, is again recited. The Sultan returns to his palace and repeats

’ashura namaz and invocations. Afterwards, he eats a simple meal. Two
hundred pairs of clothes are distributed from the royal wardrobe to Sayyid

orphans in order to obtain spiritual rewards.

“According to royal orders, the
’

alams are set up in all the forts, palaces,

cities and ports in the kingdom. Large sums of money have been budget-

105 A principal room at the top of palaces, open in front and supported by four pil-

lars.
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ted for
5

ashura expenses for the entire kingdom. This enables all Muslims

to perform the ceremonies without any inconvenience. The Sultan’s de-

votion to these rituals has warded off calamities from his kingdom and it

is prosperous. All the Sultan’s wishes are fulfilled. Even the ‘Hindus

obedient to Islam’ 106 are free from trouble and calamity. The Hindu

females and boys take a bath on ’

ashura day and put on clean clothes.

Then they come to the alawa with pitchers of white sugarcandy sherbet

on their heads that they distribute to the alawa servants. They bring a

large amount of gold and silver offerings in fulfilment of vows made in

previous years. Fresh vows are made. All Hindu boys born on ’

ashura

day are named Husayn.

“A number of unfortunate Muslims., who are poor, or distressed for other

reasons,, put padlocks on their lips. In that condition they sit down be-

fore the alawa and for several days pray for the automatic opening of

the padlocks. In the night of 10th Muharram, to the utter bewilderment

of the spectators, the padlocks are miraculously opened. Within a year

their wishes are fulfilled.”107

The ’

ashura celebrations described by Mirza Nizamu‘d-Din Ahmad in

the Hadiqatvfs-salatin were both state and civic functions. They offered

employment to a considerable number of court favourites and promoted

the economic prosperity of the state. Not only did they stimulate a spirit

of peaceful co-existence among the Islamic sects but they promoted fri-

endship between Muslims and non-Muslims.

Awrangzib’s conquest of Golkonda came as a rude shock and the glory

of the Muharram celebrations faded. Awrangzib issued an order closing

all
’

ashur-khanas,
with the exception of those where some miracle, caused

by an 5alam or relic, was observed. Mirza Hashmat ’All Beg informed

the Emperor that in Sultan ’Abdufilah Qutb Shah’s reign, one Agha

Muhsin Khurasani had brought a holy relic from Syria. According to

the royal orders, it was incorporated into an ’

alam and set up in Ghawk.

Later the Sultan had arranged that the holy relic, which belonged to the

sick man of Karbala (Imam Husayn’s son Imam Zaynu’l-’Abidin), should

be placed in the royal Darush-Shifd 6 (hospital) so that its blessings might

cure the sick. Awrangzib assigned the holy relic to Mirza Hashmat

’Ali Beg’s care and issued a farman dated 4 Rajab 1110/6 January 1699

that two huns should be paid daily to the Mirza out of the hospital bud-

get to meet his expenditure on aloe-wood and flowers for the i;elic.108

It would seem that Awrangzib generally spared
5
ashur-khanas containing

106 (Hinaud mutVan-i Islam?

,

a phrase describing Hindu subjects of Muslim rulers. In the

Akbdr-nama by Abul-Fazl, this phrase was dropped. Later Mughal historians

generally followed Abu‘l-Fazl.

107 Hadiqatu!s-salatin, pp. 49-58.

108 Copy of farman in the Idara-i Akbiyat-i Urdu, Hyderabad.
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holy relics but a large number of them were not allowed to function.

Even the Badshahi ’Ashur Khana was closed.

After Awrangzib’s death, the precipitous fall of the Mughal empire,

the Mahratta depredations in the Deccan and their penetration into

northern India made life miserable. Nizamu‘l-Mulk Asaf-Jah (1135-61/

1724-40) however, stemmed the tide of Mahratta power in the Deccan

and carved out the independent Asaf-Jahi dynasty. In the reign of the

fourth Asaf-Jahi ruler, Mir Nizam ’All Khan Asaf-Jah II (1175-1218/

1761-1803), the Asaf-Jahi kingdom was consolidated and strengthened.

The prime minister, Mushirud-Mulk A’zamu‘l-Umaraf Aristu-Jah, was

an indefatigable warrior and a farsighted administrator, but he was an

orthodox Shi’i. When one of Aristu-Jah’s sons died on the battle-field,

Asaf-Jah II went to Aristu-Jah’s house to offer condolence and urged

him to adopt two of his own sons. Aristu-Jah was reluctant to accept

Asaf-Jah’s offer, for he was a Shi’i and the princes were Sunnis. Asaf-Jah

gave Aristu-Jah permission to bring them up as he wished, and under

his training, the two princes became staunch Shl’is.

In Asaf-Jah II’s reign, the Badshahi ’Ashur-Khana was repaired. An

inscription on the western wall gives 1178/1764-65 as the date of renova-

tion. At the main gate an inscription dated 1179/1765-66 is carved. It

reads: Bdb-i Fayz-i ImSm-i ’alamyun (the Gateway of the bounty of the

Imams of mankind). The vanished glory of the mourning ceremonies

was revived. For some years Aristu-Jah was prime minister and his grand-

daughter, Jahanparwar Begum, was one of the wives of Asaf-Jah III

(121 8-44/1 803-29) . Aristu-Jah’s successor, Sayyid Abu'l-Qasim entitled

Mir ’Alam Bahadur of Shustar, was also a staunch Shi’i. His influence

further increased the ruler’s patronage to the Muharram ceremonies.

Nasiru‘d-Dawla Farkhunda ’Ali Khan Asaf-Jah IV (1244-73/1829-57)

was brought up by Jahanparwar Begum, who preferred him to the

throne over her own son, Mir Tafazzul ’Ali Khan. Asaf-Jah IV repaired

the Qutb-Shahi tombs, renovated the Charminar and took a deep interest

in the observance of the Muharram ceremonies. On the northern and

southern walls of the Badshahi ’Ashur-Khana an inscription on wooden

planks dated 1250/1834-35 tells us of this renovation.

Khwaja Ghulam Husayn Khan, who completed his Gulzar-i Asafiyya

in 1266/1844, gives a detailed account of the Muharram celebrations in

Hyderabad. This shows that not only were the traditions of Sultan

’Abdu'llah Qutb-Shah and his successors revived, but also more innova-

tions paying homage to the tragedy of Karbala were introduced. He

says, “Immediately after the appearance of the Muharram crescent the

Husayni ’Alam, Na’l Mubarak and ’Alam Bibi are set up. The garlands

for the
’

alams are donated by the king to earn long life. After two night-

watches, a procession, headed by the elephant bearing the
’

alam and
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accompanied by military contingents, moves bare-footed towards the

Husayni ’Alarn, with thousands of civilians. The people first take a bath,

put on green garments and then scent themselves. They carry trays of

garlands, pitchers of sherbet and trays of food on their head. They tie the

garlands round the Husayni 5Alam, recite fdtiha and then return home.
Although sometimes scuffles break out among the crowds, the peremp-
tory government orders restrain them from fighting. All the marsiya reci-

ters visit the Husayni ’Alarn on that night in order to obtain an appreci-

ative audience. Each one of them recites five bands109 of marsiya . In
the house of both rich and poor and even outside them, on the streets

and in the bazaars,
’

alams and ta? ziyas are arranged. Musical bands play

mourning tunes both in houses and the
’

ashur-khanas in order to accelerate

sorrow and wailing. Every individual is sunk in grief. Rich men light

lamps with costly glass shades in their
5

ashur-khanas . They light white
camphor candles in the courtyards. Red cloths are hung behind the

lamps which are lit in such a manner that they show exquisite shapes and
designs.

“From the first of Muharram until the tenth, court dignitaries, noble-

men and their children wear green and black garments. No delicacies

are consumed. Some people only eat food that is cooked without butter

or salt. Generally women diet more strictly. A few people hire the reci-

ters to recount the sufferings at Karbala but others read these stories

themselves. Some people give up ornate garments and costly shoes and
wear a white loin cloth, others tie scarfs of gold thread embroidery
around their waist in order to act as faqirs (beggars). They choose their

own colours. Some faqirs wear woollen shawls and adorn themselves with
gold and silver ornaments. They divide themselves into two groups. One
of them comprising some seven hundred people is commanded by Dina
wrestler. The second comprises miscellaneous sub-groups from all the

city quarters. They march under parasols of different colours, wearing
the dress prescribed for their group. If a group usurps the official colour
of another one, fighting breaks out. The government fines the offender.

The colours of each group are registered with the government and each
marches with its own members. According to their prescribed rules, they
pass through the palace of Maharaja Bahadur Chandu Lai. The Maha-
raja gives each group 101 rupees and an embroidered green scarf. From
there they proceed to the highway leading to Panchmahla. They march
reciting eulogies on the Imams and throw ambergris on the road. At
Panchmahla they are paid 125 rupees. Early in morning they ar-

rive at Charminar with the elephant carrying their flags. All groups
recite eulogies on the Imams. When the competition warms up they sit

109 Poems of three-verse strophes.
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down on the chairs they have brought with them. They don’t leave un-

til the result of the match is declared. The leaders then make peace

among the groups. Thousands of men and women on the roads,, from the

roof of their houses, shops and other buildings, watch the spectacle of

the groups offaqirs. Rich people observe this drama from their elephant

howdahs.

“The faqirs also carry their daily needs, such as food and the hubble-

bubble, with them. Although strict discipline is enforced, each faqir is

ready to use pistol, gun, sword, dagger and spear. When they arrive at

the bottom of the hill on which the Husayni ’Alam is planted, they re-

cite fatiha and then leave for home. On their return journey they com-

pete in reciting devotional poetry with Mir Dilawar ’All Luhar, a man-

sabdar, who on that day visits the Husayni ’Alam in faqir
3
s dress in the

company of his disciples. The challenge on behalf of the faqirs is accep-

ted by the disciples of Burhan Sahib, who is expert in composing eulogies

and devotional poetry. Both groups recite in a loud voice to the great

enjoyment of the spectators. Each expert leads more than two thousand

disciples. The competition lasts until four hours before sunset. Subse-

quently the faqirs call at noblemen’s houses and obtain fixed sums of

money. On twelfth Muharram, the noblemen offer gifts, food such as

halim and qurma on which fatiha has been recited to all those who put on

faqir
3
s dress. They also feed other people. Later that day they take a

bath and revert to normal dress.

“These ceremonies are the legacy of Sultan ’Abdu
£

llah Qutb Shah’s reign.

An innovation is ‘men acting like lions’. They make a lion’s tail on their

back by tying a stick around their waist with a chain. Someone holds

the chain and the man masquerading lion is taken in bazaars and in

’ashur-khanas beating drums. The shop-keepers give them presents. These

men, pretending to be lions, bite the throat of lambs with their teeth and

attack animals in a leonine manner. Such actors number about 200.

On 10th Muharram a crowd assembles below the ancient fort. Some

people, wearing long conical caps of coloured paper act like lunatics.

Others, acting as beggars, tie rattles round their waist and pretend to be

messengers. A few people dressed as beggars behave differently and ob-

tain sums of money. Some people, acting as faqirs,
go around the city

beating drums.

“These exciting fancy dress shows take place from the beginning of

Muharram until 10th Muharram. On the tenth, all 'alams, ta
3

ziyas and

buraqs are carried in procession on the highway through Husayni ’Alam

to the Musi river. They follow the flag-decked elephants, bands and

drums. Military contingents accompany them. Both Hindus and Mus-

lims don fancy dresses. Khwaja Ghulam Husayn Khan, the author of the

Tarikh-i Gulzar-i Asafiyya, says that people dress themselves like beggars
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or lions merely to pay tribute to the memory of the Karbala martyrs.

On no other occasion would anyone act like a faqir or a lion, even to

earn a large sum of money. Ghulam Husayn also describes the langar

(weight ceremony). This ritual dates from the reign of ’Abdufllah Qutb
Shah. It is said that at the end of a Zuflhijja, ’Abdufllah was returning

home on his elephant to Golkonda fort. The elephant, excited by the

flooded Musi river, threw his mahout. It wandered uncontrolled through
the forest while ’Abdu‘llah remained in his seat. When his mother, Hayat
Bakhshi Begum, was informed of this disaster, she ordered that food and
water bottles should be tied to the trees in the jungle so that her son

would not starve. Meanwhile, the Muharram crescent had appeared so

Hayat Bakhshi Begum took a vow that if her son returned safely she

would tie a langar (weight) of gold around his waist and take him, bare-

footed, from Golkonda to the Husayni ’Alam. There she would distri-

bute the gold (from the langar
)
to the poor. Accordingly, when ’Abdufllah

returned, she ordered that a langar of gold weighing forty pounds be

manufactured. This was tied to ’Abdufllah’s waist and he travelled on
foot to the Husayni ’Alam. Subsequently, tying the langar became an
integral part of Muharram celebrations.”

Ghulam Husayn says that in his days rich men tied langars of gold and
silver round their waist and poor people tied flowers using red thread.

Then they visited the Husayni ’Alam. They also took pitchers of sherbet

with them and distributed it and the gold and silver to the mourners
there. Rich men placed musical bands and elephants with ’

alams at the

head of their processions.
ffFrom 1st to 9th Muharram, langar processions from different quarters

visit the Husayni ’Alam. On 5th Muharram, the procession carries the

langar for the long life and prosperity of the Nizam. The Nizam watches

the event from the Panchmahla palace. He stands behind a perforated

curtain in order to save the processionists the trouble of paying obeisance

to him. The ladies watch from their palaces. An elephant, bearing a

gold flag, is preceded by the senior superintendent of the royal messen-

gers leading 400 messengers. The other messenger superintendents, each

at the head of 400 subordinates, follow. All march majestically. Then
comes a contingent of 100 camel-riders. The elephant from the finance

department walks behind the camels. Various contingents consisting of

6,000 soldiers follow. 5,000 young soldiers, dressed in glittering uniforms,

march with great pomp and show. They are followed initially by 3,000

Sindi and Sikh soldiers, and then other military contingents. The Nizam’s
royal elephant, decked with valuable ornaments is next; 400 royal mes-
sengers, 500 archers and 150 camel-riders march after him. Contingents

of noblemen and commanders, then 1,000 cavalry men, follow the royal

group. Next comes the second royal elephant, flying the Nizam’s flag.
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and a number of soldiers. The European contingents, consisting of 300

soldiers with their artillery, precede the foreign dignitaries and other

special groups. They total 40,000 in all. Shamsufl-Umaraf and his four

sons, accompanied by a huge retinue, follow them. Twelve elephants

and a military band playing mourning tunes, come next. Some elephants

carry ambergris and other types of perfumes. Twenty richly decorated

elephants precede the canopy holding the langar for the Nizam’s long life

and prosperity. Then comes a contingent of 2,000 soldiers from eastern

India, known as purbiyas. Behind them a procession, carrying gold and
silver

’

alams, marches majestically. Some ’alams are sheltered by cano-

pies. Royal servants, carrying gold langar

s

on trays, pitchers of sherbet

and money for offerings, follow. The Khan-i Saman Amiru c

d-Dawla, on

a green canopied elephant heads a group of elephants marching pom-
pously and beating kettle-drums.

"The procession starts at one and a half watches after sunrise and, tra-

velling throughout the day, passes before the Nizam at about one and a

half watches after sunset. When two night watches remain, the proces-

sion enters the brightly illuminated ’Ashur-khana of Husaynl ’Alam.

200 mace bearers and 200 messengers keep law and order. I’tisamufl-

Mulk ’Arz Begl gives the news of the procession’s success to the Nizam.

The number of visitors from distant lands who come to watch the pro-

cession cannot be estimated.

"On 6th and 7th Muharram, the processions of the princes’ langar

march to the Husaynl ’Alam. Until 9th Muharram, the entire population,

including Hindus and other religious communities, is occupied in watch-

ing these langar processions. On the morning of 5th Muharram, Shamsu‘1-

Umara £9
s langar procession marches independently to the Husaynl ’Alam.

Shamsufl-Umara/ with langar

s

of gold and flowers tied round his waist,

is mounted on an elephant. A large number ofmourners line the roofs,

shops and other edifices between Charminar and the Husaynl ’Alam

’Ashur-khana in Chawk. On 6th and 7th Muharram, Shamsu’l-Umara/’s

procession marches to the Husayni ’Alam ’Ashur-khana. All display

much pomp and ceremony.

"On the night before 10th Muharram, the
’

alams, ta’ziyas and buraqs

are carried in procession in different quarters of the capital surrounded

by innumerable lamps. The procession of na’l sahib is accompanied by
thousands of mourners carrying torches and candles. On 10th Muhar-
ram, about one watch after sunrise, the procession carrying the ’alam of

Imam Husayn’s mother, Fatima Zahra, leaves its permanent abode. It

enters the town through the Yaqutpura gateway. The local children,

carrying green and red flags, march at the head. The shop-keepers give

them copper coins. Behind them is an elephant carrying green ’alams.

Next come the camels and then the animal-keepers with bamboo sticks
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in their hand. Behind them walk people carrying 9

alams, tedziyas, buraqs

and two imitation graves of red paper. Tahuts from different quarters

join the main procession. Groups of dignitaries, noblemen and their sons,

and Hindu and Muslim mansabdars march, bare-footed and bare-headed

crying “Husayn, Husayn”. Thousands of processionists offer coins and dry

fruits to the
5

alams . The owners of large houses on the route shower money,

and garlands of gold and silver wired flowers to the
5

alams. The women
watch the spectacle behind the curtains of their mansions.

In the afternoon the procession passes through Charminar, Char-

Kaman and the building containing Prophet Muhammad’s footprint.

There Fatima Zahra’s 3alam is lowered. This symbolises her petition to

God when, on Judgement Day, she will arouse His wrath against the

enemies of her innocent son Husayn, his family and companions. The
processionists are drowned in oceans of grief, while their frenzied weeping

and breast-beating gives the impression that they will die at any mo-
ment.

“On Chihlum day, the mourners organise a marsiya competition. Every

Friday night the Husayni ’Alam is separated from its rod and placed in

a boat so that the people can pay their respect. On Chihlum day this still

happens although it is accompanied by a marsiya competition. None of

the families of the original organizers of the
5

alam processions survives.

The expenses are now paid by the state with the exception of a few weal-

thy nobles who make their own arrangements. Valuable jagirs have been

assigned for the maintenance of
5

alams,

3
Ashur-khana and processions.

Maharaja Chandu Lai, who displayed exceptional devotion to these

ceremonies, excelled other state dignitaries in making illuminated dis-

plays.110 From 1869, men were forbidden to act like lions and lunatics.

Although the faqir processions were also prohibited, the enthusiasm

shown in celebrating Muharram is undiminished. The seventh Nizam or-

ganized the Hyderabad celebrations on a grand scale.

Muharram Celebrations in other Deccan Towns
Until ’Ali ’Adil Shah IPs reign (1657-72) the Bijapuris had celebrated

Muharram rather modestly. The new Shah made it a state festival. In

1067/1656-57 his mother, Khadija Sultan Shahr Banu, the daughter of

Muhammad Qutb Shah and sister to ’Abdufllah Qutb Shah, persuaded

him to build an ’

Ashur-khana in Bijapur. It was called the Husayni

Mahal. Nusrati (d. 1075/1685), the Bijapuri court poet laureate, pays

tributes both to the Shah and his mother for their devotion to the Ahl-i

Bayt and their enthusiasm for Muharram celebrations. Nusrati has given

an account of the decoration of the streets and highways, the illumina-

110 Gulzar-i Asajiyya
, pp. 560-588.
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tions, and the antics of the people imitating lions. Under state patron-

age, Muharram in Bijapur assumed the pattern of that in Hyderabad.111

The Qutb-Shahi rulers popularised Muharram even in Mysore and

Madras. After the fall of the Qutb-Shahi kingdom, the Mughal governors

celebrated Muharram there. In 1719., the Shi’I governor of Mysore,,

Nawwab ’Abbas Qutb Khan, built an imambarha at Sara. Under Hyder

’Ali and Tipu Sultan, the Irani dignitaries built imambarha at Sriranga-

patam and obtained a state grant to cover expenses. Muharram was

also vigorously celebrated in Bangalore. The interest displayed by the

Nawwabs of Karnatak in Urdu poetry gave an impetus to the observance

of Muharram in that region.

Muharram Symbols
The Muharram symbols are designed to arouse memories of the tra-

gedy at Karbala and promote devotion to the Prophet’s family. The ear-

liest known Muharram symbol in India is the
’

alarn (a standard or an
ensign). It is intended to remind mourners of the

’

alam which, on 10th

Muharram, Imam Husayn assigned to his half-brother ’Abbas* an in-

vincible warrior and a redoubtable personality. Often ’Abbas had wished

to march deep into the enemy ranks and destroy them but the Imam
did not approve of annihilating even the nominal followers of his grand-

father. Ultimately, ’Abbas was urged to fetch water for the children

who lay prostrate for three days without a drop of water. ’Abbas fought

gallantly, broke the enemies’ ranks and reached the Euphrates. He filled

the leather bag given him by Husayn’s little daughter Sakina with

water and moved toward the camp without himself drinking a single

drop of water. The enemies had closed the ranks and martyred ’Abbas.

The ’

alam instantly reminds mourners of the children’s thirst and ’Abbas’

self sacrifice filling them with an ecstasy of grief.

The metal crests of the
’

alams are cast in different patterns. They are

generally in the shape of the palm of a hand, whose five fingers repre-

sent Prophet Muhammad, ’Ali, Fatima, Hasan and Husayn. In more
ornamented crests, the palms are artistically designed and leaves and

sword blades, representing fingers are added. Arabesques floral designs

and inscriptions, comprising the names of the Prophet, his daughter and

the Imams are carved on the surfaces of the crest. Much of the elabora-

tely decorated crests are inlaid with precious stones. Pierced works on

metal sheets are frequently used for
’

alam crests.

In the Qutb-Shahi’s reign several pilgrims brought relics from Kar-

bala. They were incorporated into
’

alams and ’

Ashur-khanas were con-

111 Muhyiu'd-Din Qadirl Zor, Bijapur ka Shahl ’Ashur-khana, Sab-ras (Urdu), March
1938, pp. 14-19.
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structed to display them. Consequently several centres for the mourn-

ing processions emerged.

The earliest relic was obtained by Ibrahim Qutb Shah (957-88/1 550-

80) . It was a piece of iron in the shape of a horse-shoe which was affixed

to a helmet to protect the nose. This particular nose-piece is said to have

belonged to Imam Husayn’s helmet. In the reign of Yusuf ’Adil Shah

(895-916/1490-1510) it was brought to Bijapur by a pilgrim from Kar-

bala. Ibrahim Qutb Shah acquired it from Bijapur and had a crest-

shaped ‘Allah’ made out of it. He kept it in Golkonda, but Muhammad
Quli Qutb Shah transferred it to Hyderabad and placed it in the royal

palace area known as Tlahl Mahal’ near Charkaman.112 Later during

the reign of Nizam ’Ali Khan Asaf Jah II the
’

Ashur-khana in the palace

was extended. The Na3
l-i Mubarak procession soon occupied a distinctive

position in the Hyderabad Muharram rituals.

From Medina Aqa ’Ali (a pilgrim) brought the sword ascribed to

Imam Ja’far as-Sadiq. Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah gave the relic a

royal reception. Aqa ’Ali constructed an 3

alam and affixed the sword to

it. This was known as the ‘Husayni ’Alam9
. The Sultan built an ’

Ashur-

khana for the
3

alam, offering royal insignia and land grants for its main-

tenance.

During Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah’s reign a pilgrim brought two

other relics from Karbala: (a) a piece from ’Abbas’ armour and (2) the

head of Qasim’s spear. He claimed that Imam Husayn had appeared to

him in a vision and had told him where the relics were buried. The

pilgrim made them into
’

alam crests. The ’

alam containing the piece of

’Abbas’ armour was named the c ’Alam-i Abu c

l-Fazli
£

l ’Abbas’ and the

other^ incorporating the tip of Qasim’s spear, the
£Hazrat Qasim’s ’Alam’.

The Bibi Ka ’Alam (Fatima Zahra’s ’Alam) is also an important

Hyderabad relic. It is made from a piece of the wooden plank on which

’Ali is said to have bathed his wife Fatima prior to her burial. Initially

the wood was cut into a tughrallz reading Allah, Muhammad and ’All.

Then it was set in a gold-plated
’

alam . It was housed in an ’

Ashur-khana

outside the Dabirpur quarter. Later, Asaf Jah VII renovated the build-

ing.

During ’Abduffiah Qutb Shah’s reign, Hajji Agha Muhsin Khurasani

brought from Damascus the iron collar which Yazid’s army had put

around Imam ZaymFl-’Abidin’s neck. The Sultan transformed it into

an 5

alam crest and affixed it to the Daru £

sh-Shifa‘ vestibule so that its

power might cure the patients. Awrangzib re-confirmed the grant for

its maintenance. In 1357/1938-39, Asaf Jah VII built an ’

Ashur-khana

112 Gulzar-i Asafiyya, p. 16.

113 A sort of script used for the imperial titles appearing on imperial edicts.
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for this
5

alam3
consisting of two rooms,, to the south of the Daru‘sh-Shifa‘.

This complex is now one of the leading Muharram centres in Hyderabad.

The ’

alam is known as the
°
alam-i sar-tawq mubarak

y
.
lu

Alawa

The calawa ’ or ‘fire-place
5

,
which is a pit dug in the

5

Ashur-khdna

courtyard, is an integral part of the Deccan Muharram. Sometimes

the alawa is enclosed by a wall. The pits are dug annually in the

same spot and measure about one to eight metres in diameter. On the

first ten nights of Muharram, a fire is kindled in the alawas and incense

is burnt.
5Alams from the

5

Ashur-khana are taken around the alawa. The
fire reminds the mourners of the one the Imam ordered his companions

to burn around the moat surrounding his camp, in order to prevent a

surprise attack.

Tabuts, ta'ziyas and zarihs

Pelsaert calls the tabuts ‘coffins or biers’. Symbolically, they represent

the biers of Imam Husayn and his family, whose corpses were trampled

by their enemies’ horses after their martyrdom, garths symbolise Imam
Husayn’s mausoleum but they are a permanent fixture in the imambarhas.

Tol ziyas also represent Imam Husayn’s tomb but they are made annu-

ally from paper and other stuffs and are buried in places designated

‘Karbala’ on the afternoon of
’

ashura . Ta'ziyas are also designed to re-

mind the mourners of the indignities perpetrated on the Imam’s corpse.

garths represent Imam Husayn’s tomb itself which the Indians cannot

visit personally because they live too far away from Karbala.

Burdq and gu'l-janah

Burdq is a representation of the beast on which the Prophet is believed

to have ridden when he made his ascension to the Divine proximity on

the occasion of his famous night journey. According to Ibn Hisham, the

Prophet described the burdq as a winged animal, white in colour, and, in

size, intermediate between a mule and an ass. Ibn Sa’d makes Gabriel

address burdq as a female. In the earliest available painting in the Jami’-

u‘t-tawarikh by Rashidu‘d-Din, dated 714/1314,

“it is rather a centaur type that is followed, for the upper part of the

body has two arms, as well as the usual four legs of an animal; in other

respects also it presents features that are unusual, for Buraq holds in

her hands a book, presumably a copy of the Qur'an, and her tail is

114 Rahat A’zmI, Hyderabad ke muqaddas tabarrukat, Sadde

i-Ja
s
fari (Urdu), Hy-

derabad, 1978, pp. 37-47.
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upturned and ends in the upper part of a human body—the breast,

head,, and two arms, carrying in the right hand a long sword and in

the left a round shield; the long thick masses of hair, curled up at the

end, which hang down below each cheek, are similar to those of Buraq

herself, and the crown on the head of each is of the same kind, and

exactly resembles in shape and ornamentation with that worn by kings

in several illustrations in Beruni’s al-Athar al-Baqiyah (Edinburgh Uni-

versity Library, no. 161); but the artistic origin of this strange caudal

appendage is obscure.”115

Arnold goes on to say:

ffDuring the decline in Muhammadan painting in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, the representation of Buraq tended to become

vulgarized, and her appearance was certainly not improved by the

addition of an ill-shaped, heavy crown, such as that worn by the later

Shahs of Persia, or by the substitution of an upstanding peacock’s

tail for that of an ordinary mule.

The common occurrence of pictures ofMuhammad upon Buraq affords

a remarkable example of the persistence of an earlier artistic convention

and of its intrusion into a religion of a later date. By theory, and in

accordance with orthodox theological teaching, no such representation

should have appeared in the art of Islam at all, but like many other

survivals it refused to be killed, and insisted on finding for itself a place

in the art of a religion which ought never to have admitted it, but was

not strong enough to keep out an artistic tradition of such great antiquity.

Even to the present day, crude pictures of Buraq, without her rider, are

popular in Egyptian villages, and flimsy representations of this strange

beast are often carried in the Muharram processions in India.”116

The statues of buraq made for the Muharram processions were of the

type described in the last para, by Arnold. These statues are more

common in the Sunni Muharram processions than in the Shi’i ones.

Shi’i processions generally include zu
c
l-janah or duldul. £ue

l-janah means

‘winged’ and was the name given to the horse that Imam Husayn rode

on 10th Muharram. When the Imam was martyred, only Zu‘l-janah

was left to convey the tragic news to the ladies’ camp. Ahorse is specially

bred for this event and is never ridden. It is decorated in the manner

described previously by Mrs. Meer Hasan ’Ali117 and is included in the

Muharram processions to deepen the anguish and pain of the mourners.

115 T. W. Arnold, Painting in Islam
,
New York, 1965, reprint, p. 119.

116 Ibid., pp. 121-122.

117 Supra, pp. 322-23, 327, 331.
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5

Ashur-Khanas
, 'Aza Khanas, Husayniyas and Imambdrhas

In the Deccan the rooms set aside in houses or halls, built for
3
alams,

Zarihs, tabuts and ta
3
ziyas, are known as

3
Ashur-khanas. The mourning

assemblies
(
majlis

,

plural majalis) are held there and the processions of
3
alams and tabuts or ta

3
ziyas start from there. The early Qjutb Shahl rulers

built their
3
Ashur-khanas in Golkonda fort; the Badshahi 5

Ashur-khana in

Hyderabad was completed in 1005/1596. Separate
3
Ashur-khanas were

built for each important 3
alam brought by pilgrims from Iraq and Arabia

to Hyderabad. They were named after the respective
3
alams. The halls

of the
3
Ashur-khands are surrounded by vestibules and rooms. They have

imposing gateways and permanent alawas. Naqqar-khanas (drum houses)

were sometimes added to
3
Ashur-khanas. The Badshahi 5

Ashur-khana is

an example.

The counterpart of the
3
Ashur-khanas in northern India are the

3
aza-

khdnas, Husayniyas or Imambdrhas. They are also known as ta
3
ziya-khanas

(house of ta
3
ziyas, or mourning houses) . In the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries the Shi
5

! dignitaries, who performed their mourning ceremonies

in secret, built ta
3
ziya-khanas in their mansions.118 In 1224/1809, Ahmad

bin Muhammad Bihbihani saw an imposing ta
3
ziya-khana, known as the

Husayni Dalan, at Jahangir-Nagar (Dacca). He was told that it was 150

years old. It was built by Mir Murad Bashi —possibly during Shah
Shuja’s governorship. Bihbihani mentions that it was well-managed.119

It would seem that Muharram was celebrated while Mir Jumla and
Sha’ista Khan were governors and, under Murshid Quii Khan and his

successor, the ta
3
ziya-khana, known as Husayni Dalan,, became the centre

for the Muharram ceremonies in Bengal.

The second known Imambarha in Bengal was built by Agha Muhammad
Mutahhar in the flourishing commercial port of Hughli.120 The Agha
had left Iran for Hughli towards the end of Awrangzib’s reign. The
Imambarha seems to have been constructed in the early eighteenth century

and quickly became the centre of Muharram ceremonies. Imambdrhas

were then built in Murshidabad, Fyzabad and Delhi. From AsafiTd-

Dawla’s reign, Imambdrhas mushroomed in Lucknow, Awadh and other

towns in the region. They were known as Husayniyas,
3
azd-khanas and

1 18 For example even in Muhammad Shah’s reign, Fazl ’All Fazli’s father, Nawwab
Ashraf ’All Khan, secretly performed Muharram rituals and attended assemblies

within the palace; Fazl ’All Fazli, Karbal Katha
,
edited by Malikram and Mukh-

taru‘d-Dln Ahmad, Patna 1965, p. 37.

119 Supra, p. 123,

120 Tabaqat-i Muhsiniyya, Collection ofpapers relating to the Hooghly Imambarha 1815-1910,

Calcutta, 1914, Summary of Persian Extracts, Copy of Hajjl Muhammad Muhsin’s

will, dated 1213/1798, mentions the edifice as Imam-Bdrhi. In the inscription on the

wall facing the river, Imam-Barhi is mentioned.
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ta
3
ziya-khanas but the popular name was Imambarha. In Bengali

e
barhi

3

means fa mansion’. In Bengal the mansion for the Imam’s mourning

ceremonies was naturally known as the
c
Imam-Barhi

3
. In other towns barhi

changed into
c
barha

3
. In their zeal for Persianization, the Pakistanis have

changed barhi into
c

bargati (a king’s court or palace).

The free distribution of water, sherbet and food to the poor and needy

in the Imambarhas and processions helps to provide relief to a neglected

section of the community but it also reminds people of the hunger and

thirst by Imam Husayn, his young children and his fellow martyrs.

Elegies and Sermons during the Mourning Assemblies

Marsiyas,
or elegies, are the favourite form of expressing sorrow among

the poetry-loving Arabs. In qasidas (odes) they extol the virtues of the

livings in marsiyas3
they pay tribute to the dead. Fatima’s elegies on the

Prophet’s death refer bitterly to her own miseries. The marsiyas on Imam
Husayn by his sisters give first-hand information on the tragedy at Kar-

bala. Imam Husayn’s martyrdom was described by many contemporary

poets and prose writers. The latter are known as maqatiP21 and were read

out in the Muharram assemblies. Books, known as
e
shahadat-ndma

3

(accounts ofmartyrdom) and e
jang-nama

3 (accounts of battles) were written,

on the basis of the maqatil and historical works, to read there as well. ‘ Some

prose accounts are profusely interspersed with verses.

When Kamalu'd-Din Husayn bin ’All Wa'iz Kashifi wrote his Raw-

zatu
e
sh-shuhada ( The Garden of the Martyrs), all other works went out of

circulation. Even the mourning assemblies themselves came to be called

as
eRawzas3

. Kashifi belonged to the predominantly Shi’I region of

Sabzwar in Khurasan. He was educated in Sabzwar, Nishapur and

Mashhad. He then moved to Hirat where he lived for some twenty years

until his death. He became friendly with the sufi and poet, Nuru'd-Din

’Abdu'r-Rahman JamI (d. 898/1491), and married one of his sisters.

Sultan Husayn Bayqara’s prime minister, Mir ’All Shir Nawa'i, also

became Kashifi’s friend and both he and the Sultan were his patrons.

Kashifi was an expert in all branches of astronomy, a successful author of

exegeses on the Qur'an, a scholar of political science and ethics and an elo-

quent orator. In Hirat he regularly delivered sermons in several seminaries

and mosques. He planned to write an extensive Persian exegesis on the

Qur'an and dedicated it to Mir ’Ali Shir Nawa'I. He called it Jawahiru't-

tafsir li-tuhfatu
e
l-amir but was able to complete only the first three chapters

and 84 verses in the fourth chapter. Daunted by the size of his task, he

gave up and, instead, composed a concise exegesis on the Qur'an between

897/1491-92 and 899/1493-94. This was also dedicated to Mir ’All Shir

121 Isna 'Ashart ShVis in India
,
I, pp. 156-57.
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Nawa'i and called Muawahib-i 3
aliya. It is also known as the Tafsir-i

Husayni and is one of the most popular Persian exegesis of the Qur'an.

Manuscript copies are available in almost all libraries of Persian and
Arabic manuscripts. Turkish, Urdu and Pushtu translations were also

made and published.122 Kashifi’s Anwar-i Suhayli is a Persian translation

of Ibn al-Muqaffa’s (d. 139/756) Arabic version of the famous Sanskrit

Kalila wa Dimna. In 900/1495 Kashifi wrote an ethico-political manual
entitled Akhlaq-i Muhsini. The titles of some thirty-five of his books are

known and some are available in various libraries.

In about 908/1502-3, two years before his death, Kashifi wrote the

RawZatvtsh-shuhada at the request of the illustrious prince and Sayyid,

Murshidu'd-Dawla wa'd-Din ’Abdu'llah, called Sayyid Mirza. The
prince was the son ofSalahu'd-Din Musa and a royal princess whose father,

Sultan Bayqara, was uterine brother to the reigning monarch, Sultan

Husayn Bayqara. The Rawzatu*sh-shuhada* is divided into the following

ten chapters: (1) Trials and tribulations of some of the Prophets, (2)

Persecution ofProphet Muhammad by the Qurayshites and the martyrdom
of the Prophet’s uncle Hamza and Ja’far bin Abi Talib, (3) Death of the

Prophet Muhammad, (4) Life of Fatima Zahra, (5) Life of Imam ’All,

(6) Life of Imam Hasan, (7) Life of Imam Husayn, (8) Martyrdom of

Imam Husayn’s envoy to Kufa, Muslim bin ’Aqil, and the martyrdom
of his sons, (9) Imam Husayn’s encounter with his enemies at Karbala,

the martyrdom of his companions and children, (10) The persecution of

the Imam’s family after his martyrdom, punishment of the Imam’s
murderers. The khatima (conclusion) comprises a succinct genealogical

account ofthe descendants ofImams Hasan and Husayn, with short notices

on the Imams.

The earliest known manuscript copy, dated 925/1519, is in the Aya
Sufiya Library, Istanbul. Other early copies are in the Aya Sufiya, the

Fatih Library, Istanbul and the Nur-i ’Usmaniya Library, Istanbul.

This shows the popularity of the work in the orthodox Sunni Ottoman
empire. Muhammad bin Sulayman Fuzuli (d. 963/1556), the famous

Turkish classical author, translated the Rawzatu*sh-shuhada* into Turkish

and called it Hadiqatu*s-su
3

add* .
123 The Bektashis made the recitation

of the Hadiqatu*s-su
3
ada integral to their mourning assemblies, thereby

increasing its popularity through the Turkish-speaking region.

Although Kashifi came from the predominantly Shi’i area of Sabzwar,

in Hirat he seems to have professed Sunni beliefs. According to ’Ali

Shir Nawa'i, Kashifi was devoid of the rifz and false faith of the people

122 Storey, I, pp. 12-13.

123 Storey, I, pp. 212-13.
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ofSabzwar, although he was accused ofShi’ism.124 Kashifi’s son, Fakhru‘d-

Din ’Ali bin Husayn al-Wa‘iz Kashifi (d. 939/1532-33), the author of the

Rashhat-i,

3
aynu‘l-hayat, says that his father was a Naqshbandiyya and a

Sunni. The people of Sabzwar grew suspicious of Husayn Kashifi’s

sectarian beliefs and, when he visited them from Hirat, decided to test

his faith. Accordingly an old man attended his
Jsermon in the Jami’

mosque carrying a big stick. In the course of his sermon, Kashifi stated

that Gabriel visited the Prophet Muhammad 12,000 times. The old man
interjected, “How many times did Gabriel visit ’Ali?” Kashifi realised

that if he were to say that Gabriel appeared to ’Ali, he would be lying.

Were he to say that Gabriel never visited ’Ali, the Sabzwaris devoted to

’Ali would accuse him of Sunni-ism and the old man might break his head.

Kashifi’s grounding in Shi’ism came to his rescue, according to Qazi

Nuru'llah Shustari. He replied that Gabriel paid 24,000 visits to ’Ali.

The old man asked Kashifi whether he was trying to please him or he

could prove his statement. Kashifi assured him that his assessment was

based on the Prophet’s assertion,
fiT am the city of knowledge and ’Ali is

its gateway. Gabriel entered the city of knowledge through the gateway

12,000 times and left by the gateway 12,000 times. Consequently the

total number of Gabriel’s visits to ’Ali were 24,000.

”

125 No one could

dispute his answer.

Uncertainty surrounded Kashifi’s religious views and he enjoyed deep

respect from the Sunni 3
ulama who glossed over his pro-Shi’i interpreta-

tions of Qur'anic verses. His account of the tragedy of Karbala in the

Rawzatu'sh-shuhada are also acceptable to both Sunnis and Shi’is.

Fuzuli, the Turkish translator of the Rawzatu*sh-shuhada

,

was bom in

Iraq in Aq-Qoyunlu’s reign. He was an Isna ’Ashari Shi’i. When Shah

Isma’il Safawi seized Baghdad in 914/1508, Fuzuli dedicated a masnawi

to' him. The Safawid governor of Iraq also patronised Fuzuli. After

the Ottoman Sultan Sulayman’s conquest of Iraq in 941/1534, Fuzuli

wrote qasidas praising Sulayman and his leading dignitaries. Nevertheless,

he remained a Shi’i.126

In 974/1567, 996/1588, 1040/1630-31, 1058/1649, 1100/1688-89, 1118/

1 706 various scholars compiled abridged versions of the Rawzatu'sh-shuhadct

to recite in the mourning assemblies at different times in the first ten

days of Muharram. Some of these versions are known as Dah Majlis .

There are three different translations of the Rawzatu'sh-shuhada' into

Deccani poetry. The first, in 1092/1681-82, was written by Sewa of

Gulbarga. Later, in about 1130/1717-18, Wali of Vellore produced

124 Introduction to Karbal Katha, p. 6.

125 Majalisu'l-mifminin, p. 50.

126 E. I.2, II, pp. 937-39.
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another version as did Sayyid Ahmad ’All in 1182/1769-70. Two transla-

tions into Deccani prose were produced: Hasan Beg’s Wasilatu
e
n-najat

and eight years later, Sayyid Mir Wall Khan’s RiyaZiCt- tahirin or Hadisat-i

Karbala.

It was also translated into Urdu. In 1206/1791-92, Sayyid ’All Wasiti

Bilgarami produced the Dah majlis while Sayyid Haydar Bakhsh Haydari

Dihlawi (d. 1238/1822-23) wrote the Gulshan-i shahidan. In 1227/1812-

13 Haydari wrote an abridged version named the Gul-i Maghfirat. Several

other translations were also made of the Rawzatu‘sh-shuhada‘
. Some 18th

century translations are abridged versions of the book. They are known

as Dah majlis (Ten assemblies), Tazdah majlis (eleven assemblies) and

Duwazdah majlis (Twelve assemblies).

A watershed in these Urdu translations of the Rawzatu‘sh-shuhada‘ is

the Karbal Katha by Fazal ’All, who used the nom-de-plume ‘Fazli’. He

composed the first version in 1145/1732-33 at the age of twenty-two

and revised it in 1161/1748-49. In his preface, he says that his father,

Nawwab Ashraf ’Ali Khan, ordered him to recite from the abridged Persian

edition of the Rawzatu‘sh-shuhada‘ at the mourning assemblies held

secretly in his palace. The ladies who were present were unable, however,

to follow the Persian idioms. Their difficulty stimulated him to translate

the book into lucid and idiomatic Hindi (Urdu). The original work

pays tribute to the Emperor Muhammad Shah and the revised version

praises his son. Emperor Ahmad Shah.127

Poems on the Tragedy of Karbala in Telugu, Sindi and Bengali

Under the Qutb-Shahi dynasty, the Telugu poets also wrote poetry

mourning the tragedy of Karbala. Harun Khan Sherwani says,

“The stories connected with Muharram, the month of the martyrdom

of the Prophet’s grandson. Imam Husain, became a part of the Hindu

folk-lore and were rendered into Telugu verse. There were, no doubt,

variations from the historical version, which was moulded according to

the likely appeal the story would make to the populace in the city, the

tiller in the country-side and the pot-maker in the village, but that only

enhanced the local value of the songs. It is interesting to note that there

are different kinds of the Telugu songs connected with the Muharram

festival, such as Jangnama-i Panjtan-i Pak and Marthiyas, meaning respec-

tively, the story connected with the War, the Five Sacred Personalities

and the Dirges. ‘Most of these songs are sung not only during Muh-

arram but throughout the years by Telugu folks’, and vary from

locality to locality.’'

127 Karbal Katha, pp. 8-22.
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(

The translation of a Telugu song from Rayalsima might be quoted /

here with advantage

:

“Salutation to Thee, Salutation to God, Salutation to Almighty!

In the City of the Sky there is a beautiful Fort;

Inside the Fort there is a Palace made of glass;

Inside the Palace of glass there are high seats;

There are whisks and beautiful thrones;

Who are on those two thrones?

These are Hasan and Husain, two brothers.

Kings in Court, Lords on the Throne,

Monarchs ruling over the Seven Isles.”

Here is another:

“Two sons were born to Bibi Fatima;

They were Hasan and Husain, the two brothers.

Hasan was the elder and Husain was the younger.

A battle rose in the Sky which they fought out,

A battle rose in the farthest lands which they fought daringly.”

Of course the sequence is anachronistic, unhistorical and fanciful, but

that only shows how the story was twisted to suit the popular taste. The
dirges are all Teluguised and even the marriage of Hazrat Qasim is

placed in the Andhra atmosphere, and sacred rice is said to have been

thrown on the bridegroom as is the custom in orthodox Hindu marriages

today. A trinket is worn on the forhead, a thread is tied to the wrist and

garlands are placed round his neck.128

The Bengali poets wrote elegies on the tragedy of Karbala in their own
language. Sayyid Sultan, who lived in the Chakra-Shala pargana in

Chittagong, planned an extensive book entitled Nabi Bangsha, covering

the history from Adam’s time to his own. He was unable, however, to

proceed further than the story of the Prophet Muhammad. Nabi Bangsha

was composed in 1586-87. At Sayyid Sultan’s request, his disciple,

Muhammad Khan, composed
(
Maqtal

)
Husayn in 1646. This book is

divided into eleven chapters, some of which, as Qiydmat-nama, and Dajjal-

nama, were circulated as independent books. The Maqtal Husayn is the

prototype of all Bengali poems on the Karbala tragedy. The work was

also published. An extension of this book, the Muhammad Hanifer Lara l

,

comprises a legendary account of the war between Imam Husayn’s half-

brother, Muhammad Hanafiyya, and Yazid. Many other Bengali poets,

128 History of the Qutb Shahi dynasty

,

pp. 528^30.
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such as ’Abu‘l-Halim,
also composed epics on this theme. Sakiner Bilap

by an anonymous poet describes Fatima Kubra’s lamentations on her

husband Qasim’s martyrdom. Fatima’s name is wrongly replaced by

Sakina. Zaynab Bilap, by another anonymous writer, recounts Zaynab’s

lamentations for her brother Imam Husayn. Shahid Karbala by Ja’far

dscusses incidents at the battle of Karbala. Samper Lara
c
i by ’All Ahmad

depicts how Sarup, son of Yazld took Imam Husayn’s side in the conflict

and died fighting his own father. Historically the story is fantastic; it only

shows the popular hatred for Yazid. Muhammad Sultan’s Za^ar Muhra

deals with the poisoning of Imam Hasan by his wife.129

The khanqah of Lai Shahbaz Qalandar popularized devotional songs on

’Ali in Sindi. Shah ’Abdufl-Latif (d. 1165/1752) composed heartbreaking

elegies on martyrs of Karbala. Other Sindi poets also wrote touching ele-

gies but only ’Abdu'l-Wahhab Sachal Sarmast (d. 1826) could match the

elegance of Shah ’Abdufl-Latif.

Deccan! and Urdu Marsiyas (Elegies)

Initially Persian marsiyas in the Deccan were composed by Mir Muham-

mad Mu’min130 but, before long, the Deccani poems relegated them

to the background. The earliest known marsiya in the Deccani dialect

was composed by Burhanu'd-Dln Janam, the son of the famous Bijapuri

sufi of the Qadiriyya-Chishtiyya order, Shah Miran Shamsu'l-’ushshaq

(d. 970/1562-63). Burhanu‘d-Din Janam was born twenty years before

his father’s death in c. 950/1543-44, and died in 1007/1598-99. Both

father and son were outstanding sufi writers of prose and poetry and

composed sufic treatises and poems in Persian and Urdu. Janam’s marsiya

depicts the pouring out of Divine love through heart-felt sorrow for Imam
Husayn’s martyrdom.131

Ibrahim ’Adil Shah II’s (988-1037/1580-1627) court-poet, Nuri, wrote

marsiyas in the Deccani dialect. The ruler, ’Ali ’Adil Shah II (1068-83/

1657-72), who was himself a poet as well as a patron of the art, composed

many marsiyas. Eminent poets such as Nusrati, Qadir and Hashimi

flourished at his court. Mirza wrote nothing but marsiyas which are

believed to have been Divinely inspired. In them he vividly describes

the heroic battles fought by the Karbala martyrs.132

129 Syed Sajj’ad Husain, A descriptive catalogue of Bengali manuscripts in MunshI ’Abdu‘1

Karim’s collections, Dacca, 1960, pp. 221-233, 265-66, 344-75, 132, 287, 462, 381,

461, 551.

130 Eth<$, no. 1530.

131 Husayni Shahid, Sayyid Shah AmimCd-Din 3
Alt A'la, Hyderabad, 1973, pp. 68-101;

Rashid Musawi, Dakin Men marsiya awr 3
azadari Hyderabad, 1970, pp. 62-70.

132 Nasiru‘d-Din Hashimi, ’Ali ’Adil Shah ‘Shahf ke marsiya, Sah-ras} March, 1939, pp.

101-2; Dakin men marsiya awr *azadari, pp. 70-77.
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Wajhi, the author of Qutb4 Mushtari and Sab-ras, started his career

under Ibrahim Qutb Shah (957-88/1550-80). He seems to have laid the

foundations for composing marsiyas in Deccani at Golkonda and was the

second great poet from there. This art was perfected in the Deccan,

however, by Muhammad Qu.li Qutb Shah. GhawwasI, the author of the

SayfuH-muluk wa Badi
3
u
e
l-jamal and Tuti-nama was also an eminent marsiya-

poet. During the reign of the last Qutb Shahi ruler, Abu c

l-Hasan, many
leading marsiya writers appeared including the Sultan’s spiritual guide,

Shah Raju Sayyid Yusuf Husayni, who also wrote in Urdu. Kazim
’Ali and Shah Quli Khan of Golkonda were the leading royal poets.

Sayyid Shuja’u
cd-Din Nuri left his native land of Gujarat to move to

Abu c

l-Hasan’s court where he achieved considerable fame.133

After Golkonda’s fall, the poets such as Sayyid Shah Hasan Zawql and

Sayyid Ashraf composed marsiyas at the Mughal centre of political power

in Awrangabad. Among the noblemen in the court of Nizamucl-Mulk

Asaf Jah I, Mutaminu cd-Dawla Salar Jang Dargah Quli Khan wrote

Urdu marsiyas . Nawazish ’Ali Khan Shayda, the manager of the ’Ashur

khana, composed a masnawi called the Rawzatu
c
l-athar on the tragedy of

Karbala and patronized the poets who wrote marsiyas. Himmat ’Ali

Khan Himmat, who stayed at the court of both Aristu-Jah and Chandu
Lai, wrote marsiyas in the form of musaddas.1Z4: Other well-known poets

included Kazim ’All Khan Kazim of Maharaja Chandu Lai’s court and

’Abbas ’All Khan Ihsan from Mir ’Alam’s court.

The marsiyas by Shah Quli Khan Shahi of Golkonda aroused interest

in the Urdu forms in Delhi and other Indian towns and helped promote

the art in Northern India.136 The marsiyas by Shahi’s contemporary, Mir
’Abdu‘l-Qadir of Hyderabad, also made a deep impact on the north

Indian poets.

One of the earliest known marsiya poets of eighteenth century Delhi

was Mir Muhammad Qa c

im. He considered himself the Delhi counter-

part of the Deccani Qadir. Mustafa Khan Dihlawi Yakrang, a dignitary

at Muhammad Shah’s court, was another eminent poet. The great

Urdu poet of the early eighteenth century, Zahiru c

d-Din, known as Shah
Hatim (d. 1781), and Mir Sa’adat ’All Sa’adat of Amroha both compo-
sed marsiyas but these have not survived. Mir Asadu c

llah Yar Khan,
alias Majnun of Akbarabad (Agra), adopted Tnsan’ as his nom de plume.

He moved from Akbarabad to Delhi where his wit and humour soon

made him Muhammad Shah’s favourite. His marsiyas are not extant.136

133 Dakin men marsiya awr *azadari
, pp. 65-70.

134 Verses consisting of six lines, hexameter.

135 Shaykh Muhammad Qiyamu‘d-Dln Qa‘im, Makhzan-i nikat, Hyderabad, 1929, p.

6; Mir Hasan, Tazkira-i shu
3
ara-i Urdu

,
Hyderabad, 1940, p. 74.

136 Sifarish Husayn Rizvl, Urdu marsiya
,
Delhi, 1965, pp. 209-20.
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Dargah Q,uli Khan considered marsiyas composed by some Delhi poets

as superb. His description of both those who composed and those who

recited marsiyas refers to assembly halls for the mourning ceremonies. He

calls them by the Deccani name ’Ashurkhana’ as well as the popularNorth-

Indian title of ‘’aza-khana’. Of the marsiya poets, Dargah Quli Khan

judged Mir Lutf ’All Khan to be the Muhtasham Kashi137 of his own age.

Although Mir Lutf ’Ali was rather fat and ugly, he succeeded in injec-

ting deep pathos into his verses. He became the manager ofJawid Khan’s

’Ashurkhana and liberally entertained the visitors and ta’ziyadars (mour-

ners)

.

The three brothers, Miskin, Hazin and Ghamgin, were also leading

marsiya poets and were famous throughout Delhi. Their sorrowful ex-

pressions were masterly and people presented them with liberal gifts thus

providing them with a satisfactory livelihood. Their manuscripts, reflec-

ting their devotion to the holy martyrs were in great demand and expen-

sive Their only worry was how to make their elegies more effective.

The Rawzatu’sh-shuhada‘ and Waqai Muqbilm did not drown the mourners

in sorrow to the same extent as the marsiyas by Miskin, Hazin and

Ghamgin.

Mir ’Abdufllah recited Nadim’s and Hazin’s marsiyas in such a distres-

sing melody that loud cries rose automatically from his audience and

6 ‘heaven’s ears were filled with their wailing”. The audience cried loudly

before he had completed the hemistich. Even the expert musicians ad-

mitted that his marsiya recitals were unequalled.

In the Muharram month, Mir ’Abdu'llah was in great demand. He

attended different ta
9

ziya-khdnas in turn and sang his sorrowful melodies.

People vied with each other in reaching these assemblies early in order

to claim a good seat. Big crowds gathered. People gained eternal bles-

sings by listening to the poignant poetry. A party of pretty boys who could

be found in his house even after
5

ashura always accompanied him. Most

of them sought his company to learn the secrets of reciting marsiyas. Even

qawwdls139 and musicians flocked round him. Mir ’Abdu‘llah’s perfec-

tion was unique. His complacency annoyed some and they criticised

him but his competence was unquestionable.

137 Muhtasham of Kashan (d. 996/1588) wrote erotic verses in his youth but Shah

Tahmasp Safawl’s growing interest in religion prompted him to divert his talents

to writing poetry on the virtues of the Imams. Muhtasham composed his cele-

brated Haft Band, or poem of seven verse strophes, in praise of the Imams. In its

fullest form it comprises twelve strophes, each consisting of seven verses, and each

concluding with an additional verse in a different rhyme, thus comprising in all

ninety-six verses. E. G. Bowne, A literary history of Persia, IV, Cambridge, 1959,

reprint, pp. 172-73.

138 A work on the martyrs of Karbala.

139 Singers of a type of religious poetry.
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Another famous marsiya reciter was Shaykh Sultan. He belonged to
the eastern districts of India but he had gained mastery over the pronunr
ciation of eloquent orators of Delhi. He recited marsiyas very stylishly;

his voice was sensitive and his melodies very subtle. Although he had
never studied music, his very simplicity was artistic and his uncomplicated
tunes were ravishing. His recital and the audience’s response seemed to
complement each other. Wherever he recited his marsiyas, the people
were so overcome with grief that they became mourning personified.

Mir Abu Turab and Mlrza Ibrahim were also gifted marsiya reciters.

Another singer, Mir Darwish Husayn elicited praise even from the proud
Mir ’Abdu‘llah who placed him second only to himself. Jani, who was
a barber by trade, was an impressive marsiya reciter and an expert musi-
cian. As a boy he had been very pretty and. one of his lovers was a very
rich man. Jani had earned about a lakh of rupees but he squandered it

on extravagances. He attended many music and dance parties and lived
prodigally.

Muhammad Nadim was expert in selecting nerve-raking phrases and
melancholy metaphors for his poetry. He frequently included verses
written by others in his own stanzas in an unusual manner, particularly
those of Wahshi.140

In 1803 one of Mir ’Abdu'llah Miskln’s poems was printed in Nagri
characters. Gilchrist quotes Miskin’s verses in his Hindustani Grammar,
published in 1796; Garcin de Tassy translated some of them into French.
Another poet Khalifa Muhammad ’All Ghlsi, adopted ‘Sikandar’ as his
nom de plume. He came from the Panjab but settled in Delhi. According
to Mir Hasan Dihlawi, although Sikandar was not highly educated, his
marsiyas were free from linguistic pitfalls. Later refinements of marsiyas
did not undermine Sikandar’s popularity and his verses were never for-
gotten.141

There were many popular marsiya poets in the second half of the eigh-
teenth century. They included Mir Sayyid Muhammad Taqi, alias Mir
Ghasi, Qiyamu‘d-Din Qa‘im Chandpuri, Mlrza ’All Qull Khan Nadim
Dihlawi, Banda ’All Khan Lakhnawi, Mir AmanI Dihlawi, Mlrza Zuhur
’All Khaliq Dihlawi, Shah NuruTHaqq Tapan ’Azimabadi, Shah Mu-
hammad Abu‘1 Hasan Fard ’Azimabadi, Qalandar Bakhsh Jur’at
Dihlawi, Shaykh Ghulam Hamadani Mushafi, Ghulam ’Ali Rasikh
’Azimabadi, Ahmad Beg Qjzilbash Dihlawi, Sadiq ’All Shah Haydari
Farrukhabadi, Khwaja Ihsanu llah Bayan Dihlawi, Mlrza Muhammad
Isma’il alias Mlrza Jan Tapish Dihlawi, Shah Zahuru'l-Haqq
’Azimabadi, Qasim Lakhnawi, Ghulam Ghaws Khan Ihsan, Mazhar,

140 Muraqqa’-Diklf, p. 80.

141 Tazkira-i shu’ara-i Urdu
, p. 122.
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Mushtaq, Shani ’Azimabadi, Mahzun ’Azimabadi, Mawlawi Jawad ’Ali

’Azimabadi and Zahik. These poets,, some of whom were Sunnis, refined

the language and style and catered to the growing need for marsiyas

throughout India.

The leading poets of the second half of the eighteenth century were

Dard, Sawda, Mir Taqi and Mir Hasan. Sawda brought his poetic

mastery and perfection of form to bear on his compositions and revo-

lutionized the taste of marsiya listeners. Mir injected the pathos and

sweetness of his ghazals into his marsiyas.

In the first quarter of the nineteenth century, the efforts of Mirza

Panah ’All Beg Afsurda Fyzabadi, Haydar Bakhsh Haydar Dihlawi,

Ihsan Lakhnawi, Anwar Dihlawi and Dhannu Lai Dilgir Lakhnawi to im-

prove upon Sawda’s and Mir’s marsiyas were unsuccessful. Only Mir

Muzaffar Husayn Zamir Lakhnawi and Mir Mustahsan Khaliq were

destined to outshine their contemporaries and predecessors.

Mir Muzaffar Husayn Zamir (d. 1272/1855) was Mushafi’s disciple.

He learnt versification in order to write marsiyas and salams.u2 Before long

Mir Zamir endowed his marsiyas with continuity of theme, touching emo-

tional expressions and dramatic dialogues. Zamir’s verses vividly depict

the physical features and military talents of the heroes of Karbala. In

depicting individual battles, Zamir introduced elements of epic poetry

into Urdu. The long introductions to his marsiyas describe various natural

scenes with picturesque similes and metaphors. Formerly, marsiyas had

been recited in musical tones called soz but Mir Zamir used a popular

rhythm called tahtu'l-lafz. Gradually marsiyas in tahtu
3
l-lafz replaced the

Rawzatu(sh-Shuhada and Dah Majlis.

Mir Zamir’s rival was Mir Hasan’s talented son, Mir Mustahsan

Khaliq (d. 1804). He had inherited his father’s capacity to vividly versify

subtle emotions and made his mark on the basis of this linguistic artis-

try. The characteristics of marsiyas invented by Mir Zamir were perfec-

ted by Mir Khaliq’s son, Mir Babar ’All Anis (1802-1874), and Mir

Zamir’s gifted disciple, Mirza Salamat ’All Dabir (1803-1875). Mir Anis

and Mirza Dabir saw the decline and fall of the Awadh government but

both endowed Urdu poetry with dynamism and eloquence. Both vividly

portrayed miscellaneous episodes in the Karbala tragedy. Both were

precursors of the modern Urdu poetry of the twentieth century.

Mir Anis drew heavily upon his ancestral tradition of masnawi compo-

sition. His similes and metaphors elegantly describe scenes of dawn and

sun-set, the darkness of night, the verdure of plants, the bloom of flowers

and the singing of birds. Some of these resemble similar scenes from the

fifteenth and sixteenth century masnawis in Awadhi. Anis transported the

142 A kind of ode paying tribute to the Ahl-i Bayt and the martyrs of Karbala.
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Awadh landscape to the desert of Karbala to the great admiration of

his audience. His vigorous depiction of battles., swordsmanship and

spear-throwing are similar to verses in Shahnama by Firdawsi but his in-

tuitive perception of the emotions of his heroes made his marsiyas unique.

His eloquent phrases., similes and metaphors are superb. Dabir’s choice

of words, similes and metaphors was scholarly, dignified and majestic.

His quotations from Qurfanic verses and hadis are profound and help to

make his marsiyas learned, but they are hardly lucid.

y During the life-time of Anis and Dabir, their admirers were divided

into two irreconcilable groups. After they had both died, these differences

hardened, although Anis and Dabir had always respected each other.

Anis died in December 1874. Dabir, who expired in March 1875, fore-

saw a vacuum in marsiya composition and paid tribute to his rival in

a beautifully composed chronogram.

The sons, grandsons and disciples ofAnis and Dabir also became famous

poets. Their legacy was strengthened by subsequent generations of disci-

ples but these marsiyas are stereotyped. Marsiyas composed by Anis and

Dabir and their disciples were recited in tahtu
e
l-lafz, in remote villages

and towns. In recent decades the decline of Urdu poetry and the mush-

rooming of professional preachers, known as zakirs*, has relegated tahtu
(
l-

lafz-reciters to the background. Modern marsiya poets, who are not con-

versant with medieval war-techniques, have given predominance to philo-

sophical, ethical and revolutionary themes in their verses. The soz reciters

still, however, use the marsiyas by Anis, Dabir and their disciples. The

nawhas,
written by modern poets, are recited in both the mourning as-

semblies and in the processions by those who perform matam (beating their

breast), whether by hand or with chains.



Chapter Five

The ShVis and Modernism

Modernism in the context of Islam (both Sunni-ismand Shi’ism) is very

difficult to define. Muslim liberal traditions reject any deflections from

the Qurcan and surma and cannot endorse the following expectations in

the West:

“A Westernized, philosophically inclined elite can observe Quranic

prohibitions in the breach,, drinking alcohol,, failing to observe Ramadan,

indulging in unlicensed sex and disregarding those aspects of Islamic

law and practice that it finds uncongenial without necessarily rejecting

the higher religious truths enshrined in the divine text; but in so act-

ing it is always vulnerable to the charge that it is failing in its duty

of ‘enjoining the good and forbidding the evil
5

.

551

Investigations into the laws of physical causation are not discouraged

by Islam. The nineteenth century Western colonial domination and

Western scientific discoveries evoked two types of Muslim responses. Some

of the Western educated Muslim elite were bewildered and identified

modernism with the violation of Islamic religious and social ethics but those

who had received an adequate religious training retained their Islamic

identity. The Shi’is were not overcome with panic. A number of leading

scholars believed that modern discoveries strengthened rather than wea-

kened the truths in the Qur'an, the sunna of the Prophets and Imams.

As early as the seventeenth century, Shi’i scholars had studied Western

philosophy and science and had analysed the new Western discoveries in

the light of Islamic sciences. For example, Danishmand Khan had fore-

stalled many Western scholars in making a comparative study of Euro-

pean and Islamic discoveries. Another Shi’i scholar, Ghulam Husayn

Tabataba'I, the author of the Siyarucl-muta
c
akhkhirin,

realistically reminded

both the British and Indians of the value of promoting better under-

1 Malise Ruthven, Islam in the world, Middlesex, 1984, p. 308.
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standing of each other’s political and social institutions. Two Shi’is

’Allama Tafazzul Husayn2 and Mirza Abu Talib IsfahanI, nicknamed

Landani3 (of London) learned English and other European languages and

acquired an understanding of British intellectual traditions. Abu Talib,

who visited London in 1798-1803, was not enchanted by British institutions

but examined it dispassionately and objectively.

4

Both Tafazzul Husayn

and Abu Talib were far ahead of their time and could not have achieved

their potential at the Awadh court. Nevertheless, during Asafucd-Dawla’s

reign, some books were translated from English into Persian, includingNew-
ton’s Principia. English-Persian dictionaries were also compiled. Subsequen-

tly, Sa’adat ’All Khan built an observatory while Ghazluc

d-Dln Haydar

established a scientific laboratory at Lucknow. English influence increased

rapidly in Awadh from Nasiru
fid-Din Haydar’s reign.

Although Shah ’Abdufl-’Aziz had declared that ’Allama Tafazzul

Husayn was a mulhid-i kdmifi (totally irreligious) many keen Sunni

students studied under him. In Delhi, ’Allama Tafazzul Husayn’s works

were popularized by (Sir) Sayyid Ahmad Khan’s maternal grandfather,

Khwaja Faridu‘d-Din. The Khwaja’s ancestors belonged to a Kashmiri

sufi family which had moved to Delhi. Farldu
cd-Din was born there in

1161/1748. He received his early education in Delhi but was unable to

satisfy his passion for higher mathematics in his hometown. He moved
to Lucknow where he studied under ’Allama Tafazzul Husayn for two to

three years. After his return to Delhi he got married in 1193/1779. In

1212/1790, he again visited Lucknow where he met General Claude

Martin (1835-1900) and other European scholars. He also acquired new
varieties of compasses, which were known to Arab mathematicians but

were not available in Delhi. Before leaving Lucknow he wrote a mathe-

matical treatise entitled the Fawa'id al-afkar, Ji i-mal-al-jirjdr .
6 He then

moved to Calcutta, where, on the recommendations of some English

friends, he was made Superintendent of the Calcutta Madrasa.

In about 1803, the Governor-General, Lord Wellesley, sent Faridu‘d-

Din on a diplomatic mission to the court of Fath ’All Shah Qajar of

Iran. After his return to India he was sent to Burma on a diplomatic

mission by the East India Company. Subsequently he served as the

revenue collector
(
tahsildar

)
for the East India Company in newly-con-

quered Bundelkhand. Around 1231/1815-16, he again visited Calcutta

where he produced a treatise, the Tuhfa-i Nu’maniyya
,
on astrolabes. The

2 Siyaru
c
l-muta

c
akhkhinn, II, pp. 528-29.

3 Supra, pp. 176, 227, 230, 233.

4 Supra, pp. 229,233,281.

5 Fatawa-i 3
Azizl

, p. 117.

6 Delhi, 1846, Panjpatl, Muhammad Isma’Il, MaqalaUi Sir Sayyid
,
XVI, pp. 97-

206.
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Mughal emperor, Akbar II (1806-37), invited him to become his prime

minister and he accepted. In 1815, he returned to Delhi where he cur-

tailed many items of unnecessary expenditure. He removed the copper

ceiling of the Diwan-i 3Amm (hall of public audience from the Delhi fort

and had it converted into copper coins. The gold and brass that had ad-

orned it were sold. The Delhi citizens were appalled. They complained

that Nadir Shah had robbed the Diwan-i Khass (hall of Private audience)

of its silver ceiling and now Khwaja Farid had deprived the Diwan-i ’Amm
of its copper one. The Khwaja resigned and went to Calcutta. In 1235/

1819-20., the Emperor re-appointed Faridu‘d-Din as prime minister but

three years later he resigned. After his resignation, the Sikh ruler,

Maharaja Ranjit Singh, invited him to become his prime minister in

Lahore but he refused. Faridu‘d-Din died on 14 Muharram 1244/27

July 1818. The East India Company’s Resident, Sir David Ochterlony,

who had been friendly with the Khwaja, called with his Deputy to offer

his condolences to Faridu £

d-Din’s family. Most of the Khwaja’s tracts

on astronomy and the astrolabe were destroyed in 1857. Sayyid Ahmad
Khan was able to salvage only one tract on the astrolabe and two on

compasses, which he gave to the M. A. O. College Aligarh library. 7

The Khwaja loved to teach gifted students. (Sir) Sayyid Ahmad men-

tions Mawlawi Karamat ’All8, Khwaja Muhammad Nasir Jan9, Hakim

Rustam ’All Khan10 and Rajab ’All, called Aristu-Jah, who was a Shi’i.

We have already mentioned Aristu-Jah in previous pages.11 The Khwaja’s

youngest son, Nawwab Zaynu'l-’Abidin, continuing the family tradition,

was an expert in astronomy and had collected a museum of astronomical

appliances. He was also a patron of music.12 (Sir) Sayyid Ahmad was

proud of the fact that mathematics was his family science.

Calcutta

Some Shi’i scholars from Awadh and Jawnpur played an important

role in the intellectual life of nineteenth century Calcutta. The most

notable were Mawlawi Karam Husayn Bilgarami and his sons and grand-

sons and Mawlana Karamat ’All ofJawnpur.

Karam Husayn learned English after completing the Arabic and Per-

7 Agra 1896, Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid XVI, pp. 634-95.

8 Mawlawi Karamat ’All was a scholar of Islam and a good calligraphist. From

Delhi he moved to Hyderabad where he obtained a high position.

9 Khwaja Muhammad Nasir Jan was the successor to Khwaja Muhammad Nasir.

The latter was Khwaja Mir Dard’s daughter’s son.

10 He was a physician at Bahadur Shah Zafar’s court. He was also the editor of

Bahadur Shah’s journal, Sirdjifl-akhbar.

11 Supra, pp. 103-105.

12 Sirat-i Faridiyya, p. 767-80.
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sian education befitting an 9

alim. He was deeply respected by the court

of Nawwabs of Awadh and corresponded regularly with the Sultanu‘1-

’UlamaL13 In 1 832* Nasiru‘d-Din Haydar accredited him as an ambassador

to the Governor-General of the East India Company. He settled down
in Calcutta and became professor of Arabic at the Calcutta Madrasa.

He edited a number of Arabic works published by the Asiatic Society of

Bengal; the most important is the edition of the Sahifa Kamila* compri-

sing the invocations of the fourth Imam* Zaynu c

l-’Abidin. He also trans-

lated the East India Company’s law book from English into Persian and

wrote an introduction to the Persian lexicographical work* the Burhan-i

Qati
3

. His house was a rendezvous for the Calcutta intellectuals. Visi-

tors from various parts of India also called on him, including the poet

Ghalib.14 He died at Calcutta in 1257/1841 and was buried there.15

His sons* Sayyid Zaynu cd-Din Husayn and Sayyid A’zamu cd-Din

Husayn* were educated at Calcutta and rose to high positions in the

government of the East India Company. William Bentinck* the last

Governor-General of Bengal (1828-33) and the first Governor-General of

India (1833-35)* took A’zamu'd-Din on his staff. During the freedom

struggle of 1857* he helped the East India Company. Later on he was

appointed the political agent in Sind. He was nominated as a member

of the Bengal Legislative Council. His elder brother* Sayyid Zaynu'd-

Din* who was a distinguished scholar of Arabic and Persian* studied

English at Calcutta and was selected for the Bengal provincial service.

Of Zaynu cd-Din
5

s five sons* ’Imadu'l-Mulk Sayyid Husayn Bilgarami*

Major Sayyid Hasan Bilgarami and Sayyid ’Ali BilgaramI were eminent

linguistics scholars and leaders of modern Muslim India. We shall soon

discuss their achievements.

While ’Allama Tafazzul Husayn specialized mainly in mathematics

and science* Karamat ’Ali* in the second half of the nineteenth century*

interpreted Islam in the Shi’i traditions of rationalism and philosophy.

Karamat ’All was born in Jawnpur and received his early education from

Sayyid Zakir ’Ali ofJawnpur16 who* in turn* was a disciple of Mawlana

Sayyid Muhammad ’Askari.17 At the age of eighteen* Karamat ’Ali left

home in quest of knowledge. He spent two years at Lucknow and ten

years in Iran. He travelled widely in Iran and Turkistan* accompanied

Arthur Conolly on his journey to India through Afghanistan and saved

his life in that country. On Conolly’s recommendation he was appointed

the Representative of the Indian government at the court of Dost

13 Agha Mahdi, Tdnkh-i Sulianu
cl-Ulama i

, Karachi, 1967, p. 224.

14 ’Abdu'r-Ra’uf ’Uruj, Bazm-i Ghalib,
Karachi, 1969, p. 323.

1 5 Matta’-i anwar, pp. 4 1 6- 1 7

.

16 Takmila-i Nujumtfs-sama\ II, p. 26; Nuzhatu'l-khawatir, VIII, p. 170.

17 Supra* p. 116; Takmila,II , p. 17 ; Nuzhat, VI, p. 332.
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Muhammad Khan (the Sirdar, afterwards, Amir, 1234/1819-1280/1863)

at Kabul where he was much esteemed. On his return he reported to

the Indian government on the Russian and French intrigues at Kabul,

and advised them to reach a definite understanding with the Sirdar, who
was then anxious to ally himself with England. Two years after his re-

turn from Kabu^ he was appointed mutwalli (administrator) of the Hooghly

Imambarha, where he remained till his death in 1876. His admirer. Jus-

tice Amir ’Ali, says, “Whatever knowledge of Moslem philosophy I hap-

pen to possess, I owe to that truly great man. Every Sunday morning

Moulvi Obaidullah, the Persian Professor and I, breakfasted with the

Syed and scarcely ever left before 1 o’clock. We ranged over the whole

region of Oriental history and philosophy. The Syed (Karamat ’All) had

studied ancient Hindu philosophy and loved to draw comparisons bet-

ween it and the Arabian schools of thought.” 18 ’Aziz Ahmad, a modern

Pakistani scholar, has confused the Shi’i Karamat ’Ali (the Sayyid) with

Mawlana Karamat ’Ali Jawnpuri, disciple of Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz and

Sayyid Ahmad Shahid of Rae Bareli and a leader of the puritanical

Tayyuni movement of Bengal.19 The Sunni Karamat ’Ali arrived in

Calcutta from Jawnpur in 1250/1835 and remained in Bengal for a period

of eighteen years, visiting districts in east Bengal such as Dacca, Faridpur

and Baqirganj.20

Mawlana Karamat ’Ali wrote a treatise on rhetoric and a comparative

study of Arabic and Persian languages, but his magnum opus was the Risala

Ji Ma'dkhaz al-ulum . Before Amir ’All left for England at the end of

1868, he translated the Mawlana’s Ma'akhaz al-’ulum into English. ’Aziz

Ahmad says, ‘Though written in the post-Mutiny phase in 1865 (it) re-

flects a mental approach he had developed long before the political and

cultural watershed of 1857, which divides modern from medieval Islam

in India.’ 21 According to Mawlana Karamat ’Ali, “The whole Koran is

full of passages containing information on physical and mathematical

sciences. If we would but spend a little reflection over it we should find

wondrous meanings in every word it contains. The Koran has most satis-

factorily confuted all the systems of ancient philosophy; it plucked up

from the root the physical sciences as prevalent among the ancients.

What a strange coincidence exists between the Koran and the philosophy

of modern Europe.” 22

Mawlana Karamat ’All criticizes Luther for ignoring Islam’s contri-

18 K. K. ’Aziz (ed.), Ameer 9
Alt, Lahore, 1968, p. 543.

19 ’Aziz Ahmad, Islamic modernism in India and Pakistan
,
London, 1970 (2nd impression),

p. 21.

20 Khan, M. A., History of the Fara'idi movement in Bengal, Karachi, 1965, pp. 89-115.

21 Islamic modernism in India and Pakistan, pp. 21-22.

22 ’Ubaydi and Amir ’All (tr.), Ma'akhaz aF3
uliim} Calcutta, 1867, pp. 25, 29, 42.
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bution to iconoclasm and its influence on Leo the Isaurian. He adds,

“The Divine creator is the original source and fountainhead of all science

and knowledge; that the prophets, especially the Last, together with the

Imams, were the channels through which He revealed all knowledge to

His creatures; and that the scientific discoveries of modern Europe have

mainly resulted from, and coincide in principle, with the declarations of

the Koran and Hadeeses.” 23

Mawlana Karamat ’All was aware of the translations of French works

into Arabic under the Ottoman Sultan Mahmud II (1223-55/1808-39),

and the Egyptian, Muhammad ’Ali Pasha (1220-64/1805-48). He belie-

ved that scientific knowledge could be acquired through Arabic, Persian

and Urdu. Karamat ’All’s admirers included ’Ubaydufllah al-’Ubaydi,

the Persian Professor at Hooghly College, as well as Amir ’All. In 1866,

’Ubaydufllah al-’Ubaydl published an essay written in response to the

question raised by Sir Charles Edward Trevalyan, a supporter of Lord

Macauley’s movement for English education in India, on the reciprocal

influence of Muhammadan-European learning. In it he pleaded that

there was no reason for Muslims to be scared of the confrontation bet-

ween contemporary empirical science and Islamic religious beliefs.

Western sciences, based on experiment and demonstration, could not

undermine Islam, founded on the bedrock of Divine unity as it was. Ac-

cording to him the discoveries of Copernicus and Galileo had streng-

thened the tenets of Divine unity and Islam and posed no threat to their

religion. 24 What filled Sir Sayyid Ahmad with panic and led him to make

far-fetched interpretations of Islam, was trivial to Karamat ’All, ’Ubaydi

and Amir ’Ali.

Shi’I Responses to Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan’s

Intellectual Movements
In 1857-58, most of the dispossessed royal families and the Hindu and

Muslim landed aristocracy of Delhi, North-West Provinces, Central Pro-

vinces and Rajasthan rebelled against the East India Company in an

attempt to regain their lost power. Soon the leadership of the revolt slip-

ped from their hands, however, into those of the artisans, farmers, reli-

gious mendicants, priests, civil servants and their supporters. The con-

certed action cut across all barriers of caste and creed and of linguistic

and religious prejudices and the British, despite strenuous efforts, failed

to provoke any communal hatred. In many places the entire population

rose in a body to overthrow the foreign rulers.

The failure of the 1857 uprising was accompanied by the liquidation

23 Ibid, pp. 69-71.

24 Risala-i n’ami,
Calcutta, 1866.
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of the rebellious landed aristocracy. They were supplanted by those who

had remained loyal to the British. Though both Hindus and Muslims

had taken an active part in the revolt, opinion in England, among the

Christian missionaries, and the Anglo-Indian press in Calcutta charac-

terised it as a ‘Mohammedan rebellion’. Hindus and Muslims themselves

tried to shift the responsibility for the uprising on their respective op-

ponents.

It was, however, (Sir) Sayyid Ahmad Khan who gave both Muslims

and Hindus a farsighted lead. It is therefore essential to outline his life

and career in order to explain the Shi’i response to his intellectual mo-

vements and to his notion of modernism.

Sayyid Ahmad Khan was born at Delhi on 17 October 1817. His ance-

stors had held high positions under the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

tury Mughal emperors. His father and grandfather had been famous

intellectuals in their own days. Their influence aroused Sayyid Ahmad’s

interest in three different intellectual cross-currents:

^ yjjg puritanical Sunni revivalist movement of AEujaddid A.lf-i Sani,

"
Shah Waliu'llah, Shah ’AbduVAziz, Shah Ghulam ’Ali Naqsh-

band, Shah Muhammad Isma’il and Sayyid Ahmad Shahid of Rae

Bareli

;

2. The mathematical and scientific cross-current generated by ’Allama

Tafazzul Husayn’s disciple, Khwaja Faridu‘d-Din;

3. The intellectual ferment at the Delhi College of which Master Ram

Chandra, who had become a Christian in 1852, was a pioneer.

Sayyid Ahmad studied religion under the famous Naqshbandiyyas of

Delhi and moved in the company of the intellectuals from Delhi College

whose interest in modem sciences had given birth to what C. F. Andrews

calls the ‘Delhi renaissance’.

In 1837, Sayyid Ahmad left his studies to accept a junior position m

the British judiciary but he continued his intellectual pursuits. Until

1857 he preached the puritanical revivalism of the Mujaddid and his

followers, while the world-view of Faridu‘d-Din remained latent in his

thoughts' After 1857-58, the Muslim political and economic decline

brought about a reversal of his earlier stance and made him a champion

of the reconciliation of Islamic beliefs with modern discoveries. His cry

for Muslim-Christian friendship was a by-product of British domination

of India The Shi’i intellectual response to the Sayyid’s leadership was

based on their own rational and intellectual traditions but they co-opera-

ted with him in his enlightened activities.
„ ,

_

In 1840 Sayyid Ahmad compiled a chronological chart of the Indian

rulers in Persian and published it under the title Jdm-i Jam .
25 He sum-

25 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, Agra, 1840, pp. 14-74.
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marised the East India Company’s Civil Code in a book called the In

-

tikhabuH-akhwayn and published it in the joint names of himself and his

brother. The book was designed to help candidates pass the examination
for

4

munsif
5

(a junior judicial position). At the end of 1841,, he was him-
self appointed a munsif at Mainpuri. From 1842 to 1846,, Sayyid Ahmad
served at Agra and Fathpur-Sikri.

At Agra, lectures on modern science and technology were held under
the auspices of the Agra College. Mawlawis and pandits took a keen
interest in them. Sayyid Ahmad participated enthusiastically in the

College’s extra-mural activities and, in 1844,, he was invited to act as a

co-examiner of Arabic. Among his friends were the Rev. James John
Moor and Captain George Williams Hamilton,, who had aroused a fer-

ment in Agra intellectual circles. At the end of 1841, the militant Chris-

tian missionary, Carl Gottlieb Pfander (1803-65) arrived in Agra. The
controversy over the corruption of the scriptures became a house-hold

cause among Muslim intellectuals.

Sayyid Ahmad compiled three treatises. The JilauH-qulub hi zikri‘1-

mahbub 86
(1843), dealing with the life of the Prophet Muhammad, exclu-

ded most of the unauthenticated material that the preachers recited on
the Prophet’s birthday. In 1843, Sayyid Ahmad translated Avicenna’s

Persian work on Jarr-i saqil (the science of mechanics) 27 into Urdu with

the help of his teacher Muhammad Nuru £

l-Hasan. The Tuhfa-i Hasan

(1844) is an Urdu translation of the tenth and twelfth chapters of Shah
’Abdu £

l-’Aziz’s Tuhfa-i Isna
3
Ashariyya; again Nurufi-Hasan assisted him.

From February 1846 to 1854, Sayyid Ahmad served in Delhi, except

for two short assignments elsewhere. At Delhi he completed his studies

of hadiSy fiqh and tafsir. Some of his teachers belonged to Shah ’Abduc
l-

’Aziz’s school. In 1847 he published his brilliant archaeological history

of the Delhi monuments under the title, Asaruts-sanadid. Its appendix,

Tazkira-i ahl-i Dihli3 comprises an account of the Sunni intellectuals in

Delhi. The Asaru
e

s-sanadid was translated into French by Garcin de

Tassy and this introduced his work to European scholars. In 1864 the

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain made him an honorary member.28

From 1846 to 1855, Sayyid Ahmad wrote the Qawl-i matin dar abtal-i

harkat-i zamin (1848), Kalimatu
c
l-Haqq (1849), Risala rah-i sunnat dar radd-i

bid
3
at (1850), Silsilatu

c
l-muluk (1852), Namiqah dar bayan-i mas

c
alah-i tas

-

awwur-i Shaykh (1852), the Tarjamah-i dibacha-i Kimiya-i Sa
3
adat (1853)

and the first edition of the A'in-i Akbari.

The Abtal in Ptolemic tradition refutes the Gopernican theory of the

26 Delhi, 1259/1843, Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid
, pp. 3-35.

27 Agra, 1844, Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, pp. 75-96.

28 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, pp. 783-863.
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revolution of the earth around the sun. 29 The Kalimatifl-Haqq frowns on
the contemporary piri-muridi (spiritual guide and disciple relationship)

system and discredits the miraculous achievements of pirs. It emphasizes

that the shari’a is the true guide and the Prophet Muhammad is the only

pir whose traditions Muslims should follow. It also rejects all innovations

or those practices which did not exist during the Prophet’s time, both
in the worldly and spiritual dimensions. 30 Like other orthodox Sunni
authors, Sayyid Ahmad reiterates that ’All willingly made bay’

a

(swore

allegiance to) with ’Usman, pledging himself to obey the sunna of Allah,

the Prophet and those of the first two caliphs.31 Possibly Sayyid Ahmad
was not unaware of the fact that ’All had categorically told ’Abdu'r-

Rahman bin ’Awf that he would not follow Abu Bakr and ’Umar’s
sunna?2 although he knew it would mean his own supersession. Address-

ing the Muslims, the Rdh-i Sunnat claims, “bid'at has been so deeply root-

ed in our times that people flee away from the name of sunna

.

If one
refers to sunna

,
one is condemned as a Wahhabi or Mu’tazili. Those who

are sunk in bid’at are known as walls (God’s proteges)”. The Rdh-i Sunn-

atzz divides bid’at into three important categories. The third category

details bid’ats associated with sufi practices. It also criticizes the fixation

of 9th Muharram for the recitation of fdtiha on Imam Husayn and the

fixation of barawafat for the mawlud (celebration of the Prophet’s birth-

day). Along with the sufi samd
5

gatherings, the Rdh-i Sunnat criticizes the

recitation of marsiya, kitabM and devotions to the ta’ziyas and ’

alams .
35

Obviously the target of Sayyid Ahmad’s attack are those non-Wahhabis
(Sunnis) who celebrated Muharram with great enthusiasm. The book
also discusses bid’at-i hasna (good innovations) and bid’at-i saiyi’at (sinful

innovations). Sayyid Ahmad also lists practices which, in his opinion,

were not to be regarded as bid’at. Taqlid (the blind following of the four

mujtahids or founders of the schools of jurisprudence), he argues, is not
bid’at. The differences among the four mujtahids emanated from the diffe-

rences between the Prophet’s companions or among the qiyas (analogical

deductions) of the imams or mujtahids. Obedience to any of them is sunna

and not bid’at- Ja’fariyya law is not mentioned at all.

In a review of this treatise in 1879, Sayyid Ahmad wrote that it was
based on Mawlawi Muhammad Isma’iPs Izdhu'l-Haqq and was written

29 Delhi, 1848, Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, pp. 487-500.

30 Delhi, 1849, Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, V, pp. 267-90.

31 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, V, p. 281; Infra, pp. 399-400. There ’All’s dissatisfaction is

mentioned.

32 Isna
9
Ashari Shi’is in India, I, pp. 33-34.

33 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, V, pp. 354-428.

34 Supra, p. 310.

35 Supra, pp. 321, 326, 327, 337.
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as a reaction to a discussion at one of \Iawlana Sadrued-Din Azarda s30

meetings, when the Mawlana had sarcastically asked his opinion on eat-

ing mangoes, which were not known in the Prophet’s time. Sayyid Ahmad

asserted forcefully that he could not comment on those people who did

not eat mangoes but, if one refrained because the Prophet had not eaten

them, angels would kiss one’s feet.37 Reviewing his position in 1879,

Sayyid Ahmad observed that his opinion about matters relating to the

bid’ats in belief and worship had not changed but the bid’ats regarding

social behaviour and etiquette, which he had included in religion, were

invalid.38

Sayyid Ahmad’s Namiqah follows more the lines set by Khwaja Mir

Dard than those of Sayyid Ahmad Shahid of Rae Bareli. Sayyid Ahmad

regularly attended the monthly meetings of Khwaja Mir Dard and was

impressed by his belief in the transmission of the pir’s spiritual power to

disciples. Sayyid Ahmad contends that the tasawwur-i Shaykh (the prac-

tice of visualising the image of one’s spiritual guide in one’s heart) links

the seeker with his spiritual guide and purifies his soul. This absolution

is a Divine gift and without tasawwur-i Shaykh, the road to God and the

Prophet would not be found.39

The first and third volumes of the A‘in4 Akbari were published in 1855,

but the printed portions of the second part were destroyed in the Free-

dom Struggle of 1857-58 and Sayyid Ahmad had to re-edit them. At

his request, the famous poet, Ghalib, wrote a review of the work in

poetry. Congratulating Sayyid Ahmad on his efforts, Ghalib commented

that nevertheless Akbar’s regulations had become out-of-date. It was im-

perative therefore to learn the British regulations as they had a tremen-

dous impact on the progress of science and technology.40 It is remark-

able that, until 1857, when Sayyid Ahmad Khan was involved with

Shah ’Abdu‘l-’AzIz and Sayyid Ahmad Shahid’s Sunni revivalism,

Ghalib to the Sayyid’s utter disappointment pointed out the path of

progress to him.

In 1855, Sayyid Ahmad was transferred to Bijnor. There he compiled

a history of the district from theJarmans (royal edicts) in the local records

office. When the Freedom Struggle of 1857 broke out in Bijnor, Sayyid

Ahmad risked his life to save some Europeans. In April 1858 the Sayyid

was transferred to Muradabad on promotion and was granted a life-

pension of Rs. 200. He wrote a book on the Freedom Struggle in Bijnor

36 Mufti Sadru‘d-Din Azarda was Shah ’Abdu‘1-’Aziz’s disciple but he was strongly

opposed to Shah Isma’il Shahid’s puritanism. Rizvi, Shah Abd at- Aziz, pp. 517-19.

37 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, V, pp. 397-428.

38 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, V, p. 429.

39 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, XV, 182-87.

40 Khwaja Altaf Husayn Hall, Iiayat-i Jawid, Agra, 1903, II, p. 9.
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calling it the Tarikh-i Sarkashi-i %Ut Bijnor (The History of Rebellion in

Bijnor). When the Freedom Movement was suppressed in Delhi in 1857,

however, his family was also persecuted. He saw ruin and despair all

around him and the only remedy he could find was to arouse loyalty to

the British among his co-religionists. He wrote another treatise entitled,

Asbdb-i baghawat-i Hind (Causes of the Indian rebellion). In it he claimed

that there was no evidence to support the view that the rebellion was

premeditated. He goes on to say, “Nor is there the slightest reason for

thinking that the rebels in Hindustan received any aid from Russia or

from Persia. The Hindustanees have no conception of the views of Russia

and it is not probable that they would league themselves with her. Nor

can I think that they would ever be likely to receive any help from Persia.

As between Roman Catholics and Protestants, so between the Mussulman

of Persia and of Hindustan, cordial co-operation is impossible. To me it

seems just as credible that night and day should be merged in one as that

these men should ever act in concert. Surely, if such were the case, it is

very strange that during the Russian and Persian wars, Hindustan should

have remained completely tranquil. Nor, on the other hand, it is less

strange that while Hindustan was in flames, there should have been in

those countries no visible stir whatever. The notion of an understanding

existing between these countries must be set aside as preposterous.

According to Sayyid Ahmad, innumerable factors alienated the Indians

from the British. The reckless preaching of the missionaries against

Hinduism and Islam was believed to have been sponsored by the govern-

ment. New administrative regulations, laws relating to revenue settlement

and collection were haphazardly implemented and no attempts were

made to explain their advantages to the people concerned. Another

reason was that the Hindu and Muslim sepoys, who were the backbone

of the army, had forgotten their traditional hostility as they lived in the

samp, barracks. Naturally they combined into one body against the govern-

ment. In other words, the divide and rule policy of the imperialists had

misfired.

In 1857, Sayyid Ahmad established a school at Muradabad. He felt

that the A.sbdb-i baghawat-i Hind was not sufficient to allay British suspicion

of Muslims. He therefore wrote two books, firstly to reassure the British

of Muslim loyalty and, secondly, to strengthen Muslim loyalty to the

British. The first work. The Loyal Mohammedans of India, stated that the

rebellion had in reality been engineered by Hindus (Ramadin and

Matadin) and that many distinguished Muslims had gone out of their way

to save European lives.

41 G. F. I. Graham, The life and works of Syed Ahmad Khan, Edinburgh, 1885, pp.

33-34.
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He claimed that the Muslims who had raised the standards of rebellion
were vagabonds and rascals* Jihad was not their true motive, for, according
to Muslim religious principles, rebellion was unlawful against a govern-
ment that guaranteed peace and prosperity. This is a reiteration of
Sunni political theory with a vengeance!

Sayyid Ahmad then decided to publish an account of Muslim services
to the British. He invited loyal Muslim leaders to pay for the story of
their services to be included in a book. The Loyal Mohammedans of India.

The list opened in 1860 but closed in 1861 for lack of subscribers. In his

introduction, Sayyid Ahmad repeated that the real mischief-mongers
were the Hindus (Ramadln and Matadin), although the Muslims were
forced to pay the penalty. He affirmed that the Christians had also
received Divine scriptures, in which they truly believed. Consequently
both Christians and Muslims were brothers. Muslims should shed their
blood whenever Christian blood was shed. Those who violated this prin-
ciple were untrue to salt. He told the Muslims that the newspaper reports
defaming them should not dishearten them. Sayyid Ahmad then described
his own life story and those of the subscribers.42 No Shi’i is included in
the biographical notes. Perhaps they did not care to subscribe.

The Christian-Muslim brotherhood front of Sayyid Ahmad found its

full projection in Tabyinu‘l-kalam, his commentary on the Bible. The work
was planned by him to refute the arguments of the Christian missionaries
before the outbreak of the Freedom Struggle.43 He had compiled some
notes prior to the uprising, but the post-1857-58 persecution ofthe Muslims
prompted him to reconcile the Bible with the Qjur‘an and hadis. Hostility

among the orthodox Muslims, however, prevented the completion of the
project and only three parts were published.

Sayyid Ahmad believed that the Muslim hatred of the English could
be traced to their ignorance of the truths of Christianity and the Bible.

To Muslims, Christian religious literature was a compendium of false and
incredible anecdotes. Their misgivings were strengthened by the short-

sighted reasoning of the missionaries. Sayyid Ahmad says that despite

the Christian scholars’ efforts to re-establish the original and correct text

of the Bible, ‘there remain passages in the text that do not correspond
with the original texts, the inspired writers produced because, as the

copyists were not preserved by God from falling into error, likewise

those who amended the text were not protected from error’. He asserts

that, but for a few passages which have not yet been reconciled with the

original texts and others that are still obscure
(mushabbih) ,

u the Old and

42 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, VII, pp. 36-194.

43 Hayat-i Jawid I, pp. 86-91.

44 Tabyinu'l-kalam

,

Ghazipur, 1862 and 1865, I, pp. 149-50.
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New Testaments in their present form comprise revelations (wahy) that ‘had

descended upon Jesus Christ from God for the guidance of the people’.45

The apostles are only tabi’in, or those who obeyed Christ’s commands.

He differentiates, however, between Qur‘anic and pre-Qur‘anic wahy.

The Qur'anic wahy comprises the words of God alone, the pre-Qur anic

wahy represents the true sense revealed to the Prophets and not the actual

words.46 Sayyid Ahmad goes on to say all true prophets propagated Divine

unity and the Christian scriptures did not endorse their belief in the

incarnation and the Trinity. Taking Colenso to task for casting doubt

on the historical character of Biblical stories such as ‘the Deluge’, Sayyid

Ahmad examines the story critically but concludes that it could be deemed

an historically and scientifically correct version of an event that had

occurred.47 Nevertheless, Sayyid Ahmad calls for a critical study of both

the Bible and the Qur‘an.

The ’Muslims did not agree with Sayyid Ahmad’s interpretation and

believed that he tended to fight the Muslims on behalf of the missionaries.

The work did not, however, undermine Christian-Muslim polemics.

Early in 1863, after his transfer from Muradabad to Ghazipur, Sayyid

Ahmad published a pamphlet outlining a scheme to translate English

books on art and science into ‘such languages’ as were in common use

among the people. The scheme was inspired by the Vernacular Trans-

lation Society, which the Delhi College had established in 1845. One

of the Delhi directors was the famous orientalist. Dr. Aloys Sprenger

(1813-93). In October 1863, Sayyid Ahmad visited Calcutta to elicit

the support of ’Abdu‘l-Latif, the Muslim leader of Bengal, who had

founded the Mohammedan Literary Society. In a lecture to the Society,

Sayyid Ahmad stated that Muslims were perfect in Greek sciences but

their young men were ignorant of modem science. This was because

the books were in English. Young Muslims were not indifferent to English

for religious reasons, neither did they ignore it because modern astronomy

contradicted Qirr‘anic formulations. The main reason was that Muslim

shurafa‘ (respectable people) taught their children Arabic in order to train

them in religious principles. Indeed, Arabic was most important and

must not be forsaken but boys should also study modem science. If an

association were formed to translate the books on modem science into

Arabic and Persian, they would easily leam the new principles. English

was, however, indispensable for maintaining contact with their rulers.

From the lowest profession, viz. service, to the highest, viz. trade, a

knowledge of English was imperative. In short the teaching of English

45 Ibid., I. p. 30

46 Ibid., I, pp. 14, 19.

47 Ibid., II, pp. 330, 342.
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and the dissemination of the modern sciences through translation should

be delayed no longer. 48

The most enthusiastic response came from Mawlana Siraj Husayn,
son of the great Shi’i mujtahid', Mufti Muhammad QuJi Kinturi. On 1

1

April 1864, he wrote a letter to Sayyid Ahmad giving useful suggestions

for the promotion of translations from European languages into Arabic,

Persian and Urdu. Sayyid Ahmad tabled the letter, with a missive from
’Abdu e

l-Latif of Calcutta and his own comments, at the Society’s meeting
on 2 June 1864. The following summary of the Mawlana’s letter gives his

own advanced views on scientific education and translation.

The Mawlana wrote that he was pleased to receive the Society’s pam-
phlet setting out its aims and objectives and thanked God for Sayyid
Ahmad’s interest in the cause that was so dear to himself. Outlining his

own interest in the scheme, the Mawlana commented that after complet-

ing his formal religious education he wished to study mathematics.
He compiled a treatise on Algebra but his studies of the Urdu translation

of Bridge’s Algebra stimulated him to learn English. In a short time
he was proficient enough to read books on mathematics and physics in

English. He bought a considerable number of books from Calcutta and
England and translated some of them into Persian and Urdu. He was in-

terested in obtaining a teaching position in a town where he could teach
science through translation. While he was a Deputy Collector in Orai, he
applied for the position of a teacher at the Lucknow school but was
unsuccessful. As one of his own countrymen (Sayyid Ahmad) had em-
barked upon the same objective, he thanked God that during his (the

Mawlana’s) own lifetime, a kind-hearted person (Sayyid Ahmad) had
been born of whom he could be proud. He (the Mawlana) was pleased
that his collaboration was sought. He enclosed a hundawi (banker’s note)
for twenty-four rupees with the letter and promised to persuade his

friends to join the Society for he believed that its membership earned merit
from God. He added that since a considerable number of distinguished

scholars had joined the Society he had ventured to make certain suggestions

on the basis of his own experience, although this amounted to teaching
philosophy to Luqman49

:

1 . Works of logic and metaphysics by Hamilton,60 mathematics by De
Morgan and Peacock51 should be translated from English into Arabic
or else experts in the philosophy of Mulla Sadra and Mir Zahid

48 Graham, Syed Ahmad Khan
, pp. 77-81.

49 Name of a certain wise man, said by some to have been a son of Job’s sister or
aunt.

50 Sir William Hamilton, Bart., Lecture on metaphysics and logic.

51 George Peacock translated Lacroix’s Differential and Integral calculus in 1816
and published his Algebra in 1830.
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would not be impressed

;

2. Works on chemistry, or natural philosophy, physics or mechanical

knowledge, political economy and agricultural chemistry should be

translated for the promotion of a good general knowledge. Both

religious and worldly benefits would be gained from their study.

The Egyptian rulers had sent gifted French-speaking scholars to

Europe. They had translated some French books into Arabic. A letter

dated 1846 from Mr. Taylor (the Principal) ofDelhi College, showed

that the Egyptian rulers had given some ofthe medical books already

translated into Arabic from French to the government of India. The
Nizam ofHyderabad’s ministers had some books on physics translated

into an eastern language. If these could be acquired, many of the

difficulties in translating scientific books into Urdu would be eli-

minated
;

3. An academy should be established at Ghazipur or elsewhere and a

laboratory equipped with the instruments for carrying out experiments

on physical and chemical phenomena should be attached to it;

4. Historical works should not be translated as a large number of them
had already been published by local authors;

5. Urdu should be preferred to Persian for translation as the interest in

learning Persian had been declining;

6. The collaboration of scholars versed in studying science in Arabic

should be sought as the European scholars had derived much of their

knowledge from Greek writings on physics and mathematics. This

would facilitate the correct interpretation of technical terms and
subtle scientific theories.

Mawlawi ’Abdu‘l-Latlf of Calcutta, in his letter dated 28 January

1864, agreed with Mawlana Siraj Husayn who emphasized the need for

making the
3
ulama realise that higher learning was not the monopoly

ofArabic and that translations from English would foster the development

of scientific thought. Sayyid Ahmad also supported Mawlana Siraj

Husayn’s letter. He stated that he was aware of the fact that since more
profound works by English scholars were not available to academics pro-

ficient in Arabic, they had no respect for English intellectual traditions. He
added that he was in full agreement with the Mawlana ’s suggestion that

the Society should develop an adequate library. The main obstacle was
the collection of funds. He agreed that the Society should start a scientific

school and hoped this would soon be implemented. Sayyid Ahmad also

endorsed the Mawlana’s preference for Urdu but claimed that Indians

were in great need of historical studies by European scholars. 52

52 Ru'dad Scientific Society Aligarh, 6 June 1864, Urdu, English version in Shah Muham-
mad, The Aligarh movement, Meerut, 1978, I. pp. 40-42.
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Siraj Husayn had realized that modern science,, based on experiment,

had made obsolete both the analogical and hypothetical deductions of

Greek philosophy and the natural sciences on which the
9
ulama based

their religious and philosophical reasoning. He and ’Abdu‘l-Latif con-

sidered it essential to convince the
9
ulama* ofthe worth ofEuropean science;

Sayyid Ahmad also considered the suggestion important.

At the Society’s meeting on 15 September 1864, Sayyid Ahmad reported

that Mawlana Siraj Husayn had translated a treatise on Arithmetic by

Augustus De Morgan into Urdu and another elementary treatise on Conic

Sections, published at Cambridge in 1826, into Persian, and that he had

sent the manuscripts to the Society. The Chairman, W. J. Bramly, sup-

ported their publication and the resolution was carried unanimously.63

In August 1865, Mawlana Siraj Husayn died. It is remarkable that

while his brother, Mawlana Hamid Husayn, was engaged in writing

monumental Shi’I-Sunni polemical works such as the Muntahm*l-katam

and the
9
Abaqatu

e
l-anwdr, Siraj Husayn admired Sayyid Ahmad’s efforts

to promote scientific education and collaborated with him. Siraj Husayn

was not disturbed by the publication of Sayyid Ahmad’s Tabyinu
c
l-kalam

although some Shi’i ‘ulama wrote rejoinders against it. Sayyid Ahmad’s

Sunni friends who held high positions in government were also deeply upset,

however, and a paper war broke out between the Sunnis and the Sayyid.

In April 1864, Sayyid Ahmad was transferred from Ghazipur to Aligarh.

The Scientific Society moved with him. The Lieutenant-Governor of the

North-West Province donated a plot of land for a permanent home for

the Society in Aligarh and laid the foundation stone of the building in

1864. The Aligarh Institute of the Scientific Society was born in February

1866. The interest of the English civilians in this venture helped in the

collection of funds. As suggested by Mawlana Siraj Husayn, Sayyid

Ahmad now intended to acquire the scientific apparatus required for

experiments.

On 30 March 1866, the first number of the Society’s journal called the

eAkhbar Scientific Society
3
or f

Institute Gazette
9 was published. The right-

hand column was devoted to Urdu and the left to English. Below the

heading was printed the motto of the journal in both languages:

‘Liberty of the Press is a prominent duty of the Government and a

natural right of the subject.’

From 4 January 1867 the motto was modified:

‘To permit the liberty of the press is the part of wise Governments,

to preserve it is the part of a free people.’

53 The Aligarh movement,
I, p. 64.
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The journal discussed Indian problems and suggested solutions for

improvements. Along with the Scientific Society and the ‘Institute

Gazette*, Sayyid Ahmad founded the British Indian Association of North-

West Provinces in 1866. Before its establishment, Sayyid Ahmad deli-

vered a speech at the Aligarh Institute on 10 May 1866 (the day when
the 1857 revolution broke out). He said, “Yes, my friends, the great

God above. He who is equally the God of the Jew, the Hindu, the Chris-

tian, and the Mohammedan, placed the British over the people of India

—

gave them rational laws (and no religious laws revealed to us by God
can be at variance with rational laws), gave you, up to the year 1858,

the Government of the East India Company/ 564 Praising the British

Parliament he concluded, “From all that I have just said, gentlemen, I

wish to advocate the formation, on your part, of an association for the

North-Western Provinces, which will, through the head association to

be established in London, as detailed in the article reprinted from the
€
Englishman

J
in number V of the Institute Paper, give the people of the

North-Western Provinces an opportunity of making known their wants

to Parliament.
5 ’55

A new class of Muslims had emerged in the wake of the post- 1857-58

British administrative re-organizations that was dependent upon them for

its economic and social privileges. This class, including their dependents,

and those who had obtained petty positions in the British administration,

were deemed superior to the Muslim artisans, craftsmen, shop-keepers,

farmers and labourers. They were known as the ‘ashraf* (respectable

people) . The thirteenth century conquerors of India were also divided

into hierarchies in India, mirroring the Hindu castes such as Brahmana,

Kshatriya, Vaisya and Sudra. The only difference was that the Hindu
caste and class system did not permit change while the Muslim class

divisions were remarkably mobile on the basis of wealth and position.

Even an 5
dlirn of Shah ’Abdu‘l- ’Aziz’s fame believed that the Arab

society of the Prophet’s days was also ridden by class distinctions. 56

In the government of the North-West Provinces and Awadh, out of the

.54,130 Indian officials holding positions, 35,302 (65.22%) were Hindus

and 18,828 (34.78%) Muslims, as against 86.75% Hindus and 13.25%
Muslims, in the general population. 57 Between 1 858 and 1 882, the Muslims

outnumbered Hindus in prestigious positions, such as deputy collectors

and tahsildars .
58 The percentage of Shi ’is in these positions is not known

54 Ibid., I, p. 232.

55 Ibid., I, p. 234.

56 Rizvi, Shah 3Abd al-Aziz, pp. 174-79.

57 Correspondence on the subject of the Mohammedan Community, Government
of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, p. 286.

58 Ibid., p. 389.
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but in view of their high proportion in comparison with the Sunnis in

the ashraf class, they probably held a reasonable number of both senior

and junior posts. The main reason was the administration’s use of Urdu
which had replaced Persian in many Provinces of northern India.

Urdu is essentially a dialect of Western Hindi spoken in the neighbour-

hood of Delhi and Meerut. The assimilation of Arabic and Persian words

into Western Hindi by the Muslims in medieval times changed it into

Urdu. Naturally, it was the lingua franca of the Delhi region and, like

the Muslims, the Hindus associated with the administration mastered it

fairly easily.

The movement in favour of Vernacular Education was strongly opposed

by the Bengalis. They raised the question as to what was really meant by

‘Vernacular’. With Sayyid Ahmad, it amounted to the introduction of

Urdu. His Hindu associates belonged to Western N.W.P., where Urdu

was spoken by Hindus and Muslims alike. Sayyid Ahmad did not

appreciate the sentiments of the Hindus of Eastern N.W.P. and Bihar.

He failed to realize that the English educated Hindu middle class, that

was rapidly emerging in that part of the country, was radically different

from the Hindu and Muslim landed nobility of medieval days. The

emphasis on Vernacular education on the part of the government

synchronized with a movement for the introduction of Hindi, written in

Devanagari characters, as the official language of the courts. In 1867

Hindi written in Kaithi characters, similar to Devanagari, was approved

by the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal as an official vernacular of Bihar.

This change gave considerable encouragement to the protagonists ofHindi

in Eastern N.W.P.

In August 1867, Sayyid Ahmad was transferred from Aligarh on pro-

motion as a judge of the small-cause court at Banaras in the eastern

N.W.P. There he came into headlong conflict with the protagonists of

Hindi. An association in defence of Hindi was formed with the zealous

Babu Sarwada Prasad Sandal as its secretary. In a letter dated 8 Novem-

ber 1868, Sayyid Ahmad wrote to the Babu: “the statement that Hindi,

written in Devanagari script, is the common language of the North-West

Province tends to confuse two different issues. Language and script are two

different things. I believe that the courts of North-West Provinces should

use the common language of this province which you call Hindi and I call

Urdu. It is useless to discuss whether it should be written in Devanagari,

Persian or Roman scripts. Only the courts can decide that. If some-

one convinces me by debate that it is more useful to replace the Persian

script with Devanagari, I would have no objection to its introduction.”59

59 Panipati, Shaykh Muhammad Isma’Il, Maktubat-i Sir Sayyid, Lahore, 1976, 1, pp.

258-59.
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In a second letter dated 14 November 1868 Sayyid Ahmad wrote to

the Babu, “I don’t find any reason to differ with your views that Hindi

means the language of Hindustan. I differ only on the meaning of Urdu.

It is wrong to say that Urdu is over-burdened with Persian words. There

are not many Persian words in commonly spoken Urdu. They abound

only in the Urdu of Persian scholars as the Sanskritists favour Sanskrit

words in their bhdkha dialect. The Urdu Diwdn by Mir Dard and the

Bdgh wa bahdr by Mir Amman bear me out. I do not insist but I believe

that neither Devanagari nor the Roman script would suit court work.

These matters need a trial but some sound reasons suggest to me that my

views will prove correct. I have no reason to oppose the introduction

of the Devanagari script in the courts if it were feasible. I believe it is

not.”60

Both Sunnis and Shi’is opposed the use of the Devanagari script in the

courts. Hindu leaders,, particularly Raja Shiva Prasad (1803-95),, of

Banaras, who was an Urdu poet and had written fourteen books in that

language ,
became an ardent protagonist of Hindi. Kempson, the Director

of Public Instruction, claimed that Hindus opposed Urdu on principle

and supported the Raja. Babu Navin Chandra Roy, a Brahmo Samaj

missionary, disseminated the Hindi message of eastern N.W.P. to the

Panjab. The language controversy became a tool in the Hindu hands to

oust the Muslims from government positions.

Sayyid Ahmad was deeply disappointed. In one of his conversations

with the Commissioner of Banaras, Sayyid Ahmad is reported to have

observed that his hopes of Hindu and Muslim unity had been shattered.61

He took no steps, however, to give the Devanagari script a trial either in

the courts or in the Scientific Society translations. In a letter dated 29

April 1870, he wrote from London to his friend Mahdi ’Ali (MohsinuT

Mulk), “I was very upset to learn that under Babu Shiva Prasad’s leader-

ship, the Hindus are determined to destroy Urdu and Persian scripts,

the living Muslim symbols. The Babu has urged the Hindu members

of the Society to suggest that both the journal and translations be pro-

duced in Hindi. This movement will destroy Hindu-Muslim unity.

Muslims will never agree to the introduction of Hindi. The Hindus will

not agree to Urdu. Consequently the movement will create division

among Hindus and Muslims. I am not disturbed at this. I believe that

if the Muslims work independently they will gain and the Hindus will

lose. I am concerned with only two things. Firstly I am instinctively

inclined to improve the conditions of all Indians without any religious

distinctions. Secondly the Muslims are too deeply sunk in their misfortunes

^ 60 Ibid., pp. 260-62.

61 Hayat-i Jawid, I, p. 112.
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and false pride to be conscious of their current profit and loss. As com-
pared with the Hindus they are more spiteful and malevolent and are

often exceedingly poor.
5 ’62 Shi’is supported the Sayyid’sUrdu movement.

During his stay in Banaras, Sayyid Ahmad decided to visit England

to obtain first-hand knowledge of progress there. When his orthodox

Sunni rivals were informed of his decision they jumped to the conclusion

that he wished to embrace the purest form of Christianity. In September
1866 Sayyid Ahmad wrote an article justifying, on the basis of Qur c

anic

verses, the legality of Muslims eating with Christians, provided neither

pork nor liquor was served. In 1868, he wrote a treatise entitled Ahkam-i

ta
3am Ahl-i Kitab, in which he drew profusely upon Shah 5Abdu £

l-
5

Aziz’s

fatwas permitting this social intercourse with certain qualifications.

Sayyid Ahmad claimed that modern Christians were also included in the

Ahl-i Kitab (religious communities who had received Divine scriptures).

The majority of modern Christians, who were Protestants, were better

than the Roman Catholics who worshipped statues of Christ. Unitarian

Christians who were monotheists believed that Christ was a prophet. The
[Sunni] jurists had declared that animals slaughtered by those Christians

who believed in the trinity were still lawful.63 Sayyid Ahmad also quoted

the Qur'anic exegesis, hadis works and the Fatawa-i
3
Alamgiriyya in his

defence. Finally he observed that while the more cautious Muslims might

avoid eating meat served by Christians but there was no reason to abstain

from other foods. As an example he says that Shi’is refrained from eating

fish without scales. When they visited Sunni friends they ate fish provided

their friends certified that the fish served had scales before it was cooked.

Muslims could follow this custom when dining with Christians.64

In 1868 Sayyid Ahmad’s son, Sayyid Mahmud, was awarded a scholar-

ship by the North-West Provinces Government to study in England.

Sayyid Ahmad, who had earlier hesitated to go to England because of

his poor knowledge of the language, decided to accompany him. A Delhi

student, Khudadad Beg, who had also secured a government scholarship,

Sayyid Ahmad’s elder son, Sayyid Hamid, and Sayyid Ahmad’s servant,

Chhajju, set off for England with Sayyid Mahmud. In his travelogue,

entitled the Musafiran-i Landan (Travellers to London), he wrote that the

butchers and cooks on the ship were English. Quadrupeds, such as lambs

and goats, were killed by piercing the carotid artery, for the English

considered shedding too much blood unlawful. Chicken and other fowls,

which resembled marine animals, had their neck wrung. Since fish and

locusts were not slaughtered by blood-letting by the Muslims either.

62 Maktubat-i Sir Sayyid I, p. 264.

63 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, I, pp. 311-12.

64 Ibid., I, p. 137.
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the orthodox could eat them without scruples.65

After arriving in London, in a letter dated 4 June 1869, Sayyid Ahmad
wrote to Mahdi 5

All commenting that he had not found his journey too

difficult. It was not necessary for a Muslim to violate his faith. Shi’is,

who considered polytheists as najis (unclean)
, could live in London but

it was difficult and required some planning. Meat slaughtered by Muslims

was available in London.66 Sayyid Ahmad’s enemies were not satisfied,

however, and (when he heard their accusations), he ridiculed them in

his letters. The question of animal shortening in European biscuits and

pastry which made them illegal was never raised.

His note,, comparing Indians with the English was published in the

Aligarh Institute Gazette on 15 October 1869 and filled the Indians with

rage. He wrote,
£The natives of India., high and low, merchants and petty

shop-keepers,, educated and illiterate, when contrasted with the English

in education, manners and uprightness, are as like them as a dirty

animal.’67

The rich collections of the India, Office Library aroused in him the

desire to refute The Life of Muhammad,
published by William Muir in

1850 at the instigation of Pfander. Drawing upon the Qur'an, Sunni

ahadis and Arabic biographical literature, Muir stated categorically that

"every verse in the Goran is the genuine and unaltered composition

ofMahomet himself.” Muir’s work describes the Qur'an as the "pretended

inspiration of Mohammad” and rejects the Muslim belief that it is a

Divine revelation. Ahadis are denounced as unreliable, biased and the

author concludes that "tradition cannot in general be received with too

much caution, or exposed to too rigorous a criticism; and that no impor-

tant statement should be received as securely proved by tradition only,

unless there be some further ground of probability, analogy, or collateral

evidence in its favour.”

Sayyid Ahmad did not write an alternative correct biography of the

Prophet Muhammad but refuted Muir’s principal objections in the

following twelve lectures:

"1. On the Historical Geography of Arabia;

2. On the Manners and Customs of the Pre-Islamic Arabians;

3. On the Various Religions of the Pre-Islamic Arabs;

4. On the Question whether Islam has been Beneficial or Injurious to

Human Society in General and to the Mosaic and Christian Dis-

pensations;

5. On the Mohammedan Theological Literature;

65 Musafiran-i Landan (London), Lahore, 1961, p. 74; Maktubat-i Sir Sayyid to

Mohsinu‘l-Mulk, pp. 520-24.

66 Maktubat-i Sir Sayyid, I. p. 415.

67 Institute Gazette, 19 November, 1869.
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6. On the Mohammedan Traditions;

7. On the Holy Koran;

8. On the History of the Holy Mecca;

9. On the Pedigree of Mohammed;
10. On the Prophesies respecting Mohammad as contained in both the

Old and New Testament;

11. On the Shakki-Sadar
(
Shaqq-Sadar

)

and Meraj {Mi'raj)

12. On the Birth and Childhood of Mohammed. 5 ’68

Sayyid Ahmad had called his exoneration of Islam,, the Mawaiz-i

Ahmadiyya ft asrar-i millat- i Ahmadiyya but it was eventually entitled the

Khutabat-i Ahmadiyya or Essays on the life of Muhammad. Sayyid Ahmad
considers Muir’s statements on the authenticity of Qur'anic texts better

informed than those of other Christian scholars but reiterates firmly the

Islamic belief that the Qur'anic revelations embody the actual words of

God and that nothing “had been lost, destroyed or become obsolete”.

What the Christian authors fail to understand is that “the Qur'an is the

actual speech of God, Whose every word had been written down”. He
thinks that he had succeeded in proving that the Qur'an “is as syste-

matically arranged, and is as harmonious as regards the sense, as any

book can possibly be”. 69 He reminds Muir that “there is probably no

other work in the world which has remained so pure a text after twelve

centuries.”70

Sayyid Ahmad does not dispute the need to examine ahadis critically

but takes Muir to task for his prejudices and want of objectivity. The

traditions were collected honestly, with pious motives and were apolitical.

Sayyid Ahmad is not satisfied himself with the traditional ahadis test of

isnad (chain of authorities) criteria but calls for the examination of the

content of each hadis in the light of religious teachings derived from the

Qur'an. 71 Sayyid Ahmad examines the ahadis mentioned in connection

with the Qur'anic verses relating to the shaqq-sadar (splitting open of the

Prophet Muhammad’s chest) and mi 9

raj (night journey) and concludes

that they had very “little, if any, connection with the fundamental religion

of Mohammed. Were any one to deny the occurrence of the former,

either bodily or in a dream, and to assert that there occurred nothing

of the sort, but that all these traditions which insist upon either the material

or imaginary occurrence of such events, are, without any exception,

absolutely false, manifestly spurious, apocryphal, and forged, still he

would not forfeit, by such assertion, an iota of his faith, or fail, in the least

68 Essays on the life of Muhammad,
Lahore, 1968, reprinted, p. XVI.

69 Ibid., p. 281.

70 Ibid., p. 283.

71 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, I. pp. 53-59.
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degree, in the practice of his religion, but would still remain a true and
orthodox Moslem”.72

The most important essay is the fourth one which Sayyid Ahmad divides

into the following sections:

I. On the Advantages derived by Human Society in general from

Islam

;

II. Refutation of the Opinion that Islam has been Injurious to Human
Society

;

III. Benefits and Advantages that Judaism and Christianity derived

from Islam;

IV. Advantages derived from Islam by Christianity particularly.

Sayyid Ahmad produced more essays and treatises on these topics, as

did his friend the Shi
5

! Chiragh 5

Ali, writing in English. Shibli Nu’mani

(1857-1914), a professor at the M.A.O. College, wrote the Siratu
e
n-Nabi

in Urdu to present an authentic biography of the Prophet refuting the

prejudices of the Western orientalists. The Shi’i Mawlana, Awlad

Haydar Fawq Bilgarami, published the Uswatifr-Rasul rebutting what he

believed to be Shibli’s Sunni prejudices and also sternly took the Western

orientalists to task for writing distorted versions of the Prophet’s biogra-

phies on Sunni evidences.

Shortly after his arrival in London, Sayyid Ahmad was reassured that

“The cause of England’s civilization is that all the arts and sciences are

in the language of the country. Although in some parts of England the

dialects are such as to make it difficult to understand their English, still,

on the whole, English in England corresponds to the Urdu of the North-

West Provinces and Behar, which every one understands. Those who are

really bent on improving and bettering India must remember that the

only way of compassing this is by having the whole of the arts and

sciences translated into their own language. I should like to have this

written in gigantic letters on the Himalayas, for the remembrance of

future generations. If they be not translated, India can never be civilised.

This is truth, this is the truth, this is the truth!” 73 He also published a

pamphlet entitled “Strictures upon the present educational system in

India” criticising the government for trying to educate Indians in a

foreign tongue. Raja Shiva Prasad was quick to refute the Sayyid and

published “Strictures Upon the Strictures of Sayyid Ahmad Khan
Bahadur”, adding to the Sayyid’s growing despair of leading both the

Hindus and Muslims.

72 Essays on the life of Muhammad, p. 371.

73 Sayyid Ahmad’s letter dated 15 October, 1869 to the Secretary of the Scientific

Society, Aligarh, in the Institute Gazette
;
Graham, Syed Ahmad Khan

, pp. 192-93.
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The mounting friendship between the Khedive of Egypt and the Sultan

ofTurkey with England and the increasing interest of Egyptians and Turks

in British liberal institutions,, kindled in Sayyid Ahmad hopes of liberating

the Indian Muslims from “the fatal shroud of complacent self-esteem”,

which was “wrapped around the Mohammedan community55
. His

principal opponents were his old Sunni friends who like him,, held high

government posts. Sayyid Ahmad proceeded cautiously. In May 1870

he urged his friend,, Mahdi 5

All„ to found an Association for Muslim

reform but asked that his own name should not figure in it. Before

leaving London, Sayyid Ahmad had decided to publish a monthly journal

entitled the Tahzibifl-Akhlaq ( The Mohammedan Social Reformer) and

purchased enough paper for a year’s printing. 74 He advocated that Islam,

reason and nature were not mutually exclusive and that Muslims could

progress only by forsaking taqlid (unquestioning obedience).75 Sayyid

Ahmad hoped that, like the Spectator and the Tatler, published by Addison

and Steele, his Tahzibu'l-Akhlaq would promote rationalism and an intel-

lectual awakening among the Indian Muslims.76

During his sojourn in London, Sayyid Ahmad noticed the popularity

of residential public schools which trained boys from middle-class families

to administer the colonies. Most public schools were not interested in

applied sciences but emphasized the study of Greek and Latin to make the

young men pompous. Sayyid Ahmad was deeply impressed by Oxford

and Cambridge universities. He decided to found a college in India on

74 Maktubat-i Sir Sayyid,
, pp. 471-73.

75 Ibid., p. 475. In the TahzibuH-Akhldq, 10 Muharram 1289/22 March 1872, Sayyid

Ahmad wrote that Shi’i Imamiyyas have correctly made a rule that in each age

there should be a mujtahid. No age should be devoid of a mujtahid, but their ruling

that when a mufti died his fatwa died also, was incorrect. Later the Sunnis had

made an absolutely incorrect rule to the effect that ijtihad had ended. None could

rise to the status of a mujtahid any more. The Sunnis were divided in pointing

out the list of the mujtahids; according to some it was Zayd and to others, Amar.

Some (Sunni) works say that the presence of the mujtahid at all times was impera-

tive. The Intibahfi salasil awliyd ‘ Allah by Shah Waliu‘llah tends to show that it

was essential that a mujtahid be always present. The Sunni belief in the closing of

ijtihad has caused great harm to their religious and worldly affairs. (Sunnis)

should realise the fact that the needs of changing circumstances and times could

not be served without a living mujtahid. Consequently a contemporary mujtahid

was indispensable for Sunnis. Sayyid Ahmad’s Sunni opponents, however,

accused him of harbouring ambitions to become a mujtahid. During his lifetime

Sayyid Ahmad never called himself a mujtahid but after his death, Mawlana

Muhammad Imamu'd-Din Gujarati and Mawlawl Ahmad Baba, the editors of

the collection of Sayyid Ahmad’s articles, bestowed the titles of mujtahid and mujad-

did upon him. Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, I, pp. 290-92. ’Atiq Siddlql in his Urdu book

on Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan wrote a chapter entitled Ek us—ek mujaddid (A refor-

mer—a mujaddid) Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan ,
Delhi 1977, p. 101.

76 Tahzibuc
l-akhldq, III, 1 ;

Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, XIII, pp. 702-708.
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the pattern of the Cambridge system for the ashraf boys, the Muslim
counterpart of the English middle-class in his mind. He believed that the

ashraf were not interested in sending their boys to the state schools where

they learned the three Rs in a heterogeneous cultural atmosphere with

boys from the lower classes. The ashraftradition and a rational Islam could

thrive only in a residential system of public schools like the English. 77

He envisaged that in the same way as Oxford and Cambridge students

attended Churchy Muslim youths would attend congregational prayers

and would develop into Anglicised gentlemen acting as a bulwark to the

British raj. He believed that at least Rs. 1,000,000 were required to set

up such a school.

In October 1870,, Sayyid Ahmad returned to India and resumed his

duties at Banaras. In December 1870 he set up a Committee for the

Better Diffusion and Advancement of Learning among Mohammedans
of India. On 1 Shawwal 1287/24 December 1870., the first issue of the

Tahzibu
e
l-Akhlaq was published. It was designed “to induce the Muslims

to adopt the first-rate civilization in order that they could also be called

respectable and civilized
55

. The Sayyid had been disturbed at the views

of an English historian who claimed the Indian Muslims were the meanest

creatures of the Prophet Muhammad’s umma and that their religion was

an amalgam of the Qur'an and Hindu idol worship. 78

The Tahzibu
e
l-Akhlaq strove to awaken the Indian Muslims from their

stupor and sought to acquaint them with the challenges ofmodern sciences.

In the Tahzibvtt-Akhlaq of 1 Zu'lhijja 1288/22 February 1871, he defined

modern sciences
(

3
ulum-i jadida) as follows:

1 . Sciences that had not been invented in the days of the classic Greek

and Muslim scholars, such as geology and electricity;

2. Sciences that were known to classical Greek and Muslim scholars but

whose founding principles had become out-of-date and had been

replaced by modern theories. Consequently modern astronomy and

chemistry resembled the ancient arts in name only.

3. Sciences that were known to the classical Greek and the Muslim

scientists and whose theories have not changed but whose scope had

been expanded so much that they appear different: for example, the

mechanics known as jarr-i saqil.

Sayyid said that modern science in his journal might mean one or all

of the above. He pleaded that both the
3
ulama and early Christian scholars

had tried to prevent the dissemination of science but their efforts had

failed. He was convinced that pure Islam [thet Islam) was strong enough

to confront science. Consequently his objective was to preach and spread

77 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid
,
XII, pp. 186-88.

78 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid
,
VII, pp. 211-12.
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thet Islam and to kindle the light of science in the heart of his co-reli-

gionists.79

The Sunni 3
ulama vehemently opposed Sayyid Ahmad’s reforms but

the greatest threat to his movement came from his former Sunni friends

who, enjoyed the respect of both the Muslims and the government.

One of them, Sayyid Imdad ’Alb a deputy collector, had also helped

to protect the British in 1857 and, until 1862, had been a fast friend

of Sayyid Ahmad,80 but the Tabyinvtl-kdlam turned him into an im-

placable enemy. In 1869 when Sayyid Ahmad received the title
C

C.S.I.’

(Companion of the Star of India), in England, Imdad ’Ali was awarded

it in India. Imdad ’Ali published the Shihab-i Saqib and the Fa3
idu

c
l-Islam.

He launched a journal called the Nurvtl-Afaq in refutation of the

Tahzibu'l- Akhlaq . Prior to this he had published the JSfuru
e
l~Anwar in

Kanpur as well. The Strachey Gazette, the Lawh-i Mahfuz, and the Najmu‘1-

Akhbar were produced in Muradabad, the Mao Memorial Gazette in Delhi

and the Risala-i Isha
3
at al-Sunnat in the Panjab. All were designed to rebut

Sayyid Ahmad’s writings. When ’Ali Bakhsh went on a pilgrimage and

returned as a Hajji (one who has performed pilgrimage) he brought fatwas

from the
3
ulamd

e
in Mecca and Medina condemning Sayyid Ahmad as

an infidel. The Indian Sunni ’ulama had already issued such fatwas. The
objections of Ghulam Hasnayn Kinturi were constructive but Sayyid Ahmad
ignored the pressing need of technical education.

The Sayyid huffed and puffed against his enemies. But it was at the fag

end of his life that he thought of sending boys to Bombay to obtain train-

ing in trade and commerce. The establishment of the residential college

for Muslims was an uphill task. A committee had been set up in December
1870 and had invited scholars to write an essay on the reason for the low

proportion of Muslims in government schools and colleges; Muslim indiffe-

rence to the local primary schools; the reason for the decline of ancient

learning among Muslims, and the reason Muslims failed to study modern
sciences.81 Prizes for the first three essays were also announced. The statis-

tics published in the Institute Gazette in March 1867, however, showed that

in proportion to their percentage of the population of N.W.P., Muslims

were well represented in the government service. Sayyid Ahmad’s report

on the low proportion of Muslim boys in government schools was refuted

by the Director of Public Instruction, whose official statistics cut the ground

from under the feet of the Muslim leaders.

The essays showed, however, that Muslim objection to government
schools could be classified under these headings:

79 TahzibuH-akhlaq

,

III, pp. 194-203.

80 Maktubat-i Sir Sayyid, pp. 64-66.

81 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, XVI, pp. 698-700.
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1. The absence of religious education;

2. The effect of English education in producing disbeliefin the Muslim

religion;

3. Corruption of morals,, politeness and courtesy;

4 . Government schools’ teaching staff, comprising Hindus and Christians,

paid no attention to Muslim boys;

5. Superfluous subjects were taught in government schools, while

English as a medium of instruction for science subjects was ignored.

Oriental languages and anti-Islamic literature were in the curriculum;

6. The higher classes ofMuslims, who were dissipated, did not send their

children to school but provided private tuition for their boys. The

middle-classes were indolent and indifferent to education. Most

Muslims preferred a military career to an academic one.82

In April 1 872, the Committee for the Better Diffusion and Advancement

of Learning converted itself into the Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental

College Fund Committee which was replaced by the College Trustees

in 1889. It set up a series of sub-committees all over India to raise

funds. The Viceroy and the Governor-General took a deep interest in the

scheme and promised to grant financial assistance. Sir Salar Jang the

prime minister of Hyderabad also offered to help and promised to

send boys from the Hyderabad aristocracy to the school. Even Babu

Shiva Prasad promised to pay one thousand rupees as subscription if

the school were established at Allahabad. The Committee rejected the

Babu’s conditional subscription but decided to accept subscriptions from

non-Muslims for worldly education.83 In March 1873, a list of subscribers

was published. It comprised the names ofthe Indian aristocracy, including

Sunnis, Shi’is and Hindus. Rs. 75,139 were collected.

The Indian Government took a deep interest in the establishment of

Mohammedan College. In 1888 some sectarian disputes prompted the

Shi’i Raja Amir Hasan Khan of Mahmudabad (in Sitapur, near Luck-

now) to withdraw his annual grant. Sayyid Ahmad’s leading supporters

at Hyderabad came to the rescue however, and raised funds there to make

up the loss. The Aligarh Institute Gazette gave the credit for this to Nawwab
Wiqaru‘l-Mulk Mushtaq Husayn but, on 30 August 1889, he wrote to

Sayyid Ahmad in order to straighten the records. His letter states:

“It was Mawlawi Sayyid Husayn Sahib Bilgarami Nawwab ’Imadu'd-

Dawla Bahadur who initiated the movement to collect contributions.

The credit goes to the Nawwab for mobilising support for the College.

It is a matter of great satisfaction that although Raja Sahib withdrew

82 Graham, Syed Ahmad Khan, pp. 247-48.

83 Maqaldt-i Sir Sayyid
,
XVI, pp. 736-40; Institute Gazette,

20 May 1875.
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his grant on sectarian grounds, compensation was made by another

Shi’i, i.e. Nawwab ’Imadu 4d-Dawla Bahadur. I may add that of his

six main supporters, four are Shi’is and only two are Sunnis. Of the

two Sunnis, Mohsinu 4

l-Mulk belongs to a renowned Shi’i family.

Although at present he is a Sunni, his blood is Shi’a. I come from a

mixed Sunni- Shi’i family. Only those who know me consider me a

Sunni but from my name I appear to be a Shi’a. The four other

supporters of Tmadu 4d-Dawla are:

a) Mawlawi Sayyid ’Ali Sahib Bilgarami;

b) Mawlawi Mahdi Hasan Sahib, Nawwab Fath-Nawaz Jang
Bahadur

;

c) Mawlawi Sayyid Iqbal ’Ali Sahib Bahadur;

d) Mawlawi Chiragh ’Ali Sahib, Nawwab A’zamyar Jang
Bahadur.”84

All of these people belonged to the North-Western Provinces. Their

continued support ensured the flow of funds both from Hyderabad state

and their original province. Sayyid Ahmad’s religious views and Mahdi
’All’s conversion to Sunni-ism, however, had aroused hostility in the Luck-

now Shi’i leaders. Ghulam Hasnayn wrote rejoinders but no Shi’i move-

ment against the College was launched. Sayyid Ahmad’s theory in the

Asbab-i Baghawat-i Hind that Shi’is could never co-operate with Sunnis was

the backwash of his earlier training in the ideologies of Mujaddid, Shah

Waliu'llah, Shah ’Abduf
l ^Aziz and Sayyid Ahmad Shahid. Possibly he did

not expect to secure such solid Shi’i backing for the College. Until then he

had under-estimated their preparedness to make sacrifices for Islam. Sayyid

Ahmad’s earlier Sunni friend, Imdad ’Ali, a deputy collector, wrote arti-

cles saying that Sayyid Ahmad and his Committee members were neither

educationists nor were competent to judge the suitability of curriculum. In

religious matters Sayyid Ahmad was a heretic and in other matters he was

misinformed. The government and its colleges were more aware of educa-

tional needs and were more useful to Muslims than Sayyid Ahmad’s pro-

posed new school. 85 Mawlawi ’All Bakhsh also raised doubts about the cur-

riculum, the boys’ uniform and the selection of teachers.86 The Agra

Akhbar was not convinced that the College would help the poor. The MAO
Gazette claimed that the list of contributors comprised the Hindu, Shi’i

and Sunni aristocracy, men from middle and lower income groups and

the ruling class, but the proposed College, which was likely to evoke envy

in Oxford and Cambridge, paid little heed to disadvantaged boys.

84 Muhammad Amin Zubayri Marahrawf, Makdtib (Mohsinu‘l-Mulk and Wiqaru‘1-

Mulk) Agra n.d., pp. 79-80.

85 Imdddifl-afaq , pp. 2-15.

86 Yusuf Hussain (ed.), Selected documents from the Aligarh archives, Bombay, 1966, p.

213.
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Hundreds and thousands of rupees were likely to be spent on boarding

houses and equipments but no contributor, trustee or manager of the

College had inaugurated schemes to help the boys from poor families.

The paper added sarcastically that perhaps all worldly benefits and

even the teaching of Qur'anic exegesis and hadls were meant solely for the

upper classes who could afford to pay high fees for their sons to learn riding

and shooting.87 Sayyid Ahmad’s opponent reminded the Muslims of a

speech which the Sayyid had recently delivered on the occasion of the

laying of the foundation stone of Anjuman Islamiyya school in Bareilly.

The founders of the school had wished to teach their boys, who belonged

to the poorer classes, English as well as the traditional Islamic subjects.

Sayyid Ahmad had observed that it was wrong to teach English at such

a school. He claimed that no Muslim was more keen to promote English

education than he himself, but there was a place for everything. Seventy-

five boys were studying in the courtyard of mosque where the school would

be established. Families of their background were devoted to the old

type of education which was more useful to them and to the country.

Attempts should be made to teach them reading, writing and arithmetic

and short treatises on the rules for prayer and fasting. A higher English

education was only imperative for the sons of sarddrs (the aristocracy) and

sharifs .
88

Naturally any agreed curriculum to promote shurafa interests was

difficult to evolve. Until 1872, Sayyid Ahmad had ardently supported

education in vernacular as well as religious training. After his return

from England, however, Sayyid Mahmud submitted a more comprehen-

sive scheme. He suggested, “No controversial point of theology should

be included in the course, and strict regard should be paid to choosing

books which contain doctrines received in general by the Musulmans of

India.”89 In 1874, Sayyid Ahmad promised to create a separate governing

body to manage the religious education and invited ’Ali Bakhsh to become

its head. He reassured the Muslims that he had no intention of interfering

with religious education, the boarding houses or the boys. The opposition

did not subside but its steam abated.90

A committee was also set up to select a suitable town for the College.

Sayyid Ahmad submitted a report from the Aligarh Civil Surgeon saying

that the climate there was very healthy. He pleaded that Aligarh in the

North-West Provinces was near Delhi, the Panjab, Rohilkhand, Agra and

Mathura. Only Aligarh was surrounded by the Muslim aristocracy and

87 MAO Gazette, 25 December 1872.

88 Munshl Siraju‘d-Din (ed.), Majmu’a-i lectures (Sir Sayyid Ahmad), Sidhor, 1892,

pp. 128-29.

89 Yusuf Husain (ed.), Selected Documents
, p. 229.

90 Ibid., pp. 260-62.
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ta’iuqdars, and,, although some of these were backward, most of them were
enlightened men. Pindrawal, whose head was a Shi’i, was also near
Aligarh and the Sayyid expected considerable support from them. Sayyid
Ahmad was successful, although climatically it was very unhealthy and
the aristocracy, particularly in Aligarh, never promoted modem educa-
tion. Appealing to Muslim emotions, he concluded that the Prophet’s

hadis to the effect, “I-am the city of knowledge and ’Ali is its gateway”
called for the establishment of the first College for the progress of Mus-
lims in Aligarh. 91

The North-West Provincial government donated seventy-four bighas92

of land to the Fund Committee. On 24 May 1875, (Queen Victoria’s

birthday), the school for elementary education (not the primary school

earlier established by Mawlawi Samiu‘llah Khan in 1872), was founded.

On 8 January 1877, Lord Lytton, the Viceroy and GoVemor-General,
of India, laid the foundation stone of the Mohammedan Oriental College,

Aligarh. Out of the four school boys who had matriculated in 1877 and
joined the College, one was a Hindu. The College was affiliated to the

Calcutta University. It was a promising beginning for Sayyid Ahmad’s
ambition “to form a class of persons, Mohammedans in religion, Indian
in blood and colour, but English in taste, in opinions, and intellect”.

The Fund Committee controlled the College. The Principal of the

Government College, Agra, was selected as the President of the Commi-
ttee of Directors of Instruction in Languages and Secular Education
and Sayyid Ahmad was its Vice President. The managing committee
of the boarding-houses consisted of some Hindu members too. Mawlawi
SamiVllah Khan, who was a student of Mufti Sadru‘d-Din Azarda
of Delhi College, and had obtained a high position in the British

judiciary, was appointed secretary. He enjoyed the confidence oforthodox
Sunnis. A sub-committee of the College Fund Committee nominated
seven members each for the Committee on Sunni and Shi’i theology.

Mawlana Muhammad Qasim Nanawtawi (1833-79), the founder of the

Daru‘l-’Ulum, Deoband, refused to associate himself with the committee.
The lesser-known Sunni and Shi’i ’ulamtf joined the committees; among
Sayyid Ahmad’s school of religious thought, only Chiragh ’All became a
member of the Shi’i committee.

After his retirement in 1876, Sayyid Ahmad moved to Aligarh. At the
recommendation of the Agra College Principal, Henry George Impey
Siddons, a graduate of Worcester College, Oxford, was appointed head-
master. For the next three years he and the Hindu professor ofmathema-
tics taught all subjects except Arabic, Persian and theology. Muhammad

91 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid

,

XVI, pp. 768-70.

92 A bigha measures five-eighth of an acre.
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Akbar, a Sunni ’alim from Kandhla, who belonged to Shah Waliu‘llah’s

school became professor of Arabic and Sunni theology*. Until his deaths

in 1886,, he also acted as manager of the boarding house. In 1893, Maw-
lana Muhammad Qasim’s son-in-law, Mawlawi ’Abdullah., became the

professor of Sunni theology. In 1876 Qari ’Abbas Husayn, son of the

celebrated Shi’i
9aim

,
Sayyid Ja’far ’Alb who had been appointed his

father’s successor at Delhi College, was appointed the Professor of Shi*i

theology. He was expert in the rational sciences, taught Persian and

Arabic and recited the Qur‘an in a melodious tone. The Sunni students

also respected him deeply. His appointment to the College went a

long way to fostering the development of Shi’i-Sunni harmony in its

early years. He wrote books on logic, the rational sciences, and grammar,

in Arabic. His published lecture on the remarriage of widows played an

important role in destroying Muslim prejudices against this practice.

Siddons retired in 1884 and, in February 1884, Theodore Beck, a Tripos

in mathematics from Cambridge, replaced him. Beck’s friends, Harold

Cox and Walter Raleigh who joined the College, served for two years.

Percy Wallace taught for a short time. T. W. Arnold, who replaced

Raleigh in philosophy and stayed until 1898 made a most important

contribution. In 1889 Theodore Morrison joined the College as professor

of Political Economy and, after Beck’s death in 1899, was promoted

principal holding the position until 1905.

The nineteenth century M.A.O. College was the creation of Siddons,

Beck and Morrison. In 1875 there were 66 boys in the school, all boarders.

In 1 876 there were 65 boys, out of which 24 Muslims and 6 Hindus were

day-scholars. In 1881 there were 11 Muslim and 15 Hindu boys in the

College and 175 Muslims and 42 Hindus in school. Out of these, 36

Muslim and 65 Hindu boys were day-scholars. In 1900, there were 160

Muslims and 16 Hindus in the College and 232 Muslims and 48 Hindus

in the school. Out of these 41 Muslims and 58 Hindu boys were day-

scholars.93

About 60 percent of these boys came from the neighbouring towns of

Aligarh and Delhi. Bilgaram and Azamgarh were well-represented.

Families in Patiala, Jalandhar, Ludhiana and Lahore sent their boys.

There were many students from Patna, Calcutta, Bhopal, Nagpur,

Masulipatam, Madras, Berar, Surat and Karachi and from some N.W.P.

families living in Hyderabad. The M.A.O. College acquired a real all-

India Muslim character fostering the preservation of the ashraf culture.

Shi’is also sent their sons to the College.

In 1881-82, out of the four boys who took the B. A. examination of

93 Iftikhar ’Alam, Mohammedan College history, pp. 135-36; Lelyveld, D., Aligarh’s

first generation, Princeton, 1978, p. 172.
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Calcutta University, only Ishwari Prasad, a Hindu from Khair district of

Aligarh, passed. In 1882-83, two students gained their B.A. Mir Wilayat

Husayn, the son of a poor Shi’i Sayyid family of Riwari (Haryana), was
one of them. He was appointed a teacher in the school in 1886 and four

years later was promoted to second master; a position he held until his

retirement in 1920. In 1895 he obtained a first-class honours degree in

English as well as secured the top position of Allahabad University. 94 He
was one of the few clever students from M.A.O. who served the school for

such a long time . He was also a school proctor. His contemporary, Khwaja
Sajjad Husayn, son of the great poet, Khwaja Altaf Husayn Hall, who
joined the school as sixth master, left as soon as he was appointed an
assistant inspector of schools in the Panjab. There was no dearth of more
profitable positions in the government in those days but the Mir’s dedica-

tion to educating Muslim boys kept him there. In 1905, Mir Wilayat

Husayn, in a representation to the Principal, Morrison, regretted what
he called his 'foolishness

5

in staying at the Muslim school on a salary of

Rs. 100 p.m. for teaching plus Rs. 50 p.m. for proctorship. In the govern-

ment schools, the highest salary paid to the headmaster was generally Rs.

400 and the second master received Rs. 200. In M.A.O. the headmaster

received Rs. 450 to Rs. 500 but the second master was destined to never

rise beyond Rs. 100.95 The reasons were obvious. The M.A.O. College

recruited British headmasters who were available only when their emolu-

ments were higher than those of the government schools headmasters.

Mir Wilayat Husayn was a Muslim and a Shi’i. Naturally he was forced

to make a heavy sacrifice in the interests of Muslims’ education. He served

the school until 1920 and died in 1949.

Both the Shi’i and Sunni boys were deeply impressed with Mir Wilayat

Husayn’s learning and his teaching abilities. Men such as Dr. Zakir

Husayn, later on the President of India, until he died, treasured their

memories of the Mir with great respect. At the instigation of the Viceroy,

Lord Curzon (1899-1904), Mir Wilayat Husayn, led an Aligarh delega-

tion to Iran in 1902. The other members were Sayyid Abu Muhammad,
who retired as a member of the U.P. Public Service Commission, and

Sayyid Jalalu'd-Din Haydar, who founded an association to raise funds

for the education of Shi’i boys, the 'Shi’a Wazifa Sadat Fund’. The
delegation visited many Iranian towns and succeeded in persuading some

Iranians to send their boys to Aligarh for their higher education. 96

Throughout his time in the school, Mir Wilayat Husayn was a ceaseless

advocate of Sunni- Shi’i harmony.

94 S. K. Bhatnagar, History of the M.A.O. College,
Aligarh, 1969, pp. 59, 92.

95 Wilayat Husayn to Morrison, 20 January 1905, Budget Meeting 1906, Aligarh

Archives.

96 Riza ’All, Sayyid, 9Amdl-nama3 Delhi, 1943, p. 119.
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The distinctive feature of the M.A.O. College was its residential life.

The school and college uniform consisted of a long black coat
(
sherwdni

)

and a Turkish fez for Muslims. All boys wore long white trousers down
to their heels. In 1910 the sons of Firangi Mahal divine,, Mawlana
5

Abdu‘l-Bari, were allowed to put on trousers reaching to above the ankles,

as prescribed by the Sunni shari
3
a. 97 From 1876 to 1886, the Arabic pro-

fessor, Mawlana Muhammad Akbar, managed the boarding houses

efficiently. For about two years from 1879 Mushtaq Husayn lived in the

boarding house to help Mawlana Akbar. Samiu'llah’s association with

the boarding house assured the maintenance of the Muslim life-style.

Before the permanent structures for the College were erected, the

British cantonment buildings on the land donated by the government
were converted into classrooms. Near the main hall of the College,

named after Lord Strachey, a row of rooms fronted by a verandah was
built. It was known as the pacca (stone built) barrack and officially opened

in 1881. The two of cantonment huts, with mud walls and thatched

roofs were known as the kachcha (mud wall) barracks. Those who paid

Rs. 20 per month were housed in the pacca barracks. They were known as

‘first-class’ boarders. The second and third class boarders lived in the

kachcha barracks. The third class boarders paid Rs. 10 p.m. and the second

class, Rs. 15. The first class boarders were served delicious meals, the

second class were given middle-income group meals while the third-class

received food of a very poor standard. The number of second class

boarders exceeded both the first and third classes. In 1885, the third

class was abolished and two years later, the second class went and there-

after all the boys were served the same meals although the barrack system

continued. In the beginning the Hindus had lived separately but later

they were given rooms in the barracks and were allowed to make their

own arrangements for meals. 98 The boys, however, mixed freely with each

other; and rapidly developed a sense of fellow-feeling and sympathy.

Generally boys of similar tastes formed small groups of light-hearted

comradeship which cut across economic barriers. Hindu-Muslim and

Sunni-Shi’i differences were discouraged. The senior boys were the custo-

dians of the Aligarh traditions. They inculcated communal and sectarian

harmony into the new-comers. 99 Seniority depended upon the number
of years spent in the College, not admission to higher classes.

A Union Club was the earliest centre of intellectual activity outside

the classroom. To perpetuate Siddon’s association with the College, it

97 Wiqaru‘l-Mulk to Mawlana ’Abdul Bari, 26 May 1910, Makatib
, pp. 124-25.

98 Report on the progress of education at the M.A.O. College, Aligarh, 1875, p. 4;

Bhatnagar, M.A.O. College3 pp. 65-66; Wilayat Husayn, Ap bitiya M.A.O. College ki

kahdni, Aligarh, 1970, pp. 30-33.

99 9Amdl-nama
, pp. 143-44.
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was named ‘Siddons Union Club
5

. It maintained a library and reading

room. The first debate on 15 November 1884 was held on the following

subject:

‘The spread of female education is to be desired but by home tuition

and not through schools and colleges.
5

Sayyid Ahmad’s efforts to affiliate Aligarh College with Cambridge

University failed but the Siddons Union Club was affiliated to the Cam-
bridge University Union. The Cambridge Speaking Prize initiated by the

Siddons Union Club was most prestigious. Cricket was played with great

enthusiasm. In October 1885,, an Urdu newspaper complained that good

players were awarded gold and silver medals manufactured in England

but no medal was given to encourage theology students. The prestige

accorded to Mawlana Shawkat Alb later on a prominent Muslim leader,

was mainly due to his cricketing prowess although, in 1894, he had

secured the Cambridge Speaking Prize.100

In 1890, Aftab Ahmad Khan, a prominent student, founded the

“Anjuman al-farz” (Duty Society) to collect contributions to help needy

boys in the College. The Ikhwan (Brotherhood), a student-teachers

association, was founded in 1892. Its objectives were to strengthen the

sense of brotherhood and unity among the past and present students of

the College and to promote the College image.

The intellectuals founded an association of their own, called the

‘‘IkhwamPs-safa/
55

. This is the name under which the authors of the

famous Rasail Ikhwdnifs-safa wa khillan al-wafa } who flourished in the

3rd/9th century Basra, Baghdad and Cairo, concealed their identity.

They influenced the sufi3 Shi’i and Mu’tazili movements. The founder

of the Aligarh College Ikhwanu‘s-safa‘ was Khwaja GhulamuVSaqlayn,

a dedicated Shi’i, who was greatly respected by the Aligarh Sunni

intellectuals.

Arnold and Mawlana Shibli Nu’mani, who had joined the College in

1882 as Professors of Arabic, were the principal guides of the movement.

The Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental College Magazine which in 1891 appeared

in English and Urdu, came out originally as part of the Aligarh Institute

Gazette but three years later it became independent and was adopted

as its principal organ by the Ikhwanu‘s-safa‘. It contained thoughtful

articles by rising intellectuals. In a speech to the Ikhwanu‘s-safa‘ in

June 1893, Arnold urged the Muslims to spread confidence in “the

grandeur of Islam both of the past and present” and stated that without

100 Ibid., 75-76; Mushtr-i Qaysar, 13 October, 1885.
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“a high national (Islamic) ideal,, English education was meaningless”.101

Shibli inspired the desire to serve Islam among all sections of the com-

munity. Khwaja Ghulamu‘s-Saqlayn pleaded for the development of

Urdu.

In 1890,, an Aligarh student Mustafa Khan, published a book in English

entitled An apologyfor the “New Light
33

. It criticized the veiling of women,
Urdu poetry, Muslim conquerors and the old etiquette. The products

of the “New Light” were praised for their self-confidence and determina-

tion to progress, although they might stumble . In his review of Mustafa

Khan’s book, however, Ghulamu £

s-Saqlayn wrote that the term ££New
Light” was a

££
phrase of meaningless expressiveness”. The English-

educated Muslims were devoid of leadership qualities and were no match
for the leaders of old and conservative generations, of which Sayyid

Ahmad was one.102

The M.A.O. College stirred the need to promote English education

among Muslims in the North-West Provinces and in other parts of India.

In 1886, Sayyid Ahmad founded the Mohammedan Educational Con-

gress to transform the Aligarh Movement into an All India Movement.
Four years later its name was changed to the ‘Mohammedan Educational

Conference’ and, in 1895, it was called the ‘Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental

Educational Conference’. Aligarh was its centre, the College’s secretary

acted as its secretary and the Aligarh students took a keen interest in

propagating its objectives.

The College and Conference immortalized Sayyid Ahmad. In 1882 he

was made a K.C.S.I.; he had reached the peak of glory in the British

government. Both his friends and enemies wished him to confine himself

solely to temporal matters, education, science and agriculture, but

Sayyid Ahmad believed that Islam could not survive without a new
3
ilm-i kalam . The modern 3

ilm-i kalam, he urged, should make the tenets

of the new born science appear futile or doubtful or reconcile them with

Islamic doctrines. 103 From the year he wrote the Tabyinrfl-kalam to his

own death, Sayyid Ahmad argued that the revealed texts taught the same

lessons as reason and the truths of nature
;
the work of God was identical

with Divine revelation.104 It was irrational and against human nature

to believe in matters that were beyond the human intellect. Whatever

was within human reason coincided with the realm of nature. Conse-

quently while philosophers rejected miracles as irrational, he regarded

them as contrary to the text of the Qur‘an itself. 106 Possibly Sayyid Ahmad

101 Institute Gazette, 6 June, 1893.

102 Ibid., 9 June, 1891.

103 Imanu‘d-DIn, Mukammal majmu’a lectures wa speeches3 Lahore, 1900, pp. 278-98.

104 Maqdldt-i Sir Sayyid, III, pp. 201, 251-61.

105 Ibid., XII, pp. 83, 89, 90.
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had not read the Kitdb al-ishdrat by Avicenna,, included in the Shi’i higher

curriculum, which says that miracles were tangible proofs of the prophe-
tic mission. So long as they belonged to the perfect and determined
order that governed the universe,, they were not against reason. 106 Perhaps
some superficial philosophers were in Sayyid Ahmad’s mind. In short,

he identified ‘Pure Islam or Thet Islam’., as revealed in the Qur'an, with
the law of nature.

To Sayyid Ahmad,, as to his contemporary scientists, the law of nature

was identical with the law of cause and effect and did not admit of any
exceptions. Sayyid Ahmad interprets even du

3
a (invocations to God) in

relation to this law. He goes on to say that the Qur'anic verse saying

that God answers these prayers107 means that He is pleased with the

devotee and accepts prayer in the same way as He accepts any other form
of devotion. 108 Here again Sayyid Ahmad was far behind Avicenna’s
interpretations.

Besides the articles in the Tahzibu*l-Akhlaq, on the above themes,
Sayyid Ahmad wrote treatises and Qur'anic exegesis to substantiate his

‘naturalist’ philosophy. In the Tafsir al-samawat109
, written in 1874, he

evolved his own method of Qur'anic exegesis on the principles in the

Fawzu l-kabir fi usulu
e
t tafsir by Shah Wallu'llah. He suggests that the

exegete should discover the real intention of the speaker and should not
interpret the metaphorical language of the Qur an literally.110 The same
criteria was applied by him to the TabyinuH-kalam. He lists fifteen basic

principles of his exegesis which helped him to identify Divine revelation
with natural law and reason.

Thet Islam, or pure Islam, which he preached after his return, did not
depart radically from the orthodox Sunni-ism of the Mujaddid, Shah
Waliu llah, Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz, Shah Isma’il Shahid, Sayyid Ahmad of
Rae Bareli and Shah Ghulam ’Ali Naqshband. Science was super-
imposed on it. The support he received from the eminent Shi’is in the
Hyderabad government. Khalifa Sayyid Muhammad Husayn, the Prime
Minister of Patiala state, the Shi’i Nawwab of Rampur, Raja Baqar
All of Pindrawal, the Rajas of Mahmudabad and the Pirpur in Awadh
made him change his Shi’i hostility but he never evolved a realistic

formula of Sunni-Shi i understanding. His own Sunni opponents had
made him nervous. As well as this, it was beyond his competence to
tackle Shi’i problems. He made self-contradictory observations which were
neither acceptable to Sunnis nor to Shi ’Is. His attempts to evolve what his

106 Ibn Slna, Kitdb al-ishdrat, Leiden 1892, pp. 220-21.

107 Qur'an, XL, 60.

108 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid
, XII, p. 59.

109 Ibid., II, pp. 1-115.

1 10 Maktubdt-i Sir Sayyid, Letters to Mohsinu'l-Mulk, pp. 480-511.
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admirers called Modern Islam’ failed to satisfy the modernists. It was

neither materialism nor Islam. It was alien to both camps but pleased

the Christians and the British government.

Reviewing his own Tuhfa-i Hasan in 1878, Sayyid Ahmad writes, “No
body was entitled to succeed the Prophet Muhammad in his position as

a prophet for it was impossible to do so. So far as his vicegerency in

matters such as the protection of the interest of the umma and the promo-
tion of the pace of civilization were concerned, that position was open to

all. The person who can manipulate matters to this end becomes the

caliph. After the Prophet, the Khilafat ceased to be based on nass (an

explicit text in the Qurfan). Nor was the position of caliph a part or a

command in Islam. The political framework of those days was more
suited to a democratic government. Historical events also took the same
course i.e., whoever was accepted by a large number of influential people

as caliph, became one. Who can say that from the very beginning ’Ali

did not think of becoming the caliph or, in the reign of the first three

caliphs, he did not regret their rise to the caliphate and was not sad at

being passed over. 111 ’Ali’s wish was based on autocracy which did not

suit the civilization of those days. This accounts for his frustrations.

When the time arrived for the influential people to approach him, he

was appointed caliph. It was immaterial if some one was appointed the

first caliph or the last [righteous] caliph. These events took place in a
natural sequence. They do not affect Islam. Is it senseless to call someone
‘an usurper’ or another the ‘rightful’ immediate caliph of the Prophet ?

“The discussions on afzaliyat or superiority are even more senseless.

For the determination of superiority between two things it is essential

that both should belong to the same category. One candidate was the

father-in-law and the other was the son-in-law, one was a brother and the

other a stranger. They do not belong to the same category. In this

situation there was no question of superiority. We have no balance to

weigh their achievements and nearness to God which could decide their

respective weights. We can make decisions only on historical facts and
pass judgements on the reigns of the first four or the first five revered

personalities [who succeeded the Prophet]. Abu Bakr’s caliphate is not

worth counting for it was also the period of ’Umar’s rule and he fully

controlled the government. ’Umar’s reign from all points of view, such

as conquest, peace, administration, pomp and ostentation, which were
imperative for the welfare of the umma and the progress of civilization,

was inimitable. [In the early part] of ’Usman’s reign, all events were
influenced by ’Umar’s caliphate. The real part of his reign commenced in

the last years of his rule when the principles of politics and democratic

111 Isna Ashari ShVis in India

,

I, pp. 33-34
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government, on which the superstructure of the caliphate was founded,

had been shaken and were disintegrating. The anarchy which was the

necessary result of this state of affairs then occurred. When ’Ali assumed

the reins of state, it had become so rotten and topsy-turvy that, if it was

not absolutely impossible, it was nearly impossible to repair it. All possible

reforms were made. Countries were redistributed, other governments

were accepted but no reconstruction was successful and matters went

from bad to worse. When Imam Hasan was appointed as caliph, after

taking stock of the situation, he reached the conclusion that reform was

impossible. The only alternative left to him was to put an end to the

dual system of government in order to stop bloodshed and to promote the

welfare of the umma. Because of his own wisdom and piety and in the

best interests of the umma, he took an unprecedented step. He relinquished

the caliphate. In fact only a pious man of Imam Hasan’s stature could

have done this. For the sake of peace for the umma , he abandoned an

empire so vast that, in comparison, the empires of Caesar and Chosroes

were nothing.

“To discredit the Prophet’s companions is such a nonsensical, foolish

and false act that nothing more absurd in the world can be conceived. We
do not possess the true facts which can be believed with certainty. Even

if we did, the circumstances that led to the differences between the Pro-

phet’s companions are not present before our eyes. Consequently those

who discuss the points libelling the Prophet’s companions, deliver judge-

ment on insufficient evidence and in the absence of full factual knowledge.

Besides it is impossible to rule over such a vast empire as the Prophet s

companions possessed, without making mistakes. It is human to err. The

Prophet’s companions were not impeccable. If, for argument’s sake, it

is admitted that they made mistakes, what calamity occurred? Why
should they be considered culpable? If all the criticism is based on the

available evidence, neither was ’Ali nor were the first three caliphs free

from error. After accepting all such criticisms as the Khariji Nawasib and

Shi’as made against those revered personalities, we still find nothing wrong

with them. These things just happen in this world. They are normal

occurrences. Neither their truth nor their falsehood undermines the

respect due to the first four caliphs, nor does it concern or affect Islam.

“Of course, tabarra,
which the uncultured Shl’Is recite, is very wrong.

It generates bad feelings, bad manners and malevolence. All these violate

the lofty objectives of Islam. I believe matters which are connected with

Islam finished with the Prophet. Events which took place after the Pro-

phet’s death do not affect Islam, nor are they part of Islam. It is not

imperative for us to add to
£

I bear witness that there is no god but Allah,

and that Muhammad is His Messenger’ the testimony, ’Ali is Allah’s

friend, the testator of His Prophet and khalifa of His Prophet without
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interruption
5

. The first two testifications are sufficient. 55112

Sayyid Ahmad devalued the caliphate,, which Shah Waliu'llah and

his school had glorified, to an office based on manipulation (jiski chal ga
c
i

wahi khalifa ho gaya) .
113 He was aware of the fact that the Shi’i believed

that the Imam was ma3sum (impeccable), appointed by Allah
(
mansub

min Allah) and that obedience to his orders was imperative for Shl’is

(mafruzu
e
t-taat). He was also aware of the Shi’i belief that the twelfth

Imam went into occultation and, until his reappearance, the orders of

worldly rulers had no religious significance for them. Obviously Sayyid

Ahmad’s comments on the first three successors to the Prophet Muhammad
were not palatable to the Sunnis. The Shi’is could not change their

doctrine on the impeccability
(
isma(

)
of the Imams.

It was impossible to ignore tabana in the review of the Urdu translation

of the twelfth chapter of the Tuhfa-i Isna
3
Ashariyya, dealing with tawalla

(defined as love by Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz) and tabarra (defined as enmity

by the Shah). Sayyid Ahmad of course accused uncultured Shl’is of

reciting tabarra but all Shi’is, in obedience to the Qpr'anic verses, cursed

tyrants, liars, sinners and infidels. It was not imperative to specify which

tyrants or liars. Sayyid Ahmad could offer no excuse for abuses heaped

by Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz on the twelfth Imam and eminent Shi’i scholars.

In 1890, Sayyid Ahmad published a review of a book entitled the

I3
jdzu

c
t-tanzil by Khalifa Sayyid Muhammad Hasan, the Prime Minister

of the Sikh state, Patiala. The original book discussed the belief that the

Qur'an is a Divine miracle, both in words and meaning. In his review,

Sayyid Ahmad blamed Muslim authors for incorporating unauthentic

and superstitious stories, thereby offering Christian and Jewish scholars

an opportunity to distort Islam. He goes on to say, "Historical works

written both by Sunni and Shi’i
3
ulama

e
are full of nonsensical, false stories

and fabricated traditions. Religious zeal and sectarian hostilities have

further disfigured them and deprived them of credibility, so much so

that the real facts have been so badly distorted that the truth cannot be

ascertained. There are various degrees of authenticity in hadis works.

As compared with the Shi’a works of hadis, Sunni works are, to some

extent in my opinion, more valuable although each sect considers its own

hadis works more reliable.” Concluding his comments Sayyid Ahmad
says, "It is a fact that he [Khalifa Sayyid Muhammad Hasan] has written

a very nice book. Although he is a devoted Shi’i, he has written impartially.

He has not hesitated to select reliable traditions from Sunni works. What-

ever virtuous deeds of ’Ali and the Ahl-i Bayt are described, they fall short

of their true dignity. Sunnis cannot object to them and should urge the

1 12 Maqaldt-i Sir Sayyid, VII, pp. 299-304.

113 Ibid., VII, p. 301.
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Shi’is to tell even more episodes. A Sunni is said to have told a Shi’i,

“you believe that love for the Ahl-i Bayt is part of your faith, I believe

that it is faith personified”. The author has argued for Imam Husayn’s

martyrdom on the basis of the Qur'anic verse, “Then We ransomed him

with a tremendous victim.”114 Shi
5

is, unlike Christians, who believe that

Christ sacrificed himself for them, do not assert that Imam Husayn died

for them. The fact is that had Imam Husayn made bay
3
a with Yazid

and accepted him as the rightful Imam, the Prophet Muhammad’s

umma would have been involved in hundreds of problems. The Imam
sacrificed his life to save the umma from these calamities. Neither can

Sunnis nor Shi’is dispute this. Imam Hasan’s peace with Mu’awiya bin

Abu Sufyan and Imam Husayn’s refusal tomake bay
3
a with Yazid were two

different types of decisions but they testified to the respective Imam’s far-

sightedness [in different situations].”115

Sayyid Ahmad in his review draws mainly on Shah ’Abduc

l-’Aziz’s

Sirru'sh-Shahadatayn and is more reasonable than some bigoted Sunnis. His

judgement of Shi’i ahadis is seemingly based on the Tuhfa-i Isna
3
Ashariyya

for his works do not exhibit a personal acquaintance with them. There

was nothing unusual in Khalifa Muhammad Hasan drawing upon Sunni

canonical ahadis, for most Shi’i scholars studied them.

In an article on mut
3
a (marriage for a fixed period), Sayyid Ahmad

sweepingly condemns Shi’i ahadis . He says that Shi’is quoted many

traditions on the authority of ’Ali in favour of mut
3
a that the Sunnis had

never heard. In the same breath he quotes the Sunni, Muhammad bin

Jarir at-Tabari who, in his exegesis uses a statement from ’Ali to the

effect, "Had ’Umar not prohibited mut
3
as none but a rascal would have

indulged in adultery’. Ridiculing the Shi’is, Sayyid Ahmad says, “The

protector of the Shi’is is undoubtedly ’Ali. Whatever truth or falsity they

choose, they ascribe to the father of the oppressed ones (’Ali).” Sayyid

Ahmad does not consider that ahadis that permit mut
3
a and then prohibit

it and re-permit it are worthy of attention or acceptance.116 This does

not justify Sayyid Ahmad’s sweeping condemnation of Shi’i ahadis for he

had studied Sunni ahadis and was aware only of their technique. He
had no perception of Shi’i ahadis and their sources. In a letter to Sayyid

Husayn Bilgarami, he wrote in the same sweeping style that the books

available on Sunni-ism and Shi’ism would not reinforce amodern educated

Muslim’s belief in Islam. This had prompted him to write an exegesis

of the Qur can of which three volumes had been published and the fourth

volume was under preparation. Sayyid Ahmad’s expectations from his

114 Qur'an, XXXVII, 107.

115 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid,
VII, pp. 314-22.

116 /£«/., XIII, pp. 254-58.
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exegesis were unrealistic for they provoked more controversies and con-
vinced none.117 Sayyid Ahmad turned in vain to the dead Mu’tazila
traditions but his Sunni prejudices did not allow him to turn to the living

rational traditions of the Shi’l imams, particularly those of Imam Ja’far

as-Sadiq. Although the Shi’i and Sunni ’ulama adopted the Shi’i Fath-
u‘llah Shirazi’s curriculum in the Dars-i Nizami, Sayyid Ahmad, who
had become persona non grata with orthodox Sunnis, could not publish the

books on theology, so that the Sunni and Shi’i boys, receiving a modem
education at his College and elsewhere, could study them, even as works
outside the prescribed curriculum.

In January 1882, Shibli Nu’mani published his Siratifn-JVu’man. In its

introduction he announced his decision to write al-Faruq or the life of
the second caliph, ’Umar. Sayyid Ahmad believed that this would
alienate the Shi’i sympathisers from the College. Before the book could
be published, however, Munshi Siraju‘d-Din of Rawalpindi, produced
Sirat al-Faruq comprising 308 pages. Sayyid Ahmad, admiring the
published works of Shibli, particularly al-Jizya wrote in an article that
“it was not proper for his friend Munshi Siraju‘d-Din to write a book on
’Umar when a scholar of Shibli’s eminence and ability had already
announced his intention to do so.” He added, “To write the life of ’Umar
for the ‘Heroes of Islam’ series is a very delicate matter. It is possible

to write this story in such a manner that it is a blessing to mankind, but
it could prove a calamity. It may also be written in such a way that
both Sunnis and Shi’is are led astray.

“It is of primary importance that the author of the life of ’Umar should
consider himself free from the limitation of the Shi’i and Sunni faiths.

Another alternative is to avoid mentioning matters which are in dispute
between the two sects and to deal only with those facts and characteris-

tics of ’Umar and his administrative achievements as benefited the en-
tire Islamic world and are indisputable.

“The greatest problem is that all actions in the world have two facets,

one good and the other bad. This difficulty is a more formidable obstacle
to the author of the life of revered religious persons, such as the righteous
caliphs. To write this biography was not so easy as my friend Munshi
Sirajffid-Din Ahmad believed. We are grieved, however, when some im-
pute evil motives to him. Munshi Siraju’d-Din Ahmad is a pious man.
He is interested in the welfare of the nation. Certainly we can say that he
made a mistake and acted incorrectly. It is better to say that the job was
beyond his capacity and we believe that it is also difficult for our master,
the Phoenix of the Age, Mawlawi Shibli . However, we neither appreciate
the evil motives imputed to Munshi, nor do we consider them correct.

117 Maktubat-i Sir Sayyid
, p. 276.
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“Suppose someone intends to write a book on a particular subject but

another person forestalls him. There is no harm in that. On the other

hand,, when both books are available, people will have a good opportu-

nity ofjudging them on their merits.

“It is wrong to think that Munshi Siraju
c

d-Din’s al-Faruq will discou-

rage Mawlawi Shibli from writing al-Faruq or other books in the cHeroes

of Islam’ series. Among our fellow countrymen, those who are aware of

the Mawlawi’s writings, would have no hesitation in believing that, even

if ten authors wrote on a particular subject, Mawlawi Shibli’s work on

it would be unique. He would not care how many other publications

there were on the same subject.”118

Sayyid Ahmad knew that Shibli received a monthly stipend from

Hyderabad. He therefore wrote to Sayyid Husayn Bilgarami asking him

to prevent Shibli from writing al-Faruq. Sayyid Husayn, who was a far-

sighted statesman, replied, “From both the religious and worldly points

of view, ’Umar is a most comprehensive and perfect personality of Islam.

The world has produced only one Faruq. It would be a pity if his bio-

graphy was not written. You should not stop Mawlana Shibli from wri-

ting this biography.” Before his death Sir Sayyid wrote that the Prophet’s

achievements could be divided into two categories, administrative and spirit

tual. The former were succeeded by ’Umar and the latter by ’Ali and the

Imams of the Prophet’s house. No work could do justice with above as-

pects.119 Al-Faruq was published in December 1898. Sayyid Ahmad had

died in March 1898. It contains all the controversial discussions and, des-

pite Shibli’s apologies, ’Umar’s excesses against the Prophet’s daughter

Fatima and ’Ali are only too obvious and the book serves to strengthen

Shi’i beliefs.

The Bilgarami Brothers

Among Sayyid Ahmad’s leading Shi’i supporters, the Bilgarami brothers,

sons of Mawlana Zaynufd-Dln played a very important role in promo-

ting interest in Western learning and English education. Sayyid Husayn

Bilgarami graduated from Calcutta University in 1866 and started his

career as a professor of Arabic at Canning College, Lucknow. He served

there from 1866 to 1872. During this time he also edited an English

paper for the Awadh landlords called The Lucknow Times . He then

joined the service of the Nizam of Hyderabad and became secretary to Sir

Salar Jang. From 1887 to 1902, he was the Director of Public Instruc-

tions at Hyderabad. In 1896 and 1900 he presided at the session of the

Mohammedan Educational Conference. He awarded a number of scho-

118 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid,
VII, pp. 325-28.

1 19 Sayyid Sulayman Nadwi, Hayat-i Shibli, Azamgarh, n.d., pp. 231-33.
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larships to M.A.O. College students and contributed liberally to College

funds. He was one of the only two Indian members of the Education

Commission appointed by the Viceroy, Lord Curzon (1899-1904). The

other Indian member was Sir Gurdas Banerjee, a Puisne Judge of the

Calcutta High Court and the first Indian Vice-Chancellor of Calcutta

University. The Secretary of State, Lord Morley, appointed Sayyid

Husayn a member of the India Council; the other Indian member was

Sir K. G. Gupta. In 1916, he delivered the convocation address at

Madras University. He was one of the outstanding scholars of English

and wrote papers based on Arabic sources in Urdu.

His Theoretical and descriptive sketches of His Highness, the Nizam's Domi-

nion, in English, is a mine of information on the history of the Deccan.

His essays and addresses on Muslim educational and social problems

were compiled in the Rasa‘il-i Tmadue
l-Mulk. Among his innumerable

contributions, to the development of the intellectual and social life of the

Muslims at Hyderabad, is the establishment of the Da'iratu'l-Ma’arif

Hyderabad, which published a large number of important Arabic reli-

gious and literary classics. One of his sons, Sayyid Hashim, worked as a

barrister in Madras and the other,120 Zaynu'l-’Abidin, who was educated

at Oxford, obtained a senior position in the Nizam of Hyderabad’s

government at Berar. Sayyid Husayn BilgaramI died in 1926.

The Sayyid’s younger brother. Major Sayyid Hasan BilgaramI, retir-

ed from the Indian Medical Service. He spoke Arabic, Persian, French,

German and English. He came into prominence in the twentieth century

and was secretary to the All-India Muslim League from March 1908 to

February 1910. He also played an important role in pressing the British

government to grant Muslims a separate electorate in the Act of 1909.

He spearheaded the movement to raise M.A.O. College, Aligarh to the

status ofa university possessing powers of affiliation. He died in 1916.121

The youngest member of the family, Sayyid ’All BilgaramI (b. 1268/

1851), was educated by his uncle, Sayyid A’zamu’d-Din, assisted by his

father. After mastering Urdu, Arabic and Persian, Sayyid ’Ali joined an

English school and passed B. A. honours from Patna University in 1874,

majoring in Sanskrit. He then joined Roorkee College to obtain an en-

gineering degree but, at Sir Salar Jang’s invitation, joined his personal

staff at Hyderabad. In 1876, he accompanied Salar Jang to London. As

he had already matriculated from London, he was allowed to enter

London University. He obtained a degree in geology. He was fortunate

enough to attend lectures by Professors Jendel and Huxley. He studied

120 ’Abdu‘l-Haqq, Chand ham ’asr, Karachi, 1984, reprint, pp. 380-436.

121 The Times (London), 4 January, 1909; Muslim Gazette, Lucknow, 6 August, 1913;

Comrade, Delhi, 2 August, 1913.
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Latin, German, French and Italian. After his return to Hyderabad,
Sayyid ’All served as Inspector General Mineralogy, Home Secretary,

Director of Public Instruction, Secretary Public Works and finally as the
Director of Railways and Mineralogy. His busy public life did not in-

terfere with his dedication to study and research. In 1892, he passed the

Bachelor of Law examination of Calcutta University with a gold medal.
He was then appointed an external examiner of M. A. students by the

University. He translated Le Bon’s La civilisation des arabes into Urdu
under the title, Tamaddun-i Arab. A finely illustrated edition was publish-

ed in 1898. He also translated Le Bon’s La civilisation de VInde into Urdu
calling it Tamaddun-i Hind. His Urdu translation of Dr. Hert’s Medical
Jurisprudence was greatly appreciated by the government. He compiled
a guide book of the Ellora caves. His treatise on Kalila wa Dimna is a very
thoroughly researched work. Under his directorship, a department for

writing and translating books was established at Hyderabad. His quar-
terly Arabic journal, al-Haqa

e
iqs was short-lived but many eminent scho-

lars contributed to it.

Hyderabad court intrigues forced him to retire in 1901. He moved to

England and became professor of Marathi at Cambridge in 1903. He also

taught Arabic and Sanskrit there. Christ Church College, Cambridge
awarded him an honorary M. A. His vast knowledge of manuscripts

prompted the India Office Library in London to invite him to compile

a catalogue of the Arabic and Persian manuscripts in their Delhi collect-

ions. This is a different collection from those catalogued by Loth and Ethe
respectively. The history of this Delhi collection is not known but an
examination of the manuscripts suggests that they were plundered from
houses of the Delhi 'ulamcf in 1857. It is one of the most valuable collec-

tions of Arabic and Persian manuscripts in the world. It was, and still

is, in a hopelessly neglected condition. Sayyid ’All’s catalogue reflects

the hard work he put into identifying and organizing the manuscripts.

The India Office Library, however, did not publish it. His typescript dis-

appeared and was subsequently bought by a British scholar from a

London second-hand book shop. The India Office Library obtained a
xerox copy of it and it is the only record of Sayyid ’All’s monumental
contribution to knowledge in this area.

In 1907, Sayyid ’All returned to India because of heart trouble. Two
years later Calcutta University awarded him the honoris causa degree of

Doctor of Literature. Despite his ill-health he plunged himself whole-

heartedly into the scheme to obtain university status for the M.A.O.
College, Aligarh but died of a heart attack on 3 May 1911.122

122 Chand ham 'asr, pp. 67-108; Adib Allahabad in Khuda Bakhsh Literary Journal,

7-8, 1978-79, pp. 94-101.
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Mawlawi Chiragh ’All

Like the Bilgarami brothers, Mawlawl Chiragh ’All also rose to a high

position in the Nizam’s government. He made a more solid contribu-

tion, however, towards spreading the humanitarian and rationalistic teach-

ings of Islam through his English works. Chiragh ’Ali’s ancestors were

Kashmiris but some of them moved first to the Panjab and from there

to Meerut. His father, Mawlawl Muhammad Bakhsh, started his service

career at Meerut. In 1849, he became an officer of revenue settlements

in the Panjab.

Mawlawi Chiragh ’All was born in 1846 but the death of Muhammad

Bakhsh in 1856 interrupted his schooling. He learnt Urdu, Persian,

Arabic and English and became a petty clerk in Government service.

By 1872, he had risen to a senior position. He was keenly interested in

refuting the Christian missionaries’ arguments against Islam. In 1872,

he published his first Urdu book rebutting the Tarikh-i Muhammadi pub-

lished by a Christian missionary. In October 1875 he wrote the Tahzlbu‘l-

kalam fi haqlqatvtl-Islam. The work is designed to interpret the Islamic

laws on marriage, the rights of women and slavery, in an historical and

rational perspective. In 1876 he compiled a treatise comprising the tradi-

tions from the six Sunni canonical books and Quranic exegesis dealing

with the Prophet Muhammad’s efforts to eradicate slavery.

Mawlawi Chiragh ’All’s articles deeply impressed Sayyid Ahmad and

they began to exchange letters on Islamic teachings. In 1877, Sayyid

Ahmad introduced Chiragh ’All to Sir Salar Jang who soon recognised

the value of his services to the revenue department at Hyderabad. He

was made a governor of Warangal and Gulbarga provinces. In 1878-79,

the founder of the Ahmadiyya movement, Mlrza Ghulam Ahmad Qa-

diyani (d. 1908), sought his help in promoting a rationalistic approach

to the Our‘an in his famous work the Burhan-i Ahmadiyya. Chiragh ’All

died on 15June 1895. SayyidAhmad wrote a touching obituary notice.123

By that time he had published some important English and Urdu works

on Islamic teachings. He had also learnt Greek and Latin and presented

his arguments with great clarity.

In 1883, Chiragh ’All published a book entitled The Proposed politico-

legal and social reforms in the Ottoman empire and other Mohammedan states, and,

two years later, A critical exposition of the popular jihad. Chiragh All had

read the works of Rifa’a Badawi Rafi’ al-Tahtawi (1801-73) who, from

1826 to 1831, studied in Paris and had been impressed with Rousseau’s

conception of the legislator and Montesquieu’s theories regarding the

importance of geographical factors in moulding laws.124 Chiragh ’Ali

123 Chand ham ’asr, pp. 13-59; Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, XVI, pp. 780-82.

124 Albert Hourani, Arabic thoughts in the liberal age, 1798-1939, Oxford, 1962, pp. 69-83.
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was also aware of the works of the Tunisian statesman, Khayru‘d-Din
Pasha (1810-1889), who had, like Tahtawi, studied in Paris.125 A study
of Tahtawi’s theory identifying Islamic law with the natural law on
which modern European codes were based made Chiragh ’All’s defence
of Sir Sayyid’s theories on nature and reason more forceful. Chiragh ’All

advocated the need to understand the Qur'anic verses in the light of the
chronological and historical sequence of revelations. He emphasized that
the role of the Prophet Muhammad should be examined in an historical

perspective and those ahadis which violated modern liberal thought should
not be considered authentic. According to him, Islamic fiqh (jurispru-

dence) embodied the ninth and tenth centuries historical conditions and
called for a re-interpretation because of the impact of the West on coun-
tries such as Algeria, Turkey and India. Between 1839 and 1876, seve-

ral antiquated and pseudo-Islamic laws in the Ottoman Empire were
reformed but according to Chiragh ’All they did not go far enough. Dis-
cussing the rights of women in Islam he says,

“The Mosaic law fell short of accomplishing any great good for the
moral and social elevation of the Hebrew females, and the New Testa-
ment did comparatively nothing towards their worldly preferment.
Emancipation of the woman in the West is a heritage of Roman law
and primitive Teutonic tolerance rather than a Christian element of
culture. The dogma of original sin in Christianity explains the un-
paralleled degradation of women in the medieval West. Islam, on the
other hand, changed the attitude towards women to one of respect,

kindness, and courtesy. The Muslim law of inheritance, giving a
woman exclusive right to her own property, compares favourably with
the British law. Man’s superiority is recognized by the Qur'an only
in matters relating to his natural physical attributes.”126

Chiragh ’All claimed that by making justice imperative in the hus-
band’s relations with his wives, the Qur'an had made polygamy impos-
sible. He points out also that the Prophet’s wars were defensive and jihad
did not allow wars of aggression. Chiragh ’Ali strongly supported Sayyid
Ahmad Khan’s writings on slavery and marshalled both linguistic and
historical arguments to prove that fresh enslavement was categorically

prohibited by the Qur'an. His Shi’i training enabled him to present a
convincing case for Islamic rationalism from Sunni sources and Sunni
classical interpretations. Only Amir ’Ali, as we shall shortly see, produ-
ced a more persuasive case.

125 Ibid., pp. 84-88.

126 Islamic modernism in India and Pakistan, p. 84.
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Mohsinu‘I-Mulk
Although Mohsinu‘l-Mulk had embraced the Sunni faith and finally,

like Sayyid Ahmad, took pride in calling himself a follower of Thet Islam,

his contributions to the contemporary intellectual movements affecting

the Shi’is, call for a note on him. His name was Sayyid Mahdi ’Ali. He
was the son of Mir Zamin ’Ali, a Barha Sayyid of Etawah in N. W. P.

Sayyid Mahdi was born in 1837. He received his education in Etawah

from a Sunni mawlawi of Phaphund and started his career as a petty

clerk on a miserable salary. Allan Octavian Hume, the collector and

magistrate at Etawah, however, soon recognised his abilities and, in 1861,

he was appointed a tahsildar (chief officer of a revenue subdivision of the

district). He wrote two books on revenue and criminal law respectively.

The publication of the Tabyin al-kalam (Commentary on the Holy Bible)

by Sir Sayyid in 1862, infuriated Mahdi ’Ali but before long the two

became fast friends. In 1864, Mahdi 5

Ali joined the Scientific Society.

He was appointed a deputy collector for Mirzapur district in 1867. Three

years later, he published his Ayat-i Bayyanat,
justifying his renunciation

of Shi’ism and acceptance of Sunni-ism.

In 1874, Sir Salar Jang gave him a high position in the finance and

revenue department of the Nizam of Hyderabad. He obtained rapid

promotions and after Sir Salar Jang’s death in 1884, he was appointed

financial and political secretary to the Nizam’s government. In 1893 he

retired because of local intrigues and settled down at Aligarh. He dedi-

cated the rest of his life to the service of the M.A.O, College, and died

in October 1907.127

Mohsinu c

l-Mulk’s Ayat-i Bayyanat, was warmly welcomed by the Sunnis.

The Shi’i journal, Islah ofKhajwa (Saran, Bihar) published its confutation

in three volumes. Mahdi ’Ali’s younger brother, Sayyid Amir Hasan, also

produced a rebuttal, the three-volume Ayat-i muhkamat.

In the Ayat-i bayyanat, Mohsinu £

l-Mulk wrote that Sunni-ism and Shi’ism

were the most popular of the Muslim sects. Each Muslim considered his

own sect to be the true one and believed that the followers of the rival

sect were damned to perdition. Although thousands of books and hun-

dreds of treatises had been written, the dispute between the two sects

remained unresolved. The members of each adhered to their beliefs.

Few people renounced their ancestral faith. Mohsinu‘l-Mulk claims that

he was one of the minority who had examined the principles of both

sects impartially and, finding the Sunni faith based on the Qur £

an,

whereas Shi’ism was contrary to it, he had left his ancestral faith—and had

not hesitated to sever relations with his family and tribe. The Imamiyya

faith did not follow the teachings of the holy Imams so he had embra-

127 See Muhammad Amin Zubayri, Hayat-i Mohsin, Aligarh, 1934.
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ced the true Sunni faith. Since his relatives had remained loyal to their

ancestral faith and considered him misguided, he thought it essential to

describe the rational arguments which had brought about his decision.

Mahdi ’All continues that the basic difference between the Shi’is and

Sunnis revolved round the Prophet’s companions. The Sunnis considered

them pre-eminent and perfect; to the Shi’is they were heretic and apos-

tate. Consequently the truth of Sunni-ism or Shi’ism could be decided on

the truth of this matter. If it were demonstrated that the Prophet’s com-

panions remained steadfast to Islam and perfect until they died, then

Sunni-ism would be true and Shi’ism false. If they did not remain loyal

to Islam then Sunni-ism was false. He would therefore initially describe

the pre-eminence of the Prophet’s companions and then discuss the

Righteous Caliphs. Lastly he would refute the Shi’i charges against

them.128

Sayyid Amir Hasan in the Aycit-i muhkamat wrote that Mohsinu‘l-

Mulk was not concerned with researching and investigating truth but

was solely dedicated to his own selfish interests. His principal objective

was to bolster the Tuhfa-i Isna ’Ashariyya, which the Shah himself agreed

was a translation of Khwaja NasruTah Kabuli’s Sawaqi
3

. It was wrong

to blame the Shi’is, Amir Hasan goes on to say, for criticizing the Pro-

phet’s companions, when, in fact, all the six Sunni canonical books, many

authors of Sunni exegesis and earlier Sunni scholars had recorded tradi-

tions condemning them in their own works. Amir Hasan gives a list of

the Shi’i books refuting the Tuhfa and quotes from al-Faruq by his con-

temporary, Shibli, describing how ’Umar tried to bully the Prophet’s

daughter, Fatima, and threatened to burn her house down. Amir Hasan

takes his brother to task for confining Shi’i-Sunni differences to the judge-

ment of the Prophet’s companions when there were vast differences bet-

ween their respective interpretation of the Divine attributes, justice, pro-

phethood and imama , khilafa, pre-destination and compulsion.129

Although Amir Hasan’s allegations against his brother might appear

uncharitable, the comments by Sayyid Ahmad, on Mohsinufi-Mulk’s

change of faith, could hardly be disputed. In a letter dated 17 August

1892, referring to Mohsinu £

l-Mulk’s criticism of his exegesis, Sayyid

Ahmad writes that Mohsinu‘l-Mulk had stated in a letter that, accor-

ding to him, all the defects in Islam were born out of incorrect beliefs

and unquestioning obedience to authority
(
taqlid). The wretched taqlid

had made Muslims blind, deaf and dumb. Accusing Mohsinu‘l-Mulk of

following his faith unquestioningly himself, the Sayyid goes on to say,

“It is regretted that you yourself are sunk in taqlid. It is very difficult to

128 Mohsinu‘l-Mulk, Aydt-i bayyanat, Karachi, 1972, reprint, pp. 7-9.

129 Sayyid Amir Hasan, Aydt-i muhkamat, Lucknow, 1926, pp. 9-42.
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renounce ancestral beliefs, particularly those which are based on religi-

ous traditions. You must not be proud of the fact that you disowned

your ancestral Shi
5

! beliefs to embrace Sunni-ism. First of all you were

surrounded by a large number of such factors as prevented Shi’ism taking

root in your heart. Besides this you were influenced by some superficial

points which did not merit any attention. Your criticisms of my exegesis

emanate from deeply rooted prejudices which can only be destroyed with

great difficulty and other views, however, true and correct they might

be, could not easily take their place/ 5130 Sir Sayyid Ahmad’s comments

go a long-way to corroborating the selfish motives ascribed to Mohsinu'l-

Mulk’s conversion by his brother, Amir Hasan.

By the time Sayyid Ahmad had finished attacking Mohsinu'l-Mulk’s

conversion to Sunni-ism, the ex-Shi’i had also chosen to call himself sim-

ply a follower of Thet Islam or Muhammadi. Mohsinu'l-Mulk did not

give unqualified support to Sayyid Ahmad’s religious view but he whole-

heartedly approved his efforts to spread Islamic rationalism and the shari
3

a

spirit. He took issue with all those who condemned Sayyid Ahmad as an

heretic and an atheist and asserted they had no right to condemn him

for his mistakes when their real natures were known to God alone. Sayyid

Ahmad was bewildered by Mohsinu'l-Mulk’s writings. Once he commen-

ted, “Bravo, Nawwab Mohsinu'l-Mulk. What a nice gentleman you

are ? Neither your statements supporting me nor those opposing me are

correct. Sometimes you elevate me to heaven and sometimes you bury

me in dust.”131

By 1 Ramazan 1290/23 October 1873, Mohsinu'l-Mulk and Sayyid

Ahmad, despite their differences, could agree only on the following points

:

1. There is no alteration
(tahrif)

in the holy Bible except in meaning;

2. Slavery is not permitted by Islam;

3. Heaven has no corporeal existence;

4. Noah’s flood was confined to his own people and was not univer-

sal;

5. Ijma (concensus of authorities) is not a final proof
(
hujjat);

6. Taqlid (blind following) is not imperative;

7. Everyone is entitled to make individual judgements on all such

matters on which nass (explicit injunction in the revealed text)

does not exist;

8. Whatever has been revealed of the Holy Qur'an is available in

the book between two covers;

9. No reading of any verse of the Qur'an was abrogated;

10.

No verse of the holy Qur'an has been abrogated;

130 Maktubat-i Sir Sayyid, pp. 481-82.

131 Mohsinu'l-Mulk, Maktubat al-khullan3 Aligarh, 1915, p. 181.
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11. After Prophet (Muhammad) there is no khilafat al-nubiiwwa (vicege-

rency in duties on the Prophet).132

Although Mohsinu cl-Mulk was known as Sayyid Ahmad’s khalifa (de-

puty) in his fnaturiyya’ beliefs, Mohsinu cl-Mulk differed widely from him

in the interpretation of the Qur'an and ahadis.

Mawlana Karamat Husayn and Female Education

The modern education afforded to Bengali girls did not arouse in

Sayyid Ahmad Khan a need to give Muslim girls an English education.

He believed that there was no nation in the world whose women were

reformed before their men. Conversely there was no nation in the world

whose women did not improve following the reformation of their men.

In reply to an address presented to him by the Panjab women on 28

January 1884 at Gurdaspur, during his travels to the Panjab., Sayyid

Ahmad assured Muslim women that his efforts to educate boys did not

imply that he had forgotten his dear daughters. He urged them to note

that his services to male education would, in turn, benefit females. He
told the girls that he did not wish them to read the modern books in place

of the sacred books that their grandmothers had read. The pressing

needs of modern life had forced men, who supported women to learn

whatever language they found necessary or to adopt a course of action

they found useful but those changes had not affected traditional female

education. He advised them to learn the rules of their faith and to under-

stand the advantages of Divine worship. Flattering the women, he told

them that they were destined to rule their houses like princesses and it

was their duty to train their girls to follow in their footsteps and obtain

a true education from the same books which their grandmothers had

read.133

Among the Sayyid’s friends, however, both Khwaja Altaf Husayn Hali

(1837-1914) and Nazir Ahmad (1831-1912) strongly supported female

education. Hall’s “Chup ki Dad ’ (The reward of silence) reminds Mus-

lim women of their noble qualities and asks men to remember women’s

rights to education, respect and a place in society. It indirectly criticises

Sayyid Ahmad’s neglect of these problems. The “Munajat-i Bewa” (the

prayers of a widow) by Hali describes the pitiable condition of widows

in a most touching poetry^ and seeks to stir up sympathy for them. Nazir

Ahmad’s Mire
atu

e
l-urus (A Bride’s mirror), which brought him into pro-

minence as an author, highlights the importance of a general education

for women. His Tawbatifn-Nusuh (Repentance) tends to show that bring-

132 Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, I, pp. 296-97.

133 Mawlawi Sayyid Iqbal ’All, Sayyid Ahmad Khan ka safar-ndma-i Panjab edited by

Shaykh Muhammad Isma’Il Panipati, Lahore, 1973, pp. 139-46.
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ing up boys and girls calls for careful attention by the parents. Ayama

advocates the remarriage of widows, while Muhsanat lays bare the dis-

advantages of polygamy. Before the end of the nineteenth century, the

M.A.O. College boys had begun to call for the education of girls at

home,, they remained unconvinced of the need for them to go to school.

In Aligarh it was Shaykh ’Abdu'llah (1878-1965), a prominent lawyer,

an active supporter of the M.A.O. College and a Muslim political lea-

der, who, in 1906, started a girls’ school. The support of the leaders of

the Aligarh Movement and government subventions by the governor.

Sir James Scorgie Meston, in 1917 helped Shaykh ’Abdullah succeed.

In Lucknow, however. Justice Sayyid Karamat Husayn, son of Mawlana

Sayyid Siraj Husayn had to struggle against heavy odds and almost in-

surmountable obstacles, before he was able to establish a Muslim school

for girls on a firm footing.

Sayyid Karamat Husayn was born on 1 July 1852 in Charkhari where

his father, Mawlana Sayyid Siraj Husayn, held a position under the

local raja. His teacher, Hafiz Sayyid Anwar ’All of Bhanw in Muzaffar-

nagar district, was a fine scholar of traditional Shi’i learning. Mawlana

Siraj Husayn, however, taught his son Euclid and Physics from his trans-

lations of English texts but Karamat Husayn never developed a taste for

either. Early in 1865, he started learning English from his father but

the Mawlana’s death a few months later interrupted his studies. Instead

he accompanied his uncles, Sayyid I’jaz Husayn and Sayyid Hamid

Husayn, on a pilgrimage to Mecca and to the holy shrines of the Imams

in Iraq and Iran. After his return to Lucknow, Karamat Husayn studied

under eminent Lucknow teachers such as Mumtazu'l ’Ulama 4 Sayyid

Muhammad Taqi, Mawlana Sayyid Ahmad ’Ali, Mufti Mir Muhammad
’Abbas and Mawlana Sayyid Hamid Husayn. SultanuVUlama 4

Sayyid Muhammad also gave him lessons but it was the scholarship of

his uncle, Mawlana Sayyid Hamid Husayn which left an indelible mark

on him. Besides allowing him to lecture on advanced Arabic texts,

Mawlana Sayyid Hamid Husayn appointed Karamat Husayn a tutor

to some of his senior students. Karamat Husayn also helped his uncle in

his scholarly writings on kalam . Before long, Karamat Husayn’s analy-

tical mind and participation in polemical discussions sharpened his

knowledge of kalam, the principles of jiqh and Arabic literature. Sayyid

Karamat Husayn's first treatise dealt with the topic that food cooked by

Jews and Christians was najis (unclean from the point of Shi’aJ^/z). His

arguments so impressed Mawlana Sayyid Sharif Husayn that he offered

to award him the status of a mujtahid but Karamat Husayn refused.

Sayyid Karamat Husayn had inherited three thousand rupees from his

father’s estate which he invested in a friend’s business. The venture failed

and Karamat Husayn only had the income from his father’s meagre pro-
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perty at Kintur. After his return from pilgrimage he had married Sul-

tffiiuT’Ulama
4

,
Sayyid Muhammad’s grand-daughter, and a daughter

was born to them. His poverty greatly distressed him. Nawwab ’Imadu‘1-

Mulk Sayyid Husayn Bilgarami, who was deeply impressed with Karamat

Husayn’s mastery of Arabic, offered to have him appointed as a teacher

on Rs. 30 p.m. at Kakorl near Lucknow but, at Mawlana Hamid Husayn’s

suggestion, Karamat Husayn rejected the offer. In 1874, however, to

the deep distress of Mawlana Hamid Husayn, Karamat Husayn left

Lucknow and went to Charkhari where his elder brother Sayyid ’Inayat

Husayn worked for the Raja. Mawlana Siraj Husayn’s friend Dr. Strat-

ton, the political agent in Bundelkhand, urged him to study English. 134

Karamat Husayn’s retentive memory and dedication helped him consi-

derably and he made rapid progress. He developed a keen interest in

the works of the zoologist Henry Huxley (1825-1895) and the philosopher

and biologist Herbert Spencer (1820-1903). In particular he was fasci-

nated by Spencer’s works and he read elementary works of physics,

chemistry, biology and zoology in order to understand their writings

better. He spent his savings on books by Spencer, Huxley and other

English thinkers. His inability to establish a science laboratory dis-

appointed him deeply but he and his teacher, Ghawbe Parmanand, the

headmaster of Prince’s College, Bundelkhand, spent considerable time in

studying anatomy and the skeletons brought down by the river from

the crematorium. They made friends with the local surgeon in order to

observe human physiology during his post mortem examinations. Karamat

Husayn also delivered lectures on physiology and on the circulation of

the blood.

In 1878, at Karamat Husayn’s request, Stratton appointed him his

mir munshi (office superintendent). Karamat Husayn’s hard work and

analytical mind brought him success in an entirely new area. Never-

theless, he continued his studies of English philosophy. Stratton was

impressed but considered Karamat Husayn’s ambition to pursue further

studies in London only a vain dream. In March 1881, Stratton appointed

him the Superintendent of Bawni state in Bundelkhand. Soon he became

involved in organizing the tangled skeins of the administration in other

states. Subsequently he was appointed the diwan (finance minister) of

Narsingh Garh in Central India. Before long. Raja Pratap Singh, the

ruler of Narsingh Garh, became friendly with him. In 1886, the Raja

took him to England. The Raja returned to India in July the same year

but allowed Karamat Husayn to stay and join the law classes at the Middle

Temple. Karamat Husayn passed the tough qualifying admission’s

examination to join the Middle Temple. His remarkable retentive

134 Hamid ’All Khan, Hayat-i Mawlana Karamat Husayn, Lucknow, n.d., pp. 13-52.
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memory helped him to master Roman law and the other prescribed

examination subjects within a year. He took the final examination and

passed it but was not allowed to return to India before completing two

years. For about ten months he studied Latin, Hebrew and German, to

make his book on Arabic philology,, more authentic. In London he

developed a considerable interest in social service and in the establishment

of a Muslim girls
5
school.135

In July 1889 he left London for India. Before he arrived in Lucknow

he was shocked to learn that his elder brother, ’Inayat Husayn, had died.

Karamat Husayn assumed responsibility for his brother’s family and

cared for them most affectionately. His own wife had died earlier but

he had not remarried. From Lucknow he went to Narsingh Garh but

the Raja rightly believed that Karamat Husayn could make better use

of his talents elsewhere. Karamat Husayn served for some months as

the administrator of Orchha state but, in November 1 890, he became a

barrister at Allahabad. Justice Sayyid Mahmud, the son of Sir Sayyid

Ahmad Khan, was a judge of the Allahabad High Court. He usually

ignored Muslim barristers but, when he learnt that Karamat Husayn

was the nephew and pupil ofMawlana Sayyid Hamid Husayn, he became

friendly with him. Karamat Husayn used his knowledge of Shi’i and

Hanafi Jiqh and their sources in the complex legal disputes which were

decided on theMohammedan law written byJustice Amir ’Ali. Before long,

Karamat Husayn’s original arguments made him a successful barrister.

Justice Mahmud persuaded Karamat Husayn to become professor of Law
at M.A.O. College, Aligarh. Karamat Husayn was reluctant to accept

because of Sir Sayyid Ahmad’s known opposition to female education.

Justice Mahmud convinced Karamat Husayn that his views on the subject

would not interfere with his career at the college.

From 1891 to December 1896, Karamat Husayn acted as a professor of

Law at Aligarh. His class lectures on jurisprudence were published later

in a book entitled the Science of Law and Right and Duty . After 1897 he

resumed working as a barrister in Allahabad. In January 1908 he was

appointed a Judge of the Allahabad High Court. The press and other

judges congratulated him warmly on his appointment. A Lucknow

newspaper, however, maliciously commented that Karamat Husayn’s

appointment had been made on communal grounds. The Citizen Luck-

now, refuting the allegations, wrote that India had already seen talented

Muslim judges such as Justice Amir ’Ali, Justice Mahmud and Justice

Badru‘d-Din Tayybji but Karamat Husayn’s knowledge of Arabic and

Islamic fiqh would place him in the category of such Hindu judges as

Justice Dwarka Nath Mitter, Justice Omesh Chandra Mitter, Justice

135 Ibid., pp. 73-106.
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Tilang and Justice Ranade whose expertise in Sanskrit added a new

dimension to their profession and to Hindu law. Karamat Husayn would

certainly make improvements to Justice Amir ’All’s works on “Mohamme-

dan Law” for he was a remarkable scholar of Arabic and a mujtahid. The

Citizen’s predictions came true and, during his tenure as judge, Karamat

Husayn made original contributions to clarifying the most confusing

aspects of Muslim law. In recognition of his services, Allahabad Univer-

sity appointed him a fellow. In June 1912 Karamat Husayn retired,

moved to Lucknow and dedicated the rest of his life to the promotion of

female education. He died on 19 April 1917, just after the establishment

of a Muslim girls’ school in Lucknow.136

From a mujtahid and an administrator of petty states, Sayyid Karamat

Husayn rose to the position of a barrister and a judge but his success in

promoting female education in the midst of hysterical opposition, elevated

him to the rank of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan. Karamat Husayn’s interest

in this matter was aroused in London. He discussed his plans with his

Muslim contemporaries such as Sayyid ’All Imam, Mazharu‘l-Haqq, Dr.

Masha' Allah and Dr. ’Abdu'r-Rahim. Karamat Husayn drafted a resolu-

tion for an association to promote female education in India but ’AU

Imam’s opinion, that the establishment of an association concerning

India in London was premature, smashed his plans. Back in Allahabad,

Karamat Husayn published a tract on female education and canvassed

strenuously for support at the 1891 Muslim Educational Conference in

Allahabad but failed to convince the members. Next year the Conference

was held at Aligarh. Sayyid Karamat Husayn moved a resolution to pro-

mote female education. Khwaja Ghulamu's Saqlayn, supported it. Sir

Sayyid and Mawlawi Bashiru'd-Din, the editor of the influential Urdu

paper, al-Bashir, in Etawah, opposed it but the resolution was carried

through. The prominent Hindu social worker. Raja Jai Kishan Das, who

was Sir Sayyid’s guest, promised to use his influence with the government

to help Karamat Husayn. Jai Kishan Das aroused the interest of the

Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West Province and Awadh, Sir Charles

Hawkes Todd Crosthwaite (1895-1905), in educating Hindu and Muslim

girls of the ashraf class. A meeting attended by the leading ta’luqdars was

held at Government House, Lucknow. Raja Sayyid Amir Hasan Khan

of Mahmudabad refused to make any contributions because of the

opposition from the Lucknow mujtahids. Crosthwaite’s support silenced

them, however, and a girls’ school was started at Lucknow. Funds were

collected but the lack of response from the local shurafa families prompted

the organisers to shift the location to Allahabad. Karamat Husayn was

made secretary but only the Bengali girls, who had already made consi-

136 Ibid., pp. 111-150.
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derable headway in education,, took advantage of the school. In 191 1*

Karamat Husayn invited a Muslim English lady, Miss Amina Aythal

Pope, to work at the Grosthwaite Girls
9

School on a petty salary of Rs.

150 per mensem. When she arrived, however, the managing committee

refused to confirm her in her position. Karamat Husayn appointed Miss

Pope superintendent of the boarding house for Muslim girls and paid her

salary from his personal funds.

By 1911 Maharaja Muhammad 9

Ali Muhammad of Mahmudabad had
become convinced of the value of establishing a Muslim girls

9

school at

Lucknow and promised to contribute Rs. 600 per mensem from his

estate. In 1912, after his retirement from the Allahabad High Court,

Karamat Husayn moved to Lucknow. On 21 November 1912 he founded

the Muslim girls
9 school at Lucknow. Miss Pope was appointed principal.

The teachers were Muslim and Christian girls. In her inauguration

speech. Miss Pope assured the mothers of the school girls that she would

follow the rules for veiling carefully and would promote Muslim religious

worship and ethical and social ideals. On 28 March 1913, Lady Miston

performed the formal opening ceremony. Mawlana Karamat Husayn 9

s

friend, Hamid 9

Ali, published an article on the school in the Indian Daily

Telegraph . Karamat Husayn created a trust fund consisting of his life’s

savings of Rs. 200,000 for the school. The Muslim Girls’ School progressed

steadily. At Aligarh Shaykh ’Abdullah took the full advantage of the

spade-work done by Karamat Husayn.137

Sayyid Karamat Husayn wrote books and articles on Muslim law aud
Arabic philology. He played an active role in defending the cause of

Urdu. His name features as a signatory on the address that 35 eminent

Indian Muslims presented to the Viceroy at Simla in 1906. He was a
member of the provincial Committee of the All India Muslim League

elected at Dacca in 1906 and supported the agitation for separate Muslim
electorates.

In February 1910, Sayyid Karamat Husayn published “A scheme for

the progress of Mohammedans’ 9

in order to promote communal conscious-

ness. He suggested that it should be implemented through mosques, clubs,

associations, lectures and papers. He recommended that a body of the

Servants of Islam should be formed in order to promote Muslim economic,

social and educational interests. The scheme received considerable

Muslim support. At the request of an eminent political leader, Mirza

Samiu c

llah Beg, it was re-published in The Leader, Allahabad, on 18

October 19 13.138

Sayyid Karamat Husayn also wished to form an Association of ’ulama

137 Ibid,, pp. 154-94. Sh. M. ’Abdu'llah, Mushahadat, Aligarh 1969, pp. 198-266.

138 The Leader, Allahabad, 18 October 1913.
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to train other
3
ulama to defend Islam against the onslaught of modern

scientific thought. This was an important step in the fulfilment of his

father’s dream but the cold hands of death put an end to his plans.

Justice Amir ’All

Most of Sir Sayyid’s associates, in the North-Western Provinces, were

indebted to Hyderabad state for their rise, power and influence. A leader

in a different category was Sayyid Amir ’All whose thoughts and methods

differed radically from the Sunnis and Shl’is of Sir Sayyid’s Aligarh school.

Sayyid Amir ’All’s ancestors held high positions under the Safawid kings

of Iran. His great-great-grandfather, Ahmad Afzal, commanded the

Khurasan contingents under Nadir Shah and had marched into Delhi

with the army. When Nadir Shah left Delhi for Iran, Ahmad Afzal and

the Khurasan contingents, comprising some seven thousand horsemen,

were, at Emperor Muhammad Shah’s request, permitted to stay and serve

the Mughal Emperor. Subsequently, at ShujaVd-Dawla’s invitation,

Muhammad Tahir, son ofAhmad Afzal, entered his service and obtained

ajagir in Mohan, near Lucknow. He is known to have fought in ShujaVd-

Dawla’s army.

Muhammad Tahir’s son, Mansur ’All (Amir ’Ali’s grandfather), held

an important position in Asafifd-Dawla’s revenue department and,

according to Amir ’Ali, is mentioned by Sawda in his qasida, the Shahr

dshub. In 1820, Mansur ’Ali was killed fighting a Hindu raja. Hakim

Siraju
cd-Din ’Ali Khan, who had married Mansur’s sister, took charge

of his nephew, Sa’adat ’Ali, the father of Amir ’Ali. It would seem that

Siraju
£

d-Din ’Ali Khan’s knowledge ofphilosophy, literature and medicine

had a deep impact on Sa’adat ’Ali but he was not interested in medicine

as a career.

After his mother’s death, Sa’adat ’Ali sold his share of their joint

patrimony to his three brothers and left on his travels. His cousin, Ja’far

’Ali Khan, was a deputy collector and settlement officer with the East

India Company at Cuttack in Orissa and Sa’adat ’Ali visited him. He

settled down at Cuttack and married the daughter of Shamsu £

d-Din

Khan, a distinguished Sambalpore resident. At the suggestion of Malet,

the Judge of Orissa and Mowat, the Director of Public Instruction in

Bengal, Sa’adat ’Ali moved to Calcutta and admitted his three eldest sons

to the Calcutta Madrasa. On 6 April 1849, Amir ’All was born at Chin-

sura, a former Dutch settlement. Sa’adat ’Ali was soon tired of Calcutta

life, however, and moved to Hooghly at the invitation of his friend, Sayyid

Karamat ’All, the mutawalli (administrator) of the Muhsiniyya-Hooghly

Trust.139

139 K. K. ’Aziz (ed.), Ameer 9
Alt, Lahore, 1968; ‘Memoirs', pp. 528-32.
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Amir ’All was educated at the Hooghly College and a resident mawlawi
taught him Arabic and Persian. In 1856, Sa’adat ’All died of cholera,

leaving an unfinished history of the Prophet. In 1859, Amir ’All’s eldest

brother was appointed a deputy magistrate and deputy collector in

Bihar. He was posted to Shahabad district in order to restore British

control; Shahabad had achieved independence under the leadership of
Babu Kunwar Singh, the freedom fighter of Bihar. Before long Amir
’Ali’s two older brothers joined the eldest brother in Bihar and Amir ’Ali

was left at Hooghly to pursue his studies under the care of his mother.
Robert Thwaytes, the Principal of the Hooghly College, and Sayyid
Karamat ’Ali played important roles in the formative years of Amir ’Ali’s

life. Ronald Cockerell, the district collector and Prof. Henry Brailsford,

an English-teacher at the College, took a deep interest in his progress.

His reading list consisted of all the important works in English literature

and history, and the Arabic and Persian classical works. In 1867 he
graduated and, a year later, took a Master’s degree. He then obtained
the degree of Bachelor of Laws and was enrolled as a pleader in Calcutta.

There, the Sunday discussions with Mawlawi Karamat ’Ali widened his

perception of Islamic history and philosophy.

In 1868 he was awarded a state scholarship, instituted in the same year
by Lord Kimberley, to enable selected Indian students to obtain higher
education in England. Before he sailed for England in December 1868,
he had translated Mawlana Karamat ’All’s Matakhazvtl-ulum into English
in collaboration with Mawlawi Ubaydufilah Suhrawardi, the Persian
teacher. In England Amir ’Ali met eminent reformers, scholars, the

Secretary of State, the Marquess of Salisbury, and other distinguished

political leaders. At the end of January 1873 he was called to the Bar.
In 1872 he completed his first book The critical examination of the life and
teaching of Muhammad . The book was published in 1873 before he sailed

for India. On his return journey to India he met the famous French
orientalist, Garcin de Tassy, in Paris. In India Mawlana Karamat ’All

was extremely proud of his young friend’s first published work.140

Amir ’Ali was enrolled as an advocate of the Calcutta High Court. He
contributed articles to the Indianjournals on Indian and Muslim problems
and, before long, was recognized as an expert in Mohammedan Law,
as it was called. Calcutta University appointed him the lecturer in

Mohammedan Law. His career took off. He was appointed as the Chief
Presidency Magistrate and was nominated to the Bengal Legislative

Council. In 1883 the Viceroy, Lord Rippon, appointed him to the
Imperial Legislative Council to represent Indian Muslim interests. On

140 Ibid., pp. 532-44.
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the basis of his lectures, he published an exposition on Mohammedan Law

and a handbook of law for students. In 1884 he married the sister of the

famous actress, Gertrude Kingston, in London. Seven years later his

Short history of the Saracens was published. His objective was “to give an

entire survey of the rise and fall of the Saracenic power in the three conti-

nents, yet within a compass which would enable students to study this

absorbing subject”.

In 1890, Amir ’Ali was appointed a judge of the Bengal High Court,

the second Muslim to attain such a position, the first being Justice

Mahmud, son of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan. In 1891, Amir ’All’s famous

work. The Spirit of Islam, was published in London. The title of the work

was suggested by his wife and Amir ’Ali dedicated it to her as a token of

his love and gratitude.141 In 1904, he retired from the Calcutta Bench and

moved to London. From 1904 to his death on 3 August 1928 of a heart

attack, he remained actively involved in improving the condition of

Indian Muslims.

Amir ’Ali exerted a great influence on twentieth century Muslim

thought. Between 1889 and 1961, his Short History of the Saracens was

reprinted thirteen times while The Spirit of Islam, republished by Christo-

phers in 1922 after several reprints, was reprinted nine more times and

in 1965, was again printed by Metheun in London. It was translated

into Arabic, Persian, Urdu and Bahasa Indonesia and several reprints

were produced in each language. The Spirit of Islam examines Islam’s

contributions to civilization in the context of world history. Amir ’Ali

used both his Western legal training and expertise in techniques of

historiography in this synthesis of Western, Arabic and Persian studies

of history, literature and philosophy and presented Islam in a way that is

acceptable to both Sunnis and Shi’is.

The introduction to The Spirit ofIslam starts with a discussion of religious

developments in the pre-Muhammad ancient world in order to explain

the Prophet’s advent. He concludes:

“Before the Advent of Mohammed, all these traditions, based on fact

though tinged by the colourings of imagination, must have become

firmly imbedded in the convictions of the people, and formed essential

parts of the folklore of the country. Mohammed, when promulgating

his faith and his laws, found these traditions current among his people;

he took them up and adopted them as the lever for raising the Arabs

and the surrounding nations from the depths of social and moral

degradation into which they had fallen.

141 Ibid., p. 588.
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The light that shone on Sinai, the light that brightened the lives of

the peasants and fishermen of Galilee, is now aflame on the heights of

Faran!”142

Part II of The Spirit of Islam deals with the life and “ministry of the

Prophet”. His life and contributions take eight chapters and the ninth

chapter discusses the fulfilment of the Prophet’s works. He comments:

"The Mission ofMohammed wasnow accomplished. And in this fact

—

the fact of the whole work being achieved in his lifetime —lies his

distinctive superiority over the prophets, sages, and philosophers of

other times and other countries. Jesus, Moses, Zoroaster, Sakya-Muni,

Plato, all had their notions of realms of God, their republics, their

ideas, through which degraded humanity was to be elevated into a

new moral life; all had departed from this world with their aspirations

unfulfilled, their bright visions unrealised; or had bequeathed the task

of elevating their fellow-men to sanguinary disciples or monarch

pupils. It was reserved for Mohammed to fulfil his mission, and that of

his predecessors. It was reserved for him alone to see accomplished

the work of amelioration—no royal disciple came to his assistance with

edicts to enforce the new teachings. May not the Moslems justly say,

the entire work was the work of God?”143

The tenth chapter, dealing with the apostolic succession, is most impor-

tant and was extremely difficult to write for a Shi’l whose principal aim

was to offer the world an objective study of monolithic Islam. Both a

lawyer and a judge, Amir ’Ali coined the terms ‘apostolic imamate’ and

invented for the caliphate of the first three successors to the Prophet the

term ‘pontifical caliphate’. Looking back to the history after the first

three successors to the Prophet, he came to the conclusion that Imamate

and caliphate could satisfactorily co-exist. He gives the Shi’i viewpoint

as under:

"The adherents of the Apostolical Imams have a development and

philosophy of their own quite distinct from “the followers of the

traditions”. According to them the spiritual heritage bequeathed by

the Prophet devolved on Ali and his descendants by Fatima, the Pro-

phet’s daughter. They hold that the Imamate descends by Divine

appointment in the apostolic line. They do not regard the Pontificate

of Abu Bakr, Omar and Osman as rightful; they consider that Ali,

142 Syed Ameer ’All, The Spirit ofIslam, Methuen : London, 1965, p. LX1I.

143 Ibid., p. 111.
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who was indicated by the Prophet as his successor, was the first rightful
Caliph and Imam of the Faithful, and that after his assassination the
spiritual headship descended in succession to his and Fatima’s posterity
in “the direct male line” until it came to Imam Hasan al-

c

Askari,
eleventh in descent from Ali, who died in the year 874 A.C. or 260 of
the Hegira in the reign of the Abbaside Caliph Mu’tamid. Upon his
death the Imamate devolved upon his son Mohammed, surnamed aU
Mahdi (the “Guide”), the last Imam.”144

In his account of the first three caliphs, both in A Short history of the

Saracens and The Spirit of Islam, he presents the political conquests and
the administrative achievements of the first three Islamic caliphs from
the sunni point of view. He says that tribal custom was followed in the
choice of a successor to the Prophet, for the urgency of the times admitted
of no delay. In The Spirit of Islam, he writes:

“Most of the divisions in the Church of Mohammed owe their origin
primarily to political and dynastic causes,—to the old tribal quarrels,
and the strong feeling ofjealousy which animated the other Koreishites
against the family of Hashim. It is generally supposed that the Prophet
had not expressly designated any one as his successor in the spiritual
and temporal Government of Islam; but this notion is founded on a
mistaken apprehension of facts, for there is abundant evidence that
many a time the Prophet had indicated Ali for the vicegerency. Not-
ably on the occasion of the return journey from the performance of
“the Farewell pilgrimage,” during a halt at a place called Khumm,
he had convoked an assembly of the people accompanying him, and
used words which could leave little doubt as to his intention regarding
a successor. Ali,” said he, “is to me what Aaron was to Moses. Al-
mighty God ! be a friend to his friends and a foe to his foes; help those
who help him, and frustrate the hopes of those who betray him !”

On the other hand, the nomination of Abu Bakr to lead prayers during
the Prophet’s illness might point to a different choice. The question
came up for discussion and settlement on his decease, when it became
necessary to elect a leader for Islam. The Hashimites maintained that
the office had devolved by appointment as well as by succession upon
Ali. The other Koreishites insisted upon proceeding by election.

Whilst the kinsmen of Mohammed were engaged in his obsequies, Abu
Bakr was elected to the caliphate by the votes of the Koreish and some
of the Medinite Ansar. The urgency of an immediate selection for

the headship of the State might explain the haste. With his usual-

144 Ibid., pp. 122-23.
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magnanimity and devotion to the Faith, scrupulously anxious to avoid

the least discord among the disciples of the Master, Ali at once gave

in his adhesion to Abu Bakr. Three times was he set aside, and on

every occasion he accepted the choice of the electors without demur. 1,143

Amir ’Ali compared the atrocities of the Umayyad in Medina with

‘those committed by the soldiers of the constable of France and the

equally ferocious Lutherans of George Frundsberg at the sack of Rome’.

The only exception among the Umayyads, he says, was Umar bin

’Abdufl-’AzIz, the rest were ‘unabashed pagans and revelled in the

disregard of the rules and discipline of the religion they professed’. He

concludes

:

“But for the Ommeyyades, the difference between the followers of the

Ahl-ul-Bait, the upholders of Ali’s right to the apostolical succession,

and those who maintained the right of the people to elect their own

spiritual as well as temporal chiefs, would never have grown into a

schism; it would have ended in a compromise or coalition after the

accession of Ali to the caliphate. The violence and treachery of the

children of Ommeyya rendered this impossible. They had waded

to the throne through manifold crimes and oceans of blood; it was

necessary for them to impart a semblance of validity to their tenure of

the office of caliph. They claimed to have the title of Ameer-ul-Mominin

by right of election—election by their own mercenaries and pagan

partisans.”146

The second part of the work discusses the spirit of Islam in eleven

chapters. Amir ’Ali marshals evidence from contemporary Arabic sour-

ces both to meet the objections of Western critics of Islam and to present

the correct perspective of Islam. Introducing the grand and noble con-

ceptions expressed in the Koran of the power and love of the Deity , he

says that ‘Even modern idealistic Christianity has not been able yet to

shake itself free from the old legacy bequeathed by the anthropomor-

phism of bygone ages’. In his discussions on Islamic prayer, fasting, alms-

giving, pilgrimage and the conception of future life in Islam, he com-

pares them with the early Hindu worship in the Rig Veda and Bhagavad

Gita, the Mago-Zoroastrian and the Sabean rituals and belief and the

Mosaic law and Jesus’ teachings. He comments

:

“It is not ‘a mere creed; it is a life to be lived in the present’—a re-

ligion of right-doing, right-thinking, and right-speaking, founded on

145 Ibid., pp. 292-93.

146 Ibid., pp. 303-4.
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divine love., universal charity, and the equality of man in the sight of
the Lord. However much the modern professors of Islam may have
dimmed the glory of their Prophet (and a volume might also be writ-
ten on the defects of modern Mohammedanism), the religion which
enshrines righteousness and justification by work 9

deserves the recog-
nition of the lovers of humanity. 55147

He discusses the Islamic concept of war under the heading: 'The
church militant of Islam 5

. He says that, “Islam seized the sword in self-

defence, and held it in self-defence, as it will ever do. But Islam never
interfered with the dogmas of any moral faith, never persecuted, never
established an Inquisition.*

5 He reminds the Christians thus.

Whilst orthodox Christianity persecuted with equal ferocity the Jews
and Nestorians, the descendants of the men who were supposed to
have crucified its Incarnate God, and the men who refused to adore
his mother,—Islam afforded them both shelter and protection. Whilst
Christian Europe was burning witches and heretics, and massacring
Jews and 'infidels

5

, the Moslem sovereigns were treating their non-
Moslem subjects with consideration and tolerance. They were the
trusted subjects of the State, councillors of the empire. Every secular
office was open to them along with the Moslems. The Teacher him-
self had declared it lawful for a Mbslem to intermarry with a Chris-
tian, Hebrew, or Zoroastrian. 5 ’148

He deals with the Prophet Muhammad’s marriages at some length.
He compares the pre-Islamic condition of women among Arabs, Syrians.
Persians and Romans and takes issues with the church-fathers, who had
'written upon the enormities of women, their evil tendencies, their in-

conceivable malignity 5

. He goes on to say.

Until very recently, even in England, a married woman possessed
no rights independently of her husband. If the Moslem woman does
not attain in another hundred years, the social position of her Euro-
pean sister, there will be time enough to declaim against Islam as a
system and a dispensation. But the Teacher who in an age when no
country, no system, no community gave any right to woman, maiden
or married, mother or wife, who, in a country where the birth of a
daughter was considered a calamity, secured to the sex rights which
are only unwillingly and under pressure being conceded to them by

147 Ibid., p. 178.

148 Ibid., pp. 219-20.
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the civilised nations in the twentieth century, deserves the gratitude of

humanity.”149

The chapter on slavery in Islam opens with the saying of the Prophet,

‘And, as to your slaves, see that ye feed them as ye feed yourselves and

clothe them as ye clothe yourselves
5

. The persistence of slavery in Islam

is regarded by Amir 5

Ali as the ‘dark page from their history
5 and he

calls upon Muslims to efface that page for the honour of their great Pro-

phet. He reminds Muslims that ‘During the reigns of the early
5Abba-

sids. Imam Ja’far as-Sadiq preached against slavery. 5150

The chapter on the political spirit of Islam says, “If we separate the

political necessity which has often spoken and acted in the name of re-

ligion, no faith is more tolerant than Islam to the followers of other

creeds.
5 ’161 He mentions with pride the measures ’Umar took to promote

equality among Muslims, to secure the agricultural prosperity of the peo-

ple and the equable and moderate basis of taxation. He laments ’Usman’s

reversal of the policy and administration of his two predecessors. He
quotes Oelsner who says, 'Had ’All been allowed to reign in peace

his virtues, his firmness, and his ascendancy of character would have per-

petuated the old republic and its simple manners.’152

The chapter on the political divisions and schism in Islam starts with a

deep sense of anguish,

“To every philosophical student of the history of religion the heading

of this chapter must cause surprise, if not pain
; to'every Islamist devo-

ted to the Founder of his Faith it must cause sorrow and shame.

Alas ! that the religion of humanity and universal brotherhood should

not have escaped the curse of internecine strife and discord; that the

Faith which was to bring peace and rest to the distracted world should

itself be torn to pieces by angry passions and the lust of power. The

evils, which we deplored in Christianity arose from the incomplete-

ness of the system, and its incompatibility with human needs
;
in Islam,

the evils that we shall have to describe arose from the greed of earthly

advancement, and the revolutionary instincts of individuals and classes

impatient of moral law and order.163

The chapters on ‘The literary and scientific spirit of Islam’ and ‘The

rationalistic and philosophical spirit of Islam 5

give the author an oppor-

149 Ibid., p. 256.

150 Ibid., p. 267.

151 Ibid., p. 272.

152 Ibid., p. 283; Oelsner, Des Effets de la religion de Mohammad.

153 The Spirit of Islam, p. 290.
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tunity to compare the scientific and rationalistic achievements of the

’Abbasids with contemporary Christendom. He states:

44What was the condition of learning and science in Christendom at

this epoch ? Under Constantine and his orthodox successors the M-
clepions were closed for ever; the public libraries established by the

liberality of the pagan emperors were dispersed or destroyed; learn-

ing was 4branded as magic or punished as treason’; and philosophy

and science were exterminated. The ecclesiastical hatred against hu-

man learning had found expression in the patristic maxim,, 'Ignorance

is the mother of devotion’; and Pope Gregory the Great, the founder

of ecclesiastical supremacy, gave effect to this obscurantist dogma by
expelling from Rome all scientific studies, and burning the Palatine

Library founded by Augustus Caesar. He forbade the study of the

ancient writers of Greece and Rome. He introduced and sanctified

the mythologic Christianity which continued for centuries the predo-

minating creed of Europe, with its worship of relics and the remains

of saints. Science and literature were placed under the ban by ortho-

dox Christianity, and they succeeded in emancipating themselves only

when Free Thought had broken down the barriers raised by orthodoxy

against the progress of the human mind.”154

Amir ’Ali quotes the sayings of the Prophet Muhammad and ’Ali to

explain their teachings on free-will and predestination. Once Caliph

’All, when asked the meaning of qaza (predestination) and qadr (free-

will), he replied:

"The first means obedience to the commandments of God and avoi-

dance of sin
;
the latter, the ability to live a holy life, and to do that

which brings one nearer to God and to shun that which throws him
away from His perfection .... Say not that man is compelled, for that

is attribution of tyranny to God; nor say that man has absolute dis-

cretion,—rather that we are furthered by His help and grace in our

endeavours to act righteously, and we transgress because of our neg-

lect (of His commands). One of his interlocutors, ’Utba ibn Rabi'a

Asadi, asked him once as to the meaning of the words 'there is no
power nor help but from God’, La hawl wa la quwata ilia bi

c
llah. 'It

means,’ said the Caliph, 'that I am not afraid of God’s anger, but

I am afraid of his purity; nor have I the power to observe His com-
mandment, but my strength is in His assistance.’. . . .God has placed

us on earth to try each according to his endowments.”155

154 Ibid., pp. 372-73.

155 Ibid., pp. 409-10.
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Referring to the reinvigoration of rationalistic and philosophic discus-

sion by Imam Ja’far as-Sadiq, Amir ’All says

:

“The butchery of Kerbela and the sack of Medina had led to the

closing of the lecture-room of the Imams. With the appearance of

Jaafar as-Sadik as the head of Mohammed’s descendants, it acquired

a new life. Extremely liberal and rationalistic in his views,—a scholar,

a poet, and a philosopher, apparently well read in some of the foreign

languages,—in constant contact with cultured Christians, Jews, and

Zoroastrians, with whom metaphysical disputations were frequent,—he

impressed a distinct philosophical character on the Medinite school.

Some of his views respecting predestination deserve to be mentioned.

Speaking of the doctrine of Jabr (compulsion or predestinarianism),

which had about this period made its appearance in Damascus, he ex-

pressed the following opinion: ‘Those who uphold Jabr make out

God to be a participator in every sin they commit, and a tyrant for

punishing those sins which they are impelled to commit by the com-

pulsion of their being: this is infidelity.
5 Then (giving the analogy of

a servant sent by his master to the market to purchase something

which he, the master, knows well that he cannot bring, not possessing

the wherewithal to buy it, and, nevertheless, the master punishes him)

the Imam adds, ‘the doctrine of Jabr converts God into an unjust

Master 5

.

55156

Amir 5

Ali ascribes the Umayyad’s predestinarianism to their paganistic

legacy, which persisted even after Islamization. Like Imam Ja’far

as-Sadiq, he says. Imam 5

Ali ar-Riza
4

also strengthened the rationalistic

traditions of his ancestors. He accuses the advocates of jabr and tashbih

(anthropomorphism) of tailoring traditions to suit their order. He lays

down in broad terms

:

“God has pointed out to you the two paths, one of which leads you

to Him, the other takes you far away from His perfection; you are at

liberty to take the one or the other; pain or joy, reward or punish-

ment, depend upon your own conduct. But man has not the capacity

of turning evil into good, or sin into virtue. 55157

Amir ’All defends the efforts of the mu’tazila and hukama (scientists

or philosophers), whose method of reasoning was to him, analogous to

that of modern science and says that they did not ‘advance any theory

156 Ibid., p. 411.

157 Ibid., p.412.
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for which they were unable to find a warrant in the sayings of the Foun-
der of the Faith or his immediate descendants 5

.

Amir 5

Ali admires al-Ghazali’s Undoubted talents and purity of charac-

ter’, but regrets that from his time there started an ‘unceasing struggle

between rationalism and patristicism
5

. He says that it was under the

Safawis that rationalism and philosophy came to life once more. He says:

“Avicennism came to life again, and, in spite of the political vicissitu-

des of Iran, the destruction of lives during the Afghan domination,

and the establishment of the Kajars on the throne of Persia, has persis-

tently maintained its hold over many of the cultivated class. One of

the best epitomes of Avicennistic philosophy was published in the reign

of Shah Abbas II, by Abdur Razzak bin Ali bin al-Hassan al-Lahiji,

under the name of Gouhar-i-Murad, ‘The Pearl of Desire’. It contains

a summary of Ibn-Sina’s views, explained and illustrated by references

to the opinions of the Caliph Ali and his descendants, and philosophers

and physicists like Imam Fakhr ud-din Razi, Nasir ud-din Tusi, Imam
Taftazani, and others.”158

Muslim Political Awakening and the Slu’is

Muslim political awakening in India took different forms in the three

geographical regions. In Calcutta, Amir ’All pleaded with Muslims to

assert their separate political identity and needs. In Bombay, the Shi’i,

Sulaymani Bohra BadruM-Din Tyabji co-operated with the Indian Na-
tional Congress, believing that political rights and improvements for

Indians as a whole were not harmful to the Muslim cause. In Upper
India, Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan was convinced that safeguards for Mus-
lim rights depended upon their loyalty to the British and dissociation

from confrontational politics. He thought that the British were destined
to rule India permanently although the Bombay Parsees and Hindu
Bengalis were hostile to them.

Sayyid Ahmad Khan’s Causes of Indian revolt

,

written mainly for the
British public, gives evidence of his farsighted political acumen. In it

he stated that people’s misunderstanding of the views and intentions

of Government and their exclusion from the Legislative Council were
principal causes of the rebellion. He did not think it proper to discuss

“how the ignorant and uneducated natives of Hindustan could be allo-

wed a share in the deliberations of the Legislative Council, or as to how
they should be selected to form an Assembly like the English parlia-

ment.” 159 It seems he was clear in his mind that Indian aristocrats, and

158 Ibid., pp. 451-52.

159 Graham, Syed Ahmed Khant pp. 38-39.
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not the English educated elite, would be nominated members. He was

not an enemy of the masses, but, like all conservative English thinkers,

he believed that progress should first be made by the upper classes and

then diffused by them among the common people.

His membership of the Viceregal Council of Lord Lytton in 1878 and

of Ripon in 1880, and the political developments in the post-1857-58

India convinced him that representation by election was absolutely un-

suitable to the country.

As a member of the Viceroy’s Council, Sayyid Ahmad promoted the

interests of both Hindus and Muslims. The growth of English educa-

tion, and the press, railways and other means of communication in India,

however, stepped up interest in the formation of associations and socie-

ties to voice political demands. In Awadh a British India Association

was formed and Sayyid Ahmad established a similar Association in the

North-Western Provinces. The Associations presented petitions to the

government to demand reforms in Council and in public services but

did nothing to impair the landlords’ interests. By 1884 the Indian Asso-

ciation, under the leadership of Surendranath Banerjee (1848-1925), dis-

missed from the coveted position as an I.C.S. in 1874, had established

forty-four branches. It extended even to the North-Western Provinces

and the Panjab, which Banerjee had toured in 1876 and 1878. From

1881, the British India Association began to take up the cause of pea-

sants, and had some influence in drafting the Tenancy Act of 1885,

which gave concessions to cultivators. Associations were formed in

Bombay, Poona and Madras. In 1885, the impending election of the

British Parliament filled all the associations with increasing political acti-

vity and hope. The need for a national body became imperative. The

lead was given by a retired British civilian, Allan Octavian Hume (1829-

1912), who channelled the provincial Associations into the Indian Na-

tional Congress with the co-operation of the English educated elite, who

looked forward eagerly to forming an All India body. It was not inten-

ded to be disloyal to Britain and acknowledged the blessings of British

rule. Badru‘d-Din Tyabji, President of the third annual session of Con-

gress at Madras in December 1887, stated:

“I must honestly confess to you that one great motive which has in-

duced me in the present state of my health to undertake the grave

responsibilities of presiding over your deliberations has been an ear-

nest desire, on my part, to prove as far as in my power lies, that I

at least not merely in my individual capacity, but as representing the

Anjuman-i Islam, do not consider that there is anything whatever in

the position or the relations of the different communities of India be

they Hindus, Mussalmans, Parsees or Christians—which should induce
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the leaders of any one community to stand aloof from the others in

their efforts to obtain those great general reforms., those great general

rights which are for the common benefit of us all,, and which I feel

assured have only to be earnestly and unanimously pressed upon the

Government to be granted to us.” As to the slur upon its loyalty and
its narrow appeal to the 'educated natives

5

, he said: "Now if it is

intended to be conveyed that we are merely a crowd of people with

nothing but our education to commend us, if it is intended to be con-

veyed that the gentry, the nobility and the aristocracy of the land have

kept aloof from us, I can only meet that assertion by the most direct

and the most absolute denial. To any person who made that asser-

tion I should feel inclined to say, come with me into this hall and look

around you, and tell me where you could wish to see a better repre-

sentation of the aristocracy not only of birth and of wealth, but of

intellect, education and position, than you see gathered within the

walls of this Hall. But gentlemen, if no such insinuation is intended

to be made, I should only say, that I am happy to think that this

Congress does consist of the educated natives of India. 55160

Auckland Colvin, Lieutenant-Governor of N. W. P. and Awadh from

1887 to 1892, was upset by the growing popularity of Congress. Through
its vernacular tracts. Congress tried to reach the urban masses but it

remained a movement of the English educated elite. More than one-

third of its delegates used to be lawyers, the rest were doctors, journa-

lists and teachers. The native princes kept themselves aloof, as did the

Hindu and Muslim landlords and property owners. Sayyid Ahmad ap-

plied the analogy of the 1857 revolt to the aims and objectives of the

Congress. He thought that the political agitation was likely to take a

violent turn and to give rise to the second phase in the ruin of the Mus-
lims if they joined the Congress. For him the success of the Congress

amounted to the domination of the Bengalis throughout India. In his

speeches delivered at Lucknow on 28 December 1887, and at Meerut

on 14 March 1888, he intensely opposed the policies and programmes

of the Congress and advocated the need of strengthening the British

Government for the peace and prosperity of the country. As far as the

Muslims were concerned, their betterment, according to him, lay in the

acquisition of higher English education and dependance upon the good

sense of the Government for the safeguarding of their rights. He earnest-

ly desired that, 'The Crescent and the Cross being united should shed

their light over India.
5 He formed the Indian Patriotic Association and,

later on, the United Indian Patriotic Association to mobilise the opinion

160 Husain B, Tyabji, Badrued-Din Tyabji, Bombay, 1952.
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of the Hindu and Muslim landlords and the influential sections of Indian

society against the Congress. He issued circular letters to Muslim asso-

ciations all over the country which confined their activities merely to the

social uplift of Muslims. Before long he formed a separate Mohammedan
Anglo-Oriental Defence Association of Upper India to mobilise Muslim
public opinion there, to his point of view.

One of Sayyid Ahmad’s Shi’i supporters, Sayyid Husayn Bilgarami

congratulating his friend on founding the Indian Patriotic Association,

made some very helpful suggestions. He wrote:

“I hope you will pardon my saying that I do not think Mohammedans
have anything especial to dread from the so-called National Congress

Movement that is not shared by their Hindu fellow-subjects. The
danger, is a common danger, and if I am able to read it rightly, it

consists not so much in what the Congress might do, as in what it

tends to undo. We, orientals, are a restful people, our movements are

sluggish, our progress in civilisation has followed a slow process of deve-

lopment. This characteristic is an element of our nature, perhaps the

outcome of our climate and environment; it is at any rate a valuable

characteristic, seeing that it preserves us from the sudden and furious

social and political cyclones which have every now and again swept

over the more warmblooded nationalities. Now, the Congress move-
ment is an engine for turning rest into unrest, and inciting men to

seek change for the sake of change. It teaches people to be dissatisfied

with their present lot and hanker after something indefinite, the real

nature of which the Missionaries and Apostles of the new creed have

themselves hardly realised. Our self-constituted teachers are in this,

if they but knew it, merely paying a compliment to their English rulers,

namely, the compliment of imitation, and nothing more. Just as some
of us love to rig ourselves out in ill-fitting tailcoats and trousers of

doubtful tailoring, and go into sulks if we are not afterwards asked to

participate in the social amenities of our European neighbours, so we
pick up the cry of Irish Home rulers and English Radicals, and are

surprised that we are not invited over, there and then, to sit in the

House of Commons and help to convert the strong and beneficent"

Government of our country into a haphazard rule of platform and
party.”161

Voicing his objections to the Elective Councils, he wrote:

“Representation in the true sense of the word there will be none, for

our B.A.’s and M.A’s who will manage to get elected are not repre-

161 The Aligarh movement, III, p. 998.
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sentative men. They only represent a certain class (the English edu-

cated) who hold a very infinitesimal place in the census of the country.

They are, moreover, poor men ordinarily, though energetic and push-

ing—hardly the sort of men, for example, whom the Maharaja before-

mentioned would care to hobnob with (in the metaphorical. Heaven

fore-fend, not the literal sense of the word). It is also said of these

graduates (of whom I am proud to call myself one, these strictures

notwithstanding) that they begin to grind at the mill of competition

from so early a stage that they actually know less of their own country

than English officials who make a business and a study of it in the

course of their duty—that they are more at home in the geography,

folk-lore, and history of Great Britain or China than of their own

country. I am afraid the indictment is not without a certain amount

of truth. That English educated youths manage to alienate feeling

of their less exotically literate fellow-countrymen is to a certain

extent also true. I am afraid we have not yet solved that problem of

imparting English education to our youths without impairing their

usefulness. This will come with a national system of education, based

on religion and morality, but we have no time
,
for such trifles now

with our hands full of urgent political reforms.”162

Amir ’Ali had founded the National Mohammedan Association in

1877. Before long, thirty-four branches were formed extending from

Madras to the Panjab and from Chittagong to Karachi. The name of

the Association was changed to the ‘Central National Mohammedan As-

sociation’. According to Amir ’Ali, it became the de facto and de jure

representative organization. His objectives were “primarily to promote

good feeling and fellowship between the Indian races and creeds, at the

same time to protect and safeguard Mohammedan interests and help

their political training. He felt that great changes were impending in

the system of Government and that, unless the followers of Islam prepared

themselves, they would soon be outstripped in the political race by their

Hindu fellow-countrymen.” Nawwab Amir ’Ali, the vizier of Nawwab

Wajid ’All Shah was the president of the Association. Some eminent

Irani Shi’is in Calcutta also joined. Amir ’Ali made strenuous efforts to

persuade Sayyid Ahmad Khan to promote political consciousness among

the Muslims but Sayyid Ahmad refused. Amir ’All says:

“Both in England and in India I had frequent opportunities of discus-

sing with Sir Syed Ahmad the position of the Moslems in the political

economy of British India, and of their prospects in the future. Syed

Ahmad Khan pinned his faith on English education and academical

162 Ibid., p. 1000.
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training. I admitted their importance but urged that unless as a com-
munity, their political training ran on parallel lines with that of their

Hindu compatriots they were certain to be submerged in the rising

tide of the new nationalism. He would at first not admit the correct-

ness of my forecast, but I believe the birth of the National Congress

opened his eyes. In 1877 when I founded the Central National

Mohammedan Association we respectfully invited him to give us his

valuable support, but he declined. Twelve years later, however, he
established the ‘Muhammadan Defence Association

5

, which I looked

upon as rather an unfortunate move, and likely to be considered pro-

vocative. But I am anticipating. 55163

The Indian Congress successfully aroused interest among the English

educated Muslims, both Shi’is and Sunnis, in the upper provinces. The
Shi’i Hamid 5

Ali Khan was the most prominent of the Muslim educated

class. His father, Hakim Amjad 5

Ali Khan, had held position in various

government departments for more than thirty-five years and retired as

a deputy collector in 1887. Hamid 5

Ali was born in 1859 and received an
adequate education in Persian, Arabic and English. In 1880 he set off

for England and joined the Middle Temple. He was called to the bar

in 1886. In London he joined the National Indian Association, the East

Indian Association and the Reform Association. In 1883, he was elected

Vice-Chairman of the National Indian Representative Society which

(merged into) the British Committee of the Indian National Congress.

In 1885 he published a book in London called The Bulwark for India to

promote friendly relations between the British and Indians. His poems
‘Farewell to London 5 and ‘The Story of the slave and the nosering

5

were

favourably reviewed by the English press.

Until the end of the nineteenth century he was a prominent Congress-

man. At the seventh Indian National Congress, held at Nagpur in

December 1891, he stated (C
1 conclude, let me say, apart from the ques-

tion we are discussing, that my co-religionists must bear in mind that they

are Indian first and Mohammedans next. 55164 For the Legislative Council

elections of 1893 and 1895, the Congress nominated him as their candi-

date against the Hindu landlord Babu Sri Ram.
The political upheaval in the country, plague, famine, communal riots,

movement of cow-protection, the Arya Samaj movement, the Sarvajanik

Ganpati festival and the rising cult of Shivaji drove Muslims closer and

closer to the British Government. The language question, however,

shook the faith of a large section of the Aligarh youth on the advisability

163 Memoirs, pp. 556-57.
A

164 C. L. Parekh, Eminent Indians, Bombay, 1892, pp. 503-4, 510.
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of a blind reliance on British support. Hindi was already introduced as

the court language in Bihar. Its supporters in N. W. P. had been pres-

sing for its adoption there. Sir Sayyid strongly opposed Hindi at every

stage. After the appointment of Sir Antony MacDonnel, as Lieutenant-

Governor of N. W. P. in 1895, the supporters of Hindi again submitted

a memorial asking for its acceptance as a court language. Sir Sayyid

opposed it again and wrote a spirited defence of Urdu, nine days before

his death.

In 1898, an Urdu Defence Association was formed by English and

Muslim barristers under the leadership of Mawlana Karamat Husayn.

Following him, Hamid ’Ali established an association in Lucknow to

protect the prestige of Urdu. In 1900, MacDonnel passed the Nagri

resolution. It allowed the presentation of petitions to the government in

either script and ordered that government summonses and proclama-

tions should be issued in both.165 Hamid ’All Khan sent protest telegrams

to the Lieutenant-Governor N. W. P. and wrote a pamphlet. The Verna-

cular Controversy, dealing with the development of agitation from May to

August 1900; the appendix comprised newspaper reports of protest meet-

ings and protest committees. In the Panjab, the Shi’i Nawwab, Fath

’All Khan Qizilbash, mobilized even Hindu Kayastha and Kashmiri

Brahmin support for the agitation. In August 1900, 400 delegates from

the Panjab, Bombay, Central Province and North-West Provinces assem-

bled at Lucknow to protest against the government’s decision.166 Mac-

Donnel’s threat to Mohsinu £l-Mulk to choose between the secretaryship of

the College and the Urdu Defence Association, resulted in his resignation

from the Association, but other Shi’i and Sunni leaders remained firm.167

GhulamuVSaqlayn published an ‘Open Letter to Lord Curzon’ in the

Panjab Observer, Lahore, dated 16 May, 1900. Commenting upon Mac-

Donnel’s order, he wrote “It shows that even a small minority, if it be

aggressive and energetic enough, can by sheer persistence succeed in get-

ting such important, indeed revolutionary administrative mandates issued

by the Government .... This is a ready reward to political agitation, a

call upon the people to rise and do the same.”168

MacDonnel’s decision to fix the Muslim proportion in Government

service in the ratio of three to five169 was also a severe blow to Muslims

165 The Pioneer, 10 June 1900.

166 MacDonnel to Curzon, 31 August 1900, Curzon Papers (202), India Office Library,

London; Oudh Akhbdr, Lucknow 18 September 1900.

167 Al-Bashir, Etawah, 1 April 1901.

168 Hamid ’All Khan, The Vernacular controversy, Lucknow, 1900, p. 45.

169 Selections from the speeches of Sir A. P. MacDonnel, G. C. S. I., Lieutenant-

Governor, N.W.P. and Chief Commissioner of Oudh from 1895 to 1901,Naini Tal,

1901, p. 64.
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and disillusioned Sir Sayyid’s supporters who had depended upon the

British for the protection of their rights. MacDonnel wrote to the Viceroy

complaining that the Muslims were corrupt, disloyal and fanatical.170 The
MacDonnePs policies convinced younger generation of English educated

Muslims of the need to form a political association of their own.

In September 1901, Muslim leaders assembled at the house of Hamid
’Ali in Lucknow to form a Muslim organization. Wiqarud-Mulk,
Munshi Ehtisham ’Ali and Hamid ’Ali signed a letter to Raja Amir
Hasan Khan of Mahmudabad inviting him to join the movement but

he did not attend. In 1903, Wiqaru‘l-Mulk toured the important dis-

tricts of U. P., which were dominated by the Muslim aristocracy, in or-

der to prepare the ground for the formation of a political association.

Khwaja Ghulamu c

s-Saqlayn founded a newspaper, the
3

Asr-i Jadid at

Meerut to help mobilize Muslim opinion for the setting up of a Muslim
Political Association. He gave the following reasons

:

“Intelligent Musalmans will readily admit the necessity for the estab-

lishment of a Mohammedan political association. Owing to the want
of such an association the interests of the Mohammedan community
have already suffered in a variety of ways and are still being trampled

Under foot; some of the instances being the Hindu-Urdu controversy,

the exclusion of Persian from the Allahabad University and the paucity

of Musalman members in the Municipal and Local Boards.”171

The 3
Asr-i Jadid pleaded with the Muslims ‘to give up the policy of

hostility against the Hindus and to support the Congress on demand
like a reduction in salt duty, raising the minimum limit of taxable in-

come from Rs. 500 to Rs. 1000 and increased employment of educated

Indians in the commissioned ranks of the army, which were as beneficial

to the Muslims as they were to the Hindus’.

In August 1906, the Secretary of State, Morley, made a budget speech

in the British Parliament embodying broad indications of the introdu-

ction of reforms, which evoked considerable interest on the part of

MohsinuTMulk, who was finding it extremely difficult to follow Sir

Sayyid’s policies. The factors leading to the presentation of the famous

Muslim address to the Viceroy, drafted by Sayyid Husayn Bilgarami,

the formation of the Muslim League and the acceptance of the principle

of a separate Muslim electorate have been examined on the basis of the

Minto and Morley papers by Wasti and Das. An evaluation of the

entire correspondence and the contemporary literature shows that the

170 MacDonnel to Gurzon, 18 May 1900, Gurzon Papers (201), India Office Library,

London.

171 ’Asr-i Jadid (Meerut) May 1903, Native Newspaper Report of the North-West Provinces

1903.
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importance given to Mohsinu‘l-Mulk’s letter by the Viceroy and the

manner in which the suggestions for the Muslim deputation were wor-

ked out demonstrate that such an opportunity had been eagerly awai-

ted. No time was lost in exploiting the situation to the fullest advantage.

Among the signatories. Khalifa Sayyid Muhammad Husayn and Sayyid

Karamat Husayn were Shi’is. All the rest were Sunnis. In December

1906 the Muslim League was established at Dacca. Hamid ’Ali Khan,

Sayyid Husayn Bilgarami, Sayyid Karamat Husayn and Ghulamu‘s-

Saqlayn were among the Shi’is who played a leading role. The battle

for reform was fought mainly in London, however, by Amir ’Ali who

founded the London branch of the All-India Muslim League. The Aga

Khan, the imam, of the Isma’ilis, who was born in 1877 and had come in

contact with Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan and Mohsimrl-Mulk as only in

1896, was appointed its Permanent President. The Aga Khan’s appoint-

ment to the Legislative Council by Lord Curzon at the end of 1902

immensely enhanced his prestige among the Muslims. Among the youn-

ger generation Mawlana Muhammad ’Ali and Khwaja Ghulamu‘s-

Saqlayn were in close touch with the youth in Aligarh.

In 1907 the younger educated Shi’is formed an All India Shi’a Con-

ference. Its objectives were social and economic. The Nawwab of Ram-

pur, the Raja of Mahmudabad, Wazir Hasan, ’Ali Riza, Al-i Nabi,

Khwaja Ghulamu s-Saqlayn, Hamid ’Ali and Karamat Husayn spear-

headed the movement. In its 1908 session, the All-India Shi’a Con-

ference passed a resolution calling for Muslim interest in ‘the pursuits of

arts, industries, agriculture and commerce’. By 1910, the Shi’i
’

ulama ,

who now dominated the organization, were stressing the, need to incor-

porate Shi’i theology into English education in India. In 1914, Sayyid

’Ali Hayiri, the Lahore mujtahid, in his presidential address called for

special efforts to teach Shi’i ideas to their English-educated youth. A
movement to start a separate Shi’a College began. Nawwab Fath ’Ali

Khan Qizilbash, Hamid ’Ali and Nawwab Rampur played important

roles. The orthodox Sunni group in Aligarh had stifled Shi’ism on the

College premises. Nawwab Fath ’Ali Khan Qizilbash toured the Uni-

ted Provinces of Agra and Awadh during March and April 1914. In his

journal he wrote that a new moderate Muslim political association should

be formed to support the Shi’is ‘to secure their rights in the M.A.O.

College Aligarh’ and suggested that the Governor, Sir James S. Meston,

should preside over the inauguration of a Shi’a College and grant liberal

funds for its maintenance.172 Mawlana Nasir Husayn, the leading

172 Resolutions of the All India Shia Conference, Lucknow, 1908, 1909; Nawwab Fath

’Ali Khan Qizilbash,,Journal of a tour in the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, March

and April 1914, Meston Papers (6), India Office Library, London.
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Lucknow mujtahid,
and the Shi’i orator, Sayyid Sibt-i Hasan, supported

him.

The influence of Nawwab Hamid ’Ali Khan of Rampur, Fath ’Ali

Khan Qizilbash, the Raja of Mahmudabad and the Raja of Pirpur

brought the scheme to success and, in 1918, the Shi’a College was estab-

lished.

The Aga Khan and his associates had planned that ‘the League should

be a conservative institution designed to further the Mohammedan cause

and also to strengthen the hands of Government, but with no animosity

towards the Hindus 5

. At the suggestion of the Lieutenant-Governor of

U. P., he transferred its headquarters from Aligarh to Lucknow. Indeed,

the Lieutenant-Governor feared that 'the lawyer party, consisting of

young and irresponsible persons, would attain a predominant position in

the League, and that they might at some time coalesce with the advan-

ced Hindu politicians against the Government on one or more questions,

and later on rue the fact that they have done so.’173

The Muslim League’s achievements did not satisfy the educated Mus-

lim youth. The League invited Amir ’Ali to preside over the third an-

nual session at Delhi in January 1910. As he had been appointed to the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in London he could not attend

personally but his written address was read by Mian Muhammad Shafi,

a prominent member of the League from Lahore. Amir ’Ali reminded

delegates that
ea steady process of disintegration and demoralization,

partly induced by circumstances and forces beyond our control, has been

going on in our midst’. Muslims were urged to make plans ‘to prevent

the impoverishment of Musalmans and the passing of Musalman estates

into other hands’ and ‘to foster industries among them to encourage

trade and commerce and a better and more practical use of academic

learning.’174

The Aga Khan and his associates, hurriedly launched the scheme to

raise the M.A.O. College to university status with a view to diverting

Muslim attention from politics to education. The funds exceeded two

million rupees. Credit for this was generally taken by the Aga Khan

but Muhammad ’Ali considered it was due to his brother’s (Shawkat

’Ali’s) personal tours.175 Muhammad ’Ali Muhammad Khan, the Raja

of Mahmudabad, the Nawwab of Dacca and Dr. Sayyid ’Ali Bilgarami

tried to work in close co-operation with Sir Harcourt Butler, a member

of the Governor-General’s Council, but the younger generation did not

173 Letter of Hewett to Minto, 3 February 1910, Minto Papers, National Library,

Edinburgh.

174 Pirzada SharIfu‘d-DIn, Syed, Foundations of Pakistan ,
Karachi, 1969, I, p. 112.

175 Letter of Harcourt Butler to Hardinge, 4 April 1911, Hardinge Papers, Cambridge

University, Mawlana Muhammad ’Ali, My life, a fragment, p. 53.
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favour Government control of the proposed University. They also wan-

ted to make it a central institution for Indian Muslims with the power

to affiliate Muslim institutions all over India.176

The Secretary of State refused to grant the power of affiliation, how-

ever, and the scheme petered out. Butler wrote to Hardinge, cThe young

Mohommedans all over India are talking big and bitterly. I don’t think

that many of them know what affiliation means. There was a pan-

Islamic flavour about the idea of a Central University with branches

over India.’177 Mawlana Shibli complained bitterly about the attitude

of the Government in his poems. The reversal of the partition of Bengal

at the end of 1911 shocked a section of the Bengala Muslims who had

benefited from Lord Gurzon’s Muslim eastern Bengal Province. These

events would not have proved more than short-lived ripples on the wa-

ters of Muslim politics., if the situation had not been aggravated by the

successive Muslim misfortunes in Turkey, Iran and Morocco.

The Balkan War of 1912 inflamed Muslim feelings against the Wes-

tern powers to its highest intensity. Funds were raised and a medical

team was dispatched to Turkey under the leadership of Dr. M. A. Ansari.

After the bombardment of Mashhad and the threatened air attack on the

Ka’ba by Italy, all the holy places were believed to be in danger. Their

protection aroused more concern in the Indian Muslims than the ques-

tion of Turkey or Iran. Fath ’Ali Khan Qizilbash’s attempts to form

a moderate Muslim senate in order to fight the growing radicalism

among youthful Muslim League members were, therefore, initially un-

successful. The assurances by British statesmen that the holy cities in

Arabia and the sacred shrines in Iraq would not be attacked by Britain

and her allies, however, pacified Muslim passions. The Aga Khan, who
could not adjust himself to the policies and programmes of the pan-

Islamists, resigned from his presidentship. A Congress-League rapproache-

ment was extremely helpful for satisfactory recruitment and the prosecu-

tion of war. No one else was better suited for this purpose than the Raja

of Mahmudabad and Sayyid Wazir Hasan (later on Sir), the Secretary of

the All India Muslim League from 1912 to 1919, who sincerely treasu-

red the traditional Hindu-Muslim amity fostered by the court of the

Nawwabs of Awadh. Fath ’Ali Khan Qjzilbash attempted to replace

Wazir Hasan with Karamat Husayn but was unsuccessful.178 Muhammad
’Ali Jinnah (1876-1948, who founded Pakistan) was invited to join the

Muslim League by Mawlana Muhammad ’Ali and Wazir Hasan in

176 Letter of Harcourt Butler to Hardinge, 9 April 1911, Hardinge Papers, Cambridge.

177 Letter of Harcourt Butler to Hardinge, 12 November 1912, Hardinge Papers.

178 Enclosures to Nawwab Fath ’Ali Khan Qizilbash’s letters to Meston, 3 January

1914, Meston Papers (6), India Office Library, London.
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London in 1913, where they hadgonefor discussions in connection with the

Kanpur mosque agitation. Jinnah became a trusted leader of the Congress

and League. The Shi’i Wazir Hasan came to considerable prominence.

The declaration of the armistice posed a major crisis for the suppor-

ters of the Turkish khilafat. Lloyd George had declared on January 5

1918, ‘Nor are we fighting to deprive Turkey of its capital, or of the rich

and renowned lands of Asia Minor and Thrace, which are predominan-

tly Turkish in race’.179 The proposed peace suggesting the dismember-

ment of the Turkish empire upset the Muslims.

Pan-Islamism
Pan-Islamic sentiments developed in India mainly because of the

Imperialistic European threat to the independence of the Muslim king-

doms in West Asia, Africa and South East Asia. Sir Sayyid Ahmad was

impressed by the reform of Sultan Mahmud II of Turkey (1808-39)

and his statesmen. He had adopted modern Turkish dress and sneer-

ingly reminded the Aluslims that both Sultan ’Abdu 1 Hamid II (1876-

1909) and the Shaykhufi-Islam of Turkey lived according to European

style. The Sultan’s dismissal of the Shaykhu'l-Islam in August 1877,

gave Sayyid Ahmad an opportunity to claim that the Shaykhu‘1-Islam

was only a state servant whosefatwas had no effect on Indian Muslims.180

According to him, Indian Muslim’s sympathy for the Turks was natural

but it could not undermine the Muslim loyalty due to their British rulers,

who had guaranteed them peace and prosperity. He assured his Euro-

pean friends that it was incorrect to believe that Muslims considered the

Sultan of Turkey their religious head and were sympathetic to him.

They felt akin to their co-religionist Turks because of the improvements

in communication and the growing contacts between Indian Muslims

and Turks.181

In Algeria, Egypt, India and South-East Asia, Sultan ’Abdu‘l-Hamid’s

emissaries, however, inspired Muslim youth with pan-Islamic ideals.

Muslims enthusiastically welcomed the events that shaped modern Tur-

key without having any first-hand knowledge of the situation. During

the Russio-Turkish wars of 1877-78, the British government encouraged

pan-Islamic movements in order to strengthen the Anglo-Islamic front

against Russia. Sayyid Ahmad, however, repeatedly wrote that Indian

Muslims were neither Sultan ’Abdul Hamid’s subjects nor was he an

Indian ruler. He exercised no control over Indians. He was a Muslim

1 79 The Times, 7 January 1918.

180 ‘Turkey ka Sh.aykhu‘l-Islam’, Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, XIII, pp. 436-41.

181 ‘Sultan Rum awr Hindustan ke Musalman’ and ‘Turkon ke sath Musalmanon ki

hamdardi’, Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, XIII, pp. 425-29, 430-32.
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ruler and, as a co-religionist, the Indian Muslims wished him well. His
rights as caliph were confined to his own territory and neither from the
shari’a, nor from a general religious point of view, was he the khalifa of
Indian Muslims.182

In 1879, Jamalu d-Din Afghani183 (1839-97), the famous pan-Islamist
and a redoubtable enemy of European colonialism, arrived at Hydera-
bad. Many followers of Sayyid Ahmad’s school of thought in Hydera-
bad were deeply impressed by him. Sayyid Husayn Bilgarami, who also
met him, wrote in a letter dated 20 June 1883

:

“About three years ago a man came here from Egypt who alleged that
he had been turned out of the country by the orders of H. H. the new
Khedive Towfik Pasha for preaching doctrines distasteful to the au-
thorities. I gathered from his conversations that he was a free-thinker
of the French type, and a socialist, and that he had been got rid of
by the authorities in Egypt for preaching the doctrine of ‘liberte,

fraternite, oqa I ite to the students, and the masses in that country. I
' found him to be a well informed man for a Herati (he is a Herati by

birth) though rather shallow in his acquirements. He c[oul]d ‘hold
forth’ in Persian and Arabic with great easiness and purity of idiom.
He talked a little French and used to say that it was his purpose to go
and make Paris his headquarters for some time in order to get justice
out of Towfik through the French.

“ [In Hyderabad Afghani spent] his time in teaching and in philo-
sophical discussions. When, however, the imbroglio in Egypt made a
stir in the papers, the Sheikh, Jamal-ud-din (for such was his name)
suddently disappeared from Hyderabad, I felt quite sure that
either Cairo or Paris was his destination.

“Some months ago I was startled by having an Arabic periodical sent
to me from Paris, and on opening it I found that it was conducted
by no other than the quondam philosopher of Hyderabad ”18*

Jamalu‘d-Dln does not seem to have come into direct contact with
Sayyid Ahmad but he was informed of his naturalistic philosophy and

182 “ ‘Rus awr Turk’, Inglishtan, Rus awr Turkey ka mu’amila”,Turkon ke yatimon awr
zakhmiyon ke liye chanda, Maqalat-i Sir Sayyid, XVII, pp. 450-463.

183 Jamalu'd-DIn Afghan! was a Husayn! Sayyid. The Persian documents published
by Iranians suggest that he belonged to Asadabad near Hamadan in Iran and
had obtained higher education at Shi’! seminaries in Iraq but for political reasons
he called himselfan Afghani. S. A. A. Rizvi, Iran: royalty, religion and revolution, Can-
berra, 1980, Appendix.

184 F.O. 60/594, Syed Husein (Bilgarami) to Cordery, June 20, 1883, enclosed in Cordery
to Grant, June 25 1883, Quoted in N.R. Keddie, An Islamic response to imperialism,
Berkley, 1968, p. 23, f.n. 34.
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1

efforts to promote British-Muslim friendship. In December 1880., a

Muslim teacher in Hyderabad asked him to write a note on the naturiyya

sect. Jamalu^-Din enclosed a tract that he had written with his let-

ter. In it he observed., that the naturiyya school had first emerged in

Greece in the fourth and third centuries B.G. Their basic objective was

to abolish religion and lay the foundations of licence and communism
among all peoples. Its modern form was introduced by Darwin. He
concludes

:

“The Islamic religion is the only religion that censures belief without

proof and the following of conjectures; reproves blind submission;

seeks to show proof of things to its followers; everywhere addresses it-

self to reason; considers all happiness the result of wisdom and clear-

sightedness; attributes perdition to stupidity and lack of insight; and

sets up proofs for each fundamental belief in such a way that it will

be useful to all people. It even, when it mentions most of its rules.,

states their purposes and benefits. (Refer to the Holy Koran.)”185

In 1885 Afghani was forced to leave Hyderabad and was kept under

government surveillance in Calcutta. He left India for Europe in late

1892. The English-educated Muslims^ including Amir ’Air, were deeply

impressed by him.

In November 1882., Jamalu
cd-Din delivered a lecture in the Albert

Hall, Calcutta on education. In it he observed,

“The Greeks were the pupils of the Indians in literary ideas, limpid

poetry, and lofty thoughts. One of these pupils, Pythagoras, spread

sciences and wisdom in Greece and reached such a height that his

word was accepted without proof as an inspiration from heaven.

[The Indians] reached the highest level in philosophic thought. The
soil of India is the same soil; the air of India is the same air; and these

youths who are present here are fruits of the same earth and climate.

So I am very happy that they, having awakened after a long sleep,

are reclaiming their inheritance and gathering the fruits of their own
tree.”186

Referring to the prejudices of a section of the ’ulama to modern scien-

ces, Jamalu 4d-Din affirmed,

185 Jamalu‘d-D!n al-Husaynl, ‘The truth about the Naturi (Neichera) sect and an
explanation of the Naturis 5

,
in An Islamic response to imperialism3 p. 172.

186 Jamah^d-Dln al-Husayn!, ‘Lecture on teaching and learning* delivered at the

Albert Hall, Calcutta on 8 November 1882 in Islamic response to imperialism,

pp. 101-2.
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“The strangest thing of all is that our ulama these days have divided

science into two parts. One they call Muslim science., and one Euro-

pean science. Because of this they forbid others to teach some of the

useful sciences. They have not understood that science is that noble

thing that has no connection with any nation, and is not distinguished

by anything but itself. Rather, everything that is known is known by

science, and every nation that becomes renowned becomes renowned

through science. Men must be related to science, not science to men.

“How very strange it is that the Muslims study those sciences that are

ascribed to Aristotle with the greatest delight, as if Aristotle were one

of the pillars of the Muslims. However, if the discussion relates to

Galileo, Newton, and Kepler, they consider them infidels. The father

and mother of science is proof, and proof is neither Aristotle nor Gali-

leo. The truth is where there is proof, and those who forbid science

and knowledge in the belief that they are safeguarding the Islamic

religion are really the enemies of that religion. The Islamic religion is

the closest of religions to science and knowledge, and there is no in-

compatibility between science and knowledge and the foundation of

the Islamic faith.”187

A journal entitled the Mu3
allim-i Shafiq published in Hyderabad, which

seems to have been inspired by Afghani, printed six articles written by

him in India. In 1884 they were re-printed in a book called the

Maqalat-i Jamaliyya . They emphasized that Hindu-Muslim unity was

essential for a successful war against the British. The promotion of ra-

tional and scientific thought was imperative for Muslim interests. He
pleaded for unity at the linguistic level. Afghani saw Sayyid Ahmad as

a potent threat to Indian freedom. In his journal aWUrwa al-Wusqa in

Paris, on 28 August 1884, reiterating the main themes of Sayyid Ahmad’s

works, he concluded:

“Those materialists are not like the materialists of Europe; for who-

ever abandons religion in Western countries retains love for his coun-

try, and his zeal to guard his country from the attacks of foreigners is

not diminished. He gives freely of his most precious possessions for

its advancement, and will sacrifice his life for its sake. But Ahmad
Khan and his companions, just as they invited people to reject reli-

gion, [also] disparaged to them the interests of their fatherland, and

made people consider foreign domination over them a slight thing,

and strove to erase the traces of religious and patriotic zeal. They
breach those national resources that perhaps the English have neg-

187 Ibid., p. 107 .
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lected to plunder, in order to call the government’s attention to them,

so that they should not neglect them. They do this not for a consider-

able reward or an exalted honor, but for a vile piece of bread, a paltry

gain. Oriental materialist is distinguished from the Western materi-

list by baseness and vileness in addition to unbelief and impiety.”188

Sayyid Ahmad, however, ignored Afghani. Meanwhile, the Greco-

Turkish war of 1897 disturbed Indian Muslims. The subsequent Turkish

victory sent them into transports of joy. They believed that Islam was

victorious. Sayyid Ahmad was alarmed. He wrote that Muslim celebra-

tions of the Turkish victory had overstepped the bounds of moderation.

It was wrong to identify it with an Islamic victory. Worldly victories and

defeats should not be given any religious colour.

Mohsinu'l-Mulk also pursued Sayyid Ahmad’s policies on pan-Islamic

questions but the younger groups of Muslim League leaders had diffe-

rent views. Sayyid Amir ’Ali was a pan-Islamist of Afghani’s school.

While Sir Sayyid condemned pan-Islamism for political reasons, the

Shi’i, Amir ’All, glorified the pan-Islamism and caliphate. To him they

were symbols of Islamic unity throughout the world. He wrote articles

to clarify the Muslim position in the Turco-Italian war of 1911-12, and

founded the British Red Crescent Society to collect funds and send me-

dical aid to the Turkish sector and wounded in the Balkan Wars. In an

article entitled ‘The Caliphate: An Historical and Juridical Sketch’ in

The Contemporary Review, June 1915, he outlined the Shi’i and Sunni

theory of caliphate and concluded with the remark:

“Speaking as one outside the Sunni sect, but to some extent cognizant

of its recognized doctrihes and living sentiments, I believe it would be

far more conducive to the well-being of the great communities in whose

pacific development England, France, and Russia are interested, to

preserve intact the prestige and influence of this sacred institution than

to allow it to be thrown into the melting-pot of intestinal discord

and schismatic strife.”189

Amir ’Ali fought indefatigably for the preservation of the caliphate

and wrote several articles both during, and after the first world-war,

urging the British government to refrain from destroying it. He persua-

ded even the Aga Khan to join the cause of maintaining the caliphate.

On 24 November 1923, three of the major Istanbul daily papers pub-

188 Jamalu'd-DIn al-Husaynf, ‘The materialists in India’, in Islamic response to imperi-

alism, p. 178.

189 Ameer Ali

,

p. 403.
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lished the text of a letter signed by the Aga Khan and Amir 9

All. It as-

ked the Turkish government to place the caliphate
con a basis which

would command the confidence and esteem of the Muslim nations, and

thus import to the Turkish state unique strength and dignity
5

. In March
1924, Mustafa Kemal stabilized the Republic to ‘cleanse and elevate the

Islamic faith, by rescuing it from the position of a political instrument,

to which it has been accustomed for centuries.’190

In India, the Muslims (both Sunnis and Shi’is) and the Hindus fought

for the khilafat (caliphate) under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi.

The twentieth century is, however, beyond the scope of the present book.

We have summed up some important facts for the sake of the continua-

tion of the story and to demonstrate the Shi’i concern for the Muslim
community and the motherland.

Until the end of the nineteenth century, the Shi’is took advantage of

the opportunities which British rule made available to Indians but, to

them, modernism neither amounted to violating the shari*

a

nor depart-

ing from Islamic and Indian social and ethical traditions. Like other

Indians, they made changes to their dwellings and furniture in order to

enjoy a more comfortable life and for hygienic reasons. They were not

merely imitating the West.

190 Bernard Lews, The emergence of modern Turkey, Oxford, 1968, p. 264.
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The history of ’Ali and his successors is full of tragic events,, martyrdom

and sufferings for the cause of Islam. For centuries their followers were

hunted out and persecuted. Even their, libraries and books were not

spared. The survival of the existing corpus of Shi’i literature is nothing

short of a miracle. In India,, Shi’i survival was an uphill task. Even

’Ala‘u
cd-Din Khalji whose knowledge of Islam was confined to memo-

rising a couple of short chapters of the Qur‘an for prayers,, ‘sawed the

Shi’is up like logs .
1 Only taqiyya (prudent concealment or dispensation

from religious duties under compulsion of threat or injury) saved them

from annihilation. During Akbar’s reign, Qazi Nuru‘llah Shustari, who
lived in an era of respite from earlier slaughter and persecution, did not

hesitate to urge Shi’is to give up taqiyya for it converted their, children and

grandchildren permanently to Sunni-ism. At the end of Akbar’s reign,

Mulla ’Abdu‘l-Qadir Bada‘uni observed that unless Shi’is whose number

was not large were annihilated immediately, the future of the Mughal

empire was bleak .
2 Early in Jahangir’s reign, Qazi Nuru‘llah Shustari

was martyred because of Sunni hostility.

Mujaddid Alf-i Sani urged the Sunni dignitaries at Jahangir’s court

to completely dissociate themselves from the Shi’is. In a letter to

an eminent nobleman, Shaykh Farid Bukhari, who played a leading

role in stabilizing the Naqshbandiyya order of his pir, Khwaja Baqi

Bi‘llah, wrote the following, “Although he [the Mujaddid] was sepa-

rated by a long distance from him [Shaykh Farid] and did not know
who his companions were, he should warn him that the injuries caused

by the company of bid’atis (innovators) were far more harmful who
than those caused by infidels. The worst group of innovators were those

hated the Prophet Muhammad’s companions and whom the Qur‘an

referred to as kuffar (infidels). The verse reads ‘He may enrage the dis-

believers with (the sight of) them ’. 3 The Qur‘an and the sharia were

preached by the Prophet’s companions. Were they libelled, the Qur‘an

1 Istia
3
Ashari Shi

3
is in India I, p. 132.

2 Ibid., p. 235.

3 Qur‘an, XLVIII, 29.
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and sharia were libelled. The Qur'an was compiled by ’Usman. If he

were libelled, the Qur‘an was libelled. The Mujaddid asked God to

protect Sunnis from the evil beliefs of those zindiqs (heretics). The con-

flicts and disputes between the Prophet’s companions did not emanate

from selfish motives for they had been purified by the Prophet’s company.

There was no doubt that ’Ali was right and his opponents were wrong

but their errors were based on mistakes in ijtihad (individual judgement)

and did not make them sinners. Those who acted mistakenly could not

be condemned for they were awarded one degree of reward
(
sawab),

according to fiqh. The accursed Yazld was not one of the Prophet s

companions. His wickedness could not be doubted. The atrocities he

perpetrated were inconceivable—even to a Frankish infidel. The Sunni

’ulama who hesitated to curse Yazid, did not approve of his atrocities but

thought that his repentance might have been accepted by God. It was

essential that atShaykh [Farid’s] assemblies some extracts from Makhdum

Jahaniyan’s

4

books should be recited so that his encomiums on the Pro-

phet’s companions, should be known. Makhdum Jahaniyan s encomiums

would fill any one who hated and denigrated the Prophet’s companions

(at his meetings) with shame. The Mujaddid concluded that he had

been forced to draw Shaykh Farid’s attention to above facts because

the members of that malicious group (Shi’is), were found all around the

country. His objective was to make sure that Shaykh Farid’s doors were

closed against them.”6

This letter is a specimen of those sent by the Mujaddid and his disciples

spreading hatred of the Shi’is. They did not even hesitate to apply the

Qur‘anic verses on infidels to the Shi’is. The Sunnifatawa literature, which

was compiled in predominantly Sunni countries, condemned the Shi’is

as heretics for cursing Abu Bakr, ’Umar and ’A isha. The Fatawa- Alam-

giriyya, compiled in Awrangzib’s reign, also included these fatwas and

called on Musl ims to treat the Shi’is as apostates (rmirtadd) .* The puri-

ticanical Sunnis glossed over Ghazali’s statement that, "as far as possible,

ahl al-qibla (people who prayed facing Ka’ba) should not be called apos-

tates. As long as some one pronouned, ‘There is no God but Allah and

Muhammad is His Prophet without hypocrisy’ he should not be called

a heretic.” According to Ghazali, hypocrisy meant making a confession

of faith falsely or with some ulterior motive. 7

Throughout his life Shah Waliullah, the author of Izalatu‘l-khafa ’an

khilafatifl-khulafa and Qurratifl-aynayn fi tafzili‘sh-Shaykhayn, waged a

4 Ancestor ofShaykh Farid Bukhari, A history ofSufism in India, I, pp. 277-82 ;
Supra

, pp.

5 Maktubat-i Imdm-i Rabbani, I, letter No. 54.

6 Fatawa-i Shah ’Abdufl-Aziz, I, pp. 191-92.

7 Ibid., II, p. 116.
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battle royal against the Shl’is. In his wasiyat-nama (last testament), he

wrote, “The Shl’I doctrine of the infallibility of the imams (
imam-i

m’asurn or isma’) amounts to a denial of the doctrine that the Prophet

Muhammad was the seal of the prophets. This makes their faith false

(batil) .

8

His son, Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz, wrote the Tuhfa-i Isna ’Ashariyya to stem

the tide of conversions to Shi’ism. He lists the following facts as evidence

for Sunni superiority:

1. In Ka’ba only the Sunni faith was followed;

2. In Medina too the Sunni faith was dominant;

3. Only the Sunnis could memorize the Qur‘an. The Shi’is could only

learn a few lines and their labours were always wasted, for they could

not retain what they had memorized

;

4. Only the Sunnis believed that wil&yat (sainthood) followed the pro-

phethood

;

5. Only the Sunnis performed Friday and 3
id congregational prayers;

6. Only the Sunnis introduced jihad into India. Sultan Mahmud (388/

998-421/1030) and Shihabu
!d-Dln Ghuri (d. 602/1206) were Sunnis.9

Shah Waliu'llah says that after the first two successors of the Prophet

Muhammad (the Khilafat-i Khcissa), Mahmud of Ghazna was Islam’s

greatest ruler as he launched and sustained the first real conquest of

northern India. The Shah, who was the expert on Sunni tafsir, hadis,

Jiqh and kalam, resorted to astrology, of which he knew or approved very

little, in order to glorify Mahmud of Ghazna. He argued that the his-

torians had failed to recognize that Mahmud’s horoscope had been

identical with the Prophet Muhammad’s and that this was the reason he

had won significant victories in the wars fought for the propagation of

Islam.10 It was only the nineteenth century political decline of the Otto-

man caliphate and the influence of the Western liberal traditions that

prompted Muslim scholars to spread the theory of peaceful Islamization.

Islam, which they identified with political dominance stooped down to

apologies. Shah Waliu‘llah took issue with the Shi’i interpretation of the

following Qpr'anic verse:

“Allah hath promised such of you as believe and do good works that He

will surely make them to succeed (the present rulers) in the earth even

as He caused those who were before them to succeed (others) and that

He will surely establish for them their religion which He hath approved

8 Shah Waliu'llah, Wasiyat-nama ,
Lucknow, 1894; Tafhimdt-i llahiyya, Hyderabad

Sind, 1970, I pp. 278-82.

9 Malfuzat-i Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aztz, p. 10.

10 QurratuH-’aymynfi tafzttVsh-Shaykhayn, Delhi, 1892, p. 324; Tafhimat, I, p. 323.
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for them, and will give them in exchange safety after their fear. They
serve Me. They ascribe nothing as partner unto Me. Those who dis-

believe henceforth, they are the miscreants.”11

Shah Waliu'llah continues that the caliphs, forecast in the above verse,

were neither the Umayyads nor the ’Abbasids. The fulfilment of the

promise refers to events after Prophet Muhammad’s death. According
to the Shah the assassins of the third caliph and the Imamiyya (Isna

’Ashari Shi’is) who believed that the caliphate had been usurped
from its rightful owners, were guilty of ingratitude to God, Who had
appointed such wonderful successors to the Prophet Muhammad. The
Shi’is were misled to believe that the promise—“He will surely make
them to succeed”—would be fulfilled at the appearance of Imam Mahdi.
This had occurred under the first two caliphs, because of Islam’s world-
dominance. The first two caliphs had waged jihad against Qaysar (the

Emperor of Byzantine) and Kisra (the Emperor of Iran) who together

ruled the entire world, said the Shah, and had annihilated them both.

The neighbouring rulers, who had paid tribute to Kisra and Qaysar, had
also been uprooted and Islam took over the conquered territories. In
each town mosques were built and qazis {shari’

a

judges) were appointed.

Hadis scholars and the muftis (who gave fatwa or judicial sentences based
on the shari’a) settled in these regions. Describing the greatness of Kisra
and Qaysar, the Shah states that they had divided their respective areas

into religious zones. Rome, Russia, Frank, Germany, Ifriqiya, Syria,

Egypt and Abyssinia, as well as towns in the West, followed Christianity

and supported Qaysar. In Khurasan, Turan, Turkistan, Zabulistan and
Bactria were the Zoroastrians who were ruled by Kisra. Other religions

such as Judaism, Hinduism and various types of polytheism and paganism
were controlled by either and were generally weak and in a state of dis-

integration. The Shah claims that the annihilation of these two emperors
was followed by the crushing defeat of all other religions and resulted in

Islam’s ascendancy over the whole world (because of the pious efforts

of the first two caliphs).12

No comment is necessary on Shah Waliu'llah’s insight into seventh and
eighth century world history. But what does emerge is that to him
successful military campaigns and subsequent colonization affirmed the

innate truth of Islam. The Shi’i Imams’ failure to achieve political power
implied to him that they were not given Divine help. Moreover, as the

Shi’is claimed their Imams were always persecuted by other Muslims
(the Sunnis), they were excluded from the hopes and promises given in

11 Qur'an, XXIV, 55.

12 Izalatu’l-khafa 1
, Karachi, n.d., p. I, pp. 33-35, 170-74.
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the above verse to the Muslim people generally. Shi’ism was therefore a
misguided sect.13

This is not the occasion to refute Shah Waliu‘llah’s political philosophy
but there is no doubt in the fact that the corpus of Sunni tafsir, hadis and
fiqh,

developed under the patronage of Muslim ruling dynasties, glorified

them. To Imam ’All the objective of State was to protect the interests of

weak and down-trodden sections of the society. These objectives were re-

invigorated by Shi’i
5

ulama and pious sufis who completely dissociated

themselves with ruling dynasties.

Both the Sunnis and Shi ’is believed, on the basis of their own traditions,

in the appearance of a mujaddid14 (renewer) of the faith. In the Sunni list

of mujaddids even worldly conquerors such as Timur are included. The
Shi’i lists, down to the thirteenth century, however, consist of two Imams
and eleven eminent scholars. No Safawid rulers are included.

I century. Imam Muhammad al-Baqir (d. 114/733)

II century. Imam ’All ibn Musa ar-Riza
£

(d. 203/818)

III century, Abu Ja’far Muhammad ibn Ya’qub al-Kulayni (d.

329/940)

IV century, ’Alam al-Huda c

al-Sayyid al-Sharif al-Murtaza‘ (d.

436/1044)

V century, ’Allama Muhammad bin Shahr Ashub (d. 588/1192)

VI century, Khwaja Nasiru‘d-Din Tusi (d. 672/1273)

VII century, ’Allama Hasan ibn Yusuf (d. 726/1 325-26)

VIII century, Ahmad ibn Muhammad Fahd al-Hilli (d. 841/1437-8)

IX century, al-Muhaqqiq al-Kurki, Nuru‘d-Din Shaykh ’All (d.

949/1445)

X century, Shaykh Muhammad ibn Husayn al-’Amili al-Baha‘i (d.

1031/1621-22)

XI century, ’Allama Muhammad Baqir al-Majlisi (d. 1111/1699-1700)

XII century, Wahid al-Bihbihani, ustadud-kull Aqa Baqir (d. 1206/

1791-921)

XIII century, Ayatudlah al-’Uzma' Mirza Muhammad Hasan al-

Shirazi (d. 1206/ 1894-95).15

Besides the mujaddids, other Shi’i scholars also made important contri-

butions to knowledge. Because of sectarian prejudices Sunni scholars paid

hardly any attention to Shi’i works. Shi’is nevertheless studied the

Mu’tazila and ’Ashari kalam, while the later Sunni scholars generally

13 Ibid., I, p. 80.

14 Mawlana Muhammad ’All, The holy Qur'an, Lahore, 1965, p. 693.

15 Shaykh ’Abbas al-Qummi, Jami3
dar jihat-i shinasa-i

3
ulama'-i Islam,

Tehran n.d.,

pp. 31-32.
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confined themselves to the
5Ashari kalam . In Shi’i seminaries religious

studies and 3
irfan (spiritual achievements) were combined with philosophy,

science and mechanics. The study of the law of causality and its corollaries,

to which all scientific laws owe their generality and certainty, enabled

the Shi’i scholars to broaden their religious perspectives. In India Fath-

ullah Shirazi’s Sunni disciples developed the Shah’s curriculum into the

dars-i Nizami

,

credited to Mulla Nizamu‘d-Din Sihalawi.

Until the nineteenth century Sunni students did not hesitate to learn

from Shi’i intellectuals, whose contributions to philosophy and science

enriched Islam as the Shi’i dignitaries and statesmen strengthened the

Sunni governments. Sunni revivalist movements could not undermine

personal friendship and social contacts between Sunnis and Shi’is. Shi’is

and Sunnis intermarried, it was discouraged, mainly by the Sunni revi-

valists.

In a letter to the ruler of Bukhara, Shah ’Abdul-’Aziz wrote that since

the Shi’is, according to fiqh works were heretics, the Sunnis should treat

them like other apostates. They should not greet the Shi’is first unless

it might cause them great loss; when they could initiate the greeting.

Should the Shi’i acknowledge the Sunni first, their response should be

very formal. Should the Shi’is show respect exceeding shari
3
a rules, the

Sunni should adhere to the shari
3
a. These principles should be used in all

dealings with Shi’is* such as visiting them when sick, extending condo-

lences and congratulations and accepting their invitations.16

In a fatwa Shah ’Abdul-’Aziz wrote that, irrespective of the fact that

the Shi’is were apostates or heretics, Sunnis should not marry a Shi’i

girl. Mixed marriages destroyed the purity of the family faith and pre-

vented lasting family unity. 17 He also urged Sunnis to avoid eating in

Shi’i houses and consuming animals slaughtered by them.18 The Shah

said that once a Sunni, who earned his livelihood by keeping a brothel,

insisted on sending him some food. The Shah was worried about its

disposal. He could not eat it himself and he did not wish to give it to

another Sunni. When some of his close relatives, who according to the

Shah were fanatical Shi’is, arrived, the Shah offered them the food and

they ate it happily.19 Possibly his decision was compatible to his moral

standards.

Shah ’Abdul-’Aziz was not, however, very successful at converting

Shi’is to Sunni-ism. In a conversation, he remarked that he had converted

hundreds of Hindus to Islam but only three or four members of the

16 Fatawa,
I, p. 192.

17 Fatawa
,

I, p. 12; Malfuzat-i Shah 3AbduH-Aziz> p. 8.

18 Fdtawas II, p. 96.

19 Malfuzat-i Shah 3Abduc
l

3
Aziz, p. 37
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'bigoted Shi’i sect’ had embraced Sunni-ism. He hoped that two or three

more would follow. 20 The most tragic event for the Shah was the con-

version of his relative,, Sayyid Qamaru c

d-Din Husayni of Sonipat* to

Shi’ism. 21 The Sayyid had studied under Shah ’Abdu 4

l-’Aziz’s two brothers*

Shah ’Abdul-Qadir and Shah Rafi‘u
c

d-Din. He had learned hadis from
Shah ’Abdul-’Aziz himself for whom he wrote the

’

Ujala-i nafi’a .
22

Among the eighteenth century Sunni noblemen Muhammad Amin
Khan did not tolerate the celebration of Muharram and the Shi’is.

Conversely Khwaja Muhammad Ja’far* a brother of Khan-i Dawran was
deeply devoted to the twelve Imams. According to Khafi Khan in each
street and bazaar people recited the eulogies of twelve Imams but in the

reign of Muhammad Shah, a Sunni-Shi’i riot made the Sunnis hostile

to Shi’is. 23 The enmity was* however, short-lived. Chishtiyya and Qadi-
riyya sufis participated in Muharram mourning ceremonies. The Shi’i

population increased steadily. According to Shah ’Abdul- ’Aziz’s esti-

mate of the Muslim population* two-third were Sunnis and one-third

Shi’is. 24 The Shi’i number seems to have been over-estimated but by the

end of eighteenth century Shi’is were found in almost all Indian towns.

Zaynul-’Abidin bin Iskandar Shirwani Ni’matullahi (b. 1194/1786)*

an Iranian Shi’a* who visited Delhi* Bengal and the Deccan sometime
after 1216/1801 reports that* although the Shi’is were only in a minority

in the towns he visited* they occupied many distinguished positions.

In the mid-nineteenth century* the traditional hostility to the Shi’is*

championed by Shah ’Abdul-’Aziz* Shaykh Sana'ullah Panipati and
their disciples* was revived by Mawlana Muhammad Qasim Nanawtawi*
the founder of the Deoband seminary. He summarized Shah ’Abdul-
’Aziz’s Tuhfa-i Isna ’Ashariyya in Urdu and called it the Hidayatvfsh-8hi a .

His disciple* Mawlana Sayyid Manazir Ahsan Gilani* who wrote Maw-
lana Muhammad Qasim’s biography* considers the eighteenth century

Mughal emperors responsible for promoting Shi’ism and the general

veneration of ta’ziyas and Muharram ceremonies. He does not* however*

over-estimate Mawlana Muhammad Qasim Nanawtawi’s success in con-

verting Shi’is to Sunni-ism but takes pride in the fact that the Mawlana
restored many lukewarm Sunnis to orthodoxy and puritanism. 25 Possibly

Gilani was correct (for the Sunni revivalists) hardened their attitude

towards the Shi’is in the Deoband and Saharanpur region.

20 Ibid. , p. 22.

21 Nuzhatu'l-khawatir* VII, p. 390.

22 Shah ’Abdifl-’Aziz, 9
Ujala-i nafi

3
a with commentary by Mawlana ’Abdu‘1 Halim

Ghishti, Karachi, 1964, p. 1.

23 Muntakhabifl-lubab, II, pp. 757-60.

24 Malfuzat-i Shah
9AbduH 9Aziz} p. 116.

25 Sayyid Manazir Ahsan Gilani, Sawanih Qasimi, Lahore, n.d. I.* pp. 59-72.
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The Shi’i population developed in the Deccan largely because of the

Shi’i scholars and statesmen who moved from Iran. During Akbar’s reign,

the Mughal policy of replacing the Sunni Afghan nobility with the Mug-

hal aristocracy, composed of heterogeneous racial and religious groups,

opened careers to talented outsiders. Naturally the Iranians obtained

many prominent positions. Although they did not outnumber the Turani

and other Sunni groups, they set the norms for Mughal cultural tradi-

tions embodying refined literary, scientific and philosophical values.

They were instrumental in promoting tolerance. There is no justifica-

tion for the myth spread by uncritical Sunni scholars that Shi’ism flouri-

shed in India because of the Sayyid brothers or owing to the decline of

the Mughal empire. The Shi’i intellectual and cultural traditions were

firmly planted by the Gilani brothers, Hakim Fathu‘llah Shirazi, the

Shi’i poets, philosopher and nobles, and it was irrigated by the blood of

Mulla Ahmad Thattawi and Qazi Nuru‘llah Shustari.

During the reign of Awrangzib, who was notorious for his Sunni or-

thodoxy, Shi’i intellectuals achieved predominance in all fields of life.

There is no conclusive evidence that the Sayyid brothers were Shi’is.

The Shi’i population in Delhi increased considerably because of the poli-

tical refugees from Iran and the members of Nadir Shah’s contingents

who had settled in India. Shah ’Abdu'l-’Aziz tells us that Ahmad Shah

Durrani annihilated all the Shi’is in Delhi26 but this is obviously an exag-

geration. Under Najaf Khan’s domination of Delhi, the Shi is obtained

a new lease of life. Towards the end of the eighteenth century, when the

Sayf-i maslul and the Tuhfa-i Isna ’Ashariyya were written, the conversion

of Sunni families to Shi’ism had upset Sunni puritanists such as Shaykh

Sana u‘llah Panipati and Shah ’Abdu‘l-’Aziz. Shi’i expansion was a

piecemeal and irreversible process without organized missionary endea-

vour or forcible conversion.

The British also opened places to talented, efficient and hard-working

people. The Shi’is learnt English and obtained many ofMhe positions

available to Indians. They made their mark in the Sunni Asaf-Jahi state

of Hyderabad. The professions which depended upon traditional know-

ledge, such as those of physicians and teachers, were filled with Shi’is.

The Iranian businessmen in Calcutta, the Khojas in Bombay and Gujarat

were Isna ’Asharis while the Bohras were Isma’ilis. In the nineteenth

century, Shi’is acted as a counter weight to ignorance and backwardness.

They preached sectarian harmony and communal understanding.

Karamat ’Ali, Mawlana Siraj Husayn and Amir ’Ali were not frightened

by the postulates of the experimental sciences but urged Muslims to ac-

quire Western techniques and to re-examine them in the light of Mulla

26 Fatawa-i Shah
3Abdue

l *Aziz.
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Sadra’s philosophy. To them Islam was monolithic and the Muslim

world was a single unit. They preached that the way was always open

for those who believed in Allah, the Qur'an and the Prophet to sink

their differences and to open a new chapter in the history of Islam.

Even the nineteenth century Shi’i mujtahids were not hostile to the

study of the English language and literature. Mawlana Siraj Husayn,

who learnt English at an advanced age, was the brother of the mujtahid

Mawlana Hamid Husayn and a son ofMawlana Mufti Muhammad Quli.

Mawlana Hamid Husayn’s nephew. Justice Karamat Husayn, studied at

the Middle Temple in England. Hamid ’Ali, the barrister had shaved

off his beard while in England, but an indirect criticism from Mawlana
Hamid Husayn sufficed to make him let it grow again. The Western

educated Shi’is, who were not under the influence of the
5

ulama did not

forsake the sharl’a because of the Muharram lectures on the intellectual

contributions of the Imams and their sacrifices for truth and justice.

Even the spiritual sensitivity of the Sunnis who attended them was shar-

pened. The threat of modern science, which had scared Sir Sayyid, did

not upset the Shi’i intellectuals. Like Jamalu'd-Din Husayni (Afghani),

they believed that 'science is that noble thing that has no connection

with any nation, and is not distinguished by anything but itself’.
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M. bin Abu Bakr, 163.
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M. Khan, 356.
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M. Muzaffar, 47.
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M. Nasir Jan, Kh., 365.
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164-169, 173, 176, 376.
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M. Qull Qutb Shah, 335, 348, 358.
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M. Salih Kanboh, 260.
M. Shafi, S., 96.
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51, 52, 54-56, 73, 96, 112, 115, 127,’

203, 267, 303, 305, 358, 418.
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M. Sharif, Hajjl, 108.

M. Sharif Hijri, Kh., 6, 9.

M. Shukoh, 97.

M. Sufi of Mazandaran, 5.

M. Sultan, Prince, 31, 32.
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M. TaqI, Mulla, 94.

M. TaqI Khan, 20.

M. Yaqut Khan, 227.

M. Zahid, Mawlana, 193.

M. Zaman of Mashhad, Mir, 33.

M. Zamin Fayyaz, 212.

Muhammadabad, 153.

Muhaqqiq al-Kurki, Nuru‘d-Dln, 449.
Muhibbu^lah, Mawlana, 88.

Muhibbu'llah Biharl, QazI, 209.
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Muhsin, ’All, Mir, 113.

Muhsin Baghdadi, S., 129, 130.
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Muhsin Khurasan!, Agha, 340, 348.
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Muir, W., 383, 384.
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Mulla Firuz, 222.
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234.
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Mulla Sadra, 129, 133, 145.

Mulla Shafi’a, 224.

Multan, 7, 43, 44, 45, 48, 56, 112, 181,
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S. M. Taqi, 150, 155,

161, 162, 173, 413.

Munger, 119, 162.
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Mun’im Khan, 19, 24, 39, 40.
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Husayn, 147.

Munnan Sahib, Abu‘l-Hasan, b. S. M.
Ibrahim, 152.

Muqarrab ’Ali Khan, 105.

Murad Bakhsh, Prince, 18, 274.

Murad Bashi, Mir, 123.

Murad Kashmiri, Mulla, 105.

Muradabad, 306, 372, 373, 375, 388.

Mursan, 63.

Murshid Quli Khan, 45.
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351.
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120, 121, 123, 124, 125, 127, 230.

Murtaza, S., 85.

Murtaza, Sharif, 20, 134.

Murtaza Akhbari, 141.

Musa Kazim, Imam, 87, 164.
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Mtisawl Khan, 5, 6, 263.
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Mushafi, Shaykh Ghulam Hamadani, 64,
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Musharraf ’Ali Khan, 155.
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Musi river, 343, 344.

Muslim b. ’Aqil, 22, 144, 350.
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Mustafa Khan Kashi, 34, 35, 36.

Mustafabad, 119, 279.

Musta’id Khan, 275, 276, 277.

Mu’tamad Khan, 273.

Mu’tamadu‘d-Dawla, 70, 306.

Mu’tamid, the ’Abbasid Caliph, 422.

Mutawakkil, 288.

Muzaffar Bakht, Mirza, 78.

Muzaffar Khan, 48, 238.

Muzaffar Turbati, Kh., 187.

Muzaffarnagar, 165, 306, 413.
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Nadi Mahal, 338.

Nadim M., 359, 60.

Nadir Shah, 49-56, 111, 113, 115, 166,

256, 280, 281, 365, 418.

Nadwatu^-’Ulama*, 174.

Nagor, 181.
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Najaf, 76, 80, 111, 119, 121, 124, 129, 130,

139, 140, 144, 148, 214, 232, 314.

Najaf ’Ali, Mir, 122, 125.

Najaf ’Ali Nawnahrawi, 128.

Najaf Khan, see Zu‘lfaqaru‘d Dawla.

Najaf Quli Khan, 63.

Najibu‘d-Dawla, 56, 59-64, 74, 304.

Najm Intishar, 180.

Najmue

d-Din, ’Ali Khan, 230.

Najmu‘1 ’Ulama e

,
S. Najmu‘1 Hasan, 148,

157, 163.

Na’l Mubarak, 341, 345.

Nanawta, 72, 165.

Napoleon, 231.

Naqi, S., Zubdatu‘1 ’Ulamac

, 161.

Naqqan Sahib, S. ’Ali Naqi, 152.
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Narwar, 297.
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Nasir Husayn, Mawlana, 172, 436.

Nasir Khan, 50.
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Nazim Tabrlzl, 257.
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Ni’matu‘llah, 51, 52, 302, 333, 334.
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Nirmal Das, Raja, 309, 312.
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Nizami, K. A., 65, 67.
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198, 246.
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50, 56, 62, 279, 300, 341, 358.

Noah, 287, 290, 411.
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North-West Provinces, 368, 378-380, 382,

385, 391, 393, 397, 409, 418, 429,
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Nuru‘1 Hasan, M., 370.
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Nuru‘llah mVmar, 211.
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Nusratl, 346.
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Oelsner, 425.
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Orai, 169, 376.
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Orissa, 46, 54, 418.

Oxford, 386, 387, 390, 392, 405.
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Panchmahla, 311, 312.

Panchmahla Palace, 342, 344.

Panchgira'In Sadat, 103.

Panipat, 68, 72, 101, 162.
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Panjab, 16-18, 22-26, 55, 56, 61, 72, 84,

98, 103, 161, 185, 190, 208, 223, 245,

264, 332, 333, 360, 381, 388, 391,

394, 407, 412, 429, 432, 434.

Para, 127.
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Paris, 407, 408, 419, 440, 442.

Pata Nala, 153.
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124, 156, 160, 162, 213, 222, 223,

259, 263, 279, 307, 330, 393, 405.

Peacock, George, 376.

Pecquet Jean, 226.

Pelsaert, Francisco, 297, 349.
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Pfander, G. G., 370, 383.

Phillot, D. C., 24.
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Phulet, 66, 165.

Piggott Committee, 332.

Pindrawal, 392.

Pindrawal, Raja Baqir ’All, 398.

Plr M. Khan, 228.

Pjr M. Shah, 89.

Pirpur, 398, 437.
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Plassey, 46, 280.
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Poona, 74, 429.
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Pratap Singh Raja, 414.
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Qadiyani, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, 407.

Qadam Rasul, 81, 312, 315.

Qadiri, 357, 358.

Qa fim, Mir M., 358.

Qa‘im Chandpuri, 360.

Qa‘in, 211.

Qa‘ini, Mirza Abu‘l Hasan, 109.
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Qalat, 49, 50.
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45, 48, 52, 54, 57, 227.

Qannauj, 209, 264.

Qanbar, 247.

Qandahar, 7, 16, 26, 28, 40, 49, 55, 59,

60, 93, 110, 112, 115, 191, 251, 305.

Qasim b. Hasan, 315, 317, 323, 325, 328,

348, 356.

Qasim ’Ali, Mull a, 106.

Qasim ’All Khan, 62.

Qasim-i Kahi, 235-239.

Qasim Lakhnawi, 360.

Qasim Nanawtawi, S., 162, 174, 392, 393.

Qatil Mirza, 113, 264, 334.

Qaydi, Mulla, 249.

Qaysar Bagh, 80, 87, 88.

Qaziu‘l-Mulk Mulla Ahmad, 295.

Qazwin, 108.

Qazwini, Mir M. Ibrahim, 108.

Qazwlni, Mirza QiwamuVl-DIn, M. Safi,

109.

Qilij Khan, 186.

Qizilbash, ’Ali Riza‘, 333.

Qizilbash, Fath ’Ali Khan, 433, 435, 438.

Qudwatu‘1 ’Ulama‘ Mawlana S. Aqa
Hasan, 162.

Qudsi Mashhadi, Hajji M. Jan, 259, 263,
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Qum, 106, 108, 121, 155, 216.

Qummi, Malik, 257, 258.

Qureshi, I. H., 65, 66.

Qutb Minar, 104.

Qutb Shah, Sultan M., 3, 334.
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Qutbu‘d-DIn Mawlawi, S., 209.
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d-Din Shirazi, 180, 207.

Qutbu‘d-Din Sihalawi, 207, 209.
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Rahim Bakhsh, Mawlana, 160.

Rahim Banu, 40.
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Rajmahal, 31, 32.
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Ramgarh, see Aligarh.
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Rama Narain, 120.

Rama Narain Raja, 113.
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Rawshan ’All, 212.

Rawshanu cd-Dawla, 82, 83.

Ray, 276.

Raz-i Ilahi, Burhanu£d-Din Burhanpuri,

276.

Raza ’All Khan, Sir, Nawwab, 103.
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RazI Mulla, 94.
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Riwari, 162, 394.
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Rohilkhand, 49, 62, 75, 78, 176, 391.

Rohtas, 54.
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Roman Script, 380, 381.

Rome, 423, 426.

Roorkee, 405.

Roshan, 315.
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llah Khan, 10-12, 17, 51, 52, 54.
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RumI Darwaza, 76, 153.

Rushdi ’Atau‘llah, 211.

Russia, 337, 439,

Russio-Turkish Wars, 439.
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Rustam ’All Khan, Hakim, 365.

Rustamnagar, 79.

Rustaq, 43.

Ruswa, Mlrza M. HadI, 151.

Sa’adat of Amroha, 358.

Sa’adat ’All, 418, 419.

Sa’adat ’All Nawwab, 78-80, 82, 85, 140,
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Sa’adat Khan Burhanu£

l-Mulk, 22, 42,

45, 50, 52, 53, 58, 77, 120, 227.

Sabbagh, Mulla Baqir, 215.

Sabit, Mir M. Afzal, 112, 113.

Sabit, M., 113.

Sabit ’All Shah, S., 357.

Saburi Hamadani, 237.

Sabzwar, 244, 293, 352-354.

Sabzwarl, Mulla M. Baqir, 216.

Sachal Sarmast, 357.

Sadiq Khan, 9.

Sadiq Sadiql, Mlrza M., 3, 4, 274.

Sadiq Sud, 37.

Sadr-i Jahan Begum, 79.

Sadr-i Jahan, Miran, 61, 189.

Sadra, Mulla, 216-220, 234, 376.

Sadru‘d-DIn, Mir, 206.

Sadru£d-Dln Dimashqi, 180.
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Sadru<d-DIn Shirazi, 133.
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d-Din, 249.
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Sa’du‘liah Khan, 23, 224.
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Saharanpur, 64, 72, 161, 165, 213, 306.

Sahba‘1, Mawlana Imam Bakhsh, 113.

Sahiba Mahal, 55, 59, 96, 304, 305.
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Sa’Id Gilani, Mawlana M., 108.
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Samarra, 83.
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Samiu‘llah Khan, 392, 395.
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